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Preface

Ergonomics for All represents a selected collection of the papers accepted for oral presentation at the 9th 
Pan-Pacific Conference on Ergonomics (PPCOE 2010) held in Kaohsiung city, Taiwan on November 
7–10, 2010. PPCOE 2010 evolved from the series of Pan-Pacific Conference on Occupational Ergonomics 
that successfully took place in Kitakyushu Japan (1990), Wuhan China (1992), Seoul Korea (1994), Taipei 
Taiwan (1996), Kitakyushu Japan (1998), Beijing China (2001), Cairns Australia (2004), and Bangkok 
Thailand (2007).

PPCOE 2010 marked two important milestones. First, the event attracted from 16 countries/areas 
200 submissions (147 papers and 53 posters), all of which peer-reviewed by the International Review-
ing Board of the Scientific Committee with an averaged 82% acceptance rate. The numbers in terms of 
contribution quantity and geographical distribution are both record high. A 20th anniversary meeting, 
PPCOE 2010 would not have been able to achieve this level of success if  there had not been the collective 
endeavors of the eight previous PPCOE conferences that have established globally recognized excellence 
in scientific and professional contribution.

Secondly, considering the pervasive influence of ergonomics on almost every walk of our lives, 
PPCOE 2010 commenced an omnivorous platform to diversify the horizon beyond simply occupational 
ergonomics. To address the prospects and challenges, we set Ergonomics for All as the conference theme, 
hoping to shape a lifestyle and working environments where ergonomics benefits everyone. Genuinely 
reflecting the essence towards such a mission, the book covers a fruitful spectrum of up-to-date and 
comprehensive issues in ergonomics, including Anthropometry, Biomechanics & Physical Ergonomics, 
Usability & User Experience, Man Machine Interface & Cognitive Ergonomics, Musculoskeletal Disor-
ders & Ergonomics Intervention, Bio-signals & Ergonomic Assessment, Design & Ergonomics, Ergonom-
ics for People with Special Needs, and Performance Modeling & Simulation.

The making of a memorable conference and quality proceedings has never been an easy task. We would 
like to convey our sincere gratitude to all of the authors and participants who are truly the key to the suc-
cess of PPCOE 2010. We would like to honor professors Chiuhsiang Joe Lin and Eric Min-yang Wang 
(Conference Chairs) for their unconditional supports. Special thanks also go to the members of the Inter-
national Reviewing Board, and Organizing Committee of the Ergonomics Society of Taiwan (host) for 
their professional devotion. Production of this monograph received financial support from the National 
Science Council of Taiwan under grant NSC99–2916-I-007–011-A1.

Editors
Dyi-Yih Michael Lin (General Program Chair)

Hsieh-Ching Chen (Scientific Committee Chair)
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The category strategy of human body size with age intervals

Ming-Hsu Wang & Wen-Ko Chiou
Department of Industrial Design, Chang Gung University, Kweishan, Taoyuan, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: Sizing category strategy play an important role in the anthropometric measurement, it 
will affect the application of the different fields, including garment, ergonomic product, interior design, 
working space and nutritional status of people.Through the three-dimensional (3D) body scan process, 
this research collect 8463 digital human models from the Chang Gung Memorial Hospital. It categories 
the human body size by two body indexes and four age intervals. The result shows that Body Mass Index 
(BMI) could be the better sizing strategy to category the human body size. And the “age-10age” interval 
has the minimum Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) with the 22 body dimensions which compare with 
the 56 standard human models than the three age interval in both genders. The index “BMI” and “age-10” 
interval could be the better strategy to category the human body size. The standard human models could 
be the better template to analyze the digital human model; it will provide a quick and effective method to 
collect the body dimensions to the different applications.

Keywords: three-dimensional (3D), body dimensions, body index, age interval, mean absolute difference

Human anthropometry involves the meas-
urement of body characteristics such as reach, 
body segment length and circumferences, widths, 
and heights, among others. This information 
can be used to inform the design of tools, equip-
ment, workstations and clothes. 3D body-surface 
scanners are transforming the ability to accu-
rately measure a person’s body size, shape, and 
skin-surface area. Three-dimensional data can be 
a great aid to overcome the disadvantages of tradi-
tional category strategy since they can provide rich 
geometry information on the 3D surface. And it 
is useful for the application of the anthropometry 
and nutrition. The 3D human body data can have 
wide applications in industry, such as design of 
shoes and spectacle frames (Mochimaru, 2000), 
apparel design (Perissinotto, 2002, Santos, 2004, 
Wang et al, 2003).

3Danthropometric measurement strategies offer 
an interesting alternative to traditional methods in 
applications such as clothing sizing and product 
design. The automated strategies are attractive 
because of their low cost and the speed with which 
they can measure size and determine the best-
fitting garment and products. Three-dimensional 
data can be a great aid to overcome the disadvan-
tages of traditional category strategy since they 
can provide rich geometry information on the 3D 
surface (Li, 2006).

Anthropometric measurements, although lim-
ited, are the most practical way for a nutritional 

1 INTRODUCTION

Sizing category strategies provide size specification 
for different population groups based on somebody 
dimension data from demographic anthropometric 
surveys and studies. The goal of sizing is to choose 
limited size groups to cover large percentage of the 
population. They could be applied to the garment 
industry, work place design, helmet design, and 
other operator related products. A sizing strategy 
is created by using various methods from trial-and-
error to complicated statistical methods. Sizing 
approaches have been improved and optimization 
of sizing strategys has been developed all along 
(McCulloch, 1998).

Sizing category strategy play an important role 
in the anthropometric measurement, it will affect 
the application of the different fields, includ-
ing garment, ergonomic product, interior design, 
working space and nutritional status of people. 
Characterizing and understanding sizing category 
is traditionally the subject of anthropometry-the 
study of human body measurement. It is essential 
for better ergonomic design of any product with 
which people interact, such as clothing, automo-
biles, and workstations.

Consumer products that relate to the human 
body rely on good fit for proper function. The 
design of such products relies on the availability of 
accurate anthropometric information describing 
the body characteristics.
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assessment of individuals and populations, through 
nutritional risk monitoring, prognosis of acute 
and chronic diseases, or clinical actions (Barbosa, 
2005, Perissinotto, 2002, Santos, 2004).

The most widely used measurements are weight 
and height, which are often combined as Body 
Mass Index (BMI; in kg/m2) to provide a proxy for 
nutritional status. BMI is used to categorize under-
weight (James, 1988), normal weight, overweight, 
and obesity (Garrow, 1985), and much research 
has illustrated disease (CVD) and other diseases 
(Hayashi, 2005, Zhou, 2002).

Body shape contrasts with size in providing 
information on weight distribution. BMI repre-
sents a very crude index of shape, whereas Waist 
Circumference (WC) gives a clearer indication 
of relative abdominal shape. More sophisticated 
information can be obtained from ratios of dif-
ferent body girths, such as the Waist-Hip (WHR) 
or Waist-Chest (WCR) Ratio, to act as a proxy for 
central adiposity. Such measurements are easy to 
perform and are often highly informative.

How useful these indicators are depends on 
the availability of reference data related to age, 
sex, and age group, specific to each population. 
The World Health Organization (de Onis, 1996) 
recommends the development of specific refer-
ence values for each country, with availability of 
means, standard deviations, and percentiles for 
every measurement or index. BMI is a useful alter-
native to traditional somatotyping techniques; the 
findings also suggest that a prisoner’s somatotype 
is associated with criminal patterns while being a 
meager predictor of criminality. Methodological 
and theoretical implications of this study are dis-
cussed (Maddan, 2008). Body fat distribution, as 
measured by Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WHR), may be 
an ideal feature. First, WHR, unlike overall body 
weight, is an unambiguous indicator of age in men 
and women (Maddan, 2008). Prior to puberty, the 
sexes have similar WHR because body fat distribu-
tion is essentially similar.

However how to category the body size by the 
different criteria could be an important issue to 
the application, and could be a critical factor of 
the presentation of the human body size. The main 
aim of this research tries is to find out the strategy 
of category for the human body size by the differ-
ent age interval and body index.

2 METHODS

Through the 3D body lasers scan process; this 
research collected 8463 digital human body mod-
els from the Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, 
Tao-Yuan, Taiwan. To capture the intricacies of 
the human body in one pass, the Chang Gung 

Whole-Body Scanner (CGWBS, as shown in 
Figs. 1, 2 and Fig. 3) uses four scanning instruments 
mounted on three vertical towers. Each tower has 
a linear ball-bearing rail and servo motor assem-
bly that moves the scanning instrument vertically. 
When a subject stands on the scanner’s platform, 
the scanning instrument starts at the person’s head 
and move down to scan the entire body.

The actual measurement procedure is as fol-
lows: the examinee stands in the measuring posi-
tions, both hands down and forming a 30 degree 
angle with the body. The operator will execute the 
procedure, scanning the examinee from top to bot-
tom, for about 12 seconds, at this time the body 
contour’s resolution is about 2.5 mm. Next, the 
examinee holds on to the handle (the handle has 
been designed so that it does not interfere with the 
measuring), in order for the body to stand erect. 
Then, the body is scanned from top to bottom, 
focusing on the examinee’s head, thoracic, hip, and 
leg shapes. At this time, the resolution is 1 mm, and 
the scanning time is 24 seconds. After this meas-
urement, before the examinee leaves, the operator 
must review the measurement results on the com-
puter, and if  there is any error, the subject could be 
immediately measured again.

After the body scanning process, this research 
tries to build up the digital human body size 
database for application (as shown in Fig. 2). 
And it collects and analyzes the 22 human body 
dimensions, including circumference, width, 
area and volume to build up the digital human 

Figure 1. Chang Gung Whole-Body Scanner-a scanning 
illustration.
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database, the dimensions including distance, girth, 
circumference, volume, surface area, Body Mass 
Index(BMI), Waist-Hip Ratio (WHR), Waist-Hip 
area Ratio (WHaR), weight and height.

According the reference review result, it catego-
ries the human body size by the BMI and WHR 
indexes. First, we test the correlation between 
22 body dimensions and two body indies. It also 
use the cluster analysis method to category human 
body size into 28 standard human models for both 

genders by the different age interval from age 21 to 
age 90, including age all, age 5-years, age 10-years 
and age-generation. Using correlation analysis 
to find out the best body index strategy and ana-
lyze the term Mean Absolute Differences (MAD) 
to indicate the error between the measurements 
of the different standard sample subjects from 
the 22 human body dimensions, the MAD mean 
that the difference between the standard sam-
ples. And divide into five categories, including 
circumference (C), Width (W), Profile Area (P-A), 
Volume (V) and Surface Area (S-A) with the 
standard human models from the cluster analysis, 
the MAD calculation.

Then we compare the total difference from the 
28 standard human models by the different strate-
gies. To compare the mean difference and find out 
the better strategy to category the human body size 
with the body index and age interval.

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The result shows that BMI could be the better 
body index strategy to category the human body 
size than the WHR index. BMI has the higher cor-
relation with the 22 body dimensions than WHR in 
both genders, and both genders also have the simi-
lar trend for the two body indexes. Most correla-
tion index of weight and BMI is higher than 60%, 
it shows that they have high correlation with most 
body dimensions. And it shows that BMI could be 
the better strategy to category the size than WHR 
index (as shown in Figs. 4, 5).

To compare the indexes, weight and BMI, BMI, 
often referred to as the Quetelet Index, utilizes a 
person’s height and weight to gauge the total body 
fat in adults; it is an indicator of optimal weight for 
health and different from lean mass or percent body 
fat calculations because it only considers height 
and weight. The BMI is a well established measure 
in the medical community; this is observed by a 
cursory review of the available literature (Feitosa, 
2002). We have given interpretations to the first 
five components-some of them provide quanti-
tative evidence to the empirical anthropometric 
observations (Sheldon, 1940).

Compare the MAD of the five categories of 
dimensions, the result shows that (as shown in 
Figs. 6, 7) the age interval “age-10” has the mini-
mum Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) with 
the 22 body dimensions which compare with 
the 56 standard human models than the three age 
interval in both genders. In the result of males, the 
age interval “age-10” have the minimum MAD and 
the “age-5” almost the same with the “age-10”, and 
the “age-all” got the maximum MAD between the 
four different age intervals.

Figure 2. Chang Gung Whole-Body Scanner-a scan-
ning illustration.

Figure 3. Chang Gung Digital Human Body-a scan-
ning illustration.
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The results of both genders show that the 
width dimension got the minimum MAD in the 
all dimension categories. And for male, the vol-
ume dimension got the highest MAD than other 
dimensions. It is different between both genders to 
compare the category dimensions.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Compare the WHR and BMI indexes; BMI got the 
higher correlation with the 22 body dimensions. BMI 
index could be the better strategy for body size cat-
egory. Then we try to find out the better age interval 
strategy with the BMI index for category strategy.

BMI is insensitive to age-associated changes in 
the distribution of body dimensions, which also dif-
fer markedly between the sexes. In both sexes, BMI 
did not increase steadily with age interval group.

Bout the age interval effect, the “age-10” could 
be the better way to category the body size with the 
lowest MAD in the all age intervals. So this research 
try to conclude that BMI and age-10 could be the 
better strategy to category the human body size, 
and collect the standard human models from the 
large digital human database. The standard human 
models could be the best template to analyze the 
digital human model; it will provide a quick and 
effective method to collect the body dimensions to 
the different applications.
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In the result of females, the age interval “age-10” 
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Evaluating gender differences in foot dimensions

Yu-Chi Lee, Gloria Lin & Mao-Jiun J. Wang
Department of Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management, National Tsing Hua University, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The objective of this study was to collect foot anthropometric data of Taiwanese adults 
and to examine the gender differences in foot dimensions. Three hundred healthy male and female stu-
dents were recruited. A 3D foot scanner was used to collect 14 foot dimensions. Results showed that the 
average difference between males and females was about 24 mm and 10 mm in foot length and breadth, 
respectively. The right foot was smaller than left foot in foot length, ball of foot length, hell breadth and 
sphyrion fibulare height regardless of genders. Overall, body weight and stature had significant correlates 
to the 14 foot dimensions except for navicular height. Designing footwear should consider the difference 
in foot dimensions among different genders.

Keywords: gender difference, foot dimensions, anthropometry

indicated that foot breadth of the Nigerian females 
was larger than that of the males (about 4 mm), 
but males had greater foot length than females for 
about 14 mm.

In 1997, Anil et al. observed that stature had 
high correlation with foot length. In addition, 
Manna et al. (2001) indicated that the stature had 
higher correlation on foot length than weight, and 
foot length was highly correlated with stature and 
foot volume, especially in left foot. Furthermore, 
Ozden et al. (2005) evaluated the gender difference 
in correlation between foot dimensions. For males, 
a significant correlation was observed in stature 
and right foot length and also in stature and right 
foot breadth. Moreover, it was shown that stature 
was related to right foot length of females, but 
there was no significant correlation between stat-
ure and right foot breadth.

Since there is little information available on 
foot dimensions between genders in Taiwan, this 
research was aimed to investigate the gender effect 
on 14 foot dimensions of Taiwanese adults and to 
evaluate the correlations of the dimensions associ-
ated with stature and weight. The results of this 
study can be very useful for footwear design.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participant

Three hundred subjects including 150 males 
and 150 females, aged from 18 to 37 years 
(mean = 21.8) were recruited for this study. They 
were undergraduate and graduate students in 

1 INTRODUCTION

Footwear is used for protecting feet when users 
engage in different kind of activities. Wearing 
improper footwear increases the risk of foot prob-
lems, for instance, corns, ankle injury, chronic pain 
or blister of foot (Killian et al. 1998). Using anthro-
pometric data for footwear design can enhance the 
fitness between footwear and feet.

Many studies have been investigating the anthro-
pometry of foot dimensions and its relationship 
among factors such as gender, stature, and body 
sizes. Gender effect on foot dimension has been 
studied for a long time. In Africa, males had greater 
foot dimensions than females; the dimension differ-
ence between genders was about 30 mm and 10 mm 
in foot length and breadth, respectively (Agnihotri 
et al. 2007). To minimize the difference between 
subjects, some studies selected the same foot length 
(Anil et al. 1997, Voracek et al. 2007, Krauss et al. 
2008) or the same stature (Wunderlich & Cavanagh 
2001) to evaluate gender effect. The findings indi-
cated that males’ foot have greater size in breadth 
and girth than those of females’. Agrawal et al. 
(2010) collected the foot anthropometrics data in 
workers of Meghalaya and indicated that the gen-
der difference was 13 mm in foot length and 6 mm 
in ball breadth. Moreover, Xiong et al. (2009) gath-
ered 9 foot dimensions of 30 subjects in Hong Kong. 
They found that males had 22.2 mm greater in foot 
length and 7.3 mm greater in foot width than the 
females. From the results of previous study, we can 
conclude that males have greater foot length and 
breadth than females. Nevertheless, Salami (2009) 
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a university and without any history of  feet 
abnormalities. The basic demographic data and 
feet anthropometric data of  the participants are 
shown in Table 1.

2.2 Experimental apparatus

The feet dimensions were collected by using a 3D 
foot scanner (INFOOT USB scanning system, 
IFU-S-01, I-Ware Laboratory Co., Ltd., Japan). 

The INFOOT scanning system has 8 CCD cameras 
and 4 laser projectors to construct foot shapes and 
collect dimensions. The accuracy of the foot scan-
ner was within 1.0 mm (Kouchi & Mochimaru 
2001). Fourteen foot dimensions of Right Foot 
(RF) and Left Foot (LF) were collected in this 
study. The definitions of the dimensions are pre-
sented in Table 2.

2.3 Experimental design

The independent variable in this study was gender. 
Fourteen foot dimensions were selected as depend-
ent variables. A single-factor experiment design 
was used to evaluate the gender effect on 14 foot 
dimensions.

2.4 Experimental procedure

At the beginning of  the experiment, each partici-
pant was requested to wash his/her feet and use 
tissue paper to dry their feet surface completely 

Table 1. The basic demographic data of the 
participants.

Terms Males (N = 150) Females (N = 150)

Age (year)  21.8 (2.7)*  21.8 (2.8)
Stature (cm) 174.0 (5.4) 161.1 (5.1)
Weight (kg)  67.7 (9.1)  51.9 (6.0)
BMI  23.4 (3.0)  20.0 (2.2)

* Mean (Standard Deviation).

Table 2. The 14 foot dimensions.

Dimensions Definition

Length: Foot length The distance along the X-direction from the end 
of heel to the tip of longest toe.

Ball of foot length The distance from the end of heel to the 1st 
Metatarsal point protrusion.

Outside ball of foot length The distance from the end of heel to the 5th 
Metatarsal point protrusion.

Breadth: Ball of foot breadth diagonal The straight distance from the most medially 
placed point on the head of 1st metatarsal 
to the most laterally placed point located 
on the head of 5th metatarsal.

Ball of foot breadth horizontal The horizontal distance between 1st metatarsal 
to 5th metatarsal.

Heel breadth The widest distance of the heel.
Girth: Ball girth Maximum girth over the first and fifth 

metatarsal joint.
Instep girth Maximum girth over middle cuneiform 

prominence (Clark, 1976).
Short heel girth Maximum girth around back heel point 

and tentative junction point of foot
and the leg.

Height: Sphyrion height The vertical distance (Z-direction) from the land 
to the most prominent point on the sphyrion.

Sphyrion fibulare height The vertical distance from the land to the most 
prominent point on the fibulare sphyrion.

Navicular height Measure vertical components of the vertical 
distance of a marker placed below the 
anatomic point of navicular.

Instep height The vertical distance form top height point 
of mid foot to land.

Toe height The vertical distance form top height point 
of toe to land.
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before collecting data. This step was to avoid 
measuring errors due to the particles on feet 
surface. Applying the landmarks was helpful in 
obtaining the accurate measurement. The experi-
menter has been well trained to indentify the six 
anatomical landmarks, and to put markers on 
each participant’s foot. The positions of  the land-
marks are shows in Fig. 1. After land marking, the 
participants were asked to keep their feet still to 
complete the scan. We scanned one foot at a time 
and then changed to the other. Each participant 
was scanned twice to ensure the image quality for 
subsequent analysis.

2.5 Statistical analysis

The t-test was conducted to evaluate the gender 
effect on 14 foot dimensions. Pair t-test was 

performed to evaluate the difference between feet. 
The correlation coefficients among the selected 
measurements were calculated. All the data were 
analyzed with SPSS 13.0 software package. The sig-
nificance level was set at α = 0.05.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Gender effect

Table 3 shows that the means and standard 
deviations of  the 14 dimensions and the gen-
der difference on RF and LF. The result of 
independent t-tests in Table 3 indicates that there 
were significant differences in the foot dimen-
sions between genders. Overall, males had greater 
foot dimensions than females and the difference 
between genders was about 24 mm and 10 mm in 
foot length and breadth, respectively. Agnihoyti 
et al. (2007) indicated that the gender difference 
in African was 30 mm in foot length and 10 mm 
in foot breadth.

3.2 The difference between the left and right foot

In addition, the differences between the left and 
right foot dimensions were evaluated and the 
results are shown in Table 4. For males, there are 
significant left and right foot differences in 14 foot 
dimensions except for foot breadth diagonal, ball 
girth and sphyrion height. For females, there are 
significant differ ences in all dimensions between left 
and right foot except for foot length, foot breadth 

1. Metatarsle tibiale 
2. Metatarsle fibulare 
3. Sphyrion 
4. Sphyrion fibulare 
5. Navicular 
6. Tentative junction 

point of foot and leg 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 1. The position of six landmarks in present 
study.

Table 3. The means and standard deviations of the 14 foot dimensions among genders.

Dimensions#

Males Females
Gender 
effectRF LF RF LF

Foot length 259.2 (10.9) 260.0 (10.9) 235.5 (10.2) 235.6 (10.0) RF*** LF***
Ball of foot length 188.5 (9.0) 190.6 (8.5) 171.9 (7.8) 173.4 (7.8) RF*** LF***
Outside ball of foot length 170.9 (8.4) 169.9 (8.0) 154.4 (6.9) 153.5 (7.2) RF*** LF***
Foot breadth diagonal 104.3 (4.9) 104.4 (4.9)  93.7 (4.9)  93.5 (4.6) RF*** LF***
Foot breadth horizontal 102.4 (4.9) 101.7 (4.8)  91.5 (4.6)  90.8 (4.6) RF*** LF***
Heel breadth  66.1 (3.7)  66.4 (3.8)  59.5 (3.1)  59.8 (3.2) RF*** LF***
Ball girth 227.8 (11.2) 228.2 (11.8) 200.6 (10.4) 200.6 (9.6) RF*** LF***
Instep girth 243.6 (11.7) 242.3 (11.5) 215.6 (10.1) 214.9 (9.9) RF*** LF***
Short heel girth 328.9 (13.3) 327.7 (14.7) 296.1 (11.4) 294.9 (12.2) RF*** LF***
Sphyrion height  67.6 (5.4)  67.3 (5.6)  61.3 (5.4)  60.5 (5.8) RF*** LF***
Sphyrion fibulare height  52.4 (4.3)  54.2 (4.3)  47.5 (4.0)  48.4 (4.0) RF*** LF***
Navicular height  37.0 (5.1)  35.7 (5.5)  33.1 (4.9)  31.8 (4.6) RF*** LF***
Instep height  40.3 (2.9)  39.6 (4.8)  36.2 (2.4)  35.7 (2.5) RF*** LF***
Top of ball girth height  68.0 (4.4)  66.9 (4.3)  59.1 (3.9)  58.8 (3.8) RF*** LF***

#: All dimensions are in mm; RF: Right Foot; LF: Left Foot; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
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Table 4. Results of the paired T-tests between right foot and left foot.

Dimensions# Male (RF-LF) Female (RF-LF)

Foot length –0.83** –0.06 
Ball of foot length –2.09*** –1.45*** 
Outside ball of foot length  0.91**  0.73* 
Foot breadth diagonal –0.04  0.16 
Foot breadth horizontal  0.64***  0.69*** 
Heel breadth –0.32** –0.31** 
Ball girth –0.04  0.84** 
Instep girth  1.33**  0.78 
Short heel girth  1.22**  1.12** 
Sphyrion height  0.29  0.73* 
Sphyrion fibulare height –1.80*** –0.92*** 
Navicular height  1.30***  1.29*** 
Instep height  1.07***  0.57*** 
Top of ball girth height  0.70*  0.32* 

#: All dimensions are in mm; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Table 5. Correlation between stature, weight and 14 foot dimensions.

Stature Weight

 Dimensions Male Female Male Female

Foot length 0.683*** 0.734*** 0.413*** 0.352***
Ball of foot length 0.647*** 0.673*** 0.402*** 0.319***
Outside ball of foot length 0.629*** 0.691*** 0.486*** 0.384***
Foot breadth diagonal 0.247** 0.298*** 0.510*** 0.458***
Foot breadth horizontal 0.231** 0.298*** 0.530*** 0.499***
Heel breadth 0.319*** 0.245** 0.564*** 0.371***
Ball girth 0.137 NS 0.261** 0.677*** 0.534***
Instep girth 0.283*** 0.237** 0.637*** 0.509***
Short heel girth 0.538*** 0.539*** 0.706*** 0.595***
Sphyrion height 0.226** 0.343*** 0.263** 0.288***
Sphyrion fibulare height 0.323*** 0.349*** 0.208* 0.187*
Navicular height 0.252** 0.095 NS 0.109 NS 0.101 NS
Instep height 0.030 NS 0.236* 0.418*** 0.438***
Top of ball girth height 0.211* 0.251* 0.464*** 0.387***

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; NS: Non-Significant.

diagonal and instep girth. Moreover, Table 4 also 
shows that the right foot was smaller than left foot 
in foot length, ball of foot length, heel breadth and 
sphyrion fibulare height regardless of genders. It is 
interesting to note that Manna et al. (2001) indi-
cated that significant difference between feet was 
observed in male’s foot breath and female’s foot 
length. Beside, Agnihotri et al. (2007) and Ozden 
et al. (2005) also found that there was no signifi-
cant difference in foot length and breadth between 
left and right foot. Our result was not consistent 
with the previous studies. One of the reasons was 
due to the different ethnic populations and the 
habits developed (Anil et al. 1997).

3.3 Correlations between the selected 
measurements

The results of  the correlations between stature, 
weight and 14 foot dimensions are presented in 
Table 5. The correlation was found to be sig-
nificant at alpha level set 0.05. Stature and body 
weight had significant correlations with all 
dimensions except for navicular height. It seems 
that stature was closely related to length dimen-
sions, including foot length, inside/outside ball 
of  foot length, and body weight was correlated 
to breadth and girth measurements (correlation 
coefficient >0.5).
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4 CONCLUSION

This study collected 14 foot anthropometric data 
by using 3D foot scanner. The average difference 
between males and females was about 24 mm 
and 10 mm in foot length and breadth, respec-
tively. For the difference between feet, the right 
foot was smaller than left foot in foot length, 
ball of  foot length, heel breadth and sphyrion 
fibulare height regardless of  genders. Moreover, 
all the foot dimensions were significantly corre-
lated to body weight and stature. The findings 
can be useful for designing footwear of  different 
genders.
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Determination of the hip joint center based on 3D surface 
anthropometry

Wei-Ying Chou & Wen-Ko Chiou
Chang Gung University, Tao-Yuan, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The predictive methods are commonly used to estimate the Hip Joint Center (HJC) 
clinically. This study aimed to determine whether the predictive methods are suitable when applies to 
3D scan data. We also sought to determine the errors between different predictive methods. 14 subjects 
were taken the whole body three-dimensional laser scan. The inter-anterior superior iliac spine distances 
(IAD) were acquired by 3D surface anthropometry, and two predictive methods that only relied on IAD 
were used to calculate HJC location. The HJC location was also determined using motion analysis. The 
distances between right and left HJCs were calculated, and the differences between those methods were 
studied. Results show the predictive methods were accurate estimated the HJC on the 3D scan data, and 
the most accurately method was by taking the point 14% IAD medial, 30% IAD distal and 19% IAD 
posterior to the Antero-Superior Iliac Spine (ASIS).

Keywords: Whole body scanner, 3D surface anthropometry, Hip joint center, ASIS

1 INTRODUCTION

Present paper describes a technique to locate the 
Hip Joint Center (HJC) on the 3D human scanned 
data, for deform these data more accurately.

Skeleton-driven deformation is the most uni-
versal method to drive the 3D scan data (Allen, 
Curless, & Popović, 2003). Generally, an articu-
lated linkage representation of the human skeletal 
system remains to be the most widely adopted 
framework for defining body segment. Pervious 
paper described the procedure to define a skeleton 
for controlling the pose of the 3D scan data: by 
creating an articulated skeleton, then bound to 
the mesh model by the user, typically by manual 
indication of a correspondence between elements 
of each structure, or by computing the “center 
of the model” (Allen, Curless, & Popović, 2002). 
However, Mullaji et al. (2010) investigated the 
Computer Tomography (CT) images of 200 adults 
and found the Body Mass Index (BMI) had no 
influence on the HJC location. Extracting skeleton 
only form the shape of the mesh has been inevi-
tably be affected by the soft tissue, the errors will 
give huge effect on the low extremity kinematics 
and kinetics.

Allen et al. (2003) described a technique rely on 
the anatomy base: creating a skeleton by manu-
ally choosing 2–3 points on the surface to act as 
markers for each joint in the skeleton, and then 
calculate the local position of these markers in the 

joint’s coordinate frame. However, for this to be an 
accurate method, the equation of joint calculation 
should be clearly defined.

Previous study descried the optimal linkage repre-
sentation should be take the central axes of the link-
age need to be most closely approximate the real 
joint center (Zhang, Lee, & Braido, 2004). The 
accurate identification of joint centers is of great 
importance for the correction of human body kine-
matics and kinetics. Many studies reported the inac-
curacies in joint center will result in joint translations 
(Piazza, Okita, & Cavanagh, 2001; Stagni, Leardini, 
Cappozzo, Grazia Benedetti, & Cappello, 2000). 
Locate the joint center more accuracy when human 
skeletal system modeling is the key to deform the 3D 
scan data more realistically.

The hip, knee and ankle joint are used to 
define anatomical frame of the lower extremity 
(Cappozzo, Catani, Della Croce, & Leardini, 1995). 
While the joint centers of knee and ankle are easier 
to locate, the deeply located hip joint is not easily 
identified. The accurate identification of HJC is of 
great importance for the correction of human body 
kinematics and kinetics (Harrington, Zavatsky, 
Lawson, Yuan, & Theologis, 2007; Hicks & 
Richards, 2005; Kirkwood, Culham, & Costigan, 
1999; Piazza, et al., 2001; Stagni, et al., 2000).

Previous studies demonstrate many predictive 
methods to estimated the HJC location, such as 
predicted by percentages of bony landmarks (Bell, 
Pedersen, & Brand, 1990; Harrington, et al., 2007; 
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Kirkwood, et al., 1999; Seidel, Marchinda, Dijkers, & 
Soutas-Little, 1995), functional approach and sphere 
fit methods (Begon, Monnet, & Lacouture, 2007; 
Camomilla, Cereatti, Vannozzi, & Cappozzo, 
2006; Ehrig, Taylor, Duda, & Heller, 2006; Hicks & 
Richards, 2005; Piazza, et al., 2001). Functional 
approach and sphere fit methods have limitation 
in their application to 3D scan database since the 
necessity of subjects to perform specific range 
of motion trials, nerveless work suggesting these 
methods may improve the accuracy in prediction. 
Seidel et al. stated that HJC was located relative 
to the ASIS: 14% of IADs medial, 34% of pelvic 
depth (distance from ASIS to posterior superior 
iliac spine) posterior, 79% of pelvic height (per-
pendicular form pubic center to the intra-ASISs 
line) inferior. Although the method is proved on 
accuracy, these are inappropriate to 3D whole body 
scan dataset since they rely on the location of pubic 
center, a place have been shelter by cloth and inap-
propriate to palpate or to mark in the process of 
scanning. Harrington et al. taken the MRI data to 
regression analysis and proposed an equation relies 
on IAD and pelvic depth (the distance between the 
midpoints of the line segments connecting the two 
ASIS and the two posterior superior iliac spine). 
However, the posterior superior iliac spine is diffi-
cult to observer from the 3D scan data. Bell et al. 
(1990) and OrthoTrak software estimated the loca-
tion of the HJC in all three planes using a fixed 
percentage of the IAD. These methods located 
HJC only rely on the ASIS coordinates are general 
applied in clinical test, also are superior methods 
for applied on the 3D scan data. However, none of 
previous research has applied those methods on the 
3D scan data. On the other hand, the 3D scan data 
have high degree of fidelity on the bony landmarks, 
making the applying of predictive methods to the 
scan data more feasible.

This study aimed to determine whether the pre-
dictive methods are suitable when applies to 3D 
scan data. We also sought to determine the errors 
between different predictive methods. Our hypoth-
esis was that the predictive methods might show 
good accuracy when apply on the 3D scan data.

2 METHODS

14 subjects (8 male, 6 female), with a mean (SD) 
age of 21.4 (0.79) years old, body weight 61.6 
(10.0) kg, body height of 1.68 (0.08) m were 
recruited in this study. All subjects with no history 
of lower limb problems gave informed consent and 
participated in this study, which was approved by 
the local ethics committee (no: 97-2538B). The 
whole body laser scan was taken of the subjects, all 
the procedures were in accordance with previous 

study (Lin, Chiou, Weng, Fang, & Liu, 2004). The 
subjects were asked to stand with shoulder width, 
maintain the posture before the scan have finish. 
Relevant anatomical landmarks of right and left 
Antero-Superior Iliac Spine (ASIS) were marked 
before scanned.

The Anthro3D software (Logistic Technology, 
Taiwan) were used to locate the coordinates of the 
ASIS (x, y, z) and measure the inter-ASIS distance 
(IAD) within the scanned dataset (Fig. 1). The 
x axis was defined as the anterior-posterior direc-
tion, y axis was defined as the medial-lateral direc-
tion, and z axis was defined as the superior-inferior 
direction.

The coordinates of HJC (x, y, z) were been gath-
ered from two predictive methods that calculated 
using the surface anthropometry data. Those equa-
tions predicted HJC in every plane relied on IAD. 
When the coordinate system origin is located half-
way between the right and left ASISs, one equation 
estimated HJC at 22% posterior, 30% inferior, and 
36% lateral to the origin point (Bell, et al., 1990), 
and the other equation (software recommendations 
for OrthoTrak, Motion Analysis Corp., CA, USA) 
estimated HJC at 22% posterior, 34% inferior, and 
32% lateral to the origin point (Table 1).

The HJC location was also determined using 
motion capture system, which is considered the 
gold standard. The subjects were barefoot, asked 
to stand with shoulder width for 5 seconds. 17 
reflective markers were place in accordance with 

Figure 1. 3D surface anthropometry to measure the 
inter-ASIS distance (IAD, line XX’) on the 3D scanned 
example.

Table 1. Prediction methods from the literature for the 
right HJC coordinates in the pelvis.

Posterior (x) Lateral (y) Inferior (z)

Bell, 1990 −0.19IAD 0.36IAD −0.30IAD
OrthoTrak −0.22IAD 0.32IAD −0.34IAD

IAD = inter-ASIS distance (mm).
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the Newington Children’s hospital (Davis Iii, 
Õunpuu, Tyburski, & Gage, 1991). Five cameras 
were used to perform the video capture at a sam-
pling frequency of 60 Hz. These data was synchro-
nized to obtain the three-dimensional coordinates 
using the APAS motion analysis software (Ariel 
Dynamics, USA).

The locations of HJC derived from motion 
analysis were subtracted from the results estimated 
using each of the two equations. The resulting 
linear difference scores were analyzed using non-
parametric 2-related Wilcoxon (SPSS v.10.0, SPSS 
Inc. Chicago, IL. USA). The differences of three 
anatomical axes are also calculated. The absolute 
distance along each axis was compared to deter-
mine the accuracy of each equation in the three 
anatomical planes and the signed distance was 
averaged and compared to determine the general 
direction of the error. The significance level was 
set at P < 0.05.

3 RESULTS

Subject coordinates for the left and right HJCs 
derived from motion analysis and the range of coor-
dinate of male as well female are listed in Table 2. 
The mean HJC asymmetry was 1.90 ± 1.13 cm. The 
overall mean linear distances were 16.80 ± 1.91 cm.

The two predictive methods of finding HJC 
were first compared by calculating the linear dis-
tance of IAD derived by each predictive method 
and motion analysis. Comparing the linear differ-
ence of IAD scores indicated that there was a sig-
nificant different between the predictive methods 
and the motion analysis, nonetheless this differ-
ence in Bell equation shows little clinical meaning 
(difference < 1 cm). No significant difference found 
between the two predictive methods.

The components of the HJC estimated errors 
along the anatomical axes were also calculated 
for each algorithm. In the inferior–superior direc-
tion, there was significant difference (P < 0.001) 
between the two predictive methods, and both of 
the equations tended to locate the HJC superior to 
the motion analysis. (Table 3).

Table 3 also shows the results of the signed dis-
tances different for the three anatomical axes. In 
the inferior–superior direction, the Bell equation 
located HJC superior to the OrthoTrak equation. 
Both of the equations predicted HJC inferior to 
the motion analysis. In the anterior-posterior direc-
tion, Bell equation trend to locate the HJC ante-
rior to the motion analysis results, and OrthoTrak 
equation trend to locate the HJC more posterior. 
In the medial-lateral direction, both of the equa-
tions located HJC lateral to the motion analysis.

4 DISCUSSION

This study shows the Bell equation have good 
accuracy when apply on the 3D scan data (linear 
difference <1 cm), and the Bell equation is more 
accurate than the OrthoTrak equation in the 
inferior-superior direction.

Table 2. HJC location derived from motion analysis, 
the coordinate system origin is located halfway between 
the right and left ASISs.

Posterior (x) Lateral (y) Inferior (z)

M1-R −48.06 75.93 −54.60 
M2-R −52.80 68.43 −58.58 
M3-R −48.91 90.12 −51.18 
M4-R −50.86 70.87 −54.65 
M5-R −51.95 66.46 −48.99 
M6-R −45.62 94.46 −30.65 
M7-R −60.31 91.96 −51.88 
M8-R −65.17 81.11 −47.63 
F1-R −57.73 75.63 −49.73 
F2-R −60.58 69.34 −45.57 
F3-R −41.97 78.73 −58.07 
F4-R −58.10 93.17 −48.07 
F5-R −55.13 68.25 −53.65 
F6-R −48.93 82.41 −47.33 

Minimum −65.2 66.5 −58.6 
Maximum −42.0 94.5 −30.7 

Harrington, 
2007

Minimum −51.8 85.6 −73.9 
Maximum −33.4 96.1 −95.2 

Table 3. Compare the difference (cm) of IAD and 
various errors (cm) of three anatomical axes with two 
predictive methods of locating the HJC.

Bell, 1990 OrthoTrak P value

Difference of IAD  0.95  1.23 0.363 
N = 14

Absolute errors of three anatomical axes
Inferior-superior  2.45  3.43 0.000 
Anterior-posterior  0.83  0.79 0.855 
Medial-lateral  0.70  0.77 0.585

Signed errors of three anatomical axes
Inferior-superior  2.45  3.43 
Anterior-posterior  0.44  0.44 
Medial-lateral −0.45 −0.45 
N = 28

*Significantly different from another method (P < 0.05).
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Skeleton-driven deformation is the most univer-
sal method to drive the 3D scan data (Allen, et al., 
2003). However, for this to be an accurate method, 
the procedure of joint calculation should be clearly 
defined. The predictive methods based on investi-
gate of anatomy and biomechanics provides more 
accurate than creating manually. Moreover, the 
3D scan data have high degree of fidelity on the 
bony landmarks, making the applying of predic-
tive methods to these data more feasible.

The inaccurate of joint centers will huge infer-
ence the quality of the deformation and motion. 
Previous studies investigating the effect of hip 
joint center mislocation on kinematics and kinetics 
found that displacement of the HJC in the anterio–
posterior and medial–lateral directions had the 
greatest effect at the hip and knee (Stagni, et al., 
2000). This study shows the little errors (<1 cm) in 
these directions when using the predictive methods 
to estimate the HJC coordinates.

Present research used the motion analysis data 
to being the golden standard, since the difficult of 
acquire the MRI or CT images in health subjects. 
The motion analysis method and APAS motion 
analysis software was widely applied in lower extrem-
ity motion and gait analysis (Amiridis, Arabatzi, 
Violaris, Stavropoulos, & Hatzitaki, 2005; Lee, 
Kim, Kim, & Choi, 2007; Maulder, Bradshaw, & 
Keogh, 2008; Stuelcken, Portus, & Mason, 2005). 
Compare to the study of Harrington et al. (2007) 
which used the MRI to define the location of HJC 
from 7 health adults, our study shows large differ-
ence in axis z (this study: −30.7∼−58.6; Harrington: 
−73.9∼−95.2). This result was in accordance with 
previous study, the motion analysis have a trendy 
to locate HJC superior to the MRI or ultrasound 
(Hicks & Richards, 2005). The mean HJC asym-
metry in this study was 1.90 ± 1.13 cm. These val-
ues are less than those reported by Leardini et al. 
(1999) of up to 2.59 cm. The overall mean linear 
distances were 16.80 ± 1.91 cm, these values are 
similar to that reported by Mullaji et al. (2010) of 
16.0 ± 0.8 cm.

Nowadays, number of countries used 3D whole 
body scanners to collect anthropometric data 
and construct a database of 3D scanned human 
models (Daanen & Van De Water, 1998; Jones, 
West, Harris, & Read, 1989; Wang, 2005; Wang, 
Chang, & Yuen, 2003). The 3D scanned datasets 
are commonly used in anthropometric data col-
lection, driving these human models will provide 
great facilitation to the designers and web shopping 
customers. For designers and manufacturers, the 
scanned examples can help them to produce well-
fitted products, such as clothing and shoes (Kim & 
Kang, 2003; Lu & Wang, 2008; Lu, Wang, Chen, & 
Wu, 2010; Luximon & Luximon, 2009). For con-
sumers, the scanned examples can help them to 

evaluate whether these products are suitable or not 
when put on their body, which is especially impor-
tant in online shopping. The need for realistic inte-
gration of the costumers in virtual products try-on 
and operation calls for efficient and reliable tech-
niques of to drive the scanned examples.

In conclusion, present study described a handy 
and accurate technique to determine the HJC of 
the 3D scan data using 3D surface anthropom-
etry and the predictive methods. By measuring the 
IAD on the 3D scan data and applying the Bell 
predictive method to estimate the coordinates, 
this technique located the HJC on the 3D scan 
data accurately. This logic can also apply to other 
joint centers estimated. Future researches need 
to define the estimated methods on other joints 
for the whole human skeletal system defining, 
and the reliability of  these methods also needs to 
investigate.
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Experimental study on the relationship between hand-grip 
strength and stature

Liao K. Hsi
Department and Institute of Management, Diwan University, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: Hand-grip strength has received increasing attention from physicians and ergonomic 
researchers. Most studies try to associate hand-grip strength and anthropometric variables. Stature is an 
important indicator of human growth. However, the relationship between grip strength and stature was 
obviously unclear. The purpose of this study was to explore the statistically relationship between grip 
strength and stature. 200 healthy subjects (117 males and 83 females, age 20.10 ± 1.00 years) participated 
this study and were divided into three groups by stature: low, medium, and high. Maximum volitional con-
traction of grip (MVC) was measured using handgrip dynamometer. Five consecutive measurements were 
made in both the left and the right hands. The results showed that MVC was significantly and positively 
correlated with stature (r = .722, p < .01), and the three groups showed significant differences on MVC 
with ANOVA method (F = 10.238, p = .000). The study conducted ANCOVA based on the covariance 
of gender and body weight, the three groups also showed significant differences on MVC (F = 47.763, 
p = .000). The findings would serve as a reference for hospitalized patients as well as industrial staffs.

Keywords: hand-grip strength, maximum volitional contraction of grip, gender, stature, body weight

For example, Mahmoud, Purswell, & Schlegel 
(1996) demonstrated that carpal tunnel syndrome 
(CTS) and other cumulative trauma disorders 
(CTD’s) were affected by MVC. Liao (2008) dem-
onstrated that MVC was relevant with eye-hand 
coordination task performance. From above dis-
cussion, Hand-grip strength expressed important 
function in the physician and ergonomic field.

1.2 Grip strength and anthropometric variables

Most studies try to associate hand-grip strength and 
anthropometric variables such as gender, height, 
weight, etc., in order to predict the outcomes. 
There were many factors effect the hand-grip 
strength measurement, for example, gender, age, 
height, body weight and the dominant hand of the 
subjects (Chang, 2002; Liao, 2009). Stature (body 
height) is an important indicator of human growth, 
particularly in the younker. The peak of the curve 
of stature occurred at 15 years old for both males 
and females (Chang, 2002). Shih, Fu, & Wang 
(1996) have also indicated that the grip strengths 
are related with the heights of hand elbows. As a 
result, researcher infers that the height of a per-
son may be possibly one of the influential factors 
on grips. Luna-Heredia, Martín-Peña, & Ruiz-
Galiana (2005) found that grip strength in healthy 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Hand-grip strength

Hand-grip strength is an important skill for the 
human body to control objects. It assesses skeletal 
muscle function and has received increasing atten-
tion from physicians and ergonomic researchers 
in the last years (Schlüssel, Anjos & Kac, 2008). 
Recently, it has deserved particular attention as an 
indicator of nutritional status, particularly in hos-
pitalized patients. Bohannon (2008) summarized 
the literature addressing the value of grip strength 
as a predictor of important outcomes. For example, 
hand-grip strength of cirrhotic patients has proven 
to be very low when compared to the predicted 
value by age (Coporrino, Faloppa, Réssio, Soares, 
Nakachina & Segre, 1988). Decreased strength, 
most often grip strength, has been prescribed as 
an important sign of frailty (Hirsch, Anderson, 
Newman, Kop, Jackson, Gottdiener, Tracy & 
Fried, 2006). Grip strength has been shown to be 
a legitimate indicator of nutritional status that 
may in some populations predict outcomes better 
than traditional nutritional markers such as weight 
to height ratios, weight loss, limb circumference, 
or serum albumin (Klidjian, Foster, Kammer-
ling, Cooper, & Karran, 1980). Ergonomic field 
researchers were also much consideration to MVC. 
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individuals was correlated positively with height. 
Liao (2009) reported that MVC was in positive 
correlation with height and body weight. Although 
there were much research conducted the correla-
tion between grip strength and height, however, 
the covariance effect among gender, stature and 
weight were seldom discussed statistically. In other 
words, the relationship between grip strength and 
stature was interesting and unclear. It is an impor-
tant key point to understand the actually relation 
based on ANCOVA statistic method. The purpose 
of this study was to explore the statistic relation-
ship between grip strength and stature. In other 
words, the aim was to understand whether the grip 
strength was actually affected by the body height 
or not, when expulsion the gender and body weight 
as co-variables. The result would serve as a refer-
ence for hospitalized patients as well as ergonomic 
industrial staffs.

2 RESEARCH METHOD

2.1 Subjects

There were a total of 200 subjects in the partici-
pation of related experiments, in which males are 
117 and females are 83, with ages between 18 and 
27 years old. The related anthropometric data of 
the subjects being tested are as Table 1 shown. 
The subjects being tested do not have any injuries 
related to the parts of muscles and joints.

2.2 Experiment design

The study includes one experiment making 
evaluations on the value of  MVC. On the usage 
aspect of  instrument equipments for MVC 
adopted hand grip dynamometer in minute 
style (Japanese style, Tkk 5001), as the exami-
nation tool. While doing tests, the handle diam-
eter of  hand grip dynamometer is adjusted to 
50.8 mm (Grant, Habes, & Steward, 1992; Shih, 
Fu, & Wang, 1996). The reason to choose this 
handle scale is due it can produce the MVC, as 
well as the muscles are most unlikely to get tired 

(Ayoub & LoPresti, 1971; Liao, 2008). The related 
equipments and experiment designs of  this study 
are illustrated in details in the Table 2. On the 
aspect of  experiment design, the dependent vari-
able of  the experiment is MVC. The independent 
variable is stature (low, medium, and high). The 
moderator variables are gender (male/female) and 
body weight. To conduct the relationship between 
MVC and stature, researcher was used ANCOVA 
method and took gender and body weight as 
co-variable.

2.3 Measurement procedures

The experiment steps and procedures are refined 
and implemented according to the methods of 
pre-researchers (Caldwell, Chaffin, Dukes-Dobos, 
Kroemer, Laubach, Snook, & Wasserman, 1974; 
Liao, 2009). The testing position for MVC was 
done with sitting position while the subject’s 
arms are naturally straight out in downward 
inclination. Before doing tests, to firstly let the 
subjects have sufficient rest, then to get famil-
iar with the experiment procedures, afterwards, 
doing tests of  the individual MVC. While making 
force applications, to hold tightly on the hand 
grip dynamometer around 3 seconds, then to get 
relax, moreover, to continue with such opera-
tions for 5 times, and with each operation to take 
a break for 10 seconds. After consecutively doing 
experiment for 30 minutes, to take a break of 
5 minutes at least.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results and discussions of this study are aimed 
on the four aspects, correlation analysis, ANOVA, 
ANCOVA, and regression analysis of MVC, and 
to work on the illustrations respectively.

Table 1. Anthropometric data of the subjects being 
tested (117 Male, 83 Female).

Item Gender Average (S.D.) Range

Age Male  20.20 ± 0.98  18–27
Female  19.96 ± 1.01  18–25

Stature (cm) Male 171.31 ± 5.29 162–185
Female 159.11 ± 6.16 151–175

Weight (kg) Male  73.53 ± 9.21  51–85
Female  47.67 ± 7.81  40–65

Table 2. Related equipments and experiment designs 
in the testing.

Hand-grip strength

Method of
measurement

After securing hand grip
dynamometer with palm, to then 
have thumb in opposite grip with 
the other four fingers

Instrument Hand grip dynamometer (Tkk 5001)
Experiment

designs
Correlation, ANOVA, ANCOVA

(Gender & weight are 
co-variables), Regression

Dependent
variables

MVC

Independent
variables

Stature
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3.1 Pearson correlation analysis test

The mean and standard deviation of MVC of 
five consecutive measurements in both the left 
and the right hands are listed in Table 3 in below. 
The Average of five consecutive measurements of 
Left-hand MVC is 33.53 kg, and the Right-hand 
MVC is 37.28 kg. And right-and-left hand MVC 
is 35.41 kg.

The summary table of the Pearson Correlation 
is listed in the following (See Table 4). The Correla-
tion Matrix shows (see Table 4) that the dependent 
variable (MVC) is positively correlated with stat-
ure and weight, and is negatively correlated with 
gender. The independent variables stature was 
positively correlated with weight and negatively 
correlated with gender.

3.2 ANOVA analysis

This study makes investigation of differences on 
MVC among the three groups by way of ANOVA. 
Subjects were divided into three groups by stat-
ure. Subject stature below 25% was assigned to 
“low stature group”, above 25% was assigned to 
“high stature group”, and the rest 50% subjects 
was assigned “medium stature group”. The basic 
descriptive statistical facts of three groups are 
listed in Table 5.

When doing Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), it 
is required to take into consideration if  the sam-
pling is meeting with the basic assumption of 
ANOVA, including homogeneity. The verification 
of homogeneity was used the Levene Test. The 
results of Levene Test for homogeneity of vari-
ances, F = 1.580, p = .209 > .05. Thus, the dependent 
samples were not in violation of basic assumption 

of Analysis of Variance (Girden, 1992), and it is 
okay to do further ANOVA analysis. The results 
of three different stature groups’ ANOVA in the 
Maximum volitional contraction of grip (MVC) is 
listed in Table 6 in below.

By looking at Table 6, three groups are sig-
nificant differences on MVC (F.95 (2, 197) = 10.238, 
p = .000). However, the Post-Hoc Multiple Com-
parisons showed that the high stature group was 
stronger than medium stature group (H > M) and 
high stature group was stronger than the low stat-
ure group (H > L).

3.3 ANCOVA analysis

For ANCOVA analysis the study has to pick 
gender and weight as the moderator variables to 
work on the Analysis of Covariance. The select-
ing principles of moderator variables are worked 
according to the recommendations of Bryman 
and Cramer (1997). On the aspect of Homoge-
neity test, it is mainly adopted with homogene-
ity of with-in regression. For the test results, the 
group of “stature ∗ gender”, “stature ∗ weight”, 
the homogeneity of with-in regression of two 
groups are with p value greater than .05 (p = .910 
and p = .260, respectively). Thus, null hypothesis 
is accepted. That means the slope of regression 
line for each group being the same. In other words, 
after eliminating the interference of gender and 
weight, the MVC of each group will not change 
due of differences on each handling level of each 
independent variable, as a result, it is okay to work 
on ANCOVA. Thus, the basic assumption test on 
hand-grip strength is suitable to do ANCOVA 
(Joseph, Rolph, Ronald, & William, 1995).

The results of ANCOVA in the Maximum 
volitional contraction of grip (MVC) is listed in 
Table 7 in below. In Table 7, as the results done 
with ANCOVA, after excluding the interference of 
“gender”, and “weight”, there were significant dif-
ferences on three MVCs’ values, left-hand, right-
hand, and two-hand from stature.

By looking at Table 7, for the results of 
ANCOVA are described as following. First, the 

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of MVC 
statistics.

MVC Mean (kg) (5 times) S.D. N

Left-hand 33.53 9.19 200
Right-hand 37.28 9.15 200
Average 35.41 9.03 200

Table 4. The pearson correlation matrix.

MVCa Gender Stature

MVC
Gender −.867**
Stature .722** −.729**
Weight .782** −.828** .793**

a = Average of Left-hand MVC and Right-hand MVC.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 5. Basic descriptive statistical facts of three 
different stature groups.

Group Ratio N Stature (cm) Age

Low 
stature

Below 25%  50 160.5 ± 6.14 19.9 ± 1.00

Medium
 stature

Medial 50% 100 166.2 ± 8.56 20.1 ± 1.00

High
 stature

Above 25%  50 172.1 ± 4.78 20.3 ± 0.97

Total 100% 200 166.2 ± 8.26 20.1 ± 1.00
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test of between-subjects effects of Left-hand MVC 
is reaching significant level, F.95 (2, 197) = 56.314, 
p = .000 < .001. Second, the test of between-
subjects effects of Right-hand MVC is reach-
ing significant level, F.95 (2, 197) = 27.835, p = .000 < 
.001. Third, the test of between-subjects effects 
of Two-hand MVC is reaching significant level, 
F.95 (2, 197) = 47.763, p = .000 < .001. This indicates 
that the Low-stature group, Medium-stature 
group, and High-stature are reaching significant 
levels ( p < .001). The result is the same trend as 
the ANOVA analysis has found. As an increas-
ing stature, it would be increasing the hind-grip 
strength. The finding of the present study may 
get support from many researches (Luna-Heredia, 
Martín-Peña, & Ruiz-Galiana, 2005; Liao, 2009).

3.4 Regression analysis

Regression analysis is used gender, stature, and 
weight as independent variables to predict the 
dependent variable MVC. Based on the findings 
illustrated in Table 8, in regard to the study’s deter-
minants and two-hand MVC, the coefficient of 
the determinant (R2) was .772 and the adjusted 
R2 was .769. As it regarded two-hand MVC, the 
F-ratio value was 221.432 ( p < .001). This was a 
clear sign of significance, based on the assessment 
of the determinants against MVC.

In order to assess the relative importance, 
beta coefficients are used: the higher the beta 
coefficients, the more important each factor. It 
is important to note that the gender and stature 
factors turned out to be statistically significant 
( p < .05) antecedents influencing MVC. The most 
important factor affecting MVC was found to be 

“gender” with a beta value of –.664 followed by 
“stature” with .144. Weight value with a beta value 
of .118 was found to be the least important key 
factor affecting MVC.

It can be concluded that, in descending order, 
gender, stature, and weight value were found to be 
important determinants of MVC.

The standardized regression equation could be 
written as following: Equation (1):

Two-hand MVC (kg) = 22.167 −.664 × gender
(male = 1, female = 2)
 +.144 × stature (cm)
 +.118 × weight (kg) (1)

4 CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From above results and discussions, this study has 
come to the following conclusions. There is a posi-
tive correlation between MVC and stature ( p < .01) 
or weight ( p < .01), and there is a negative corre-
lation between MVC and gender ( p < .01). Thus, 
when evaluating human Maximum volitional con-
traction of grip (MVC), and when assigning works 
in the job operations, it is required to take into 
consideration of factors such as gender, stature 
and body weight.

ANOVA analysis indicated that three different 
stature groups, low, medium, and high were sig-
nificant differences on MVC (F.95 (2, 197) = 10.238, 
p = .000). However, the Post-Hoc Multiple Com-
parisons showed that the high stature group was 

Table 6. Three different stature groups’ ANOVA results in the MVC (two hands’ value).

Source SS df MS F Post-Hoc

Between Groups 1526.656   2 763.328 10.238*** H > M,
H > L

Within Groups 14688.656 197  74.562
Total 16215.311 199

H = High stature, M = Medium stature, L =  Low stature.
*** The significant at the .001 level (2-tailed).

Table 7. ANCOVA analysis with three different hands’ 
MVCs.

Source SS df MS F Sig.

Left-hand  156.069 2 782.534 56.314 .000
Right-hand  978.072 2 489.036 27.835 .000
Two-hand 1253.659 2 626.830 47.763 .000

Table 8. Regression of Two-hand MVCa.

Independent 
Variable b Beta t Sig.

Constant 22.167 2.183 .030
Gender −12.139 −.664 −10.666 .000
Stature .157 .144 2.507 .013
Weight 6.931E-02 .118 1.694 .092

a: R = .879, R2 = .772, adj. R2 = .769, F = 221.432, 
p < .001.
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stronger than the medium stature group (H > M) 
and the high stature group was stronger than the 
low stature group (H > L).

For ANCOVA analysis the study has to pick gen-
der and weight as the moderator variables to work 
on the Analysis of Covariance. ANCOVA analysis 
results indicated that three different stature groups, 
low, medium, and high were all significant differ-
ences ( p = .000) on Left-hand MVC, Right-hand 
MVC, and Two-hand MVC. This result is meeting 
with the study of ANOVA analysis.

Regression analysis results indicated that the three 
independent variables, gender, stature, and weight 
could explain the variances of dependent variable 
MVC reaching to 77.2%. The most important factor 
affecting MVC was found to be “gender”, followed 
by “stature”. It can be concluded that gender and 
stature were found to be important determinants of 
MVC. The standardized regression equation, Equa-
tion (1), that this study had suggested could be used 
as reference for MVC measurement.

In summary, the study used several methods, 
such as correlation analysis, ANOVA, ANCOVA, 
and regression analysis, to explore the statistically 
relationship between hand-grip strength and stat-
ure. The study finally found that when expulsion 
the gender and body weight as co-variables, the grip 
strength was actually affected by the stature and the 
relationship between MVC and stature was obvi-
ously positively correlated ( p < .01). That means that 
high stature people would be shown having strong 
Maximum volitional contraction of grip (MVC).

The research data obtained in this study can be 
offered as reference for the industries and relevant 
personnel on the selection/training and hand tools/
equipment designs. And for hospital patients, when 
usage grip strength as outcomes to test their sign 
of frailty, it is required to considerate the stature 
and gender affecting.

It would be of great benefit to re-conduct this 
study in the future to measure and compare the 
findings over two or more occurrences. Although 
findings from this study do not illustrate concerns to 
consider as regards age, and dominant hand of the 
subjects, it is of great assurance to re-conduct this 
study before implementing the model constructed 
from this study. For further research, an additional 
study could also be conducted to measure MVC 
with age and other variables. That would provide 
insight as to its contribution to this assessment.
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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, back belts are commonly used among industrial manual handling workers to 
prevent low back injury. This study aims to investigate how the lumbo-sacral belt and the pelvic belt affect 
trunk muscular activities during manual lifting. Both belts are elastic type but differ in the belt width and 
wearing position. Nine Japanese healthy male subjects whose ages range between 21 and 27 years par-
ticipated in this study. The results showed that there were significant decreases (p < 0.01) of Transversus 
Abdominis (TrA)/Internal Oblique (IO) and Erector Spinae (ES) activities when wearing the pelvic belt 
and lifting 20-kg loads using the squat posture, and lifting 20-kg loads using the standing posture, respec-
tively. All other conditions showed similar trend of decreases in trunk muscular activities.

Keywords: back belt, manual lifting, lumbo-sacral belt, pelvic belt, electromyography

which acts anterior to the spine (Cholewicki 1999, 
Miyamoto 1999, Poppel 2000).

Transversus Abdominis (TrA) was found to play 
an important role in spinal stabilization since nearly 
two decades ago (Richardson 2004). Electromyo-
graphic studies during manual lifting showed par-
allel activity of the Transversus Abdominis (TrA) 
and internal Oblique Muscles (IO) when IAP 
increased, whereas the Rectus Abdominis (RA) 
muscle was not seen to work during lifting (Sullivan 
1989). The TrA has feed-forward mechanism to 
stiffen the spinal column without being influenced 
by the direction of arm movement (Hodges 1997). 
However, this feed-forward could limit or delay an 
onset of activation time in people with back prob-
lems, prior to rapid arm movement (McGill 2002). 
At present, there have been no studies which inves-
tigate the TrA muscle activity in back belt usage.

Previous study indicated that elastic back belt 
is more effective than other types of back belt in 
decreasing back muscle activities (Granata 1997). 
In general, there are two types of elastic back belt: 
(1) lumbo-sacral belt, and (2) pelvic belt. Both 
belts differ in the belt width and wearing position. 

1 INTRODUCTION

In Thailand, many industries commonly provide 
back belts to their materials handling workers to 
prevent back injury. Previous studies have reported 
many benefits of wearing a back belt such as 
reminding to lift properly, supporting the spine 
from shear loads, reducing compressive loading of 
the lumbar spine by increasing Intra-Abdominal 
Pressure (IAP), acting as a splint, reducing the 
range of motion, providing warmth to the lumbar 
region, enhancing proprioception via the pressure, 
reducing muscular fatigue, and providing stiffen-
ing to the torso (McGill 2002 & McGill 2005).

An ability to increase Intra-Abdominal pressure 
(IAP) was one of the most cited mechanisms of the 
back belt that helps to reduce compression force on 
the spinal column and assist back extensor muscles 
in producing extension torque. The IAP had been 
proved by many studies that it can provide lumbar 
stabilization, decrease compressive load on lumbar 
spine by stiffening the trunk, and contribute, to 
some extents, to generate spinal extensor moment 
by exerting a hydraulic force upon the diaphragm 
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The former is wider and is used for supporting 
the whole lumbar spine and the upper part of the 
sacrum, whereas the latter is narrower and is used 
for supporting only the pelvic and the lower part 
of the lumbar spine. Thus far, the effects of these 
two back belt types on trunk muscular activities 
have never been investigated before.

This study aims to investigate how the lumbo-
sacral belt and pelvic belt affect the trunk muscular 
activities especially the feed-forward mechanism of 
TrA during manual lifting.

2 METHODS

2.1 Experimental design

A 2 × 3 × 2 (lifting position × back belt type × load 
level) within-subject design was used. Each lifting 
task involved 3 lifts with a 20-second rest period in 
between. Between successive lifting tasks, the rest-
ing of at least 3 minutes was provided to prevent 
fatigue. The EMG with the lift-off  switch signal 
was recorded in all lifting tasks.

2.2 Participants

Nine healthy male volunteers were recruited 
from Japanese college students, with their ages 
ranged from 21 to 27 years. The mean height and 
weight of the participants were 1.71 ± 0.06 m and 
61.34 ± 6.77 kg, respectively; the mean BMI was 
21.07 ± 2.17. The participants were screened for 
past history of back pain. Only those with no back 
pain during the past 6 months were permitted to 
participate. All volunteers signed an informed con-
sent in which its protocol has been approved by the 
ethic committee of Mahidol University.

2.3 Instruments

− Electromyography (EMG): TEAC LX-10 series 
recorder (TEAC Corporation, Tokyo, JAPAN) 
and EMG transmitter (BA1104 + TU-4, DIGI-
TEX LAB. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, JAPAN) with 
active electrode.

− Material for lifting: 40 × 27 × 23 cm3 plastic bas-
ket with 10 kg and 20 kg weights from barbell.

− Metronome (MP-150, Yamaha, Kyohan Co., 
Ltd.): Rhythm of 48 beats/minute was set 
to control the speed of lifting as 1 lift per 
1.25 seconds.

− Back belts used in this experiment include: 
(1) lumbo-sacral belt (Multi Macro Co., Ltd., 
THAILAND), and (2) pelvic belt (MIDORI 
ANZEN Co., LTD., JAPAN). The fastening 
mechanism consists of 2 sets of Velcro straps; 
the main one is on the front and the more lateral 

enhancing one is on each side. Its back comes 
with four semi-rigid bars aligned on the back, 
parallel to the spine.

Lumbo-sacral belt. Lumbo-sacral belt is com-
monly used among Thai industrial workers. It has 
a posterior height of 20 cm and an anterior height 
of 12 cm. The belt is positioned by aligning the 
middle point between the upper and lower rings of 
the belt with the iliac crest to cover most of the 
span from the thorax to the pelvis (Fig.1, left).

Pelvic belt. Pelvic belt is commonly used among 
Japanese industrial workers. It has a posterior 
height of 14.5 cm and an anterior height of 9 cm 
height at the middle region of abdomen. The belt 
is positioned by aligning the upper ring of the belt 
at the iliac crest in order to stabilize the lower part 
of lumbar and pelvis (Fig.1, right).

2.4 Procedure

Initially, the examiner informed each participant 
about the purpose, procedure, benefit, and risks 
that may occur from the research. After being 
informed, the participant then signed the consent 
form.

The participant’s skin was carefully prepared 
to reduce its impedance to 5 kΩ or lower by shav-
ing excess hair with new razor blade, rubbing the 
skin with fine sand paper, and cleaning it with 
alcohol. Surface electrodes were applied with inter-
electrode spacing of 2 cm in the direction of the 
muscle fibers.

For each participant, 5 pairs of electrodes were 
placed in the following positions by an experienced 
physical therapist: (1) External abdominal Oblique 
(EO), in direct line with the umbilicus (approxi-
mately 12–15 cm from umbilicus) (Marshall 2003); 
(2) Transversus Abdominis/Internal Abdominal 
oblique (TrA/IO), 2 cm medial and inferior 
to the right ASIS (Marshall 2003); (3) Rectus 
Abdominis (RA), 3 cm superior to the umbilicus 
and 2 cm lateral from midline (Marshall 2003); 
(4) Erector Spinae (ES), 2 cm laterally from the 
midline through the L3 spinal process (Arokoski 
2001); (5) Multifidus (MF), the same level as the 
L5 spinous process, 2 cm laterally from the midline 

Figure 1. Lumbo-sacral belt (left), and pelvic belt 
(right).
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(Arokoski 2001, Arokoski 2004, Hodges 1997). 
The reference electrode was placed on the iliac 
crest (for RA, IO, and EO) and posterior supe-
rior iliac spine (PSIS) (for ES and MF). Each pair 
of  electrodes were carefully covered with kinesi-
ology tape to prevent any effect of  belt pressure 
and slippery. All electrode wires were also kept in 
place with adhesive tape.

MVC Testing. After skin preparation, the par-
ticipant’s muscles were tested as follows: (1) RA, 
by raising the upper body straight upward against 
resistance from strap at the chest, in supine lying 
with knee fixing by strap; (2) IO, by raising the left 
shoulder upward to the right knee against resist-
ance in supine lying with knee fixing by strap; 
(3) EO, by raising the right shoulder upward to 
the left knee against resistance in supine lying with 
knee fixing by strap; (4) ES and MF, by raising 
the upper back up against resistance in prone lying 
position with strap fixing at mid calf. For each 
testing position, the participant was instructed to 
perform three isometric contractions, each at his 
maximum effort for 3 seconds, with a 3-minute 
rest period in between.

Lifting Task. All lifting tasks were administered 
in a random order throughout the experiment. 
The back belt conditions were: no belt, pelvic belt, 
and lumbo-sacral belt. The load levels were: 10 kg 
and 20 kg. The lifting postures were: (1) stand-
ing and lifting the basket from the table (with the 
table height at the level of  the tip of  the middle 
digit for each participant) to the elbow level (with 
the elbows flexed at 90° (Fig. 2)), and (2) squat-
ting and lifting the basket from the floor to the 
knuckle height in standing. In addition, lifting in 
standing posture was employed in this study to 
minimize the effects of  muscle length change from 
trunk movement during lifting. The number of  lift 
was 3 times with a 20 second rest period between 
two successive lifts. For the standing posture, the 
participant was instructed to hold the basket with 
his elbows flexed at 90° for 3 seconds without any 

trunk movement, lower the basket back on the 
table, and then rest in the standing posture for 
20 seconds. For the squat posture, the speed of 
lift was control by a metronome set at 48 beats/
minute or 1 lift per 1.25 seconds. From the stand-
ing posture, the participant squatted down and 
lifted the basket from the floor. He squatted down 
again to put the basket back on the floor. Then, 
he would stand up and rest for 20 seconds. After 
finishing the 3 lifts for each lifting condition, a 
rest period of  at least 3 minutes was provided to 
the participant in comfortable sitting position.

A video camera was used to record all move-
ments in a lateral view during lifting both in the 
standing and squat postures. The participant was 
instructed and trained to lift only in a sagittal plane 
and to keep his back straight.

Belt Position. Both types of back belt were put 
on the participant by the same physical therapist 
to assure that the position and pressure would be 
the same. For the pelvic belt, the upper border was 
place at the iliac crest level. For the lumbo-sacral 
belt, the midline between the upper and lower bor-
ders was placed at the iliac crest. The belt pressure 
was also checked every time by hand-checking and 
by asking the participant to assure that the belt 
tightness was comfortable.

2.5 Data processing and analysis

Raw EMG signals were processed using 
DADiSP SE-Pro2002. They were high-pass fil-
tered above 5 Hz.

The signals of the switch installed at the base of 
the plastic basket to mark the timing of lift-off  (an 
instance that the basket was lifted from the floor) 
and contact (an instance that the basket was put 
back on the floor). Based on the lift-off  and con-
tact signals, the EMG signals were collected. The 
rms data from the 3 lifts was averaged and normal-
ized by the % MVC. The MVC was determined 
using the rms of  the 1-second highest amplitudes 
for each isometric contraction test for each muscle. 
Then, the mean rms EMG of the two highest 
MVCs was used to normalize the rms EMG of the 
lifting data.

The onset of EMG was defined as the point 
where the mean of 75 consecutive samples (50 ms) 
exceeded the baseline activity by three Standard 
Deviations (SD). The baseline activity was defined 
as a period of 1000 ms before a lift-off  position. 
Then, the latency onset was determined using the 
following formula:

Latency onset = Lift-off  time–the point where 
the mean of 75 consecutive samples exceeds the 
baseline activity by 3 SDs.

Since this study is only concerned with the 
feed-forward activity of  TrA, only the EMG 

Figure 2. Lifting task in the standing posture: start-
ing position (left) and finishing position with the elbows 
flexed at 90° (right).
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activity that occurs before the lift-off  time was 
considered.

2.6 Statistical analysis

A Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS 
for Windows (Version 16). A paired student t-test 
was used to compare the average rms and latency 
onset among three back belt conditions. The data 
is presented as the mean ± SD throughout the 
paper.

3 RESULTS

Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations 
of the normalized EMG (NEMG) (in %MVC) 
of all trunk muscles. It shows that when the load 
was increased from 10 to 20 kg, the NEMG also 
increased in all trunk muscles. The paired t-test 
comparison between each pair of back belt condi-
tions (no belt vs. pelvic belt, no belt vs. lumbo-sacral 
belt, and pelvic belt vs. lumbo-sacral belt) indicated 
a significant effect of back belt condition.

There was a significant decrease ( p = 0.001, 
p = 0.005) of TrA/IO and ES muscle activation in 
the standing and squatting lifting postures, respec-
tively, with a 20 kg load. The same trend of TrA/
IO and ES decreased activation when wearing the 
pelvic belt was also found in all other postures and 
load conditions (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

Table 2 presents the latency onset of TrA/IO 
relative to the lift-off  time. The result showed a 
significant effect of back belt conditions. Wearing 

a lumbo-sacral belt significantly decrease the onset 
of TrA/IO in all lifting task conditions ( p < 0.05). 
The same trend direction was also found when 
wearing a pelvic belt (Fig. 5).

Table 1. Root mean square (rms) EMG (%MVC) in 2 lifting postures, 2 loads (10 and 20 kg), and 3 back belt condi-
tions (NB: No Belt, PB: Pelvic Belt, and LS: Lumbo-Sacral Belt) (n = 9).

Lifting
posture

Load
(kg) Belt

RMS EMG of Trunk Muscles (%MVC)

RA TrA/IO EO ES MF

Standing 10 NB 2.26 (3.54)  9.75  (7.98)  3.81 (2.62) 19.17  (7.76) 18.26  (6.94)
PB 2.43 (3.93)  9.25 (10.58)  3.10 (1.82) 18.21  (7.71) 17.31  (8.43)
LSB 3.16 (4.86)  9.05  (8.60)  3.15 (1.83) 19.20  (7.69) 17.56  (6.86)

20 NB 3.64 (5.86) 11.90  (7.68)  8.83 (6.89) 30.24 (10.75)** 28.10  (7.84)
PB 3.28 (5.36)  9.67  (8.15)  8.53 (6.67) 27.14 (10.79)** 27.95 (13.09)
LSB 3.49 (5.27) 13.22 (14.17)  5.45 (3.36) 30.79 (11.76) 29.46 (10.83)

Squatting 10 NB 2.36 (4.22) 12.22  (8.93)  6.13 (3.74) 39.32 (12.96) 34.71 (10.24)
PB 1.72 (2.58) 10.19  (8.30)  5.08 (2.82) 35.50 (11.27) 34.42 (10.38)
LSB 2.46 (3.61)  9.76  (9.65)  6.69 (4.06) 36.45 (13.37) 39.19 (13.72)

20 NB 2.79 (4.43) 22.97 (19.29)**  8.75 (4.91) 52.74 (16.19) 46.64 (12.09)
PB 2.15 (3.18) 17.31 (16.74)**  9.21 (7.84) 48.92 (12.78) 49.08 (10.47)
LSB 2.80 (4.58) 22.47 (23.05) 12.50 (9.60) 54.01 (15.51) 54.11 (15.22)

The numbers shown are the average and standard deviation (in the parentheses) values of 5 trunk muscles 
(RA: Rectus Abdominis, IO: Internal Oblique, EO: External Oblique, ES: Erector Spinae, MF: Multifidus).
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 3. Comparison of %MVC of TrA/IO (Trans-
versus abdominis/internal abdominal oblique muscle) 
among the 3 back belt conditions (NB: No Belt, PB: Pel-
vic Belt, LSB: Lumbo-Sacral Belt), and 2 load – 2 lifting 
posture conditions (10S: 10 kg in standing, 20S: 20 kg in 
standing, 10SQ: 10 kg in squatting, 20SQ: 20 kg in squat-
ting) (n = 9).
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Figure 4. Comparison of %MVC of ES (external 
abdominal oblique muscle) among the 3 back belt condi-
tions (NB: No Belt, PB: Pelvic Belt, LSB: Lumbo-Sacral 
Belt) and 2 load – 2 lifting posture conditions (10S: 10 kg 
in standing, 20S: 20 kg in standing, 10SQ: 10 kg in squat-
ting, 20SQ: 20 kg in squatting) (n = 9).
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Table 2. Latency onset of TrA/IO muscle relative to the lift-off  time (n = 9).

Lifting
posture

Load
(kg)

Latency onset of TrA/IO (m/sec)

No belt Pelvic belt Lumbo-sacral belt

Standing 10 296.68 (159.30) 169.86 (100.49) 159.89 (71.38)
20 337.91  (72.57) 255.56 (68.69) 216.92 (67.12)

Squatting 10 215.79  (35.38) 154.63 (33.16) 145.16 (64.34)
20 226.24  (84.91) 183.80 (55.20) 166.55 (60.42)

The numbers shown are the average and standard deviation (in the parentheses) values of the 
onset time relative to the lift-off  time.
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Figure 5. Comparison of latency of onset time of TrA/
IO muscles among the 3 belt conditions (NB: No Belt, 
PB: Pelvic Belt, LSB: Lumbo-Sacral Belt), and 2 load – 2 
lifting posture conditions (10S: 10 kg in standing, 20S: 
20 kg in standing, 10SQ: 10 kg in squatting, 20SQ: 20 kg 
in squatting) (n = 9).

4 DISCUSSION

This study examined the immediate effect of 2 back 
belt types on trunk muscle activation, especially 
TrA muscle, among inexperienced back belt users 
during manual lifting. The result showed that only 
the pelvic belt significantly decreased the TrA/IO 
muscle activitiy in the 20 kg squat lifting task. The 
squat lifting task from the floor to knuckle height 
(with 20 kg load) in this study required more trunk 
stabilization effort than the other 3 lifting tasks 
because of the highest load and trunk moment 
required in changing the position from squatting to 
standing. Obviously, it was found that lifting tasks 
with lower load level or lesser trunk movement in 
the standing posture seemed to have decreased 
TrA muscle activity. This result indicated that the 
pelvic belt was effective in stabilizing the lumbar 
spine during lifting as seen from the decreased TrA 
muscle activity.

Lifting in the standing posture in this study was 
used to control confounding factors of back belt 
usage on trunk moment. This is because changes 
in the trunk muscle EMG due to back belt usage, 
at least part of them, must be attributed to the 
kinematic changes with back belt application. The 
EMG is highly correlated and sensitive to changes 
in trunk moment (Lee 2002). The lumbo-sacral 

belt is wider than the pelvic belt (20 cm and 12 cm, 
respectively). Thus, it could limit the trunk moment 
during squat lifting more than the pelvic belt. How-
ever, the result did not show any significant differ-
ence. Therefore, a decrease in TrA activity in the 
squat lifting posture in this study was influenced 
by the pelvic belt since the result was similar to that 
from lifting in the standing posture (Fig. 3).

When wearing the back belt, no changes in 
trunk muscle EMG were found except the ES in 
which its activity was significantly decreased when 
wearing the pelvic belt during the lifting of 20 kg 
load in the standing posture (Fig. 4). This result 
also indicated the effective of pelvic belt in reduc-
ing back muscle activity during lifting.

The pelvic belt is considerably narrower than 
the lumbo-sacral belt, but it focuses on the point 
that directly stabilizes the lower spine which is the 
most movement part. The lumbo-sacral belt, on 
the other hand, is wider and generally stabilizes the 
whole lumbar spine and pelvis. Thus, unlike the 
pelvic belt, it does not have any specific focus point 
on any part of spine. When considering the belt 
width, the results of this study support that both 
TrA and ES muscle activities were decreased dur-
ing lifting when wearing the pelvic belt.

This study was the first study to determine the 
onset EMG of TrA during back belt usage. The 
results show that the delay of TrA onset is mostly 
seen when wearing the lumbo-sacral belt (Fig. 5). 
This result may be induced by the belt pressure that 
covers all lumbar spine and sacrum during lifting; 
whereas, the pelvic belt only covers the lower part 
of the lumbar spine and pelvis.

To determine the onset of TrA, the participant 
needs to relax all trunk muscles during pre-lifting 
period. Each participant was instructed to breathe 
naturally and relax all muscles before starting the 
lifting task. Therefore, this study could not control 
the breathing pattern during lifting.

However, this study was a preliminary study 
to report the effect of back belt usage on TrA in 
a small group of inexperienced back belt users. 
Future studies should consider a larger number 
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of participants. A long-term effect of back belt 
usage among experienced users should also be 
investigated.

In addition, the decreased EMG activity of TrA 
during lifting with back belt found in this study 
could possibly cause the related muscle to become 
weaker in the future.

5 CONCLUSION

The pelvic belt resulted in a significant decrease 
in TrA and ES muscle activities in squat lifting 
and standing postures, respectively, with the 20 kg 
load. As for the onset time of TrA, the lumbo-
sacral belt had a significant delay onset in all lift-
ing task condition. The pelvic belt only showed a 
significant delay onset in the standing posture with 
10 kg load. The long-term effect on experienced 
back belt users still needs further investigation.
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Effects of holding umbrellas and wind blown on forearm muscle 
activities and grip pressure

Bor-Shong Liu, Wen-Chang Chou, Rui-Zhe Wu & Chien-Sung Wang
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management, St. John’s University, Taipei, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of holding umbrella and wind blown 
on forearm muscle activities and grip pressure. Ten various umbrellas have been evaluated. The angles of 
wrist and elbow joint and EMG of extensor carpi radialis and biceps were recorded by Biopac system. In 
addition, the tactile grip pressure also measured by Grip System. Each participant performed thirty bouts 
at one of ten types of umbrellas and three holding conditions (upraised without wind blown, upraised 
with wind blown, and raised forward with wind blown). Results of ANOVA showed that the angles of 
wrist and elbow were significant differences between umbrellas. In addition, EMG activities on both mus-
cles are higher while raised forward with wind blown. The mean grip pressures were higher while holding 
smaller diameter of umbrellas handle. Of course, the grip pressure increased with wind blown. Results of 
present study could provide the information for designing of umbrellas.

Keywords: umbrella, holding postures, hand tools

mean age, mean stature and mean body mass were 
21.7 years old, 165.6 cm and 64 kg, respectively. 
All subjects were healthy and reported no mus-
culoskeletal problems that might influence per-
formance detrimentally. All subjects claimed to 
‘dominantly right-handed’ and used the right hand 
during the study.

2.2 Apparatus and materials

Total of ten umbrellas have been evaluated in present 
study (Figure 1). Specifications of ten umbrellas 
were showed in Table 1. The tube length was from 
50 cm to 78.4 cm and weight of umbrella was 164 g to 
502 g. Area of umbrella was 5024 cm2 to 14733 cm2. 
In addition, handle length was from 1.5 cm to 19 cm.

1 INTRODUCTION

An umbrella is a canopy designed to protect against 
rain or sunlight. Although very common in our daily 
lives, the basic design of umbrellas has not changed 
significantly over the past years. Of cause, umbrella 
is one kind of hand tools. In the past research, hand 
tool design was focused on tool function in order 
to improve task efficiency. Furthermore, design of 
hand tools was to pay special attention to the ergo-
nomical design of tools and try to adapt the indi-
vidual requirements for each user, then it would be 
possible to make the user both more effect and pre-
vent many injuries through overloading (Berglund 
and Eriksson, 1995). Some studies reported that 
well-designed handle of hand tools can facilitate 
improved performance and reduce user musculoskel-
etal injuries (Chi and Drury, 1988; Okunribibo and 
Haslegrave, 1999). There is a need to study how the 
types of umbrella affect user’s responses of forearm 
muscles. The purpose of this study was to examine 
the effects of holding umbrella and wind blown on 
forearm muscle activities and grip pressure. Results 
of present study could provide the information for 
designing of umbrellas.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

Twelve undergraduate students at the St. John’s 
University were recruited in present study. Their 

Figure 1. Ten umbrellas have been evaluated in present 
study.
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2.3 Experimental procedures

Upon arrival, the participants were given general 
instructions about the experiment. Subjects were 
trained and known experimental task until they 
were able to make smooth manipulation. Further, 
the miniature joint angle sensor (S720, Measur-
and Inc., Canada) and shape sensor (S700) were 
mounted on the neutral axis of wrist and elbow 
respectively. Thus, angles of wrist and elbow were 
measured (Figure 2). In addition, the EMG activity 
was recorded over the right side of Extensor Carpi 
Radialis and biceps by AcqKnowledge on Biopac 
systems (MP150, Biopac Inc., USA). The skin 
area of current interest was shaved and cleaned 
with 70% alcohol solution. surface electrodes were 
attached over the muscle of concern, parallel to 
the muscle fibers, with an inter-electrode center 
distance of 30 mm, impedance <20 kΩ. Reference 
electrodes were placed over bone. The signals were 
amplified, band-pass filtered 20–500 Hz, A/D con-
verted and sampled at 1000 Hz.

Reference EMG values for normalization (RVC) 
were obtained during Maximum isometric Volun-
tary Contraction (MVC) of the specific muscle 
group for two trials of about 5 sec. In addition, the 
tactile grip pressure also measured by Grip System 
(Figure 3). A total of 30 trials with one of ten types 
umbrellas and three holding condition involving 
upraised without wind blown (UP), upraised with 
wind blown (UW) and raised forward with wind 
blown (FW). The order of these trials was ran-
domly assigned for each subject.

2.4 Data analysis

A randomized complete block design (blocks 
as individual subjects) with two within-subject 
factors (types of umbrella and holding postures) 
was used for this study. Twelve participants per-
formed three holding postures with ten types of 

umbrellas. The dependent variables were angles 
of wrist and elbow, RVC (%) for extensor carpi 
radialis and biceps. Further, analysis of  variance 
(ANOVA) was utilized to identify significant dif-
ferences between conditions for dependent varia-
bles. Statistical significance was set at a probability 
level of  0.05.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Types of umbrella

Results of ANOVA revealed that these were signif-
icant difference in RVC of extensor carpi radialis 
between types of umbrella (p < 0.05). The mean 
RVC of extensor carpi radialis was higher while 
holding No. 1 and No. 3 of umbrella (Figure 4). In 
addition, the mean RVC of biceps was also higher 
in holding No. 1 of umbrella.

For analysis of  grip pressure, these were sig-
nificant difference between types of umbrella 
(p < 0.001). The mean grip pressure was higher 
while holding No. 1, No. 3 and No. 10 of umbrella. 
These are 55.6, 47.3 and 48.7 kgf, respectively.

Table 1. Specifications of ten umbrellas.

No

Tube
length Radius Area

Handle
circle

Handle
length Weight

(cm) (cm) (cm2) (cm) (cm) (g)

 1 78.4 68.5 14733 7.1 6.5 502
 2 66.5 59.5 11116 7.5 6.5 502
 3 68 58.5 10745 6 16 336
 4 64 53.5  8987 10 19 414
 5 50 45  6358 10 1.5 224
 6 57 48  7234 12.5 2.5 280
 7 53 47  6936 11.5 3 164
 8 50 48  7234 8 3 168
 9 52 48  7234 20.5 8 302
10 53 40  5024 7.5 6.5 336

Figure 2. The angles of wrist and elbow were measured.

Figure 3. Grip pressure measured by Grip System.
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3.2 Effects of wind blown

The wind blown affects strongly on muscle activi-
ties of forearm (p < 0.05). Figure 6 showed the 
mean RVC of extensor carpi radialis and biceps 
between holding postures. EMG activities were 
higher in extensor carpi radialis while subject hold-
ing umbrella on upraise with wind blown, particu-
larly (Figure 6).

Figure 7 revealed the distribution of  grip pres-
sure while holding upraised with wind blown (left) 
and raised forward with wind blown (right). The 
contact areas of  hand were significant difference. 
The main contact areas of  hand were on thenar 
muscles and midpalmar muscles while subject 
holding umbrella on upraised with wind blown. 
By contrast, the main contact areas of  hand were 
on hypothenar muscles and tip muscles of  ring 
finger. In addition, Figure 8 showed the com-
parison of  grip pressure distribution by holding 
upraised with wind blown (green line) and raised 
forward with wind blown (red line). The grip pres-
sure maintained on 30 kgf  while holding upraised 
with wind blown. By contrast, the distribution 
of  grip pressure was unstable form about 10 to 
40 kgf.

3.3 Interaction between umbrellas and wind blown

The interesting result from the viewpoint of RVC 
of extensor carpi radialis was the significant inter-
action between types of umbrella and wind blown 
(p < 0.05). Surely, the EMG activities of forearm 
were lower while holding umbrellas without wind 
blown (UP line). In average, while holding umbrella 
on raised forward posture with wind blown was also 
lower levels of EMG activities on forearm muscles. 
For worse cases of higher EMG activities, subjects 
were holding the No. 3, No. 4 and No. 7 of umbrella 
on upraised posture with wind blown. On the other 
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Figure 4. Mean RVC of extensor carpi radialis between 
umbrellas.
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Figure 5. Mean grip pressure between umbrellas.
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Figure 6. Mean RVC of extensor carpi radialis between 
umbrellas.

Figure 7. The distribution of grip pressure while hold-
ing upraise with wind blown (left) and raised forward 
with wind blown (right).

Figure 8. Comparison of grip pressure distribution by 
holding upraised with wind blown (green line) and raised 
forward with wind blown (red line).
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hand, No. 6 umbrella had larger contact area of 
hand handle. Thus, EMG activities of forearm 
muscles and grip pressure were lower level.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Hand tools are still the primary interface for oper-
ators at daily life, in spite of all the automation 
efforts made by modern world. In the past, hand 
tool design was focused on tool function in order to 
improve task efficiency and allow for standardiza-
tion. The tool should perform the task which it was 
designed for and respond to the needs of the great-
est possible number of users (Aptel & Claudon, 
2002; Marsot & Claudon, 2004). Among the vari-
ous tool handle design characteristics, handle diam-
eter has been an important factor to maximize grip 
strength, minimize on the digit flexor tendons, first 
metacarpal ulnar collateral and carpometacarpal 
ligaments (Meagher, 1987) and it can also influence 
force exertion in manual work (Grant et al., 1992; 
Blackwell et al., 1999). The evaluation of subjective 
handle comfort ratings indicated that participants 
preferred midsized handles over the smallest or 
largest handles which were associated with highest 
or lowest total finger forces, respectively. Results 
of present study also showed that handle charac-
teristics (shape, length) were significant effects on 
EMG activities of forearm and distribution of 
grip force. Kong & Lowe (2005) tested maximum 
grip force on cylindrical aluminum handles maxi-
mum grip force on cylindrical aluminum handles to 
evaluate the relationships between handle diameter 
(25–50 mm diameter handles), perceived comfort, 
finger and phalange force distribution, and electro-
myographic efficiency of finger flexor and extensor 
muscle activity. Their results also reported that there 
was a significant negative correlation between the 
total finger force and handle diameter. Participants 
exhibited greater total finger force with the same 
amount of EMG activity with the small diameter 
handles than with the large diameter handles. For 
effects of wind blown, subjects need more effort in 
forearm and grip force while holding umbrellas in 
upraise with wind blown.

Participants preferred circular and hexago-
nal longitudinal-shaped and double frustum and 
cone lateral-shaped handles over the triangular 
longitudinal-shaped handles, and cylindrical and 
reversed double frustum lateral-shaped handles 
(Kong et al., 2008). Chang et al. (1999) evaluated 
the effects of handle types of garden tools on ergo-
nomic effectiveness, and subjective judgment of 
tactile feel and control.

Their results showed that the grip force and 
EMG analyses were less effort with hollow fiber-
glass handle.

The optimal surface material and cross-section 
of power tool handles are not sufficiently described 
in ergonomic literature (Bjoring et al., 1999). 
Results of previous study showed that foam rubber 
on the handle is a more preferable covering mate-
rial compared to harder rubber and it does not 
increase the muscular activity. Thus, material and 
shapes of umbrella handle should be examined in 
further research.
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Differences in lifting postures at various exertion heights between 
workers and novices
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study was to compare participant’s lifting postures at various 
exertion heights between experienced workers and novices. Forty-two experienced workers and novices 
(21 of each) were recruited and required to determine their static-lifting strengths under various height 
levels (10~150 cm in increments of 10 cm) using two exertion methods (vertically upward lifting, VUL, 
and toward body lifting, TBL). Results showed that the VUL forces were much higher than the TBL at 
15 height positions (p < 0.001). Forces in all 30 task combinations showed no difference between the two 
groups except for the VUL at heights of 100~120 cm. Novices’ VUL forces were on the average 4.6 ~7.6 kg 
lower than workers’, while exerting forces at 100–120 cm (all p < 0.05). Workers in VUL postures were 
highly differentiated from novices while performing near-floor positions, but the forces were equivalent to 
each other. That is, workers tended to adopt a safer (i.e., more flexed knees) and more skillful technique 
to generate forces than did novices. The results suggested that lifting strength data generally collected on 
students should be carefully used in the task design.

Keywords: lifting postures, experienced worker, novice, exertion heights

Much of the literature has reported that the 
lifting techniques of highly skilled workers 
substantially differ from those of novices (Authier 
et al. 1996, Gagnon et al. 1996). Field studies have 
also shown that workers are using methods other 
than the recommended ones (Kuorinka et al. 
1994, Baril-Gingras and Lortie 1995), and lack 
a consensus on the best methods (Authier et al. 
1996). For a given task, in general, the experienced 
workers employ lower biomechanical spinal loads 
(Marras et al. 2006), less back-muscle activities 
(Keir and MacDonell 2004), more psychophysi-
cally accepted lifting-weights (Mital 1987), and 
higher subjective discomfort thresholds (Parakkat 
et al. 2007) than the novices. On the contrary, some 
investigations suggest that the response patterns 
of industrial and non-industrial workers to task 
variables in manual-lifting activities are similar 
(Mital and Manivasagan 1983). The controversies 
may attribute to the diverse experimental settings 
among these studies.

To our knowledge, no comparative studies 
have been found in the literature that systemically 
assesses the simulated lifting strengths of work-
ers and novices under full-range heights. Since the 

1 INTRODUCTION

Even though automation technology is extensively 
used today, Manual Materials-Handling (MMH) 
still exists in many different task situations, espe-
cially in newly developed service trades such as 
hypermarkets, shopping malls, and wholesale 
stores. The concerns for these handling tasks by 
ergonomists focus on whether human capabilities 
match the job demands. Human strengths are a 
primary measure of an individual’s physical capa-
bilities, particularly those that permit a person 
to exert force or sustain external loading without 
inflicting personal injury (Mital et al. 1993).

Many studies have established the human 
strength data under various task variables, which 
were usually derived from student participants 
(Yates et al. 1980, Lee 2004). These studies con-
ducted on student participants are on the basis of: 
ease in recruitment, greater reliability, lower cost, 
and availability for a long-term study (Mital 1987). 
However, it is essential to identify the suitability of 
an individual’s capabilities before directly applying 
the results, conducted on students, to the entire 
industrial population.
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large-scale warehouse stores (e.g., the hypermarket) 
with high employee turnover rates almost always 
recruit novice workers or part-timers every week 
in Taiwan (Chen 2008), it is becoming more and 
more important to develop training programs and 
more suitable shelf  designs for handling tasks, by 
understanding the differences in lifting strengths 
between workers and novices. This study, therefore, 
consists of exertion heights and exertion methods 
to differentiate the lifting strengths of experienced 
workers from novices. Furthermore, the partici-
pant’s testing postures in all task combinations 
were also recorded for interpreting the collected 
strength data.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

Forty-two experienced male worker and novice 
participants (21 of each), with no prior history of 
any musculoskeletal disorder, volunteered for this 
study and received an hourly wage for finishing all 
test conditions. Twenty-one workers, with at least 
two-years experience levels, were chosen as experi-
enced participants. They were selected from a large 
hypermarket, and their duties consisted mainly in 
varied replenishing tasks onto the shelves. Another 
21 novice participants (with no manual material 
handling experience) were recruited from univer-
sity students. The mean (SD) age was 23.1 (3.0) 
years for the experienced group, and 23.3 (2.4) 
years for the novice group. Their anthropometric 
data and isometric strengths, employed with the 
methods of Chaffin (1975), were measured. There 
were no significant differences by t-test between 
the two groups with respect to their physique and 
strength measurements (all p > 0.05).

2.2 Experimental apparatus

The static-lifting strengths were measured using 
a Static-Lifting Strength Tester (SLST), as illus-
trated in Figure 1. The SLST, with an incremental 
height setting for measuring strengths, consisted of 
a standing platform, a steel frame with 20 position-
ing holes (ranging from 10 cm to 200 cm in incre-
ments of 5 cm), a sliding height stopper along the 
frame, and a 55 cm handle bar (diameter: 3.5 cm) 
attached to the stopper. The force applied onto the 
handle bar was measured by a load cell that con-
nected with the bar and was rigidly placed on the 
stopper, and then the strength signal (60 Hz) was 
transferred into an A-D converter and a digital rea-
dout unit (JSES Model 32628, U.S.A.). The A-D 
converter was calibrated eight times prior to the 
testing against known static loads. The accuracy 

Figure 1. The device of static-lifting strength and sche-
matic testing posture in the study.

of the measurement was within ±1% of the lifting 
strength.

2.3 Body posture recording

The testing postures of randomly sampled 
participants (one third of participants) were vide-
otaped in this study. Six adhesive reflective markers 
were attached to the right side of the participant’s 
wrist, elbow, shoulder, hip, knee, and ankle joints, 
as is also shown in Figure 1. In the study, the joint 
angles were all defined as the inter-joint angles 
between the two adjacent segments (Figure 2). The 
digital video camera, which was set up at a distance 
of 5 m from participants, was used to record the 
positions of each joint marker when participants 
performed the strength test. The camera heights 
were always adjusted to orthogonally align the par-
ticipant’s hip positions to eliminate as much as pos-
sible the distortion errors resulting from the varied 
testing heights. Image processing software was 
then used to calculate the relevant joint angles.

2.4 Experimental design

This study examined the differences in static-lifting 
strengths between experienced workers and nov-
ices under 15 lifting heights as well as under dif-
ferent exertion methods. Fifteen lifting heights, 
ranging from 10 to 150 cm and spaced 10 cm 
apart, were set by the SLST. There were two exer-
tion methods performed by each participant at all 
15 height levels. One exertion method was Verti-
cally Upward Lifting (VUL) and the other was 
Toward Body Lifting (TBL). The VUL has been 
generally accepted as the standard method in 
previous strength measurement studies, whereas 
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the TBL refers to the finding of a study by Garg 
et al. (1983). Garg et al. observed that the subjects 
pulled the load toward the body when lifting psy-
chophysically determined maximum weights. Lift-
ing at an angle resulted in a decrease in moment 
at the upper arms and spinal L5/S1 joints and an 
increase in moment at the knees and ankles. In this 
study, we would like to identify the strength differ-
ences caused by different exertion directions. All 
participants were requested to perform the maxi-
mum lifting strengths for each task combination 
for at least three repetitions. Each strength meas-
urement was repeated until three readings were 
obtained, which were consistent within a range of 
10%. As a result, a total of 3,780 strength data (42 
participants × 2 exertion methods × 15 heights × 3 
repetitions) was determined.

2.5 First line of text or heading

All participants were familiarized with the 
experimental procedures, and stretched them-
selves at least 10 min before the data was col-
lected. During the experiment, the participants 
wore light clothing and rubber gym shoes. They 
were randomly requested to perform all maxi-
mum strengths at a specific exertion height and 
direction with free style but symmetrical lifting 
postures. The strength-testing procedure was per-
formed according to the methodology used by 
Chaffin (1975) and Ayoub et al. (1978). A period 
of  5 s was chosen as sufficient time to build up 
and maintain a constant force, while being brief  
enough to be endured without perceiving any 
muscular fatigue. A minimum rest period of 

2 min was required between successive trials. The 
horizontal-projection distance between the tip of 
the shoes of  the participants and the handle bar 
was set at 15 cm. As was observed in a recent field 
study, this distance took the most advantageous 
testing posture to apply force by participants for 
full-range heights. Moreover, the distance was 
maintained at about half  the width of  the box that 
was used extensively in the Taiwanese hypermar-
kets (Chen 2008).

While determining the lifting strength, we used 
a nested design for analysis. Each participant was 
considered a block. We analyzed the strength data 
using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
and used Duncan’s Multiple-range test (Duncan’s 
MRT) for post-hoc comparisons. Differences in 
participants’ strengths of VUL and TBL were 
checked by a t-test. An alpha level of 0.05 was 
selected as the minimum level of significance.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Difference in strengths between the groups

Table 1 shows the summary ANOVA result of 
lifting strengths in different participant groups 
and independent task variables. As shown in the 
table, the exertion height did influence all of the 
TBL forces (p < 0.001), as well as the novices’ VUL 
forces (p < 0.001). It was noteworthy that the work-
er’s VUL forces were not affected by heights. When 
averaged across the exertion heights, Duncan’s 
MRT result also showed that the VUL forces 
among workers were much higher than the TBL 
(31.67 kg: 11.67 kg); as were the forces among nov-
ices (30.45 kg: 10.33 kg).

Different strength profiles under various 
exertion heights are illustrated in Figure 3. As 
aforementioned, the VUL forces were always higher 
than the TBL, regardless of working experience. The 
result of the t-test revealed that there were no dif-
ferences between workers’ and novices’ TBL forces 
at all 15 height levels. That is, the worker and the 
novice participants demonstrated a similar strength 
profile while performing the TBL. However, the 
VUL force profiles exhibited an inconsistent trend 
for the two groups. The t-tests were performed and 
significant differences in VUL strengths were found 

15 cm 

Elbow
Knee 

Hip

Shoulder

Figure 2. The definition of the body joint angles while 
testing in this study.

Table 1. Significance of effects of independent vari-
ables to the lifting strengths by ANOVA.

Workers Novices

VUL TBL VUL TBL

Exertion heights N.S. p < 0.001 p < 0.001 p < 0.001

N.S.: non-significant.
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between workers and novices at heights of 100, 110, 
and 120 cm. Higher strengths were determined by 
workers and with differences ranging from 4.57 kg 
to 7.61 kg (all p < 0.05).

3.2 Posture analyses

Comparisons of lifting postures while exert-
ing maximum strength indicated that there were 
higher knee, shoulder, and elbow angles at lower 
height levels (e.g., 10∼30 cm) in the novices’ VUL 
tests, as shown in Figure 4. This means that a more 
stooped technique was chosen by novices while lift-
ing upwardly from near-floor levels, as opposed to 
a more flexed knee strategy by workers. From the 
figure, it can also be seen that workers employed 
relatively consistent patterns of joint angles than 
did the novices, for whichever VUL or TBL that 
was performed. Figure 5 further shows the pos-
tures of the VUL at a height of 10 cm by two rep-
resentative experienced and novice participants, 
respectively. In contrast to the TBL, quite different 
postures were adopted between the two groups for 
the VUL, and nevertheless the strengths remained 
unchanged (Figure 3).

4 DISCUSSION

The results of this study provide an indication that 
there exists a discrepancy in vertically-upward lift-
ing strengths at the heights from 100 cm to 120 cm 
between the two participant groups. Besides that, 
similar trends in strengths, along with increased 
heights, were exhibited by different exertion meth-
ods, regardless of working experience. This implied 
that the lifting-strength data collected on novices 
(as those students in our study) should be still cau-
tioned to the task design, especially when the task 
was to be conceivably done by novice workers.

The novice’s VUL strength profile was in agree-
ment with the result of Lee’s study (2004). Lee 

examined the lifting strengths of twelve university 
student participants at 10, 45, 75, 105 and 140 cm, 
and found the lowest strength to be at the exertion 
height of  105 cm. However, he did not further 
explain why the strength at 140 cm was higher 
than that at 105 cm. As illustrated by the VUL 
postures in Figure 4, the shoulder was placed in 
a minimum extension, whereas the hip reached its 
maximum extension at about a 110 cm height of 
exertion. This can partially explain why at these 
height levels the lower strengths were found, since 
the novices may apply force only by their upper 
arms’ own efforts. It is well-recognized that the 
arm and shoulder strengths are dominant while 
lifting from higher positions, and the leg and back 
muscles are stronger than the upper extremities. 
We can therefore attribute this to a relatively dis-
advantageous position in the upper extremities 
at about the participants’ elbow height (data of 
109.0 cm). When the height exceeded that, the 
shoulders of  novices began to extend, then gradu-
ally changed to a more beneficial posture for gen-
erating forces.

Posture analysis revealed an interesting result 
in the study. Working experience influenced the 
adopted posture while exerting, especially in 
near-floor VUL strengths. Figure 5 illustrates 
the comparison of the testing postures for two 
exertion methods between worker and novice 
participants at a height of 10 cm. For the VUL 
test, workers tended to choose a more knee-flexion 
strategy, whereas the novices tended to choose a 
more stooped one. It is generally accepted that a 
stooped lifting posture, which can provide higher 
lifting strengths, would impose more compressive 
forces on the spinal L5/S1 disc. From the figure, we 
also can observe a larger horizontal distance (i.e., 
moment arm) from the handle to the participants’ 
lower back in novices than that of in workers. This 
would lead the workers to be safer for testing than 
would the novices. The result did not match with 
Gagnon et al’s study (1996). They found that the 
expert handler reduced knee flexion more than the 
novice did, to save energy more advantageously. 
However, only the static-lifting strengths examined 
in our study were not similar to Gagnon et al’s 
dynamic lifting act. While testing, no instruction 
or hint about testing posture was given to par-
ticipants in this study. Any difference in postures 
between the two groups in this study therefore can 
be reasonably attributed to the influence of work-
ing experience. As shown in Figure 4, the workers 
revealed a more consistent body posture for both 
VUL and TBL tests. Contrarily, the novices chose 
different postures depending on what exertion 
method or height was requested. Even so, note that 
there was no difference in strengths between work-
ers and novices while performing VUL at lower 
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height levels. The workers, experienced in realistic 
lifting tasks, would choose a safer and more skillful 
technique than the novices did to generate lifting 
strengths.

5 CONCLUSION

This study shows that the static-lifting strengths 
of novices were significantly lower than those of 
experienced workers while upward lifting near 
the participant’s elbow height. A safer technique 
was chosen by workers at near-floor upward lift-
ing; even so, the corresponding strengths did not 
decrease in comparison to the novice’s strengths. 
Strengths that were exerted toward the body were 
exceptionally lower than the vertically lift-up for 
both groups. The results of this study provide 
the inference that experienced workers may have 
learned a protective strategy and a more effective 
technique to satisfy their daily job demand. Fur-
thermore, the results also indicated that the lifting 
strength data collected on novices (e.g., student) 
should be carefully used for whichever task vari-
able is to be taken into consideration.
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Regression analysis of fatigue at various shoulder postures 
in sitting

Ji-Soo Park & Jung-Yong Kim
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to investigate the level of fatigue of shoulder muscle in 
various working postures in sitting. An experiment was designed to evaluate the six shoulder muscles 
at nine shoulder postures including 30 degrees of adduction/abduction, and neutral postures as well 
as 60, 90, and 120 degrees of shoulder flexion. Thirteen subjects participated in the experiment to col-
lect MVC (Maximum Voluntary Contraction) and MPF (Mean Power Frequency) of SEMG (Surface 
Electromyography). The participants maintained the shoulder posture in each of nine pre-determined 
flexion and abduction/adduction shoulder angle for 60 seconds. A regression was calculated out of 60 
data points of MPF values, and the slope value was used as fatiguing rate of individual muscle. It 
was found that a certain muscle was fatigued fast at particular posture compared to other muscles, which 
would mean that a certain shoulder muscle at particular posture could be more exposed to the risk of 
musculoskeletal disorders than other muscles.

Keywords: local muscle fatigue, fatiguing rate, shoulder abduction, electromyography

Kim et al. (2003) evaluated the shoulder by 
measuring Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC), 
Root Mean Square (RMS) of ElectroMyoGraphy 
(EMG) and subjective workload at various shoul-
der postures. They measured shoulder workload 
at twenty five working shoulder angles. The results 
showed that workload increased when abduction 
and adduction angle increased. Also, the shoul-
der workload increased as the angle of shoulder 
flexion increased. Ekstrom et al. (2005) measured 
the muscle activities of the serratus anterior and 
upper, middle and lower parts of the trapezius 
at nine postures among 30 subjects, and the ser-
ratus anterior was found to have the high level of 
EMG activity of the scapula at upwardly rotated 
position compared with other muscles. Garg 
et al. (2006) measured the fatigue of the shoulder 
girdle by using different combination of weight of 
workpieces, weight of hand-tools, shoulder pos-
tures, arm upward and arm downward at automo-
tive assembly operation. They measured SEMG 
(Surface ElectroMyoGraphy), RPE (Rating of 
Perceived Exertion), fatigue and pain at 60, 90 and 
120 degrees of shoulder flexion. And, no fatigue 
was found either in the trapezius or the deltoid for 
most of the tasks when using the Median Power 
Frequency (MPF). Minning et al. (2007) meas-
ured the shoulder muscle fatigue during isometric 
shoulder elevation at 90 degrees. The middle del-
toid was found to be fatigued than other shoulder 

1 INTRODUCTION

The musculoskeletal problems of  the shoulder 
are caused by the highly repetitive work, force-
ful exertions, high level of  static contractions, 
prolonged static loads, and extreme postures, as 
well as combinations of  these factors (Larsson 
et al., 2007). 30.4% of  workers in manufacturing 
factories experienced the shoulder pain and injury 
in Korea. The symptom of  MusculoSkeletal Dis-
orders (MSDs) among nurses were reported such 
as 27.2% of  light pain, 25% of  moderate pain 
and 17.3% of  severe pain (Kee and Seo, 2007). 
The localized musculoskeletal disorders were 
prevailing among workers of  light industries in 
the neck-shoulder part (Åstrand and Rodahl, 
1986). 30 to 40% of  workers of  timber factories 
were exposed to the musculoskeletal disorder on 
the neck or upper limb during 12 month sur-
vey in Netherlands and Belgium (Buckle and 
Devereux, 2002).

The shoulder problem is difficult to assess due 
to the complicated shoulder structure and diffi-
culties in measuring the activity of shoulder mus-
cle. The GlenoHumeral (GH) joint and rotator 
cuff  muscles are affected by the shoulder muscles 
including the trapezius, serratus anterior, deltoid, 
supra-spinatus, infra-spinatus, teres minor, sub-
scapularis and so on (Norkin and Levangie, 1992; 
Basmajian and De Luca, 1985).
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muscles. But, those studies did not examine the 
combination of flexion and abduction/adduction.

Thus, in this study, the level of fatigue of shoulder 
muscles were investigated in various working pos-
tures including flexion and abduction/adduction dur-
ing sitting in order to find which the muscles would 
be easily fatigued and at particular shoulder posture.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participants

Thirteen participants volunteered in this study. 
They did not experience shoulder problems for six 
months. Their average age was 26.23 (±5.89) years. 
Average height and weight were 169.35 (±7.79) cm, 
63.50 (±13.32) kg, respectively.

2.2 Apparatus

A force indicator (maximum capacity of 50 kg⋅force 
(kgf), Bongshin Co., in South Korea) was used in 
order to measure the sustained shoulder strengths 
during arm lifting. It was installed on a platform 
with a chair that was safely changed on it. The 
position of chair was adjusted for comfortable sit-
ting postures and arm reach to the handle of each 
participant (Figure 1).

Six channels of bipolar surface electrodes 
(Coulbourn Instrument Inc., USA) were used with 
a gain of x2500, bandpass filter of 1 to 1000 Hz, 
and a sampling rate of 1024 Hz for muscle activity 
measurement. An analog to digital (A/D) con-
verter and a personnel computer were used for data 
acquisition.

2.3 Experimental design

The independent variables were the shoulder flexion 
angle (three levels of 60, 90, and 120 degree in the 
sagittal plane) and shoulder ad/abduction angle 
(−30 and 30 degrees in transverse plane). Six mus-
cles (Figure 2) were also independent variables.

The dependent variables were the normalized 
MPF value of six shoulder muscles at workload 

Figure 1. The 90 degrees of flexion and 30 degrees 
of abducttion of shoulder posture and on the chair 
platform.

Figure 2. Muscle location for shoulder movement.

of 30% MVC. The nine postures of shoulder were 
measured with a digital goniometer placing its 
center at the acromion.

2.4 Experimental procedures

First of all, the instruction of experiment was 
informed when the participant arrived at the test-
ing site. Participant was seated on the chair with 
the feet off  the ground and then the torso, lower 
legs, and upper legs were strapped on the seat to 
isolate them from any involvement of force exer-
tions during the experiment. Surface electrodes 
were attached to the middle trapezius, inferior 
middle trapezius, anterior and posterior deltoid, 
serratus anterior and teres major in an appropri-
ate location. The scapulae and rotated the upper 
arm are abducted the middle trapezius and infe-
rior middle trapezius. The deltoid is responsible to 
abduct of the shoulder and elevated of the upper 
arm. The serratus anterior is responsible to adduct 
of the upper arm and elevated of the scapulae. The 
teres major is responsible to abduct of the upper 
arm (Åstrand and Rodahl, 1986; Norkin and 
Levangie, 1992; Shin et al., 1993) (Figure 2). And, 
EMG signal maintained the resistance of 10 Ω and 
electrode distance of 15 mm.

The participant was fitted to the arm reach 
toward the handle comfortably to pull up the han-
dle. MVC was measured twice with given shoulder 
flexion, adduction, and abduction angles during 
five seconds. The average value of MVCs was used 
to calculate the 30% MVC for EMG measurements. 
The EMG signals were measured at each of nine 
shoulder postures during 60 seconds. The MPF 
value was calculated the signals from the first and 
last five seconds. Five-minute resting intervals were 
provided to the participant between each trial.

2.5 Data analysis

The Mean Power Frequency (MPF) was 
calculated froms 1 second data of EMG signal 
during 50 seconds by using FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transformation). The MPF value was normal-
ized based on the initial value of the experiment 
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measured during a resting state. And, the MPF 
values collected during experiment were used to 
compute regression equation and finally calcu-
lated the slope of equation and used as the rate of 
fatigue of individual muscle in this study.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Maximum voluntary contraction

The MVC result was set as 100% in the neutral pos-
ture (zero flexion and zero ab/adduction), and then 
MVCs at 60, 90, and 120 degrees of flexion were 
compared. The result showed that 30% at 60 degrees, 
20% at 90 degrees, and 20% at 120 degrees of the 
flexion postures, respectively. By the same method, 
the MVCs at 30 degrees of adduction and 60, 90, 
120 degrees of flexion postures were recorded as 
20%, 16%, and 15%, respectively. And, the MVCs 
at 30 degrees of abduction posture were recorded 
as 21%, 15%, and 15% (Figure 3).

3.2 Muscle fatigue

The ANOVA results of normalized MPFs at the 
start and finish of the experiment showed the differ-
ence depending on the muscles and changes of flex-
ion and abduction/adduction as shown in Table 1.

The middle trapezius and inferior middle 
trapezius were not significantly fatigued at all pos-
tures. The decline of MPF slope was less than 10% 
at all postures. The anterior deltoid was significantly 
fatigued all postures. The decline of MPF slope 
was more than 10% at all postures (Table 2).

Figure 3. Variation of MVC at each flexion angle.

Table 1. Difference of MPF at each posture, muscle 
and gender (*:α = 0.05).

Source
Type III sum
of squares d.f.

Mean
square F Sig

Ab/
adduction

 1636.59 2   818.29  0.89  0.410

Flexion 13265.96 3  4421.99  4.82 *0.002
Muscle 62407.15 6 10401.19 11.35 *0.001

Table 2. The slope of linear regression that is the ratio 
of MPF shift at various shoulder postures.

Abduction
angles

Flexion
angles

Middle
trapezius
(%)

Inferior
middle
trapezius
(%)

Antrior
deltoid
(%)

−30  60 0.01 1.99 15.06
 90 1.52 2.12 15.59
120 3.63 1.13 15.29

 0  60 0.45 8.46 12.04
 90 0.01 1.73 14.86
120 5.16 0.01 14.87

 30  60 1.56 5.58 10.40
 90 0.82 7.04 15.84
120 6.12 6.30 16.98

Abduction
angles

Flexion-
angles

Posteri-
ordeltoid
(%)

Serratu-
santerior
(%)

Teres-
major
(%)

−30  60  5.33  5.92 14.72
 90 13.87 13.01 17.73
120  7.78 10.51 13.51

 0  60  7.15 13.41  5.93
 90 10.47 15.19 11.94
120 10.90 14.05 14.95

 30  60  7.19 12.55  8.87
 90 14.22 16.62 13.65
120 13.75 20.65 10.33

The posterior deltoid was significantly fatigued 
30 degrees of adduction and 90 degrees of flexion. 
And, neutral and 30 degrees of abduction postures 
were fatigued more than 90 degrees of flexion. The 
serratus anterior was significantly fatigued except 
for 30 degrees of adduction and 60 degrees of 
flexion posture. The teres major was significantly 
fatigued except for neutral and 60 degrees of flex-
ion, 30 degrees of abduction and 60 degrees of 
flexion postures (Table 2).

4 DISCUSSION

Regarding the level of workload causing the 
shoulder muscle fatigue, Öberg (1995) reported 
that the 11% of slope change caused by MPF slope 
with heavier than 2 kg load and 3 minutes endur-
ance time was great enough to make subjects expe-
rience the fatigue. In the current study, 10% of slope 
change by average MPF slope was observed under 
30% MVC and 60 seconds endurance time, which 
was considered as a substantial level of fatigue that 
participants could perceive during the experiment.

In terms of the results of MVC (Figure 3), there was 
no significant difference between 90 and 120 degrees 
of flexion of shoulder. The amount of MPF slope 
showed no difference between those shoulder angles 
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either. This could be due to the uncomfortable posture 
at 120 degrees flexion in spite of short moment arm 
compared with the 90 degrees flexion.

Many researchers have reported that the local 
muscle fatigue was due to shoulder angles which 
were greater than 60 degrees of flexion with/
without abduction (Larsson et al., 2007; Garg 
et al., 2006; NIOSH, 1997). Minning (1991) meas-
ured the EMG signal of the upper trapezius, lower 
trapezius, serratus anterior and middle deltoid at 
60 degrees of abduction and 90 degrees of flexion. 
The results indicated that the MPF of the middle 
deltoid was greater than other muscles which were 
similar with the current result such that the MPF 
slope of the deltoid muscle was greater than 10% at 
30 degrees of abduction and 90 degrees of flexion.

In this study, the serratus anterior showed a 
great MPF slope at 30 degrees of abduction and 
120 degrees of flexion. The teres major also showed 
a great MPF slope at 30 degrees of adduction and 
90 degrees of flexion. The great MPF slope of the 
anterior deltoid was shown at 30 degrees of abduc-
tion and 120 degrees of flexion. The great MPF 
slope of the posterior deltoid was found 30 degrees 
of abduction and 90 degrees of flexion. According 
to these results, it can be said that any shoulder 
muscle can be easily exposed to the risk of MSDs 
under a given working posture.

Thus, it is very important to understand the 
cause and effect relationship between the shoulder 
posture and fatigue. It is expected that the infor-
mation disclosed in this study would assist ergono-
mist in predicting the relative workload at various 
shoulder postures. Since the study only covered 
static muscle exertion, applying the result to work-
place with mostly dynamic tasks would require 
additional consideration depending on the nature 
of individual task at workplace. Therefore, a fur-
ther and continuous investigation of the shoulder 
fatigue needs to be conducted to better understand 
the mechanism of shoulder MSDs and prevent 
them as much as possible.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This study measured the difference of muscle 
fatigue at various shoulder postures. The easily 
fatigued or possibly vulnerable muscles were found 
at specific working postures. It is expected that the 
results of this study can be used as the applicable 
information for workplace design in spite of exper-
imental shortcomings.
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ABSTRACT: We examined differences in daily life, focusing on circadian rhythms, among women 
whose body shapes changed in different ways over 20 years. We examined an evaluation of daily living 
using amount of activity and clarified the influence of lifestyle on the maintenance of body shape. A cir-
cadian rhythm experiment was conducted on weekdays for 1 week with 24 healthy women in their 40s and 
50s. Amount of activity of the non-dominant wrist and trunk, subjective evaluation of sleep quality, and 
subjective state of activity were surveyed. In order to maintain a constant body shape throughout life, it is 
important to sustain a high level of trunk movement during the day, sleep well at night, have a varied pace 
of life, and maintain a regular sleep-wake cycle. These results suggest that using portable accelerometers 
as “life recorders” for self-discipline can be effective in maintaining lifestyle and body shape.

Keywords: circadian rhythm, body shape changes, amount of activity, sleep quality, evaluation of daily 
living

However, little is known about circadian rhythm in 
healthy people in normal daily situations. Huang 
et al. (2002), in a study on the sleep and rest-activity 
patterns of 65 young, middle-aged, old and elderly 
subjects in daily situations, found that older sub-
jects showed weakened and fragmented circadian 
sleep and rest-activity rhythms, and differences 
were apparent between subjects within the same 
age groups. The question we ask here is whether 
changes in physical or health conditions over time 
are affected by circadian rhythm.

The purpose of this study was to examine an 
evaluation of daily life using amount of activity 
and to clarify the influence of lifestyle on the main-
tenance of body shape throughout life. We consid-
ered physical and health changes to represent body 
shape changes. The present paper employs an eval-
uation of daily life focusing on circadian rhythm in 
people with different body shape changes.

We previously investigated body shape changes 
in the same woman over approximately 20 years. 
In the present study, we assigned body shape 
changes to a numerical scale and classified 93 
women in their 40s and 50s into 3 groups. We then 
evaluated the daily life of each subject, focusing on 
circadian rhythm.

1 INTRODUCTION

A recently developed piece of  equipment, called 
the “life recorder” (Otani 2008), allows us to easily 
and unobtrusively obtain valuable physiological 
information over a long period. The “life recorder” 
has gained attention in the area of  self-discipline 
for the prevention of  metabolic syndrome and 
other lifestyle-related diseases. However, the func-
tion of  this device is primarily calculating calories 
and metabolic equivalents (METs) from measure-
ments of  physical activity during the day. In order 
to record important lifestyle data, however, it is 
also necessary to take measurements at night, 
including during sleep. In addition, evaluation 
based on physiological and behavioral phenom-
ena in daily situations is important in evaluating 
daily life.

The present study focused on circadian rhythm, 
a biological rhythm based on an approximately 
24-hour cycle that influences physiological and 
behavioral phenomena. Several studies have investi-
gated circadian rhythm in various subjects, includ-
ing individuals with sleep disorder, shift workers, 
people with jet lag, and Alzheimer’s disorder 
patients, in a variety of environmental conditions. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1 Body shape changes

2.1.1 Body shape vector
Body shape (body form) was defined as the shape 
of the subject’s silhouette projected onto a vertical 
plane (Kurokawa et al. 1984). Body shape data were 
collected using a sequence of nodes on the pro-
jected silhouette image. The nodes were extracted 
from the silhouette image using a curve-dividing 
algorithm so that linear interpolating splines pass-
ing through the image could be used to reconstruct 
the original body shape within a certain error. In 
this sense, the obtained node sequences can be 
said to describe the body form. In addition, it was 
shown that an average body shape can be drawn 
by arithmetically averaging the coordinates of the 
corresponding nodes among the different silhou-
ette images.

In this way, human body shape data (front view 
and side view) projected onto a vertical plane can 
be compressed into 173 nodes, the locations of 
which were optimized in order to most accurately 
describe the body shapes of at least 99% of women. 
In this research, body shape vector, as the horizon-
tal coordinates of 173 node locations, was used to 
classify body shape into patterns.

2.1.2 Classification of body shape pattern
We compared the mean body shape at each age 
(20s, n = 418; 30s, n = 771; 40s, n = 378; 50s, n = 102) 
to the individual body shape of each subject over 
approximately 20 years, and then classified 93 
women in their 40s and 50s into 3 groups (groups 
A, B, and C) as follows (Fig. 1).

Group A comprised women who, when they 
were in their 20s, had body shapes close to the mean 
body shape for women in their 20s and 30s, and 
whose body shape had changed little over the 20 
years between their 20s and their 40s (i.e., women 

who had maintained the same body shape from 
their 20s through their 40s).

Group B comprised women who, when they 
were in their 20s, had body shapes close to the 
mean body shape for women in their 20s and 30s, 
and whose body shape changed markedly over 
the 20 years between their 20s and their 40s (i.e., 
women who had not maintained the same body 
shape from their 20s through their 40s due to natu-
ral changes in weight and fat distribution).

Group C comprised women who, when they were 
in their 20s, had body shapes close to the mean body 
shape for women in their 40s and 50s (i.e., women 
whose body shape did not match the average for 
their age group when they were in their 20s).

As mentioned above, “close to the mean body 
shape” means that the difference between the mean 
body shape vector for each age and the individual 
body shape vector was relatively small. “Small” 
and “large” changes in body shape were considered 
to have taken place when the difference between 
the body shape vector recorded when a subject 
was in her 20s and that recorded when she was in 
her 40s was among the 10 smallest values (high 
similarity) or the 10 largest values (low similarity), 
respectively.

2.1.3 Characteristics of groups (A, B, and C)
Although we will not discuss the numerical data 
in detail here, the fundamental indexes measured 
in advance in the three groups were as follows. 
Weight, body fat percentage, fat mass, Body Mass 
Index (BMI), and trunk circumference were lower 
in group A than in groups B and C. Muscle and 
bone mass were not different between groups 
A and B, and were lower in group C than in groups 
A and B. Indexes of fundamental physical strength 
(e.g., Kraus-Weber Test, an evaluation of trunk 
fitness) were higher in group A than in groups B 
and C. These results suggest that the difference 
in body shape change between groups A and B is 
the result of different rates of body fat acquisition 
during aging, and that motor ability is higher in 
group A than in group B.

2.2 Subjects

Twenty-four healthy, non-medicated women 
(group A, n = 9; group B, n = 8; group C, n = 7) 
in their 40s and 50s were selected from the general 
public to participate in the experiment.

All subjects wore two portable accelerometers, 
one on the non-dominant wrist and the other 
around the waist, at all times except when bath-
ing and changing clothes. In addition, subjects 
completed Oguri-Shirakawa-Azumi sleep inven-
tory for middle age and aged (OSA sleep inventory 
MA version) (Yamamoto et al. 1999) immediately 

All 93 subjects 

20s 40s

Mean body shape
vector 

for each age

Early 20s 

Late 20s

Early 30s 

Late 30s

Early 40s 

Late 40s

Early 50s 

Group A
Maintained the 

same body shape

Group B
Did not maintain the 

same body shape
(naturally change)

Group C
Did not match the 

average body shape
in their 20s

Close to mean
body shape for
 women in their

20s/ 30s 

Close to mean
body shape for 
women in their 

40s/ 50s 

   Change refers to the difference between body shape 
vectors recorded when subjects were in their 20s and 40s

High similarity

Low similarity

Figure 1. Body shape changes.
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after waking and kept daily log. Daily log was used 
to record time use, activities and sleep status. It 
is entered their activities during the investigation 
onto the diary, on which time scales were printed.

During the experimental period, subjects were 
instructed to go about their daily lives as usual. 
Informed, written consent was obtained from each 
subject prior to participation in the study.

2.3 Materials

Micro-mini Actigraph (Ambulatory Monitoring 
Inc., Ardsley, NY, USA) was used to measure the 
amount of physical activity of the non-dominant 
wrist. The Actigraph, an acceleration-sensitive 
device resembling a wristwatch, was set to propor-
tional integrating mode (low-PIM), which meas-
ures the intensity of a movement by integrating the 
deviations from 0 V every 0.1 seconds and stores 
the intensity once every minute.

Life-corder Plus (Suzuken Co Ltd., Nagoya, 
Japan) was used to measure the amount of physi-
cal activity of the trunk. The Life-corder measures 
the intensity (signal of 0.5 or 1 to 9) of movement 
every 4 seconds and stores the highest frequency 
signal for each 2-minute period once every 2 min-
utes. The level of intensity is recorded on a scale of 
1 (lowest intensity) to 9 (maximum intensity).

OSA sleep inventory (MA version) is a quan-
titative index that evaluates five factors: the first 
factor is sleepiness on waking, the second factor is 
initiation and maintenance of sleep, the third fac-
tor is frequency of dreaming, the fourth factor is 
recovery from fatigue, and the fifth factor is sleep 
length. OSA contains 16 questions to evaluate sub-
jective sleepiness and is completed immediately 
after waking. The MA version is used for people 
who do not have enough time for writing in clinical 
scene to complete the full survey, and for middle-
aged and elderly subjects who cannot properly 
respond to many questions.

Daily log is a record of time use, activities, and 
sleep status that filled onto scaled recording paper 
throughout a day, and kept recorded during inves-
tigation period. The log contains aspects of behav-
ior as follows: sleep, nap, rest, work, housework, 
move, exercise, meals, bath, and periods when the 
accelerometer was not worn. In addition, it also 
contains questions about subjective sleep quality, 
condition of health, and amount of activity.

SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) was 
used for statistical analyses. A two-tailed t-test was 
used for independent samples to assess the specific 
difference between groups.

2.4 Experimental procedures

The circadian rhythm experiment was con-
ducted on weekdays for 1 week in July or August. 

The amount of activity of the non-dominant wrist 
and trunk, subjective evaluation of sleep quality, 
and subjective state of activity were surveyed on 
weekdays for 1 week while subjects carried out 
their daily activities as usual.

3 ANALYTICAL METHOD

3.1 Amount of activity

Amount of activity was classified on a time series 
for weekdays during active periods, sleeping peri-
ods, and non-measurement periods (e.g., bathing) 
using daily log.

The mean amount of activity during the Active 
Period (mean AP) gives an indication of the usual 
daily activity level during the daytime. Mean AP 
values are high for subjects with a high level of 
physical activity and low for those with a low level 
of physical activity during the daytime.

The mean amount of activity during the Sleep 
Period (mean SP) gives an indication of sleep qual-
ity. Mean SP values are high for subjects with poor 
sleep quality (i.e., light sleep) and low for those 
with high sleep quality (i.e., deep sleep). A recent 
investigation has demonstrated that most physi-
cal activity during sleep occurs during the shift 
from deep sleep to light sleep, or during light sleep 
(Jo & Hagiwara 2009).

3.2 Indicator of variation in pace of life

An indicator of variation in pace of life was used 
to measure the intensity of the sleep-wake cycle. 
Variation in pace of life was high for subjects with 
a high level of physical activity during the daytime 
and high sleep quality. Variation in pace of life was 
calculated as the ratio of mean AP to mean SP 
according to Equation 1 below:

Variation in pace of liff e =
Mean of AP

Mean of SP  
(1)

3.3 Indicator of regularity of life

An indicator of regularity of life was used to 
measure the regularity of the sleep-wake cycle. 
Sleep-wake cycle was numerically expressed as 0 
(sleep) or 1 (awake). For analysis, sleep-wake data 
(0 or 1) were recorded over a 1-minute interval at 
the same times on 3 consecutive days (Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday) using daily log. For 
example, 000 indicates that the subject was asleep 
(0) at the same time on all 3 days; 111 indicates that 
the subject was awake (1) at the same time on all 
3 days; and 001, 010, 100, 011, 101, and 110 indi-
cate irregular sleep-wake cycles for the indicated 
times (0.5).
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Regularity of life was plotted on a line graph 
for a 24-hour period and the sleep-wake cycles 
of all 24 subjects were classified into distinctive 
patterns.

3.4 Subjective sleepiness

OSA sleep inventory was used to get subjective sleep 
score. It was compared with the standard score of 
50 obtained from data from 670 subjects aged 26 to 
75 (Yamamoto et al. 1999). Scores higher than 50 
were considered to indicate high sleep quality.

3.5 Sleep parameters

Sleep parameters including bedtime, time at wak-
ing, total sleep time (hours from bedtime on Mon-
day to waking on Friday, including naptime), and 
total sleep frequency (number of times from bed-
time on Monday to waking on Friday, including 
naptime) were derived from information recorded 
in activity diaries.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Amount of activity

Amount of activity of the non-dominant wrist 
is shown in Figure 2; amount of activity of the 
trunk is shown in Figure 3. The mean and stand-
ard deviation of mean amount of activity of the 
non-dominant wrist for each group are shown in 

Figure 4; the mean and standard deviation of mean 
amount of activity of the trunk for each group are 
shown in Figure 5.

During active periods, the mean amount of wrist 
movement was higher in group B than in groups 
A and C (Fig. 4-a). The mean amount of trunk 
activity was higher in group A than in groups B and 
C (Fig. 5-a). During active periods, the recorded 
amount of activity suggests that group B exhibited 
more active wrist movement than groups A and 
C, but group A exhibited more active trunk move-
ment than groups B and C. Thus, group A had a 
high level of general activity daily life, while groups 
B and C had a high level of wrist movement and a 
low level of general body movement in daily life.

During sleep periods, the mean amounts of wrist 
and trunk activity were lower in group A than in 
groups B and C (Fig. 4-b, Fig. 5-b). A two-tailed 
t-test for independent samples revealed a signifi-
cant difference (p < 0.05) between groups A and 
C (Fig. 4-b). During sleep periods, the recorded 
amount of activity suggests that group A had 
higher sleep quality than groups B and C.

Variation in wrist and trunk movement was 
found to be higher in group A than in groups B 
and C (Fig. 4-c, Fig. 5-c). A two-tailed t-test for 
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Figure 2. Amount of activity of the non-dominant 
wrist for 1 of the 24 subjects as recorded by Micro-mini 
Actigraph on consecutive weekdays beginning at bedtime 
on Monday to waking on Friday. White areas indicate 
active periods. Lightly shaded areas indicate sleep peri-
ods. Dark shaded areas between dashed lines indicate 
non-measurement periods.
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Figure 3. Amount of activity of the non-dominant 
wrist for 1 of the 24 subjects as recorded by Micro-mini 
Actigraph on consecutive weekdays beginning at bedtime 
on Monday to waking on Friday. White areas indicate 
active periods. Lightly shaded areas indicate sleep peri-
ods. Dark shaded areas between dashed lines indicate 
non-measurement periods.
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c. Variation in pace of life

*

Figure 4. Mean and standard deviation of mean 
amount of activity of the non-dominant wrist for each 
group (group A, n = 9; group B, n = 8; group C, n = 6). 
A significant difference (p < 0.05) in sleep period was 
noted between groups A and C.
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independent samples revealed a significant differ-
ence (p < 0.10) between groups A and C (Fig. 5-c). 
Variation in pace of life suggests that group A was 
more active and rested more than groups B and C. 
Group A was very active in the daytime and slept 
well at night.

4.2 Indicator of regularity of life

The mean and standard deviation of rate of irregu-
lar sleep-wake cycle (0.5) for each group are shown 
in Figure 6. The rate of irregular sleep-wake cycle 
(0.5) was lower in group A than in groups B and C. 
Sleep-wake cycle was classified into 5 types: regu-
lar, irregular, arousal during sleep, daytime nap, 
and nighttime work.

Data for the regular type are shown in 
Figure 7-a.

In this type, instances of irregular sleep-wake 
cycle are rare and the time at waking and bedtime 
are relatively constant. The irregular type is shown 
in Figure 7-b. In this type, periods of irregular 
sleep-wake cycle are long and the time at waking 
and bedtime are not constant. The arousal during 
sleep type is shown in Figure 7-c. This type exhib-
its irregular sleep-wake cycle (0.5) during sleep. 
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Figure 5. Mean and standard deviation of mean amount 
of activity of the trunk for each groups (group A, n = 8; 
group B, n = 8; group C, n = 7). A significant difference 
(p < 0.10) in variation in pace of life was noted between 
groups A and C.
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Figure 6. Rate of irregular sleep-wake cycle (0.5) was 
lower in group A than in groups B and C.
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Figure 7. Sleep-wake cycle was classified into 5 types 
(regular, irregular, arousal during sleep, daytime nap, and 
nighttime work).

The daytime nap type is shown in Figure 7-d. This 
type exhibits irregular sleep-wake cycle (0.5) dur-
ing the day. The nighttime work type is shown in 
Figure 7-e. This type has no regular sleep (0).

The number of patterns of sleep-wake cycle are 
shown in Table 1. Group A included more subjects 
with regular type, while groups B and C included 
more subjects with irregular and arousal dur-
ing sleep types. There were no differences among 
the groups in the frequency of daytime nap type. 
One subject in group B was classified as nighttime 
work type.
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4.3 Subjective sleepiness

The mean and the standard deviation of subjec-
tive sleep score were calculated (Table 2). Subjec-
tive sleep score in all groups was lower than the 
standard score of 50 except for the third factor of 
frequency of dreaming in groups B and C. Regard-
ing the quality of sleep, scores for the second fac-
tor of initiation and maintenance of sleep and the 
fourth factor of recovery from fatigue were higher 
in group A than in groups B and C.

4.4 Sleep parameters

The mean and standard deviation of sleep 
parameters were calculated (Table 3). Total sleep 
time (from bedtime on Monday to waking on Fri-
day, including naptime) was 25–26 hours in all 

Table 1. Patterns of sleep-wake cycle.

Types
Group A
Number

Group B
Number

Group C
Number

Regular 5 1 2
Irregular 1 1 3
Arousal during sleep 1 3 2
Daytime nap 2 2 0 (*2)
Nighttime work 0 1 0

* Includes other types with daytime nap.

groups. Total sleep frequency (from bedtime on 
Monday to waking on Friday, including naptime) 
was 5–6 times in all groups. Mean bedtime ranged 
from 23:51 to 0:13 in all groups. Mean waking 
time ranged from 6:40 to 6:50 in all groups. There-
fore, all subjects slept for approximately 6.5 hours 
during each sleep period. There were no signifi-
cant differences among the groups for these sleep 
parameters.

5 DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine an evalu-
ation of daily life using amount of activity and to 
clarify the effect of lifestyle on the maintenance of 
body shape throughout life. We examined differ-
ences in daily life, focusing on circadian rhythms, 
in women whose body shapes had changed in dif-
ferent ways over 20 years.

The present results are consistent with the find-
ings of a previous studies using a similar “life 
recorder” system, which found that evaluation of 
physical activity during the daytime is important 
for physical or health changes (Hara et al. 2006, 
Matsumura et al. 2008). Sleep quality, variation in 
pace of life, and regularity of life are closely corre-
lated with physical and health changes. Therefore, 
in order to identify important lifestyle factors, it is 
necessary to evaluate activity levels throughout the 
day, including during sleep.

The present findings agree with the results of 
previous study that has noted differences in activ-
ity levels during active period and sleep period and 
activity pattern among people of the same ages 
(Huang et al. 2002). Additionally, people who expe-
rience different body shape changes (physical or 
health changes) have different circadian rhythms. 
Therefore, there may be a correlation between the 
maintenance of regular circadian rhythm and the 
maintenance of body shape (and other physical or 
health factors) during the course of aging.

Maintaining circadian rhythms, such as rest-
activity and sleep-wake cycle, may be one factor 
behind the maintenance of body shape with aging. 
If  body type is maintained, it is thought that an 
appropriate amount of body fat and motor ability 
can be maintained as well.

In the future, to maintain body shape, it will be 
necessary to investigate lifestyle during the daytime 
in detail and prescription for high quality of sleep. 
In the present study, the results were recorded over 
the course of only 1 week under usual daily envi-
ronmental condition, and subjects’ lifestyles during 
the experimental period were not necessarily the 
same as during the previous 20 years. In addition, 
in order to accurately investigate lifestyle, data 
must be continuously recorded. In the future, the 

Table 2. Subjective sleepiness.

Factor
Group A 
Score*

Group C
Score

Group B
Score

Sleepiness on rising 42.6 40.9 44.8
Initiation and 

maintenance
48.7 45.1 48.1

Frequency of dreaming 48.4 56.4 51.5
Recovery from fatigue 46.4 42.5 44.4
Sleep length 43.2 42.8 42.9

* Standardized scores.

Table 3. Sleep parameters.

Values
Group A
mean (SD)

Group B
mean (SD)

Group C
mean (SD)

TST (hours) 25.78 (4.23) 26.11 (5.49) 24.90 (3.63)
TSF (number)  5.67 (1.94)  5.25 (1.04)  5.43 (2.70)
Mean BT  0:13 (1:01) 23:51 (1:23)  0:14 (1:06)
Mean WT  6:41 (0:37)  6:45 (0:52)  6:50 (1:12)

* Values are mean (standard deviation; TST, total sleep 
time; TSF, total sleep frequency; Mean BT, mean bed-
time; Mean WT, mean waking time).
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effects of gender, age, and occupation should also 
be examined. To identify differences in lifestyle, 
it will be necessary to research daily life in detail, 
including amount of activity.

6 CONCLUSION

The present study investigated an evaluation of 
daily living focusing on circadian rhythm in sub-
jects who had experienced different body shape 
changes over 20 years.

The results suggest that circadian 
rhythm—including a high level of trunk movement 
during the day, sleeping well at night, having a var-
ied pace of life, and maintaining a regular sleep-
wake cycle—is important in the maintenance of a 
constant body shape throughout life.

Portable accelerometers allowed us to easily 
and unobtrusively measure the amount of activ-
ity. From the measured data, we were able to esti-
mate lifestyle-related body shape changes focusing 
on circadian rhythm. Thus, the present method is 
considered to represent the effective use of a “life 
recorder” for health care and self-discipline.
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Flexor tendon force ratios affect grip force and finger joint motion 
on power grip: A cadaver model

Shi-Hyun Park
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, USA

Jesun Hwang & Andris Freivalds
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, USA

ABSTRACT: We studied the effect of flexor tendon force ratio with regard to the grip force and the 
finger joint angle on power grip motion in a cadaver model using the hand motion simulator. The hand 
motion simulator was developed with a force delivery unit and data acquisition system. The simulator 
controlled both flexor tendon forces (FDP and FDS) ranged from 1:1 to 1:6 of FD:FDP. 40% of FDS 
force to total tendon force (i.e. 3:2 FDP to FDS) showed the highest grip force. Also, the internal tendon 
force was 5.3 times higher than externally applied grip force, and the efficiency of the forces was best at 
the 3:2 FDP to FDS force ratio. The finger joint angles were changed according to the tendon force ratios 
of FDP to FDS. These results demonstrate that awkward finger motion and posture may lose the force 
efficiency between internal and external forces and cause higher internal impact that may be a risk factor 
causing carpal tunnel syndrome.

Keywords: hand, FDP, FDS, flexor, handle

distribution of finger force changes as the type of 
grip changes. Therefore, the design of grasping 
and control should provide both maintenance of 
a secure grip and comfort of the hand posture 
(Oh 1993). In addition, Gilbert et al. (1988) found 
out that there is fatigue in the fingers due to the 
range of motion of the fingers even though the 
minimal force is required in finger tasks. Thus, 
understanding the relationship of finger motions 
to flexor tendon force is required to reduce fatigue 
and risk factors in grasping a tool. Yet, the exact 
motion effect associated with an individual flexor 
muscle is still unknown. Especially, none of stud-
ies were performed on the multi-finger grasping 
(power grip) with handles in a cadaver model. 
Hence, the purpose of this study was to examine 
grip forces and finger joint motions generated by 
different flexor tendon force ratios.

Motivation of this study came from the hypoth-
esis that finger joint angles will have different 
postures depending on flexor tendons force ratios. 
Therefore, it is hypothesized that there is an opti-
mal flexor tendon force ratio to minimize internal 
tendon forces and maximize externally applied grip 
force. It is also hypothesized that the finger joint 
angles with the optimal tendon force ratio should 
be an optimal power grip posture reducing internal 
impact and causing less fatigue in the finger.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Forceful exertions

The Hand Motion Forceful exertion of tendons 
while gripping hand tools may be one of the fac-
tors that lead to the development of work-related 
musculoskeletal disorders (WRMSDs) (NIOSH 
2005). To reduce the impact of gripping a handle, 
understanding finger functionality associated with 
the specific muscle is crucial. Forceful exertion 
required to do the task plays an important role 
in the onset of WMSDs. More force equals more 
muscular effort, and consequently, a longer time is 
needed to recover between tasks. Since in repeti-
tive work, as a rule, there is not sufficient time for 
recovery, the more forceful movements develop 
fatigue much faster (Chaffin 1973). Forceful exer-
tions of the upper extremities may cause upper 
extremity musculoskeletal disorders such as joint 
inflammation, muscle spasms, sprains, tendinitis, 
or diseases of the peripheral nerves (Armstrong 
et al. 1999, Silverstein et al. 1987).

1.2 Finger force and motion

Forceful Finger forces have been studied (Dickson 
et al. 1972, Ohtsuki 1981). However, application of 
the result to hand tool design was very few. The 
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2 METHODS

2.1 Apparatus

The Hand Motion Simulator (HMS) was built to 
generate flexor tendon forces and simulate hand 
motions and postures with a cadaver hand. Muscle 
forces generated by two linear actuators with force 
feedback control were applied to the tendons of the 
extrinsic muscles of the hand (Fig. 1). The HMS was 
composed of five essential parts: frame supporting 
a specimen, motion delivery unit through stepper 
motor driven linear actuators applying forces to 
the muscle tendons, data acquisition unit for force 
transducers measuring internal and external forces, 
and operating program to control the HMS. In 
addition, finer force distributions were measured 
using FlexiForce force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) 
sensors (Tekscan, Boston, MA) on each phalange 
(distal, middle, proximal, and metacarpal) (Fig. 2). 
We previously validated the simulator with a force 
feedback control through the comparison between 
desired forces and actual tendon forces generated 
by the hand motion simulator (Park 2009).

2.2 Specimen

One female fresh-frozen human cadaveric left hand 
specimen was used in this study. The specimen was 
amputated at the middle humerus and was free 
from apparent musculo-skeletal disorders and ana-
tomical abnormalities. After thawing overnight at 
room temperature, the specimen was minimally dis-
sected to expose the musculotendinous junctions 
of the extrinsic muscles. The specimen was pre-
pared with the entire forearm below the elbow joint 
and mounted into the Hand Motion Simulator 
after the preparation. Since we only focused on 
flexor muscles among the extrinsic muscles, flexors 
of the extrinsic were grouped into each tendon. 

The Flexor Digitorum (FDP) and the Flexor 
Digitorum Superficialis (FDS) were the main fin-
ger flexor muscles and were selected to simulate the 
power grip motion. To maintain the structure of 
interior tissues including muscles, tendons and vas-
cular system, only the FDP and FDS were extracted 
and isolated from the other muscles in the forearm 
and other tissues left undisturbed. The wrist fixa-
tor maintained a functionally neutral wrist angle 
of 20° extension allowing free motion for all fin-
gers (Li, 2001). Each flexor tendon separated from 
flexor muscles was securely coupled with a freeze 
clamp (Sharkey, 1995) and coolant tubes for liquid 
nitrogen were connected to the freeze clamps.

2.3 Tendon force control

Total tendon force (sum of FDP and FDS force) was 
fixed at 200 N and both FDP and FDS forces were 
adjusted with regular ratios: FDP force decreased 
from 180 N to 100 N and FDS simultaneously 
increased from 100 N to 180 N. Consequently, the 
total force was always 200 N, but the tendon force 
ratio of FDP and FDS was different at the differ-
ent combination of two tendon forces. Grip force 
generated by pulling internal flexor tendons was 
the dependent variable of each condition.

2.4 Procedure and data analysis

Three trials were run for each five different handles 
and five different tendon force ratios, with three 
minutes intervals between each trial. All of the 15 
trials (5 tendon force ratios × 3 trials) were completely 
randomized for each handle. Two-way ANCOVA 
test was used to evaluate the effects of five tendon 

Freeze clamps

Stepper Motor Driven
Linear Actuators

Load Cells

Cables

Controlling 
Computer

ForcePIC
Micro-Controller

Stepper Motor
Controller

Tendons

Figure 1. The components of Force Delivery Unit 
(DFU).

Figure 2. Specimen with FSRs attached on each 
phalange and mounted on a custom fixation device in the 
hand motion simulator with a cylindrical handle.
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force ratios and five handle sizes in power grip 
motion. Significant effects were further explored 
using Tukey’s pair-wise comparisons. The depend-
ent variable was contact finger forces measured by 
force sensitive resisters on each phalange. The signif-
icance level was set as 0.05. Statistical analyses were 
performed in the statistics toolbox of Minitab 13.0 
(Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA).

3 RESULTS

Both the handle size and the relative FDS% showed 
significant influence on grip force (p < 0.005). Also, 
the interaction effect of the handle and the relative 
FDS% was also significant (p < 0.05).

3.1 Tendon force ratio

To explore the tendon force ratio of the FDP and 
FDS, the difference of finger forces were analyzed 
with the different tendon force ratios. The varia-
tion of each finger force summing phalange forces 
was significant with fingers and relative percent-
age of FDS force (%FDS). However, there was no 
interaction effect of finger and %FDS. As shown 
in the Figure 3, the mean finger force was signifi-
cantly higher at the 40% FDS force ratio. In the 
pair-wise comparison, the mean finger force at 
40% FDS increased significantly (48%) from the 
10% and 20% FDS force level (Table 1). In terms of 

the efficiency between tendon force (internal force) 
vs. finger force (external force), the highest ratio of 
flexor tendon force to the applied finger grip force 
was 7.9 F generated by the 10% FDS force and 
the lowest ratio was 4.1 F with the 40% FDS force 
(3:2 PDF to FDS tendon force ratio). Thus, 4.1 F 
was most efficient ratio between internal force and 
external force, and the ratio of FDP and FDS to 
the applied finger grip force was 2.5 F and 1.6 F, 
respectively. The finger forces increased signifi-
cantly on the index and middle finger as the%FDS 
force increased, but those dropped slightly at the 
50% of FDS. Also, finger forces at the 40% of FDS 
force showed more contact forces than other ten-
don force ratios. Specifically, index and middle fin-
ger contact force increased significantly up to 40% 
FDS, but the dropped at 50% FDS.

3.2 Finger joint angle

In terms of the finger joint angle, the effect of han-
dle, the relative percentage of FDS force (%FDS) 
and the interaction of handle and %FDS were all 
significant (p < 0.005). Figure 4 shows the captured 
grip postures representing finger joint angles in lat-
eral view depending on different tendon force ratios 
and handle sizes. For the handle size effect, the joint 
angles at the MCP and PIP joint showed a descend-
ing pattern as the handle diameter increased, but 
DIP joint angle showed convex pattern according 
to handle size increasing. Essentially, flexions of 
MCP and PIP joint decreased as the handle size 
increased, but the DIP joint angle was most flexed 
for the middle handle size. The loading of the ten-
don forces with different ratio (FDP vs. FDS) pro-
duced different finger joint motions. According to 
increasing the percent FDS force from 10% to 50% 
of total tendon force, on average, the MCP joint 
angle gradually increased from 19.7° to 23.8°; in 
contrast, the PIP joint angle showed a rapid rise 
from 70.1° to 83.4° in the high proportion of FDS 
while the DIP joint angle displayed a rapid decline 
from 32.8° to 2.7°. These results clearly show that 
the tendon force ratio of FDP to FDS affects the 
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Figure 3. Main effects for the mean finger force.

Table 1. The tota/individual finger forces and force distributions in responding to %FDS.

%FDS

Total
finger
force (N)

Tendon
force

FDP
force

FDS
force

Mean contact forces of individual fingers (N) and distribution 
(%)

Index Middle Ring Little

50% 36.6 5.5 F 2.7 F 2.7 F 11.1 (30.33%) 19.2 (52.46%) 4.3 (11.75%) 2.0 (5.46%)
40% 48.8 4.1 F 2.5 F 1.6 F 15.2 (31.15%) 24.4 (50.00%) 5.4 (11.07%) 3.8 (7.79%)
30% 31.0 6.5 F 4.5 F 1.9 F  8.6 (27.74%) 17.4 (56.13%) 3.1 (10.00%) 1.9 (6.13%)
20% 28.9 6.9 F 5.3 F 1.4 F  6.3 (21.80%) 18.2 (62.98%) 2.6 (9.00%) 1.8 (6.23%)
10% 25.1 7.9 F 7.2 F 0.8 F  3.7 (14.74%) 14.4 (57.37%) 5.2 (20.72%) 1.8 (7.17%)

(F: applied grip force unit).
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finger joint motion while grasping a handle. Higher 
percent FDP force with less FDS force produced 
flat PIP joint angles and flexed DIP joint angles; In 
contrast, the same proportion of FDP to FDS force 
(i.e. PDF: PDS = 1: 1) produced flexed PIP joints 
and flattened DIP joints. Thus, the DIP would be 
too flexed with low portion of FDS force compared 
with FDP force, and would be too flat with same 
level of FDS to FDP force. Therefore, 3:2 FDP to 
FDS tendon ratio that already concluded before 
can be supported by this mechanism of finger joint 
angles by different tendon force ratios.

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated the finger joint 
motion induced by flexor tendons was closely 
related with a tendon force ratio of FDP to FDS. 
Also, the finger joint motion derived by different 
tendon force ratios affected the grip force generated 
by pulling flexor tendons in power grip motion. 
From our findings, we could design optimal han-
dle size to minimize tendon forces and maximize 
grip forces. Furthermore, the results of this study 
provided novel insights into the kinematic role of 
individual flexor tendons.

4.1 Tendon force ratio

In terms of the tendon force ratio between FDP 
and FDS, the efficiency of external forces to inter-
nal forces was improved as the%FDS increased 
(10% to 40%), but it dropped at 50% FDS (i.e. 
FDP:FDS = 1:1). The efficiency at the 40% FDS 
force (i.e. FDP:FDS = 3:2) was significantly better 

(4.1 F) and it was worst for the 10% FDS force 
(7.9 F) in power grip. Consequently, the efficiency 
of the external to internal forces was optimal at 
40% FDS force (3:2 FDP to FDS force ratio) with 
the smallest diameter handle. These findings can be 
compared with the results from previous studies. 
However, although researchers generally agreed on 
the proportion of muscle and tendon forces required 
for the externally applied forces, they presented var-
ious ranges of these ratios for the external force to 
internal tendon force. In the result of biomechani-
cal model, Kong (2001) showed the average ratios 
were, for an external force of F, 9.05 F for FDP and 
2.83 F for FDS in power grip motion. Brand et al. 
(1981), who analyzed relative tension and potential 
excursion of muscles in the forearm and hand by 
dividing the fiber length into the volume of each 
muscle (the cross-sectional area of the muscle) and 
relative tension capacities of forearm and hand 
muscle, found a 3:2 profundus-to-superficialis 
tendon-force ratio, which agreed with our results. 
Chao et al. (1989) also reported 3.17 and 1.51 
for FDP and FDS in grasp motion, respectively. 
In terms of validation experiment, Schuind et al. 
(1992) reported that 7.92 for FDP and 1.73 for FDS 
in tip pinch motion. The variability of these results 
may be expected because all researchers did not use 
the same finger characteristics: moment arm, fin-
ger configurations, and angles of the applied forces 
to the fingertip regarding the function of intrinsic 
vs. extrinsic muscles during power grip motion.

4.2 Finger joint angles

The simulated contraction of  extrinsic muscles 
generated concurrent flexion at the interphalangeal 

Figure 4. Finger joint flexion during grasping different sizes of handles with different flexor tendon force ratio.
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(IP) joints, i.e. the joints were rotated in one 
direction only. High proportion of  FDP force 
with less FDS force made PIP joint angle decrease 
and DIP joint angle increase. In contrast, the same 
proportion of  FDP and FDS force, i.e. 1:1 FDP to 
FDS, produced flexed PIP joint and flatten DIP 
joint. Therefore, 3:2 FDP to FDS tendon force 
ratio showed most identical curvature motion. In 
terms of  the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, 
it was hard to control the MCP joint by pulling 
the extrinsic flexor muscles (FDP and FDS). The 
MCP joints of  specimen were extended in rest con-
dition due to high flexibility of  the MCP joints. 
Thus, we had to hold up MCP joints until PIP 
and DIP joints were fully flexed during activating 
the grip motion. The role of  the extrinsic finger 
flexor muscles (FDP and FDS) in initiating rota-
tion of  the MCP joint and in coordinating flexion 
at the MCP, PIP and DIP joints remains a matter 
of  some debate (Kamper 2002). A previous study 
reported that the intrinsic muscles (Lumbrical and 
Ulnar/Radious interosseous) were seen as the pri-
mary MCP flexors, especially in regard to initia-
tion of  MCP flexion (Moore and Dalley, 1999). 
Also, a cadaver study utilizing static loading of 
the FDS tendon found that significant PIP flex-
ion occurred before the loads become sufficient to 
initiate MCP flexion (Delattre et al. 1983). Thus, 
it was a limitation of  the cadaver experiment that 
MCP joint could not be well controlled by pull-
ing extrinsic flexor tendon forces. In addition, low 
contact forces of  index, ring and little finger can 
be explained by that three fingers shorter than the 
middle finger may lose some of  their mechanical 
advantage and thus unable to generate more pres-
sure. Although the magnitude of  applied contact 
force was quite lower than other study, the effi-
ciency of  internal force to external force was con-
sistent with previous studies.

5 CONCLUSION

The study showed that the tendon force ratio affects 
grip force and finger joint angles on power grip. In 
other words, awkward finger motion and posture 
during grasping a handle may cause unbalanced 
tendon forces on flexors and degraded grip force. 
Grip design should be based on the maintenance 
of comfortable finger joint angles for optimum 
grasping and finger control.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of paper is described how to evaluate designs using a Simple Usability 
evaluation Method (SUM). The SUM can evaluate GUI using the evaluation items of navigation, term 
and redundancy of information and other (operation time) which were extracted from 3P task analysis 
and ASQ. We compared the SUM with the protocol analysis. Hence the Sum got a lot of problems than 
the protocol analysis. So, the SUM is very convenient, easy to use and efficient evaluation tool for GUI 
mainly.
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2) difficulty of seeing, 3) no emphasis, 4) lack of 
information, 5) mapping for effective acquirement 
of information and then terminology, 1) indeci-
pherable, 2) no affordance, 3) confusing, easy to 
mistake, 4) no feedback, 5) procedural problems, 
6) inconsistency, 7) problems in mental model for 
ease of understanding and judgment and then

1. incongruity with humans’ physical characteris-
tics (posture, fitness and torque (force necessary 
for operation)),

2. cumbersomeness for comfortable operation. 
Finally consider proposals for resolving the real 
and anticipated problems that were extracted.

It is a good idea to refer to the resolution pro-
posals when they come up because they present 
opportunities for working out solutions. A rough 
design proposal can be developed by condensing 
the resolution proposals.

2.2 ASQ (the After-Scenario Questionnaire) 
(Lewis, 1995)

ASQ (the After-Scenario Questionnaire) is a three-
item questionnaire which is as follows:

1. Ease of task completion
2. Time to complete a task
3. Adequacy of support information (on-line help, 

messages and so on)

They ask participants user satisfaction with sys-
tem usability. The questionnaire is very short, easy 
and effective for engineers and designers.

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of paper is described how to evaluate 
designs using a simple usability evaluation method. 
Generally speaking, a lot of usability evaluation 
methods were proposed but engineers and designers 
were complicated to use them. They are designed 
for usability professionals.

2 THE OUTLINE OF THE SIMPLE 
USABILITY EVALUATION METHOD

Originally the Simple Usability evaluation Method 
(SUM) is an usability evaluation method for GUI 
mainly and constructed based on 3P (point) task 
analysis and ASQ (Lewis,1995).

3P task analysis and ASQ are as follows.

2.1 3P (point) Task analysis method (Yamaoka, 
2001)

Consider a typical scenario where the product 
being surveyed will be used. Write down the tasks 
that will be performed in each scenario in the 
order that they come up. If  a task is comprised 
of subtasks, then enter these subtasks in the task 
column as well. Write down real and anticipated 
user problems in the human information process-
ing sequence consisting of effective acquirement 
of information → ease of understanding and judg-
ment → comfortable operation. The cues when you 
are looking at problem areas are 1) poor layout, 
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2.3 SUM (the simple usability evaluation 
method)

Navigation (included function model and struc-
tured model in mental model), term and redun-
dancy of information in the SUM is extracted 
from 3P task analysis and ASQ (Fig. 2). They are 
very important for usability evaluation. Most of 
problems are caused by navigation (relationship 
among operation parts), terms and mental model 
(functional model and structural model) mainly. 
Functional model means a kind of procedure, 
namely “How to use it”. Structural model means 
“How it works” and shows a structure of  system. 
Others (operation time) are evaluation item in 
order to extract other problems. If  users take a 
lot of  times to operate in a task and no problems 
are found in navigation, terms and redundancy of 
information, other problems seem to be included 
in the task. We can use the operation time as a clue 
in order to extract usability problems.

Tasks are evaluated from viewpoint of navi-
gation, terms and redundancy of information 
mainly.

Criteria of the evaluation are as follows 
(Table1).

1. When users can go to next task in spite of one 
problem, the level of the problem is defined as 
bad−1. If  a task has one problem (bad−1) based 
on three criteria (navigation, term and redun-
dancy, others), the evaluation score is 0.

2. If  a task has two problems (bad−1) based on 
three criteria (navigation, term and redundancy, 
others), the evaluation score is−1.

3. When users cannot go to next task by one 
problem, the level of the problem is defined as 
bad−2. If  a task has one problem (bad−2) based 
on three criteria (navigation, term and redun-
dancy, others), the evaluation score is−1.

4. If  a task has no problem based on three criteria 
(navigation, term and redundancy, others), the 
evaluation score is +1.

5. If  users take a lot of time to operate in spite of 
bad−1, the bad−1 becomes bad−2.

Although the length of the time depends on 
tasks, permitted time length is usually within 60 or 
120 seconds.

2.4 How to employ the SUM

The procedure to employ it is as follows.

1. The scene and the tasks are identified.
2. The task is analyzed based on navigation, terms 

and redundancy of information. Problems are 
extracted.

3. The bad−1 or 2 of problems are decided by the 
judgment of whether user can go to next task 
or not.

4. The evaluation score is decided based on the 
number of bad−1 and bad−2.

5. The synthetic evaluation score is calculated 
by the total of tasks score. As the numbers of 
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Figure 1. 3Point task Analysis (yamaoka, 2001).
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1) poor layout 
2) difficulty of seeing 
3) no emphasis
4) lack of information
5) mapping

1) indecipherable
2) no affordance
3) confusing, easy to mistake
4) no feedback
5) procedural problems
6) inconsistency
7) problems in mental model

1) incongruity with humans' 
physical characteristics

2) cumbersomeness

3P task analysis
time to complete

a task 

others

others

others others

ease of task
completion 

Navigation

Terms
Metal Model

(Structural and 
Functional Model)

others

adequacy of support
information 

Redundancy
of information

others

ASQ

Figure 2. Relationship between 3P task analysis and ASQ.

Table 1. The Simple Usability evaluation Method (SUM).

bad−1or 2 regarding the three evaluation items 
(of navigation, terms and redundancy of infor-
mation) can be counted, we can understand the 
bad evaluation item.

6. The problems as to bad−2 are examined. Hence 
the important requirements are extracted.

3 EVALUATED USING THE SUM 
AND COMPARED WITH PROTOCOL 
ANALYSIS

3.1 An example evaluated using the SUM

A WEB site in Japan was evaluated by the 
SUM (Table 2). As the evaluation items such as 

navigation, term and redundancy, others are clear, 
it was easy to extract problems on the screen.

3.2 Comparison between the SUM and protocol 
analysis

1. Participants 3 university students (male, 19–22 
years old)

2. 3 tasks of retrieval was done

3. Results (Table 3)

The SUM can get a lot of problems than the 
protocol analysis. The results show total 37 prob-
lems as the SUM and 25 problems as the protocol 
analysis.
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Table 2. A WEB site in Japan was analyzed by the SUM.

Table 3. Comparison between the SUM and protocol analysis.

The number of problems
by the SUM

The number of problems by
the protocol analysis

Participant 1 Task 1: 7 Task 1: 3
Task 2: 5 Task 2: 3
Task 3: 5 Task 3: 3

Participant 2 Task 1: 3 Task 1: 2
Task 2: 2 Task 2: 0
Task 3: 8 Task 3: 5

Participant 3 Task 1: 2 Task 1: 5
Task 2: 1 Task 2: 3
Task 3: 3 Task 3: 1

Total Task 1: 12 Task 1: 10
Task 2: 8 Task 2: 6
Task 3: 17 Task 3: 9
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Usability evaluation of an interactive service on mobile phone
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ABSTRACT: Social networking services have become increasingly widespread and, together with GPS 
equipped with mobile phones give citizens the opportunity to create new innovative types of social net-
works. The service is evolving, technology-centric to positioning using GPS and Google Maps Web serv-
ice should also identify existing services interfaces are analysed, and be associated with basic functions 
of social networks to create a new innovative service. The purpose of this work is to illustrate the user-
centred interaction design for mobile phones. Research design includes user requirement analysis, proto-
type development and usability evaluation. The results from usability evaluation in a simulated PC-based 
environment, support the user tasks in an efficient manner, one can work efficiently and feels that the 
system is sufficiently adapted to users’ needs.

Keywords: mobile phone, prototype, interaction design, interactive service, user interface, usability

functionality between mobile phones, PDAs, MP3 
players and similar devices. This was not the case 
until the millennium when the purpose of the 
various mobile units was more distinct: mobile tel-
ephones to handle communications and handheld 
computers to manage information. Today the bor-
der erased something and it is a popular topic with 
many different views whether such mobile phones 
is designed to be simple devices for communication 
or evolve to become complex multifunctional units 
(Jones & Marsden 2006).

Mobile devices come in many sizes, from hand-
held devices to tiny sensors. Most mobile devices 
have buttons that you can press and many units 
are also touch-sensitive displays. There is usually 
some form of wheel or arrow keys to highlight and 
select information and interaction options on the 
display. The aesthetic design of mobile devices has 
also become increasingly important, and today is 
the mobile phone number for an accessory like a 
wallet or day planner (Jones & Marsden 2006).

A service that is very popular in the current situ-
ation is Facebook (2009), which is a social’s network 
where users can submit personal information, make 
contacts, and send messages and emails between 
each other (Facebook 2009). A service that has 
become increasingly common in mobile phones is 
support for GPS and can play to their geographical 
location on a map using services like Google Maps 
(2009). The development of wireless sensors can also 
quicken up the ability to integrate the mobile phone 
world with wireless sensor networks and offer new 
types of service and technical solutions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The mobile phone has become a natural part of eve-
ryday life for over two billion people. Mobile devices 
are often exposed to statements made by selling 
the mobile devices to help us communicate better, 
make us become more creative and more efficient 
in our work. In many, cases of new development 
are met but not expectations, as complex and unus-
able interface makes the services and functionality 
in small mobile phones and PDAs unusable because 
of poor usability (Jones & Marsden 2006).

User interface and opportunities for interaction 
with mobile devices is more demanding for develop-
ers with limited screen size, small buttons and lack of 
standardized interaction tool makes it more difficult 
for a user to interact with this device than with an 
ordinary desktop or laptop computer. Rapid tech-
nological development and a host of new services 
have been made to mobile applications and systems 
are often oriented around technology and technol-
ogy development as opposed to being user-centred 
and designed for high usability (Jones & Marsden, 
2006; Sandberg & Kanter, 2009).

Some mobile phone services offered by tele-
phone operators have become very popular, such as 
SMS and MMS, while other types of services that 
software-based Web applications and games also 
are becoming more common. The rapid evolution 
of technology and the large number of brands and 
different techniques have made it even today there 
is no accepted standard for how mobile devices 
must be designed and there is often overlap of 
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1.1 Research design

A prototype of a user interface for a social network 
will be developed, which has support for mapping 
using GPS, and the ability to use wireless sensor 
networks. The interface should be user-centred 
and focus on usability, and also aesthetically pleas-
ing. The interface is developed based on recog-
nized methods and standards, and then evaluated 
in a small test group with the usability testing. The 
project will serve as a prototype for an interface 
to a social network can facilitate communica-
tion with other people, and the opportunity to 
interact with their environment by linking a social 
network with new technologies such as GPS-based 
map services in mobile phone which allows for new 
innovative services.

1.2 Method

Usability testing and user interviews delimited to 
include only a small group of five people who fit 
the described user profile. Testing restricted further 
to testing in the PC environment where the user 
interacts with an illustrated mobile phone. Testing 
is also limited to a particular type of mobile phone 
with a given screen resolution (Zwick, Schmitz, & 
Kuhl, 2005).

2 INTERACTION OPPORTUNITIES 
ON MOBILE PHONE

Mobile phones usually have very limited interac-
tion possibilities, but these vary somewhat between 
different models and brands. There is however an 
ISO standard for the keys: 12 keys, 10 for numbers 
0–9 and the other two of the characters * and #. 
Eight of the numeric keys also have three letters 
associated with them. Writing more than a few 
words with such a keyboard can be frustrating 
where the standard input is pressing repeated times 
on the same button to select the correct character. 
Studies have shown that such an input method, 
limiting entry to 21 words per minute by experts 
in comparison with 60 words per minute for nor-
mal users on a regular keyboard standard for PCs. 
The input system for mobile devices has improved 
example, using T9 technology from Tegic, which 
uses a vocabulary that enables the mobile phone 
may guess the right word, a number of key-press 
and look up potential words in the dictionary to 
limit the selection (Kinnander 1997).

Another alternative is the so-called “Fastap” 
keyboard, which consists of a small keyboard with 
50 different keys in the order of an ordinary credit 
card Fastap (2006). Since the keys are so small, the 
keyboard is used with the aid of an algorithm that 

determines which keys the user probably intended 
for multiple keys are pressed accidentally. Although 
a lot of other less common and successful keyboard 
solutions have been in the mobile industry.

Techniques which have become increasingly 
common in recent years are touch-sensitive 
screens that allow the user to interact directly 
by pointing and tapping the screen. Solutions 
with the gyrosensor, user can lean your mobile 
phone to interact with the information contents 
of  the display. Voice control-solutions are also 
available, but there are large problems with those 
due to noise and interference, and that it is dif-
ficult to link voice to a certain context. Another 
problem with voice recognition is that they 
rely on word lists and tables which are causing 
problems on the word used are not recognized 
(Jones & Marsden 2006).

2.1 Usability

Successful mobile products and services are the 
products and services that are useful and provide 
the user with a consistent, rich experience when 
it is used. If  a mobile service is not highly valued 
offers little functionality will not be used no matter 
how well designed user interface is. On the other 
hand, a bad user interfaces to do a service still in 
use. For example, use SMS service in a very large 
extent, although it is very cumbersome to write 
text messages in a mobile phone (Jones & Marsden 
2006, Sandberg & Pan 2009).

Useful products and services. A mobile device 
and its utility services is affected by two factors: 
how easy it is to use, i.e. how it presents its func-
tion and how well it fits as a resource in the user’s 
everyday life. Low usefulness appears in two 
guises. First is the question of the device or serv-
ice is useful in itself. Secondly, it is about the unit 
works in harmony with the things that surround 
it. Low utility can prove when the developer of 
such a mobile service has not thought of how well 
the service interacts with a user’s other resources 
and can enrich their lives (Jones & Marsden 2006, 
Sandberg & Pan 2009).

Guidelines and standards. Usability by itself  is 
largely about how easily the user can translate an 
imaginary target for interaction with the device or 
service used. If  such a person turns the sound on 
his mobile phone on during a meeting, the user 
must translate the objective: “to turn the sound 
off” commands to the system in their mobile 
phone. At the same time, the user based on the 
interaction he or she had with mobile phone is able 
to see what their actions achieved, i.e. how the sys-
tem has changed.

Four standards for system designers to take into 
account are designed for high usability:
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• Ensuring a high degree of visibility—Allows the 
user to determine the current system state and 
what options may be available.

• Give feedback—Provide coherent, transparent 
information on the results of any election by the 
user.

• Presenting a conceptual model good—Give the 
user the opportunity to build a true picture of 
how the system fit together, the relationship 
between different parts of the system and how 
the transition between each state takes place.

• Offer good mapping—Strive for clear, natural 
relationships between the choices made by the 
user and the results they yield.

In addition to the above standards are a range 
of advice and guidance to achieve high usability 
impaired. Broadly speaking, these deals to work on 
consistency, enables the regular user to use short-
cuts, offer informative feedback, and endeavour to 
prevent errors and help the user to quickly recover 
from them.

2.2 Interaction design

Interaction design is about involving people in 
the systems development process to understand 
their needs, develop prototypes based on accepted 
guidelines and case studies, and refine them based 
on the results given in the evaluation. Interaction 
design follows an iterative development model 
therefore requires that the above description of the 
design process is repeated several times to achieve 
the best possible outcome (Preece 2002).

The goal of interaction design is to develop use-
ful products, that the product or service is easy to 
learn, efficient to use and user satisfaction. User 
is involved in the design process. The concept of 
human-computer interaction affects the design, 
development and implementation of interactive 
computer systems to humans by studying the envi-
ronment surrounding people. Interaction creates 
a drawing of the system that specifies the user’s 
needs in terms of:

• Required functionality.
• How access to this functionality is given.
• How content is presented.
• The system’s different states.
• Help and feedback information.
• How the system interacts with other resources in 

the user’s context.

2.3 User Centred Design

User Centred Design (UCD) is an approach that 
supports the entire development process with 
user-centred activities, in order to create appli-
cations which are easy to use and are of added 

value to the intended users (Maguire 2001). It is a 
philosophy that places the person at the centre; it 
is a process that focuses on cognitive factors (such 
as perception, memory, learning, problem-solving, 
etc.) as they come into play during peoples’ interac-
tions with things. UCD seeks to answer questions 
about users and their tasks and goals, and then use 
the findings to drive development and design.

3 METHOD

By evaluating existing social networking sites and 
functionality, and do a needs analysis with a group 
of potential users, the most desirable features 
highlighted and possible standards in terms of 
user interface are analyzed to create an analytical 
foundation to function and interface design for a 
mobile based service. Because the service is evolv-
ing, technology-centric to positioning using GPS 
and Google Maps Web service should also identify 
existing services interfaces are analyzed in details, 
and be associated with basic functions of social 
networks to create a new innovative service.

By using theories of interaction design for 
mobile devices, and user-centred method based 
on innovation around existing successful services 
to create mobile applications prototype of a user 
interface for mobile devices as possible, make a 
simple social network in conjunction with a posi-
tioning service and sensor. Interviews of users who 
already use social networks on the web must pro-
vide a basis for the functionality that is desired by a 
needs analysis. This can also help with guidance on 
how a user interface can be created as easily open 
up new communication channels and means of 
communication to the user.

A usability test for the most requested function-
ality must be made and completed with a modified 
WAMMI questionnaires related to the usability 
test (WAMMI 2000). WAMMI measured users 
perception; understand ability (that bear on the 
users’ effort for recognising the logical concept 
and its applicability); learnability (that bear on the 
users’ effort for learning the application); operabil-
ity (that bear on the users’ effort for operations and 
operation control); attractiveness (the capability to 
be liked by the user).

By recording the user’s behaviour can be 
observed and user behaviour analysis. Users’ per-
form together with WAMMI results are then used 
to identify-your shortcomings in the current proto-
type and possible improvements to be highlighted. 
The project is in other words, be implemented as a 
first step in the iterative interaction model. Usabil-
ity testing should be done by a PC environment 
where the user interacts with an illustrated mobile 
phone by clicking the buttons on it. By “record” 
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the mouse cursor moves and clicks the user’s 
behaviour can be analyzed at a later stage.

The user interface is developed to take into 
account users’ preferences, the guidelines and stand-
ards that exist for the design of user interfaces, and 
psychological factors. The test version of the user 
interface is implemented as a simple interactive 
“picture-games” in the application environment, 
where the user navigates in the mobile prototype 
by clicking on an illustrated mobile phone’s but-
tons. The mobile as the application is tested on 
a Nokia 6200 Classic, then this is something of 
an industry standard in terms of keypad and the 
most common screen resolution (144 × 190) on the 
market in current situation.

3.1 Prototype of user interface

The product to be developed is a social networking 
service that is able to communicate with others as 
part of a social network. The product has a vision 
to enrich the user’s everyday life, and help to con-
nect and communicate with friends and acquaint-
ances. The product will also make the user more 
efficient in their daily lives by making it possible to 
quickly find out where various people are so that 
you can quickly find these people, or coordinate 
the work.

The first prototype of the service must include 
a basic level of functionality has been identified as 
the most important needs-based analysis:

• Navigable map function.
• Ability to show different groups/networks of 

people.
• Ability to contact them via message/SMS/

MMS.
• Ability to see where a certain person is on 

the map.
• Ability to see their own location.

Since the service being developed is a combina-
tion of a social network and a GPS-based map 
service, it is important to weave together a map 
with easy ways to communicate. Mobile phones 
used as a development platform is a Nokia 6200. 
The assumption is logically reasonable to expect 
the user to “scroll” the map image using this gov-
erning cross so therefore the prototype has been 
built according to this principle. When the appli-
cation starts, the user's current location, which is 
illustrated with a blue sphere, is linked to the user 
with lines. This makes it easier for the user to navi-
gate to them (see Figure 1).

The phone has two blue buttons in the election-
related display and uses them to make choices 
based on what is displayed in a menu in the bottom 
of the display in relation to these keys. By default, 
this prototype allows the user to select the “show” 

the left button to display a menu where the user 
can choose which group or any network of people 
to be shown on the map. By scrolling up and down 
on the navigation cross, the user can choose from 
the options and confirm their choice in the left 
blue button, or go back with a right hand. “Find” 
on the main menu displays a menu that lists the 
names of all the persons included in the network 
selected via the “show”. By selecting a name from 
the list displays the selected person directly on 
the map and marked as indicated by an orange 
arrow pointing at the person. Orange is also used 
as marker colour in menus to provide a consistent 
impression (see Figure 1).

3.2 Usability evaluation

In order to develop a prototype for usability test-
ing of the mobile application, are developed as a 
PC application in Microsoft C #, NETs. Applica-
tion illustrated a mobile phone displayed on the 
screen, where the user can interact with the mobile 
phone by clicking the phone’s buttons with the 
mouse. By using a simulated application it is easy 
to make changes and user actions can be recorded 
by trace program and play mouse navigations on 
the screen and how the user clicks on the buttons 
on the mobile phone.

The defined tasks user solves during the usabil-
ity test are the following:

1. Find out where your friend Lene Gadd ‘lies.
2. To do that only your co-workers shown on 

the map.

Figure 1. Left: User’s own position is illustrated by a 
blue sphere and the lines drawn between the user and 
the people who are in the user’s surrounding area Right: 
When a person is selected, this is illustrated with an 
orange arrow pointing at the person.
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3. Send a “message” to any person within the 
network “My University”.

4. Find out where your friend “Patrick Kruz ‘lies”.
5. Send an MMS to “Gote Von Grape”.

After the usability test, the user has to fill in the 
WAMMI questioner.

4 RESULTS

Usability testing of a prototype application was 
done on computer. The user’s behaviour was 
recorded to make it possible to reproduce the anal-
ysis and this presents an objective the description 
of tests, their output in terms of time to perform 
each task, observations concerning users’ behav-
iour when using the prototype application, and 
calculated WAMMI evaluation results.

4.1 Usability test

A clear pattern of behaviour that arise out of the 
fact that the prototype tested in a PC environment 
instead of a real cell phone is that users try to click 
directly through the menus on your mobile phone 
display instead of using the keypad on your mobile 
phone.

Several users tried to confirm their choice by 
pressing the centre of the steering cross instead 
of choosing the ‘selection’ button in the upper left 
corner. The procedure was repeated several times 
despite the fact that the choices made by “choice” 
button before.

There was only one user at all in trying to locate 
a person manually “scroll” across the map with the 
control cross. All others used the “find” function 
to find out where people were.

From pure observation, it seems that the link 
between that mark a person via the “find” func-
tion and that this in turn makes “choices” menu is 
visible is unclear.

After performing three tasks showed all users 
sign on to have memorized how to use the group 
filter functionality via the “view” menu in combi-
nation with “find” menu to quickly find out where 
a person is and communicate with this . This meant 
that for most users went quickly to resolve the task 
four and five.

Temporal data based on usability test perform-
ance are presented in Table 1.

4.2 WAMMI

A modified version of WAMMI questionnaire 
(WAMMI 2000) was used to evaluate the proto-
type application. Figure 2 shows the results of the 
WAMMI questionnaire (n = 6). In general one can 

say that the user satisfaction regarding the user 
interface is high. The system does support the 
user tasks in an efficient manner, one can work 
efficiently and feels that the system is sufficiently 
adapted to users’ needs, and users find it easy to let 
the system behave in the way they want it to.

5 ANALYSIS

Performing usability testing of a mobile applica-
tion in a simulated PC environment has proven to 
be a practical approach from the developer’s site, 
but confusing to users when they unconsciously 
try to use the application as a windows-based PC 
application initially. E.g. users tried to click the 
mouse in the phone’s menus. This should be con-
sidered as an indication that the PC-based usabil-
ity testing is not suitable for mobile applications. 
It is probably more appropriate to film or directly 
observe the user’s behaviour while the latter uses a 
prototype of an ordinary mobile phone. Such an 
approach is however time-consuming and requires 
a lot of resources from the developer’s side. Inter-
view group of eight people and test group of six 
people had it been possible, expanded to include 
more people, which gave a more credible results, 
but given the circumstances and the resources 

Table 1. Time per task (minute: seconds).

Subj. Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5

1 0:36 0:30 3:03 0:34 0:26
2 1:06 0:18 1:23 0:26 0:18
3 0:39 0:12 0:45 0:48 0:29
4 0:13 0:14 0:26 0:17 0:22
5 0:29 0:39 1:32 0:22 0:13
6 0:27 0:40 1:31 0:24 0:25

Mean 0:35 0:25 1:26 0:28 0:22

Figure 2. WAMMI score.
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that were available is considered the number of 
people involved in development work still had a 
significant role.

Despite high subjective values of usability in 
WAMMI, it is clear that the helpfulness of the 
prototype application is the main fault. This fact is 
not surprising since the application does not con-
tain all kind of help information. By constructing 
the menus in a manner known from conventional 
mobile systems, the user started quickly and that 
must be successful in the prototype on which con-
trol option received very high ratings from users. 
The current prototype should be completed with a 
help function, which tentatively is accessible from 
any menu or a button.

Users report that the application to make it 
effective and feel interface and functionality are 
attractive. However, there is more to be desired by 
learnability when several of the problems users had 
to repeat a behaviour which they performed earlier 
in the application.

In addition, the new functionality is imple-
mented in the next prototype, which makes it possi-
ble to really communicate with other users through 
the creation of SMS, MMS, messages, etc. They 
should also be able to create new networks, join-
ing the existing network and build relationships 
with other users, which place even more stringent 
requirements on the application’s interface and 
design. Button functions should be reviewed when 
their meaning did not appear to provide a consist-
ent and logical impression of observations to judge. 
Possibly the middle of the steering cross used as a 
selection button instead of the blue button at top 
left. The graphics illustrating that a user is selected 
is not sufficiently communicative and should also 
be reviewed. Possibly the “find” changed to “select” 
to make this clearer to the user.

Interaction and standardised methods have 
proved to be a powerful tool for building opera-
tion and interfaces based on the user’s wishes and 
give indications of weaknesses in the software 
at a very early stage. This makes the interaction 
probably provides better results than traditional 
development methods.
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ABSTRACT: Varied types of Visual Display Unit (VDU) are used in modern process control rooms. 
The main purpose of present study is to identify and find solutions to usability problems of VDU user 
interface in process control room. The usability evaluation methods were heuristic evaluation, usability 
test, and SUMI questionnaire. Fifteen operators participated in the study. The main result from the usa-
bility test were that the time to solve the task depends on the number of false clicks and commands, and 
participants experienced that user interface doesn’t support in an efficient manner, too many and difficult 
steps must be performed. To improve the user interface of VDU we have created number of guidelines; for 
example; create groups of the fields, buttons, text, place the buttons in functionally way, enable the user to 
open multiple windows, drag and drop is a dynamic operation.

Keywords: VDU, user interface, usability evaluation

To avoid this, a systematic method to improve the 
user interface of a process control room.

The purpose of present study is to perform a 
usability study of alarm and case management sys-
tem and drew up guidelines based on evaluation 
results and proposes improvements of user inter-
face of the system.

2 METHODOLOGY

An operations control centre monitored mobile 
traffic in Sweden. They are responsible for guar-
antee that relevant operational information is 
reported, that fault in the mobile net will be cor-
rected as soon as possible. The alarms must be 
technically analysed within a certain time interval 
and corrective maintenance should be started. The 
operator is monitored alarm and a computer sup-
ported Case Management System (CMS) using 
multiple VDUs.

2.1 User characteristics

The operators have a long experience of using the 
user interface to alarm and case management sys-
tem, an average over three years.

1 INTRODUCTION

The process controls using computers have replaced 
the human machine interaction, the operator’s task 
has become different (i.e., controlling and moni-
toring through the computer user interface such 
as keyboards and visual display units (VDUs). The 
hardware equipment used for presenting process 
data and controlling the process has been replaced 
with displays and controls on the VDU (Van der 
Schaaf 1989, Vincente 2001). This makes the user 
interface of the computer-based controlling system 
one of the most important factors for improving 
the task efficiency and preventing safety-related 
accidents (Wang & Hwang 1995, Johannsen 1997, 
Kawai 1997, Hix 1993, ISO 1997a, b). The simple 
miniaturization could increase familiarity at the 
cost of more complex screens because much more 
data and controls should be presented on a limited 
screen space. As a result, serious usability prob-
lems could occur, and consequently, the efficiency 
and safety of process control tasks could suffer as 
well. A several small changes of the user interface 
of VDU might cause confusion and might lead to 
malfunctioning or safety-related accidents. For that 
reason the designers focused on improving the user 
interfaces following design rules and guidelines. 
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2.2 Evaluation methods

Heuristic evaluation. The heuristic evaluation is 
that a group of evaluators examine an interface 
and determine whether it follows some usability 
principles, known heuristic. It has become appar-
ent that different evaluators will find different 
kinds of problems and therefore should be more 
people perform the evaluation. The evaluators 
have a knowledge and understanding of usability 
principles (Nielson 1994).

Usability test is based on the user from the 
intended user can use and perform typical tasks of 
the user interface of VDU (Rubin 1994).

SUMI questionnaire. To measure user satisfaction, 
and hence assess user perceived software quality, 
University College Cork has developed the Software 
Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI). SUMI 
provides an Overall Assessment and a Usability 
Profile which breaks the overall assessment down 
into five sub-scales: Affect, Efficiency, Helpfulness, 
Control, and Learnability (Kirakowski 1996).

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 User background

Five women and 15 men (n = 20) participated in 
the study, where 13 falls in the 25–44 years old, and 
other in 45–65 years old.

3.2 Heuristic evaluation

The main qualitative results of heuristic evalua-
tion of usability problems with user interface of 
VDUs to alarm and CMS are summarised (n = 16) 
in Table 1.

Table 1. The heuristics problems.

Consistency Difficult navigation forward and backward arrow. Logical order is not fulfilled.

Display issues Boundaries among information and interface elements on a screen are ambiguous 

Memory issues There are too many abbreviations and acronyms 

Simplicity A screen includes too many interface elements

User control Too many “clicks” to create a case. Involved nodes should be included in the 
“scope” of the alarms. Some take-offs and tests can be automated. Too much 
information on the screen. High Lightning of important information. Some sta-
tus information is not clear.

Clearly marked exits How the user goes through the system? With the “Next” button and the information 
presented continuously on the screen so there is no problem with the bearings in 
the system. Simplify navigation with “Previous”—and “Next” buttons.

Shortcuts—shortcuts Too few shortcuts.

Error messages Some messages give mixed messages and unclear. Present the error messages dis-
played on the screen, in easily understandable terms.

Help and documentation The system should provide help when there is no other option.

3.3 Usability testing

Usability test was carried out directly in the work-
place, using mobile usability equipments. Two real 
tasks was simulated and performed by eight partic-
ipates. Average times for user testing are presented 
in Table 2, and number of errors during the user 
tests (false clicks and commands), are presented in 
Table 3.

The most striking result revealed by analysis of 
the results from the usability test is: The time to 
solve the tasks depends on the number of false clicks 
and commands, i.e. the more false clicks and com-
mands; the longer it takes to complete the task.

3.4 SUMI questionnaire

Figure 1 shows the results of the SUMI question-
naire (n = 16). In general one can say that the user 
satisfaction regarding the user interface is too 
low and corrective action is needed. Some more 
detailed conclusion was: the system doesn’t sup-
port the user tasks in an efficient manner, many 
and too difficult steps must be performed. Conse-
quently, one cannot work efficiently and feels that 
the system is insufficiently adapted to users’ needs, 
the messages are often not clear and understanda-
ble to provide help in solving a problem, and users 
find it difficult to let the system behave in the way 
they want it to.

4 IMPROVEMENT OF USER INTERFACE

Based on different methods to measures the 
usability; heuristic evaluation, usability testing, 
and SUMI questionner of the alarm and case 
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Table 2. Mean times.

Task Mean Standard deviation

1 25.72 min 5.05 min
2 16.31 min 5.25 min

Table 3. Number of false clicks and 
commands.

Task Mean Standard deviation

1 15.21 2.05
2 10.23 1.67

Figure 1. SUMI scores.

and management system, and using guidelines to 
redesign user interface of VDU. In this part we will 
present a solution of usability problems of user 
interface of VDU.

In order to find a good logistic, the VDU was 
divided in three process fields (see Figure 2):

1. Start-up
2. Operation
3. Final

4.1 Solution of usability problems

Some of the major changes that have to be done 
to improve the user interface of VDU of the alarm 
and case and management system in the process 
control room are presented in Table 4.

Figure 2. Organisation of user interface of VDU.

Table 4. Summary of problems and solutions of user interface.

Problems Solutions and motivations

Grouping Box structured into distinct groups is easier to understand than if  they 
spread evenly across the screen. Create groups of the fields, buttons, 
text, etc. that belong together in terms of importance. Humans rapidly 
and automatically create groups of things that are close to each other. 
If  the user can create categories of information on screen, she can 
benefit from the image quicker and work more efficiently.

Location and consistence Place the buttons so that the same functionality found in the same place in 
all screenshots. Humans are very good to perceive small differences.

The first field in the tab order When you open a form that can be updated in order to update only the 
first field should be in focus so the user can immediately complete the 
form. The user can concentrate on the task rather than looking for 
where she should start Automate the procedure so the user can directly 
take up its task.

Toggle images on the screen If it is necessary to switch the image, ensure that the user has a good 
overview of where they are and how they can move on. The user loses 
easily removed at the picture changes. The user is in when questions like 
“Where am I?”, “How did I get here?”, “Why did I get here?” 
The user experience, however, that she is in control if  she has 
a clear view and approach to the whole. Facilitate the user to
 quickly focus what is important in the new image.

(Continued)
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5 CONCLUSIONS

This study proposed a practice of developing 
usable user interfaces of VDUs. Various usability 
methods were used; heuristic evaluation, usability 
test, questionnaire, and user interview, and design 
guidelines.

During the usability evaluation of the user 
interface of VDUs of the alarm and the case and 
management system of a process control room, we 
discovered several problems. We have also found 
a way to improve the user interface by using the 
design principles and guidelines, through divided 
the process phases in three fields.
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Preference-based usability evaluation of mobile interactive 
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ABSTRACT: This research focuses on the current trends in text-based advertisings as deliver to mobile 
phones. The user-centered usability of mobile advertisings on the simulated interfaces is evaluated. 
A preference-based experiment was used as a tool of assessing usability. Forty-three undergraduate and 
graduate students (21 females and 22 males) participated in the experiment. The design factors of text-
based mobile advertising consist of presentation mode (rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), lead-
ing, and static), position (Top, Bottom), speed (80, 170, and 260 WPM), format (keyword-by-keyword, 
phrase-by-phrase, and sentence), and luminance contrast (2/3, 4/5, and 8/9). The results indicate that most 
users prefer mobile advertising placing on the top of screen, RSVP presentation with phrase-by-phrase 
format at speed of 170 WPM, Leading presentation with sentence format at speed of 170 WPM, and 
color combinations of blue series (foreground) on white (background) with luminance contrasts 2/3, 4/5, 
and 8/9.

Keywords: mobile advertising, rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP), leading format, subjective 
preference

typical texts read on a mobile device was likely to 
be short. RSVP could be used effectively on mobile 
devices with much smaller screens than the one 
used in their evaluation and be seen as one small 
step towards an improved readability on mobile 
devices.

Lin & Shiao (2005) examined the effects of pres-
entation mode (RSVP, and Leading), presentation 
speed (70 and 140 WPM), and color combina-
tions with luminance contrasts 2/3, 4/5, and 8/9 
on visual performance and visual fatigue of small 
screen space. Results indicated that the interaction 
of presentation speed and dynamic display would 
significantly affect visual performance on the small 
screen space of surfing the homepage of traveling 
Website. It also showed that visual performance 
is the best for Leading mode at the presentation 
speed of 140 WPM, but luminance contrast is not 
a significant effect on visual performance. The 
key findings in Lin & Lin (2006) indicated the 
two-factor interaction of advertising size and ad 
contents’ type as well as the interaction of gen-
der and advertising position would significantly 
affect the likelihood of click-through on Web 
advertisings. Lin & Chen (2009) focused on the 
click-through rate for the advertising effectiveness 
to examine the effects of design factors on ani-
mated online advertisings. Their findings showed 
order effect, two-factor interactions of ad type 

1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile Advertising (“MA” for short) is a rapidly 
growing sector providing brands, agencies and mar-
keters the opportunity to connect with consumers 
beyond traditional and digital media and directly 
on their mobile phones (MMA, 2008). Mobile 
interactive advertising refers to advertising or 
marketing messages delivered to portable devices, 
either via a synchronized download or wirelessly 
over the air (IAB, 2008a). It is a form of advertis-
ing via mobile (wireless) phones or other mobile 
devices (Wikipedia, 2008). Mobile interactivity is 
in some ways similar to the PC-based internet, and 
these similarities will speed advertisers’ ability to 
take advantage of the mobile medium.

The early studies of Rapid Serial Visual Presen-
tation (RSVP) were done with rolls of paper that 
were visible through narrow window or filmstrips 
(Forster, 1970). This method eliminates the need 
for eye movements during reading. Laarni’s results 
(2002) indicated that reading rate varied signifi-
cantly among presentation methods (Normal page, 
RSVP, Vertical scrolling, Leading, Teletype, and 
Window). Mills & Weldon (1987) reviewed several 
studies including dynamic presentation methods 
for computer screen. Öquist and Goldstein (2003) 
indicated that RSVP gave the best results for short 
text in their evaluation was encouraging since thee 
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and presentation position as well as presentation 
position and animation length reach statistically 
significant. In addition, the report of IAB (2008b) 
indicated that text-based advertising remains the 
most common creative format on both the Web 
and other applications like Short Message Services 
(SMS). Mobile Marketing Association (MMA for 
short) has published mobile advertising guidelines, 
but it is difficult to keep such guidelines current in 
such a fast-developing area. Leveraging accepted 
Web advertising best practice will facilitate build-
ing a successful mobile advertising business. At the 
same time, the user experience, interactivity, and 
expectations of consumers on the mobile Web dif-
fer from their PC counterparts, and simply trans-
planting PC-optimized advertising onto mobile 
device is unlikely to yield optimal results.

As touch screen interfaces become more and 
more popular, especially mobile display advertis-
ing, an important usability problem is how the best 
to display text-based mobile advertising on touch 
screen interface. One possibility is to use dynamic 
presentation methods involving the movement 
of text on the screen. These methods have been 
shown to be viable alternatives for displaying text 
information on small screen of non-PC devices or 
limited screen space of PC-based devices (Juola, 
et al. 1982, Juola, et al. 1995, Muter, 1996). These 
studies focused on investigating users’ visual per-
formance, readability, and reading comprehension 
of dynamic or continuous texts. However, it lacks 
of providing the guideline of the user experience, 
interactivity, and expectations of consumers on the 
mobile Web. This research will focus on the current 
trends in text-based advertisings as delivered to 
mobile phones. The user-centered usability of text-
based mobile advertisings on the simulated inter-
faces will be evaluated and introduced as follows.

2 DESIGN OF THE SIMULATED MOBILE 
ADVERTISINGS INTERFACE

The simulated system would contain text-based 
mobile advertisings and mobile Web contents. The 
size of text-based mobile advertising is a large image 
banner with one line of ad texts up to 18 characters 
maximum. The font type of mobile advertising uses 
“New Thin Ming Ti” and font size 12.

RSVP mode is defined as the text presents seri-
ally one word of several words at a time in rapid 
succession at a single visual location (Laarni, 
1982). The contents of text-based mobile advertis-
ing were moved from bottom to top in rapid suc-
cession at a single visual location on the simulated 
mobile phone interface. Leading mode is defined 
as that text presents from the right to left continu-
ously along a single line.

Top position is defined as the mobile advertising 
placed on the top of page, that is, Mobile Web 
Banner (MMA, 2008). Bottom position is defined 
as the mobile advertising placed on the bottom 
of page, that is, Mobile Web Poster. Based on the 
study of Juola et al. (1995), presentation speeds 
were determined as 80, 170, and 260 Words Per 
Minutes (WPM for short). Chinese keyword is a 
word used to find useful results in internet search 
(e.g. Walkman). Chinese phase is a sequence of 
words intended to have some meanings (e.g. Image 
Size). Chinese sentence is considered to be suit-
able for presenting Chinese text on single-line 
display. The consideration of color combinations 
(R, G, B)/(H, S, B) based on luminance contrasts 
of 2/3, 4/5, and 8/9 were used in this study.

The prototype of simulated mobile phone inter-
face used in the preference-based experiment is 
shown in Figures 1–3. Figures 1–2 illustrate three 
modes of presentation: static and dynamic (RSVP 
and Leading mode) text-based mobile advertis-
ings. Figure 3 illustrates two positions of presenta-
tion: top and bottom of the page. In addition, the 
specifications of color combinations ((R, G, B)/

Figure 2. Illustration of dynamic presentation modes: 
(a) RSVP text advertising moving from bottom to up, 
(b) Leading text advertising moving from right to left.

Figure 1. Illustration of static text advertising (left-
hand side denotes the screen before MA was clicked and 
right-hand side denotes the screen after MA has been 
clicking though).
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(H, S, B)) based on three luminance contrasts of 
2/3, 4/5, and 8/9 used in this study are shown in 
Table 1–3.

The recommendations on how to present visual 
information on screens of ISO 9241-12 (1998) 
are based on seven guiding principles: clarity 

Table 1. Illustration of color combinations of foreground on white background 
((R, G, B)/(H, S, B) = ( 255, 255, 255)/( 0, 0, 100)) based on luminance contrast 2/3.

Color
combination Foreground

Foreground:
(R, G, B)/(H, S, B)

Color
difference

Olivedrab (63, 84, 0)/(75, 100, 33) 106

Dark blue (0, 63, 84)/(195, 100, 33) 108

Sienna (84, 42, 0)/(30, 100, 33) 107

Gray (84, 84, 84)/(0, 0, 33) 104

Table 2. Illustration of color combinations of foreground on white background based 
on luminance contrast 4/5.

Color
combination Foreground

Foreground:
(R, G, B)/(H, S, B)

Color
difference

Darkolivegreen (38, 51, 0)/(75, 100, 20) 126

Teal (38, 51, 195)/(195, 100, 20) 127

Maroon (51, 26, 0)/(30, 100, 20) 127

Dimgray (51, 51, 51)/(0, 0, 20) 124

(information should be conveyed quickly and 
accurately), discriminabilty (information should 
be able to be distinguished accurately), concise-
ness (provide only the information necessary to 
complete the task), consistency (present the same 
information in the same way throughout the appli-
cation), detectability (direct the user’s attention to 
the information required), legibility (information 
should be easy to read), and comprehensibility 
(the meaning should be clearly understandable). 
In addition, ISO 9241-12 (1998) also suggest that 
participants are able to make out the information 
on screen clearly about luminance contrast getting 
up to be over 2/3.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The design of preference-based mobile advertising 
interface for mobile users was developed. The sub-
jective preference questionnaire was implemented 
associated with a simulated mobile phone interface. 
The subjective preference questionnaire is a struc-
tured field of usability assessment. It is useful in the 
early stages of user-centered design development.

Figure 3. Illustration of positions of text-based mobile 
advertising: (a) top of page, (b) bottom of page.
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3.1 Participants

Forty-three undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents (21 females and 22 males) coming from 
Tunghai University voluntarily participated in 
the preference-based experiment. They have 
to express their subjective preference for each 
mobile advertising using a preference question-
naire based on the Likert’s ten-point scale from 
1 (extremely dislike) to 10 (extremely like). The 
distribution of  age ranged from 22 to 30 years old 
(mean age of  24.7 years and standard deviation 
of  1.73 years). They all had normal vision or cor-
rected vision reaching at least 0.8 and no color-
blindness.

3.2 Apparatus and materials

The simulated system of mobile advertising was 
constructed in a Pentium IV desktop compu-
ter (CPU1.62GHz, 896MB RAM) with Micro-
soft Internet Explore 6.0, a 17-inches TFT-LCD 
monitor (1280 × 1024 pixels). Macromedia Flash 
MX 2004 was used to design the simulated inter-
face. SWiSHMax (http://www.SWiSHzone.com) 
was used to design the text effects of static and 

dynamic mobile advertising on the interface of the 
simulated system. Ulead PhotoImpact 11 would be 
used to illustrate the luminance contrast of show-
ing text mobile advertising (foreground) and back-
ground area.

3.3 Statistical analysis

Chi-squared homogeneous test is used to test if  
the favorite percentages of k samples are similar. 
Researcher’s hypothesis (Ha) is that at least one of k 
proportions is not equal. Therefore, null hypothesis 
(H0) is the favorite proportions of k samples equal. 
Test statistic is χ χ2 2 2Σk

i i i kχ( )O E / E ( )1−kχ  
where the observed frequency denoted as notation 
Oi and the expected frequency denoted as nota-
tion Ei. Reject H0 if  χ χ2χχ 2> ( )χ 1−k  at α = 0.05 (or 
P-value < α).

4 RESULTS OF SUBJECTIVE 
PREFERENCE

There are 49% of users choosing Static mode as 
their favorite percentage of presentation modes, 
21% of users choosing RSVP mode, and 30% 

Table 3. Illustration of color combinations of foreground on white background based 
on luminance contrast 8/9.

Color
combinations Foreground

Foreground:
(R, G, B)/(H, S, B)

Color
difference

Darkgreen (21, 28, 0)/(75, 100, 11) 139

Midnigh blue (0, 21, 28)/(195, 100, 11) 141

Darkred (28,1, 0)/(0, 30, 11) 188

Black (28, 28, 28)/(0, 0, 11) 138

Table 4. Illustration of color combinations of foreground on white background 
((R, G, B)/(H, S, B) = (28, 28, 28)/(0, 0, 11)) based on luminance contrast 8/9.

Color
combinations Foregound

Foreground:
(R, G, B)/(H, S, B),

Color
difference

Chartreuse (102, 255, 0)/(75, 100, 20) 141

Dodgerblue (0, 68, 255)/(75, 100, 20) 142

Red (255, 0, 25)/(75, 100, 20) 195

Black (255, 255, 255)/(0, 0, 100) 138
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of users choosing Leading mode. The results of 
Figure 4 (a) and Table 5 indicate that the percent-
age of favoring Static mode is higher than the other 
modes (RSVP and Leading), however, it lacks of 
significant difference among three display modes 
( χ2 = 5.209, P-value = 0.074).

There are 88% of users choosing Top of the 
page as their favorite percentage of presenta-
tion positions, and 12% of users choosing Bot-
tom of the page. The results of Figure 4 (b) and 
Table 5 indicate that the percentage of favoring 
the Top position is higher than the one of Bottom 
position. The proportional differences of subjec-
tive preference between Top and Bottom of the 
pages are statistically significant ( χ2  = 25.326, 
P-value = 0.000).

Table 5. Frequency distribution of subjective preference questionnaire.

Factor Level
Favorite frequency
(Percentage)

Chi-squared
statistic P-value

Presentation Mode RSVP  9 (21%) 5.209 0.074
Leading 13 (30%)
Static 21 (49%)

Ad Position Top 38 (88%) 25.326 0.000*
Bottom  5 (12%)

Presentation Speed Based on RSVP Display 80 WPM  3 (7%) 18.465 0.000*
170 WPM 26 (60%)
260 WPM 14 (33%)

Presentation Format Based on RSVP Display Keyword 10 (23%) 9.814 0.007*
Phrase 24 (56%)
Sentence  9 (21%)

Presentation Speed Based on Leading Display 80 WPM 16 (37%) 18.744 0.000*
170 WPM 25 (58%)
260 WPM  2 (5%)

Presentation Format Based on Leading
Display

Keyword  6 (14%) 13.163 0.001*

Phrase 12 (28%)
Sentence 25 (58%)

Luminous Contrast 2/3(Background: White) (F)Olive drab  8 (19%) 19.047 0.000*
(F)Dark blue 23 (53%)
(F) Sienna  5 (12%)
(F)Gray  7 (16%)

Luminous Contrast 4/5(Background: White) (F)Dark olive green  4 (9%) 18.116 0.000*
(F)Teal 22 (51%)
(F)Maroon  6 (14%)
(F)Dim gray 11 (26%)

Luminous Contrast 8/9 (Background: White) (F)Dark green  7 (16%) 16.442 0.001*
(F)Midnight blue 22 (51%)
(F)Dark red  5 (12%)
(F) Black  9 (21%)

Luminous Contrast 8/9 (Background: Black) (F)Chartreuse 14 (33%) 15.3952 0.000*
(F)Dodger blue  0 (0%)
(F)Red  4 (9%)
(F)White 25 (58%)

Note: “ * ” denotes chi-squared statistic reaches statistically significance at α = 0.05.

The favorite percentage of presentation speed 
under the condition of RSVP mode and sentence 
format is 7% of users choosing presentation speed 
of 80 WPM, 60% of users choosing presentation 
speed of 170 WPM, and 33% of users choosing 
presentation speed of 260 WPM. The results of 
Figure 5 (a) and Table 5 indicate that the percent-
age of favoring the presentation speed of 170 WPM 
is higher than the ones of 80 and 260 WPM under 
the condition of RSVP mode with sentence format. 
The proportion differences of subjective preference 
among 80, 170 and 260 WPM are also statistically 
significant ( χ2  = 18.465, P-value = 0.000).

The favorite percentage of presentation format 
under the condition of RSVP mode and 170 WPM 
is 23% of users choosing keyword-by-keyword 
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format, 56% of users choosing phase-by-phase 
format, and 21% of user choosing sentence format. 
The results of Figure 5 (b) and Table 5 indicate that 
the percentage of favoring the phase-by-phase for-
mat is higher than the ones of keyword-by-keyword 
and sentence formats under the condition of RSVP 
mode and 170 WPM. The proportional differences 
of subjective preference among keyword-by-key-
word, phase-by-phase, and sentence are statisti-
cally significant ( χ2   = 9.814, P-value = 0.007).

The favorite percentage of presentation speed 
under the condition of Leading mode and sen-
tence format is 37% of users choosing presentation 
speed of 80 WPM, 58% of users choosing presen-
tation speed of 170 WPM, and 5% of users choos-
ing presentation speed of 260 WPM. The results of 
Figure 6 (a) and Table 5 indicate that the percentage 
of favoring the presentation speed of 170 WPM is 
higher than the ones of 80 and 260 WPM under the 
condition of Leading mode with sentence format. 
The proportional differences of subjective prefer-
ence among 80, 170 and 260 WPM are statistically 
significant ( χ2   = 18.744, P-value = 0.000).

The favorite percentage of presentation for-
mat under the condition of Leading mode and 
170 WPM is 14% of users choosing keyword-by-
keyword format, 28% of users choosing phase-
by-phase format, and 58% of users choosing 
sentence format. The results of Figure 6 (b) and 

Figure 5. Pie charts of favorite percentage of: (a) pres-
entation speed with RSVP and sentence format, and 
(b) presentation format with RSVP and 170 WPM.

Figure 6. Pie charts of favorite percentage of: (a) pres-
entation speed with Leading and sentence format, and 
(b) presentation format with Leading and 170 WPM.

Figure 4. Pie charts of favorite percentage for: (a) pres-
entation mode and (b) presentation position.

Table 5 indicate that the percentage of favoring the 
sentence format is higher than the ones of keyword-
by-keyword and phase-by-phase formats under the 
condition of Leading mode and 170 WPM. The 
proportional differences of subjective preference 
among keyword-by-keyword, phase-by-phase, and 
sentence are statistically significant ( χ2  = 13.163, 
P-value = 0.001).

The favorite percentage of color combination 
under the condition of luminance contrast 2/3 
and white background is 53% of users choos-
ing dark blue foreground, 19% of users choos-
ing olivedrab foreground, 16% of users choosing 
gray foreground, and 12% of users choosing 
sienna foreground. The results of Figure 7 (a) and 
Table 5 indicate that the percentage of favoring the 
color combination of dark blue foreground and 
white background is higher than the ones of the 
other color combinations under luminance con-
trast 2/3. The proportional differences of subjec-
tive preference among the four color combinations 
under luminance contrast 2/3 are statistically sig-
nificant ( χ2  = 19.047, P-value = 0.000).

The favorite percentage of color combination 
under the condition of luminance contrast 4/5 
and white background is 51% of users choos-
ing teal foreground, 26% of users choosing dim-
gray foreground, 14% of users choosing maroon 
foreground, and 9% of users choosing dark olive 
green foreground. The results of Figure 7 (b) and 
Table 5 indicate that the percentage of favoring the 
color combination of teal foreground and white 
background is higher than the ones of the other 
color combinations under luminance contrast 4/5. 
The proportional differences of subjective prefer-
ence among the four color combinations are statis-
tically significant (χ2  = 18.116, P-value = 0.000).

The favorite percentage of color combination 
under the condition of luminance contrast 8/9 
and white background is 51% of users choos-
ing midnight blue foreground, 21% of users 
choosing black foreground, 16% of users choosing 
dark green foreground, and 12% of users choosing 
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dark red foreground. The results of Figure 8 (a) and 
Table 5 indicate that the percentage of favoring the 
color combination of midnight blue foreground and 
white background is higher than the ones of the 
other color combinations under luminance contrast 
8/9. The proportional differences of subjective pref-
erence among the four color combinations are sta-
tistically significant ( χ2   = 16.442, P-value = 0.001).

The favorite percentage of color combination 
under the condition of luminance contrast 8/9 and 
black background is 58% of users choosing white 
foreground, 33% of users choosing chartreuse fore-
ground, 9% of users choosing red foreground, and 
0% of users choosing dodger blue foreground. The 
results of Figure 8 (b) and Table 5 indicate that the 
percentage of favoring the color combination of 
white foreground and black background is higher 
than the ones of the other color combinations 
under luminance contrast 8/9. The proportional 
differences of subjective preference among the 
four color combinations are statistically significant 
( χ2   = 15.395, P-value = 0.000).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The summaries made by the results of subjec-
tive preference as following: (1) Most users prefer 
mobile advertising placing on the top of page to 

bottom one; (2) Most users prefer presentation 
speed of 170 WPM to 80 and 260 WPM under the 
condition of RSVP and sentence and Leading and 
sentence; (3) Most users prefer phrase-by-phrase 
format under RSVP and 170 WPM, however, 
they prefer sentence format under Leading and 
170 WPM; and (4) Most users prefer blue series 
foreground to others based on the white back-
ground whatever the luminance contrasts are 2/3, 
4/5, and 8/9.
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Figure 8. Pie chart of favorite percentage of: (a) lumi-
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(b) luminance contrast 8/9 based on black background.

Figure 7. Pie charts of favorite percentage of: (a) lumi-
nance contrast 2/3 based on white background, and 
(b) luminance contrast 4/5 based on white background.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this work is to reduce the cost of the web usability evaluation by usability 
testing. The cost will reduce by detecting low usability web pages. We analyzed empirically to find detect-
able metrics from the quantitative data including eye movement. We investigate the relation between the 
quantitative data about the behavior of users and the web usability evaluated by subjects. The subjects 
examined 263 web pages in total. The Logistic Regression Analysis (LRA) is used to detect the low usabil-
ity web pages. The metric is defined using the browsing time, the amount of wheel rolling and the moving 
distance of gazing points which are selected by the stepwise selection method based on the Area Under 
the ROC Curve (AUC). When setting the cut-off  value of 20 pages with low usability, the highest detec-
tion rate of the web pages with low usability is 0.65 by LRA. From the results, if  the moving speed of 
gazing points is high, the possibility of low usability web page is high.

Keywords: gazing point, eye information, web usability, linear discriminant analysis, logistic regression

reduce cost. Companies which change a website 
frequently need to improve the efficiency of evalu-
ation. Therefore, they need to first detect low usa-
bility pages on a website and then quickly narrow 
down the objects of usability evaluation.

Quantitative data about user’s behavior may 
support detection of low usability Web pages 
without special knowledge. We hypothesized that 
characteristics of various quantitative data used 
for evaluation are related to Web usability. If  low 
usability Web pages are detectable from quantita-
tive data, the efficiency of usability evaluation will 
increase without additional new work. However, 
it was not clear which data would be effective in 
detection of low usability Web pages among vari-
ous quantitative data.

We experimented to investigate the relation 
between quantitative data viewing user’s behavior 
and web usability evaluation by subjects for detect-
ing low usability web pages. We define low usabil-
ity pages as “hard to use” pages subjects choose 
using the questionnaire. Variable selection result 
by logistic regression, we showed clearly that the 
browsing time, wheel rolling and the moving dis-
tance of gazing points are effective in detecting low 
usability Web pages.

1 INTRODUCTION

The usability of web sites is so important that it 
can influence the amount of sales, because users 
are unwilling to read web pages with low usabil-
ity [Kelly and Emily 2002]. To create easy-to-use 
web pages, usability evaluation is required 
[Nielsen 2000]. Among various methods for usabil-
ity evaluation, usability testing [Joseph and Redish 
1993] is widely used. Usability testing is a method 
of discovering problems based on operation of the 
application by subjects. It tends to discover serious 
problems leading to trouble, and other problems 
which evaluators cannot discover. However, the 
evaluators take time for analyzing recorded data 
such as a user’s utterance data and VTR.

Supporting methods based on quantitative data 
of users’ behavior are proposed in usability evalu-
ation. Conventionally, specialists evaluated web 
usability using quantitative data based on expe-
rience and knowledge. For example, when using 
gazing points, a specialist finds areas where gazing 
crosses and returns. Then the specialist analyzes a 
users’ behavior in those areas, and evaluates usabil-
ity problems on a web page. Specialists can evalu-
ate web usability for details. However it couldn’t 
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2 RELATED WORKS

In this chapter, we describe methods of supporting 
evaluation objectively using quantitative data 
such as browsing time, mouse movement and eye 
movement.

Laila [Laila and Fabio 2002] analyzed the exe-
cution situation of a task from a users’ operation 
event recorded by Java script. He supported the 
analysis based on quantitative data, such as page 
reference time and task execution time. He ana-
lyzed the usability of a Web page based on task 
execution time totaled for every Web page. Okada 
[Okada and Asahi 1999] developed the GUI-
TESTER which extracts a common operation pat-
tern from two or more users’ operation history. If  
the tool is used, the operation pattern for mistaken 
operation can be extracted. And when the moving 
distance of a mouse cursor is long and an opera-
tion time interval is long, they suggest a possibility 
that a screen layout is bad.

WebTracer [Nakamichi et al. 2007] can collect 
the operation log of users on the Web pages. Col-
lectable data include the information on user’s 
sight line (the coordinates of the gazing point on 
the computer screen), operation log of a mouse, 
and the displayed screen images, together with their 
time information. The data collected by WebTracer 
characterize Web pages and have the possibility of 
being used for supporting the usability evaluation. 
However, the relation between such data and the 
problems in the Web usability was merely an exam-
ple of the characteristics of the Web pages. Quan-
titative evaluation of the relation to the usability of 
Web pages was not done.

Heatmaps from user eyetracking studies based 
on fixations are used for observing in detail. 
Nielsen found that user’s main reading behavior 
was fairly consistent across many different sites 
and tasks. [Nielsen 2006]. Eyetracking visualiza-
tions show that users often read Web pages in 
an F-shaped pattern: two horizontal stripes fol-
lowed by a vertical stripe. Specialists may evaluate 
using eyetracking heatmaps. However it doesn’t 
lead to the cost reduction of  the web usability 
evaluation.

Eye-tracking methodologies are applying in the 
domain of Web search because gaze can be used 
as a proxy for a user’s attention. Eye-tracking 
measures include pupil dilation, fixation informa-
tion, and sequence information such as scan paths 
[Guan and Cutrell 2007]. They relied on measures 
related to gaze fixations with a minimum threshold 
of 100 ms in areas of interest. They found that as 
they increased the length of the query-dependent 
contextual snippet in search results, performance 
improved for informational queries but degraded 
for navigational queries. Analysis of eye movements 

showed that the decrease in search performance was 
partially due to the fact that users rarely looked at 
lower ranking results. Matsuda measured user’s 
eye movements during web search tasks to analyze 
how long users spend on each result of the results 
pages [Matsuda et al. 2009]. They found the results 
displayed on the bottom of the page were viewed 
for a shorter time than the results displayed on the 
top of the next page.

In these conventional researches, the special-
ist had discriminated usability only using certain 
quantitative data. However, the effectiveness of 
combinational data was not verified statistically.

3 EXPERIMENT OF USABILITY TESTING

3.1 Quantitative data of user’s behavior

Browsing, mouse movement, and eye movement 
are the quantitative data about user’s behavior 
mainly used for web usability evaluation. This 
experiment recorded the following 6 quantitative 
data for every Web page:

• Browsing time (sec): Time since the user begins 
to see a certain page, until it changes to another 
page

• Moving distance of mouse (pixel)
• Moving speed of mouse (pixel/sec)
• Wheel rolling (Delta)
• Moving distance of gazing points (pixel)
• Moving speed of gazing points (pixel/sec)

Gazing point is the point at the intersection of 
the user’s look with the target screen.

3.2 Experimental environment

The experiment environment used by this research 
is as follows:

• Display: 21 inches (Viewable screen size: 
H30 × W40 cm)

• Device for measurement of sight line: NAC, 
EMR-NC (View angle: 0.28, resolution on the 
screen: approx. 2.4 mm)

• Recording and playing of sight-line data: 
WebTracer (Sampling rate: 10 times per second)

WebTracer [Nakamichi et al. 2007] is an envi-
ronment for recording and analyzing the user’s 
operations in Web pages.

3.3 Experimental procedure

We experimented with usability evaluation in 
the following procedures to five tasks. Subjects 
are 10 frequent users of the Internet. They have 
never visited the sites used in the experiment. 
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We requested the subject to perform five tasks of 
looking for the starting salary of a master from the 
site of five companies, as a main experiment.

 Procedure 1: The Web page for an experiment 
linked to the top page of each company is dis-
played by a subject. And the experiment is 
started from the time of a subject clicking the 
link.

 Procedure 2: While subjects are doing the tasks, 
several types of quantitative data are recorded 
using WebTracer.

 Procedure 3: The Web pages that subjects visited 
are displayed. We requested the subject to choose 
the ease of use for every visited Web page from 
the following five levels. We defines a low usabil-
ity page as a page that a subject choose “hard to 
use” from five levels of the questionnaire.

1. hard to use
2. relatively hard to use
3. relatively easy to use
4. easy to use
5. don’t know

 Procedure 4: We reproduce the operation history 
recorded by WebTracer, and a subject checks all 
the visited Web pages. At that time, we interviewed 
the subjects about the situation of their search.

3.4 t-Test of low usability pages and others

We recorded the quantitative data for 275 pages 
which the subject visited. We were not able to 
record correctly about 12 pages of them. The cause 
is a frequent blink and head movement. Moreover, 
there were eight pages which the subject answered 
“don’t know” about the usability of the Web page. 
We measured the quantitative data in 263 pages 
except these pages.

Following the answers in the experiment, we 
classified the cases into two types: the cases with 

low usability and the other cases. If  the subject in a 
case considered a Web page “hard to use” then we 
regard this as a case with low usability. If  the sub-
ject answered “relatively hard to use” or “relatively 
easy to use” or “easy to use” then we regard this as 
another case.

We postulated a difference between the quanti-
tative data for “low usability” and “others” pages 
which would allow detection of “low usability” 
pages. For each type of data, we performed a sta-
tistical test with the hypothesis that there is a dif-
ference between the two classes of cases.

Table 1 shows the average values and stand-
ard deviations for each type of quantitative 
data, together with the results of the above sta-
tistical tests. The results of the statistical tests in 
Table 1 show that the mean of each type of opera-
tion data for the cases with low usability is statisti-
cally different from that for the cases with others. 
However, the moving distance of the gazing point 
and the moving speed of the gazing point have 
both significantly different variances and means. 
This result showed clearly that the quantitative 
data measures that are effective in Web usability 
evaluation are the moving distance of the gazing 
point and the moving speed of the gazing point. 
In addition, on the low usabil-ity pages, we found 
that the moving distance of the gazing point was 
long, and the moving speed of the gazing point 
was high.

4 DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF LOW 
USABILITY PAGES

We analyzed the data to detect low usability web 
pages using logistic regression analysis. Detect-
ing for low usability pages/others shows in 
Table 2. We make optimal logistic model under 
step-down procedure based on a Receiver Oper-
ating Characteristic curve (ROC Curve) and an 

Table 1. t-Test of low usability pages and other pages every kind of quantitative data.

Quantitative data for each pages

Evaluation result by subjects

Low Usability: 
20 pages Others: 243 pages t-Test

(significance
probability P)Average S.D. Average S.D.

Browsing time (sec)  16.9  12.4  11.4  10.2 0.06579
Moving distance of mouse (pixel) 1197.0  712.8 1027.7 1052.9 0.33699
Moving speed of mouse (pixel/sec)  91.9  67.6  105.1  73.0 0.41283
Wheel rolling (Delta)  570.0  949.6  229.1  529.8 0.12863
Moving distance of gazing points (pixel) 8723.5 5574.7 4608.8 3841.7 0.00402
Moving speed of gazing points (pixel/sec)  546.2  140.1  419.6  155.9 0.00081

S.D. : Standard Deviation
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area under the ROC curve (AUC). Criteria AUC 
value is average AUC value of  10 data sets. Opti-
mal logistic model such as more effective one in 
few variables.

We set cut-off  value is 20/263 (= low usability 
pages/all pages) as discrimination threshold. Cut-
off  value usually is set 0.5 in disciriminant analysis. 
But low usability pages are fewer than others in the 
experiment. It is difficult to detect low usability 
pages by number of data bias. We set cut-off  value 
is 20/263 in logistic regression. And the case with 
cut-off  value = 20/263 was compared with the case 
with cut-off  value = 0.5.

4.1 Variable selection by logistic regression

We select variable to make logistic model for 
detection of low usability pages from all recorded 
quantitative data. We reduce variables for mak-
ing optimal logistic model under backward elimi-
nation method based on a Receiver Operating 
Characteristic curve (ROC curve). We use area 
under the ROC curve (AUC) for backward elimi-
nation criterion. The AUC is equal to the probabil-
ity that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen 
positive instance higher than a randomly chosen 
negative one. Criteria AUC value is average AUC 
values of 10 data sets which were selected by the 
random sampling. Criteria mean correct ratio and 
mean true positive ratio are average of 10 data 
sets too. A data sets is composed training data set 
which selected by the random sampling of 10 pages 
from low usability pages and 121 pages from other 
pages and test data set which remaining pages in 
each groups.

In delete variable terms, we change cut-off  value 
from 1/263 to 262/263. And we delete the variable 
of highest AUC. Variable selection step is showed 
in Table 3. Finally, we get logistic model composed 
browsing time, moving distance of gazing point 
and wheel rolling as follows.

Logit(p) = a + b1(Browse) + b2(E_dis) + 
b3(Wheel)

Fig. 1 is ROC curves with Specificity ratio 
(= TN/(FP+TN)) as the X-axis, the Sensitivity 
ratio (= TP/(TP+FN)) as the Y-axis, and ROC 
curves in each step plotted on it. From Fig.1 and 
Table 3, variables selection logistic model with cut-
off  value = 20/263 is the nearest 1.0.

4.2 Comparison between logistic model based 
on selection model

We compare logistic model with the performance 
of Linear Discriminant Function (LDF). When 
comparing it, it compared it in case of all variables 
model and variable selection model. Moreover it 
compared it in case of cut-off  value = 0.5 and cut-
off  value = 20/263. Table 4 is detection result of 
logistic regression.

Logistic model of variables selection with cut-
off  value = 20/263 is highest mean TP ratio. Logistic 
model based on estimated intercept and regression 
coefficient by training data which were selected by 
the random sampling as follows.

Logit(p) = –3.5659778 − 0.1356705 (Browse) 
+ 0.0004381 (Eye_dis) 
+ 0.0006303 (Wheel)

Mean TP ratio is important in web usability 
evaluation for detecting low usability pages. So 
logistic model of variables selection with cut-off  
value = 20/263 is the most effective. The perform-
ance of variables selection model is better than 
that of all variables model. The result of mean TP 

Table 2. Detecting for low usability pages/others.

Actual condition

Low usabilit
(20 pages)

Others
(243 pages)

Test
result

Low usability
 (Positive)

True Positive
 (TP)

False 
Positive (FP)

Others
 (Negative)

False Negative
 (FN)

True 
Negative
(TN)

Table 3. Variable selection by meanAUC.

Step1: Deleted variable is moving speed of mouse.

Variables Mean C
Mean
TP

Mean
AUC

ALL 0.719 0.530 0.716
Browse (Browsing

time)
0.722 0.570 0.733

M_dis (Moving distance
of mouse)

0.729 0.600 0.755

M_sp (Moving speed
of mouse)

0.734 0.570 0.766

Wheel (Wheel
rolling)

0.705 0.540 0.721

E_dis (Moving distance
of gazing point)

0.735 0.550 0.721

E_sp (Moving speed
of gazing point)

0.720 0.560 0.713

Mean C: Mean Correct ratio = (TP + TN)/ALL
Mean TP: Mean True positive ratio = TP
Mean AUC: Mean Area under the ROC curve
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ratio is greatly different according to the selection 
of cut-off  value.

Detecting result of  a training data by the 
logistic model is shown in Table 5. From the 
result, we confirm the performance of  logis-
tic model of  variables selection with cut-off  
value = 20/263.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 User’s behavior in low usability pages

From variable selection result, browsing time, 
moving distance of gazing point and wheel roll-
ing are selected. The moving speed of the gazing 
point has both significantly different variances 
and means in t-Test result of Table 1. Browsing 
time and moving distance of gazing point that 
composed moving speed of the gazing point were 
selected.

We focused subject’s behavior in a low usability 
web page is shown in Fig. 2. The subject’s gazing 
point goes to various parts of  the Web page from 
Fig. 2. When focus to trajectory of  gazing point 
and mouse cursor, the subject's gazing point goes 
to various parts of  the Web page compared with 
mouse cursor. When focus to gazing point, gaz-
ing points are centered on many parts of  the Web 
page. Sampling rate of  gazing point is 10 times 
per second, however a part of  moving distance of 
gazing point is long. From the subjects, the fol-
lowing two kinds of  comment were obtained in 
the Web page.

Step2: Deleted variable is moving distance of mouse.

Variables Mean C Mean TP Mean AUC

All—M_sp 0.734 0.570 0.766
M_sp—Browse 0.738 0.610 0.774
M_sp—M_dis 0.733 0.620 0.808
M_sp—E_dis 0.716 0.550 0.755
M_sp—E_sp 0.762 0.550 0.784
M_sp—Wheel 0.728 0.580 0.758

Step3: Deleted variable is moving speed of gazing 
points.

Variables Mean C Mean TP
Mean
AUC

All—M_sp—M_dis 0.733 0.620 0.808
M_sp—M_dis—Browse 0.723 0.620 0.808
M_sp—M_dis—E_dis 0.707 0.620 0.798
M_sp—M_dis—E_sp 0.763 0.650 0.828
M_sp—M_dis—Wheel 0.727 0.630 0.806

Step4: Deleted variable is none.

Variables Mean C Mean TP
Mean
AUC

All—M_sp—
M_dis—E_sp

0.763 0.650 0.828

M_sp—M_dis—
E_sp—Browse

0.735 0.540 0.760

M_sp—M_dis—
E_sp—E_dis

0.740 0.490 0.673

M_sp—M_dis—
E_sp—Wheel

0.754 0.630 0.820

Figure 1. ROC curves in each step.

Table 4. Detection result by logistic regression.

Variables All All Selection Selection

Cut-off  value 0.5 20/263 0.5 20/263
Mean Correct

ratio
0.910 0.719 0.917 0.763

Mean TP
ratio

0.030 0.530 0.030 0.650

AUC 0.716 0.716 0.828 0.828

Table 5. Detecting result of a training data by logistic 
model.

Actual condition

Low usability
(10 pages)

Others
(121pages)

Test 
result

Low usability 7 pages 34 pages
Others 3 pages 87 pages
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“I couldn’t easily find the link which leads to the 
objective information.”

“I got lost because the menu layout is bad.”
It is difficult to discover bad layout problem on 

the web page only by centered part of gazing points. 
You have the possibility to discover bad layout pages 
from Websites using the moving speed of the gaz-
ing point for each pages. Moreover using centered 
part of  gazing points, you have the possibility to 
discover cause of bad layout from Web pages.

5.2 Advantage of applying in usability testing

Realistic approach for applying to usability test-
ing is setting of cut-off  value. From detection 

result of discriminant analysis in Table 5, setting 
of cut-off  value is important for detecting low usa-
bility pages. We set cut-off  value = 20/263 because 
we had already known the ratio of low usability 
web pages and recorded all pages from the experi-
mental result as prior probability. Since the cost 
which Web usability evaluation takes is increasing 
in software development, increasing efficiency is 
required. Before a specialist analyzes the quanti-
tative data of user’s behavior, the specialist needs 
to evaluate all Web pages which the user visited to 
discriminate low usability pages.

A specialist set cut-off  value based on limited 
cost for detecting pages with high possibility that 
usability is low. If  the time for the evaluation is 
decided, the number of pages that the specialist 
evaluates during that time is foreseeable. From 
ROC curves of Fig. 1, the specialist can detect 
low usability pages that should be evaluated using 
cut-off  value based on the number of pages. We 
analyzed the relation between detectable rate of 
low usability web pages and extracted number of 
pages. Fig. 3 shows Mathematical line based on 
logistic model of variables selection with cut-off  
value = 20/263. From the result, if  you want to 
detect 80% of A, it is necessary to evaluate 2/5 of 
all recorded pages. We expect that setting of cut-off  
value based on limited cost can lead to cut evalua-
tion costs by setting only the detected low usability 
pages as the evaluation target.

6 CONCLUSION

We experimented to investigate the relation 
between the quantitative data viewing behavior Figure 2. User’s behavior in a low usability web page.

Figure 3. Mathematical line based on logistic model.
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of users and web usability evaluation by subjects. 
We recorded 20 low usability pages include in 263 
pages subjects visited. As a result of this variable 
selection based on logistic regression, we showed 
clearly that the browsing time, the wheel roll-
ing and the moving distance of gazing points 
are effective in detecting low usability web pages. 
Logistic model of variables selection with cut-off  
value = 20/263 is highest mean TP ratio. Mean TP 
ratio is important in web usability evaluation for 
detecting low usability pages. From the results, if  
the moving speed of gazing points is high, the pos-
sibility of low usability web page is high.

These quantitative data which we evaluated are 
already used in existing usability evaluations. We 
must also clarify the behavior of a subject on a 
page with features that cannot be discriminated, to 
remove it, and to investigate higher discrimination. 
And discriminating the relevance of web search 
results using pupil size as new quantitative data 
is starting [Oliveira et al. 2009]. There might be a 
possibility that the mean TP ratio can be improved 
in addition by adding such new data.
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ABSTRACT: This study proposes a conceptual framework which has three steps to derive and 
rank usability criteria for family of products related to Instrumental/Enhanced Activity of Daily 
Living (I/EADL). The three steps include, measuring level of functional disability by a modified IADL 
scale to obtain the kind and level of disability and identify related family of products, developing an initial 
list of recognized usability factors, and conducting Focus Group Discussion (FGD) process to develop 
and rank a complete list of usability criteria for family of products to support I/EADL. The proposed 
method can be used to evaluate product usability and create a helpful link between level of usability and 
IADL scale, thereby making better decision in purchasing each family of product for older Malaysians.

Keywords: usability criteria, elderly user, Malaysia, I/EADL, FGD, family products

the ultimate evaluator of whether a product is 
satisfactory but also is in the best position to pro-
pose factors to be considered in developing evalu-
ation criteria for a specific product. Failure to 
consider such factors is likely to result in the giv-
ing up of products by elderly persons, and more 
dissatisfaction, frustration, and economic waste 
associated with such abandonment (Arthanat 
et al. 2007). In order to utilize properly family of 
products in society especially for senior citizens, 
products must be properly designed for the end 
user. One way to achieve this goal is through effec-
tive and efficient usability model.

2.1 Issues and challenges in general

As Tinker (1997) stated, it is clear that the 
differences among the older people make it diffi-
cult to generalized. Ageing affects most of physical 
and cognitive functions of this group that made 
the design of products rather challenging experi-
ence. Characteristics such as different degrees of 
disabilities and impairments (Jorge 2001) can 
make it an almost impossible task, and the vary-
ing degrees of cognitive functioning that challenge 
the ways in which to promote easy learning and 
defeat development of usable interfaces for them. 
It is evident that some elderly problems in this con-
text related to health or medical problems that are 
not fixable by any human factors interventions. 

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the ageing population is a universal fact 
touching both developed and developing countries. 
Elderly people are a distinct subgroup with special 
human factors needs wishing to continue to live 
independently. In designing products, taking into 
consideration the requirements of users with extra-
ordinary needs in daily routines would result in a 
more widely useful product. However, many new 
systems and products were rejected by older users 
because of usability problems that means older peo-
ple should be taken into account in usability study 
when designing new products and technologies.

2 BACKGROUND

Holzinger et al. (2008) claimed that increasing 
diversity of elderly populations, both culturally 
and educationally, requires the development of 
a specific set of criteria. They studied two differ-
ent aspects of usability for the elderly; passive and 
active interaction in area of information technol-
ogy. The second category, which referred as active 
technology, required not only the established 
standard but also those usability criteria which 
applied to individuals with special needs.

In this way the consumer-older person who 
uses a product for a long time-not only must be 
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However, as pointed out by Hawthorn (2000) it 
is also important to remember that some older 
people have just minor disabilities. Although, by 
applying a “Dynamic Diversity” approach (Gregor 
et al. 2002) technology development focuses both 
on differences between individuals and on varia-
tions within the same individual according to the 
user’s ageing process. In reality, it is rarely possible 
to collect all criteria to design a product that satis-
fies all intercultural groups.

2.2 Special issues for older Malaysians

Malaysia is characterized by a multi-racial, multi-
religious, multi-cultural and multi-ethnic popula-
tion. The majority of Malaysia’s people consist 
of Malays and other Bumiputera groups make up 
65% of the population, Chinese 26%, Indians 8% 
and other unlisted ethnic groups 1% (Department 
of Statistics, 2000). Although English is widely 
used in Malaysia, the percentage of elderly people 
who can use English is lower in rural areas. So, they 
cannot use many technologies such as websites and 
computer application because of incompetency in 
the English language.

Syariffanor (2006) has pointed out cultural 
lifestyle has significant influence to the level of 
acceptance and using technology among the multi-
racial communities in Malaysia, for example, some 
people may not use the appliance at all in rural area 
but some in urban use extensively. The differences 
in cultural lifestyle also influence their social activ-
ities. For instance, Chinese elderly people like to 
join senior citizens’ clubs to socialize while Malays 
elderly people, especially those who live in rural 
area, participate in community activities and reli-
gious activities organised by the mosques in their 
residential area.

Ismail et al. (2001) have pointed out the major-
ity of elderly Malaysians lose their main source of 
income once they retire. On average, Malaysian 
retirees feel the amount they receive is not suffi-
cient to cover their household expenses. Retirees 
in central Peninsular Malaysia tend to be better 
off  while unskilled workers and low income peo-
ple have a lower pension than average. The differ-
ence between high and low incomes is quite big, 
for instance, the high income retirees have four 
times more retirement income than those with a 
low income (AXA Retirement Scope 2008). Thus, 
product use could be affected due to the income 
amount, namely high income group can use more 
appliances while poor people use less.

Malaysian elderly do not have much educational 
achievement (Department of Statistics 1991) 
due to the limited educational facilities, which is 
explained by the economic development of the 
nation in the early decades of the 20th century. 

According to 1991 censes, 63% of the elderly 
received no schooling at all. However, this repre-
sents an improvement in comparison to 1970 and 
1980, in which the percentage of those with no 
education was 75 and 73%, respectively. However, 
future cohorts of elderly will be more educated due 
to education became widely available. Among the 
three major groups, the Indian senior citizens were 
better educated compared to the other two ethnic 
groups. About half  of the Indians had received 
some education compared to 34% for Bumiputeras 
and 42% for Chinese (Ong 2001).

3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Conceptual framework exposes features or require-
ments that need to be represented in a model. 
Based on the issues above, we developed a con-
ceptual framework (Fig. 1). In the next sub sec-
tion we outline the main components of proposed 
framework.

Ranking Scale
Model

Product View
Interaction View
Elderly View

Usability Criteria
Assessment

Adopted I/EADL for
Malaysian Elderly 

Determine Family of Products
(I/EADL Supporters) 

Communication
Family (Phone, 

Hand Phone, …) 

Preparing 
Meals Family

(Rice Cooker, …) 

FGD Process

Comprehensive List of
Characteristics affecting usability 

Criteria for
Communication Products 

Criteria for Preparing
Meals Products

Build up ANP Model  (6 Steps)

I/EADL family Product Classification 
(Poor, Good, High Usability)

Expert Assessment

Figure 1. Conceptual framework and links between 
components.
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3.1 Criteria for recruiting participants

Due to wide diversity in characteristics of older 
Malaysians, they must be picked with care to illus-
trate those characteristics which the researchers 
believe important. As pointed out by Hardy et al. 
(2002) elderly have a fundamental distrust and a 
very limited understanding of the underlying tech-
nical concepts, leading a reluctance to experiment. 
Besides, age related factors can also make inaccu-
rate self-reporting questionnaires (Park 2000).

In this study, a total of 50 elderly aged 60 to 74 
years able body from three main ethnic groups 
(Malay, Chinese and Indian) are recruited purpo-
sively on a voluntary basis. The elderly people who 
are uncommunicative or unwilling to join to study 
are excluded.

3.2 Adopted IADL

To guarantee independent living for elderly people 
we need to go beyond IADL. We derived list of 
common daily activities and family of products 
concerning especially adopted I/EADL with the 
culture and life-style of elderly Malaysians. There 
are two definite categories of instrument for elderly 
people. For each category, different usability crite-
ria must be considered. The first category deals with 
mostly automatic instruments, basically applicable 
for care givers. This category can be called passive 
instruments. The second category, which we focus 
on, needs the active interaction of the elderly as end 
users. This second category is called active instru-
ments. The established standards and taking into 
account needs and opinions of the elderly to define 
special usability criteria for active instruments will 
enable them to continue more independent for a 
longer time along with more quality in life.

3.3 Initial list of usability criteria

Generally, extended criteria are needed for the 
elderly due to their health impairments such as low 
vision, poor hearing, difficulty with hand tasks, 
memory difficulties/learning disability, or general 
weakness compare to normal users. The more 
important criteria in the aforementioned back-
ground are as follows:

– Safety, which concerns whether a product 
limits the risk of harm to elderly users while 
interaction;

– Readability, ease with which visual content can 
be understood;

– Learnability, the extent to which the consumer, 
upon initially receiving the product, can easily 
learn to use it and can start using it within a rea-
sonable period of time once assembled, includ-
ing whether specialized training is required;

– Minimal action, capability of the product to 
help users achieve their goal in a minimum 
number of steps;

– Minimal memory load, whether a user is 
required to keep minimal amount information 
in mind in order to achieve a specified goal 
(Lin et al. 1997);

– Trustworthiness, which means the faithfulness 
that a product offers to its users.

Moreover, the data required to collect extended 
criteria for Malaysian elderly due to the cultural 
diversity. Because, users differ across regional, 
their expectations of each family product make 
them behave primarily by their local cultural per-
spectives. Consequently, user reactions become 
more predictable and understandable when the 
user’s cultural perspective is taken into account 
(Barber 1998).

3.4 FGD

Focus groups are an effective and relatively 
inexpensive way to achieve people’s perceptions 
and attitudes about any particular product or con-
cept. In this case, there is no direct interaction with 
the product. All the data from a focus group are in 
the form of self-reported metrics.

To get more reliable data, selected participants 
are divided in six FGDs consisting of two Malay 
groups (Male and Female), two Chinese groups, 
and two Indian groups, based on more common 
disabilities by the modified IADL scale. The study 
continue with related family products in each panel. 
All FGDs are conducted by a moderator depending 
on the ethnicity and assisted by two note-takers. It 
is evident that focus groups are ideal in examining 
the cultural perspective of participants.

In each focus group, representative partici-
pants regarding their experiences and challenges 
describe products that they have used to support 
daily activities.

The FGD is only a feedback to the question-
naire and still we need to rank the usability criteria 
using ANP Model.

3.5 ANP model

ANP models have two parts: the first is a control 
hierarchy or network of objectives and criteria that 
control the interactions in the system under study; 
the second are the many sub-networks of influ-
ences among the elements and clusters of the prob-
lem, one for each control criterion. The criteria 
obtained in previous part will be the foundation of 
the ANP analysis method. The second part adopts 
proper key criteria through experts’ questionnaires 
as the major basis for constructing ANP model. 
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In summary, following steps will be conducted to 
build up ANP model:

Step 1: Construction of the network hierarchy;
Step 2:  Questionnaire surveys and expert preference;
Step 3:  Establishment of pairwise comparison 

matrixes;
Step 4: Consistency test;
Step 5: Computations of super matrixes;
Step 6:  Selection of most optimal options; and to 

determine which usability criteria contrib-
ute more in decision making regarding the 
best product selection.

The power of the Analytic Network Process 
(ANP) lies in its use of ratio scales to capture all 
kinds of interactions and make accurate predic-
tions, and, even further, to make better decisions. 
So far, it has proven itself  to be a success when 
expert knowledge is used with it to predict sports 
outcomes, economic turns, business, social and 
political decision outcomes (Saaty 2006).

4 CONCLUSION

There are a lot of factors affecting usability of 
product. This paper proposed a conceptual frame-
work for identifying a set of classified usability 
criteria for each family of products related to 
I/EADL. Applying ranking method such as ANP 
for each set of usability criteria would be helpful 
for manufactures to design product more usable 
and acceptable by the elderly.
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Design better user experience for PPE: Thinking and recommendations
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ABSTRACT: It is well known that Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) should not just design to be 
functional but also should be proactively designed to be comfortable, fit and providing better user experi-
ence to meet the needs of variety of users. In this paper, we have attempted to summarize and share some 
findings and insights on key aspects of PPE user experience. Some typical examples of problems and 
interesting findings of using Personal Protective Equipment were revealed from our product evaluation 
studies and design practices. In addition, we further discussed our suggestions and recommendations on 
these key user experience aspects. The findings and recommendations disclosed in this paper are not only 
limited to the product type, but also applicable to many other products.

Keywords: PPE, user experience, comfort, fit

2 TYPICAL PPE USER EXPERIENCE 
ISSUES AND SUGGESTIONS

2.1 Defining target user

Various characteristics of the target user, e.g., race, 
age, sex, body profile, will determine many of the 
properties of the products. For instance, Lili Du 
and Ziqing Zhuang (2008) found Chinese civilian 
adults have shorter face length and nose protru-
sion and larger face width and lip length compared 
to American, which means a face piece respiratory 
mask which fits Caucasian may not be suitable for 
Chinese. This kind of knowledge should be gained 
before design begins and needs to be kept in mind 
during whole development process.

Suggestion: An early step of any design is to find 
out who you are designing the product for. Under-
standing your end users and their characteristics 
is crucial as it can make a huge impact on designs. 
User studies and voice of customer studies are sug-
gested to be carried out to know more and deeper 
about your target users. To better formulate these 
understandings, and carry the knowledge and 
information further for design and development, 
you can create the user personas. Persona is an 
archetype of a user and is described in terms of 
needs, goals and tasks (Kari et al. 2004). In this 
way it gives the ‘precision’ required in design work. 
In most cases, personas are synthesized from data 
collected from interviews with users. For each 
major user group it is better to develop a separate 
persona.

1 INSTRUCTION

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), which includes 
variety of devices and garments such as gloves, 
hard hat, goggles, vest, earplugs and respirators, is 
designed to protect employees from serious work-
place injuries or illnesses resulting from contact with 
chemical, radiological, physical, electrical, mechani-
cal, or other workplace hazards (OSHA, 2002).

There is a growing awareness that the products 
should not just design to be functional, meeting 
safety standard, but also should be designed to be 
comfortable, fit and providing better user experi-
ence by meeting the various local needs. Also as 
Abeysekera (1992) reported, needs related to user 
experience of PPE contain: 1) control of addi-
tional physiological loads, 2) thermal comfort, 
3) well-fitting and adjustable, 4) minimum the 
interference of sensations, 5) freedom for move-
ment, 6) maintain work performance, 7) wearing 
more than one PPE, 8) ease for putting on and tak-
ing off, and 9) good aesthetics design. To design 
for better user experience, it is critical to know 
the common issues that users may be facing while 
using PPE and its implications. In this paper, with 
the intention of sharing some findings and insights 
on designing better user experience, some typical 
examples of problems and interesting findings of 
using Personal Protective Equipment were revealed 
and discussed from our product evaluation stud-
ies and design practices. In addition, we have dis-
cussed our suggestions and recommendations on 
these key user experience aspects.
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2.2 Ill-fitting

Ill-fitting PPE is a common issue—either too tight 
or too loose. Some products are too loose for some 
populations, e.g., Chinese. Imagine a kid is trying 
to put adult’s clothes on—everything is way too big 
and too loose. This problem is very easy to under-
stand since there is obvious body profile differ-
ence between different populations, e.g., Asian vs. 
Caucasian. Yang and Shen (2008) reported both 
Chinese genders (270 males and 191 females) had a 
significantly smaller anthropometric value of facial 
width than those of American.

Fit properly means neither too tight nor too 
loose.

Taking gloves for example, gloves should be 
the right size, and fit comfortably—too tight may 
increase the load on the hand and will result in 
fatigue and loss of motion range, while too loose 
will loose dexterity and impede work. Another 
example is footwear. When shoes are too tight, 
they will cause feet swelling, pain and discomfort. 
When they fit loosely, they will cause slip, blisters. 
Both situations will make the footwear cumber-
some and potentially cause injury beyond design 
intention.

Suggestion: Design for fit which means the PPE 
product should not impose any obstruction to the 
user in the execution of their tasks, nor discount the 
product's performance, and without any additional 
risks being generated (Adalbert Pasternack, 2001). 
To achieve this goal, anthropometric data need to 
be leveraged and well considered during design and 
development. The relevant publications and data-
bases need to be consulted to ensure the correct 
critical dimensions. In addition, anthropometric 
data cannot always be applied directly to the design 
of the products. Further calculation and certain 
level of adaptation are usually needed, supported 
by generally applicable measurement methods.

2.3 Incorrect position

Another problem which is closely associated with 
fit is sometimes key components do not sit on the 
right position of users’ body even though the over-
all size of the products is snuggly fit. One of the 
typical examples of incorrect positioning is the 
matching between the supporting area and relative 
body area. In the case of waist mounted product 
like Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR), 
the waist support of some products sit lower than 
participants’ waist. If  the waist support is not at 
the correct position, it won’t achieve the design 
intention—to evenly distribute the load around the 
waist and provide more comfort. Another typical 
example is some key safety components like back 
D-rings for harness were much lower than the 

standard position, which could cause great danger 
due to safety standards (shown in Figure 1).

Suggestion: To modify the product size to fit 
another population by simply scaling up and down 
all dimensions or total size of a product as a whole 
could result in some awkward issues, e.g., positions 
of some key components may be moved to a wrong 
place. To avoid this issue, it is suggested to define 
the reference points first before starting modifying 
the size of the product. Usually these points will 
be in related to body measurement landmarks (key 
body features, bones or bone joints).

2.4 Poor fit effectiveness

Fit effectiveness means that the desired population is 
accommodated without wasted sizes or wasted accom-
modation regions (Robinette, Kathleen M. 2007). 
Sometimes, strap lengths for a PPE product could be 
way too long for some users or populations, which 
lead to the excessive straps swinging around, shown 
in Figure 2. Even if belt keeper was provided by 
some products, the excessive straps could be still way 
too long to be managed well.

Suggestion: Fit mapping to target anthropo-
metric data usually can also help to exam the fit 
effectiveness. To achieve good fit effectiveness, 
wasted sizes or adjustment ranges need to be 
dropped. Further providing different sizes of a 
product is another common way to improve the fit 
effectiveness.

2.5 Comfort

There are many factors that will contribute to 
discomfort. One typical and simple example is the 

Figure 1. Incorrect position of back D-ring.
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Figure 2. Poor fit effectiveness of waist belt.

Figure 3. Ordered electricity distribution pole and cha-
otic electricity distribution pole.

weight and weight distribution. There might be 
differences between westerners and Asians in terms 
of comfort criteria, such as acceptable weight as 
we mentioned acceptable pressure distribution, 
smell, comfortable thermal-humid ranges etc. For 
example, Swei-Pi Wu (1997) reported the average 
Maximum Acceptable Weight of Lift (MAWL) 
values of Chinese subjects were smaller than those 
of occidental subjects.

Suggestion: Discomfort does not only affect the 
performance and decrease the productivity, but 
also create hazards greater than the original haz-
ards which the PPE is expected to protect the user 
(Akbar-Khanzadeh and Bisesi, 1995; Roughton 
and Mercurio, 2002). Therefore, great attention 
should be paid to comfort aspect in the design and 
development process. To design comfortable prod-
ucts needs to fully understand the comfort crite-
ria of target population and then design to meet 
these criteria. In addition, various assessments 
and evaluations can be conducted iteratively dur-
ing the whole development process to identify and 
address discomfort issues and eventually guarantee 
a comfortable product.

2.6 Context of use

As far as the conditions of workplace are 
considered, the required solution may be totally 
different from one region to another. Consider-
ing the usage environment can be much different 
among regions, some issues and risks mentioned 
above may cause even bigger potential impact and 
dangers for example, the electricity power distri-
bution pole in some areas can be very chaos with 
many things here and there (as shown in Figure 3); 
in this case the excessive straps swing around may 
cause more potential danger. Furthermore, Users 
from some regions like China usually wearing lots 

of other accessories since one person usually will 
perform multiple tasks in field, which will even 
increase the potential risks.

Suggestion: Before the product development 
process starts, it is of extreme importance to fully 
understand the context of use i.e., the type of 
activity, the conditions and risks prevailing at the 
workplace. As defined by the standard (ISO 1997): 
the Context of Use consists of the users, tasks and 
equipment (hardware, software and materials), 
and the physical and social environments in which 
a product is used.

The analysis of the Context of Use will 1) Pro-
vides an understanding of the circumstances in 
which a product will be used. 2) Helps to identify 
user requirements for a product. 3) Helps address 
issues associated with product usability. 4) Pro-
vides contextual validity of evaluation findings 
(Martin Maguire 2001). To provide products that 
can work well with given context usually needs in-
depth user studies and field research. When these 
have been conducted, some innovative and unique 
solutions may just come along the way.

3 SUMMARY

The aforementioned findings are just typical 
observations extracted and derived from PPE 
product evaluation studies and design practices. 
In the design and development process, it is criti-
cal to identify and solve these issues with right 
approaches. Viewing these problems individually 
could not ensure the designed products have satis-
fied user experience. It is suggested that the prod-
uct manufacturer must have taken these aspects 
(comfort, fit and user experience) into account and 
incorporated them into the product design process 
systematically—e.g., set the user experience target, 
define related activities, control and measure to 
finally meet the initial goal.

To summarize, this paper introduced some typi-
cal examples of problems and interesting findings 
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of using Personal Protective Equipment derived 
from our product evaluation studies and design 
practices. In addition, we have discussed our sug-
gestions and recommendations on these key user 
experience aspects. The findings and recommenda-
tions disclosed in this paper are not only limited to 
the product type but also applicable to many other 
products especially in close relation to human body 
size and fit.
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A literature survey of conceptualizing user experience

Wonkyu Park, Sung H. Han, Jaehyun Park, Hyun K. Kim, Yong S. Park,
Youngseok Cho, Jaemin Chun & Seunghwan Oh
Pohang University of Science and Technology, Pohang, Kyungbuk, South Korea

ABSTRACT: In recent years, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers have been interested 
in User Experience (UX). UX is briefly defined as all kinds of experiences gained when users interact 
with products/services, but it is difficult to find a specific definition that is widely accepted in HCI area. 
We conducted a comprehensive literature review to define UX concept concretely. A total of 247 litera-
tures were collected from various sources. As a result, several attributes of UX were identified. The UX 
keeps changing as time goes by, and it covers affect and user value as well as usability. Also, several factors 
such as users’ internal states, products’ characteristics and environmental context around users influence 
the UX.

Keywords: user experience, literature survey, concept of UX, element of UX, trend of UX study

computer science, information engineering, 
quality engineering, design, marketing, and busi-
ness administration. This literature was collected 
from journals, proceedings, dissertations, maga-
zines, reports, news, books and web articles. 
Several keywords were used to retrieve data on the 
web. The keywords were user experience, usabil-
ity, ease of use, user interface, affect engineering, 
human-computer interaction, human-machine 
interaction, technology acceptance model, brand 
image, brand equity and product life cycle.

A total of 274 articles were collected at the 
beginning. Most articles were proceedings papers 
(101) and journal papers (66).

2.2 Selection of literature

There were too many articles to summarize them. 
Furthermore, most didn’t have detailed informa-
tion about UX concepts. Thus, we selected only 
those which have concrete contents related to defi-
nitions, components and methods of UX. They 
were categorized into three groups: high, moderate 
and low usefulness. Only 38 of the 274 papers were 
considered to have high usefulness, while 89 had 
moderate usefulness.

2.3 Analysis of literature

We collected detailed information for the 127 
papers rated as high and moderate. The infor-
mation collected was author, publication year, 
nationality of institute, UX definition, UX com-
ponents, UX measurement methods, institution 

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Human-Computer Interaction 
(HCI) researchers have been interested in User 
Experience (UX) (Law et al. 2009, Norman et al. 
1995). The international organization for stand-
ardization (ISO 2009) defines UX as ‘the over-
arching experience a person has as a result of their 
interactions with a particular product or service, 
its delivery, and related artifacts, according to their 
design’. The user experience includes all the users’ 
emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, physi-
cal and psychological responses, behaviors and 
accomplishments that occur before, during and 
after use. This concept has been popularly studied 
from different perspectives: marketing, branding, 
visual design, and usability, but the exact defini-
tion, framework, and elements of user experience 
are still evolving (Wikipedia 2010b).

In this study, we conducted a comprehen-
sive literature review to analyze the trend of UX 
research and define the concept of UX concretely. 
Since there are many different concepts in various 
research fields, for example in HCI, psychology, 
marketing and business administration, those con-
cepts should be integrated.

2 LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Collection of literature

The literature investigating research trends 
and definitions of UX covers various research 
fields such as ergonomics, cognitive psychology, 
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type (e.g., university or company), and literature 
type (e.g., dissertation, proceeding paper or jour-
nal article). In addition, the major field of study, 
affiliation and nationality of authors were also 
investigated.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Research trends of UX

3.1.1 Publication year
As shown in Figure 1, more and more studies have 
been published since 2000. In particular, UX stud-
ies increased dramatically after 2006. Since we just 
collected literature which helps to conceptualize 
UX, more studies would be related to UX besides 
these.

3.1.2 Institution
UX research has been conducted at universities, by 
industry and through industry-universities coop-
eration. Most literature came from universities. 
There were 81 articles from universities, 25 articles 
from industry, and 16 from industry-universities. 
In addition, 5 articles came from others, like a gov-
ernment institution, research center or educational 
institution.

Nokia (9), IBM (6), University of Art and Design 
Helsinki, University of Oulu, Delft University of 
technology were the top institutions for UX study. 
Nokia, IBM, Google and Intel published about 
84% literature among industry, so other companies 
are thought to be weak at UX study.

3.1.3 Region
Most literature has been published in North 
America (56) and Europe (47). Only 13 articles from 
Asia were collected. In North America, both USA 
and Canada actively studied UX. In Europe, Fin-
land, Germany, England, Netherland and France 
were the main countries. In Asia, most research was 
conducted in Korea, China, Singapore and Japan.

The distribution of institution type in each 
region is showed in Figure 2. The ratio of industry 

is high in the North America compared with the 
other regions, since there are many consulting 
firms and IT companies in North America. The 
higher ratio of industry-universities cooperation in 
Europe is primarily due to collaborative research 
by Nokia and universities in Finland.

3.1.4 A major field of study
In order to analyze authors’ major field of 
study, we conducted an additional survey of 
the 240 authors. First, we classified research 
domains into six major fields such as ergonom-
ics (including HCI and industrial engineering), 
design (including industrial design and interface 
design), computer science, information engineer-
ing, psychology and business administration 
(including marketing and advertising). As shown 
in Figure 3, the major fields of  authors were dis-
tributed evenly. Business administration was the 
most popular in UX study because it includes 
various other fields such as a marketing, adver-
tising and economics. Psychology was relatively 
rare, and psychologists mainly studied about 
technology acceptance models while economists 
studied about brand equity.

As shown in Figure 4, the ratio of authors’ 
background varied in each region. The ratio of 
business administration and psychology was high 
in the North America, but the ratio of ergonom-
ics and design was high in the Asia. On the other 
hand, there was no particular characteristic in the 
Europe.

3.2 Concepts of UX

Various concepts of UX have been defined by 
many researchers (Law et al. 2009, Roto 2006). 
They suggested different concepts based on their 
backgrounds. The typical concepts are as follows.

Level of UX changes continuously as time goes 
by (Karapanos et al. 2009). That is, users’ percep-
tions of products/services are dependent on phases 
of product experience. Hassenzahl & Tractinsky 
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(2006) defined the UX as ‘a consequence of a user’s 
internal state, the characteristics of the designed 
system and the context within which the interac-
tion occurs’. Hekkert (2006) noted that the prod-
uct experience includes ‘the degree to which all 
our senses are gratified (aesthetic experience), the 
meanings we attach to the product (experience of 
meaning) and the feelings and emotions that are 
elicited (emotional experience)’. Marcus (2006) 
found that experience covers ‘all stakeholder 
touch-points such as the places where a buyer, cus-
tomer, user, learner, expert, advocate, staff  mem-
ber, journalist, or investor comes into contact with 
the product or service, or its sponsoring company/
organization’. Rust et al. (2004) didn’t mentioned 
UX directly, but they found that the brand equity 
of products has a critical effect on customer equity. 
Not only the brand equity, but also value equity and 
relationship equity influence the customer value. 
Arhippainen & Tähti (2003) focused on particular 
conditions, consisting of social factors, cultural 
factors and context of use. Finally, Mäkelä & Suri 
(2001) pointed out that the UX is ‘a result of a 
motivated action in a certain context’. Also, at a 
point of time, the user’s previous experiences and 
expectations influence the present experience, and 
the present experience leads to more experiences 
and modified expectations.

4 DISCUSSION

A variety of different concepts were integrated and 
key attributes were identified to specify UX. At 
first, we defined the scope of the experiences, and 
then came up with elements that consisting UX.

4.1 Scope of UX

Experiences are organized in a hierarchical struc-
ture composed of three levels of user interactions. 
As present in Figure 5, these are experience, brand 
experience and product/service experience.

The highest level experience, includes the other 
levels (Law et al. 2009). The experience consists 
of  knowledge of, skill in, or observation of  some-
thing or event (Wikipedia 2010a). This can occur 
without direct interactions with products. For 
example, communicating with friends, religious 
activity, exercising and making a cup of  coffee are 
kinds of  experiences (Forlizzi & Ford 2000).

Brand experience means all kinds of  experi-
ences gained when users contact a particular 
brand. A brand can be separated into corporate, 
family and individual brands (Farquhar et al. 
1992). For example, Microsoft is a corporate 
brand, Windows is a family brand and Windows 
7 is an individual brand. Law et al. (2009) said 
that it includes interactions with a product/serv-
ice having a brand, other products/services of  the 
brand and company itself. All the brand experi-
ences occur whether users interact with products/
services directly or not, because this can be gained 
by contacting the corporation itself, mass media 
or other users. For example, corporations give 
customers a good brand image through frequently 
showing advertisements about their ethics. Thus, 
customer’s brand experiences are usually influ-
enced by the product/service experience, loyalty, 
brand awareness, attitude to brand or brand ethics 
(Aaker 1994, Keller & Lehmann 2006, Krishnan & 
Hartline 2001, Yoo & Donthu 2001).
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Product/service experience is gained when users 
interact with a product/service or its group. This 
experience is expressed in three different ways: 
how easy it is to use, how good it makes user 
feel and how much it improves customer’s value 
(Davis & Wiedenbeck 2001, Desmet & Hekkert 
2007, Hassenzahl 2001, Hekkert 2006, Karapanos 
et al. 2009, Marcus 2006, Roto 2006, Yamazaki & 
Furuta 2007). Also, most researchers supposed 
that UX comes from interactions between user 
and a product/service (Arhippainen & Tähti 2003, 
Hassenzahl & Tractinsky 2006, Hiltunen et al. 
2002, Mäkelä & Fulton Suri 2001, Marcus 2006, 
Roto 2006, Yamazaki & Furuta), so this level of 
experience can be considered UX.

4.2 Elements of UX

There are three elements in the UX (those are 
performance, affect and user value). First, per-
formance is the extent to which customers are 
able to use products/services effectively and effi-
ciently (Hiltunen et al. 2002, Yamazaki & Furuta 
2007). Since it focuses on the functionality of the 
product/service, it can easily be evaluated. The 
literature survey shows performance has usually 
been studied in ergonomics, design and informa-
tion engineering.

Secondly, affect is user’s subjective satisfaction 
or feelings about the product’s aesthetic such as the 
appearance of interface and kindness of service 
(Agarwal & Meyer 2009). Many affective engineer-
ing researchers have studied it (Desmet & Hekkert 
2007, Hassenzahl 2001).

Finally, user value is all kinds of values that 
users have when they use a product/service (Rust 
et al. 2004). Since the user value contains a lot of 
sub-elements, there is no systematic method to 
evaluate it yet. However, it is an important element 
as a key criterion to divide UX from the usability 
concept (Hoeffler & Keller 2002, Rust et al. 2004). 
Sub-elements of the user value include sense of 
superiority, trust on products and self-fulfillment 
(Hartmann 2006, Karat et al. 2003, Kim & Moon 
1998, Swallow et al. 2005).

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we collected relevant literature and 
analyzed it to define the concepts and elements of 
UX. At first, 247 articles were collected from vari-
ous sources, and then 127 important articles were 
selected for detailed analysis. Many studies have 
been conducted in different institutions, regions 
and fields. We could integrate various aspects of 
UX and summarized key attributes considered by 
many researchers. In Particular, UX was composed 

of three specific elements: usability, affect and user 
value.

This study contributes toward conceptualizing 
UX definition specifically. It is expected that prod-
uct/service designers will enhance UX level by con-
sidering the elements of UX in detail. For future 
work, the UX scope and elements should be veri-
fied, and a user survey would be a good way to do.
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An in-depth interview for conceptualizing user experience 
in the Korean mobile phone industry
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ABSTRACT: Many studies related to User Experience (UX) have been conducted over the past few 
years. However, a consensual definition of UX has yet to be developed. In this study, an in-depth inter-
view was conducted with experts in the Korean mobile phone industry in an effort to conceptualize the 
typical user experience in this industry. The study gathered various opinions regarding the UX concept 
from industry experts and integrated different UX definitions from previous research to reflect the views 
of the industry. Korean mobile manufacturing companies, mobile communications companies, and inter-
net service companies were the targets of the interview in this study. Additionally, several questions which 
were controversial in the previous studies were posed so that the interviews would be more in-depth. As a 
result of this study, UX is conceptualized by collecting opinions of experts and by integrating the perspec-
tives of industry and academia.

Keywords: user experience, in-depth interview, conceptualization of ux

that deal with a concrete scope, object and element 
of UX have taken place. Moreover, academia 
and industry have different perspectives on UX 
(Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila et al. 2008). The aca-
demic research focuses on UX theories, models 
and frameworks while the industrial research 
focuses on how UX can be applied practically in 
the product development stage. However, many 
UX studies have been conducted from the perspec-
tive of academia, while relatively few come from 
industry.

This study conducted in-depth interviews with 
UX experts who work for the Korean mobile 
phone industry. The interview results were used to 
integrate views of academia and industry regard-
ing UX concepts and to investigate applications of 
UX in the existing Korean mobile companies.

2 THE IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW 
PROCEDURE

2.1 Selecting the interviewee

The in-depth interviews were conducted with UX 
experts from the Korean mobile phone industry.

The mobile phone industry area was selected in 
that it is the most active industry of UX research. 
It is also considered as an important factor that 
organizations related to UX exist in most Korean 
mobile phone companies and that the companies 

1 INTRODUCTION

User experience refers to the various experiences 
that a person can have when he/she interacts with 
a product (Alben 1996, Arhippainen & Tähti 2003, 
Desmet & Hekkerrt 2007). Over the last decade, 
UX concepts have been widely studied in diverse 
domains such as human-computer interaction, 
industrial design and computer science engineer-
ing (Law et al. 2009). However, the concept of 
UX remains a controversial issue, with different 
opinions regarding its definition and viewpoints 
(Law et al. 2008).

Many recent UX studies have focused on 
defining and understanding the UX concept. 
Mäkelä & Fulton Suri (2001) focused on the 
time aspect of UX. They posited that previous 
experience affects current experience and that 
current experience affects future experience again. 
Hassenzahl & Tractinsky (2006) classify UX con-
cept in terms of specific perspectives and discuss 
an integrated UX concept. UX is the result of a 
user’s internal state and characteristics of the sys-
tem in the context where interaction occurs. Law 
et al. (2009) survey several researchers and practi-
tioners to analyze the UX concept. In this process, 
various definitions of UX from earlier studies were 
classified into five categories and the types of pref-
erences were surveyed.

The UX definition was analyzed from inte-
grated views in previous research, but few studies 
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actually carry out tasks relevant to UX through 
these organizations. By collecting expert opinions 
at the actual work-site, this research focuses on 
supplementing the previous body of research as 
regards the definition of UX through a literature 
survey and attempts to understand the practical 
use of the UX concept in industry

2.2 Organization of the questionnaire

A detailed questionnaire was prepared to conduct 
in-depth interviews with UX experts at their actual 
work-site. It consisted of three parts: an expla-
nation of the UX concept, a collection of expert 
opinions, and the application and perception of 
UX in the company. In the explanation section, 
various definitions of UX concepts were intro-
duced by summarizing the findings of previous 
related research. In the expert opinion section, 
fifteen questions which are controversial topics in 
the current UX research were asked. The questions 
were related to the definitions, scopes, elements and 
measurements of UX (shown in Table 1). Lastly, in 
the application and perception part, information 
about the companies’ perception and application 
of UX was collected in the form of seven open-
ended questions.

Additionally, in the expert opinion section, thir-
teen out of fifteen questions were implemented 
as a quantitative evaluation. The interviewees 
were asked to indicate a degree of agreement to 
the hypotheses on a five-point scale (1: totally 

disagree, 2: partly disagree, 3: neither agree nor 
disagree, 4: partly agree, 5: totally agree). For 
example, with the first hypothesis that ‘service 
experience as well as product experience belongs to 
UX’, an interviewee should give 1 point if  he or she 
strongly disagreed with this hypothesis. They were 
also given the opportunity to present reasons why 
they had each opinion.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
OF IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW

3.1 Participants

Fourteen workers participated in the interviews. 
The interviewees worked for eight different compa-
nies, including cell-phone manufacturing, mobile 
telecommunication and internet service companies. 
They were industry experts who dealt with tasks 
related to the user interface or to UX in the com-
pany. The various opinions from industry experts 
were reflected in the result by the casting of one to 
two experts from each company.

On average, the interviewees worked for six years 
(SD = 2.93) in their UX-related field. They had a 
diverse education background. Six interviewees 
were originally educated in the field of industrial 
engineering; four had an education in design, one 
in computer science, one in cognitive engineer-
ing, and two in other areas. Moreover, most had 
a master’s degree or higher. Three interviewees 

Table 1. Interview questions and quantified results.

Interview questions (13 hypotheses and 2 open-ended questions) Avg.* Std.* 95 CI*

UX definitions and scopes (Q1)
Q1-1. Service experience as well as product experience belongs to UX 4.79 0.43 4.56∼5
Q1-2. The user can gain UX without interacting with a product 3.21 1.42 2.47∼3.96
Q1-3. A nonprofit product brings UX 4.86 0.36 4.67∼5
Q1-4. UX occurs due to the user’s relationship with a corporation 4.21 0.89 3.75∼4.68
Q1-5. UX exists before the actual use of a product 4.14 1.03 3.60∼4.68
Q1-6. Promotional activities before a product launch bring UX 3.79 1.37 3.07∼4.50

UX elements (Q2)
Q2-1. Usability of a product and user’s affect influence UX 4.79 0.43 4.56∼5
Q2-2. The user’s subjective value toward a product influences UX 4.50 0.65 4.16∼4.84
Q2-3. Information given by other users influences UX 3.93 1.00 3.41∼4.45
Q2-4. Previous experience with similar products influences UX 4.79 0.43 4.56∼5
Q2-5. Culture background of the user influences UX 4.86 0.36 4.67∼5
Q2-6. The three most important factors influencing UX (Open-ended) – – –

UX measurements (Q3)
Q3-1. UX is possible to be quantified numerically 2.64 0.93 2.16∼3.13
Q3-2. The long term UX is more important than temporary feelings 2.86 1.70 1.96∼3.75
Q3-3. Measurement method for ‘Q2-6’ (Open-ended) – – –

* Avg., Std., and 95 CI mean average, standard deviation, and 95% confi dence interval.
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had a bachelor’s degree, nine had a master’s degree, 
and two held a doctorate.

3.2 The definition on UX

UX remains a controversial topic, and many 
researchers hold different opinions about the scope 
and elements of UX. In-depth interviews were 
conducted here to gather views on UX from an 
industry perspective. Specifically, the results were 
analyzed in terms of five aspects: service experi-
ence, brand experience, UX lifecycle, UX elements, 
and a quantification of UX. Table 1 shows the 
fifteen hypotheses for the quantitative and the 
qualitative analyses.

First, in terms of the service experience, most 
experts considered that UX can be formed using 
both services and products (Q1-1 in Table 1). Sev-
eral studies which consider services as the object 
of UX support this result (Roto 2006, Shedroff 
online, UPA 2006).

Second, many experts agreed on the fact that 
UX can occur with the product brand (Q1-4 in 
Table 1). From the interview, some experts reported 
that factors such as brand image and brand phi-
losophy can have a direct impact on UX or can 
build a desire for a purchase. On the other hand, 
there was an opinion that experience that does not 
come from products or services are out of the UX 
scope. This was also mentioned in prior studies 
(Karapanos et al. 2009, Law et al. 2009). By putting 
all of the ideas together here, it is proposed that the 
UX scope should be limited to the product/service 
experience and that the impact of the brand should 
be considered while analyzing and evaluating UX.

Third, the interviewees stressed that UX can 
occur throughout the entire product/service life-
cycle and that the product lifecycle covers the 
awareness of the product as well (Q1-5 in Table 1). 
Moreover, there was a lack of consensus regard-
ing the hypothesis that UX can occur before the 
launch of a new product (Q1-6 in Table 1). Inter-
viewees reported that a UX evaluation before the 
actual use of a product is not reliable because the 
company has a tendency to show what they want 
to emphasize. Hence, consideration of the prod-
uct lifecycle aspect of UX is necessary in a future 
study. Many previous researchers remarked on the 
temporal aspect of UX as well (Karapanos et al. 
2009, Yamazaki & Furuta 2007).

Fourth, many researchers had a skeptical 
response to the quantification of UX (Q31 in 
Table 1). They reported it is difficult to integrate 
many dimensions of UX and it is also difficult 
to interpret the result from such an integration 
process. However, if  the problem of how to give 
weight to each dimension can be solved and if  a 
concrete meaning of a quantified UX value can 

be defined, quantification of UX is possible in the 
future. Moreover, some participants emphasized 
the importance of a qualified evaluation as well as 
a quantified evaluation.

Lastly, the experts selected usability, affect, user 
value and previous experience as important UX 
elements. In the results, usability was selected by 
fourteen interviewees, affect by ten, user value by 
eight and previous experience by eight interviewees. 
Usability and affect were also regarded as impor-
tant criteria for a comparison and evaluation of a 
product and its related service in several previous 
studies (Desmet & Hekkert 2007, Hassenzahl 2001, 
Karapanos et al. 2009). In the case of  user value, 
there was an opinion that it is related to brand 
value and is an important factor in determining a 
user’s subjective satisfaction. Moreover, some par-
ticipants commented that previous experience is 
also an essential factor when considering an actual 
case. For example, users who become accustomed 
to a specific text input method on their mobile 
device prefer this familiar input method, even 
when a better typing method is developed. These 
four elements should be considered carefully when 
developing UX evaluation methods.

3.3 UX applications in a company

As UX is becoming a significant issue, attention to 
UX is also increasing rapidly in the industry. This 
research investigated the perception and applica-
tion of UX and the companies’ organizations 
related to UX in the Korean mobile phone indus-
try. Seven questions were asked to participants. 
Table 2 shows these questions.

First, UX was not defined concretely in the 
companies. Only a few companies had a defini-
tion of UX, but they did not distinguish UX from 

Table 2. Seven questions about UX applications in 
companies.

Questions

Q1. How is UX defined in your company?
Q2. How important is UX in your company?
Q3. Are there any UX guidelines for product/service 

development as references?
Q4. Do they evaluate the overall UX level after the 

development of new products or services?
Q5. What is the approximate size of the UX group or 

department in your company?
Q6. What is the relationship between the UX group/

department and the product/service development 
group in your company?

Q7. What are the educational backgrounds and previous 
career paths of the UX designers in your company? 
(Ex. HCI, Industrial design)
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UI concept clearly. However, most companies 
surveyed here had a separate department for UX, 
and UX was considered as a more significant con-
cept than the current usability concept.

Second, the majority of the companies did not 
have a UX guideline. Therefore the companies 
usually did not have any standardized procedure 
to evaluate UX after the development of products 
or services. They had a tendency to depend on cur-
rent usability evaluation methods such as usability 
testing. However, all participants said they were 
willing to use new UX evaluation methods if  the 
evaluation methods were reliable.

Lastly, the power of UX designers was increas-
ing in the companies surveyed here, but most of 
them did not have a UX designer who took full 
charge of UX-related works. In addition, the UX 
designers at these companies generally had diverse 
educational backgrounds.

4 CONCLUSION

In this study, an in-depth interview was conducted 
with fourteen experts at cell phone manufactur-
ing, mobile telecommunication, and internet serv-
ice companies. The purpose of the interview was 
to conceptualize UX from an expert perspective 
by assessing the opinions of those who under-
took tasks related to user interfaces or UX at 
their respective worksites. Additionally, informa-
tion pertaining to UX applications in the Korean 
mobile company was gathered. In conclusion, 
experience related only to the use of products or 
services was defined as UX, and usability, affect, 
user value, and previous experience were suggested 
as UX elements.

As follow-up research, an ethnographic study 
can be conducted to collect end-users perspectives 
on UX. This type of work can supplement and 
verify the elements that affect UX significantly. In 
addition, UX evaluation methods can be defined 
by analyzing relationships among UX elements 
and by investigating measurement methods for 
UX elements.
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Identifying and comparing user experience quantification models
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ABSTRACT: As interest in the concept of User Experience (UX) grows, studies on improving UX 
have been widely conducted with various academic and practical approaches. Therefore, quantification 
methods for UX are regarded as important. This paper uses a case study to identify and compare UX 
quantification models. Tested models included linear, polynomial, conjunctive, and disjunctive. The case 
study was carried out with 26 participants using a commercial tablet computer in a laboratory environ-
ment. Each participant was asked to evaluate a total of 22 measures using a modified magnitude estima-
tion method. The measures, organized hierarchically, included usability, affect, and user value as the main 
elements of UX. The results of this study show that polynomial models have better performance than 
other models in terms of adjusted R2 values. The results are expected to help product or service designers 
develop an overall UX index.

Keywords: user experience, quantification methods, mathematical models, decision strategies

structure of UX measures, their evaluation method, 
and controlled factors were determined for the 
laboratory experiment. Participants were asked to 
assume that they just purchased the experimental 
device so that we could investigate an early stage 
of the customer lifecycle.

2 QUANTIFICATION METHODS

2.1 Literature review

Articles concerning quantification methods were 
collected from various academic domains such as 
human factors, software engineering, quality engi-
neering, psychology, business and marketing sci-
ence, and information science. The keywords used 
in this interdisciplinary survey included quantifi-
cation and evaluation method, information inte-
gration theory, decision making process, customer 
judgment, and customer choice prediction. A total 
of 62 articles were collected. Two criteria for clas-
sifying the quantification methods were developed: 
type of mathematical model and user decision 
strategy.

First, the mathematical models can be classified 
in two ways, according to whether the objective 
functions and constraints are represented by a lin-
ear relationship (linear model vs. nonlinear model) 
or whether variable states are described by proba-
bility distributions (deterministic model vs. proba-
bilistic model). Second, user decision strategies for 

1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the concept of user experience 
(UX) has received special attention from HCI 
researchers. UX reflects all aspects of the interac-
tion between a user and a product (Alben 1996). 
Thus, the UX concept includes various aspects 
that have been overlooked from the perspectives 
of usability and affect engineering (Hassenzahl & 
Tractinsky 2006). The main factors that influence 
UX have been investigated in numerous studies. 
For example, context of use (Arhippainen & Tähti 
2003), temporality (Karapanos et al. 2009), and 
the user’s subjective value (Kim et al. 2010) can be 
important elements of UX.

As many studies defining UX have been con-
ducted, improving UX has been regarded as an 
important challenge. Finding ways to improve UX 
begins with measuring and evaluating the present 
state of UX. However, relatively few studies on 
quantifying UX have been carried out, while many 
studies have measured brand equity, service qual-
ity, and perceived ease of use as a numerical value. 
The quantification methods for such constructs as 
brand equity might be applied to UX.

This paper identified quantification models 
for UX and compared them by conducting a case 
study. First, quantification models including linear, 
polynomial, conjunctive and disjunctive models 
were elicited by considering user decision strate-
gies and mathematical models. Then, a hierarchical 
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evaluating alternatives, including compensatory 
and noncompensatory decision rules, should be 
considered while quantifying UX. Compensatory 
rules imply that a product’s evaluation on any 
dimension may be offset by evaluations on other 
dimensions. On the contrary, noncompensatory 
rules mean that a decision may be determined by a 
product’s score on a single dimension, irrespective 
of scores on other dimensions (Elrod et al. 2004).

2.2 Quantification models

Based on the user’s decision strategies and the math-
ematical criteria stated above, four quantification 
models were identified: linear, polynomial, conjunc-
tive, and disjunctive. Linear and polynomial models 
are classified as compensatory strategies, while the 
others are classified as noncompensatory strategies. 
The linear model is equivalent to a simple weighted 
sum. The polynomial model consists of a quad-
ratic formula. Conjunctive and disjunctive models 
which were approximated by a log transformation 
(Einhorn 1970) were used. In the conjunctive model, 
the user adopts a certain product if every attribute 
of the product satisfies his or her minimum require-
ments. On the other hand, in the disjunctive model, 
the user may choose a product if just one attribute 
of the product is remarkable. Many formulae reflect 
conjunctive and disjunctive models. Among them, 
the log transformation has been widely used; it is 
easy to use because parameters about customer 
requirement levels are not needed. The quantifica-
tion models used in this study are as follows:

Linear model:

Y= Xi iX
i=1
n ω∑  (1)

Second-order polynomial model:

Y= b X X + c X
i 1
n

i 1
n

j=1
n

ij i jX
i=1
n

i iX2∑ ∑a X +i iX
i=1
n

i=1
n ∑ ∑

 
  (2)

Conjunctive model:

Y= Xi
n

i=1
iΠ α i  (3)

Disjunctive model:

Y= 1
c Xi

n
=1
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where Y = dependent variable (e.g., overall 
UX, usability, affect, and user value); Xi = ith 
independent variable of the model; n = number 

of independent variables included in the model; 
and c0 = a constant variable above the largest Xi to 
ensure Y will not be infinite.

3 CASE STUDY

3.1 Concept of UX quantification

As many literatures mention, UX itself  is an 
ambiguous and abstract construct. Therefore care-
ful considerations should be given to quantifying 
UX. First, the context of use, user group, and 
device should be defined. For example, UX changes 
over time (Karapanos et al. 2009). A user who was 
attracted by the external appearance of a certain 
smart phone just after purchase can become disap-
pointed because its interface is complicated at the 
peak of learning. In this study, the point of time 
was assumed as just after purchase.

Second, measures for quantifying UX should be 
defined comprehensively. UX can be decomposed 
into a hierarchical structure (Fig. 1). In this study, 
a total of 22 measures, including overall UX, were 
developed by modifying the structure of a previous 
study (Kim et al. 2009). Among them, usability, 
affect, and user value are regarded as major elements 
influencing UX. Each element has sub-elements, 
which are attributes of the elements. For example, 
usability consists of seven sub-elements: simplic-
ity, directness, efficiency, informativeness, flexibil-
ity, learnability, and user support. Similarly, affect 
and user value have six (color, delicacy, texture, 
luxuriousness, and attractiveness) and five 
sub-elements (self-satisfaction, pleasure, customer 
need, sociability, and attachment).

Figure 1. Hierarchical structure of UX measures.
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3.2 Experimental methods

3.2.1 Apparatus
As a commercial mobile tablet computer, iPad 
without 3G was used for this experiment. As an 
experimental prototype, the iPad can minimize 
the effect of the previous participant experience, 
because the iPad had not been released in South 
Korea until the end of the experimental period.

3.2.2 Participants
A total of 26 qualified participants, consisting of 
an equal number of males and females, took part 
in the experiment. Their ages ranged from 18 to 
28 years old (mean = 22.4, SD = 2.6). Participants 
who had not had previous experience with the iPad, 
iPhone or iPod were recruited to set the experimen-
tal situation as if  they had just made a purchase.

3.2.3 Tasks and evaluations
Tasks were developed with the default applications 
of the iPad because participants were assumed to 
have just purchased the device. There are thirteen 
built-in applications: calendar, Safari, mail, iPod, 
settings, maps, videos, YouTube, photos, contacts, 
notes, iTunes, and App Store make up thirteen tasks. 
Each task has two to four sub-tasks. For example, 
the mail task includes three sub-tasks: e-mail regis-
tration, reading an e-mail, and sending an e-mail.

A modified magnitude estimation method was 
used for the evaluation. Each participant was asked 
to evaluate each of 22 attributes with a zero-to-hun-
dred rating scale. Zero and hundred indicated two 
extremes, and fifty means unbiased point. Partici-
pants could perform these tasks without any strain 
because all measures were reported subjectively.

3.2.4 Procedure
Each participant was instructed about the tasks 
and the evaluating measures at the beginning of 
the main experiment. Then they completed their 
tasks. The presentation order of  tasks was deter-
mined by the Latin square balancing technique. 
After all tasks were done, the participant was 
allowed to freely operate the device for ten minutes 
as he or she wanted. A total of  five evaluations 
were repeatedly conducted to analyze a time 
effect. The first evaluation was conducted after 
the first task, with the other evaluations after the 
fifth, ninth, and thirteenth tasks and after the 
free session.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 User experience over time
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to 
analyze whether each measure varied over time. 
The effect of time was found to be significant at 
α = 0.05 for 16 of the 22 measures. A total of six 
measures turned out to be insignificant. Five of 

them were affect dimensions (affect, color, texture, 
luxuriousness, and attractiveness), and one of 
them was a usability dimension (learnability). Post-
hoc analyses, the Student Newman-Keuls (SNK) 
test were conducted on significant main effects at 
α = 0.05. The results show that early ratings tended 
to be lower than later ratings (Fig. 2).

3.3.2 Model building
A total of 80 models were developed with combina-
tions of four types of model, four dependent meas-
ures, and five time dimensions. The four types of 
model included linear, polynomial, conjunctive, and 
disjunctive models, as mentioned above. The four 
dependent measures consisted of overall UX, usabil-
ity, affect, and user value. Their modeling forma-
tions depended on the hierarchical structure of the 
UX concept. For example, if overall UX is selected 
as a dependent variable, then usability, affect, and 
user value are considered as independent variables. 
Similarly, when the usability measure is a dependent 
variable, simplicity, directness, efficiency, informa-
tiveness, flexibility, learnability and user support are 
regarded as alternative independent variables.

Every analysis was conducted with all possible 
regression methods. However, as an exception, when 
usability, affect, and user value were dependent vari-
ables and their models were assumed as the polyno-
mial form, stepwise regression was applied because 
of the large number of candidates for the independ-
ent variables. The main criterion used to select the 
best model was the adjusted R2 value. In addition, if  
the maximum Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value 
was higher than ten, the model was not selected to 
reduce the multi-collinearity effect (Kutner 2005).

Figure 2. Scores of measures over time (T1–T5)
(The  same code have no statistical significance at α = 0.05).
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The results reveal that the polynomial models 
tend to have better performance than other mod-
els in terms of adjusted R2. For overall UX, the 
polynomial models turned out to be the best mod-
els except for the third evaluation (Table 1). On 
the other hand, disjunctive models tended to have 
lower performance than other models.

3.4 Discussion

As the results of the ANOVA, the effect of time 
was not significant for five affect dimensions. 
Affect toward a product or service may not vary 
over time. Affect involves the degree to which a 
product’s appearance or image appeals to users. 
Thus, unless users’ standards of beauty change, 
subjective satisfaction from the outward appear-
ance of a product would not change. On the other 
hand, a user’s performance and perceived usability 
are likely to vary, because the user is learning about 
the product over time. User value is also apt to vary 
over time for psychological or contextual reasons.

Adjusted R2 values of the models were more than 
0.7, which implies that the models have high pre-
dictability. Even if  the performance of polynomial 
models turned out to be better than other models in 
terms of adjusted R2, conjunctive models also had 
high adjusted R2 values. Thus, user strategy can be 
explained by both the compensatory and noncom-
pensatory rules. Compensatory models such as the 
polynomial model have the merit of being parsi-
monious and powerful, while noncompensatory 
models such as the conjunctive model provide more 
insight into user judgment (Sethi & King 1999).

4 CONCLUSION

The starting assumption of this study was that the 
degree of overall UX can be integrated into a sin-
gle value. Skeptics may argue about the representa-
tiveness of a single numerical value for everyday 
experience. However, most HCI specialists from 
academia and industry emphasize the necessity of 
quantifying UX (Law et al. 2009).

This study identified quantification models for 
UX through a literature review. The four identi-
fied quantification models consisted of two com-
pensatory models (linear and polynomial) and two 
noncompensatory models (conjunctive and disjunc-
tive). These models were compared by a case study 
using a commercial tablet computer. Participants 
evaluated the products using a modified magnitude 
estimation method on 22 hierarchical measures. 
A total of 80 models were developed with high val-
ues of adjusted R2. These results provide evidence 
that an overall UX index can be explained by the 
combination of usability, affect, and user value.
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From design to experience: Towards a process model of user 
experience
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Berlin Institute of Technology, Berlin, Germany

ABSTRACT: Nowadays, interactive products, such as computers, mobile devices and automatic orders 
are widely used to manage tasks in both, working environmental and everyday life contexts. Up to now, 
there is no model available, which draws a line between objective design features and subjective user 
experience. The presented approach towards a process model of user experience (MUX) aims to link the 
two worlds. Therefore it utilizes existing concepts of ecological and cognitive psychology as well as user 
experience research. Experimental data is presented, which supports the theoretical assumptions. Based 
on these empirical results, first very promising steps have been made to fill the long lasting gap between 
design and user experience.

Keywords: user experience, design, immediate interactive behavior, affordance

(Gibson, 1979; Norman, 1988) to define task 
related affordances, constraints and mapping in a 
well-structured environment. Building upon this 
environmental structure the interdisciplinary 
approach of Immediate Interactive Behavior (IIB, 
Neth et al., 2007) comes into play. Following IIB, 
basic inductive learning processes occur, which are 
captured by the Ease of Induction concept (EOI, 
Brandenburg et al., 2009). Given the appearance 
of all these concepts, positive user experience 
emerges, that is captured by the Ease- and Joy of 
Use (EOU & JOU) concepts of Davis (1989).

However, the question is: How do these single 
concepts connect to a theoretical chain attaching 
the design of technical devices with user experi-
ence? The proposed process model of user expe-
rience (MUX) accomplishes that task. The basic 
mechanism of this process model of user experi-
ence can be described like the following: when an 
environment is pre-structured in terms of the task, 
constraints help to enforce the correct action. In 
this case Immediate Interactive Behavior (IIB, Neth 
et al., 2007) is likely to occur. IIB refers to the trait 
of cognitive agents, to adapt and structure their 
environments in service of their goals. The rou-
tinely and dynamically use of their embodied and 
environmentally embedded nature augments the 
agents cognitive processes.

In the process model of user experience IIB 
plays the key role in human machine interaction 
mainly for two reasons. First, the occurrence of 

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last years the research focus of 
human-computer interaction has shifted from a 
technology-centered to a user-centered perspec-
tive. Modern HCI research focuses no more on 
limitations and capabilities that can be described 
objectively. Instead researchers, as well as HCI 
designers and engineers, try to capture user expe-
rience (UX). Thereby experience is exclusively 
subjective and hard to explain. Nevertheless, 
researchers and large companies keep focusing on 
this concept mainly for two reasons. First, there is 
a scientific interest in explaining the emergence of 
UX due to the gap between the design of a techni-
cal environment (i.e. interface) and the users expe-
rience while working with that technical artifact. 
Second, companies are interested in the long-term 
engagement of their customers, which presumably 
can be achieved by positive UX. Therefore, it is 
crucial to explain the process, which starts at the 
design of technical artifacts and ends up at user 
experience while working with the artifact itself.

We suppose, that research on UX does not have 
to start from scratch. Dealing with human experi-
ence it is possible to endeavor well-known concepts 
of different domains such as cognitive science to 
fill the gap between design and experience. The 
proposed process model of user experience aims 
to deploy such concepts. This framework uses 
approaches from the psychology of perception 
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IIB represents the expansion of cognition. This 
will impact both, users emotion and motivation. In 
result, users experience feelings of competence and 
ability while making progress using the artifact. 
Second, if  present IIB facilitates further learning 
processes, implicit as well as explicit. Especially the 
easy and fast acquisition of operating knowledge, 
due to inductive learning processes, benefits. We 
call this process Ease of Induction (Brandenburg 
et al., 2009). Both, IIB as well as EOI lead to 
ease of use and positive user experience, since an 
unostentatious interaction style and therefore the 
unobtrusive acquisition of operating rules helps to 
reach interaction goals directly and efficiently.

2 THE PROCESS MODEL

A theoretical exploration of user experience does 
not need start from scratch. For example, Thüring 
and Mahlke (2007) investigated determinants of 
user experience in human-technology interaction 
and developed the CUE-Model (Components of 
User Experience), which is displayed in Fig. 1. The 
CUE-Model states that user experience is a com-
pound of emotions and perceptions of instrumen-
tal (e.g. learnability) as well as non-instrumental 
(e.g. visual aesthetics) qualities. System properties, 
user characteristics and the task context are factors 
of the interaction characteristics, which guide the 
perception of instrumental and non-instrumental 
qualities.

In accordance with the CUE-Model, the pre-
sented model of user experience (MUX) assigns 

a high importance to the task, which should be 
accomplished. First of all, interactive devices and 
its software are designed not for any but some con-
crete tasks. We think of users as knowing which 
task they want to or which tasks can be accom-
plished with the device they are interacting with. 
Second, the task becomes very important for set-
ting constraints and therefore promoting certain 
affordances when designing a technical artifact, 
which results into a high ease of use and positive 
user experience based on IIB. Another commonal-
ity between the theoretical models is their explana-
tory scope. Both aim to account for differences in 
usage behavior/ease of use (CUE/MUX) and user 
experience/ joy of use (CUE/MUX).

In contrast to the CUE-Model our MUX-
model only focuses on system properties and the 
perception of instrumental qualities. We do not 
state that the user experience and its qualities can 
be reduced to those factors. Instead we assume 
that some central aspects of user experience, espe-
cially the Ease of Use and the Joy of Use can be 
described depending on processes that evolve due 
to system properties alone. In fact we believe that 
there are features of the technical artifact which 
can be captured objectively and which trigger cog-
nitive processes yielding user experience of high 
quality. How Ease of Use and Joy of Use emerge in 
the MUX-model is displayed in Fig. 2. The model 
distinguishes two locations of implementation, the 
environment (the user interface provided by the 
technical artifact) and the person. As mentioned 
above, there are a number of theoretical concepts 
used by the MUX-model. For each of these con-
cepts the location of implementation (environ-
ment or person), its content (i.e. routines, skills or 
experience) and a measure (i.e. reaction times) are 
specified.

Within the bottom line of Fig. 2, the structured 
environment, e.g. an interface, is located. A struc-
tured environment contains action possibilities 
(affordances), constraints that determine which 

Figure 1. Components of user experience: The CUE-
Model (Thüring & Mahlke, 2007).

Figure 2. Process model (MUX) of the emergence of 
Ease- and Joy of Use.
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interactive behavior is possible and cues that 
guide the attention of the user. Additionally the 
expectations of users should be satisfied to some 
degree, which can be ensured if  the users common 
knowledge maps (cf. Norman, 1988) to the envi-
ronment that is created by the artifact. Whereas 
Norman (1988) distinguishes affordances and 
“perceived affordances” and conventions, we think 
of affordances as pointed out by James Greeno 
(1994): “In any interaction involving an agent with 
some other system, conditions that enable that inter-
action include some properties of the agent along 
with some properties of the other system. […]The 
Term affordance refers to whatever is about the envi-
ronment that contributes to the kind of interaction 
that occurs.” (pp. 338).

However, having a lot of competing affordances 
it is hard for the user to choose the right action. 
Therefore the design of an artifact has to be con-
strained. Constraints are limitations within the 
interface or the operational concept of the artifact. 
Limiting the number of actions that can be done at 
one time leads the user to choose the right action. 
Moreover it is important that affordances can be 
learned (cf. Gibson, 2000). On the part of the user, 
we have the capabilities of embodied cognition or 
abilites (Greeno, 1994), which is the complement 
to affordances. The abilities of the user together 
with the affordances of the environment (artifact) 
produce immediate interactive behavior. An Exam-
ple is the perception of an icon on a touch screen 
and pressing that icon. That can be done very eas-
ily and does not require higher-level cognition as 
for example deductive reasoning.

However, even if  constraints, cues and mappings 
support the perception of affordances, they should 
be perceivable for their own to facilitate the occur-
rence of IIB. The central concept of the process 
model is that of immediate interactive behavior. As 
an interdisciplinary research approach Immediate 
Interactive Behavior is the successor and extension 
of Allan Newells (1990) Immediate Behavior. IIB 
refers to behavior that is routinely and dynamically 
applied and which connects perception and action 
without so called higher cognitive processes. The 
occurrence of IIB takes place on a 300 ms to 1 sec. 
(3 sec. maximum) time scale. There is no deliber-
ate behavior that can occur on a time scale smaller 
than that of IIB. Actions that are shown at this time 
scale are deliberate but not higher cognitive, in the 
sense that people do not have to think or reason as 
much which action would be appropriate. It is sim-
ply acting appropriate in response to events in the 
environment. People show IIB when they want to 
structure or adapt the environment to serve their 
goals. As mentioned before, a necessary condition 
for the occurrence of IIB is the existence of perceiv-
able offers for manipulation or transformation on 

the part of the environment. If  the skill acquisition 
is facilitated due to the appearance of IIB, operat-
ing knowledge (especially procedural knowledge) 
can be acquired easily by induction (Brandenburg 
et al., 2009). The reasoning behind is, that when 
then the right actions appear in sequence rapidly 
the probability increases that these actions will 
be linked up with each other and built into new 
(procedural) knowledge. In consequence people 
will experience Ease of Use (EOU). Examples for 
such mechanisms of skill acquisition are provided 
by recent theories of cognition, for instance the 
production compilation mechanism in ACT-R 
(Anderson et al., 2004).

Closely linked with the EOU is the Joy of Use. 
When people are able to show IIB that, due to the 
well-structured environment, will produce the right 
action sequences to accomplish a goal, EOI as well 
as positive emotional and motivational reactions 
occur. First people become aware of the progress 
they make in processing a task. Not getting stuck 
in an impasse but approaching the target when 
using a new or unknown artifact is accompanied 
by the feeling of being successful. Second, mak-
ing progress will affect the motivation of users. 
Experiencing ones self-efficacy will improve the 
motivation to proceed with the interaction or to 
start another interaction at a later date (Minge & 
Thüring, 2009). That is why interactions, that affect 
the experience of users as described above, should 
yield a positive appraisal of an artifact.

Integrating the specified concepts into the process 
model, we set up a theoretical framework that can 
be used as basis for research as well as engineering 
and design. Starting at the environment, the environ-
mental factors are the independent variables of the 
model, which can be manipulated to influence the 
processes on part of the user. Researchers, engineers 
and designers can and should manipulate these 
factors along the dimensions that are relevant. For 
example, a user interface can provide affordances 
(action possibilities) or not. An interface can be high 
or low constrained, which means there are a lot or 
fewer possibilities to act (cf. Gray et al., (2006) for a 
distinction of hard and soft constraints of interac-
tive behavior). Cues that guide the attention of users 
can be present and they can have different degrees of 
attracting the attention of the user. An artifact can 
be designed with respect to the mental models, which 
users have for instance due to prior knowledge. It is 
obvious that there are a lot of manipulations and 
much more combinations of manipulations possi-
ble. But not all of them should yield Ease- and Joy of 
Use. We claim that artifacts should provide learned 
affordances, should have constraints, which limit the 
number of actions possible at a time, should make 
use of cues to guide the attention of the user and 
should give respect to user expectations.
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The allocation of measures to every concept 
on the persons’ side will give support to proof the 
assumptions and the conception of the model. On 
the other hand, having measures that are linked 
directly to concepts should also give support to 
evaluate and revise designs for interaction artifacts 
based on theoretical consideration. And despite 
of the subjective nature of user experience, our 
model proposes testable assumptions concern-
ing connections between cognitive processes that 
depend on the structure of the environment. The 
environment, which is the technical artifact itself, 
can be described objectively. Nevertheless such 
descriptions always have to take into account 
the (assumed) users of an artifact. The consid-
eration of both users and artifact will bridge the 
gab between the subjective and the objective per-
spective, as claimed by Gibson (1979). In a first 
empirical study we tested our model assumptions 
with respect to constraints. We designed a mobile 
device and manipulated the number or interac-
tion elements provided by the interface to test the 
hypothesis that a more constrained interface will 
result in higher IIB, EOI as well as increased rat-
ings for EOU and the JOU compared to the less 
constrained interface.

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY

3.1 Subjects

A total of N = 25 participants (age: M = 28.4, 
SD = 5.3, 5 female/20 male) participated in the 
present experiment. Subjects participated volun-
tarily and did not receive any incentives.

3.2 Material

For the purpose of theory testing four instantia-
tions of an interactive HTML-mockup were real-
ized (see Fig. 3).

Within Figure 3 versions 3a and 3b display 
two interface types with indirect control elements. 
They were thought to be indirect because users 
had to move the rectangular cursor with the left 
and right arrow-buttons. After placing the cursor 
at the desired icon, participants had to press the 
enter-button (white squared button). In contrary, 
versions 3c and 3d visualize versions with direct 
control elements. Here, subjects had a direct map-
ping of buttons to icons (3c) or the opportunity to 
touch the icon directly (3d). Within each instan-
tiation of the mockups the icons on the screen as 
well as the structure of the menu was identical. The 
experimental variation only changed the appear-
ance of the type of interaction. As experimental 
variation one factor was manipulated, the type of 

navigation (within subjects) was either direct (3c & 
3d) or indirect (3a & 3b).

3.3 Procedure

Every subject worked itself  through three proto-
typical tasks with each of the four interfaces at 
three points in time. The order of tasks and inter-
faces was randomized. With that experimental 
design a total number of N = 36 measures were 
captured from each subject. For convenience three 
prototypical tasks, which were repeated three times 
were summarized to three blocks. After comple-
tion of each of the three blocks with one interface, 
participants received three questionnaires. These 
questionnaires assessed perceived usefulness and 
utility (Davis, 1989), stress and strain (Hart & 
Staveland, 1988) as well as an emotional product 
rating (Mano, 1991). As objective measures Total 
Task Time (TTT) and the time until the first click 
occurred (TFC) were measured for each block.

3.4 Results

For the test of the model assumptions ANOVAs 
with type of navigation (4 systems), and blocks 
(3 for each interface) as repeated measures were 
calculated. Since the model building process is in 
focus in this paper, only results with tight connec-
tion to the model are reported in the upcoming 
paragraphs.

Figure 4 shows the results with respect to the 
occurrence of IIB. IIB was defined as time to the 
first click (TFC) within a block of tasks.

As shown in Figure 4, all of the interface vari-
ations facilitated IIB since TFC was below 3 sec. 

Figure 3. Stimulus material.
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For the ANOVA a significant main effect for blocks 
was obtained, F(2,44) = 6.63, p = 0.003, eta = 0.23. 
Further, the four systems differed significantly, 
F(3,66) = 10.41, p < 0.001, eta = 0.32. No inter-
action was observed, F(6,132) = 1.35, p = 0.24, 
eta = 0.05. A post hoc Scheffé test revealed signifi-
cant differences at time at block 1. There, the pure 
touch screen (touch) differed significantly from 
the simple indirect (multi) navigation mockup 
(p = 0.001) and the complex (all) indirect naviga-
tion mockup (p < 0.001). The comparison between 
the pure touch screen (touch) and the control con-
dition (control) almost reached marginal signifi-
cance (p = 0.14), which becomes important for the 
interpretation of the effects. No significant differ-
ences between the systems were obtained for the 
blocks 2 and 3.

As practical measure for EOI the Total Task Time 
(TTT) was proposed. Figure 5 shows the variations 
in TTT with respect to the experimental variation. 
The ANOVA revealed two main effects. First, 
the three blocks differed in TTT, F(2,40) = 14.16, 
p < 0.001, eta, 0.42. Second, subjects needed sig-
nificantly more time using some of the four sys-
tems, F(3,60) = 2.88, p = 0.04, eta = 0.13. Again, no 
interaction was observed, F(6,120) = 0.56, p = 0.75, 
eta = 0.03. A post hoc Scheffé test revealed a sig-
nificant difference between the pure touch screen 
(touch) and the complex indirect navigation 
mockup (p = 0.05).

Regarding the subjective measures, the direct 
controllable interfaces appeared to be significantly 
better in terms of usability, utility, elation, pal-
atableness and serenity compared to the indirect 
controlled mock-ups (Fig. 6). The smallest signifi-
cant difference for these effects was for serenity, 
F(3,60) = 4.22, p = 0.01, eta = 0.17. With respect to 
all other subjective measures, the effects were larger. 

On the other hand, the direct versions (touch, con-
trol) of the interface appeared to impose less stress 
and strain (NASA-TLX scales; F(3,60) = 5.11, 
p = 0.003, eta = 0.2) and less feelings of boredom 
(F(3,60) = 3.30, p = 0.03, eta = 0.14) and unhappi-
ness (F(3,60) = 3.46, p = 0.02, eta = 0.15) than the 
indirect versions (multi, all) of the mockup.

4 DISCUSSION

The first experimental results support the proc-
ess model of user experience (MUX). On the very 
basic level of interaction IIB occurred with all four 
interfaces. These occurrences of IIB lead to EOI, 
which was demonstrated by the main effects for 
the blocks in the TTT. Finally, on the user experi-
ence level, mockups with a very direct interaction 
(touch, control) appeared to be better in usability, 
utility, elation, palatableness and serenity as well as 
less demanding.

Figure 4. Time to First Click (TFC) for the three blocks 
and four interfaces.

Figure 5. Total Task Time (TTT) for the three blocks 
and the four interfaces.

Figure 6. Subjective measures for the four interfaces; 
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.
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Despite this general support, certain facets of 
the results still need attention. First, the significant 
difference in IIB at the very first interaction in block 
one. At first sight, this result seems to contradict 
our hypothesis, that a pure touch screen should 
support IIB more than other types of navigation. 
But examining the properties of the mockups in 
detail, one can see, that touch and all differed with 
respect to more than the direct interaction. They 
also differed in the presence or absence of buttons. 
Taking the marginal significant difference between 
the control and the touch condition into account, 
the buttons in the control interface seem to have a 
higher affordance to be pressed compared to the 
pure icons on the screen in the touch condition. 
This interpretation is undermined by another anal-
ysis (the Ryan procedure; Toothaker, 1993), which 
grouped three (all, multi, control) of the four 
interfaces and marked them significantly different 
from the fourth interface (touch). Second, the pure 
number of buttons (versions all and multi) does 
not seem to generate differences neither on the 
behavioral, nor on the experience level. One pos-
sible explanation might lie in the ability of users 
to cognitively block out the presence of additional 
buttons, which are not task relevant.

Further research should target this issue by con-
structing tasks that utilize all available buttons in 
the interface. Additionally, more concepts of the 
design level of the MUX-model need to be tested. 
Present research only considered constraints. Sub-
sequent work needs to focus on the role of atten-
tion or mapping and their single and collaborate 
contribution to IIB, EOI and user experience.
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to develop and verify the basic components of user value, an 
element of UX, by using an ethnographic method. An initial list of the components was developed by 
literature review. Daily experiences of interacting with mobile phones were collected in the ethnographic 
experiments and the list of the components was revised based on the data. The results of this study can be 
used to understand the user value of a product or a service.

Keywords: user value, user experience, ethnographic method, mobile phones

researchers have attempted to define a concept 
of user value. However, to date, few studies have 
investigated components of user value from the 
user’s standpoint.

The aim of this study was to develop and verify 
the basic components of user value. An initial list 
of the components was developed based on the 
related studies and it was revised by analyzing the 
results of an ethnographic study.

2 METHODS

2.1 Ethnographic method for capturing 
experiences

Ethnographic approaches were used to capture 
and understand the daily experiences of users for 
designing a product or a service. The Experience 
Sampling Method (ESM) and the Day Reconstruc-
tion Method (DRM) are widely used to capture the 
experiences of users. In ESM, experimenters ask 
participants to write down their experiences on a 
record form at random times (Hektner et al. 2007, 
Larson & Csikszentmihalyi 1983). This requires 
much effort by the experimenters and participants, 
so Kahneman et al. (2004) applied the Day Recon-
struction Method (DRM). In this approach, par-
ticipants are just asked to record their experiences 
once before going to sleep.

In this study, a modified DRM was used to cap-
ture the experiences of users when they interacted 
with their mobile phones. Mobile phones were fre-
quently used all day, so it is difficult to recall all 
the experiences at a time. Participants were asked 

1 INTRODUCTION

Defining and evaluating User Experience (UX) 
have become important research topics since UX 
is critical to the market competitiveness of prod-
ucts and services. UX broadly describes all aspects 
of the interactions between the user and a product 
(Alben 1996, Arhippainen & Tähti 2003, Forlizzi & 
Ford 2000, Hassenzahl & Tractinsky 2006, Kunia-
vsky 2007). Many researchers, however, have pro-
posed different definitions of UX depending on 
their research interests and have provided imprac-
tical evaluation methods reflecting only a small 
portion of UX.

A research funded by the Korean government, 
has been performed to define comprehensive UX 
and its evaluation model for mobile phones and 
services, and to develop systematic methods and 
practical tools for evaluating UX. This study sug-
gests that usability, affect and user value are three 
elements of UX.

Usability is defined as the effectiveness, effi-
ciency and satisfaction with which specified users 
can achieve specified goals in particular environ-
ments (ISO DIS 9241-11). Affect is considered as 
an emotion, which is a consequence of  interac-
tion with a product or service. User value is a sub-
jective value that the user attaches to a product. 
The value may be related to how the user thinks 
the product is meaningful and significant in his 
or her life.

Numerous previous studies have been con-
ducted to investigate components or measure-
ments methods for usability and affect (Han & 
Hong 2003, Han et al. 2000). In addition, many 
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to write down their experiences three times a day, 
and the records formed as a series of episodes. The 
name of the episode, place, time, affair and partici-
pant’s feeling were recorded in each episode.

2.2 Participants

To define user groups, the characteristics of mobile 
phone users related to UX were analyzed with 
regard to social, cultural and contextual aspects. 
As a result, various characteristics were defined, 
such as age, gender, region, occupation, period of 
ownership, previous experiences with other phones, 
etc. Considering the purpose and constraints of the 
experiment, three characteristics (i.e. occupation, 
period of ownership and gender) were selected 
among them. There were two user types (i.e. male 
and female) for gender, and occupation was clas-
sified as student (e.g. high school or university 
student) or non-student (e.g. office worker). The 
period of ownership was also categorized into two 
groups considering that the average lifecycle of a 
Korean mobile phone was about 1.5 years: within 
a week after purchase (short term UX) and 6 to 
12 months after purchase (long term UX). Thus, 
eight different user groups were defined by com-
bining the characteristics.

Eight participants were recruited to represent 
each user group. Their average age was 24.5 years 
old with a standard deviation of 3.25 years. Three 
of them used full-touch phones, two used folder 
type phones, two used slide type phones, and one 
used an unspecified type of phone.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Literature review

To investigate the basic components of user value, 
an initial list was developed based on previous stud-
ies. Fourteen papers (i.e. journal, proceedings, and 
technical reports) in the fields of human factors, 
computer science, industrial design, and business 
management were surveyed. As a result, a total of 
twenty components were defined as an initial list 
(see Table 1).

3.2 Collecting user experiences

Seven days are sufficient to capture users’ 
experiences (Kuniavsky 2007), so the ethnographic 
experiment was conducted over a week for each 
participant. The users recorded episodes of daily 
experiences using the modified DRM, and in total 
216 episodes were collected.

Collected episodes were assigned to one of more 
of the components in the initial list. For example, 
the following episode was assigned to ‘Challenge’.

The title of episode: Sending SMS (Short 
Message Service)

Beginning and end of time: 5:05 am∼6:20 am
Place: In the subway
Affair: We, I and my old friend, texted each other 

for nothing important.
Feelings related to this affair (including reasons 

for the feeling): When I just purchased this mobile 
phone, it was very inconvenient to text. So it was 
really slow. But, now, I can text fast. It makes me 
feel good and happy. I seem to be texting non-stop 
these days. I’d better get improving my SMS skill a 
little more.

(Author’s comment: In Korea, several methods 
are used to input the Korean alphabet on mobile 
devices. The methods depend on manufacturer, and 
differ from each other in many ways. Accordingly, 
users who are accustomed to a certain method for 
inputting the Korean alphabet often have).

3.3 Revising components of user value

A new concept was generated if  there was no 
component in the initial list that matched a certain 
episode. For example, fun and relaxation were 
added to the list. Finally, the components were 
organized and a definition of each component was 
developed. Table 2 shows the components of user 
value, their definitions, grouping results, and the 
frequency of matching to collected episodes.

4 DISCUSSION

There were differences in the frequency of each 
component depending on the user group, especially 
related to the period of ownership. The frequencies 
of ‘Novelty’, ‘Preciousness’ and ‘Challenge’ in the 
‘within a week after purchase’ group were much 
higher than those in the ‘6 to 12 months after pur-
chase’ group. This shows that the types of expe-
riences could change over time after the purchase 
of a product. Thus, the time factor is one of the 
important factors in UX (Karapanos et al. 2009).

Table 1. An initial list of the components.

– Customer need – Cost
– Eagerness – Jealousy
– Usefulness/Utility – Challenge
– Personality – Sociability
– Self  expression – Control
– Unique – Security
– Independence – Trust
– Confidence – Loyalty
– Relaxation – Addiction
– Novelty – Customizability
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Previous studies considered ‘Identity’ as an 
important component of user value, because the 
distinct personality of an individual can be seen 
when users interact with a product or a service. 
However, the frequency of ‘Identity’ was very low 
in this study. This shows a limitation of the DRM, 
the logs of experiences were collected wholly 
depending on the users’ descriptions. Moreover, 
the frequency can’t exactly correspond with the 
importance. This highlights that further research 
is needed to analyze the importance of each 
component.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The incorporation of user value differentiates 
this study from existing definitions of UX. In this 
study, a variety of behaviors and experiences were 
collected using an ethnographic method. A total of 
216 episodes were collected and 20 components of 

user value were developed by analyzing the data. 
The results of this study can be used to understand 
the user value of a product or a service.
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ABSTRACT: There are many reports of medical errors mainly caused by the similarity of drug names 
in Japanese such as ‘アマリール’ (Amaryl) and ‘アルマール’ (Almarl). In order to prevent such errors, 
one of we studied methods of measuring the similarity of drug names and implemented a search engine 
to find pairs of similar medicine names in Japan. However, the existing methods only evaluate sequences 
of common substrings. In addition, although some methods take the similarity of character (letter) shapes 
into consideration, they assume that the similarity of each character pair is given, usually by hand. In 
order to define the objective similarity index of medicine names, it is also necessary to measure the simi-
larity of character shape objectively. In this study, we propose a method of evaluating character similarity 
by image processing and apply the method if  defining medicine name similarity.

Keywords: medical safety, medicine names, similarity

have names that can be confused with existing 
ones. The system measures the similarity based on 
head, taking account of the existence of character 
pairs with a similar shape and the position of the 
prolonged sound sign (dash) and the letter for a 
nasal sound in Japanese.

Ohtani et al. (2006) proposed Htfrag (Head 
and Tail-weighted Fragmentary Pattern Based 
Measure) which is an extension of htco. It has two 
extended versions: Vwhtfrag (Visually Weighted 
Htfrag) taking account of the similarity of the 
letter shape, and Awhtfrag (Auditorily Weighted 
Htfrag) taking sound similarity into account. They 
evaluated these measures by applying them to the 
names in incident reports of mixing-up medicines 
and claimed that their methods were superior to 
Tsuchiya’s indexes.

However, these existing methods only evalu-
ate common sequences of substrings. In order to 
include the similarity contribution based on their 
positions, Tatsuno et al. (2006) proposed a meas-
ure based on LSK (Letter Sequence Kernel). How-
ever, this measure ignores similarity originating 
from letter shape in medicine names.

In addition, although some methods take the 
similarity of character (letter) shapes into consid-
eration, they assume that the similarity of each 
character pair is given, usually by hand.

Yamade et al. (2008) reported subjective esti-
mation regarding the similarity in the shape of 

1 INTRODUCTION

There are many reports of medical errors mainly 
caused by the similarity of drug names. In Japan, 
mix-up accidents occurred with the diabetes 
drug, ‘アルマール’ (Amaryl) being confused with 
‘アルマール’ (Almarl), which is a drug for hyper-
tension, and this has resulted in patient death. 
In order to prevent such accidents, The Ministry 
of Health, Labor and Welfare issued notices and 
raised awareness among medical experts.

In order to prevent errors caused by medicines 
that have names that are easily confused with oth-
ers, it is necessary to avoid the approval of such 
medicines. For this purpose, methods to measure the 
similarity of medicine names have been studied.

Tsuchiya et al. (2001) proposed some similarity 
indexes of medicine names: cos1 defined by the 
cosine value of the angle between vectors whose 
elements denote the existence of each letter, htco 
counting the common two head and tail letters, edit 
counting the number of times required to change 
the letters in one name to comply with another by 
insertion, deletion and replacement, dlen measur-
ing the difference of name length, and head count-
ing the number of continuously matched letters 
from the head. Based on these criteria, the ‘Medi-
cine similar name search engine’ was developed 
and has been operated by The Ministry of Health, 
Labor and Welfare to avoid approval of drugs that 
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Katakana characters, which are mainly used in the 
brand names of medicines. In the experiment, sub-
jects classified 71 Katakana letters into groups. The 
experimenter calculated the ratio for each charac-
ter pair to belong to the same group and derived 
similar pairs such as ‘シ’ and ‘ツ’ (1.00), ‘ソ’ and 
‘ン’ (0.94), ‘コ’ and ‘ユ’ (0.89).

However, this is not sufficient because there are 
many other characters used in Japanese medicine 
names such as Hiragana, Kanji and the Roman 
alphabet and it is also necessary to measure the 
similarity of their shape. It is not realistic to clas-
sify such a huge number of characters by hand. In 
addition, they have not discussed the way of calcu-
lating the extent of the similarity of names based 
on their character similarity indexes.

In order to measure the shape similarity of char-
acters automatically, we utilized techniques origi-
nally used in image processing. In this study, we 
propose a method of evaluating the similarity of 
medicine names taking account of the shape simi-
larity of characters calculated based on the template 
matching method. The proposed method extends the 
method based on LSK proposed by Tatsuno et al.

We should note that the effects of phonetic similar-
ity are not included and that we compared name pairs 
whose length is equal, since we focus on the effect of 
the shape similarity of characters in this paper.

2 TARGET DATA

In this study, we targeted brand names of ethical 
drugs that are included in the ‘Standard Drug Mas-
ter’ provided by the Medical and Devices Agency 
(MEDIS-DC) in Japan.

The brand names consist of brand, form and 
standard unit. In the case of ‘アマリール1 mg ‘錠’ 
(Amaryl 1 mg tablet), ‘アマリール’ (Amaryl) is 
the brand part, ‘1 mg’ is the standard unit, which 
expresses active ingredient content, and ‘錠’ (tablet) 
denotes its form. We considered that it is impor-
tant to evaluate the similarity between brand parts, 
since pharmacists identify a medicine by them. We 
therefore focused on only the brand part.

The brand names of Japanese medicines are 
expressed in Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji charac-
ters, Roman alphabet, numerical characters and 
other symbols. In these character types, we concen-
trated on Hiragana, Katakana, the Roman alpha-
bet and numerical characters since they are used to 
express many medicine names.

In order to calculate the shape similarity of 
characters, we apply the template matching method 
developed in the image processing area. As source 
data, we used character images (height: 200 px, width: 
200 px) generated by the Japanese character font, 
‘MS Gothic’ (150 points).

3 METHOD

3.1 Shape similarity of characters

In order to compute the shape similarity of 
characters, we applied a template matching method. 
Template matching is a general method that is used 
for image retrieval. By means of the algorithm, we 
can calculate the similarity value defined as the 
ratio of the number of the same colored pixels at 
the same location to the number of whole pixels. 
In this study, we digitalized font images, namely 
assigned 0 to a white pixel and 1 to a black pixel, 
and calculated the similarity of each combination 
between all pairs of the target characters.

After the calculation, we realized that the 
obtained similarity values were high for all pairs: 
even the minimum similarity was 0.68. In order 
to redefine the similarity index so as to allow the 
minimum value to be zero and the maximum value 
to be one, we normalized them using the following 
equation:

ω ω
ω ωa,b =

−D b( ,a ) ,min

maωω x mω in
 (1)

where D(a,b) is the similarity value between the 
characters a and b calculated by the template 
matching algorithm. The ωmax and ωmin denote 
the maximum and minimum value of similarity, 
respectively.

As it is desirable that less similar character pairs 
should not contribute to the value of the similarity 
index, we again redefined it to set 0 to the value 
that is less than the threshold t.

Figure 1 shows the values of the similarity index 
sorted in descending order. The values in the graph 

Figure 1. The values of similarity index of Katakana 
pairs in descending order.
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are calculated only for Katakana character pairs, 
since most brand names are spelled with Katakana. 
Since we observed a steep slope in the graph within 
the range where the degree of similarity is between 
0.65 and 1, we set t = 0.65.

3.2 Method of evaluating the similarity of drug 
names

In order to measure the medicine name similarity 
taking account of the character similarity index 
defined in 3.1, we extended the existing LSK and 
htco. Hereinafter, we denote the extended LSK and 
htco as ELSK and ehtco.

3.2.1 Extended LSK (ELSK)
The existing LSK is a method of evaluating 
similarity between strings based on common sub-
strings and defined as the inner products of values 
returned by the function that counts the number of 
appearances of the character subsequence u in the 
target string S as follows:

S u
i i n

u S i

ni

n

( )S ,
, ,i , ]ini

=
[ 1

λ i +i −∑ 1iii

2iii

1

i1 …  
(2)

K T S TLSK K uTSS u
u

(SS ) (u ) (u ),
( )n∈

∑ S) uS)
σ  

(3)

Let S[i1, i2, …, in] be a substring constructed with 
characters located at i1, i2, …, in in S. Each term in 
the left side of Equation 2 decays by multiplying 
parameter λ, if  the segments of the substrings exist 
separately. Their exponent value is the number of 
skips. λ is defined as follows:

λ =
′

1 2
Len Len( )S ( )T+

 (4)

where Len(S) and Len(T) respectively express the 
string length of S and T.

We illustrate this method by calculating LSK 
in the case where S is ‘アレロック’ (Allelock) and 
T is ’アテレック (Atelec). First, substrings u are 
generated such as ‘ア’, ‘レ’, ‘アレ’, …, ‘アレック’. 
Next, Φu(S) and Φu(T) are calculated for each u. 
In the case of ‘アレ’, Φu(S) equals 1 (λ0) because 
‘ア’ and ‘レ’ exist next to each other. On the other 
hand, Φu(T) equals λ because there is one letter, 
‘テ’ between ‘ア’ and ‘レ’. After multiplying them, 
we sum them up for all substrings and obtain the 
value of KLSK(S,T). (Table 1).

This method assumes that each pair of char-
acters is the same or not. However, in this study, 
we compare not only common sequences, but also 
all other substrings, which may contain similar 

Table 1. Example of calculation.

u Φu(S) Φu(T) Φu(S)Φu(T)

ア 1 1 1
レ 1 1 1
アレ 1 λ λ
… … … …
アック λ2 λ2 λ4

レック λ 1 λ
アレック λ λ λ2

characters. Assuming shape similarity between 
letter S[ij] and u[  j ] as a weight, we can obtain a 
similarity index of strings including the character 
shape similarity.

S u

i i n

i
u j S i

n

ji

′

…

( )S

, ,i , ]ini
=

S[
[ ]j , [S ]

= 11

λ ωi i nni +ii∑ ∏iii

2ii

1

i1 j

n  (5)

Let ω be an index of character shape similarity. 
This value is 1 if  the compared letters are the same, 
0 if  the degree of similarity is under the threshold 
t and takes a number between 0 and 1 if  the com-
pared letters are a similar character. In brief, exist-
ing LSK is a special case whose threshold is 1.

Finally, we normalized similarity to express 
KELSK(S,T ) as follows:

ELSKSS T
K T

K S T
ELSK KSS

ELSKK ELSKSS

( ,S ) ( ,S )

( ,S ) (KELSK KS , )T
=  (6)

3.2.2 Extended htco (ehtco)
The existing htco is the degree of similarity measuring 
the coincident of the head two characters or the tail 
two characters of the strings on which pharmacists 
focus. Let δ (a,b) be the delta function:

( , )
( )
( )

b, =
⎧
⎨
⎧⎧

⎩
⎨⎨
0
1

 (7)

And, S = s1, s2, …, sm and T = t1, t2, …, tn are 
comparing strings.

htco i i m i n i
i

=
=
∑1

4 i n
1 2

( ( )i ( )s tm i1ti n ),
,

δ δsi(( , )tit (( ti ni n  (8)

In this study, we propose an extended htco 
(ehtco) that takes account of the shape similarity 
of characters. This index is computed as the sum 
of the similarity between each letter located at 
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each two letters at the head and the tail, given as 
the following equation:

ehtco
i

= ( )s t s ti it m i n i
=
∑1

4 tni
1 2

s t s
,

ti ni n
 (9)

3.2.3 Integration of similarity
Finally, the index for measuring name similarity is 
defined as the following equation:

Sim (S,T) = αELSK + (1 – α) ehtco (10)

Let α be the contribution ratio between ELSK 
and ehtco. In this paper, we set α = 0.5.

4 EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Shape similarity of characters

4.1.1 Method
We evaluated the method of measuring the 
shape similarity of characters based on template 
matching.

First, we compared the results obtained by our 
method to the results reported by Yamade.

4.1.2 Result and discussion
Table 2 shows the top 10 letter pairs with the 
similarity index sorted by the score in decreasing 
order. We excluded the old character ‘ヲ’ and small 
characters such as ‘ャ’ and ‘ッ’ since they were not 
included in the target characters of the experiment 
reported by Yamade.

In this result, we can see pairs whose values 
of both similarity indexes, ours and Yamade’s, 
are high, i.e. groups such as (‘シ’, ‘ソ’, ‘ツ’, ‘ン’), 
(‘ク’, ‘タ’), (‘ス’, ‘ヌ’), (‘コ’, ‘ユ’) and (‘チ’, ‘テ’). 
This result indicates that some outputs of our 
method coincide with subjective evaluation. On 
the other hand, there were other pairs that indi-
cate a different result such as combinations like 

(‘ソ’, ‘フ’), (‘レ’, ‘ン’), (‘ス’, ‘ノ’). These pairs have 
a common characteristic: they have the loose curve 
that connects the upper right to the lower left. This 
suggests that people cognize similarity by not only 
finding common component lines, but also com-
paring the connectivity of the component lines or 
the way of curving.

In order to present our results visually, we classi-
fied the characters by the agglomerated hierarchi-
cal clustering algorithm. The clustering method is 
a method of classifying many data to groups called 
clusters, and the agglomerated hierarchical method 
merges data in ascendant order of distance. In this 
study, we defined the distance between character a 
and b as 1 − ωa,b, and applied a single linkage method 
in which the distance between clusters is defined to 
be that of the nearest pair of the elements contained 
in each cluster, respectively. The result is usually 
visualized by a tree structure, called a dendrogram, 
the height of whose node expresses the distance 
between the two merged clusters. Figure 2 shows the 
resultant dendrogram. From this, we can observe 

Table 2. Similar pairs of Katakana letters.

Character A Character B Our method Yamade

ノ メ 0.94 0.53
ク タ 0.92 0.79
ソ フ 0.90 0.05
シ ン 0.90 0.86
エ ニ 0.90 0.58
ソ ツ 0.89 0.86
レ ン 0.89 0.09
フ ワ 0.89 0.73
ス ヌ 0.89 0.85
ス ノ 0.88 0.03 Figure 2. The result of clustering (Single linkage 

method).
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some clusters such as (‘シ’, ‘ソ’, ‘ツ’, ‘ン’) and (’エ’, 
‘コ’, ‘ニ’, ‘ユ’) as we already discussed.

The above results indicate the validity of our 
method for measuring character shape similarity 
based on template matching. However, it is also 
important to handle characteristics such as edge 
points, branch points and folding points in order 
to improve our results, which should be compatible 
with subjectively measured similarity.

Yamade pointed out the difficulty of experiments 
for measuring the similarity that is experienced by 
people in realistic situations. In order to measure the 
similarity that comes purely from the shape of char-
acters, it might be necessary to measure the accu-
racy of recognizing the characters instantaneously, 
and it will be difficult to conduct experiments since 
there are too many combinations of characters. In 
order to compare our results to the similarity that 
people experience, we should improve the method 
of measuring subjectively measured similarity.

4.2 Similarity of drug names

4.2.1 Method
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we 
compared the computed index values with the 
extent of similarity answered by pharmacists in a 
paper-based questionnaire.

In the questionnaire, we asked respondents to 
estimate the similarity of medicine name pairs on a 
five point scale, where ‘1’ denotes least similar and 
‘5’ denotes most similar. The names are the stem 
part of existing drugs. The pairs are selected so 
that values of similarity distribute evenly.

The number of respondents was 129 (male: 82, 
female: 43, no answer: 4), the mean age was 47.4 (max: 
65, min: 23) and the mean length of period that they 
were employed was 21.9 years (max: 38, min: 1).

4.2.2 Results and discussion
Table 4 shows the question numbers, pairs of drug 
names, mode and standard deviation of answered 
values and similarity index of our proposed method 
and the method based on the existing LSK. The 
column ‘Delta’ denotes the difference of similarity 
values between our method and the method based 
on the existing LSK. In this table, we show the top 
10 Delta value pairs.

In the table, the pairs (‘リピラート’, ‘ソピラー
ト’), (‘ペンフィルR’, ‘ペンフィルN’), (‘タキソー
ル’, ‘タキソテール’) obtained a much higher value 
of both our index and the mean of the answered 
score than other pairs. This suggests that our estima-
tion of similarity corresponds to the subjective type.

In order to estimate the superiority of our 
method to the existing one, we compared it with 
the method proposed by Tatsuno. For this purpose, 
we extracted pairs whose similar index is higher 
than the value obtained by the method based on 
existing LSK.

The pairs, (‘エコラン’, ‘ユニコン’), (‘グリン
ケン’, ‘ゲルソゲン’), (‘ツルメリン’, ‘ソルノミ
ン’), respectively have the three largest differences. 
Apparently we could obtain pairs that are similar 
because of similar shape characters.

Figure 3 shows the frequency distribution of the 
answered values for ten pairs whose Delta value 
is large. We classified the type of distribution of 
answers into three groups, the ‘similar’ group (No. 
1, 19, 26), the ‘dissimilar’ group (No. 7, 12, 18) and 
the ‘neutral’ group (No. 6, 16, 24, 31). We discussed 
the correspondence between the characteristics of 
each group and the computed values of the simi-
larity index.

It is clearly seen that we obtained a high score 
for the ‘similar’ group. As for No. 26, there is the 
tendency that the obtained value, 0.57, corresponds 

Table 3. Experimental results.

No Name A Name B Mode Std dev Our method Tatsuno Delta

31 3 1.15 0.58 0.23 0.35

16 3 1.13 0.43 0.17 0.27

6 3 1.01 0.57 0.30 0.27

1 5 0.94 0.89 0.65 0.24

12 2 0.89 0.39 0.16 0.22

19 5 1.09 0.88 0.65 0.22

18 2 1.03 0.57 0.35 0.22

7 2 1.04 0.57 0.35 0.22

26 4 1.09 0.57 0.35 0.22

24 3 1.01 0.48 0.33 0.15
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the similarity based on another viewpoint, such as 
phonetic similarity. As we discussed in the shape simi-
larity of characters, it is therefore necessary to develop 
a method of measuring the similarity that rules out 
effects other than the characteristics of characters.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a method of measuring 
the similarity of Japanese drug names to prevent 
medical errors caused by drug confusion. We 
extended LSK and htco and proposed a similarity 
index taking account the shape similarity of char-
acters. We compared our index to subjective estima-
tion obtained by a questionnaire. The experimental 
results indicate that our index corresponds to the 
answered scores more than the existing method. 
In a future study, we will improve our method by 
taking account of the characteristics of characters’ 
shape other than the positions of component lines 
and also improve the questionnaire. We will evalu-
ate our method with other fonts and will extend it 
for the application to handwritten letters.
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Figure 3. The frequency distribution of answered val-
ues for ten pairs whose Delta value is large.

to the answered value, because respondents tended 
to answer that the pair is only slightly similar.

As for the ‘dissimilar’ groups, the value of the 
similarity index was low in the pair of No. 12, 
though not in the case of No. 7 and No. 18. In 
the case of No. 7 and No. 18, respondents might 
focus on the difference of the third head charac-
ters, whose shapes are very different, though head 
characters’ shape, ‘コ’ and ‘ユ’, are very similar.

As for the ‘neutral’ group, the values of our simi-
larity index were between 0.4 and 0.6. This result also 
suggests that our index is compatible with the subjec-
tive evaluation of similarity answered by pharmacists.

Not all respondents may judge the extent of 
similarity purely based on the similarity of char-
acters. Namely, some respondents may estimate 
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Bicyclist’s violation and risk perception in different situations
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study was to describe bicyclists’ violating behavior and perception of risk 
in different situations in mixed traffic and to clarify whether or not bicyclists were familiar with the traffic 
rules and aware of their violating behavior in China. One observation and one on-line survey were done in 
this study. The focus of the observation was on the passing lane for bicyclists crossing. An on-line survey 
was conducted to explore bicyclers’ risk perception and knowledge about traffic rules. Both Chinese and 
international participants who had the cycling experience in China responded to the survey. The results 
showed that bicyclists committed a lot of violations and often put themselves in dangerous situations. 
International participants perceived the potential risk of riding bicycle in China significantly higher than 
Chinese participants (p = 0.000). The knowledge of traffic rules and regulations was very well.

Keywords: bicyclist’s violating behavior, risk perception, knowledge of traffic rules and regulations

with the traffic rules and aware of their violating 
behavior.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Many researchers investigated the bicycles and 
motor vehicle collisions. Wang and Nihan (2004) 
studied the collisions between Bicycles and Motor 
Vehicles (BMV) occurred at intersections. The 
BMV accidents were classified into three categories 
as through motor vehicle related collisions, left-
turn motor vehicle related collisions, and right-turn 
motor vehicle related collisions. It mentioned that 
most intersection BMV collisions involved turning 

1 INTRODUCTION

In China, there are enormous numbers of bicycles. 
Though more and more people can afford to buy 
a car, the bicycle still will be a very important way 
of transportation for Chinese. Riding bicycle is an 
ecological and economical means of transporta-
tion. It helps keeping the environment from becom-
ing more polluted and also has very low acquisition 
and maintaining costs. As shown in Figure 1, the 
number of bicycles boomed worldwide in these 
years, especially in European countries.

Riding bicycle seems dangerous in China. Due 
to the rapid increase of vehicles in China, the traf-
fic situation becomes worse. A large percentage of 
traffic accidents and fatalities involve bicyclists. 
In the past decade, bicyclist fatalities accounted 
for 10% to 15% of the total fatalities every year 
(CRTAS 2008). Although bicyclist involved acci-
dent is a serious problem of China’s road safety, 
except for some description of bicyclist accidents 
(Wang et al., 2008), there are no scientific research 
on bicyclists street-crossing behavior, nor the 
research of vehicle drivers’ action course during 
interaction with bicyclists.

It is crucial to find ways to improve the cycling 
situation and to protect bicyclers from traffic dan-
gers. Therefore it is necessary to figure out more 
about the bicyclists’ point of view and the current 
situation. The aim of this study is to describe bicy-
clists’ violating behavior and perception of risk in 
different situations in mixed traffic. Another aim 
is to clarify whether or not bicyclists are familiar 

Figure 1. World bicycle and automobile production, 
1950–2007 (Source: Earth Policy Institute from World-
watch, BRIN).
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movements of motor vehicles. Bicycle riders were 
at fault for most of the reviewed BMV collisions.

Moller and Hels (2008) studied the bicycle and 
car collisions in roundabout. The focus was on 
bicyclists’ perceived risk in specific situations, fac-
tors influencing the perception of risk and bicy-
clists’ knowledge about traffic rules regulating the 
interaction between road users in roundabouts of 
Danish. It was found that underestimation of risk 
and lack of knowledge about relevant traffic rules 
may contribute to bicycle-car collisions in rounda-
bouts, and bicyclists preferred road designs with a 
clear regulation of road user behavior.

Most studies on perceived risk within the field 
of traffic safety have mainly focused on drivers 
but not on bicyclists. The influence of risk per-
ception on bicyclists’ behavior and accident is not 
well documented; the knowledge about risk per-
ception in specific traffic situations is very rare. 
Detailed investigation of perceived risk in specific 
situations would be useful for understanding bicy-
clists’ behaviors. First, such knowledge enables a 
comparison of perceived risk and actual risk of a 
certain behavior or action. This is valuable in the 
process of clarifying whether or not the bicyclists’ 
perception of risk or the lack of knowledge about 
traffic rules is a contributing factor in car-bicycle 
accidents.

Rasanen and Summala (1998) studied the 
bicycle-car crashes, and the result suggested two 
main mechanisms producing bicycle-car collisions. 
The first is improper allocation of attention which 
is primarily related to visual search strategies, in 
which drivers may ignore an unexpected bicyclist. 
The other mechanism involves misplaced expecta-
tions of the behavior of the other party. Bicyclists 
supposed in many cases that the driver would give 
way as required by the law.

Daniels et al. (2008) studied the influence of road 
on bicycle accidents and did an observation of the 
effects of roundabouts on bicycle accidents. It was 
found that the bicycle accidents differ depending 
on whether these roundabouts are built inside or 
outside built-up areas. When it is inside built-up 
areas, the construction of roundabouts increased 
the number of injury accidents involving bicyclists 
by 48%. For accidents causing fatal or serious inju-
ries inside built-up areas, an average increase of 
77% was found.

There have been few studies about bicyclists 
in China and even less are formulated in Eng-
lish. Mixed traffic flows having different road 
users sharing the same roadway is an important 
characteristic of Chinese traffic. Bicycle lanes 
are always not enough because part of the bicy-
cle lane is often used by motor vehicle. So bicycles 
share the sidewalks with the pedestrians in many 
cities. These problems have aroused intense debate 

among researchers and road users in China (Wang 
et al., 2007).

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Observation

In order to explore bicyclist’s violating behavior in 
different situations and their risk perception and 
knowledge about traffic rules, two major parts of 
work were done in this study: one observation and 
one on-line survey.

Locations: Interactions are busy and dangerous 
for bicyclists. There are conflicts between bicycle 
flows and vehicle flows. A large interaction with 
high traffic volume, multiple lanes and regulating 
traffic lights for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians 
are target locations for observation. The interac-
tion of Chengfu Road (Location A) and Zhong-
guancun East Road (Location B) in Beijing were 
selected.

Time: Considering the traffic volume, the obser-
vation was done both in rush hours and non rush 
hours. Rush hours occurs on a working day from 
7:00 am till 9:00 am in the morning and from 5:00 
pm till 7:00 pm in the evening. Non rush hours 
covered the rest of the time with no such heavy 
traffic volume. Finally, the rush-hour observation 
was done from 5:00 pm till 7:00 pm. For better 
comparison, an equal long period of 12:00 am to 
2:00 pm was selected for non rush hours.

Apparatus: A digital camera was used to record 
the video. The camera was mounted on a tripod. 
Only one side of the interaction was considered for 
the observation. The focus was on the passing lane 
for bicyclists crossing. The traffic lights for bicy-
clers were also recorded. While recording the video 
the numbers of bicyclists running red lights and 
cycling in the wrong direction were counted.

3.2 Survey

An on-line survey was conducted to explore 
bicyclers’ risk perception and knowledge about 
traffic rules.

Questionnaire construction: Beginning with an 
introduction of the objectives of the survey, five 
parts of questions were surveyed. Part A was gen-
eral questions about participants’ demographic 
profile. Part B was about participants’ general 
bicycling experience and accident experience 
in China. Part C described 12 different violat-
ing behaviors of bicyclists, which were developed 
based on the previous observation. Participants 
were asked for their risk perception of each behav-
ior with a seven-point scale from 1 “not risky at 
all” to 7 “extremely risky”. Part D had eight state-
ments of right and wrong facts of traffic laws and 
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road rules. These facts were developed according 
to laws and regulations of China’s road safety. Par-
ticipants were asked to evaluate whether they think 
these statements were right or wrong. The last part 
E consisted of one question to ask participants’ 
overall evaluation of riskiness of riding bicycle in 
China.

Participants: Both Chinese and international 
participants who had the cycling experience 
in China responded to the survey, with similar 
number of participants in each group. Two lan-
guages were used. Chinese participants used the 
Chinese version, and the international participants 
used the English one.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Observation

A total of 441 minutes observation was conducted. 
Due to the moving focus in the beginning, 60 min-
utes of each observation were used for further anal-
ysis at both locations and rush hour and non-rush 
hour. Generally the four kinds of violations were 
very salient in the observations: (1) driving across 
the interaction when the traffic light was red; 
(2) driving in the wrong direction; (3) carrying pas-
sengers or carrying too many goods on the bicycle; 
(4) driving on the walkways or on the car lanes.

As shown in Table 1, at location A during non-
rush hour, a total of 335 bicycles per hour were 
counted. Of them, 60.9% run the red light, 25.1% 
drove in the wrong direction, and 3.6% carried pas-
sengers on the bicycle. Dangerous interactions were 
defined as getting close to a moving vehicle in the 
range of one meter. A total of 23.3% of the bicy-
clists were involved in possible dangerous interac-
tions with motor vehicles, and 17.9% of them were 
caused by bicyclists’ running red light. At location 
A during rush hour, a total of 530 bicycles per 
hour were counted. Of them 40.6% run red light, 
35.1% drove in the wrong direction and 4.7% car-
ried passengers on the bicycles. A total of 20.0% of 
the bicyclists were involved in possible dangerous 
interactions. The bicyclists caused 12.8% of them.

At location B during non-rush hour, a total 
of 267 bicycles per hour were counted. Of them, 
44.6% run the red light, 30.0% drove in the wrong 
direction, and 3.0% carried passengers on the 

bicycle. A total of 25.1% of the bicyclists were 
involved in possible dangerous interactions with 
motor vehicles, and 13.9% of these were caused by 
bicyclists’ running red light. At location B during 
rush hour, a total of 542 bicycles per hour were 
counted. Of them 55.7% run red light, 32.8% drove 
in the wrong direction and 5.4% carried passengers 
on the bicycles. A total of 21.0% of the bicyclists 
were involved in possible dangerous interactions. 
The bicyclists caused 7.4% of them.

4.2 Survey

A total of 249 participants responded to the 
questionnaire. Seven of them were deleted because 
of incomplete data, and 242 valid responses 
remained. Among the 242 responses, 115 (48%) 
were Chinese and 127 (52%) were international 
participants.

Of the Chinese participants, 67% of them were 
in the age range of 18–25 years old, and 53% were 
females. 62% of international participants were in 
the age range of 18–25 years old, and 67% were 
females. Most international participants were Ger-
many and French. Other nationalities included 
American, Canadian, Norwegian, Mexican, and 
Italian. 70.1% of them currently lived in China 
and the others had lived in China before. Only 
35.7% of Chinese participants had driver license, 
while 90.6% international participants had driver 
license.

Chinese participants had much longer experi-
ence of riding a bicycle. 60% of them had riding 
a bicycle for more than 10 years, 34.8% had the 
experience of 3 to 10 years. For international par-
ticipants, most of them had the experience of less 
than one year. In the past six months, 23.5% of 
Chinese participants collided with another road 
user and 3.5% had ever been involved in a severe 
bicycle accident. However, it was much higher for 
international participants. 33.1% had been in a col-
lision with other road users and 9.4% of them were 
severe accidents.

In part C of the questionnaire, participants were 
asked for their risk perception of behaviors under 
different situations. Most participants perceived 
“Running the red light for bicycles while automo-
biles are crossing” and “Making a left or right turn 
without looking over the shoulder” as extremely 

Table 1. Number of violations during the observation.

Location/Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A/Non rush hour 335 204 (60.9%)  84 (25.1%) 12 (3.6%)  78 (23.3%) 60 (17.9%) 12 (3.6%)
A/Rush hour 530 215 (40.6%) 186 (35.1%) 25 (4.7%) 106 (20.0%) 68 (12.8%) 25 (4.7%)
B/Non rush hour 267 119 (44.6%)  80 (30.0%)  8 (3.0%)  67 (25.1%) 37 (13.9%)  8 (3.0%)
B/Rush hour 542 302 (55.7%)  99 (32.8%) 29 (5.4%) 114 (21.0%) 40 (7.38%) 29 (5.4%)
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risky. Least points were given to the following three 
situations “Running the red light for bicycles when 
there are no cars”, “Running the red light when 
other bicyclists or pedestrians do so”, and “Cross-
ing an interaction during green light for bicycles”.

The knowledge of traffic rules and regulations 
was very well. Chinese participants had more cor-
rect answers (up to 15%) than the international 
participants for all statements. For the last state-
ment, 65% of the participants had never heard of 
the regulation that for even minor violating behav-
iors the authorities may punish you with a fee of 
up to 50RMB. If  cannot pay it, the police may even 
keep the vehicle as pledge. For the final question, 
international participants perceived the potential 
risk of riding bicycle in China significantly higher 
than Chinese participants (p = 0.000).

5 DISCUSSION

The results showed that bicyclists committed a lot 
of violating behaviors and often put themselves in 
dangerous situations. The awareness of the risk 
and knowledge of traffic regulations were well. 
Based on the study, there are some suggestions 
for improvement. First, the road design should be 
adjusted for bicyclists’ favor. The waiting zones at 
intersections should be larger and clearly marked. 
Most bicyclists did not stop at the waiting lines. 
More traffic signs for bicyclists should be put up. 
Bicycle lanes should be marked more clearly and 
continued at interactions. A possible short phase 
of red light for bicyclists would reduce waiting time 

and less people will run the red light. In order to 
have bicyclist riding in a good manner, free cycling 
education could be provided for children, regard-
ing traffic laws and regulations, hand signals and 
shoulder look before turning.
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ABSTRACT: For the purpose of evaluation the human factors and human error in driving, a response 
process on perception, cognition and action are investigated by human cognitive reliability model. In order 
to evaluate human factors in driver’s response process of perception, the response time that a subject 
perceives visual stimuli presented to his field in driving forward is obtained by cognitive experiment with 
driving simulator. The duration time that a subject stops a car by appearing obstacles on the road is 
obtained by braking experiment with driving simulator. It is investigated by human cognitive reliability 
model how to evaluate the effect of response time on several kinds of performance shaping factors such 
as driver’s experience, stress level and quality of interface.

Keywords: human factor, driver, driving simulator, human cognitive reliability model, perception, 
cognition, action

forecast a human behavior during driving. It has 
been shown that the relation between cognition 
time including perception and action time when 
one meets with the hazard situation of driving by 
the simulator.

From the viewpoints of reliability and safety, 
a method is proposed to evaluate the response 
behavior of a driver by using the performance abil-
ity of the driver including human factors such as 
driver’s experience, stress level and quality of inter-
face by perception, cognition and action process 
in driving.

2 EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Experimental paradigm

As shown in Figure 1, the human behavior is 
identified by a HIP model (Card et al. 1983) in 
which human behavior is divided into the three 
processes of response times (Tp, Tc and Tm). To 
measure human performance, two experiments 
to evaluate human perception and response are 

1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the process of perception of 
driver is so effective to prevent hazard such as traffic 
accident in a timely fashion (Lalley 1982, Brown & 
Groger 1988). The function of hazard perception 
is to process information at earliest possible stage 
(Soliday 1974, 1975, Renge 1998). Therefore it is 
useful to analyze the relationship among the fac-
tors concerning human perception and cognition. 
To address this issue, this study has been performed 
concerned with the reliability and safety in a vari-
ety of driving situations through laboratory experi-
ments using a Driving Simulator (DS).

In this paper, a new experimental paradigm is 
proposed for the measuring human perception and 
cognition during the simulated driving of a road 
vehicle. The experimental system proposed in this 
paper is useful for the simulating driving safety 
and the analysis of human factors related to the 
awareness of hazard or risk. Another aim of this 
work is to evaluate hazard information relevance 
that exists for several different traffic situations, to 
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developed. The first experiment is concerned with 
cognitive process, therefore the response time Tpc 
including Tp, Tc and Tm are measured as shown in 
Figure 2(a). The second experiment is a braking 
experiment. In this experiment the duration time 
until the termination of vehicle (T2) is measured as 
shown in Figure 2(b).

The automobile driving simulator (DA-1102: 
HONDA Motor Co. Ltd.) is an advanced 6-axis 
motion base simulator (sway-motion device) that 
closely approximates vehicle dynamics in real world 
situations to providing driver trainees with instruc-
tion in safe driving techniques. Specifications of 
the DA-1102 are shown in Table 1. In the simulator 
driving courses can be created to incorporate many 
kinds of driving events.

Eye movements were recorded at 250 Hz with a 
spatial resolution of  0.022 degree within a range 
of  ±30 degree in the horizontal axis and ±20 degree 
in the vertical axis by an eye tracking system (SR 
Research Ltd. EyeLink II) controlled by a per-
sonal computer, which managed the timing of  the 
experiment and collected data. Table 2 shows the 
specifications of  the EyeLink II.

2.2 Cognition experiment

As seen in Figure 3, visual stimuli appeared ran-
domly during the driving scenario. The subject 
must push a button located beside the steering 
wheel, whenever they recognized the appearance 
of stimuli. In this experiment, there are two kinds 
of visual stimuli that are target samples and stand-
ard samples. To avoid having the subject respond 
by the use of habituation and forecasting, two 
kinds of stimuli samples were developed. If  the 
stimuli appeared is target sample, the subject must 

push the button, otherwise subjects should not 
push the button. The ratio of the appearance of 
target sample to standard sample is 50%. Since 
the number of trials is 68, the largest number of 

Perception
T

Motor
T

Cognition
T

Input
Output

Tp TMTc

Figure 1. Human information processing model.

Tp Tc Tm

Tpc Tm

(a) Definition  of Tpc and Tm in cognition experiment
V

t
TmTp

0

(b) Definition of Tp and Tm in braking experiment 

Figure 2. Response time Tpc, Tp and Tm.

Figure 3. Visual stimuli for cognition experiment.

Table 1. Specifications of the DA-1102.

Elements of DS Specification

Front view Wide field (138 deg.) screen projection
 type

Rear view 3-mirror independent LCD display
CG Redraw speed: 30 to 60 frame’s
Mechanism Six axis motion base system using G 

 cylinders control
Frame Lightweight space frame structure 

 with aluminum extended mechanism
Body Rear open structure fixed with FRP 

 mold
Operation 
 system

Steering device with reactive force
 control, accelerator, clutch, brake

Mission AT/MT switch mechanism
CG computer Cuamum3D Alchemy (1.5 million 

 polygons)
Control system 6-axis servo amp
Dimensions 2,440 mm(D) × 2,280 mm(W) × 

 1,855 mm(H)

Table 2. Specifications of the EyeLink II.

Sampling rate 500 Hz (Pupil One), 250 Hz 
(pupil and corneal reflection)

Error of fixation less 0.5°
Accuracy of pupil size for diameter 0.1%
Range of trace Horizontal ± 30° Vertical ± 20°
Data file EDF
Rate of data transfer 3 mSec∼14 mSec
Marker of infrared 
 rays

900 nm

Eye camera 925 nm 1.2 W/cm2

Weight 420 g
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response to target sample is 34 per an experiment. 
The simulated highway course developed for the 
cognition experiment had a total length of 6.0 km 
where vehicle speed is limited to be less than 80 or 
100 km/h. Thus the experiments consisted of the 
combination of control factors such as vehicle 
speed, day and night time, and two coefficients (1.0 
for fair weather, 0.75 for rainy weather) of friction 
between vehicle and ground. In this experiment, 
Tpc was measured in Figure 2(a).

2.3 Braking experiment

To measure Tp and Tm, the braking experiment 
was performed on a simple straight-ahead course. 
In this experiment, subject must halt the vehicle 
by the brake pedal when he or she recognizes the 
appearances of a truck in a transverse as Figure 4. 
This experiment was also performed using the 
same control factors as the cognition experiment. 
To keep the instructions consistent, the following 
were given to the subjects.

1. Subject must step on the brake pedal as soon as 
possible when he or she recognized the appear-
ances of a truck in a transverse temporal.

2. Subject must make an effort to stop vehicle in 
as small of a distance as possible, continuing to 
step on the pedal without releasing.

3. The appearance of a truck will be random.
4. 15 iterations will be performed per an experiment.

2.4 Subjects

In this experiment, 26 Japanese male students 
from 21 to 24 years old and 11 Japanese aged 
male persons from 60 to 64 years old were selected 
as subjects for DS experiments. There are two 
kinds of  student subjects such as trained and 
untrained subjects. The numbers of  former and 
latter subjects are 12 and 14. The former drove 
DS for 30 minutes a week over 6 months, and 
the latter had no experiences in driving DS. All 
subjects had regular class automobile licenses in 
Japan and had normal vision or corrected normal 

vision, and received explanation concerned with 
the aim and method of  the experiment and pro-
vided informed consent.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Distribution of individual data and HCR 
model

All the response data of Tpc, Tp and Tm for three 
categories of subjects on their driving experience 
such as trained, untrained and aged subjects were 
analyzed in order to estimate the Weibull distribu-
tion parameters by the linear regression analysis of 
double logarithm transformation of the equation

P
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A

C

( )t exp= −exp ⎛
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(1)

In this estimation, the location parameter B was 
determined when the absolute value of correlation 
coefficient is largest. It is shown in Figure 5 as an 
example of the estimation of response time t = Tpc 
of untrained subject at 80 km/h. It is noted that the 
34 experimental observation probabilities obtained 
by mean rank method are plotted in Figure 5. It is 
seen that the observation probabilities by experi-
ment are good fit to the estimated regression line, 
because of coefficient of correlation ρ = −0.9874. 
Thus, it is seen that the response time Tpc was good 
fit to Weibull distribution. It was also confirmed 
that Tp and Tm were good fit to Weibull distribu-
tion at all the combination of trained, untrained 
and aged subjects.

Figure 4. Appearance of truck in braking experiment.
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Figure 5. Relation between non-response probability 
and Tpc in Weibull probability paper (80 km/h, untrained 
subject).
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3.2 Parameter estimation for categorized groups

After obtaining the estimation from individual 
response time as Tpc, Tp and Tm or normalized 
response time by double logarithm transformation 
of Eq. (1), the slope a and intercept b of the regres-
sion model estimated from each subjects were plot-
ted in the normal probability paper as a linear 
line as shown in Figure 6(a) and (b). As for three 
categorized groups such as trained, untrained and 
aged drivers, it is confirmed that all the estimates 
of a and b from response time as Tpc, Tp and Tm 
obtained by the same method mentioned the above 
are applied to normal probability paper. From these 
results, it is seen that these estimates of a and b 
are good fit to the normal distribution. Therefore, 
the mean values of a and b are used to estimate the 
parameters A, B and C of Weibull distribution for 
categorized groups.

From these points of views, all the estimates of 
Weibull parameters A, B and C were determined 
by the mean value of regression coefficients a and 
b for each categories group of subject such as 
trained, untrained and aged subject groups. These 
summaries of the estimated Weibull parameters 
for response time t = Tpc, Tp and Tm are listed in 
Table 3. In the table, the mean and variance are 
calculated by

mean = +⎛
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  (2)

where Γ(•) means gamma function. From Table 1, 
it is interesting that the order of the values of C is

Tpc < Tp < Tm

for any category groups.

3.3 PSF and HCR model

In order to formulate of human performance and 
human error, the relationship between nonre-
sponse probability of human and normalized time 
by Eq. (2)
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(3)Figure 6. Distribution of estimated a and b of  Tpc, on 

Normal Probability Paper. (80 km/h, untrained subject).

(a) Trained
Trained Tm Tp Tpc

Tm
Tp Tpc

median 2.404 0.473 0.586
A 1.497 0.286 0.401
B 1.180 0.208 0.233
C 60.376 11.315 4.605
a 60.376 11.315 4.605
b -24.340 14.145 4.209

mean 2.663 0.481 0.599
var 0.001 0.001 0.008

(b) Untrained
Untrained
median 2.440 0.512 0.729
A 1.174 0.301 0.503
B 1.225 0.238 0.261
C 31.233 9.254 4.073
a 31.233 9.254 4.073
b -5.016 11.102 2.800

mean 2.379 0.523 0.717
var 0.002 0.001 0.016

(c) Aged
Aged
median 2.547 0.616 0.870
A 1.291 0.361 0.621
B 1.240 0.260 0.310
C 25.209 7.325 3.623
a 25.209 7.325 3.623
b -6.444 7.462 1.728

mean 2.504 0.599 0.869
var 0.004 0.003 0.029

Tm
Tp Tpc

Table 3. Statistics of estimates of Tpc, Tp and Tm 
on Weibull distribution (80 km/h).
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is proposed and this relationship is called as 
HCR model (Hannaman & Worledge, 1988, 
Kumamoto & Henly, 1996). T1/2 in Eq. (3) is a nor-
malized factor obtained by the following transla-
tion with K1, K2 and K3

T T1TT 2/ /T2 1 2 3 1TT( )1 K1K1KK ( )K1 21 ( )K1 K3KKKK2KK   (4)

K1, K2 and K3 are called Performance Shaping 
Factors (PSFs) that mean the coefficients on human 
error derived from experience, stress level and 
quality of interface of device. T1 2TT /  in Eq. (4) is the 
median of response time such as Tpc, Tp and Tm. The 
HCR curves for normalized response times of Tpc, 
Tp and Tm for rained subject on 80 km/h are shown 
in Figure 7. The factor T1/2 are used to evaluate the 
normalized response time as shown in Table 5(a) 
and (b), where the PSF is necessary to calculate in 
Eq. (4). In the determination of PSFs, it is derived 
from PSFs Table(Hannaman & Worledge, 1988, 
Kumamoto & Henly, 1996) that K1 = –0.22 and 
0.44 for trained and untrained subject respectively 
at the case of Tpc and Tp. On the other hand, it is 
assumed by the proportional relation on response 
time, K1 = 2.21 and 1.09 are extrapolated from the 
experimental data of aged group at the case of Tpc 
and Tp. By the way, it is assumed at the case of Tm 
that K1 = 0, 0 and 0.25 for trained, untrained and 
aged groups. In all the case, it is determined that 
K2 and K3 are set up as zero. These conditions of 
PSF’s and the estimated values for HCR model are 
listed in Table 4. This means that the kinds of driv-
ing work on Tpc, Tp and Tm are approximated to the 
kinds knowledge, rule, and skill based operations.

For the comparison study by HCR model 
(Hannaman & Worledge, 1988, Kumamoto & 
Henly, 1996), that estimated values by the present 
study on perception, cognition and action on 
driving work are listed along with the results for 
kinds of cognitive types by the previous study. 
From the Figure 7 and Table 5, it is verified that 

the tendencies of estimated parameters are similar 
to the results by the previous work (Hannaman & 
Worledge, 1988, Kumamoto & Henly, 1996). This 
means the features of human error on driver are 
similar to that of operators of nuclear power 
plant.

4 DISCUSSIONS

Figure 7 shows the differences of HCR model 
among Tpc, Tp and Tm that are concerned with 
perception, cognition and action at driving work. 
The values of PSF’s in Table 4 are used to describe 
the HCR curves. From these results, it is suggested 
that the differences among Tpc, Tp and Tm are cor-
responding to perception with knowledge, rule and 
skill based behaviors.

Figure 8(a) and (b) show the relation between 
reliability that means probably of response and 
Tpc, and Tm for aged, untrained and trained groups. 

Trained Tm  Tp  Tpc

median 2.404 0.473 0.586
K1 0.00 -0.22 -0.22
T1/2 2.404 0.369 0.457
A 0.630 0.775 0.880
B 0.629 0.572 0.503
C 58.868 11.315 4.605

mean 1.107 1.313 1.307
var 0.000 0.006 0.039

Table 5. Estimated values on HCR model, 
(80 km/h, trained subject).
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Figure 7. Relation between non-response probability 
and normalized time for Trained; 80 km/h, Tm, Tp and Tpc.

Table 4. Parameter of PSFs.

Tm Tp Tpc

Trained K1 0.00 –0.22 –0.22
K2 0.00 0.00 0.00
K3 0.00 0.00 0.00

Untrained K1 0.00 0.44 0.44
K2 0.00 0.00 0.00
K3 0.00 0.00 0.00

Aged K1 0.25 2.21 1.09
K2 0.00 0.00 0.00
K3 0.00 0.00 0.00
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These figures are derived from the HCR model. 
From these results, it is seen that the differences 
between trained and untrained stems from the 
experiences or learning on driving technique. 
From these results, it is seen from Figure 8(a) that 
the response Tpc, of trained subject is faster than 
untrained and aged drivers. On the other hand, it 
is not seen from Figure 8(b) that the response Tm of 
untrained is faster than that of trained subject.

It is also seen that the response in perception 
and cognition process of aged driver is slower 
than trained and untrained drivers. From the 
study on eye movement of drivers, it is known by 
Figures 9(a) and (b) that distances of eye move-
ment of trained driver at highway are smaller than 
those of untrained and aged drivers, while the fixa-
tion time of trained driver is longer than those 
of untrained and aged drivers. In the Figure 9, 
the abbreviations of traffic situation are defined 
by Figure 10. These facts suggest that the trained 
driver who has more experiences and well skill is 
able to catch the useful information during mini-
mum opportunities of eye movement.

Finally, as an application of estimating the 
hazard, Figure 11 shows the possible distance for 
halting a vehicle with the reliability level when the 
trained person drives with 80 km/h. This figure can 
be obtained from HCR model in Figure 8(a) and 
(b) with the ordinal psychological case of K1, K2 
and K3 in Table 5. On the other hands, it can be 
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estimated from Figure 12 by  the possible distance 
for emergency stopping a vehicle will be longer 
than the ordinary distance, if  the degree of hazard 
is changed by the stress level and quality of inter-
face of device as Table 6.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper it is verified by HCR model that the 
experience of a driver is an important factor to per-
ception with cognition behavior such as decreasing 
the degree of risk when one must stop a vehicle 
unexpectedly. It can be possible by the proposed 
model that how longer distance will be necessary to 
stop the vehicle when the degree of the emergency 
and hazard increases. Statistical analysis found sig-
nificances in factors with PSF, such driving expe-
rience and aging. These factors will be useful for 
determining reliability and safety for driving under 
a variety of conditions and will serve as the basis 
for future human factors experiments to uncover 
the causes of accidents.

(a) High workload and fair interface
 Tm  Tpc

Trained K1 0.00 -0.22
High workload K2 0.28 0.28
Fair K3 0.44 0.44

(b) Grave emergency and poor interface
 Tm  Tpc

Trained K1 0.00 -0.22
Grave emergency K2 0.44 0.44
Poor K3 0.78 0.78

Table 6. Parameter of PSFs on each condition.
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The effects of various naturalistic conversations on driving 
performances during simulated driving
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ABSTRACT: There is evidence that the cell phone while driving caused the adverse effects of driving 
safety. However, it was hardly conducted naturalistic conversation in past driving-phone research. Hence, 
the actual effects of cell phone use remains unclear. The objective of this research was to assess the effect 
of naturalistic conversation on driving behaviour and provide a direct comparison of the driving per-
formance of hands-free phone drivers among naturalistic conversations. The experiment was conducted 
on a high—fidelity driving simulator, with 24 participants divided into driver and conversation partner. 
The conversation was classified into theme, elicitation, and negotiation conversation by referring to the 
dialogue of the public in Taiwan. The results showed the purposive task (elicitation and negotiation) led 
to driver’s workload increased and caused adverse effects in driver behavior compared to normal driving 
(no conversation), including: poor speed management, increased reaction time, and impaired lateral posi-
tion maintenance. In addition, drivers might adopt compensation strategies to cope with the additional 
expenditure of attention to the demand of conversation, such as longer headway and lower driving speed. 
On the other hands, there were no significant difference between theme conversation and normal driving 
in terms of lateral position, speed management, and subjective mental load and the extent of impairment 
on some aspects of driving performance was less in theme than that in purposive task. These findings 
indicate the impairment associated with using naturalistic conversation were partially similar with that in 
artificial conversation from prior studies and show the deteriorations of driving performance caused by 
different types of naturalistic conversation were not same.

Keywords: driving distraction, naturalistic conversation, driving simulator

Strayer, Drews, & Johnston (2003) pointed out 
that the duration of phone conversation can be 
up to two orders of magnitude greater than the 
duration of dialing or receiving a call. It seemed 
to imply that the distracting effects (cognitive dis-
traction) of the content of phone conversation are 
considerable. The concern issue focuses on a driver 
has to divert part of his attention from the primary 
task of vehicle operation to phone conversation. 
While the distraction reached a certain degree, the 
driving behavior would be affected significantly. 
These adverse changes had been reported, includ-
ing increase in drivers’ reaction time to driving—
related events and the number of missed signals 
(Consiglio, Driscoll, Witte, & Berg, 2003; Strayer 
et al., 2003; Treffner & Barrett, 2004), poor speed 
management (Rakauskas, Gugerty, & Ward, 
2004), increase in the likelihood of getting into an 
accident (Lin & Chen, 2006), and impairment of 

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of cell phones while driving is widespread 
growth as well as cell phone popularity. The cell 
phone not only produces the convenience but also 
the traffic safety hazards from crash reports.

On the basis of the prior research, legislations 
regarding the usage of cell phone while driving were 
established in as many as 40 countries. It was widely 
believed that the manual manipulation of cell phone 
had negative effects on driving (Brookhuis, de 
Vries, & de Waard, 1991; Briem & Hedman, 1995). 
Hence, in most cases, the law mainly focuses on 
peripheral factors such as dialing or holding. How-
ever, recent studies also reported that hands-free 
phone doesn’t provide more safer than hand-held 
phone while driving (Patten, Kircher, Östlund, & 
Nilsson, 2004; McEvoy et al., 2005; Svenson & Pat-
ten 2005; Horrey & Wickens, 2006).
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vehicle control (Treffner & Barrett, 2004). Although 
there has been a large of research concerned the 
impact of hands-free phone use on driving task 
since the mid 1990s, the conflicting findings has 
provoked a controversy (Horrey & Wickens, 2006). 
It is worthy of attention that the conversation tasks 
among prior studies vary in their nature, duration 
and difficulty. The amounts of attention diverted 
to those conversations at the wheel should be not 
identical because of the amount and complexity of 
a task decides the extent of cognitive processing 
required to invest in (Blanco, Biever, Gallagher, & 
Dingus, 2006). Certainly, the conversation is one 
of potential sources of variation in effects of cell 
phone conversation imposed on driving perform-
ance (Dragutinovic & Twisk, 2005).

Reviewing the existing literature, the simu-
lated conversations can be divided into two types: 
artificial conversation and naturalistic conversa-
tion. Artificial conversation has two common 
forms. First, the majority of studies had used the 
mathematical tests (Hancock, Lesch, & Simmons, 
2003; Patten et al., 2004; Shinar et al., 2005; Liu & 
Lee, 2005; Lin & Chen, 2006), the driver was usu-
ally asked for computations or recognition of 
presented digits, such as double-digit additions. 
Second, some of the previous studies conducted 
verbal tests included shadowing technique 
and word generation task. However, the research 
did not give clear comments on what difference on 
the effect of driving performance between artifi-
cial conversation and naturalistic conversation in 
real life. Rakauskas et al. (2004) pointed out that 
artificial conversations are easier to quantify and 
implement than naturalistic conversations but they 
represented neither typical conversations nor the 
demands of drivers in conversing by a cell phone. 
Actually, this conversation is much less structured 
and lacking of some elements of naturalistic conver-
sation such as emotion and memory engagement. 
Usually, the subject of naturalistic conversation 
was often determined as interesting to participants 
and it requested the participant to offer answers 
to simple or complex question. In fact, there is a 
gap between the conversations in existing driving-
phone research and real conversation. However,the 
conversation were experimenter-paced and didn’t 
get rid of one-way communication. In other words, 
the driver passively engaged in conversation and did 
not experience leading the direction and contents 
of communication. The conversation in the study 
of Ferlazzo et al. (2008) were composed of 120 
questions concerning their daily life (e.g., “What 
kind of music do you appreciate and why?”). Beede 
and Kass (2006) conducted analogous conversa-
tion which was primarily visuo-spatial in nature. 
(“How do I get to school from train station?” or 
“ How many windows do you have in your home”). 

The two past studies made same disadvantage 
on the conversation flow with Rakauskas’s study. 
In the study of Shinar et al. (2005), math computa-
tions task (a sequence of numbers and operations 
were presented) and an emotionally involving 
conversation were conducted. The emotional con-
versation was composed of a series of questions 
interested by the driver would be emotionally chal-
lenging (e.g., if  the driver was a sports fan of a spe-
cific team, the question would be around the team 
such as the reason of poor records).

To gain a more comprehensive understanding 
of the effect caused by cell phone conversation 
on driving performance, it is necessary to explore 
impairments from more naturalistic and various 
conversations while driving. Thus, the current 
study incorporated three types of naturalistic con-
versation with realistic driving simulator. There 
were two hypotheses that the negative effect on 
driving performance would occur regardless of the 
type of naturalistic conversation and the degree 
of impairment would be different among those 
conversations.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

There were 24 healthy volunteers who were paid 
for their participation. Half  of them serviced as 
driver in the experiment, and the other half  was 
the conversation partner. Those driver (10 males, 
2 females), between 20 and 35 (M = 24.1, S.D. = 3.8) 
years of age had held a driving license at least one 
years and driven at least 1000 km. Conversation 
partner group (6 males, 6 females; mean age = 25.2, 
standard deviation of age = 3.7) was conducted to 
converse with driver.

2.2 Apparatus

A fixed-based driving simulator used in the 
experiment creates the realistic sensations in a 
laboratory environment and measures numerous 
driving performances.

2.3 Experimental design and procedure

Upon arriving at the experimental facility, the 
both participants were told the purpose of the 
study briefly and signed an informed consent prior 
to the experiment. To help participants under-
stand the experiment fast and clear, they were 
presented a pre-recorded video explaining the 
method, procedure and precautions of the experi-
ment. The driver were then conducted a practice 
drive to familiarize the driving simulator and driv-
ing scenario and they were also informed that the 
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experimenter would sit aside to driver at all time in 
order to assist the process of the trial. In the pri-
mary task, the drivers must follow a lead vehicle in 
low traffic density of highway. The experimenter 
emphasized that the drivers should drive as in real 
traffic. Meanwhile, they were instructed to step 
on the brake pedal in response to the activation 
of the lead car’s rear-lamp. The secondary task 
was conversing with a partner who was at other 
room through a simulated hands-free phone. Each 
driver would perform three kinds of conversation 
in the experiment. Those types were selected and 
classified by collecting the common conversation 
contents in vehicles of Taiwan citizen. In theme, 
the driver was told that it was casual talking which 
focused on a specific topic that was identified in 
the questionnaire as being of interest to both sides. 
In contrast, the elicitation, the driver was not only 
communicating around a specific theme but also 
trying to make the partner say a group of pre-
set keywords relative to the topic. The elicitation 
simulated a dialogue that we wanted to acquire 
an answer or promise to a concerned thing from 
conversation partner. To keep the conversation 
smooth and natural, we informed the driver of not 
just asking straight forward questions. In brief, the 
simple mechanics of this conversation, the driver 
would embed their attempts to elicit the keywords 
so that the partner would be conscious of that’s 
being a casual talking. The negotiation involved 
the commercial deal and competitive price. The 
driver actively bargained with the partner over the 
price for a high price product. Obviously, the work 
results of buyer and selling party is contrary. Both 
parties all made an effort to fight for self-interest 
which had relation with cash award. As mentioned 
above, the participants were expected to go all out 
to engage in each condition, they were offered 
extra reward depending on their performance. 
These conversations were highly expected to be 
more natural in form and content and show up its 
characteristic fully. Except for the three conditions, 
no conversation condition was also conducted, in 
which the driver concentrated on the driving task 
alone.

As to dependent variable, driving speed, lateral 
position, and headway were logged at a frequency 
of  2 Hz. Lateral position was measured as the dis-
tance between the car and the road central line. 
Headway was bumper to bumper distance between 
the lead car and the following car. In addition, 
brake reaction time, missed brake response, and 
number of  collisions with lead car were recorded 
by event-oriented. Brake reaction time recorded 
in millisecond was the time interval between acti-
vation of  the rear lamp of  lead car and the onset 
of  the brake pedal. The number of  missed brake 
response divided by total number of  the lead car 
braking was the ratio of  missed brake response.

3 RESULTS

The thorough empirical evaluation of the research’s 
hypothesis is carried out in the context of realistic 
driving simulation. This research compared the 
effects caused by the theme, elicitation, negotiation 
to baseline conditions on driving performance. 
Table 1 depicts the conversation type yielded a main 
effect for driving speed. The multiple comparison 
showed that each other of all have significant dif-
ference, the highest and the lowest speeds were in 
no conversation and negotiation respectively and 
the speed were higher in theme compared with the 
elicitation.

Refer to Table 1, the main effects of the conver-
sation tasks on driving maintenance (i.e., standard 
deviation of driving speed and standard devia-
tion of lateral position) were found. Tukey’s test 
showed that the variation of speed for four condi-
tions could be divided into two groups, i.e., elici-
tation, negotiation, and theme and theme and no 
conversation. Meanwhile, the highest and lowest 
variations appeared in the elicitation and the no 
conversation respectively. In other words, negotia-
tion and elicitation were significantly higher than 
no conversation. In regard to standard deviation of 
lateral position, the difference between no conver-
sation and theme was not statistically significant, 
but both elicitation and negotiation increased the 

Table 1. Means and standard deviations for driving performance and maintenance.

Performance measures None Theme Elicitation Negotiation p-Value

Mean speed (km/h) 94.03a 91.78b 88.03c 85.61d 0.000
Standard deviation of speed (km/h)  5.44a  6.10a,b  6.95b  6.82b 0.012
Headway (m)  8.15a  9.64b 11.35c 12.07c 0.000
Standard deviation of lateral position (m)  0.60a  0.66a,b  0.76b,c  0.82c 0.000
Brake reaction time (sec)  0.91a  1.15b  1.17b  1.39c 0.000
Ratio of missed brake response  0.02  0.14  0.24  0.27 0.000
Number of collision  0.08a  0.17a  0.42a  0.83b 0.014

Note.- In rows a,b,c,d indicates differences between conditions.
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variability of driver’s lane maintenance behavior 
noticeably compared with no conversation. Seeing 
the result in detail, there was a significant differ-
ence between theme and negotiation, but two dif-
ferences, one is between theme and elicitation, the 
other is between elicitation and negotiation, were 
no statistically significant.

The results illustrated that the conversation 
was also found to be significant for headway (see 
Table 1). Obviously, the headway in theme was sig-
nificant longer than no conversation and shorter 
than elicitation and negotiation, no significant 
difference between elicitation and negotiation. 
In terms of the brake reaction time for detecting 
the lead car’s rear-lamp, the negotiation was sig-
nificant longer than other conversation conditions 
(shown in Table 1). Theme and elicitation had sim-
ilar effects in brake reaction time. It is clear that 
when the participants concentrated on driving task 
alone, their reaction time were significantly shorter 
than driving with the three conversations.

Table 1 also indicates that there was significant 
difference in the number of collision among the 
four driving conditions. In addition, no significant 
difference among no conversation, theme, and elici-
tation and between elicitation and negotiation. The 
number of collision in no conversation and theme 
were significant lower than that in negotiation.

4 DISCUSSION

The main findings are that the naturalistic 
conversation indeed has a negative effect on driving 
behavior and the degree of degradation in which-
ever measures were marked discrepancy among the 
three conversations. The theme had greatly part of 
communication in our daily life. The drivers in the 
present study had large experiences of engaging 
in casual talking while driving, the talk topic was 
chosen by the driver prior to the experiment, and 
thus he was interested and good at the content of 
theme. Meanwhile, no goal was required to achieve 
in theme and thus the driver conducted it in hap-
hazard and relaxation. In addition, the conversa-
tion could be interrupted at any moment without 
memorizing the progress by the driver while get-
ting into high demand of traffic because it could 
be restored at new talking point. The architecture 
of the conversation was loose and the content was 
shallow. In principle, the driver’s involvement of 
mental resource in theme might be relatively low. 
In terms of elicitation the driver needed to rehearse 
the keywords in his mind constantly. The driver 
should organize the conversation flow to keep it 
smooth and induce the specific words spoken by 
the partner successfully. The driver would make 
the partner say the words as many as possible in 

restricted conversation time. Therefore, the driver 
would play a leading role in the conversation and 
time constraint increased the stress levels (Hill and 
Boyle, 2007). Negotiation, the driver bargained 
continuously with conversation partner over the 
price that needed to concentrate on the status and 
progress of the conversation, involving decision-
making, problem solving and memory. For the 
same reason, both driver and conversation part-
ner desired a higher performance of the secondary 
task. Consequently, the driver felt depressed and 
stressed easily because of the strong resistance of 
the conversation partner during negotiation. Even 
if  elicitation and negotiation fell into the category 
of purposive tasks and produced internal stress in 
driver’s mental, there were apparent differences 
between them; the driver needed to copy with and 
respond the declaration of the opponent passively 
and continuously in negotiation. In other words, 
the driver required the more attention to apply 
appropriate strategies to contend with an oppo-
nent. Therefore, we speculated the driver’s involve-
ment of mental resource in negotiation was higher 
than that in elicitation.

Törnros and Bolling (2006) found driving speed 
was reduced by phone conversation; the authors 
interpreted it as the compensatory effort. Haigney 
et al. (2000) also claimed that the driver engage 
in compensatory behavior which enables mental 
resource availability to be maintained at a safety 
level when using a cell phone. In other words, driv-
ers apparently intented to resolve the conflict of 
attentional demands by reducing driving speed 
allowing more time for both work. From the point 
of view, there was no doubt that the driving speed 
in other conversation conditions should be slower 
than that in no conversations. Further viewing on 
the significant difference of driving speed among 
three conversations implied the cognitive workload 
resulted from various conversations really had dis-
similarity that supported our main hypothesis.

On the basis of the same reason, increase of 
headway providing more time to react is another 
way of reducing task demand (Cnossen et al., 
2004). It was reasonable that those conversations 
revealed similar pattern of results for both meas-
ures of performance. From the results of driving 
speed and headway, the driving workload involved 
in theme markedly higher than that in no con-
versation significantly differed that while the two 
purposive conversations involved in. Moreover, no 
significant difference of headway between elicita-
tion and negotiation but it was close to significance. 
On the aspect of the driving speed, the negotiation 
was substantially slower than elicitation. It was 
inferred from the findings that the load caused by 
negotiation should be higher that by elicitation 
which was in agreement with the inference about 
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the comparison of the two conversations in last 
paragraph.

Strayer and Johnston (2007) suggested that a 
driver involved in a cell phone conversation would 
lead to withdrawal of attention from driving envi-
ronment. The viewpoint supported the result in 
the study; the reaction time toward lead vehicle 
braking was prolonged compared to no conversa-
tion driving regardless of the conversation type. 
The finding appeared to be consistent with the rel-
evant literatures (i.e., Strayer et al., 2003; Consiglio 
et al., 2003). As noted above, the driver’s involve-
ment of mental resource in negotiation, includ-
ing memory, decision-making, thinking, etc., was 
higher than that in theme. The more involvement 
of mental resource invested in secondary task, the 
more attention diverted from driving activity. It 
was widely accepted that the degree of impairment 
on the capability of perceptual signal detection was 
in accordance with the amount of attention being 
diverted to utilize in secondary task. Therefore, the 
braking reaction time in negotiation was slower 
than that in theme.

From the result of number of collision, the risk 
of traffic accident significantly was increased dra-
matically in whichever naturalistic conversation, 
elicitation and negotiation especially. Because 
of the feature of phone conversation; immediate 
response, the celluar phone conversation seemed 
to be urgent and important, the driver was prob-
ably to give the conversation task higher priority 
compared to driving task in a short time, especially 
in a smooth and steady traffic condition (i.e., fol-
lowing the lead car in the low traffic density). At 
this moment, the driver seemed to get into the 
conversational situation entirely and remain few 
mental resource to maintain the essential demands 
of driving task. We had experience of not remem-
bering what action taken (i.e., braking, overtaking) 
or scenary passed through in a moment ago while 
simultaneously conversing. Hence, we considered 
the cell phone conversation will yield a form of 
inattention blindness, is the phenomenon of not 
being able to see things that are actually there and 
increases the probabilty of car accident certainly. 
Furthermore, inattention blindness would occur 
more frequently in the purposive conversation 
because of a conversational goal that emphasized 
the importance and essentiality of conversation.

The result of variation of lateral position 
demenstrated that the conversation seem to impair 
the ability to maintain the steady lateral position, 
was inconsistent with the claim of Rakauskas 
et al .(2004) and Lin and Chen (2006). We sus-
pected that the discrepancy could be attributed 
to difference of the reality of conversation. The 
naturalistic conversation usually involved fluc-
tuations of emotions and the intense or extreme 

(e.g., anxious, excited, angry) emotion aroused a 
slight vibration of hands that directly affected the 
control of steering. Owing to care about the goal 
of conversation, the driver had larger variety of 
emotion in elicitation and negotiation than that 
in theme. The conversations in the experiment of 
Rakauskas et al. (2004) and Lin and Chen (2006) 
were a form of artificial test which did not cause 
the emotional fluctuations and thus did not influ-
ence the maintenance of driving position.

5 CONCLUSION

The subjective evaluation and objective driving 
measurement lead us to conclude that the differ-
ent contents will not result in the same mental load 
and negative effect.

The finding interprets why the results from differ-
ent studies seemed contradictory and supports the 
notation that the naturalistic conversation should 
be adopted to explore the precise results about the 
effect on driving behavior caused by cell phone.

Although casual talking is superior to purposive 
conversations in terms of some driving perform-
ances and subjective workload, we don’t agree that 
it is entirely safe to conduct. First, it is impossible 
for the driver to ensure that none of other types of 
conversations will occur in the whole conversation 
process. The second explanation, the findings of 
this study are applicable for highway driving, it is 
lacking of evaluation on other traffic condition.

The range of circumstances investigated in this 
study was limited and the more different traffic 
densities are needed to examine the driving behav-
ior imposed by the naturalistic conversation such 
as urban traffic. Therefore, the further research 
would assist generalizations to be made.
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ABSTRACT: Japanese government orders the inhabitants to evacuate by self-help or by mutual 
assistance in urban disaster situation. When urban earthquake hazards are occurred, the bumps and 
obstacles on the street could block the evacuation behavior. More, the ever-changing blaze along the 
evacuation route jeopardizes the evacuee’s life. Although the systems distributing information about the 
evacuation such as broadcasting network have existed, the appropriate information for each evacuee’s 
situation should be available. The personal navigation system which informs the appropriate evacuation 
route in accordance with the user’s physical and cognitive characteristics is a way to deal with the issues. 
To design the human interface of disaster information system, the evacuee’s cognitive characteristics 
should be considered. Therefore, the evacuee’s cognitive behavior was investigated through simulation 
experiments. As the results, an evacuee’s cognitive model was proposed and the information required on 
the evacuation route map on PDA was revealed.

Keywords: cognitive process, cognitive model, urban disaster, evacuation, personal digital assistance

relating to the map on PDA could influence the 
evacuation behavior of  out-of-towner. From these 
viewpoints, we conducted two experiments in 
order to reveal the relation between the evacuee’s 
performance and cognitive behavior which relates 
to the map on PDA.

1.2 Cognitive process of evacuee

When an out-of-towner evacuee has a portable 
device such as the PDA or a mobile phone, the 
evacuee could refer to the map in order to proceed 
to an evacuation center. However, the evacuee has 
to decide or judge or understand the present loca-
tion and the direction to the goal again and again. 
Whenever the evacuee thinks about the details, the 
cognition relating to the thinking could occur.

It was pointed that the plant operator’s cogni-
tive process consist some subtle thinking step and 
the thinking step includes a ‘cognitive state’ and a 
‘strategy’ (Kobayashi et al., 2007). The cognitive 
state is a state of cognition affected by the opera-
tor’s emotion while the plant operator identifies 
the malfunctions. The strategy is the direction 
to the identification of the malfunctions. Although 
these concepts of cognition are considered for 
plant operators, we assume that the concept could 
be applied to the evacuee. Because the evacuee’s 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The government of Japan orders the inhabitants 
to evacuate by self-help or by mutual assistance in 
urban disaster situation. Although the systems dis-
tributing information about the evacuation such as 
broadcasting network have existed, the appropriate 
information for each evacuee should be available. 
The personal navigation system which informs the 
appropriate evacuation route in accordance with the 
situations of the evacuation route is a way to deal 
with the issues. Thus, the existence of representing 
the route and the user interface of the navigation 
device should be considered based on the evacuee’s 
cognitive characteristics. For example, if the evacu-
ees move to the evacuation center with the evacua-
tion route map, we have not known that what could 
be clues for them to choose the route. Further, if the 
evacuee move with the information device providing 
the evacuation route information, the existence of 
the user interface of the information device should 
be considered based on the evacuee’s view point.

Recently, Personal Digital Assistance (PDA) 
with touch panel is in widespread use in Japan. 
Touch panel operation is low-skilled interface 
for young individuals. However, various factors 
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thinking process could be a sequence of problem 
solving such as route selection. Nevertheless, the 
evacuee’s cognitive process should be cleared. 
Then, the evacuee’s cognitive process should be 
investigated and clarified in order to consider the 
design of the navigation system for evacuation.

1.3 Objective of this study

Although some methods or systems of  providing 
disaster information has proposed concretely, 
existence of  the network for providing disaster 
information should be discussed. Especially, the 
systems should be based on a simulation experi-
ment from the view of  evacuee (Takahashi et al., 
2009). Therefore, considering the user interface 
of  disaster information device is useful for devel-
oping the disaster information service system. 
For addressing these points, we investigated the 
evacuee’s cognitive process through experiment.

2 METHOD

2.1 Overview

In order to reveal the characteristics of the evacuee’s 
cognitive process, we conducted the evacuation sim-
ulation. The participants were 25 students with ages 
ranging from 20 to 23 years, and the every partici-
pant was walked from the specified starting location 
to an evacuation center in Shinjuku, Tokyo with a 
PDA in hand. They were not familiar with the area. 
The PDA shows the map of the region and the par-
ticipants operate the map by touch operation.

2.2 Districts for experiment

The evacuation simulation was conducted in 
2 regions in Shinjuku, Tokyo. Region 1 had 
200 × 150 square meters residential area and 
included a few apartments and small alleys. Thus, 
we assumed that many clogs or accidents could 
prevent the evacuee’s behavior. On the other hand, 
Region 2 has an area of 400 × 300 square meters 
residential area and crowded city blocks of wooden 
dwellings and temples. Thus, many fires could 
break out after a quake occurs, and evacuees could 
be the fire victims. The residents in these regions 
consists many elderly people.

2.3 Apparatus and materials

In the evacuation simulation, the participant’s 
think aloud protocol and the performance 
were recorded using 2 video cameras (SONY 
Handycam HDR-SR12) and a voice recorder 
(OLYMPUS Voice Trek V-61). One of the video 

cameras recorded the manipulation of PDA and 
another video camera recorded the participant’s 
evacuation behavior from some distance by an 
experimenter.

The PDAs we used were EMOBILE S11HT and 
NTT DoCoMo T-01 A. S11HT has a 2.8 inches dis-
play with touch panel and T-01 A has a 4.1 inches 
wide VGA display with touch panel. These 
PDA was running Microsoft Windows Mobile 
6.1 Professional Japanese edition and the custom 
software displaying map. The custom software 
was running on Adobe Flash Player. The map was 
made based on blank map which was published 
by Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism of Japan. In this regard, the map of 
Region 1 was almost blank excepting the name of 
the elementary school for the purpose of evacua-
tion center and the town name. The map of Region 
2 includes the name of the temples in addition.

The PDA displayed two semi-transparent but-
tons on the map for zooming and the map posi-
tion was moved by rubbing the touch panel with 
a finger. The map was fully-zoomable by touch 
panel operation. Further, the map showed some 
impracticable ways/roads with icons. The icons 
represented a fire or a traffic accident after a cer-
tain period of time.

3 INVESTIGATION OF COGNITIVE 
PROCESS

3.1 Experiment

The aim of the evacuation simulation was to 
investigate the evacuee’s cognitive process while 
they moved. The simulation was conducted in the 
2 regions. The participants for Region 1 were 5 stu-
dents and walked with the PDA (S11HT) in hand. 
Further, the participants for Region 2 were 10 stu-
dents and walked with T-01 A in hand.

Before the participants started to proceed to an 
evacuation center one by one, we instructed all par-
ticipants to think aloud the contents of their think-
ing about the evacuation.

While the respective participants moved, 3 
experimenters walked with the participant, and 
recorded their behavior using the video cameras 
and asked to the participant the reason of behavior 
such as route choice.

After the participants reached the goal (the 
evacuation center), the participant asked the ques-
tionnaire including the question items about the 
usability of the map on PDA and etc.

3.2 Result

From the evacuation simulation’s results, all par-
ticipants could get to the goal using the map 
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in spite of the difference of experimental regions. 
However, there are no participants who walked 
the shortest path of Region 1. The distance of the 
shortest path of Region 1 was about 320 meters; 
however, Figure 1(a) shows that every partici-
pant walked over 600 meters. In other words, 
all the participants who walked in the Region 1 
detour or lost their way. On the other hand, the 
shortest path of Region 2 was about 710 meters. 
Figure 1(b) shows that 4 participants could walk 
by shortest path without backtracking. It is impor-
tant that whether the evacuee is able to walk the 
shortest path for evacuation in disaster situation. 
Therefore, these results suggest that the quality of 
evacuation of Region 1 was worse than the evacu-
ation of Region 2.

Based on consideration of the difference of the 
results between Region 1 and Region 2, we assumed 
that the participants who were not able to get to the 
goal by the shortest path were not able to get the appro-
priate information for evacuation from the map on 
PDA. In these regards, the difference of the evacua-
tion route or distance was suggested that their cogni-
tive process differed. Therefore, we investigated the 
participants’ think aloud protocols and behaviors 
recorded by the video cameras.

3.3 Discussion

The think aloud protocols and their behaviors 
which were recorded by the video camera showed 

that all participants of Region 1 intended to walk 
wider road and avoided walking through the nar-
row lane. Further, the participants could not 
understand a narrow lane was just the shortest path 
because the narrow path could not tell just by look-
ing the evacuation environment and/or the map on 
PDA. Thus, we assumed that these factors prevent 
the evacuee from getting clues for choosing prefer-
able path to the evacuation center. On the other 
hand, the results also showed that the map on PDA 
could not tell any clue, and the participants went 
back and forth, and walked long distance. Those 
participants’ think aloud protocol represented that 
they misunderstood their present location or direc-
tion to the goal, and repeated trial and errors until 
they backtracked to the familiar point.

Although the participants’ data of Region
2 showed that the participants’ cognitive charac-
teristic was as well as the case of  Region 1, the 
name of temple which indicated on the map of 
Region 2 and the gatepost of  the temple became 
clues for path preference. This means the partici-
pant could match information from the map and 
the land mark in the evacuation environment, and 
they understand the present location and direc-
tion to the goal.

3.4 Evacuee’s cognitive process

According to the above results and consideration, 
we could estimate the evacuee’s cognitive process 
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows a phase of cognitive process while 
the evacuee proceeds to the evacuation center with 
a map on PDA in hand. When an evacuee has to 
decide the behavior such as path choice, the various 
factors we found in the experimental data could 
affect the cognition or thinking. These factors fall 
into 2 categories: one is external factors and the 
other is internal factors. The external factors exist 
in the evacuee’s environment and the map such as 
evacuation route and the map on PDA. The inter-
nal factors relate the evacuee’s mental state and/
or decision error. For example, if  the narrow path 
and confusing map do not tell the evacuee appro-
priate information, the evacuee could backtrack 
or trials and errors. In these regards, we assumed 
that the cognitive phase consist 3 steps: a cognitive 
state that is the evacuee is having the clue or not; 
strategy that is the evacuee’s principle of behavior; 
and the evacuee’s behavior e.g. their route choice 
and proceeding. Figure 2 show that the behavior 
‘proceeding based on the plan’ or ‘proceeding to 
the goal direction’ is preferable because the evac-
uee is able to proceed to the next phase. However, 
the behavior we observed such as ‘getting lost’ 
or ‘backtracking’ are not preferable because the 
evacuee has no keys to deal with the situation.
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Figure 1. Relation between necessary time for evacua-
tion and walking distance of respective regions.
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Figure 2 also indicates the types of cognitive 
state and strategy. For example, ‘With the clue’ 
is preferable cognitive state and ‘Trying to decide 
the direction to the goal’ is better strategy than the 
other strategies because these cognitive state and 
strategy lead to the above preferable behaviors. 
Therefore, we assumed that the types of cognitive 
state and strategy represent the quality of evacuee’s 
cognition in the phase. In other words, the types of 
cognitive state and strategy could be a measure of 
the quality of cognition.

3.5 Summary

From the participants’ think aloud protocol and 
behavior observed, the evacuee’s cognitive proc-
ess in a phase was represented as a model. Further, 
we assumed that the types of cognitive state and 

strategy could be a metrics. Therefore, the concept 
of cognitive process could be applicable to evalua-
tion of the evacuee’s cognition. In order to clarify 
these points, we executed further research.

4 VERIFICATION OF COGNITIVE MODEL

4.1 Experiment

In order to clarify the validity of the cognitive 
model, we evaluated the newly designed map on 
PDA using two measures, and compared with the 
prototype. The measures are participants’ per-
formance and quality of cognition. The partici-
pants’ performance measured using the distance 
they walk and the quality of cognition measured 
using the occurrence of each type of cognitive state 
and strategy.
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Figure 2. Cognitive process of a phase in evacuation.
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The newly designed map we used in this 
verification experiment is based on the knowledge 
from above experimental results. For example, the 
new map included the name of land mark and 
the name of building located around corner. In 
addition, the new map was color-coded in order 
to let the evacuee know the narrow pathway. Fur-
ther, the triangle dotted lines were drawn on the 
way toward the direction to the goal for providing 
a sense of distance.

The participants were the other 10 students and 
divided into 2 groups including 5 of each. The 
respective groups were tried to evacuation simu-
lation in each region using the improved map on 
the PDA (NTT DoCoMo T-01 A). However, the 
respective participants were tried to evacuate one 
by one. The other procedure of the verification 
experiment and instruction to the participants was 
as well as before.

4.2 Performance result

Experimental results showed that 2 of 5 partici-
pants were able to walk the shortest path of Region 
1. Further, the other 3 participants of Region 1 
could walk short distance around 400 meters.

In addition, 4 of 5 participants of Region 2 
could walk through the shortest path and the aver-
age distance was shorter than before. Therefore, we 

decided the improved map on PDA was more valid 
than before from the performance data.

4.3 Quality of cognition

The quality of cognition was decided using the 
cognitive model as shown in Figure 2. To say 
more concretely, the participant’s cognitive state 
and strategy were judged using the model and the 
occurrence ratio of cognitive state’s and strategy’s 
type was calculated.

Figure 3a–3d shows the comparison of  occur-
rence ratio. Figure 3a, 3b shows the results of 
former evacuation simulation using the map 
of  prototype. Figure 3a indicates that undesir-
able cognitive state and strategy were observed 
in many phases. Concretely, the ratio such as 
‘Misunderstanding’ and ‘Trying to backtrack’ 
were relatively high in the case of  Region 1 (see 
Figure 3a).

Meanwhile, Figure 3c, 3d shows that the results 
using improved map lead to preferable types of cog-
nitive state and strategy. By comparing Figure 3a 
with Figure 3c, we know the occurrence ratio of 
undesirable type of cognitive state and strategy is 
lower in the case of using improved map (see Fig-
ure 3c). As explained above, we concluded that the 
improved map made an effect on not only for evac-
uee’s performance but also their cognition.
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Figure 3. Comparison among the results of occurrence ratio of cognitive state and strategy.
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Above results shows that the participant’s qual-
ity of cognition is in accordance with the perform-
ance data; therefore we are able to decide that the 
occurrence ratio of cognitive state’s and strategy’s 
type reflected the quality of cognitive process of 
evacuee. Thus, we found that the occurrence ratio 
of cognitive state’s and strategy’s type could be a 
metrics for evaluation of evacuee’s mental state, 
environment, and user experience of the evacua-
tion route map on PDA.

4.4 Summary

From the viewpoint of cognitive state and strat-
egy, the quality of cognition was estimated. As the 
results, the evacuee’s quality of cognitive process 
was evaluated and the validity of evaluation was 
clarified.

5 CONCLUSION

From the evacuee’s view, the evacuee’s cognitive 
process was discussed through experiments, and 
the cognitive model of evacuee was proposed. The 

validity of the model was clarified experimentally. 
Further, from the result of verification experiment, 
it was revealed that the information included in the 
improved map on PDA was the required informa-
tion for the evacuee.
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ABSTRACT: The capacity of Information Processing and information searching are the basic ability 
of the modern citizen in the 21st century. Nowadays, the rapid development of information technology 
has motivated developed countries to establish schools and organizations that are good at using infor-
mation. In terms of present enterprises, they also begin to rethink about their working process and how 
to integrate all their staffs’ knowledge and capacity through the assistance of information technology. 
Only people who have enough the ability of Information Processing and information searching are able 
to access, evaluate, organize and integrate information effectively with the appropriate methods, while 
following the exigencies of information ethics. Thereby, they can think critically, conduct self-oriented 
learning, and increase their own ability to solve their information needs. This research mainly focuses 
on high school students and does research on the features of students’ various background, information 
environment, the ability of Information Processing and information searching and their relationship. 
Firstly, this thesis begins with the literature reviews of information literacy related theories and researches. 
The survey was done using questionnaires with validity and reliability on 1150 high school students. The 
survey was extracted in the way of stratified random sampling, and was analyzed via descriptive statistics, 
percentage, mean, standard deviation, chi-square test, t test, and one-way ANOVA. The research pro-
duced the following findings that students’ backgrounds exhibit significant difference in information envi-
ronment, the capacity of information processing and information searching. (1) Students whose parents 
have higher educational degree are significantly different in information processing capacity. (2) Types 
of public and private schools as well as districts of schools cause significant differences in “information 
searching capacity”. (3) The information environment for the students is well designed and organized. 
Those students with better information environment are more competent in the capacity of Information 
Processing and information searching.

Keywords: information literacy, information processing, information searching, capacity

shortsighted and wrong to simply consider revolu-
tion of information and technology as an issue of 
‘technology’ (Rogerson & Bynum 1996).

Living in this 21st century of informationiza-
tion, we have difficulties not in a lack of infor-
mation or an anxious problem of information 
explosion, but in how to confront information, 
cognize the value of information, acquire the skills 
of utilizing information as well as form healthy 
and correct attitudes such as converting and inte-
grating useful information to generate knowledge 
in need (i.e., what is the information in need and 
how to acquire it).

1 INSTRUCTIONS

Today, an age of information technology, the soci-
ety, organizations and individuals develop their 
respective features more and more depending on 
computer and Internet technology. As Rogerson & 
Bynum say, “The revolution of information and 
technology is gradually changing not only the 
locations and ways of our working and learning, 
but also the modes of shopping, leisure, diet, elec-
tion, medical service, war, making friends, etc. 
The wave of information revolution has a great, 
potential effect on human’s values. Therefore, it is 
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This study is theoretically based on summarizing, 
discussing and analyzing literatures about informa-
tion processing, information searching and infor-
mation literacy. It also aims at analyzing statistics 
data through questionnaire scale, so as to know 
senior high school students’ present information 
processing and searching capacity, demands as 
well as other relevant factors, and offer a refer-
ence for chief  educational offices and schools to 
teach or implement software and hardware con-
struction of information education in the future. 
In this way, it hopes to enhance senior high school 
students’ information processing capacity, infor-
mation searching capacity and learning efficacy.
To achieve the goals of this study, the following is 
summarized: (1) Discuss and generalize differences 
in senior high school students’ capacity of infor-
mation processing and searching. (2) Discuss and 
generalize whether senior high school students have 
significant differences in information processing 
and searching capacity due to their various back-
grounds. (3) Discuss and generalize whether senior 
high school students have significant differences in 
information processing and searching capacity due 
to their various information environment.

2 THE CAPACITY OF INFORMATION 
PROCESSING AND INFORMATION 
SEARCHING

2.1 The capacity of information processing

During the last several decades with the globaliza-
tion of business and eLearning, enhanced market 
competition, and the need to respond quickly to 
customer requirements. These systems facilitate the 
sharing and flow of information, allowing mem-
bers to access large volumes of information within 
a short period of time. Collaboration technology 
can boost the productivity of virtual groups pro-
vided that the members can effectively process the 
acquired information (Paul & Nazareth 2010).

The productivity of individuals and groups 
depends strongly on their information-processing 
characteristics (Driver & Streufert 1969). Although 
information processing is a well established area 
of research in cognitive science and psychology. 
In cognitive psychology, there are multiple views 
about how humans process information. The 
generalists adopt a simple view, and posit that 
all humans are more or less similar in process-
ing information (Miller 1956, Streufert. S. et al. 
1965). While processing information, individuals 
or groups sort the input information into differ-
ent dimensions or points of view, which is referred 
to as differentiation. Differentiation represents 
the perception of different dimensions within a 

stimulus domain, and the adoption of different 
perspectives when considering the domain (Smith 
1992). Groups responding to emergency condi-
tions often experience overload, primarily due to 
threat rigidity (Turoff et al. 2004), wherein planned 
responses are effective for predefined threats, but 
novel threats prove unsettling (Plotnick et al. 2009).
Likewise, increases in irrelevant information and 
loss of cognitive attention are posited to contrib-
ute to increased information overload (Plotnick 
et al. 2009).

2.2 The capacity of information searching

Students use a very limited range of information 
resources to meet their learning needs in the school 
or in the house. Recent studies demonstrate that 
undergraduate students are dependent on the inter-
net with the vast majority of students (73–91%) 
reporting they use search engines as their primary 
search method (Callinan 2005, Griffiths & Brophy 
2005, McHarg et al. 2006, Urquhart et al. 2005). 
Brophy and Bawden (2005) investigated whether 
searching the internet using GoogleTM could 
replace database searching for typical undergradu-
ate student research queries. Their study examined 
in detail the information retrieved from Google 
and database searches in terms of both qual-
ity of information retrieved and coverage of the 
topic area. Brophy and Bawden’s (2005) study also 
showed that database searching yielded a higher 
proportion of good quality documents (84%) than 
GoogleTM (52%). Evaluating the quality of rerieved 
documents is therefore an important component 
of successful information searching when using 
the internet.

Defining learning as the development of new 
knowledge, Marchionini (2006) elaborates on the 
learning elements inherent in information search-
ing by describing searching in order to learn 
as increasingly viable in a content rich, online 
environment.

Marchionini (2006) conjectures that searching 
can be a learning process requiring multiple itera-
tions and cognitive evaluation of retrieved results. 
The researcher specifically employs terminology 
from Bloom’s categorization to describe attributes 
of learning while searching for information. Tsai 
and Tsai (2003) explored the relationship among 
students’ information searching strategies in Web-
based science learning activities and the influence 
of students’ Internet self-efficacy. The research-
ers reported that students with high self-efficacy 
employed better searching strategies and learned 
better relative to those students with low self-
efficacy.

Charles McClure (1994) expressed this in an 
early model of information literacy which relates 
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information literacy to other literacies: (see 
Figure 1) (1) the traditional literacy —an individual 
must be able to read and write; (2) the technical lit-
eracy—the person must be technically literate, e.g., 
be able to operate computer, telecommunication, 
and related information technologies; (3) media 
literacy—be able to use post—print media, e.g., 
Electronic media, to interpretation, evaluation, 
analysis, production, dissemination of information 
capacity; (4) network literacy—defined as the abil-
ity to identify, access, and use electronic informa-
tion from the information network. All of these 
types of literacies can be cast in the context of 
information problem solving skills.

Above scholars’ opinions have various empha-
ses. The capacity of information processing can 
be generalized as facing various problems to be 
resolved, properly dealing with and defining the 
nature and category of these problems at the same 
time, judging the urgency and importance of prob-
lems processing, and confirming the information 
scope of problems solving. The capacity of infor-
mation searching includes finding out the value, 
benefit and significance of information through 
information cognizing, searching, choosing, inte-
grating and applying during the problem solving 
process, as well as evaluating the appropriateness 
and information ethics compliance of problem 
solving results.

3 RESEARCH METHOD

According to above research motivations and pur-
poses, this paper is generated through referring to 
and analyzing relevant research literatures. It aims 
at discussing and knowing the influences of indi-
vidual background variable and information envi-
ronment variable on current senior high school 

students’ capacity of information processing and 
information searching, so as to provide a reference 
for relevant educational units to plan information 
education activities and compile teaching materials 
about information capacity.

Firstly, it identifies the research topics and 
subjects, i.e., collecting, studying and analyzing 
relevant literatures as the theoretical basis of this 
research. Then, it establishes research purposes, 
frameworks and hypotheses. Thirdly, the design 
and investigation of quantitative research ques-
tionnaire is carried out, questionnaires are sent 
to research subjects, and analysis is implemented 
by SPSS 12 software after questionnaire recycling. 
Finally, it verifies research purposes and hypoth-
eses, generalizes research results, and proposes 
conclusions and suggestions.

For analyzing and summarizing the research 
goals and literature discussion, this study inves-
tigates the following aspects among senior high 
school students (as shown in Figure 2, research 
model):

(1) Individual background: gender, average 
family revenue per month, educational degree of 
parents, parents’ occupations, whether the parents 
use Internet, parents’ attitudes towards your being 
on Internet, public or private school, the district 
of your school. (2) Information environment situ-
ations: individual situation of possessing compu-
ter and network, daily situation of using various 
tool ware and 3C multimedia devices, the time of 
going to library and using library resources per 
week, situation of utilizing computer and net-
work during learning, study (activities) hold by 
the school, information study (activities) inside 
and outside school. (3) Classified into two parts: 
A: information processing capacity, B: information 
searching capacity.

This study analyzes above questionnaire survey 
data by means of descriptive statistics, chi square 
test, independent samples t test, one-way ANOVA, 
etc, so as to find out whether these aspects affect 
students’ capacity of information processing and 
searching. In terms of above research purposes 
and frame, hypotheses are formulated and relevant 

Figure 1. Charles McClure (1994) model of informa-
tion literacy.

Figure 2. Research model.
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tests are executed as follows: (1) Whether there 
are significant differences in senior high school 
students’ capacity of information processing and 
searching. (2) Whether students with various back-
grounds are significantly different in capacity of 
information processing and searching. (3) Whether 
students are significantly different in capacity of 
information processing and searching because of 
various information environments.

After pre-tests, item analysis, factor analysis, 
reliability analysis and validity analysis are carried 
out, so as to achieve the feasibility and correctness 
of test results after verification. The subjects of this 
study are students from various public and private 
senior high schools of Kaohsiung County, who 
constitute the 1150 subjects. Among the 1150 ques-
tionnaires sent out, 1117 ones are recycled with a 
response rate of 7.13%. After deleting incomplete 
and inappropriate answers to the questionnaires, 
there are 1099 valid ones and 18 invalid ones, with 
a availability ratio of 98.38%. Besides a reliability 
analysis of pretest results, this study also carries 
out a reliability analysis of formal questionnaire 
test results by “cronbach α” coefficient, so as to 
further verify the validity and reliability of formal 
questionnaires. The cronbach α coefficient of total 
scale is .923. The lowest cronbach α coefficient of 
sub-scale information processing capacity is .820, 
and that of information searching capacity is .786. 
Results show that formal questionnaires have good 
stability and internal consistency.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This part analyzes and discusses the data from 
questionnaire survey according to research goals 
and hypotheses, and then presents the results 
of actual questionnaire survey. This chapter is 
divided into 4 sections: section 4.1 analyzes current 
situations of students’ information processing and 
searching capacity; section 4.2 analyzes students’ 
cognitive differences in information processing and 
searching capacity when they have various back-
grounds; section 4.3 analyzes students’ cognitive 
differences in information processing and search-
ing capacity when they are in various information 
environments; section 4.4 is limitations. The con-
tent is respectively presented as follows:

4.1 Current situations of students’ information 
processing and searching capacity

Current situations of students’ information ability 
include two aspects namely information process-
ing and information searching capacity. This study 
classifies students’ information ability into these 
two aspects. Among these aspects, the mean of 

“information searching capacity” is the highest, with 
average score of each question being 3.86. Then is 
the aspect of “information processing capacity”, 
with average score of each question being 3.54.

After analyzing the investigation results from sen-
ior high school students’ “A information process-
ing capacity” and sequencing them in accordance 
with average score, the first two items are “A3 I 
can use word processing software, as well as file, 
store, utilize and share various types of informa-
tion” (with an average of 3.72) and “A2 I can use 
presentation software and multimedia devices to 
integrate information communications, introduce 
information and share with others” (with an aver-
age of 3.57). The results show that these students 
have some ability of A3 and A2 aspects during 
their daily learning and dealing with personal 
affairs. Concerning “A4 I can develop the meth-
ods and procedures of problem solving in terms 
of features and limitations of various information 
media”, the average 3.33 is lower than the mean 
score of overall questions, and this aspect can be a 
reference for courses, studies, contests or activities 
relevant to enhancing senior high school students’ 
information processing and searching capacity.

After analyzing the investigation results from 
the aspect of “B information searching capacity” 
and sequencing them in accordance with aver-
age score, the top two items are “B3 I know what 
information resources, including Internet discus-
sion groups, forums, search engines, etc, benefit 
my own problem solving” (with an average of 4.00)
and “B2 I can participate in Internet discussion 
groups and forums and pick out the information 
needed for problem solving” (with an average of 
3.85). Results show that most students can achieve 
the aspects of B3 and B2. Although the average of 
some question items such as “B1 know where to 
find out the search methods and information when 
in need of information” (with an average of 3.77) is 
above the middle degree, by contrast, students can 
still do a lot better in knowing where to find out 
the search methods when in need of information, 
and cultivating information ability.

4.2 Analyzing students’ cognitive differences in 
information processing and searching capacity 
when they have various backgrounds

This section aims to find out whether senior high 
school students with various backgrounds are 
significantly different in information processing 
and searching capacity. It is simply divided into 
two aspects: A: information processing capacity, 
B: information searching capacity.After collecting 
data from questionnaire survey, data is processed 
by means of t test and one-way ANOVA. If  the 
test results reach significant level, The Scheffe’s 
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test will be carried out to identify differences 
between groups. The verification of hypothesis 2 is 
described as follows:

Hypothesis 2: Senior high school students have 
significant differences in information process-
ing and searching capacity due to their various 
backgrounds.

2-1 Students with different genders are signifi-
cantly different in capacity of information process-
ing and searching.

2-2 Students with diverse average monthly fam-
ily revenue are significantly different in capacity of 
information processing and searching.

2-3 Students have significant differences in 
information processing and searching capacity if  
the highest educational degrees of their parents are 
different.

2-4 Students are significantly different in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity if  their 
parents’ occupations are dissimilar.

2-5 Students from different public or private 
schools have significant differences in information 
processing and searching capacity.

2-6 Students from diverse schools at different 
districts are significantly different in capacity of 
information processing and searching.

The analysis of investigation results is presented 
as follows: Students with different genders are not 
significantly different in capacity of information 
processing and searching. Through analyzing the 
average of male and female students, it is found 
that senior high school students with different gen-
ders don’t have gender differences in “information 
processing capacity” and “information searching 
capacity”.

Students with different average monthly family 
revenue are significantly different in “capacity of 
information processing”. The highest average score 
exists in students with average revenue of 50,000 to 
99,999. About “information searching capacity”, 
no difference results from diverse average monthly 
family revenue. Speaking from a single aspect, 
students with different average monthly family 
revenues are significant different in “information 
processing capacity”.

Students’ parents with highest educational 
degree of junior college are better in “informa-
tion processing capacity” than those with highest 
degree of primary school and junior middle school, 
and better in “information searching capacity” 
than those with a highest degree of junior or sen-
ior vocational school as well uneducated parents. 
Obviously, students have significant differences in 
information processing and searching capacity if  
the highest educational degrees of their parents are 
different.

Students have significant differences in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity if  their 

parents’ occupations are different. Students whose 
parents engage in business and service industry 
have higher average than other students. Obvi-
ously, students are significantly different in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity if  their 
parents’ occupations are dissimilar.

Students from different public or private 
schools have significant differences in “informa-
tion searching capacity”, and are not significantly 
different in “information processing capacity”. 
Speaking from the average, students from pub-
lic schools are better in “information searching 
capacity” than those from private schools. Above 
results may be caused by different information 
device software and hardware, teachers, research 
subjects, students’ degrees or regions of  public 
and private schools.

Students from diverse schools at different dis-
tricts are significantly different in “capacity of 
information searching” and not remarkably dif-
ferent in “information processing capacity”. Stu-
dents from Feng-Shan district have higher average 
in information searching capacity than those from 
Chi-Shan district; and students from Gang-Shan 
district are higher than those from Chi-Shan dis-
trict. This shows that students from schools at dif-
ferent areas have significant differences in relevant 
aspects. Above results may be caused by different 
regions, urban-rural gaps or urban-rural digital 
divide.

Mostly, senior high school students are sig-
nificantly different in information processing and 
searching capacity according to diversified genders, 
average family revenues per month, parents’ high-
est educational degree, parents’ occupations, types 
of public and private schools, districts of schools. 
Above results confirm the hypothesis 2 that senior 
high school students with various backgrounds are 
significantly different in information processing 
and searching capacity.

4.3 Analyzing students’ cognitive differences 
in information processing and searching 
capacity when they are in various information 
environments

This section aims to find out whether senior high 
school students in various information environ-
ments are significantly different in information 
processing and searching capacity. It is simply 
divided into two aspects: A: information process-
ing capacity, B: information searching capacity.

After collecting data from questionnaire survey, 
data is processed by means of t test and one-way 
ANOVA. If  the test results reach significant level, 
The Scheffe’s test will be carried out to identify 
differences between groups. The verification of 
hypothesis 3 is presented as follows:
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Hypothesis 3: Senior high school students have 
significant differences in information processing 
and searching capacity because of their various 
information environments.

3-1 Students have significant differences in 
information processing and searching capacity 
dependent on whether their homes have personal 
computers (desktops or laptops) connected to the 
network.

3-2 Students with diverse average daily time of 
using computers are significantly different in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity.

3-3 Students with diverse average daily time of 
using Internet have significant differences in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity.

3-4 Students with diverse average daily time of 
using tool software (e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint, 
and Photoshop) are significantly different in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity.

3-5 Students with diverse average daily time 
of  using 3C multimedia devices (such as videos, 
projectors, MP3 Walkman) have significant dif-
ferences in information processing and searching 
capacity.

3-6 Students have significant differences in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity because 
of different average weekly time of going to library 
or utilizing library resources.

3-7 Students are significantly different in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity due to 
different situations of using computers during 
studying at school.

3-8 Students have significant differences in 
information processing and searching capacity 
depending on whether their schools provide dedi-
cated computers for schoolwork.

3-9 Students have significant differences in 
information processing and searching capac-
ity depending on whether their schools offer 
computer-relevant training courses.

3-10 Students are significantly different in infor-
mation processing and searching capacity depend-
ing on whether they take part in computer-relevant 
training courses after school.

Analysis results confirm the hypothesis 3-1 of 
“students have significant differences in informa-
tion processing and searching capacity dependent 
on whether their homes have personal computers 
(desktops or laptops) connected to the network”. 
Whether students’ families have personal comput-
ers (desktops or laptops) connected to the net-
work results in significant differences in aspects of 
“information processing capacity” and “informa-
tion searching capacity”. Speaking from the aver-
age, significant differences exist in both aspects, 
and students whose family owns computers con-
nected to the network have higher average than 
those don’t possess.

Analysis results partly accept hypothesis 3-2 of 
“students with diverse average daily time of using 
computers are significantly different in informa-
tion processing and searching capacity.” Students 
who spend different time in using computers are 
significantly different in “information searching 
capacity”. Speaking from the average, significant 
difference exists in students’ “information search-
ing capacity”, and students who averagely spend 
2 hours and 2–4 hours in using computers have 
much better information processing and search-
ing capacity than those who have no time of using 
computers. However, the ability doesn’t become 
stronger as the time become longer.

Analysis results partly accept hypothesis 3-3 of 
“students with diverse average daily time of using 
Internet have significant differences in information 
processing and searching capacity”. This factor 
causes significant differences in both “information 
processing capacity” and “information search-
ing capacity”. Analyzing from the viewpoint of 
average score, significant differences exist in both 
aspects, and students who averagely spend 2 hours 
and 2–4 hours in using Internet have much better 
information processing and searching capacity 
than those who have no time of using Internet. 
However, the ability doesn’t become stronger as 
the time become longer.

Analysis results accept hypothesis 3-4 of “stu-
dents with diverse average daily time of using tool 
software (e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Pho-
toshop) have significant differences in information 
processing and searching capacity”. This factor 
causes significant differences in both “information 
processing capacity” and “information searching 
capacity”. Speaking from the average, significant 
differences exist in both aspects, and students who 
averagely spend less than 2 hours in using Inter-
net have much better information processing and 
searching capacity than those who have no time of 
using Internet. However, the ability doesn’t become 
stronger as the time become longer.

Above results accept hypothesis 3-5 of  “stu-
dents with diverse average daily time of  using 
3C multimedia devices (such as videos, projec-
tors, MP3 Walkman) have significant differences 
in information processing and searching capac-
ity”. This factor brings about significant differ-
ences in both “information processing capacity” 
and “information searching capacity”. Speaking 
from the average, significant differences exist in 
“information processing capacity” and “infor-
mation searching capacity”. Students who aver-
agely spend less than 2 hours, 2 to 4 hours or 
over 5 hours in using 3C multimedia devices have 
much better information processing and searching 
capacity than those who have no time of  using 3C 
multimedia devices.
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Analysis results partly accept hypothesis 3-6 of 
“students have significant differences in informa-
tion processing and searching capacity because of 
different average weekly time of going to library or 
utilizing library resources”. Students with different 
average weekly time of going to library or utilizing 
library resources present significant differences in 
“information processing capacity” and no signifi-
cant differences in “information searching capac-
ity”. Speaking from the average, students with 
different average weekly time of going to library 
or utilizing library resources are significantly dif-
ferent in “information processing capacity”. Stu-
dents who averagely spend less than 2 days or 
2 to 4 days in going to library to utilizing library 
resources have much better information processing 
and searching capacity than those who don’t go to 
library or utilize library resources at all.

Analysis results accept hypothesis 3-7 of “stu-
dents are significantly different in information 
processing and searching capacity due to differ-
ent situations of using computers during studying 
at school.” Students, who are different in using 
computers during at school, present significant 
differences in information processing and search-
ing capacity. Analyzing from the angle of the aver-
age, significant differences exist in both aspects of 
“information processing capacity” and “informa-
tion searching capacity”. Students who frequently 
use computers at school have much better informa-
tion processing and searching capacity than those 
use computers occasionally or those don’t use at all.

Analysis results reject hypothesis 3-8 of “stu-
dents have significant differences in information 
processing and searching capacity depending on 
whether their schools provide dedicated computers 
for schoolwork”. Significant differences don’t exist 
in “information processing capacity” and “informa-
tion searching capacity”. This may result from the 
following reasons: most students have computers at 
home, dedicated computers for schoolwork are sel-
dom used inside school, and time limitations exist.

Analysis results partly accept hypothesis 3-9 of 
“students have significant differences in information 
processing and searching capacity depending on 
whether their schools offer computer-relevant train-
ing courses”. Whether the schools offer computer-
relevant training courses results in significant 
differences in “information searching capacity” but 
not so in “information processing capacity”. Speak-
ing from the average, students from schools that 
frequently open computer-related training courses 
have better information searching and processing 
capacity than those from schools that occasionally 
or never establish these courses.

Analysis results reject hypothesis 3-10 of “stu-
dents are significantly different in information 
processing and searching capacity depending 

on whether they take part in computer-relevant 
training courses after school”. This factor doesn’t 
cause significant differences in both “information 
processing capacity” and “information search-
ing capacity”. It is shown that students who ever 
take computer-related training courses after school 
(17.2%) have similar information processing and 
searching capacity with those who never take after-
class courses (82.6%). The reason of no difference 
may be that the proportion of students who take 
after-school courses is low (17.2%), or students 
have heavy schoolwork at school and spend time in 
dealing with personal affairs. This can be a reference 
for arranging courses, studies, contests or activities 
relevant to enhancing senior high school students’ 
information processing and searching capacity.

Presently, senior high school students’ capacity 
of information processing and searching varies sig-
nificantly with whether they have computers con-
nected to network at home, average time of using 
computer everyday, average time of using Internet 
everyday, average time of using tool software eve-
ryday, average daily time of using 3C multimedia 
devices, average time of going to library or utiliz-
ing library resources each week, the situation of 
using computers at school, whether the school 
establishes computer-related training schools, etc. 
However, significant differences are not caused 
by whether the school provides dedicated compu-
ter for schoolwork or whether the student takes 
computer-related training courses after school. 
Students who spend long time in using informa-
tion devices or frequently use information devices 
have better capacity of information processing 
and searching. Above results confirm hypothesis 
3 of “senior high school students have significant 
differences in information processing and search-
ing capacity because of their various information 
environments”.

4.4 limitations

Confined by factors including economy, manpower, 
material resources, time, etc, this study describes 
two kinds of constraints as follows, namely limita-
tions of sampling scope and research subjects, and 
limitations of research tools:

(1) Limitations of sampling scope and research 
subjects
This study samples among various public and 

private senior high schools, and chooses students 
from grades 1 to 3 of these schools as the subjects. 
It is difficult to know other types of research sub-
jects, and thus excessive inference is not proper.

(2) Limitations of research tools
This study mainly uses questionnaire survey to 

collect subjects’ data. As the questionnaire scales 
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answered by subjects are all self-report presenta-
tions and subjects fill out questionnaires independ-
ently, it is unable to determine subjects’ context, 
psychology and reality. Therefore, this study can 
only make unilateral hypothesis: all the subjects 
should answer faithfully without being affected by 
social and self  expectations. The research tools are 
constricted by whether the subjects’ answers are 
correct, and thus, it should be prudent to explain 
and apply the research results.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Three conclusions are generalized and described as 
follows:

1. Students whose parents have higher educational 
degree are significantly different in informa-
tion processing capacity. Research results show 
that students’ backgrounds bring about signifi-
cant differences in relevant aspects. Senior high 
school students whose parents have the highest 
educational degree of junior college have better 
“capacity of information processing” than those 
whose parents have educational background of 
primary school or junior high school, and are 
also better in other related aspects than students 
whose parents are uneducated people or senior 
high school graduates.

2. Types of public and private schools as well as 
districts of schools cause significant differences 
in “information searching capacity”. Results 
show that students from different public or 
private schools have significant differences in 
information searching capacity. Students of 
public schools have better information searching 
capacity than those of private schools. Through 
analyzing the districts of various schools, it is 
found that students from Feng-Shan area have 
better information searching capacity than those 
from Chi-Shan area; students from Gang-Shan 
area have better information searching capacity 
than those from Chi-Shan area. Obviously, the 
districts of students’ schools indeed cause sig-
nificant differences in relevant aspects. Above 
analysis results may result from diversified infor-
mation device software and hardware, teachers’ 
qualifications, research subjects, degrees, regions 
or urban-rural gaps. This provides an informa-
tion literacy reference for chief educational 
offices to shorten the gaps between public and 
private schools or urban and rural areas.

3. The information environment for the stu-
dents is well designed and organized. Those 
students with better information environment 
are more competent in the capacity of  Infor-
mation Processing and information searching. 
The popularizing rate of  subjects who have 

personal computers connected to Internet at 
home is quite high (85.9%), which means that 
computer and network play a role in students’ 
daily life, and most students use computer, 
Internet and tool software everyday. Secondly, 
most students use computer to deal with their 
schoolwork and other relevant affaires every-
day. Computer-relevant training courses are 
established inside the school occasionally or 
frequently, and most students participate in 
these courses and enjoy this. Among a few stu-
dents who take relevant courses after school, 
only 17.2% are willing to strengthen computer-
related conceptions or skills, which means 
a situation to be improved. Moreover, chief  
educational offices and schools should actively 
budget for various informationalization facili-
ties year by year, buy more computer-related 
software and hardware devices, and improve 
the collocation of  proper teachers. Overall, the 
information environment situation of  school 
still complies with the standards.
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Effects of short-term memory load and verbal transformation 
on working performance and EEG response

Tam Chan & Hsin-Yi Hsu
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ABSTRACT: In the modern time, people are required to deal with numerous messages in the working 
time very often. The message processing usually includes memorization and transformation in order to 
simplify the present of information. Thereby, design of message presentation has been a critical factor 
of improving working performance. Over the experiment, we acquired and recorded the data of work-
ing performance and subjects’ brain wave during the task operating. This research is going to discuss 
the effects of short-term memory load and verbal transformation on working performance and EEG 
response. Working performance in this experiment consisted of finish time and error number. EEG 
response included θ rhythm and α signal. The results were analyzed with SPSS and showed that: With 
increased memory load, both finish time and error number significantly increased. Verbal transformation 
significantly affected finish time and error number. ETR caused the longest finish time, and TR caused 
the largest error number. Frontal-θ rhythm increased in strength with the difficulties of memorization 
and transformation. Occipital-α signal decreased in strength while the amount of characters remembered 
increased, and showed the strongest power for TR. The left hemisphere was more functional than the 
right side during verbal memorization and transformation.

Keywords: brain wave, EEG, working performance, memory, transformation

performance. Medically, brain is called the central 
nervous system, which is the most important organ 
in human body and responses to memory and cog-
nition. The activities of neuronal cells could be 
detected and recorded as EEG signal. Since EEG 
signal is regarded as the presentation of activities 
of cortices, we diagnosed if  the EEG response 
differs according to different task difficulty, and 
attempted to define the EEG signals.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Memory

The composition of memory system includes “mem-
ory storage” and “memory process”. According to 
the sequence of stimulation, “memory storage” 
can be divided into sensory memory, short-term 
memory, and long-term memory. Memory process 
comprises four components, which are attention, 
rehearsal, encode, and retrieve. Obviously, memori-
zation plays a critical role in the progress of compre-
hension. Short-term memory is also called working 
memory (Gevins, 1998), which is caused by cognitive 
stimulations and sustains for a while after the stim-
ulation finished. With finite capacity, short-term 

1 INTRODUCTION

As the science and technology come along, people 
increasingly rely on computers to acquire infor-
mation and knowledge instead of papers. Thus, 
the memory load and the amount of informa-
tion transformed have been a consequence of 
engineering in the present day. The requirement 
of precise and accurate memorization is getting 
more in our daily life since the information passes 
more and more speedily. Furthermore, most of 
the time, lots kinds or types of information have 
to be compressed into a simple sensitive unit from 
which is needed to transform. However, present 
studies had mainly concerned about the amount 
of sensitive units which has to be memorized, but 
lack of the synchronous transformation of data. 
Thereby, the volume of mental memorization and 
transformation has been increasingly demanded 
for better working performance. How to improve 
the working performance of computer by enhanc-
ing the recognition of text or picture on the screen 
has become more and more important today 
(Cushman, 1986).

In addition to human machine interface, 
working memory also plays a role in operation 
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memory is about the range of 7 ± 2 sense units, 
which are easily misplaced within 20∼30 s without 
rehearsal and encoding (Miller, 1956).

2.2 Brain wave

Recent theoretical and experiment work has 
focused on the role of brain oscillations in working 
memory and target differentiation; there has been 
particular interest in distribution of the potential 
of brain cells. The diverse functions of different 
regions of cortex can be indexed:

1. Frontal lobe: forehead, in charge of sport coor-
dination, thinking determination, and problem 
solving.

2. Parietal lobe: top of the head, responsible for 
tactile sensitivity.

3. Occipital lobe: hindbrain, reflecting vision.
4. Temporal lobe: bilateral sites of the head, 

responsible for auditory.

Brain wave can be approximately distinguished 
into four waves in frequency: beta (β) wave 
(12∼32 Hz), alpha (α) wave (8∼12 Hz), theta (θ) 
wave (4∼8 Hz), delta (δ) (0.4∼4 Hz).

2.2.1 θ band
Referring to EEG signals, lots of researches and 
studies had already constructed a few general 
theories. A frontal midline θ rhythm increased in 
strength with increased operating difficulty in a 
memorization and recognition task. In the experi-
ment, the frontal θ rhythm was largely insensitive 
to the type of information. With increased prac-
tice on the task, the frontal θ signal apparently 
increased in amplitude (Gevins et al., 1997).

Klimesch et al. (1997) indicated that θ oscil-
lations reflect processes of the WMS, whereas 
faster-α oscillations reflect retrieval of LTMS. 
Moreover, an event-related increase in θ oscillation 
reflects increasing short-term memory. A decrease 
in faster-α oscillation reflects semantic memory 
processes. A significant increase in θ probably 
results in the coherence between prefrontal and 
posterior electrode sites during the retention inter-
val of a working memory experiment (Sarnthein 
et al., 1998).

There’s a study which indicated that seman-
tic processing does not draw selectively on the 
capacity of  working memory, which means, dif-
ferent linguistic processes have no direct influ-
ence on the θ oscillation (Röhm et al., 2001).
Similarly, Woodman et al. (2001) showed that 
Visual memorization doesn’t attenuate the per-
formance of  simultaneously visual search, which 
means, no detrimental effect on visual search 
when subjects had to concurrently remember a 
visual object.

2.2.2 α band
Unlike the θ rhythm’s side, there’re several 
explanations and definitions to the activities of 
α signal. In the research from Jensen et al. (2002), 
the α peak, over the posterior and bilateral central 
regions, systematically increased with the number 
of items held in working memory.

Furthermore, α signal is generally supposed to 
be separated into slow-α (8∼10 Hz) and faster-α 
(10∼12 Hz). The slow-α signal decreased in strength 
with increased task difficulty, whereas it enhanced 
during a period of task operating or working time. 
Besides, just like the same way of θ rhythm in this 
part, the slow-α signal were largely insensitive to 
the type of information. That is, slow-α signal 
doesn’t significantly change in strength when the 
type of stimulus changes. On the other hand, with 
large memory load, faster-α signal was suppressed 
more when attending to spatial than verbal infor-
mation. Nevertheless, both the slow-α and faster-α 
signals increased in amplitude with increased prac-
tice on the task (Gevins et al., 1997). Klimesch et al 
(1997) indicated that θ oscillations reflect processes 
of the WMS, whereas faster-α oscillations reflect 
retrieval of LTMS.

In another standpoint, Pfurtscheller et al. (1996) 
had indicated that α oscillation represents the level 
of “idling” occurs in the cortex, which means, 
α oscillation is inversely related to the degree of 
functioning in brain region. The similar opinion 
came out in some other studies. There is a research 
showed that a decrease in faster-α oscillation 
reflects semantic memory processes. Besides, α 
activity signifies that some certain areas are not 
being used in processing and, in fact, are being 
inhibited by other active brain regions (Klimesch 
et al., 1999).

The increase in α activity with memory load 
appears to be a consequence of active inhibition 
of α-producing brain areas. Similarly, in a driving 
test experiment for domestic drivers, the power 
differed at the α band between over- and under-
driving drivers in a VR-based driving experiment 
(Tung & Lin, 2005). Tremblay et al. (2008) also 
showed that activity in the α band may reflect 
attentional processes while activity in the β band 
may be more closely related to the execution and 
selection process.

2.2.3 Verbal transformation
The early studies indicated that when verbal trans-
formation is implemented by brain, the informa-
tion expressed by the object could totally differ 
from what it directly looks like. Furthermore, ver-
bal transformation requires high level of con-
centration and attention, and curiously, it’s not 
affected by how much you comprehend the object. 
In the experiment, the activities of EEG enhanced 
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over frontal and central lobes when the subjects 
were operating verbal transformation (Galbraith 
et al., 1997).

In the experiments of verbal transformation and 
spatial transformation, a study revealed that there 
is a larger change in volt of ERP (Event-Relation 
Potential) at left-frontal when the verbal transfor-
mation is operated, whereas at occipital with the 
spatial transformation. In addition, the processing 
of short-term memory seems to be presented par-
tially at the lobe which is supposed to be in charge 
of LTMS (Rolke et al., 2000).

A late research showed that the activities of EEG 
enhanced at left-IFC (inferior frontal cortex), ACC 
(anterior cingulated cortex), and left-prefrontal 
cortex during verbal transformation. Left-IFC and 
ACC reflect the load, and left-prefrontal cortex 
represents the occurrence of verbal transformation 
(Kondo & Kashino, 2007).

In sum, all above-mentioned opinions are some-
how divided and even conflict with each other. 
Even though lots of factors have been discussed, 
the functional modulation of brain wave during 
verbal transformation which is seldom considered 
domestically could be still a special course to be 
investigated.

3 METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1 Objective

The objective concerned in this study is to probe 
into the effects of the short-term memory load and 
verbal transformation level on the frontal θ and 
occipital α oscillation. In addition, according to 
the above-mentioned variables, the objective could 
be simply categorized as follows:

1. If  different short-term memory load influences 
the finish time and error number of the tasks.

2. If different verbal transformation level influences 
the finish time and error number of the tasks.

3. If  different short-term memory load influences 
θ and α signals in strength.

4. If  different verbal transformation level influ-
ences θ and α signals in strength.

5. If  different short-term memory load courses 
different θ and α signals in strength between 
hemispheres.

6. If  different verbal transformation level courses 
different θ and α signals in strength between 
hemispheres.

3.2 Subjects

54 subjects who were aged 19–23 participated in 
this study. These subjects were all fully informed, 
healthy and no problem with hands or vision.

3.3 EEG data acquirement and recording

Subjects wore a movement-proof electrode cap 
with 36 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes to measure 
the electrical activities of brain. The EEG elec-
trodes were placed according to the international 
10–20 system with a unipolar reference at the right 
earlobe.

The impedance between EEG electrodes and 
skin was kept to less than 5kΩ. Data were ampli-
fied and recorded by the Scan NuAmps Express 
system (Compumedics Ltd., VIC, Australia).

3.4 Experiment design

2 independent and 3 dependent variables were 
included in this experiment:

1. Independent variable

 • Amount of characters remembered—3, 5, and 
7 (English characters, including capital and 
lowercase)

 • Level of verbally cognitive transformation—
ETR, NT, and TR:

   ETR (extra transformation required): recog-
nizing the same letters, regardless of neither 
capital nor lowercase.

   NT (no transformation): recognizing the 
same capital and lowercase letters.

   TR (transformation required): recognizing 
the opposite capital and lowercase letters

2. Dependent variable

 • Finish time—the finish time of the task 
operating.

 • Error number—the number of the errors 
occurred during the task.

 • Brain wave—recording the modulation of 
brain wave acquired from 17 electrodes FP1, 
FP2, FZ, CZ, CPZ, PZ, OZ, F3, F4, F7, F8, 
C3, C4, O1, O2, T5, and T6.

3.5 Surrounding & apparatus

The distance between screen and eyes was 30 cm. 
The conditions are as follows:

a. Temperature: 24∼26 °C
b. Humidity: 43 ∼54%
c. Luminance: 270∼320 lux
d. Apparatus:

 1. Acer Travel Mate C100 (Pentium® III 900)
 2. Electrode cap: 32 electrodes according to 

the International 10–20 System.
 3. Neuro-Scan 4.3.3: from NeuroScan 

Synamps
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3.6 Experiment process

1. After the subject was fully instructed, the 
sequence of 9 combinations in the experiment 
was randomized.

2. Task began; the characters remembered con-
currently appeared on the screen for 250 ms per 
character, the subject was asked to memorize 
what characters and what types (capital or low-
ercase) they were.

3. After a blank interval for 500 ms, 16 characters 
were showed on the screen. The subject had 
to recognize if  all the characters remembered 
appeared according to the appointed type.

4. The trial varied 10 times per task.

4 RESULTS

The results showed the VDT performance, which 
is evaluated with finish time and error number. 
Furthermore, the modulation of brain wave would 
also be shown in this chapter.

4.1 Working performance

We analyzed if  the finish time and error number 
were affected by the independent variables. The 
results of performance are showed as Table 1:

4.1.1 Finish time
The result presents that the finish time increased 
with the amount of characters remembered 
(7 = 56.10 > 5 = 50.76  >  3 = 38.38), and reached a 
level of significance. The verbal transformation also 
significantly influenced the finish time. Subjects 
spent the most time to finish the tasks for ETR, 
whereas the least for NT. (ETR = 56.27 > TR = 48.
29 > NT = 40.54) The ANOVA table for finish time 
is shown as Table 2.

4.1.2 Error number
According to the result, error number 
increased with the amount of characters remem-
bered (7 = 3.45 > 5 = 1.61 > 3 = 0.72), and reached 
a level of significance. The verbal transformation 
also significantly influenced the error number. 
Subjects made the most mistakes in the tasks for 
TR, whereas the least for ETR. (TR = 2.59 > NT = 
1.85 > ETR = 1.31) The ANOVA table for error 
number is shown as Table 3.

4.2 Brain wave

In this investigation, we adopted the EEG response, 
which includes θ rhythm and α signal, to evaluate 
brain wave. The average power of EEG signals for 
different hemisphere would also be shown in this 
section.

4.2.1 θ band
We analyzed the average power and amplitude of 
frontal-θ rhythm for different amount of char-
acters remembered. The results are shown as 
Figure 1∼2. θ rhythm increased in strength with 
the amount of characters remembered at all fron-
tal electrodes, and showed significances at FP2. 
Moreover, the average powers of θ rhythm were 
much stronger at FP1 and FP2, particularly FP1, 
than at other electrodes.

On the other hand, the average power and 
amplitude of frontal-θ rhythm for different verbal 
transformation level has also been analyzed shown 
as Figure 3∼4. The result reveals that TR elicited 
the strongest power of θ rhythm at all frontal 

Table 1. Working performance.

Finish 
time (s)

Error 
number

Amount of characters 
remembered

3 38.38 0.72
5 50.76 1.61
7 56.10 3.45

Verbal transformation
ETR 56.27 1.31
NT 40.54 1.85
TR 48.29 2.59

Table 2. ANOVA for finish time.

Source ss df ms F p value

Amount of characters 
remembered

27572.8 2 13786.4 50.39*** <0.001

Verbal transformation 20805.5 2 10402.8 38.02*** <0.001
Interaction 4667.8 4 1167.0 4.27** 0.002
Error 135427.7 495 273.6
Totals 188323.5 503

*p < 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001.
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4
6
8

10
12
14
16

3 12.959 12.193 9.573 7.833 7.335 5.577 5.558

5 14.083 13.364 10.085 8.137 7.719 5.694 5.877

7 14.55 13.82 9.939 7.969 7.703 5.707 5.975

FP1 FP2 FZ F3 F4 F7 F8

Figure 1. Average power of frontal-θ rhythm for differ-
ent memory load.

1.9
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
2.9

3 2.866 2.799 2.671 2.419 2.337 1.97 1.976

5 2.928 2.857 2.706 2.445 2.365 1.983 2.007

7 2.949 2.886 2.709 2.427 2.373 1.97 2.014

FP1 FP2 Fz F3 F4 F7 F8

Figure 2. Average amplitude of frontal-θ rhythm for 
different memory load.

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

ETR 12.534 11.814 9.507 7.729 7.287 5.434 5.456

NT 13.718 13.145 9.876 7.888 7.592 5.553 5.77

TR 15.339 14.418 10.214 8.322 7.878 5.99 6.183

FP1 FP2 FZ F3 F4 F7 F8

Figure 3. Average power of frontal-θ rhythm for differ-
ent verbal transformation level.

1.9
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
2.9
3.1

ETR
NT
TR

2.791 2.731 2.676 2.403 2.325 1.629 1.947

2.883 2.826 2.685 2.409 2.357 1.948 1.99
3.069 2.986 2.725 2.479 2.393 2.406 2.059

FP1 FP2 FZ F3 F4 F7 F8

Figure 4. Average amplitude of frontal-θ rhythm for 
different verbal transformation level.

6
6.5

7
7.5

8
8.5

9

3
5 6.745 7.172 8.142
7 6.549 6.949 8.005

OZ O1 O2
6.92 7.173 8.496

Figure 5. Average power of occipital-α signal for differ-
ent memory load.

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3

OZ

2.15

2.166

2.137

2.157
2.21

2.177

2.321
2.314

2.301

O1 O2

5

7

Figure 6. Average amplitude of occipital-α signal for 
different memory load.

Table 3. ANOVA for error number.

Source ss df ms F p value

Amount of characters 
remembered

643.7 2 321.9 143.69*** <0.001

Verbal transformation 138.3 2 69.2 30.88*** <0.001
Interaction 73.6 4 18.4 8.21*** <0.001
Error 1108.2 495 2.2
Totals 1962.5 503

*p < 0.05 **p < 0.01 ***p < 0.001.

electrodes, whereas ETR elicited the weakest. The 
difference in power between verbal transformation 
levels reached a level of significance at FP1, FP2, 
F8, and marginally F7. In addition, all verbal trans-
formation levels elicited much stronger power of θ 
rhythm at FP1 and FP2 than at other electrodes.

4.2.2 α band
The average power and amplitude of occipital-α 
signal for different amount of characters remem-
bered were analyzed shown as Figure 5∼6. Accord-
ing the result, the average power of α signal 
increased with the amount of characters remem-
bered at occipital electrodes. In addition, all 
amounts of characters remembered elicited much 
stronger power of α signal at O2 than at other 
occipital electrodes.

The average power and amplitude of occipital-α 
signal for different verbal transformation level 
(Figure 7∼8) reveals that TR elicited the strongest 
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power of α signal at occipital electrodes, whereas 
NT elicited the weakest. The difference in power 
between verbal transformation levels reached 
a level of significance at FP2, and marginally 
FP1. Moreover, all verbal transformation levels 
elicited stronger power of α signal at O2 than at 
OZ and O1.

4.2.3 Hemisphere
According to the layout of 10–20 system, we 
selected FP1, F3, F7, C3, O1, and T5 to represent 
the left hemisphere, whereas FP2, F4, F8, C4, O2, 
and T6 to represent the right side. The average 
power and amplitude of EEG response, includ-
ing θ and α band, acquired from these electrodes 
were averaged and are shown as Figure 9∼10. 
The statistics shows that during the task operat-
ing, the average power of θ rhythm was stronger 
in left hemisphere than in right. On the contrary, 
the activities of α band were more inhibited in left 
hemisphere.

5 DISCUSSIONS & SUGGESTIONS

This investigation researches the effects of the 
amount of characters remembered and the verbal 
transformation on working performance and brain 
wave. The discussions and suggestions would be 
divided in finish time, error number, and EEG 
response.

5.1 Finish time

The amount of characters remembered “7” resulted 
in the longest finish time, whereas “3” caused the 
shortest. Based on the same size of matrix in the 
task, the subjects had to spend more time to search 
the appropriate characters in their short-term 
memory database when the amount of characters 
remembered increased.

On the other hand, ETR led to the longest finish 
time. ETR asked subjects to recognize the charac-
ters regardless of neither capital nor lowercase, 
which means, subjects not only had to transform 
the letters, but also keep the originals in mind at the 
same time during the tasks. TR led to the medium 
length of finish time because subjects only had to 
transform the letters and left the originals behind. 
Subjects spent the least time on NT because they 
just had to memorize the letters directly and no 
transformation needed.

In the further working design, designers should 
seriously consider about the volume of memory 
load and verbal transformation if  they hope to 
shorten the working-hour.

5.2 Error number

The amount of characters remembered “7” 
resulted in the largest error number, whereas “3” 
caused the smallest. The more characters needed 
to be remembered, the more easily subjects failed 
or made mistakes in memorization and retention, 
and then recognized the wrong letters.

Referring to the level of verbal transformation, 
TR caused the largest error number because sub-
jects felt difficult in transformation and easily got 

5
OZ

6.761

6.486

6.967

7.064

6.875

7.355

8.266

7.772

8.605

O1 O2

5.5
6

6.5
7

7.5
8

8.5
9

ETR

NT

TR

Figure 7. Average power of occipital-α signal for differ-
ent verbal transformation level.

2.1
2.15

2.2
2.25

2.3
2.35

2.4

ETR
NT
TR

OZ

2.145
2.127
2.18

2.172
2.147
2.225

2.317
2.272
2.347

O1 O2

Figure 8. Average amplitude of occipital-α signal for 
different verbal transformation level.

3
3.5

4
4.5

5
5.5

6
6.5

7

θ 6.3326.533
α 4.3174.007

rightleft

Figure 9. Average powers of θ and α signal for different 
hemisphere.

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

θ 2.439666667                                                2.401555556

α 2.181333333                                                2.312

rightleft

Figure 10. Average powers of θ and α signal for differ-
ent hemisphere.
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confused if  they answered the correct answer. ETR 
and NT resulted in smaller error number because 
subjects could directly see the characters remem-
bered on the screen, whereas they couldn’t in TR 
tasks.

In the further working design, designers 
should consider about the degree of  presenta-
tion and appearance of  the sense units in order 
to avoid confusions, even if  those sense units are 
so familiar.

5.3 EEG response

5.3.1 θ band
There were a few studies mentioned that the 
frontal-θ reflects WMS. (Klimesch et al., 1997; 
Sarnthein et al., 1998; Klimesch et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, Gevins et al. (1997) indicated that 
frontal-θ reflects the difficulty of memorization 
and level of attention. The similar result is shown 
in this research, the θ rhythm was stronger for the 
amount of characters remembered “7” than the 
others, which means, subjects felt difficult and paid 
more attention when the characters remembered 
increased.

The θ rhythm was strongest for TR and weakest 
for ETR. Consequently, subjects felt more difficult 
and paid more attention when they had to trans-
form to something they couldn’t see directly and 
easily got confused. This condition just fits in with 
the result of error number of which was mentioned 
above.

5.3.2 α band
Klimesch et al. (1999) and Jensen et al. (2002) had 
both shown that α signal reflects the inhibition 
level of brain region, which means, occipital-α sig-
nal increased in strength with the degree of inhi-
bition of visual cortex. In this investigation, the 
amount of characters remembered “7” elicited the 
weakest occipital-α signal. Subjects had to watch 
more closely and focus on the characters remem-
bered as the amount increased. Therefore, as the 
amount of characters remembered increased, the 
visual cortex in subject’s brain was more inspired 
to work carefully in order to attenuate the confu-
sion caused by memory overload.

The same situation happened for the level of 
verbal transformation, that is, TR elicited the 
strongest occipital-α signal. Since the strength of α 
signal is inversely related to the proportion of cor-
tical resource required by task, TR required more 
mental effort transforming to the letter that sub-
ject didn’t see on the screen directly. (Pfurtscheller 
et al., 1996) NT resulted in the weakest occipital-α 
signal because subjects just had to memorize and 
confirm those characters visually without transfor-
mation in mind.

5.3.3 Hemisphere
The average power of θ rhythm was stronger in 
left hemisphere than in right, which means, the left 
hemisphere was relatively active during the tasks. 
In addition, the weaker α signal in the left side 
indicates its less idling state than the right side. In 
sum, the above-mentioned statements about hemi-
spheres suggest that the left hemisphere, which is 
in charge of language ability, was presumably more 
functional in the task of verbal memorization and 
transformation.
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of trackball interfaces
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ABSTRACT: The trackball is often used as a human interface input device in moving vehicles. However, 
few studies have explored the effects of Whole-Body Motion Direction (WBMD) on its manipulation. 
Fewer still have considered the possible detrimental effect of WBMD in designing the user interface and 
the arrangement of console location and orientation simultaneously. In this study, an experiment was 
conducted in a motion simulator to investigate the effects of WBMD and the Cursor Movement Direc-
tion (CMD) on the efficiency of manipulating a trackball. The results indicated that the WBMD and 
CMD both significantly affected the movement times but not the accuracy of target selection. The move-
ment times were significantly longer under rolling and pitching motion, and the cursor movements along 
the horizontal and vertical axes from the start position were faster than those along the diagonals. The 
implications of these findings could be applied to optimize console and graphical menu design for use on 
moving vehicles.

Keywords: trackball, whole-body motion, roll, pitch, heave

toward graphical objects on different angles of 
the interface and click a button to select a target 
or a command (Accot and Zhai, 2002). Some 
researches have indicated that the cursor move-
ments along different angles would affect the 
input performance such as movement speed and 
accuracy. However, most of the researches focused 
on the manipulation of mouse rather than on the 
trackball. Whisenand and Emurian (1996) pointed 
out that the Cursor Movement Direction (CMD) 
affected the movement times of target selection 
with the mouse. Kurtenbach (1993) proved the 
hypotheses that the marked menu on-axis was 
faster and produced fewer errors than marks menu 
off-axis with pen-base computer. Very few stud-
ies have investigated the effects of CMD on the 
manipulation of a trackball.

Numerous studies have pointed out that the 
motion environments would affect the user’s 
input performance. According to the reviews 
by Lewis and Griffin (1978) and McLedo and 
Griffin (1989), the whole-body vibration could 
interfere with the performance of continuous 
manual control tasks. McLedo and Poulton (1980) 
found that performance of using a joystick to 
execute the pursuing tracing tasks was affected 

1 INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of Graphical User Interfaces 
(GUIs), Non-Keyboard Input Devices (NKIDs) 
such as mice, touch screens, trackballs and joysticks 
have become the major input devices. Numerous 
studies (Atkinsona et al., 2004; Burgess-Limerick 
and Green, 2000) have mentioned that the mouse 
was the most popular input device in GUIs; 
hence, many interface design principles and guide-
lines were generally developed for mouse users 
(MacKenzie and Buxton, 1992; Whisenand and 
Emurian, 1996). On the other hand, mouse not 
fixed on a console is easy to drop in a moving vehi-
cle and needs room to manipulate; hence, mouse 
is neither suitable for use in motion environments 
nor appropriate for constrain work station. In such 
situations, trackball, joy stick or touch screen are 
more suitable in motion environments. However, in 
comparison with the researches on interface design 
for the mouse users, fewer researches have consid-
ered the trackball users.

Point-and-click task is one of the major input 
tasks on moving vehicles, and most of such tasks 
are executed on 2D visual display interface. Users 
need to manipulate NKIDs to move a cursor 
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by ship motion. Griffin (1990) indicated that the 
motion would affect the accuracy of small or pre-
cise manual movements. Hill and Tauson (2005) 
pointed out that the soldiers’ input tasks were 
seriously affected by vehicle motion. Grandt et al. 
(2003) indicated that trackball was a conventional 
input device used on battleship and the users gen-
erally faced the targets located at different angles 
from a start position; hence, it is very important 
to understand the effects of different cursor move-
ment direction of a trackball and different motion 
directions of the vehicle on manipulating a track-
ball. With respect the vehicle motion, ship motion 
includes not only heave (vertical) motion, but also 
roll, pitch, yaw, sway and surge motions. Pingree 
(1988) indicated that the heave, roll and pitch with 
varying frequencies of up to 1 Hz predominated 
over the ship motions. One can see that many 
studies have investigated the effects of motion on 
manual control tasks, nevertheless, most of them 
focused on the vertical vibration. Only few studies 
have investigated the effects of whole-body motion 
on manipulating a trackball (Yau et al., 2008).

This study aims to investigate the effects of 
WBMD (heave, roll and pitch) and CMD (0°, 45°, 
90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270° and 315°) on the move-
ment times and error rate of manipulating a track-
ball on point-and-click tasks.

2 METHOD

2.1 Subjects

Twelve paid male participants were right-handed 
experienced mouse-users but no experience of 
using trackball. They all had corrected visual acuity 
of 0.8 or better as well as normal color vision. Their 
mean age was 26.5 years, raging from 22 to 30.

2.2 Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a cabin loaded 
on a Stewart platform which has six degrees of free-
dom. Its capacity displacements of heave, sway and 
surge are ±200 mm, ±250 mm and ±250 mm, and the 
angles of roll, pitch, and yaw are ±15°, ±15° and ±17°, 
respectively. Point-and-click tasks were performed 
on a 17-in Color TFT LCD with 1024 × 768 reso-
lutions. Input device was a thumb trackball and the 
experimental software was developed by Visual C++. 
The orientation of trackball was vertically aligned to 
the screen to keep the same movement angles of the 
cursor and trackball in this experiment.

2.3 Procedure

The whole-body motions were provided by the 
Stewart motion platform with heave (0.3 Hz, ± 

100 mm), roll (0.3 Hz, ±8°) and pitch (0.3 Hz, ±8°). 
Participants manipulated the trackball to perform 
multi-directional point-and-click tasks in a static 
setting as well as these three motions. Participants 
were requested to evaluate their health condition 
and motion sickness by filling questionnaires at the 
beginning, middle, and end of experiment. Motion 
sickness was assessed on the Misery Scale (MISC), 
an 11-point discomfort rating scale from no prob-
lems (0) to vomiting (10), which can be filled out 
within seconds. After reading the experimental 
instruction, participants used their preferred hand 
to move the cursor to select the targets as quickly 
and accurately as possible. A 60-minute practice 
was offered prior to experiment for the subjects to 
be familiar with using trackball on the task under 
static and different motion directions. At the begin-
ning of the experiment, participants positioned the 
cursor toward the center circle of operating inter-
face and clicked it to commence a trial. A pair of 
circle targets (diameter = 7.5 mm) of which one 
was filled green with a black crosshair pointer 
(+) and another was filled red with a black minus 
sign (−) appeared. Participant moved and clicked 
the cursor from the green circle to red circle. The 
black crosshair or minus sign turned white while 
the subject successfully clicked inside the bound-
ary of the green or red circle. An error was defined 
as clicking outside the red circle and a beep was 
sounded while click outside the green or red cir-
cles. Times were recorded between two successful 
clicks. Once successfully selected, another new pair 
of circles randomly appeared. If  the movement 
of cursor over 7 seconds (the time limit), then the 
movement was counted as an error and the move-
ment time was not recorded. Subsequently, the 
next pair of targets appeared. This process con-
tinued until all trials in a set were completed. A 
set consisted of twenty-four point-and-click trials 
(1 motion situation; 3 different distances; 8 differ-
ent angles). The distances between the pairs of cir-
cles were about 75.7 mm, 151.4 mm and 227.1 mm 
and, the approach angles were 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 
180°, 225°, 270°, 315° and 360° (see Fig. 1). Each 
participant completed ten repeat sets (a block) of 
point-and-click tasks under static, heave, roll and 
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(a) Interface design layout (b) A sample

Figure 1. Experimental interface layout and a sample.
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pitch respectively. Totally there were 960 trials of 
point-and-click needed to be finished.

A fully within-subjects repeated measures design 
was applied. The independent variables, whole-
body motion directions (4 levels, static, heave, roll, 
and pitch) and cursor movement angles (8 levels, 
0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315° and 360°) 
were all within-subject factors. The dependent var-
iables were the Movement Time (MT, millisecond) 
and Error Rate (ER, %). The movement time was 
the time between two successive clicks, and the 
error was defined as the target selected outside the 
red circle. The Mean Movement Time (MMT) is 
the arithmetic mean of movement times on each 
movement direction and the Error Rate (ER) was 
the percentage of error occurred on each direction 
of whole-body motion in each block. A two-way 
repeated measure ANOVA was used to examine 
the effects of the WBMD and CMD on the move-
ment time and error rate.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Movement time

The results of ANOVA indicate that both the main 
effects of WBMD and CMD are significant on the 
MMT (F (3, 33) = 4.774, p < 0.01, F (7, 77) = 6.439, 
p < 0.01, respectively) whereas their interaction is 
not significant (F (21, 231) = 0.061, p > 0.05). The 
relationships between average MMT, and WBMD 
and CMD are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respec-
tively. The Fig. 4 presents the average MMT of 
cursor movement in various CMDs and WBMDs. 
The movement speed of manipulating a trackball 
on static is the fastest, followed by the heave, roll, 
and the pitch. Generally, the movements along the 
angles of 0°, 90°, 180° and 270° are faster than 
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Figure 2. Average MMT for WBMD.
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Figure 3. Average MMT for CMD.
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Figure 4. Average MMT in various CMD and 
WBMD.

those along the angles of 45°, 135°, 225° and 315° 
under all motion directions. A Duncan multiple 
range test was conducted to compare the subsets 
among the means (Tables 1 and 2). The compari-
sons between different WBMD indicate that the 
effects on movement speed of the groups of pitch 
and roll are significantly larger than those of the 
groups of roll and heave, and the groups of heave 
and static. The comparisons between different 
CMDs reveal that the movements along the vertical 
and horizontal axes are faster than the movements 
along the diagonals.

3.2 Accuracy

Table 3 lists the error rate in various movement 
angles and motion directions. The results of 
ANOVA indicate that neither the motion direction 
nor the movement angle is significant on accuracy 
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((F (3, 33) = 2.438, p = 0.082, F (7, 77) = 1.246, 
p = 0.288)). The interaction between motion direc-
tion and movement angle has no significant effect 
on the accuracy.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Whole-body motion direction

Although the degraded input performance 
caused by motion is similar to that reported 
in the previous studies (Bittner and Guignard, 
1985; Griffin, 1990; Hill and Tauson, 2005; Lewis 
and Griffin, 1978; McLedo et al., 1980; McLeod 
and Griffin, 1989), the previous studies have not 
investigated the effect of WBMD on input per-
formance and most of them focused on discussing 
the effect of the high frequency motion. The exper-
imental results of current study reveal that the 
WBMD affected the speed of cursor movement by 
using trackball on point-and-click task, whereas the 
effects are not significant on the error rate. Gener-
ally, the effects of roll and pitch on the movement 
speed are larger than those of heave and static. The 
longer selection time for users implied that partici-
pants felt more difficult in selecting targets (Han-
cock and Booth, 2004). However, the results show 
that there is neither significant difference between 
pitch and roll nor between heave and static. With 

respect to the heave and static, this result is not 
consistent with the previous finding that the verti-
cal vibration would affect the performance by using 
other input devices such as joystick or control lever 
to track targets (Lewis and Griffin, 1978; McLeod 
and Griffin, 1989). The reasons could be the heave 
motion of this experiment was a smoothly verti-
cal movement with low frequencies (0.3 Hz), and 
the tasks as well as input device were also differ-
ent from those of the previous studies; hence the 
effects of heave motion were few and not signifi-
cant. In regard to the roll and pitch, the effects of 
pitch and row on movement time are not signifi-
cant difference. It is possible because the effects of 
the WBMD are alleviated by different CMD.

Concerning the accuracy of target selection, the 
WBMD would not affect the accuracy of manipu-
lating trackball to select targets. The possible expla-
nations for this could be (1) the motion conditions 
such as frequency and amplitude are not severe to 
affect the accuracy of targeting, and (2) the partici-
pants could predict the motion direction in advance, 
hence they would know how to adjust their manip-
ulation to respond to these motions. Although the 
effects of WBMD on error rate are not significant 
(p = 0.08), we observ a tendency of increasing error 
rate from static (4.51%), heave (4.86%), roll (6.71%) 
to pitch (7.17%) (see Table 3). In comparison with the 
error rates of the studies of MacKenzie and Buxton 
(1992) (4.6%) and Mackenzie et al. (1991) (3.9%), 
the error rates of the static and heave of the present 
study are very close to those of previous studies, 
but the error rates of roll and pitch are higher than 
those of their studies. If the motion amplitude and 
frequency of roll and pitch are increased, the effects 
of WBMD on accuracy could be more significant 
than those of the current study.

4.2 Cursor movement direction

The CMD significantly affects the movement time 
but not the accuracy. The experimental results 
indicate that the cursor movements along vertical 
and horizontal directions are faster than that of 
movements along diagonal directions. The results 
not only confirm the findings of MacKenzie and 
Buxton (1992) that the speed of cursor movement 
along 90° and 0° was faster than that of movement 
along 45° with mouse but also extend their findings 

Table 1. Duncan test of WBMD on average MMT 
(unit: msec).

Motion directionb N MMT
Duncan 
groupinga

Static 96 1723 A
Heave 96 1785 A B
Roll 96 1834 B C
Pitch 96 1881 C

a Values with the same letter are not significantly different.
b Significantly different at α = 0.05.

Table 2. Duncan test of CMD on average MMT (unit: msec).

Movement angleb N MMT
Duncan 
groupinga

 90° 48 1683 A
  0° 48 1738 A B
180° 48 1749 A B
270° 48 1778 A B
 45° 48 1848 B C
135° 48 1851 B C
325° 48 1862 B C
225° 48 1941 C

a Values with the same letter are not significantly different.
b Significantly different at α = 0.05.

Table 3. Error rate in various CMDs and WBMDs.

0° 45° 90° 135° 180° 225° 270° 315° Ave.

Static 3.7 5.6 3.7  2.8 6.5  7.4 1.9 4.6 4.5
Heave 4.6 4.6 3.7  5.6 3.7  4.6 8.3 3.7 4.9
Roll 8.3 6.5 4.6  9.3 4.6 10.2 6.5 3.7 6.7
Pitch 7.4 8.3 5.6 10.1 8.3  8.3 5.6 3.7 7.2
Ave. 6.0 6.3 4.4  7.0 5.8  7.6 5.6 3.9 5.8
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to 270°, 180° and other diagonal directions with 
the trackball. This result is also consistent with the 
findings of Jagacinski and Monk (1985) that the 
movement along the horizontal and vertical axes 
were faster than that of along the diagonals with 
joystick and the findings of Whisenand and 
Emurian (1996) suggested that arranging target-
type objects with the approach angles of 0°, 180° 
and 270° on interface would improve the target 
selection performance with a mouse. The more 
likely explanations of these results could be attrib-
uted to the nature of humans’ physical structures 
that the movement is more rapid in certain direc-
tions than in other directions (McCormick and 
Sanders, 1992), and the differences in the muscle 
groups are required to manipulate cursor move-
ments in different directions (Grossman and 
Balakrishnan, 2005). Although the movement con-
trolled pivots of biomechanical system and muscle 
groups with a mouse and a trackball are different 
(Karlqvist et al., 1999), the results of this study 
(with trackball) and previous studies (with mouse) 
which are relevant to the speed of different move-
ment angles are very similar. One possible reason 
could be explained is that the use of smaller muscle 
groups on axis movements would result in easier 
and faster movement than that of the large muscle 
groups required on the diagonal movements.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A more thorough understanding on the difficulty of 
cursor movement with trackball in motion environ-
ment was discussed in this study. The experimen-
tal results illustrated that the whole-body motion 
direction and cursor movement direction affected 
the speed of target selection. The effects of pitch 
and roll on movement times were bigger than those 
of static as well as heave, and the speeds of cursor 
movements along the diagonals were slower than 
those of movements along the vertical and hori-
zontal axes. Our finding could help the designers to 
develop more efficient and comfortable interfaces to 
fit user needs; moreover, it could be applied to con-
sol location/orientation arrangements.
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The study of operation influence in electronic dictionary’s button 
visual news

Tsu-Wu Hu, Li-An Yang & Ha-Na Shiung
Department of Industrial Design, Chaoyang University of Technology, College of Design, 
Taichung, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: In recent years emphasized the trend of  international students and office workers will 
be learning a foreign language as a necessary condition for competition, and electronic dictionaries 
are learning English brought into one of  the tools, along with the scientific and technical progress, will 
it was used by the dictionary, and converted to a mobile for the benefit of  carrying electronic product, 
of  consumers frequently used query “textexample textwords” function for major research projects, 
preceding questions and as far as test to improve a test. This study to research on usability engineer-
ing methods and criteria for the experiment to familiarise themselves with the expert that is, in so 
far as the overall improvement of  the standards. Through measuring learned that before: 1. Repeat’ 
for Y-400 Electronic dictionary in Chinese and English in function, “space bar” and the “enter key” 
function that cannot be easily resolved; 2. Secondly, in calculating the functional calculation symbol 
“Addition” and “Subtraction” button to find this difficult, depending on the typical work project, 
and by improving contrast analysis before and after and found that: 1. The same property entity keys 
placed in the same color, helps operators identify and reducing times; 2. Easy to be confusing the 
pressed key, the increase color and the writing are auxiliary, reduces the operation mistake probability 
effectively.

Keywords: usability, electronic dictionary, buttons visual news, user interface

buttons differences will become important consid-
erations affect the operation.

1.1 Research object

In the sample selection, based on the experimental 
purpose and convenience, the university student 
population (18 to 25 years old) dominated.

1.2 Define the scope and limitations

Because so many models of electronic dictionaries 
label, Therefore, the scope of the study set in the 
top three leading brands of electronic dictionaries 
are BESTA INSTANT TECH, HOT TECH. As 
many brands, for the research of consistency.

Will choose the price to 2,000 yuan to 5,000 
yuan of the object model as the main research tar-
get, This range is in the class-based models, Due 
to the price relationship is acceptable to the public 
and the first reason for considering buying.

1 RESEARCH PROJECT 
AND BACKGROUND

Government plans 90 fifth academic year, the 
official promotion of six grades in English, and 
in the third and fourth grade school year from 
94 simultaneous implementation of teaching 
English, led early students have basic English 
communication skills, Send the results from the 
Ministry of the Interior Commission also pointed 
out that the ratio of children to learn Talent is the 
largest proportion of learning a foreign language, 
also in 2004 the purpose of college students par-
ticipate in tutorial results, showed that 44.2% is to 
learn a foreign language, can know the importance 
of English proficiency. In 1988, the first electronic 
dictionary market, replace the original traditional 
English dictionary, enable students to easily carry 
it, In order to meet the demand for portable, many 
brands have introduced many of the models, but to 
many of the features indicated in the limited area, 
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outline

Research 
projects

Research 
explanation

Chapter 1 
Foreword

1.  Research Background and 
Motivation

2.  Research purposes 
3.  Set the scope of the study
4.  Research methods and

procedures

Study electronic dictionary of current operations
in the Entity button interface part, The button
configuration type and description of keywords,
For users in the operation and function of the 
distinction is influential. 

Chapter 2 
Literature

1. User Interface 
2.  Usability Engineering
3. HMI 
4.  Cognitive Design

Understand the existing interface specification, 
and electronic dictionary keypad interface 
problems. Explore the interface and user interaction.

Chapter 3 
Research methods

Existing literature related to
collection of electronic dictionary. 
Button interface classification of 
electronic dictionaries 
1.  Function buttons analysis. 
2.  Analysis of digital buttons.

Characteristics of
recombinant.

Electronic dictionary with physical buttons and other 
products (such as: computer 
keyboard, phone keypad, mp3 ... etc)
Type of configuration and function buttons 
to do the analysis and classification,
To identify current usage patterns useful or
available.

Chapter 4 
Analysis and 
discussion

1.  Purpose of the experiment. 
2.  Experimental Methods.
3.  Pre-test analysis and

discussion.
4.  Post-test analysis and

discussion.

Use the usability method to evaluate. Test and evalua-
tion of the original interface. Modify the interface after 
the experiments and evaluation

Chapter 5 
Conclusions and 
recommendations

1.  Research founding.
2.  Practical application of

research results.
3.  Follow-up research and 

recommend. 

The results of the study found, and give advice in the 
interface configuration. Description of the deficien-
cies, and provide direction for further research with the 
proposal.

1.3 Steps and implementation schedule

2 RESEARCH PROPOSES

In recent years emphasized the need to have an 
international perspective trend, Students and 
office workers will be learning a foreign language 
as a necessary condition for competition, The elec-
tronic dictionary has become a carried tool for 
learning English, As technology advances, peo-
ple used to use the traditional dictionary, Into a 
compact size to facilitate carrying of electronic 
products. Although the volume into a portable, 
However, many additional features also allow 
products to become not easy to use.

15-inch notebook button configuration, about 86 
to 90 keys, for example Hot Tech Y400, 11 × 7 cm, 
a total of 64 key. Almost every key there are 2 or 
more functions, ex: Hot Tech Y400, enter key also 
represents the equivalent key, if  you press the space 
bar there will be no action, even the space key also 
has other functions, however, in computing the 
keys it does not have equivalent function. But the 
unknown is, how can users know that, when opera-
tion a process, what kind of button is available and 

useful. Therefore, inefficient use will only increase 
the frustration of users.

The function of electronic dictionary are dic-
tionary, learning, entertainment, IT, computing, 
Wikipedia, systems, Lin Hongxiang (2006) the use 
of electronic dictionaries for junior high students 
study that currently used by the basic type of elec-
tronic dictionary majority, Electronic dictionary 
to buy the main motivation to academic inquiry, 
Second is the entertainment uses; and check 
“English words” frequently used.

In this study, the visual message electronic 
dictionary operating mode button—English to 
Chinese function, Chinese to English function 
and Computing to conduct experiments, The 
main purpose of the user keys in the operation of 
electronic dictionary, Its operating performance 
and related factors affect the performance. In this 
study, reference samples of the products available 
in the market analysis and testing, as the models 
currently on the market have extended the brand 
habit, hope that this study can be summarized a 
usage model and interface design, for the further 
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when extension making models have better recom-
mendations and direction.

2.1 User interface design

If  User interface design or user interface engi-
neering is the design of computers, appliances, 
machines, mobil communication devices, soft-
ware applications, and websites with the focus on 
the user’s experience and interaction. The goal of 
user interface design is to make the user’s interac-
tion as simple and efficient as possible, in terms 
of accomplishing user goals—what is often called 
user-centered design. Good user interface design 
facilitates finishing the task at hand without draw-
ing unnecessary attention to itself. Graphic design 
may be utilized to support its usability. The design 
process must balance technical functionality and 
visual elements (e.g., mental model) to create a sys-
tem that is not only operational but also usable and 
adaptable to changing user needs.

There are several phases and processes in the user 
interface design, some of which are more demanded 
upon than others, depending on the project.

Functionality requirements gathering—
assembling a list of the functionality required by the 
system to accomplish the goals of the project and the 
potential needs of the users.

User analysis—analysis of the potential users of 
the system either through discussion with people 
who work with the users and/or the potential users 
themselves.

Typical questions involve:
What would the user want the system to do?
How would the system fit in with the user’s nor-

mal workflow or daily activities?
How technically savvy is the user and what simi-

lar systems does the user already use?
What interface look & feel styles appeal to the 

user?
Information architecture—development of the 

process and/or information flow of the system (i.e. 
for phone tree systems, this would be an option 
tree flowchart and for web sites this would be a site 
flow that shows the hierarchy of the pages).

Prototyping—development of wireframes, either 
in the form of paper prototypes or simple interac-
tive screens. These prototypes are stripped of all 
look & feel elements and most content in order to 
concentrate on the interface.

Usability testing—testing of the prototypes 
on an actual user—often using a technique called 
think aloud protocol where you ask the user to talk 
about their thoughts during the experience.

Graphic Interface design—actual design of 
the final Graphical User Interface (GUI). It may 
be based on the findings developed during the 
usability testing if  usability is unpredictable, or 

based on communication objectives and styles that 
would appeal to the user. In rare cases, the graph-
ics may drive the prototyping, depending on the 
importance of visual form versus function. If  the 
interface requires multiple skins, there may be 
multiple interface designs for one control panel, 
functional feature or widget. This phase is often a 
collaborative effort between a graphic designer and 
a user interface designer, or handled by one who is 
proficient in both disciplines.

2.2 Mental model

A mental model is an explanation of someone’s 
thought process about how something works in 
the real world. It is a representation of the sur-
rounding world, the relationships between its vari-
ous parts and a person’s intuitive perception about 
their own acts and their consequences. Our mental 
models help shape our behaviour and define our 
approach to solving problems (akin to a personal 
algorithm) and carrying out tasks.

2.3 Principles of mental models

Mental models are based on a small set of funda-
mental assumptions, which distinguish them from 
other proposed representations in the psychology 
of reasoning (Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 2009). Each 
mental model represents a possibility. A mental 
model represents one possibility, capturing what 
is common to all the different ways in which the 
possibility may occur (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 
2002). Mental models are iconic, i.e., each part of 
a model corresponds to each part of what it rep-
resents (Johnson-Laird, 2006). Mental models are 
based on a principle of truth: they represent only 
those situations that are possible, and each model 
of a possibility represents only what is true in that 
possibility according to the proposition. Mental 
models can represent what is false, temporarily 
assumed to be true, e.g., in the case of counter-
factual conditionals and counterfactual thinking 
(Byrne, 2005).

3 RESEARCH METHODS

In this study adopt the observation and Per-
formance Measurement as the use of assessment 
methods. In this study, the assumptions mentioned 
are: 1. Explore the product key on the graphic 
design and appropriateness of placement, and 
affect the user’s knowledge and learning even the 
ease of operation. 2. Built-in does not change the 
original mode of operation, use color to group 
the related button to each other, it’s contribute 
to product operation indicative. Borrow this 
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suppose, and text by Hot Tech Y400 for pretest. 
Experimental place is in the product usability and 
ergonomics design laboratory, the subjects were 
based on fixed operating procedures. This experi-
ment was set up around the corner of the 3 cam-
eras, through on-site video record of the subjects 
the way of operation, recorded by the researchers. 
Scoring criteria according to experts of the time as 
a benchmark.

The scoring way is: Completed within standard 
time (0 points). More than the standard time to com-
plete but for the permissible range (−3 points). Over 
time and after asking to be finalized (−5 points). 
Over time and think you do right on and proceed 
to the next step (−8 points). And on this basis to 
make improvements to posttest. Using usability 
way to do this research axis, First of all, is setting 
up the typical working item for research projects. 
Typical working item represents the product opera-
tion procedures, For example, electronic dictionary 
function of English to Chinese function: (a) power 
on (b) Catalog (English to Chinese function) (c) 
Chinese input: Happiness→ finding the happiness 
English (d) Esc.

To participate in this experiment testers were 
divided into pretest and posttest of all six, a total 
of 12, and 6 male, 6 female, Age range from 19 to 
26 years of age; Another expert (acquaintances), 
pretest and posttest the two, a total of four. All 
Testers are Chao-yang University of Technology, 
department of Industrial Design students, Based 
on the Usability of the literature said that when 
the testers have five, Can be found in 75%–80% of 
usability problems (Nielson, 1993).

To do with the usability way of the main axis of 
this study, first of all, the subject matter of the typical 
experimental set up work projects, set the procedures 
for the Chinese to English Function, English Chinese 
to Function and computing three stages.

Chinese to English Function (1-c) when input 
Chinese, testing often confuse “enter key” and 
“space bar”, and the misconception that the elec-
tronic dictionary is broken there is no response.

Computing (3-c) when calculated at the typed 
symbols plus or minus, Test will often be confused 
minus sign with the English link No, and the Plus 
confused with Cang Jie Input Method ┌+┘. From 
Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 can be know that In the 
steps 1-b, 1-c, 2-c, 3-c, the operate is not easy to use, 
This part of the improvement plan to strengthen 
the icon (see Figure 2).

Because this electronic dictionary BoPoMoFo 
phonetic symbols is light purple and printing in the 
machine body, Therefore, no change to the original 
operating principles, But in the semi-circle with the 
space bar next to the light purple color block and 
there BoPoMoFo words to guide users. Function 

Figure 1. The original interface.

Figure 2. The improved user interface.

Enlarge map to improved interface:

in the Chinese to English press the space bar will 
take any action not the enter key.

Computing 3-c is also used the color to improve 
that will be groups the button of calculation, users 
can quickly find the function keys. (As Figure 4, 
Figure 5, Figure 6) Will group the Computing but-
ton by light green color, users can quickly find the 

Improved interface buttons map (Computational 
domain).
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Table 4. The original time table for the operation 
interface (Computing).

Working 
item 
testers

3-a 
power 
on

3-b 
Catalog→ 
computing

3-c 
input 
formula

3-d 
esc

1 0:02 0:02 3:09 0:02
2 0:02 0:02 1:04 0:02
3 0:02 0:03 2:53 0:02
4 0:02 0:03 0:11 0:02
5 0:02 0:03 2:04 0:02
6 0:02 0:03 2:28 0:02

Weighted
total

0 0 –30 0

Expert 0:02 0:02 0:23 0:02

Table 5. Schedule after the test operation (Chinese to 
English Function).

Working 
item 
testers

1-a 
power
on

1-b
Catalog→
Chinese to 
English 
function

1-c 
Chinese 
input

1-d 
esc

1 0:02 0:03 0:25 0:02
2 0:02 0:02 0:30 0:02
3 0:02 0:03 0:25 0:03
4 0:03 0:02 0:22 0:03
5 0:02 0:02 0:40 0:02
6 0:02 0:03 0:25 0:03

Improve
the total
weighted

0 0 −6 0

Original
total weight

0 −6 −30 0

Expert 0:02 0:02 0:24 0:02

relevant keys, the equal sign on enter key is also 
group by light green.

3.1 Conclusion

According to pre-test found that 1-b, 1-c, 2-c, 3-c of 
the operation took more time, therefore, according 
to their original icons do to improve, but without 
changing the original positions of button, Res-
ervation the original button’s features and the 

Table 1. Number of people participating 
in the experiment.

Before improving Improved

Experts 2 2
Testers 6 6

unit: people

Table 2. The original time table for the operation inter-
face (Chinese to English Function).

Working 
item 
testers

1-a 
power 
on

1-b
Catalog→
Chinese to
English 
function

1-c 
Chinese 
input

1-d 
esc

1 0:02 0:03 2:53 0:02
2 0:02 0:03 1:15 0:02
3 0:02 0:03 1:09 0:03
4 0:03 0:04 1:57 0:03
5 0:02 0:04 2:00 0:02
6 0:02 0:03 2:32 0:03

Weighted
total

0 −6 −30 0

Expert 0:02 0:02 0:24 0:02

Table 3. The original time table for the operation inter-
face (English to Chinese Function).

Working
item 
testers

2-a 
power
on

2-b
Catalog→
English to
Chinese
function

2-c 
english
input

2-d 
esc

1 0:02 0:02 0:14 0:02
2 0:02 0:02 0:27 0:02
3 0:02 0:03 0:21 0:02
4 0:02 0:03 0:25 0:02
5 0:02 0:03 0:27 0:02
6 0:02 0:03 0:31 0:02

Weighted
total

0 0 −12 0

Expert 0:02 0:02 0:20 0:02

vocabulary, only to improve it next to join the aux-
iliary. A good interface design must have uniformity 
(consistency) and the difference (visual recognition 
of degrees), The target of this experiment do not 
have the above conditions, In the middle button 
area is composition by light gray button, the light 
gray keys are also arranged in different white text 
and symbols, degree in visual recognition is not easy 
to distinguish, therefore, the steps in the implemen-
tation of computing time, you can not immediately 
find the “+ − × ÷” symbol, and easy to confuse 
the other symbols are plus or minus sign into the 
function.

Will be groups to the computing of related but-
tons, Use color to segment them, In the original 
all the computing buttons are light gray to group 
them in light green, To Identified as the degree is 
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better than the old has been increased for many. 
The other functions on the Chinese to English 
input, The target of this research is set “space” 
to enter the phonetic to find the identification 
button of Chinese characters. But the study also 
found that all of the testers used the “Enter” key 
as the identification button, so that in operation, 
prone to make mistakes. It can be concluded that 
most people’s mental model has been established 

that the “Enter” key to determine as the identifi-
cation button, therefore, the use of this electronic 
dictionary of words is less appropriate, Therefore, 
the improve way is in the semi-circle with the space 
bar next to the light purple color block and there 
BoPoMoFo words to guide users. Function in the 
Chinese to English press the space bar will take any 
action not the enter key.

Therefore, group the button and differenti-
ate color can helps users efficiency to operation, 
because it can increase visual recognition of 
degrees and the experimental results reveal, Using 
color segmentation to different attributes of button 
functions, a group of results is also easy for users 
to operate on a clear and easy to understand.
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Table 7. Schedule after the test operation (Computing).

Working 
item 
testers

3-a 
power 
on

3-b Catalog→
computing

3-c 
input 
formula

3-d 
esc

1 0:02 0:02 0:12 0:02
2 0:02 0:02 0:24 0:02
3 0:02 0:03 0:20 0:02
4 0:02 0:03 0:17 0:02
5 0:02 0:03 0:23 0:02
6 0:02 0:03 0:15 0:02

Improve
the total
weighted

0 0 –6 0

Original total
weight

0 0 –30 0

Expert 0:02 0:02 0:20 0:02

Table 6. Schedule after the test operation (English to 
Chinese Function).

Working 
item 
testers

2-a 
power 
on

2-b
Catalog→
English to 
Chinese 
function

2-c 
English 
input

2-d 
esc

1 0:02 0:02 0:10 0:02
2 0:02 0:02 0:20 0:02
3 0:02 0:03 0:21 0:02
4 0:02 0:03 0:15 0:02
5 0:02 0:03 0:17 0:02
6 0:02 0:03 0:22 0:02

Improve
the total 
weighted

0 0 −6 0

Original
total weight

0 0 −12 0

Expert 0:02 0:02 0:20 0:02
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Exploring the interaction problems of using ticket vending 
machines

Yu-Hsing Huang
National Pingtung University of Science and Technology, Pingtung, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: Ticket vending machines has been broadly used today for providing shorter waiting time 
for users and less man power for service providers. However, there are only 35% of ticket are sold via 
ticket vending machines in Taiwan High Speed Rail Company. This paper demonstrates a user centered 
study conducting at Taiwan High Speed Rail in Taiwan. The purpose of the study is to identify interaction 
problems that ticket buyers come across when they buy tickets via TVMs. Naturalistic observation and 
focus group interview are two methods used on collecting the interaction problems. The analysis of the 
identified problems generates several design suggestions which can be useful to the design of self  service 
kiosks, especially TVMs. The design of future TVMs should support the various need of ticket buyers.

Keywords: ticket vending machine, observation, focus groups, kiosk

operation in March 2007. There are eight stations 
of the high speed rail is operated, namely, Taipei, 
Banciao, Taoyuan, Hsinchu, Taichung, Chiayi, 
Tainan, and Zuoying. This observation conducted 
in this study was at the THSR Zuoying station.

TVMs have been used in public transportation 
in Taiwan for more than 13 years. The first TVM 
was introduced by Taiwan Railway Administra-
tion (TRA) in 1996. TVMs have been also used 
by Taipei Rapid Transit (TRT) in 1996, by THSR 
in 2007 and by Kaohsiung Rapid Transit System 
(KRTS) in 2008. Some studies have been made on 
TVMs in Taiwan but mainly on the interface of 
TVM. Lin (2001) conducted a usability study on 
the interface of the TVMs of TRA. Wang (2005) 
and Lee (2005) did usability study on the interface 
of the TVMs of TRT. The study of Wu (2008) 
focus on the touch screen of TVMs.

This study examines not only the interface 
but also the interaction between ticket buyer and 
TVM. The interface of TVM is only a part of the 
ticket buyer-TVM interaction. Verhoef (1988) and 
Zwaga (1988) pointed out the main problem both-
ering people on using TVMs is to figure out what 
is the right procedure, e.g. destination first or coin 
first. Zwaga (1988) also showed an obvious dif-
ference on the time spending on getting a ticket 
between the experience buyer (17 seconds) and the 
novice buyer (200 seconds). Hisamune and Kishida 
(1997) conducted observation studies on three 
types of TVMs of Japan Rail East. Time spend, 
mistake and hesitating were recorded and analyzed. 
Connell (1998) did a study on errors made by ticket 

1 INTRODUCTION

Providing shorter waiting time for users and 
less man power for service providers, self  service 
kiosks has been broadly used today, Automatic 
Teller Machine (ATM) is a good example. Except 
the deployment of ATM in banking, public trans-
portation is another pioneer who introducing self  
service kiosk for selling tickets. Although Ticket 
Vending Machines (TVMs) have been used for 
many years, it is common to see a long queue at 
ticket counters in train/bus stations. According to 
the official statistics of Taiwan High Speed Rail 
Company, only 35% of tickets are sold via TVM. It 
is very interesting to know what bother these peo-
ple in using TVMs, so that they would like to spend 
their precious time on queuing rather to challenge 
buying ticket from TVM.

This paper demonstrates a user centered study 
conducting at Taiwan High Speed Rail (THSR) 
in Taiwan. The purpose of the study is to identify 
interaction problems that ticket buyers come across 
when they buy tickets via TVMs. Naturalistic obser-
vation and focus group interview are two methods 
used on collecting the interaction problems. The 
analysis of the identified problems generates sev-
eral design suggestions which can be useful to the 
design of self  service kiosks, especially TVMs.

The Taiwan High Speed Rail Company pro-
vides passenger transportation service between 
two main cities, Taipei and Kaohsiung. The service 
links the two cities at a total length of 345 km with 
90 minutes traveling time. THSR put into her first 
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buyers on using TVMs. Hisamune and Kishida 
(1998) made a study on the experience, preference 
and frequency of ticket buyers to identify their ref-
erences of ticket buying decision making. Connell 
et al (2004) took cognitive walkthrough method to 
identify interaction problems on using TVMs.

2 METHODS

Two methods, observation and focus group inter-
view, were utilized in this study to collect the inter-
action problems that ticket buyers have during the 
use of TVMs. The two complementary methods 
are usually adopted at a same time.

2.1 Observation

The naturalistic observation method was adopted 
for collecting the first hand interaction problems 
during the use of ticket vending machine. The 
observation took place at the southern terminal 
(Zuoying) station of THSR in Taiwan. At the sta-
tion, there are totally twenty machines installed. 
Five machines make a row. There two rows installed 
separately at the both side of the main entrance. 
Observations were done evenly between the four 
rows of the machines.

An observation team consists of two observers. 
They are equipped with a digital video recorder and 
a notebook. One observer is in charge of shoot-
ing the whole process of ticket buying. Another 
observer is responsible for taking note of prob-
lems which ticket buyers come across during ticket 
buying. All observations are conducted under the 
agreement of ticket buyers.

Each observation is end with a quick interview 
for collecting ticket buyers’ subjective data. The 
contents of a quick interview depend on the time 
available and the will of each ticket buyer. The 
subjective data includes what problem they come 
across, why they run into the problem and how 
they resolve the problem.

There are totally twenty observations were made. 
The twenty participants consist of nine females and 
eleven males. They are age between 18 to 45 years 
old (average 28.8 years old). The observation took 
place in January, 2009. The day of the week of the 
observations are made are: three on Sunday, six on 
Tuesday, seven on Thursday and four on Thursday.

The videos shot at the observations were ana-
lyzed by using a qualitative analysis software called 
Noldus Observer XT.

2.2 Focus group interview

The focus group interview was also used for col-
lecting the interaction problems during the use of 
ticket vending machine. Low cost, short time and 

rich interaction are characteristic of focus group 
interview.

In the focus group interview, a moderator is in 
charge of the flow of discussion and two assistants 
are responsible for taking note and video record-
ing. The pictures and the films took at the obser-
vation study were used as reminders during the 
interview. A list of questions for guiding the dis-
cussion was prepared in advance. The discussion 
of the focus group interview was after turned into 
verbatim transcription.

There are seven participants, two females and five 
males, in the focus group interview. They are aging 
from 22 to 27 years old (average 24.6 years old). 
The participants were recruited at a local bulletin 
board system and were given an NT$500 worth 
reward for their participation. They all have the 
experience of using THSR TVMs.

3 RESULTS

The analysis of the data collecting from the obser-
vation and the focus group interview generates rich 
and fruitful findings. Below are some of the key 
findings.

3.1 Not all ticket buyers are well prepared

The current design of THSR TVMs, like many 
other TVMs, asks a ticket buyer to select “date, 
time, departure/arrival station, number of tickets, 
type of ticket” and enter the information accord-
ing to the instructions on the screen. It also means 
that all ticket buyers must know what date, time, 
departure/arrival station, number of tickets and 
type of ticket they want to buy before they start to 
use TVMs. From the results of both the observation 
and the focus group interview studies, many ticket 
buyers do not have all the information they need.

3.2 Some ticket buyers are active

From both the observation and the focus group 
interview studies, active ticket buying behavior is 
identified. Some ticket buyers go back and forth 
several times at the different pages of the TVMs. 
They are not missing in following ticketing proce-
dure. In fact, they know very well where they are in 
the procedure. They go back and forth at the pages 
for collecting information which they need to find 
a train which meet their specific goal, e.g. earlier 
arriving time, cheaper price.

3.3 Give me backward not cancel

Almost all participants make complaint against 
the missing of backward key. When ticket buyers 
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mistakenly follow the ticketing procedure, there is 
no backward key but cancel key. They are willing 
backward to the previous step, so that they can 
correct their mistake. However, a cancel key will 
lead they go far back to the first beginning. They 
have to do all the selection once again.

3.4 Card only, no cash

All THSR TVMs accepts cash, credit card and ATM 
card for payment, but some TVMs are credit card 
and ATM card only. These credit card and ATM 
card only machines are differentiated from a sign 
at the top and the lack of billing device in the front 
(see Figure 1). Some participants mistakenly choice 
the credit card and ATM card only machine and 
notice the mistake when their operation reaches the 
last step, payment. They explain that they pay no 
attention to the sign and the lack of billing device 
but the touch screen at the center of the machine. 
The big screen attracts all their attention.

3.5 Separated credit card paying display

It is common that people pause for a while when 
they select to pay by credit card or ATM card. They 
still look at the main touch screen and wait for the 

next instruction. However, the paying information is 
not shown on the main touch screen but on another 
small display which locates on the top of the main 
touch screen (see Figure 1). It is also strange that 
the input of card payment is via a keypad located 
between the main touch screen and the small card 
paying display rather via the main touch screen.

3.6 Ungrouping

Some participants make a complaint about the for-
getting of taking back their credit/ATM card. The 
slot for credit/ATM card locates beside the keypad 
which is between the main touch screen and small 
payment display. When the payment is accepted, 
people move their attention from the small pay-
ment display to the main touch screen for informa-
tion. The information tells ticket buyers they can 
collect their ticket at the ticket slot which locates 
at the bottom of the main touch screen. Then they 
follow the instruction moving to pick up their 
ticket but forget taking back their cards.

4 SUMMARY

From the results of this study, it is no surprise that 
many travelers would like to spend their precise 
time queuing at ticket counter rather than challenge 
TVMs. When using THSR TVMs, ticket buyers 
are asked to answer a series of questions passively. 
If  they fail to answer to the question, they fail to 
get their ticket. Nakamura (2004) pointed out the 
next generation of TVM is to support the various 
need of ticket buyers.

The application of supporting the various need 
of ticket buyer can be easily seen at the ticket 
counters. Some ticket buyers directly tell the ticket 
clerk a train number. Some ticket buyers express 
the information they have to the ticket clerk and 
ask for their suggestion on the rest information 
they do not have. Even some ticket buyers tell 
ticket clerk their criteria and ask them to filter out 
trains.

The use of large touch screen provides a direct 
manipulation interface. All information should be 
displayed and all data should be entered only at the 
large touch screen. The screen can also be used to 
point the location of card slot, coin slot and ticket 
slot. Figures and symbols instruction are much 
friendly than text instruction.
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A study on the preference of finger operation for computer 
graphics on the touchscreen

Hsinfu Huang & Chiulin Chiang
Department of Multimedia and Entertainment Science, Southern Taiwan University, Taiwan, ROC

ABSTRACT: In recent years, touchscreen is used in application to many electronic products design 
and it is popular by consumers. The usability of the interface in these products would influence the users’ 
operation procedure and even effect the satisfaction. In this study, the independent variable of this experi-
ment is three different icon control gestures. They includes move, rotation and zoom controls. The move 
gesture includes one-finger swipe, two-finger tap and two-finger swipe. The rotation gesture includes one-
finger rotate, two-finger rotate and lock one and one finger rotate. The zoom gesture includes one-finger 
double tap, lock one and one finger drag and two-finger zoom. The dependent variable is the most suit-
able gesture match and the subjective rates. After the subjects experienced control types of each gesture, 
they had to pick up an ideal icon touch control match. The result of the study expressed that the users 
prefer the one-finger swipe on move gesture. The result of this gesture is one finger swipe > one finger 
tap > two finger swipe. Their preferring rotation control is the lock one and one finger rotate gesture. 
Also, the result of the gesture is one finger rotate > lock one and one finger rotate > two finger rotate. 
In addition, users tend to use the two-finger zoom gesture on zoom control. The result of this gesture is 
lock one and one finger drag > two finger zoom > one finger double tap. Moreover, there are significant 
difference between one finger and two fingers in every operate style (p < 0.01). The gender of subjects did 
not influence the preference result (p > 0.1). This result could offer interface designer for reference to their 
interface operation behavior planning.

Keywords: touchscreen, human-computer interaction, finger, operational preference

touchscreen technique came out, people used their 
fingers to operate the computer naturally and it 
replaced the traditional interface with mouse. In 
addition, the input device such as mouse and key-
board was not that important since someone had 
the touchscreen, which saved units of the compu-
ter. The advantages mentioned above improving 
the portability and convenience to the touchscreen. 
So in the recent years, whether touchscreen were 
widely applied in each electronic device made users 
operate easier and much intuitive or not, was an 
issue which discussed widely in ergonomic field.

The screen supported the saturation with the 
improving display and the touch technique. From 
former black and white display to nowadays screen 
with 16.7 million colors, was a case of progress on 
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display). This could also 
offer users view and handle complicated informa-
tion. Additionally, users had to be re-accustomed 
the new interface on the touchscreen to gradually 
replace the traditional HMI (Human-Computer 
Interface) with cursor and buttons. The application 
of HMI on touchscreen needed more researchers 
to perform such ergonomic study exploring and 

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the development of touch screen 
technique has created a function-touch technique 
of display in many electronic products. There were 
touch machines, for example the ATM (Auto-
matic Teller Machine) in the banks, kiosks, or the 
automatic ticket sellers in the shops and the MRT 
(Mass Rapid Transportation) stations. Moreover, 
the progress of these touch technique also started 
the application to the interface (Sears and Shneif-
erman, 1992; Benko, 2006; Levin, 2007). In home 
and personal consuming parts of the market to 
electronic products like cell phones, e-books, PDA 
(Personal Digital Assistant), and so on, were used 
the technique on the touchscreen. The technique 
helped users to use relative electronic systems and 
products in much convenient way. Therefore, the 
reason why the touch technology became a popu-
lar function was that it matched as better as users’ 
intuitiveness. At the beginning, people did anything 
with their hands. But the traditional interface style 
of computer input has made users be accustomed 
to use mouse and keyboard gradually. When the 
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verifying that which HCI style matches human 
intuitive much more. Lifting users’ operation effi-
ciency and effectiveness depends on high-class HCI 
design (Shneiderman, 1992; Fung, 2003; Dix, et al. 
2004). But there are few relative studies of recent 
HCI of the touchscreen. Levin (2007) pointed that 
when people faced more and more application on 
the touch screen, they needed to emphasize on 
usability and ergonomic issues of the interface in 
the future. Therefore, by improving the hardware 
and device level, the study on ergonomic of the 
touch screen should also be paid attention on and 
be developed. This kind of HCI design includ-
ing giving appropriate feedbacks to users on the 
touch screen and other studies of design principle 
for facilitating users’ efficiency on their jobs, and 
this had also become necessary issues in the touch 
ergonomics.

Lao et al. designed a series of  gestures for inter-
action table commanding. They defined two styles 
of  gestures at the beginning in the study. The two 
styles were continuous and discrete contacts. The 
continuous contact included finger, palm, half-
palm, fists and vertical hand. The discrete contact 
included two, three, four and five fingers. They also 
defined three different moving methods like press-
ing, tapping and dragging in motion type. They 
combined these gesture styles, and they researched 
the interaction purpose and motivation, for exam-
ple, move, zoom, rotation, duplication and delete 
to match each control purpose to their appropri-
ate gesture styles. Finally, they used the analysis 
and result in the study for touch-applied on table 
and PDA. This study was done followed three 
main control items: change, zoom and rotate to 
perform the gesture preference research. Koskinen 
et al. (2008) focused on the control table to finish 
a gesture preference study for the intelligent ges-
ture control in the future. They focused on press-
ing, sliding and rotating touch style to perform 
the research. They also focused on the variables 
such as surface, touch continuous time, intensity, 
accuracy, speed, repeatability, horizontal, vertical, 
direction, match and form to perform the experi-
mentation. The result of  the study represented 
that subjects preferred to control smaller graph-
ics during the dragging. Subjects also preferred 
to use one finger to control the graphics than two 
fingers. The relative analysis and result also pre-
sented that the subjects preferred to use easy and 
uncomplicated gestures. With single finger intui-
tiveness result to the subjects, Koskinen et al. also 
suggested that the designers should be concerned 
about the single and double finger use in the touch 
design. But we had much interested in the analy-
sis result of  the single and double finger research 
and we hoped to verify this result in our study 
again. Therefore, the experiment of  this study was 

designed couples of  gestures of  single and double 
fingers in “switch”, “rotation” and “zoom” con-
trol types. We hoped we could verify the result of 
single and double finger use preference from the 
subjects.

Shneiderman (1992) considered that the color 
quality of the touch graphics was not the main 
factor to affect users’ usability as our former study 
result. Moreover, in the option to touch graphic 
colors, we also agreed with Shneiderman that the 
hue did not influence the usability to users. There-
fore, for not influencing the option result, we used 
the same series of pictures as the touch graphics in 
each gesture experiment. In addition, our former 
study also presented that the size of graphics were 
likely to influence the usability on LCD. This 
experiment used LCD to and finished the touch 
experiment. Therefore, we chose the graphic size as 
500 × 500 pixels in the center of the 1600 × 900 pix-
els screen. The reason why we chose this propor-
tion of size was that it was controlled the graphics 
freely and conveniently by the subjects because of 
enough room and size, and it could make the sub-
jects not feel frustrated.

2 RESEARCH METHOD

2.1 Subjects

This study invited 60 university students to join 
this experiment. The age was from 18 to 31 years 
old (Mean = 22.05; SD = 3.15 ). They have nor-
mal vision and they are right-handed users. They 
can move their arms, wrists and fingers freely. 
Moreover, the subjects of this study were divided 
into three groups by touch experience, those three 
groups were types of “inexperienced”, “not often 
used” and “often used” and there were 20 subjects 
in each group.

2.2 Experiment design

This experiment was a subject width design. The 
subjects had to operate three different touch 
control items, those items are “graphic switch”, 
“graphic rotation” and “graphic zoom”. And there 
were different gestures in each control items. On 
the other hand, there were three variables for the 
subjects in each control item. When the subjects 
performed the experiment, they had to experience 
nine different gestures with controlling the graph-
ics on the center of the screen. The size of those 
graphics was 500 × 500 pixels. The set of the size 
because it could be appropriate on the center of 
the screen and could be controlled conveniently. 
The touch graphic in this experiment was square 
because we did not want the size and the shape 
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influenced the experience of the subjects. Also, it 
could not influence the preference result.

In the “Graphic Switch” experiment, there were 
17 different pictures presented on the graphic which 
on the screen. After the subjects done the “switch” 
gestures, the graphic would change to the next (or 
the last) pictures. There were three variables of the 
gestures in the experiment, they were “one-finger 
swipe”, “one-finger tap” and “two-fingers swipe”. 
The “one-finger swipe” was putting one finger 
(usually the index) on the touchscreen and moved 
it toward right or left then put the fingers left the 
screen, and the gesture finished; “One-finger tap” 
was to use one finger to tap on the left or right 
side of the screen smoothly; “Two-finger swipe” 
was similar to the “one-finger swipe”. It put two 
fingers (usually be index and middle fingers) on the 
touchscreen, then swiped them to left or right and 
put the fingers left from the screen.

In the “Graphic Rotation” experiment, the 
subjects had to follow different gestures to drag 
the graphic to one curve direction to rotate the 
graphic. The variables as well as three gestures in 
the “Graphic Rotation” were “one-finger rotate”, 
“two-finger rotate” and “lock one and one fin-
ger rotate”. The “one-finger rotate” was to put 
one finger on the graphic of the center on screen, 
and dragged it to clockwise or counterclockwise 
direction, and the graphic will rotate to the same 
direction with the same angle as finger did; the 
“two-finger rotate” was that putting left and right 
index on the graphic at the same time, and dragged 
it to the same direction; The “lock one and one 
finger rotate” was that putting one finger on the 
graphic to fix it, and used another finger to per-
form the rotation. It also means that to drag the 
finger to clockwise or counterclockwise direction 
in curve move, and the graphic will rotate.

The third control item was the “Graphic Zoom”. 
There were also three different gestures in this con-
trol item, they were “one finger double tap”, “Lock 
one and one finger drag” and “two-finger zoom”. 
The “one finger double tap” was to use the index 
finger to do the double tap on the graphic of the 
center on the screen. In this gesture, the graphic 
was set two kinds of size. When the subjects 
entered the experiment interface, the graphic was 
set in small size. When the subjects used one finger 
to tap on the graphic in twice, then the graphic will 
become the large size. If  the subjects did the same 
action at that time, then the graphic will change to 
the smaller one as the beginning; the “lock one and 
one finger drag” was to use one finger fixing on the 
graphic, and use another finger to drag the graphic 
to zoom it; The “two finger zoom” was to press two 
fingers on the graphics and drag them to the same 
direction (to make the graphic smaller) and the dif-
ferent directions (to make the graphic larger) to 

perform the zoom gesture. The description of the 
nine gestures mentioned above showed in Table 1.

2.3 Materials and stimulation

All of the graphics during this experiment were set 
on the center of the screen. The graphic size was 
500 × 500 pixels. The graphic was presented with 
17 campus pictures orderly. The graphic was repre-
sented on the 1600 × 900 pixels screen.

This experiment was programmed with the Flash 
actionscript 3.0, and the experiment was performed 
in the Windows 7 operation system. The factors of 
this experiment were not only the experience on the 
touchscreen and gender of the subjects. The main 
independent variables were the three control items: 
“switch”, “rotate” and “zoom” which controlled 
with the graphic by subjects on the touchscreen. 
Moreover, the dependent variables were the subject 
rates and appropriate gesture types. This experi-
ment was executed in an ergonomic laboratory of 
university, was used Touch Smart 300 touch tablet 
(HP IQ300-1038 W) as the operation device. As 
showed in fig. 1, the touch tablet was a 20 inches 
LCD, the height was 43.3 cm and the width was 
27.1 cm, the resolution was 1600 × 900 pixels. The 
computer was set with the Windows 7 operation 
system and it was on a table which about 70 cm 
tall. The lab also offered an adjustable seat, could 
be adjusted to the most comfort angle when the 
subjects performed the experiment. The illumina-
tion of the lab was 500 Lux.

2.4 Experiment tasks

This experiment was divided into two parts and 
the first one was the experience task. After the sub-
jects filled in their information about experience of 
touchscreen use, then they entered the experience 
task. The destination of the experience task was to 
let the subjects experience the control with using 
different gestures. The subjects had to sit on the 
computer and followed the instruction to use one or 
two hands to execute the gesture experience. There 
were three different gestures in each control item. 
Before the subjects finished the experiencing the 
three different types of gesture and generated the 
preference result, they could go back to experience 
until they find the answer of the gesture experience.

This study used the Lickerts’ Scale with five-
point rating to record the subject rating. The sub-
jects wrote down the rate of 1 to 5 points after 
they experienced each gesture. The point “1” was 
the subjects feel the least appropriate and satis-
fied one to the control item rates; the point “5” 
was the most appropriate and satisfied one to the 
control item rates. The notice was that the subjects 
entered the part of questionnaire to rate the points 
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Table 1. The description of the nine gestures.

Control manner Gesture name Gesture model Description

Type 01: Switch 1-1 One-finger swipe •  Using a finger to swipe from 
side to side on the screen for 
changing pictures.

1-2 One-finger tap •  Using a finger to tap on the 
screen for changing pictures.

1-3 Two-finger swipe •  Using two fingers to swipe 
from side to side on the screen 
for changing pictures. 

Type 02: Rotate 2-1 One-finger rotate •  Using a finger to drag the 
graphic which at the center 
of screen and to move it in 
curve angle for rotating the 
picture.

2-2 Two-finger rotate •  Using two fingers to drag the 
graphic which at the center of 
screen and to move them in 
curve angle at the same time 
for rotating the picture.

2-3 Lock one and one finger 
rotate

•  Using a finger to press and 
stay fix on the graphic which 
at the center of screen, while 
using the other one to drag 
the graphic and to move it in 
curve angle for rotating the 
picture.

Type 03: Zoom in/out 3-1 One finger double tap •  Using a finger to tap on the 
graphic which at the center 
of screen in twice for zoom-
ing the picture.

3-2 Lock one and one finger 
drag

•  Using a finger to press and 
stay fix on the graphic which 
at the center of screen, while 
using the other one to drag 
the graphic and to move it for 
zooming the picture

3-3 Two finger zoom •  Using two fingers to drag the 
graphic which at the center 
of screen and to move them 
in different direction at the 
same time for zooming the 
picture.

after they had experienced three gestures of each 
control item. In this part, after the subjects fin-
ished the rate to the three gestures on the question-
naire, they could turn back to experience again and 
again until they got the difference between those 
gestures. The part we emphasized to let the sub-
jects experience the gestures in easy condition to 
yield subject feeling and answer.

2.5 Experiment process

Before the experiment stated, we told the content 
and process instruction of this experiment to the 
subjects first. Then as the fig. 2 presented, the 
subjects were invited to sit in front to the compu-
ter to point at “graphic switch”, “graphic rotate” 
and “graphic zoom” icons to enter the experience 
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interface. When they entered the experience inter-
face, they controlled the 500 × 500 pixels graphic to 
experience the gestures. There were three different 
types of gesture in each control. When the subjects 
finished experiencing an item, they had to give the 
rating point after experiencing. They gave those 
gestures the subject evaluation to the satisfaction 
and filled the result on the questionnaire with 1 to 
5 points. 1 is the least and the 5 is the most appro-
priate and satisfied gestures.

The subjects could turn back to experience during 
filling the questionnaire to experience the differ-
ence between three gestures entirely. So the proc-
ess of this experiment was: 1) Filling information. 
2) Experience of graphic switch gesture. 3) Rating 
points for graphic switch gesture. 4) Experience of 
graphic rotate gesture. 5) Rating points for graphic 
rotate gesture. 6) Experience of graphic zoom ges-
ture. 7) Rating points for graphic zooming gesture. 
8) End the experiment. After experiencing and rat-
ing “graphic switch”, “graphic rotate” and “graphic 

zoom” three gesture items, this experiment ended. 
The experiment took about 10 minutes.

3 RESULT ANALYSIS

3.1 The preference of gesture type by subjects

In the descriptive analysis we could discover that 
the subjects preferred the “one finger swipe” 
gesture (1-1) in the Type 1 (switch gesture); the 
Type 2 (rotate gesture) was preferred the “one 
finger rotate” gesture (2-1); and the Type 3 (zoom 
gesture) was preferred the “lock one and one finger 
drag” gesture (3-2) as shown in the Table 2. Except 
for this, there are not significant difference between 
each type of gesture (p < 0.01).

3.2 The difference between the different 
experiences of subjects

The result of  the ANOVA Analysis represented 
that the three different type of  subjects did not 
influence the preference to the gesture (p > 0.5) 
as the Table 3 showed. The Figure 3 showed the 
mean points of  the preference to the gestures of 

Figure 1. The experiment interface in this study 
(unit: mm).

Figure 2. The experiment condition (unit: mm).

Table 2. Descriptive analysis to the nine gestures.

Type Action N Mean Std.

Switch 1-1 One-finger swipe  60 4.37  .780
1-2 One-finger tap  60 3.83 1.060
1-3 Two-finger swipe  60 1.97  .920
Total 180 3.39 1.384

Rotate 2-1 One-finger rotate  60 4.22  .976
2-2 Two-finger rotate  60 2.38 1.151
2-3 Lock one and one 

finger rotate
 60 3.42 1.306

Total 180 3.34 1.371
Zoom

in/out
3-1 One finger double 

tap
 60 2.67 1.003

3-2 Lock one and one 
finger drag

 60 4.07  .972

3-3 Two finger zoom  60 3.88 1.223
Total 180 3.54 1.234

Total 1-1 One-finger swipe  60 4.37  .780
1-2 One-finger tap  60 3.83 1.060
1-3 Two-finger swipe  60 1.97  .920
2-1 One-finger rotate  60 4.22  .976
2-2 Two-finger rotate  60 2.38 1.151
2-3 Lock one and one 

finger rotate
 60 3.42 1.306

3-1 One finger double 
tap

 60 2.67 1.003

3-2 Lock one and one 
finger drag

 60 4.07  .972

3-3 Two finger zoom  60 3.88 1.223
Total 540 3.42 1.332
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“often use”, “not often use” and “never use” three 
types, significantly, the result of  the preference 
trend between these subjects are similar. Moreo-
ver, if  we divide those subjects into “ever use” and 
“never use” two groups, the difference by experi-
ence also showed not significant result (F = 0.568, 
p > 0.1).

3.3 The compare between one finger and two 
finger operation

The independent variables of this experiment 
(9 type of gesture) could be divided into single 
finger and double fingers types, and there were not 
significant difference between these two types of 
preference (p < 0.01). In this part, the most of the 
subjects preferred to use one finger to operate just 
like the table 4 represented, and the subjects also 
expressed that the manner of using two fingers to 
operate graphics is much difficult. Figure 4 pre-
sented the result of mean point between one finger 
and two fingers, it also presented the subjects of 
the different three types preferred to use one finger 
to operate the touchscreen.

3.4 The influence to gesture preference by gender

In this study, the result of each subjects’ gender 
presented that there was no significant difference 
on every gesture type (p > 0.1), it also expressed 

Figure 3. Mean value to the nine gestures.

Table 3. Descriptive analysis to experience.

Subject experience F Sig.

Often use .401 .671
Not often use .391 .677
Never use .177 .838

Table 4. Descriptive analysis to finger number.

Type N Mean Std.

One finger 360 3.76 1.172
Two fingers 180 2.74 1.375
Total  54 3.42 1.332

Figure 4. Mean value to the finger number.

that the gender did not influence the preference to 
the gesture.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Gesture preference of graphic switch

In the experiment of the preference of graphic 
switch gesture, the subjects gave the first gesture 
item-“one finger swipe” the highest rates. This ges-
ture was also the graphic switch gesture which used 
often on cell phones, PDA or other electronic prod-
ucts. Moreover, the result indicated that the “one 
finger tap” gesture was gave the second place.

The “one finger swipe” just used one finger to 
control the graphic which just like the “one finger 
swipe” gesture, the subjects just tapped on the sides 
of the screen then it could change the pictures 
when using the “ one finger tap” gesture, but it was 
not that intuitive than using the “one finger swipe” 
gesture. In this part we discussed with the action 
“reading”. When we read general books and papers, 
readers had to turn the pages with hands toward 
left or right. Therefore, if  we view the pictures on 
the screen as textbooks or comic books, when we 
need to turn the page, then we are accustomed to 
wave hands from left to right or from right to left 
to turning action. So, the “one finger swipe” ges-
ture was like the action and it was appropriate to 
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the intuitiveness when reading. Relatively, the “one 
finger tap” gesture was like the “click” action which 
used the mouse to click on the left or right side on 
the screen. For the computer users, the “one fin-
ger tap” gesture was suitable for the intuitiveness 
when using mouse. But using mouse is still not that 
intuitive to human than using hands, therefore, the 
rates of the “one finger tap” gesture is lesser than 
the “one finger swipe” is.

Moreover, in the compare between the “one 
finger swipe” and the “two finger swipe” gestures, 
although these two kinds of gestures were execute 
in the similar way, the result of Koskinen et al. 
(2008) presented that the subjects preferred to use 
one finger to perform on the touchscreen. Also, 
the result of this study presented that using one 
finger were much appropriate to the preference 
and intuitiveness of the subjects just like Koskinen 
et al.’s research.

4.2 Gesture preference of the graphic rotate

In the experiment of graphic rotate gesture, the 
“one finger rotate” were rates the highest by the 
subjects. This result verified the results which pre-
sented that subjects would prefer one fingers to 
use the touchscreen in many former studies. Oth-
erwise, when users used two fingers to rotate the 
graphic, then the graphic cannot turn around in 
360 degrees. The subjects had to turn their arms 
back when they rotated their forearms to 180 or 
270 degrees, then they just could turn the graphic 
to 360 degrees. This part presented that the subjects 
would use their ulna of forearm to rotate when 
they used double fingers to rotate the graphic. The 
ulna and the radial around the wrist do not have 
the joint or muscle which can act freely to turn 
360 degrees just like each finger, so it is easier to 
hurt the arms or hands. According to Burgess-
Limerick et al. (1998) presented that if  an user 
over-extended wrist angle or twist their ulna when 
used touch device, then it would make muscular 
uncomfortable. So we guessed that the reason why 
the “one finger rotate” gesture got the higher rates 
than the two fingers did is the subjects can turn the 
graphic to 360 degrees at once.

4.3 Gesture preference of the graphic zoom

In the experiment of the graphic zoom gesture, the 
subjects gave the second gesture-“Lock one and one 
finger drag” the most points. Although the “Lock 
one and one finger drag” gesture was the highest 
rates, there were not much distance between it and 
the second rates gesture-“Two finger zoom”. It 
expressed that the compare with “one finger dou-
ble tap” gesture, most users preferred to use two 
fingers to execute zooming. Moreover, users had 

to control the vector of two sides (or two angles), 
they just can do the zooming action. Therefore, 
using two fingers are much appropriate and suit-
able for the intuitiveness than using one finger. 
Moreover, this study guessed that the “Lock one 
and one finger drag” is much power saving and 
stable (fixed vectors) than the “two fingers zoom”, 
and it the reason why the subjects gave higher rates 
to the “Lock one and one finger drag”.

4.4 The influence of gesture preference by subject 
experience

The result presented that there were no signifi-
cant difference between the subjects who has often 
and seldom experience and no experience. This 
presented that the intuitiveness of the touch ges-
ture preference to different experienced subjects 
are similar. The control type like graphic switch, 
rotate and zoom all referred former popular touch 
control style, so they are used in much intuitive. It 
perhaps that those control type all matches users’ 
intuitive action, so whoever the users will feel the 
like “intuitiveness” feeling.

5 CONCLUSION

Before investigated the gesture preference, this 
study had observed many kind of touch gestures 
and then we summarized and designed the gesture 
of the experiment. The experiment result of this 
study was suitable for our estimate at the begin-
ning. The estimate includes the preference of using 
single finger to do the graphic switch and rotation, 
and using two fingers to perform the graphic zoom. 
These studies verified the former study result of the 
gesture preference on the touchscreen, the result 
was also similar to nowadays custom preference.

Moreover, this study also investigated the differ-
ence between the touch gesture preference divided 
by the experience. The result represented that the 
touch experience do not influence the preference 
of gesture. On the other hand, when users used 
the touchscreen, their former experience would do 
not affect the judge of “intuitiveness”. This result 
could be applied in the developed project for dif-
ferent experience of groups. Finally, this study just 
investigated for the preference index of the sub-
jects. In the future, the relative experiment could 
focus on the error and efficiency detect of the dif-
ferent gestures on tasks or jobs.
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ABSTRACT: Although multimedia technique provides more design options to web page designers, it 
is still require to understand how users’ behavior affected by using multimedia technique in the Internet. 
Because inappropriate use of multimedia may confuses users and makes it harder for them to understand 
information. The purposes of this research are investigating and discussing effect of different combina-
tion of multimedia and different layout of webpage for information presenting on users’ visual behavior. 
The results of this study can provide suggestions to web page designers and hope these suggestions can 
inspire designers with new design idea to create more user-friendly environment in the internet.
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on its application were needed, or inappropriate 
use of the multimedia would confuse the users and 
make it difficult for them to understand the infor-
mation it represents. Therefore, the understanding 
of how the users would be influenced by the web-
site design before the website design work would 
not only provide web surfers with good experience, 
but also contribute to the effective communication 
between users and the web content (Landauer, 
1995). In today’s dissemination environment based 
on visual information, appropriate visual informa-
tion design is able to ensure the information get 
across rapidly and accurately, at the same time it 
can even enhance the effectiveness of the informa-
tion communication.

This research would explore the influences of 
different information presentations on users’ visual 
behavior based on the eye movement data provided 
by eye tracking device. Meanwhile, through observ-
ing users’ behavior, the researches try to find out 
whether users would show some specific behavioral 
patterns when using different medium and surfing 
such information as presented in different layouts 
and how to design can reach the purpose of pro-
moting the more effective communication between 
users and the web content providers, that is, making 
users gain the information more rapidly and accu-
rately. In brief, the goal of this study is to discuss the 
effect of different media combination for presenting 
on users’ visual behavior and the effect of different 
layouts on the users’ visual behavior.

1 INTRODUCTION

According to the data on the Internet World States: 
Usage and Population Statics (Internet World Stats, 
2009), the world’s online population had reached 
1.66 billion up to June 2009, and the growth rate of 
the online population was 362.3% from 2000 and 
2009. Therefore, it is an explosive increase in the 
number of the Internet users all around the world, 
while it is also true for Taiwan. The report of the 
survey of the Internet use in Taiwan in the first 
quarter of 2009 showed that the Internet users had 
reached 10.57 million, with an Internet access and 
application popularity of 46%. With the increase 
of the online population and constant upgrade of 
the network technology, more information could 
be easily got from the Internet, therefore the means 
people using to search and get information is no 
longer limited to traditional communication media 
(such as newspapers and magazines, TV, broadcast 
and so on).

With the development of the technology, the 
Internet environment could provide users with 
large amount of diverse information. Apart from 
providing large amount of rich information like 
print media, it was also of the ability like rich 
media to represent dynamic text, pictures and even 
more realistic movie and music as well as static 
text. However, Nielsen (2000) pointed it out that 
although multimedia technology could provide 
more design choices for designers, further analyzes 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Multimedia web page

“Media” was referred to a kind of channel to 
convey information, while multimedia was a com-
bination of multiple and media, meaning such a 
media as combining with multiple information 
communication mediums. The concept of the mul-
timedia means it was a project in essence, which 
was formed through any combination of the text, 
graphic art, sound, animation and video made 
by computer. This study would focus on discuss-
ing information presenting of web page in visual. 
Therefore it was based on the literature review and 
classified all kinds of media into three categories. 
The three categories were static media, dynamic 
media and video media. Static media included 
text, graph, static photograph, chart and figure. 
Dynamic media was composed of several pictures 
and continuously display these pictures. Video 
media was a continuously video clip with audio.

2.2 Visual behavior

When observing visual behavior, eye tracking 
should be often used to record eye movement 
data. The recorded eye movement data could be 
classified into three types: Fixation, Saccade and 
Scanpath. The detailed description is shown as 
follows:

1. Fixation: it meant when the eyeball keeps on 
a subject, the attention focused on it (Rayner, 
1995; quoting from Josephson and Holmes, 
2002).

2. Saccade: it meant the view sight move from a 
fixation to another fixation, and during this 
period, message processing was held back. 
(Stark and Ellis, 1981; quoting from Josephson 
and Holmes, 2002).

3. Scanpath: it was made up of a series of fixa-
tion and saccade (Noton and Stark 1971; quot-
ing from Josephson and Holmes, 2002). It was 
conscious, related with the process of switching 
attention, higher level memory and cognition.

2.3 Eye tracking related researches

Rayner, Rotello, Stewart, Keir and Duffy (2001) 
found that watching print advertisements needed 
more time spent on the text but not pictures; while 
fixation duration and saccade length on the pic-
tures were longer than that on the text. Because 
there were many fixation point in the text area, 
browser would not move between the text and the 
picture, but tend to read title first, then the con-
tent and pictures (although some browser would 

first scan pictures roughly). However, Rayner, 
Miller and Rotello (2008) modified this conclusion 
in the follow-up research, and they thought that 
watch sequence would be influenced by different 
purposes. In the said research, due to the experi-
mental instruction requiring browser to watch 
the advertisement on the assumption of buying 
products, browser behavior appeared as first read 
the text; while in the new research which required 
browser to evaluate the quality or effectiveness of 
the advertisement, compared with the text area, 
pictures drew more attention and took more time 
of the browser. Meanwhile, Hyona, Lorch and 
Kaakinen (2002) also considered that when people 
scanned pictures or text, the visual behavior was 
determined by his personal strategy, knowledge 
and experience.

However, due to different media characteristics, 
even the same presentation design of both text and 
pictures would also lead to users’ different visual 
behaviors. Berge, Collins and Dougherty (2000) 
found that, in the Internet environment, homepage 
writing was different from the paper writing, for 
when design the former, it was necessary to seg-
ment data into shorter paragraph or section, which 
would shorten the download time. Otherwise 
might be impatience and give up reading. Further-
more, the female was word-and accuracy-oriental 
and tended to accept text information carefully; 
while the male was picture-and loosing-oriental 
and would prefer to browse pictures rather than 
reading the words (Schiessl, Duda, Tholke and 
Fischer, 2002).

In respect of reading behavior for the website 
news, users would put the first-entry points in the 
text (Pan, et al., 2004). Tang and Jhuang (2005) had 
ever study the influence of photo location in the 
news on the reading sight and found that as for the 
symmetric pictures and texts layout design, differ-
ent picture locations would bring about asymmetric 
attention distribution pattern. If the pictures were 
placed on the left of the text, browsers’ eye sight 
leap span would be shorter and more fixation point 
would be appeared on the pictures, but with some-
what shorter gaze duration. On the contrary, if the 
pictures were placed on the right of the text, the eye 
sight leap would become larger, and lesser fixation 
point would be appeared on the pictures on right.

3 METHOD

The study was used experimental method, because 
the experimental method contributes to decrease 
unnecessary interference factors, build a causal 
relationship and understand different influences 
on the behavior caused by these factors. The study 
was mainly used an eye tracking device to record 
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the users’ eye movement data and had an interview 
with subjects to get a profound understanding the 
reason of the influence on users’ visual behavior 
after experiment. The following would describe the 
subject, equipment, variables, experimental web 
pages, and experimental process.

3.1 Subjects

The report of Taiwan Network Information Center 
(TWNIC, 2008) showed that among 2036 broad-
band network users, those aged 16 to 25 who use 
broadband connections occupy the highest per-
centage (90.34%). On weekdays (from Monday to 
Friday), average hours online per day of 1 to 2 hours 
accounts for the largest proportion, 20.74%. On 
the weekend (from Saturday to Sunday), the pro-
portion of the average hours online per day of 1 to 
2 hours accounts for 13.93%, the highest percent-
age. Therefore, the 36 subject would be recruited 
by this research’s interviewees are aged from 16 to 
25, and they use the Internet each day average for 
more than 1 hour. Because the goal of this research 
is to discuss the users’ visual behavior, the subject 
should be of normal eyesight or owe normal eye-
sight after correcting vision. Meanwhile, they must 
undergo necessary correcting process for the eye 
movement data recorded by eye tracking.

3.2 Experimental equipment

Equipments involved in this experiment included 
a eye tracking device (ASL Mobile Eye), and two 
personal computers (one was used for the subject 
to read experimental web page; another was used 
for researcher to observe and analyze eye move-
ment data); software consist of Windows XP, 
Gaze Tracker (an eye movement data recording 
software) and Eye Vision (an eye movement data 
analysis software).

3.3 Experimental variable

There were two independent variables discussed in 
this experiment, both of which were within group 
design by the subject. Differential of multimedia 
combination was one of the independent factors. 
The three levels were: static media combination 
(texts and graph) dynamic media combination (texts 
and animation) and video media combination (texts 
and video). Another independent variable was dif-
ferential of webpage layout. The two levels were:  
horizontal layout (as shown in Figure 1) and vertical 
layout (as shown in Figure 2).

3.4 Experimental webpage

Based on the independent variable, the experi-
mental web pages would be designed by using 

Dreamweaver. To reduce unnecessary disturbance, 
each web page would be designed in the standard 
format (as shown in Table 1).

3.5 Experiment procedure

The participants were welcomed and briefed 
about the experiment, which was followed by an 
explanation of the equipment to be used. It was 
explained that only the eye, voice and stimulus dis-
play would be recorded. Then researchers described 
the procedure and the aim of the experiment and 
guided the subject to fill in background question-
naire, which includes gender, age, and experience and 
usage of using the Internet. To avoid learning effects, 
the participants were randomly divided into several 
groups and different sequence for browsing webpage 
would also be assigned to each group. In this way, 
all the participants would be divided into six groups, 
with three male and three female in each group.

After calibration process of the eye tracking 
device finished, the participants started to brows 
the experimental web page. During the participants 
browsing the experimental webpage in the ran-
domly arranged sequence, no disturbance should 
affect the subject’s browsing and mood. When 
participants finished browsing the experimental 
web page, they would be interviewed. The inter-
view included two parts: reading performance and 
explanation of their behavior. Detailed description 
is as follows:

1. Reading performance: the experimental in this 
part all consists of two single choices, one of 
which was designed based on the text content 

Texts 

Area of 
graph,
animation
or video

Figure 2. Vertical layout.

Area of graph, 
animation or video

Texts

Figure 1. Horizontal layout.
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of the page and another was designed based on 
the content of graph, animation, and video in 
the page. And the two choices were answered 
after the participants finished the webpage 
browse. The purpose of the experiment was to 
measure the reading performance of the partici-
pants after their browse. But in order to avoid 
that the participants would read the content 
and remember the information excessive care-
fully, the question was designed as single choice 
as for the content, letting the subject can find 
out answer by recalling from the options.

2. Behavior explanation: in this stage, there would 
be an interview between researchers and the 
participant. The participant would be asked 
about the explanation behavior of browsing 
the experimental webpage, for the purpose 
of gaining the subjective explanation for the 
subject’s visual behavior to cover the shortage 
of eye movement data’s objective exploitation. 
The content of the interview would be focused 

on the attention distribution to the picture and 
text, which was the fixation duration and scan-
path to ask questions. And the questions can be 
divided into two dimensions: one is the user’s 
description of their fixation duration and scan-
path; the other is to explain the reason of their 
behaviors for users.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Participants

There were 36 participants (18 males and 
18 females) in this study and they are all col-
lege or graduate students of National Tsing Hua 
University. The average age of the participants is 
21.78 year-old (std. = 2.87) and the average time 
of they using the Internet is 6.47 hours each day 
(std. = 3.33). The main three activities when they 
using the Internet is receiving e-mail (22.3%), 
browsing web pages (19.7%) and searching infor-
mation (19.1%). Six participants were tested for 
the pilot study. Their right eye was calibrated for 
the eye tracking purposes.

4.2 Difference analysis

4.2.1 Multimedia combination
There are significant effects of different combina-
tion of media in the area of graph, animation, or 
video and texts on ratio of fixation duration and 
fixation counts. Table 2 is a summary of analysis 
of variance when the independent variable is mul-
timedia combination.

Table 2 indicated that users would have differ-
ent behavior when they browsing the web pages 
with different multimedia combination. There 
were three possible reasons. First, texts, graph, 
animation and video media have different levels 
of attracting user’s attention and effect location 
and duration of first eye sight. It is also interfered 
users’ attention when they look at another area. 
Second, different media could provide different lev-
els of information volume. That would effect how 
users browse the web page and it could be found 
evidence from eye movement data such as dura-
tion of fixation and numbers of fixation. Third, 
texts, graph, animation, and video provide differ-
ent levels of information quality. It was found that 
users tend to use the most efficient way to read the 
web page. For example, users would read one area 
carefully and then read another area when they 
browsing the web page designed with static media 
combination. But users would read both two areas 
when they browsing the web page designed with 
video media combination.

Table 1. The standard format of the web page.

Content Article: the content of each article
 was profile of Taiwanese, with 
 250 Chinese words.
Graph: graphs were photos of

Taiwanese, with the size of 360 pixels 
(wide) × 240 pixels (high).

Animation: the animation was 
representing three photographs
repeatedly, with a playback
rate of 15 frames per second.
And the size of the animation
was 360 pixels (wide) × 
240 pixels (high).

Video: the content of the video
was the profile, with
the duration of 30 seconds and
size of 360 pixels (wide) × 
240 pixels (high).

Layout The size of picture/animation/ 
video would be the same with
that of the text area, 360
pixels (wide) × 240 pixels (high).

For the purpose of avoiding
disturbance, no web page menu
would be designed in it, but the
 reservation would simulate
there is a menu in the left space.

Users could browse all the webpage 
contents without using scroll bar.

Design Font: all the content would be presented 
in Pmin gLiu, and the size of the title 
was 20 pt and 16 pt for the article.

Color: background color would be 
white, and the font color was black.
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4.2.2 Layout
There is a significant effect of different layout of 
web page on fixation counts in area of graph, ani-
mation or video. Table 3 is a summary of analysis 
of variance when the independent variable is lay-
out of web page.

User would like to read content carefully at the 
beginning and continuously evaluate importance of 
the content. The importance of the content would 
effect users’ decision whether they pay attention 
on this area. According to the results of the inter-
view, users thought that they can concentrate more 
on reading one area when browsing the web page 
designed with vertical layout. In the web page with 
vertical layout, users would stop browsing the web 
page if  they found that they were not interested in 
content of the web page. Meanwhile, users could 
read both two area at the same time when brows-
ing the web page designed with horizontal layout.

4.3 Analysis of scanpath

The study was observed and summarized the eye 
movement record and description of participants’ 
visual behavior from the interview. Table 4 shows 
that all scanpaths which participants had shown 
and lists the percentage of participants show this 
kind of scanpath when they browsing the experi-
mental web page.

Compare to the web pages design with 
dynamic media and video media, users would 
concentrate on reading content of  web page when 
they browsing the web page designed with static 
media. The behaviors of  browsing the web page 
designed with static media combination could be 
classified two kinds of  behaviors. The difference 
of  these two behaviors is whether users looked 

at the graph again after reading the texts. The 
reason why some users looked at the graph again 
may be that they do not read the graph carefully 
at the first time and want to confirm and memo-
rize information.

Users more concentrated on reading content 
when they browsing the web page with static 
media. In this kind of web pages, users can browse 
the web page more easily because static graph 
would not change the presenting information and 
interfere with users’ attention. Users’ visual behav-
ior would be influenced by animation when brows-
ing the web page with animation media design. 
There are 34.72% participants looked at the area 
of animation when reading the area of texts. The 
possible reason is that users want to confirm 
whether animation display new information or not 
because they did not be informed that the anima-
tion represents three photographs repeatedly. And 
also the animation repeatedly displaying different 
photographs may annoy and disturb users.

Users’ visual behaviors would be affected by 
the content of video clip when browsing the web 
page designed with video media. About twenty-nine 
point seventeen percent of participants read both 
two areas at the same time and their scanpaths go 
back and forth between two areas. The main factor 
of deciding users’ behavior is importance of the con-
tent on each area. Though users also showed simi-
lar behaviors in the web page design with dynamic 
media, users pay more attention on video. The pos-
sible reasons are that video media could provide 
more information than dynamic media and video 
media needs more time for presenting all the infor-
mation. Therefore the scanpath of the users go back 
and forth between two areas if users have time pres-
sure or want to browse web page more efficient.

Table 3. A summary of analysis of variance (layout).

Ratio of fixation duration Fixation count

Dependent
variable

Area of graph,
animation or
video

Area of
texts

Area of graph,
animation or
video

Area of 
texts

Significant no no yes no

Table 2. A summary of analysis of variance (multimedia combination).

Ratio of fixation duration Fixation count

Dependent
variable

Area of graph,
animation or
video

Area of
texts

Area of graph,
animation or
video

Area of 
texts

Significant yes yes yes yes
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Table 4. Description of participants’ scanpath.

Variable Description of participants’ scanpath

Static media combination The participants glanced over the graph and then read
the texts. After reading the texts, they looked at the 
graph again. (45.83%)

The participants looked at the graph and then read the
texts (54.17%)

Dynamic media combination The participants looked at the animation and then read
the texts. (38.89%)

The participants looked at the animation and then read
the texts. After reading the texts, they looked at the 
animation again. (26.39%)

The participants looked at the animation and then read
the texts. When reading the texts, they looked at the
animation several times. (6.94%)

The participants looked at the animation and then read
the texts. When reading the texts, they looked at the 
animation several times. After reading the texts, they 
looked at the animation again. (27.78%)

Video media combination The participants watched the video and then read the 
texts. (54.17%)

The participants watched the video first. Then they read
the texts when watching the video. (29.17%)

The participants read the texts and then watched the
video. (16.67%)

Horizontal layout The participants looked at area of the graph, animation
or video in the left and then looked at area of the texts
in the right. (49.07%)

The participants looked at area of the graph, animation
or video in the left and then looked at area of the texts
in the right. They looked at area of the graph,
animation or video in the left again when finished
reading. (27.04%)

The participants read area of texts in the right and then
looked at area of the graph, animation or video in the
left. (5.56%)

The participants looked at area of the graph, animation
or video in the left and then looked at area of the texts
in the right. They looked at area of the graph, 
animation or video in the left several times while
reading the texts. (12.04%)

The participants looked at area of the graph, animation
or video in the left and then looked at area of the texts
in the right. They looked at area of the graph,
animation or video in the left several times while
reading the texts. After reading the texts in the right,
they looked at area of the graph, animation or video
in the left again. (9.26%)

Vertical layout The participants looked at area of the graph, animation
or video in the top and then looked at area of the
texts in the bottom. (49.07%)

The participants looked at area of the graph, 
animation or video in the top and then looked at
area of the texts in the bottom. They looked at area
of the graph, animation or video in the top again
when finished reading. (27.04%)

(Continued)
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5 CONCLUSION

In this study, it was discussed the effect of using 
different web page design on users’ visual behavior 
and investigate the reasons behind users’ behav-
ior. The results can inspire designers with new 
design idea to create more user-friendly environ-
ment on the internet. Moreover, this study can be 
also applied to not only webpage design but also 
the area which multimedia technology is used for 
transmitting information such as software inter-
face design and educational material design.
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An analysis of the effects of personal and design factors
on comprehensibility of safety signs
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ABSTRACT: This study investigated the effects of  personal and design factors on comprehensibility 
of  safety signs. A survey was conducted to capture participants’ particulars, ratings on sign features, and 
comprehension scores. Sixty-two Hong Kong Chinese participants guessed the meanings and rated the 
sign features of  25 Hong Kong safety signs. The results found that driving experience was a significant 
predictor of  sign comprehensibility. Contrary to expectation, age group, gender, education background, 
period of time living in Hong Kong, occupational experience, safety professional background, and safety 
education background had no effect on comprehension performance. Sign familiarity, concreteness, and 
meaningfulness were correlated with comprehension score, whereas sign simplicity was not. The results 
of  this study provide useful information and recommendations for the design of more user-friendly 
safety signs.

Keywords: safety signs, comprehensibility, sign feature, icon design, personal factor

highlighted the importance in studying the sign 
comprehensibility of Hong Kong safety signs. 
However, not much study addressing the issue of 
sign comprehensibility of Hong Kong safety signs 
was found in the literature.

Some researchers have studied the relationships 
between the understanding of safety signs and 
personal factors such as age (Hancock et al. 2004), 
disability (Duarte & Rebelo 2005), cultural back-
ground (Leung & Hellier 1998), drinking habit, 
involvement in on-site safety promotion activities 
and job position (Tam et al. 2003). It was shown that 
personal factors did affect the sign comprehension 
performance. In this study, the eight factors inves-
tigated were: age, gender, education background, 
occupational experience, period of time living in 
Hong Kong, driving experience, safety professional 
background, and safety education background. In 
this study, participant who was a registered safety 
supervisor, safety officer for construction site, or 
safety officer for the shipyards or container han-
dling workplaces was classified as one with safety 
professional background. Participant who had 
taken accredited courses in “construction safety” 
or “occupational safety and health”, and awarded 
with any post-graduated diploma, degree, higher 
diploma, diploma and certification was regarded 
as one with safety education background. It was 
hypothesized that except for the gender factor, all 
the other factors will affect the sign comprehen-
sion performance.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Hong Kong, there were 14,932 industrial 
accidents in 2008 (Hong Kong Occupational Safety 
Health Council 2009). According to Whittingham 
(2004), the cause of about 80% of all accidents can 
be attributed to human error. Safety signs are thus 
needed to alert people of hazards and to provide 
clear instructions on what to do so as to avoid or 
minimize the occurrence of undesirable or fatal 
consequences. In a safety sign study done by Tam 
et al. (2003), thirty safety signs and symbols were 
distributed to construction personnel working in 
eight different construction sites in Hong Kong. 
The results of this study showed that the compre-
hension level of many safety signs do not meet the 
ISO 3864-3: 2006 and ANSI Z535.3-2002 compre-
hension criteria, and that the effectiveness of many 
safety signs is low in conveying safety messages. 
The results indicated that substantial problems 
exist in comprehending the signs and symbols that 
are posted in construction sites. Redström (2006) 
had stated that the idea of design is to communi-
cate effectively and it is important to make a given 
design easy to understand and interpret. Industrial 
designers should make a sign as clear and unam-
biguous as possible so that the target group could 
understand the intended message easily (Mono 
1997). Poor-designed symbols could lead to injury 
due to the lack of understanding or misinterpreta-
tion (Raskin 2000). The study of Tam et al. (2003) 
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According to McDougall et al. (1999), in addition 
to the consideration of sign features that are self-
evident (e.g. colour and shape) or those that can be 
identified only in relation to other signs (e.g. dis-
tinctiveness), cognitive sign features like familiar-
ity, concreteness, complexity, meaningfulness, and 
semantic distance are of the central concern in sign 
research. Familiarity is the frequency with which 
signs have been encountered. Signs are concrete if  
they depict real objects, materials, or people; those 
that do not depict real objects are abstract. Signs 
are regarded as complex if  they contain a lot of 
details or are intricate, and simple if  they only con-
tain few elements or little details. Meaningfulness 
refers, rather obviously, to how meaningful people 
perceive signs to be. Semantic distance is the close-
ness of the relationship between what is depicted 
on a sign and what it is intended to represent.

Although there are studies to investigate the 
effects of sign design features on the comprehen-
sibility of traffic sign (Ng & Chan 2007, 2008), 
systematic analysis and quantification of the five 
cognitive design features for safety signs was not 
found. The four cognitive sign features of famili-
arity, concreteness, simplicity, and meaningful-
ness were studied in this experiment. As questions 
about the comprehensibility of safety signs were 
set at the later part of the questionnaire, intended 
meaning of what was depicted on the sign had to 
be absent and thus semantic closeness was not stud-
ied. It was expected that participants will compre-
hend signs better if the signs are familiar to them. 
As concrete signs provide a direct visualization aid 
in helping participants to elicit the meaning, they 
were expected to have higher comprehension scores 
than abstract ones. Extraneous decorative parts 
on signs could confound the meaning of the signs 
(Bruyas et al. 1998), so it was hypothesized that sim-
ple signs will be easier to comprehend than complex 
ones. The meaningfulness of a stimulus depends on 
its associated imagery and refers to the ability with 
which a stimulus can elicit a meaning in one’s mind 
(Preece et al. 1994). Hence, better comprehensibil-
ity was expected for meaningful signs. In summary, 
comprehension score was expected to be higher 
for familiar signs, concrete signs, simple signs, and 
meaningful signs. The results of this study should 
provide useful information and recommendations 
for the design of more user-friendly safety signs.

2 METHOD

A small scale survey based on convenience 
sampling was designed and conducted for cap-
turing subjects’ demographic information, colour 
vision status, personal factors, comprehension 
scores, and ratings on sign features.

2.1 Participants

Thirty-nine male and twenty-three female 
Hong Kong Chinese participants, aged 15 to 60, 
voluntarily participated in this experiment. None 
of the participants had colour vision deficiencies.

2.2 Safety signs

25 safety signs currently used in Hong Kong were 
selected for study in this experiment (Table 1). The 
choice of the 25 signs was based on three criteria: 
firstly, the signs are seen in Hong Kong public or 
workplaces areas; secondly, the message is con-
veyed with symbols only; thirdly, the signs are not 
used in conjunction with other signs for transmit-
ting a message.

2.3 Survey and procedure

For effective communication, the Chinese ver-
sion of the questionnaire was used. The first 
part of the questionnaire collected participants’ 
personal and safety related characteristics. Par-
ticipants were also asked to answer the question 
about their color vision status. The second part 
of the survey focused on safety sign features and 
comprehension. Participants were asked to give 
subjective ratings between 0 to 10 points for famili-
arity (0 = very unfamiliar, 10 = very familiar), 
concreteness (0 = definitely abstract, 10 = defi-
nitely concrete), simplicity (0 = very complex, 
10 = very simple), and meaningfulness (0 = com-
pletely meaningless, 10 = completely meaningful) 
on the signs. They were also asked to complete a 
set of multiple-choice questions for evaluating 
their understanding of the safety signs. Six-option 
multiple-choice questions were used with one cor-
rect answer, three plausible distractors and two 
special answers in the six verbal labels in each ques-
tion. The two special answers were designed based 
on ISO 9186-1: 2007. One special answer was “do 
not understand” and another special answer was 
the opposite of the intended meaning of the sign.

3 RESULTS

One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Z = 0.744, 
n = 25, p > 0.05) showed that the comprehension 
score for all signs was approximately normally 
distributed. The mean and standard deviation of 
the comprehension score for all signs were 55.81% 
and 32.96%, respectively. Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) and Kruskal-Wallis test were con-
ducted to examine whether there were any statis-
tically significant differences in comprehension 
performance among different levels of personal 
factors. The results of Kruskal-Wallis test showed 
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that there were no significant main effects of 
gender group, occupational experience, and safety 
education background (p > 0.05). The results of 
ANOVA showed that there was significant main 

effect of driving experience [F (1, 61) = 13.41, 
p < 0.005]. Education level, age group, years of 
residence in Hong Kong, and safety professional 
background were non-significant (p > 0.05), 

Table 1. 25 Hong Kong safety signs used in this experiment.

Reference number Sign Verbal label
Reference
number Sign Verbal label

S1 Danger S2 Wear ear protection

S3 Caution trip hazard S4 No entry

S5 Electrical hazard S6 Slippery floor

S7 Wear helmet S8 No climbing

S9 Caution! High level
work in progress

S10 Danger! No entry

S11 Emergency exit S12 Slippery floor

S13 Mind the gap S14 Danger! Overhead
live wires

S15 Do not use lift when
 there is a fire

S16 Caution, slippery
floor

S17 Do not use escalator
when transporting
any large package

S18 Deep water, Stay
away

S19 Caution! Toxic S20 Use safety belt when
working at height

S21 No balloon S22 Hold the hand rail

S23 Keep clear S24 No smoking

S25 No standing
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showing that there was no significant correlation 
between comprehension score and these factors.

The mean ratings on familiarity, concreteness, 
simplicity, and meaningfulness for all signs were 
4.52, 5.83, 6.14, and 6.20, respectively. These illus-
trated that the safety signs were perceived to be 
moderately unfamiliar, concrete, simple, and mean-
ingful. Table 2 shows the signs with the lowest and 
highest ratings on familiarity, concreteness, sim-
plicity, and meaningfulness. Pearson correlation 
analysis showed that there was a significant interre-
lationship among the safety sign features (Table 3). 
The highest correlation was found between mean-
ingfulness and concreteness (r = 0.977, p < 0.001). 
The results of Pearson correlation analysis also 
showed that other than the simplicity rating, 
other three features were all significantly corre-
lated with comprehension score. Concreteness was 
most highly correlated with comprehension score 
(r = 0.710, p < 0.001) while familiarity correlated 
with comprehension score at the lowest level of sig-
nificance (r = 0.458, p < 0.001).

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Personal factors

For the eight personal factors, interestingly driving 
experience was found to be a significant predic-
tor of sign comprehensibility. It is known that 
participants with driving license must necessarily 
acquire traffic sign information because they are 
required to understand and obey the road users’ 
codes and meanings of traffic signs prior to get-
ting a driving license. Both the general safety signs 
and traffic signs are made of three components: 
image/text, border, and background. For example, 

triangular sign means warning, circular sign 
represents mandatory, and quadrilateral sign 
depicts guide information. This may explain why 
participants in this group performed better in com-
prehending the intended meanings of safety signs 
in the experiment.

No difference was found in comprehension per-
formance amongst the three age groups of  partici-
pants. This may be due to the lack of  participants 
aged 50 years or above. It is suggested to increase 
the sample size to include older participants in 
future study. The findings of  non-significant 
factors gender and education level are not sur-
prising as Chen & Wang (2003) also found that 
gender and education level did not have signifi-
cant effects on the comprehension of  dangerous 
materials symbols.

It was found that ‘occupational experience’ and 
‘safety professional background’ had no effect 
on comprehension performance. The expecta-
tion that participants with such experiences were 
familiar with the use of  safety sign in their work-
places and thus could more easily interpret the 
safety signs was thus invalidated. Past studies had 
investigated the effect of  context on sign compre-
hension (Wogalter et al. 1993) and it was found 
that the provision of  context, for example pho-
tographs of  potential locations where the signs 
might be viewed, can improve symbol compre-
hension (Wolff  & Wogalter 1998). Bazire & Tijus 
(2009) pointed out that the environmental context 
in which the sign is perceived determines the sign 
meaning. However, the results here indicated that 
even though participants were familiar with the 
context of  signs, they might not be able to per-
ceive the importance of  the signs and the associ-
ated hazards that the signs intended to represent.

Table 2. Signs with lowest and highest ratings on familiarity, concreteness, simplicity, and meaningfulness.

Sign features Signs with lowest ratings Signs with highest ratings

Familiarity S25–No standing (1.81) S24–No smoking (9.34)

Concreteness S16–Caution, slippery
floor (3.10)

S24–No smoking (9.24)

Simplicity S25–No standing
(3.23)

S24–No smoking (9.16)

Meaningfulness S25–No standing
 (3.55)

S24–No smoking (9.42)
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Safety education background was not a 
significant predictor of sign comprehensibility. 
This may be due to the lack of training course on 
safety signs given to the participants with safety 
education background. Wogalter et al. (1997) 
found that training would lead to a significant 
improvement in pictorial comprehension. This 
may explain why participants who had registered 
safety education qualification did not perform bet-
ter than those had not. The factor ‘period of time 
living in Hong Kong’ had no effect on comprehen-
sion performance, suggesting that participants 
who had longer period of living in Hong Kong 
did not pay more attention to safety signs in their 
daily life. The above findings strongly caution the 
government about the importance of introducing 
effective education program for safety signs to the 
general public and even safety professionals.

4.2 Sign design features

Regarding sign features, comprehensibility was 
found high for familiar signs and low for unfamil-
iar signs. In a traffic sign comprehension study, 
Shinar et al. (2003) found that infrequent traf-
fic signs are more likely to be miscomprehended 
and less likely to be correctly learned by drivers. 
Rosson (2002) specified that designers should 
use familiar symbols as much as possible. How-
ever, what is familiar to one person may not be 
familiar to another, making sign design decisions 
about familiarity is not always easy and simple. 
Concrete signs contributed to a higher compre-
hension scores than abstract ones. Where signs 
are abstract, interpretation of  their meanings will 
be much more difficult. Users have to learn and 
understand an abstract sign without any assist-
ance from representational elements within a 
graphic itself. Luftig (1983) noted that concrete 
concepts have been proved to be easier to learn 
than abstract ones. As symbols become more 
abstract and as phenomenal distance increases, 
difficulty in decoding concepts increases. Thus, 
the more abstract the concept, the greater the 
difficulty of  the concept comprehension and 

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients amongst safety sign features and comprehension 
score.

Familiarity Concreteness Simplicity Meaningfulness

Concreteness 0.876** 1
Simplicity 0.890** 0.815** 1
Meaningfulness 0.878** 0.977** 0.809** 1
Comprehension score 0.458* 0.710** 0.344 0.700**

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

the more intelligence and experience required 
for successful learning (Vygotsky 1962).

Regarding sign simplicity, Bruyas et al. (1998) 
suggested that extraneous decorative parts 
confounded understanding of  the signs; and 
Mullet & Sano (1995) suggested that a simpler 
and more immediate interpretation of  an icon 
can be achieved by removing all but the most 
distinctive and characteristic features of  the icon. 
However, in this experiment, sign simplicity was 
found to have no significant correlation with sign 
comprehension score.

With regard to sign meaningfulness, the com-
prehension scores were high for meaningful signs 
and low for meaningless signs, probably because 
meaningful stimulus is related to its associated 
imagery and easily elicits a meaning in one’s mind 
(Preece et al. 1994). Overall, the comprehensibility 
of safety signs is better when the signs are familiar, 
concrete or meaningful.

5 CONCLUSION

This experiment demonstrated that some personal 
and design factors are important for effective 
communication of  safety sign messages. Driving 
experience was an important determinant affect-
ing sign comprehension performance. Sign famil-
iarity, concreteness, and meaningfulness were 
correlated with the comprehension score while 
simplicity was not. The findings provide useful 
information and recommendations for the design 
of  more user-friendly safety signs. The findings 
may also serve as a useful guide for interface 
designers to design and evaluate icons across vari-
ous types of  consumer products.
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Cultural representation by card sorting
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents a concept of cultural representation for interaction design by sorting 
of cultural concept, integration of concepts into categorisation and interaction design for cultural rep-
resentation. The representation used in interactive interfaces design causes problems for users from a 
different culture to that of the designer. A starting assumption for this research was that no scheme for 
organising information is likely to be equally effective for a range of cultural groups. The current research 
aims to make a contribution in this area, not by finding a universal way of classifying information, but 
by providing a method for investigating classification in a locale in order to generate localised interface 
designs. The expected solution will be based on local user access needs and capability of the local users.

Keywords: cross-cultural design; cultural information access; human-computer interaction, human 
factors

2 BACKGROUND

Technically, the term culture is associated with 
anthropologists. They use it to describe a group of 
people, who have common characteristic. There-
fore, every discipline has its own definition accord-
ing to their specific area of research. Although 
there is no standard definition of culture, most 
researchers incorporate the Boasian definition.

“The system of shared beliefs, values, customs, 
behaviours, and artefacts that the members of 
society use to cope with their world and with one 
another and it is transmitted from generation to 
generation through learning.”

Cultural data is to observe behaviours, perform-
ances and conceive ideas which are available only 
as tacit knowledge. Franz Boas gives the concept 
of cultural anthropology, cultural relativism and 
the participant-observation method of fieldwork. 
He integrates that specific cultural environment 
structure is based on individual behaviour.

The scope and reach of computing is truly glo-
bal, spanning geographical and cultural bounda-
ries, yet few scholars have investigated the influence 
of culture. The rapid growth of computing raises 
issue of cultural representation as there is no rep-
resentation for all cultures. Cultural study is an 
important phenomenon in academic and research, 
but computer scientists neither consider it is essen-
tial element for them nor they think user is impor-
tant (Fernandes, 1995; Sheridan, 2001).

The computing depends heavily on traditional 
classification system. The most important cultural 

1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of a pilot study. 
The principal aim of this pilot study was to clarify 
issues involved in research and to explore meth-
ods for main study. An effective research needs 
careful planning of all aspects of study and pilot 
study helps to achieve this goal. We designed small 
experiment to test our logistic, remove all discrep-
ancies and get information before the main study 
to improve its quality and effectiveness. There-
fore the lesson we learnt from pilot study will be 
incorporated in main study. The pilot study was 
undertaken to gather detailed evidence on how 
participants grouped the concepts and defined 
their categories. We also used pilot study to resolve 
following issues before main study:

• Review the instructions;
• Review the procedures;
• Check the correct cards;
• Check the reliability and validity of results.

We used card sorting technique to investigate 
differences and similarities in classification. Card 
Sorting experiments are used to understand users’ 
perceptions of relationships among items. The par-
ticipants sorted the cards into categories based on 
their perception and preference and then provided 
a label for each category.

In the forthcoming sections we will discuss the 
design of the studies, the data collection tech-
niques employed, the intended data analysis, of 
pilot study.
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clash is lack of  culturally specific system. For 
in-stance, none of  available systems are fully 
capable of  classifying and organising material 
according to the culture. The existing classifi-
cation schemes Dewey Decimal Classification 
(DDC), Library of  Congress Classification (LC), 
and Ranganathan’s Colon Classi-fication (RCC) 
are unsatisfactory, in one way or another. The 
two popular American origin systems, DDC and 
LC have great qualities of  expansion, alte-ration 
and adjustment for new subjects. However, these 
schemes cannot classify eastern material in an 
appropriate way in general and specially in reli-
gion, language, literature, and history. Although 
the both systems are used internationally, they 
often falls short of  meeting the needs of  many 
cultures and countries. The important question 
is whether LC and DDC can continue to meet 
the needs of  expanding knowledge and changing 
worldviews. The Middle East is gaining impor-
tance, and yet Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Israel, 
and Jordan all share the classification of  956.9 
same with religion where 90% of  class 200 occu-
pied by Christianity. In New Guinea “kobtiy” is 
an animal but culturally it is bird (Latour, 1987). 
Therefore, it is need to organize material based on 
cultural know-ledge. Duncker, (2002) emphasises 
on to create sys-tem for cross-cultural user.

The studies (del Galdo & Nielsen, 1996; 
Duncker, 2002) show that culture plays a vital role 
in research. The cross-cultural research is about 
people’s perceptions and attitudes about what they 
do and how they behave. Cross-cultural research 
defines cultural similarities and differences in 
social behaviour. Therefore cross-cultural research 
demands to study real lives in real contexts. Cross-
cultural research helps to create a better world by 
the study of people of different cultures. It also 
helps to improve knowledge and guide to survive 
in diversity. Investigating cultural variations is one 
of the goals in psychological functioning. But there 
is difficult to find variations in behaviour due to 
not direct personal contact between researcher 
and the people studied. Cross-cultural theories 
are often formulated in a manner that makes test-
ing difficult. The cross-cultural research is gain-
ing attention and new findings incorporating the 
culture specially language and thought. It is need 
to improve communication and share their visions 
among different cultures.

The researchers and designers unintentionally 
apply their own cultural values when design and 
develop information systems. Although Microsoft 
and other development organisations consider cul-
tural issues but mostly involve language translation 
and visual aspects of the interface instead of the 
underlying structure of the application. (Russo & 
Boor, 1993; De Angeli et al., 2004).

Different peoples have different interpretations 
which sometime create confusion. This research 
is to find how non-western user structures their 
knowledge and to discover (if  there are) differences 
among the knowledge of structure that are belong 
to western cultures. There are many methods for 
data collection on representation of knowledge 
(Rugg & McGeorge, 1997). One of the methods is 
card sort. Card sorting is used to explore knowl-
edge reside in mind. Therefore we used card-sorting 
techniques to elicit information from participants 
by observing how they categorise. Card Sorting 
methodology used to conceive users’ metal model 
and show the direction that how information can 
be structured in an interface (Faiks & Hyland, 
2000). It is, systematic and easy to use (Rugg et al., 
1992) technique which helps to find how much 
similarities and differences are in categories. Card 
sorting technique facilitate to develop and identify 
concepts, models, attitudes, trends, patterns and 
values for capturing information from participant’s 
mental model. The mental model generates con-
cepts and suggests possible taxonomies.

Card sorting technique is widely used in Human 
Computer Interaction, psychology, knowl-
edge engineering for knowledge elicitation. It 
helps to evoke participant’s domain knowledge 
(Rugg & McGeorge, 1997), distinguish the level 
of problem (Barrett & Edwards, 1995), reflects 
their idea about knowledge (Zimmerman & 
Akerelrea, 2002) and results help for further analysis 
(Upchurch et al., 2001) and can be used for further 
research. The card sorting technique is fast, cheap, 
and easy to handle for both researcher and partici-
pate (Zimmerman & Akerelrea, 2002, Rugg et al., 
1992). The participants sort the card according to 
pre defined categories. (Upchurch et al., 2001) or 
categories according to own understanding. This 
is common phenomena that the people always 
disown and resist against the things which do not 
relate to their culture norm, tradition, sentiments 
and values. The existing Interactive Informa-
tion Systems have several challenges, including 
effective organisation and efficient retrieval of 
information in general and particularly in cultural 
context. The limited extent of culture and unfamil-
iar terminology/classification create the demand 
of cultural oriented Interactive Information sys-
tem. Therefore, this problem forces researchers 
and developers to devise a new mechanism to sup-
port interactive information system. This would 
be based on cultural controlled vocabularies. This 
research will explore this matter extensively find 
the way and techniques to overcome this problem 
as well as enhance the user access. For example 
during humanitarian crisis, volunteer teams need 
to obtain information about affected area’s culture, 
languages, tradition etc.
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There is no empirical study to design cultural 
based IIS as previous research shows that 
researcher used or extended other researcher’s mod-
els. The use of cultural models in IIS is rare and 
few researchers used these business oriented cul-
tural models. These models neither fulfil the user’s 
need nor compatible with IIS. Whereas developers 
overlook cultural considerations to meet deadline 
and do not feel necessity to do research on cultures. 
There is a need for empirical study to provide a bet-
ter understanding of cultural specific IIS to reduce 
the cultural gap. In the light of above-mentioned 
facts the problems emerge as locally specific con-
tent cannot be appropriately represented and classi-
fied in an Interactive design. In general, Interactive 
Information Systems (IIS) have followings issues;

While some Interactive Information systems are 
global, the users are always local;

• Interactive Information systems heavily depend 
on western classification;

• All users are not familiar with Interactive Infor-
mation Systems’ organisation;

• There is lack of culturally specific terminology 
for IIS;

• Due to global aspects of Interactive Informa-
tion Systems, most users fail to get the desired 
result;

Interactive Information System designers do not 
pay attention on cultural aspect therefore there are 
difficulties to use Interactive Information Systems for 
people of a cultural background whose culture is dif-
ferent to the one of Interactive Information system.

A question of recurrent interest is how easily 
certain groups of users can retrieve information 
from web-based information sources. A wide range 
of online classification schemes can be found, of 
which some seem to have a wider applicability and 
acceptance than others. For example, UK online 
stores do not only sell different products compared 
to similar German online stores, they often clas-
sify their products differently.1 Similar things can 
be said for classification systems in libraries. The 
Dewy decimal classification system is used world-
wide and yet, it classifies books differently to the 
German library classification systems in general 
and in particular to specialty related classification 
systems (Heiner-Freiling, 1998; Marcus & Gould, 
2007). This means that not only the content but 
also the way this content is organised and classified 
reflects the values and interpretive practices of the 
culture in which it was produced. Therefore, prob-
lems can arise, when content designed, organised 
and classified by members of one culture is used 

by members of another culture. Typically, web 
content, its organisation and its classification reflect 
values and interpretations of western cultures ren-
dering it less appropriate to non-western cultural 
user groups. As part of a larger study, this research 
focuses on cross-cultural classification practices 
Interactive Information System. It also examines 
the way people classify differently and what are 
the causes of differences. As there is a strong need 
of Interact Information system based on cultural 
knowledge. In this research, I will study problems 
cause by the ambiguity of cultural terminology in 
Interactive information system. I will also propose 
and present a model to provide a solution to this 
problem.

The research is based on multi-disciplines. 
These include Information science, computer 
science, knowledge management, anthropology, 
psychology, sociology, and technology. The result 
of  this research will provide an easy-to-use IIS. 
This research also will help to bringing the IIS 
benefits to the threshold of  every culture. There-
fore to overcome this situation there is a need 
to accommodate locally specific needs by using 
culturally specific classification. It is therefore 
important, to integrate the above mentioned fea-
ture. The Following tasks will need to be taken 
into consideration:

• Facilitate cultural terminology to use IIS 
efficiently;

• Better effective presentation of IIS;

To achieve the above mentioned aims we 
have to:

• build Cultural-specific controlled terminology;
• Integrate vocabulary with the IIS.

3 PILOT STUDY

The aim of the pilot study was to examine the 
differences in the way participants categorise food 
items. Categorisation is true reflection of specific 
concepts with some inconsistency. It was expected 
to find cultural and belief  differences and result of 
the studies confirmed this hypothesis. The follow-
ing method adopted to achieve the result; the par-
ticipants of our study were being asked to classify 
items in several steps. First they group items and 
gave labels to each group. Then they were asked to 
further divide the group if  they wish to do so. The 
steps of grouping and labelling are repeated until 
the subject no longer want to sub divide the groups 
of items.

Domain: The domain chosen for this research 
is food items as these are very common to every-
one. Several other domains were discussed at the 
beginning, and after detailed review fooditems 

1 For a comparison see for instance the Galeria-Kaufh of 
website and the Debenhams website.
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was the chosen one. Other domain like natural 
disaster, combination of  food item and natural 
disaster also considered. They were rejected as 
participants face difficulty to perform them. We 
used 39 cards, so participants complete the task 
in adequate time. Every card had its own number 
for reference.

Participants: There is no census on how many 
participants to include in open card sorting study. 
Some card sorting guides suggest (Gaffney, 2000; 
Robertson, 2002), 4 to 6 (Maurer et al., 2004; 
Nielsen, 2004), 10 to 15, (McGovern, 2002; Tullis 
et al., 2004) 20 plus and Tullis and Wood (2004) 
suggested 20 to 30 participants. It is also to be 
noted that larger sample size increase the cost and 
analysis time. However, informal polls conducted 
at the 2007 Information Architecture Summit and 
local Usability Professionals Association meetings 
proposed 6 to 12 participants.

A total of sixteen Middlesex University students 
participated in this pilot study and were selected 
based on their ethnicity and duration of their stay 
in the UK. They were familiar with all the items 
on the cards. They were divided into two groups; 
Asian participants, who had stayed in the UK for 
less than six months and English participants with 
no apparent foreign background.

• The participants were born and raised in a target 
culture.

• Were literate and over 18 year of age.
• Were naive to the purpose of the experiment and 

not familiar with the testing.

Procedure: We provide brief  introduction of 
research and instruction. The instructions for par-
ticipants were as follows:

1. Group the cards in a way that makes sense 
to you. (Start by placing the first card on the 
table and then look at the second card to see 
whether it belongs in the same group or if  it 
deserves its own category—and so on through 
the set of cards).

2. Once the groups are established, label each 
group.

3. You are allowed to make sub-groups if  you feel 
that’s appropriate.

4. Feel free to ask questions during the exercise if  
you feel the need. I can’t guarantee that I can 
answer them during the experiment, but I’ll do 
my best to answer them when you’re finished.

5. Your categorisation will be kept confidential 
and will not be linked to you personally; it will 
be reported anonymously.

6. You can withdraw at any time without any fur-
ther consequences. Your participation poses no 
risks to you but the benefits will contribute to the 
research that is the subject of the experiment.

4 RESULT: INFORMAL ANALYSIS

This informal analysis of  the pilot study has 
revealed that Asian and British participants dif-
fered in their categorisation judgments. However, 
they shared a common representation structure 
in a few categories. The differences are also 
noticed within the culture. The pilot study gives a 
valuable result regarding food classification with 
relation to different cultures (Asian and British) 
such as

• Differences: Asian and British Culture
 Halal, Kosher and Non-Vegetarians food 

items are mainly noticeable.
 Chicken and Turkey are both put together in 

different category label for example Poultry 
(British), Meat (Asian).

 Pork and bacon are both put together in differ-
ent category label for example Meat (British) 
Non-Vegetarian (Asian).

• Differences: Asian and British Beliefs
 Pork and bacon are both put together in dif-

ferent category label for example Non-Kosher 
(British), Non-Halal (Asian).

 Egg put in different category label for example 
Dairy (British), Poultry (Asian).

• Differences: Asian Culture
 Chicken and Turkey are both put together in dif-

ferent category label for example Non-Vegetarian 
(Indian Jain), Meat (Indian Hindu).

 Fish and Prawn are both put together in 
different category label for example Non-
Vegetarian (Indian Jain), Non-Halal (Indian 
Hindu).

 Pork and bacon are both put together 
in different category label for example 
Non-Vegetarian (Indian Muslim), Non-Halal 
(Pakistani Muslim).

Bacon Pork 

Non-Kosher

PorkBacon

Non-Halal

Figure 1. Result regarding food classification within a 
single culture (Asian) such as.

Bacon Pork 

Non-Vegetarian 

PorkBacon

Non-Halal

Figure 2. Result regarding food classification within a 
single culture (Asian) such as.
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Therefore the null hypotheses will be as shown 
in Table 2.

5 CONCLUSION

We believe that from this pilot study there is a huge 
cultural and belief  difference in categorisation 
among cultures and beliefs. The informal results 
of the pilot study encourage a further an in-depth 
study to verify the generality of these claims. In 
this context, a major field study has been planned; 
Pakistan and UK.

The contribution of this pilot study is to 
investigate how people of similar cultures and with 
similar faith perceive and classify same elements. 
The result of the studies reveals that the categori-
sations made by the participants differed not only 
between cultures and belief  systems but were also 
found to be different even within a single culture. 
The pilot study observations helped to obtain an 
initial understanding of the issue.

We presented our research methods and 
explained why we choose them for this research. 
We hope this will enable reader to understand 
the problem and its solution will give them better 
overview of this research. The research aim is to 
propose a design for all cultures. The further field 
study and its analyses help to increase usability 
interaction in different cultures.

This research has threefold Contribution to 
knowledge

1. A theory of differences in culturally based 
classification between Culture A and Culture B.

2. A method for doing it how to capture and how 
to write it down in terms if  tree structure and 
edit distance.

3. Partially/proposed solution for best representa-
tion to use and organise web page.

As this research proposes the Cultural based 
Interactive Information System, where users, with-
out any discrimination have access to the proc-
esses of creation and exchange of knowledge. 
Therefore this research will help to bringing the 

• Differences: British Culture
 Coffee and Tea are both put together in dif-

ferent category label for example Caffeine 
(Atheist), Drink (Chruch of England).

 Chicken and Turkey are both put together 
in different category label for example Meat 
(Chruch of England), Poultry (Roman 
Catholic).

 Egg put in different category label for example 
Dairy (Chruch of England), Poultry (Roman 
Catholic) Egg (Jewish).

• Poultry, Halal, Kosher and Non-Vegetarians 
food items are mainly noticeable.

• The food classification is based on individual 
belief; for example
 Kosher, Halal and Non-Vegetarian items.
 Pork and bacon are both put together in.

The pilot study results suggest that members of 
different cultures systematically organise and cat-
egorise items differently.

The pilot study helped to obtain an initial 
understanding of the problem. The result of the 
studies suggested that both the ‘national culture’ 
and the ‘belief  system’ of a participant shape the 
way they categorise items. By ‘belief  system’ here, 
we refer roughly to religious background as this is 
a highly significant factor in the way people under-
stand food and the various domestic practices that 
surround it. If  items other than food stuffs had 
been used for the study, it seems likely that other 
elements of culture, such as professional cultures 
or membership of communities of practice would 
gain greater significance.

In our hypothesis independent variables are 
Culture and Belief  System. The dependent variable 
is the differences and similarities in classification. 
Our hypotheses are:

Table 1. Hypotheses.

Culture Belief Classification

Same Same Very similar
Same Different Moderately similar

class
Different Same Some similarities

 some differences
Different Different Very different

Bacon Pork 

Non-Vegetarian 

PorkBacon

Non-Halal

Figure 3. Result regarding food classification within a 
single culture (Asian) such as.

Table 2. Null hypotheses.

Culture Belief Classification

Same Same Moderately similarly 
or very different

Same Different Either very similar
or very different

Different Same Either very similar
or very different

Different Different Moderately or very
similar
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Interactive Information System benefits to the 
threshold of all cultures. In this way, people take 
charge of their own knowledge and technology 
transfer needs, narrowing the digital divide.

The solution will contribute:

• To raise awareness about the value of cultural 
knowledge,

• To increasing the efficiency and functionality for 
accessing non-familiar culture resources,

• To bridge the gap among different cultures,
• To enhance sharing of knowledge among 

cultures.

The abovementioned observations indicate that 
research relating to culture and technology needs 
more attention. Therefore, it is need to consider 
culture influences, cultural needs, and cultural dif-
ference when building interfaces. I would like to 
investigate, how can culturally specific variables 
increase the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfac-
tion of computing user?
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Part IV: Musculoskeletal disorders & ergonomics intervention
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Managing work-related MSDs in Europe—Lighten the Load
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ABSTRACT: MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) are the most common work-related health problem 
in the EU, affecting millions of European workers across all employment sectors. The European approach 
to MSDs, promoted during a European Campaign on MSDs (Lighten the Load), recommends that 
risk-assessment based preventive measures are put in place alongside with appropriate rehabilitation 
and reintegration of those workers suffering from MSDs. Effective occupational safety and health man-
agement, information for and consultation with workers, training and health surveillance are also part 
of such measures. This paper reflects on the Lighten the Load Campaign and includes information on 
evidence-based workplace interventions to prevent MSD risks and to retain employees with musculoskel-
etal problems at work. In addition, the paper provides good practice examples on how to tackle MSDs 
and information on what tools in this area are available for experts and those in the workplace.

Keywords: work-related musculoskeletal disorders, prevention, return-to-work, multidisciplinary 
approach, good practice, campaign

over the tasks performed and a low level of  job 
satisfaction also play a significant role (Buckle & 
Woods 2002, EU-OSHA 2007a, EUROFOUND 
2007b). In addition, new aspects of  MSD risks 
emerge. European experts have identified lack of 
physical activity as a top emerging risk related to 
MSDs (EU-OSHA 2005a). It is not surprising 
taking into account that work with computers 
and automated systems is becoming more and 
more prevalent in Europe (49% of  women and 
43% of  men work on computers for at least a 
quarter of  their working time) (EUROFOUND 
2007a) exposing the workers to both physical 
inactivity and repetitive work (Wahlström 2005). 
Multi-factorial MSD risks, especially those that 
include human, social and organisational factors, 
are perceived by European experts as important 
issues to be tackled in the future. Furthermore, 
they indicated that factors such as job insecurity 
and fear of  the future resulting from the unstable 
labour market accentuate the effect of  physical 
risk factors such as poor ergonomic design, thus 
contributing to an increase in the incidence of 
MSDs (EU-OSHA 2005a).

Lighten the Load Campaign, co-ordinated by 
the EU-OSHA, promoted an integrated manage-
ment approach to prevent and manage work-related 
MSDs across Europe. This approach should con-
sider both the risk-assessment based prevention of 
new disorders and the rehabilitation and reintegra-
tion of workers who already suffer from MSDs 
(EU-OSHA 2007b).

1 INTRODUCTION

MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) are the most 
common work-related problem in Europe. Accord-
ing to a European survey, up to 25% of those 
workers in the 27 Member States of the European 
Union (EU27) who perceived impact of work on 
health reported back pain and 23% muscular pain 
(European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions (EUROFOUND) 
2007a). Any worker can be affected by these disor-
ders. It is not a problem only for elderly blue col-
lar male workers (EUROFOUND 2007b). MSDs 
and exposure to MSDs risk factors are increas-
ing in younger working population. Women are 
also considerably exposed, but the effects are still 
under-recognised (European Agency for Safety 
and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) 2010).

Impairments to an individual’s musculoskeletal 
system cause not only personal suffering and loss 
in family income, but also constitute high costs for 
businesses and state economies. Precise figures on 
overall MSD costs do not exist; however, estimates 
show that their impact is huge. For example, in 
some states, 40% of the costs of workers’ compen-
sation are attributed to MSDs, and up to 1.6% of 
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the country 
itself  (Takala 2000).

MSDs have commonly been associated with 
physically demanding working conditions (EURO-
FOUND 2007b). However, other factors such as 
vibration, cold or excessive heat, lack of control 
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2 LIGHTEN THE LOAD-AN INTEGRATED 
MANAGEMENT APPROACH 
TO TACKLE MSD

2.1 European MSD campaign

Lighten the Load campaign 2007 (http://osha.
europa.eu/en/campaigns/ew2007/) built on the first 
European campaign for safety and health at work 
in 2000 which focused on the theme ‘Turn your 
back on MSDs’. The campaign, coordinated by 
the EU-OSHA, took place on a decentralised basis 
in all EU Member States, candidates and EFTA 
(European Free Trade Agreement) countries, begin-
ning with simultaneous launch events and con-
cluding with a closing summit. Furthermore, the 
Agency made greater efforts to engage partners at a 
European level, and these efforts paid off in ensur-
ing the involvement of European multipliers such as 
professional and sectoral organisations. A number 
of organisations were involved in the European net-
work meetings and as official campaign partners. As 
an indication of the scale of the Lighten the Load 
campaign, there were some 194,000 participants in 
campaign conferences and events.

The Good Practice Award was an important 
part of the campaigning activities with a strong 
dimension of European added value. A total of 
36 entries from the Member States were forwarded 
to EU-OSHA, which later on were disseminated at 
European and national level.

EU-OSHA provided information materials for 
the campaign and certain activities were arranged 
at a European level. With its campaign EU-OSHA 
sought to encourage an integrated management 
approach to tackling MSDs where risk-assessment 
based prevention activities would be implemented 
along with return-to-work measures (Centre for 
Strategy and Evaluation Services 2008).

2.2 Promoting an integrated management 
approach

2.2.1 Comprehensive risk assessment
Proper risk assessment is a key for the preventive 
actions being successful. It should be based on a 
holistic approach and consider the total load on 
the body. Not only should bio-mechanical risk fac-
tors (e.g. having to lift heavy loads, exposure to 
vibration) be considered, but also the work envi-
ronment (e.g. excessive cold making it harder to 
grip an object), organisational and psychosocial 
factors (e.g. high pace of work) and individual 
factors (e.g. physical capacity, age, experience, 
organizational factors, the need to wear personal 
protective equipment during the work activity). 
Where there are combinations of risk factors, then 
all potential health outcomes should be considered 

and addressed together. For example, physical risks 
for MSDs and work-related stress are thought to 
be interrelated and could give better results when 
tackled together (Bongers et al. 2006, EU-OSHA 
2005b, EU-OSHA 2007a).

In carrying out the risk assessment, care should 
be taken to ensure that gender differences in expo-
sure to risk factors or in health outcomes are iden-
tified and addressed. Similarly, special attention 
should be paid to workers who may be at increased 
risk or have particular requirements such as young 
workers, migrant workers, home carers, short-
term contractors and workers with health prob-
lems. Risks causing some overlooked MSDs, such 
as lower limb disorders also need to be assessed 
(EU-OSHA, in press). Consultation with workers 
and their involvement throughout the risk assess-
ment and management process is both essential for 
effective interventions and a requirement of EU 
directives (The Council of the European Commu-
nities 1989, 1990a, b).

The risk assessment must be completed by a 
set of appropriate actions targeted to elimina-
tion, were possible, or reduction of the risks to 
musculoskeletal health.

2.2.2 Prevention of work-related MSDs
Preventive measures should be based on the 
holistic approach and address the whole load 
on the body that may harm the worker’s mus-
culoskeletal system. Normally there is no single 
factor that causes MSDs—for example, manual 
handling alone is rarely the cause of  back pain; 
there are many other factors that may contribute 
to its development such as stress, vibration and 
work organisation (De Beeck & Hermans 2000). 
Therefore, it is very important to assess the full 
range of  MSD risks and to address them in a 
comprehensive way.

Effective workplace interventions exist. Results 
of a literature review carried out by the EU-OSHA 
on the effectiveness of such interventions revealed 
the following (EU-OSHA 2008):

− There is strong evidence that technical ergo-
nomic measures can reduce the workload on
the back and upper limbs without the loss of pro-
ductivity and moderate evidence that these meas-
ures can also reduce the occurrence of MSDs.

− There is moderate evidence that a combination 
of several kinds of interventions (multidiscipli-
nary approach) including organisational, tech-
nical and personal/individual measures is better 
than single measures; however, it is not known 
how such interventions should be combined for 
optimal results.

− There is some evidence that a participative 
approach which includes the workers in the 
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process of change has a positive effect on the 
success of an intervention.

− Physical training can also reduce the recurrence 
of back pain and neck-shoulder pain; in order to 
be effective, however, the training should include 
vigorous exercise and be repeated at least three 
times a week.

− There is limited scientific evidence that a reduc-
tion in daily working hours can reduce MSDs 
and that extra pauses for recovery can often be 
added in an industrial setting without loss of 
productivity.

− There is strong evidence that training on work-
ing methods in manual handling is not effective 
if  it is used as the only measure to prevent low 
back pain.

− There is no conclusive evidence to support back 
belt use to prevent work-related low back pain.

Financial commitment from management in the 
form of appropriate material and human resources 
that are made available for improvements to the 
working environment is essential for success of the 
interventions.

2.2.3 Improving return-to-work
Maintaining workers with MSDs at work should 
be an integral part of workplace MSD policy. 
Particularly important is the role of social and 
organisational support in enabling workers with 
MSDs both to return to work and to stay in work. 
The active support and involvement of workers at 
risk and other stakeholders in the organisation is 
important. Results of a literature review carried 
out by the EU-OSHA on the effectiveness of meas-
ures to keep workers with MSDs at work revealed 
the following main findings with respect to par-
ticular body parts (EU-OSHA 2007b):

Back pain
− There is clear evidence that it is important for 

patients to stay active and return to ordinary 
activities as early as possible.

− A combination of optimal clinical management, 
a rehabilitation programme and workplace inter-
ventions is more effective than single elements 
alone.

− Taking a multidisciplinary approach offers the 
most promising results, but the cost-effectiveness 
of these treatments needs to be examined.

− Temporarily modified work is an effective 
return-to-work intervention, if  it is embedded in 
good occupational management.

− Some evidence supports the effectiveness of 
exercise therapy, back schools, and behavioural 
treatment.

− Lumbar supports such as back belts and cor-
sets appear to be ineffective in secondary 
prevention.

Upper limb pain
− A multidisciplinary approach involving a 

cognitive-behavioural component might be the 
most effective type of intervention.

− There is limited evidence on the effectiveness of 
some technical or mechanical interventions and 
exercise therapy.

− In the scientific literature, sufficient evidence is 
not available for the effectiveness of psychosocial 
interventions.

Lower limb pain
− No information on work-related intervention 

strategies has been found.
− The results of studies concerning lower limb 

treatment in general indicate that exercise pro-
grammes might be effective for hip and knee 
problems.

Although many studies have been carried out 
(Boocock et al. 2007; Hayden et al. 2005; Van Tulder 
et al. 2006), the evidence for the effectiveness of 
interventions, in particular regarding interven-
tions aimed at upper limb symptoms, is somewhat 
limited (Breen et al. 2005; Karjalainen et al. 2003; 
Meijer et al. 2005). A possible explanation for this 
lack of demonstrated efficacy of interventions 
could be that the quality criteria used in scientific 
reviews may not be applicable to often-complex 
workplace interventions. For example, randomi-
zation often is not feasible. Therefore, studies of 
successful interventions may not be included in a 
review or are considered of low quality.

In spite of the lack of strong scientific evi-
dence, anecdotally many of the above work-related 
interventions are reported as being effective 
(EU-OSHA 2007b). Therefore, policy-makers and 
employers should not be discouraged from carry-
ing out preventive action simply because there is 
no 100% scientific proof. Moreover, secondary and 
tertiary prevention should go hand in hand with 
primary prevention to prevent the recurrence of 
MSD episodes.

2.3 Results of the campaign

According to evaluation report, the theme of this 
campaign was overwhelmingly seen as having been 
appropriate and in line with national priorities. 
Besides, following on from 2000, when the theme 
was last addressed through a European campaign, 
it was seen as a very good time to re-sensitise the 
European public to MSD issues and take stock of 
developments.

In many ways, Lighten the Load campaign was 
the most successful campaign to date with regard 
to reaching target groups. This was in part due to 
its broad appeal and the high importance of the 
issue of musculoskeletal disorders across Europe, 
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but also because the organisation of the campaigns 
has become increasingly well institutionalised.

2007 campaign activities were generally consid-
ered to have been useful in raising awareness of 
health and safety issues. The campaign materials 
produced by the EU-OSHA were also generally 
seen as useful. According to evaluations, the Good 
Practice Award (GPA) scheme was perceived as 
one of the most effective European campaigning 
tools. More than 80% of GPA participants indi-
cated that they would enter the competition again.

The feedback from evaluation was also quite 
positive with regard to the sustainability of the 
campaign results (Centre for Strategy and Evalu-
ation Services 2008).

3 GOOD PRACTICE EXAMPLES 
AND FURTHER INFORMATION

3.1 An example of MSD prevention-an innovative 
solution to eliminate manual handling 
in the production of construction materials

The Dutch company Dycore manufactures ribbed 
floor components. It uses a wooden pallet system 
to transport these products, in which workers have 
to handle awkwardly shaped pallet blocks weigh-
ing around 25 kg when dry (see Figure 1).

The risk of  MSDs arising out of  the manual han-
dling of  these heavy pallet blocks was recognised 
during an assessment based on the “NIOSH method” 
(http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ergonomics/).
A traffic light system was used to indicate risk 
levels: red for a major risk requiring action, amber 
for a risk where action is desirable and green for a 
situation where no action is required.

Potential solutions included changing the design 
or materials of the pallets and using mechani-
cal lifting aids. However, the company concluded 
that the best solution was to get rid of the pallets 
altogether.

A brainstorming session with the employees 
identified the solution: incorporating a recessed 
element into the ribbed floor components them-
selves, rendering the wooden pallets redundant 
(see Figure 2). The feasibility of this solution was 
tested, in particular, whether the redesigned com-
ponents maintained the required quality and con-
struction standards.

The result is that neither Dycore employees nor 
other workers, such as sub-contracted drivers, have 
to expend physical effort handling pallets and risk 
injury.

Other results include:

− At an annual cost of €137,000, the redesign 
saved €91,000 a year in other component use 
and €22,000 in the purchase of pallets.

− Improved handling capabilities also meant that 
three fewer workers were required in this proc-
ess, saving €120,000.

− In total, there is a net benefit of €96,000 a year.
− A cut in noise as nail guns are no longer needed 

to repair pallets.
− Quicker deliveries on site because there is no 

need to load pallets onto trucks (EU-OSHA 
2008).

3.2 An example of back-to-work policy

With the aim of addressing the growing problem 
of MSDs, the German government has begun to 
transfer obligations regarding the participation of 
people with disabilities in work, from the State and/
or social insurance to employers. The focus now is 
on early recognition and avoidance of long-term 
incapacity at work. If  an employee is unfit for work 
for more than six weeks within a year, a meeting 

Figure 1. The components before modification sitting 
on a pallet block.

Figure 2. The components after modification with the 
recess.
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between the employer and the member of staff  must 
initially be convened in consultation with the works 
council (workers representatives), in order for con-
structive and integrative solutions to be reached 
with the insurers at a subsequent stage. Disability 
managers support employers in their new role as 
‘early warning systems’ (EU-OSHA 2007b).

3.3 Further good practice information

Good practice resources are available on the 
EU-OSHA MSD Single Entry Point http://osha.
europa.eu/en/topics/msds. Furthermore, useful 
information on MSDs prevention can be found 
in the databases of case studies http://osha.
europa.eu/en/good_practice/index_casestudy and 
risk assessment tools http://osha.europa.eu/en/
good_practice/index_ralink

4 CONCLUSIONS

MSDs are highly prevalent and complex, yet 
preventable, work-related health conditions. Their 
prevention is vital to stop the suffering of  mil-
lions of  European workers and to save the costs 
for businesses and State economies. To reach this 
objective, it is important that the government, 
employers and employees, assisted by profession-
als from a range of  disciplines, work together and 
join their efforts in response to the challenge. At 
the workplace level, an integrated management 
approach is needed. It covers both prevention 
of  MSD risks, thus protecting the workers from 
becoming ill and retaining at work the workers 
who are already ill. A holistic approach, which 
considers the total load on the musculoskel-
etal system, is an efficient way of  assessing and 
addressing MSDs risks. Finally, an eye should be 
kept on the new and emerging risks, originating 
from the changing work environments, in order to 
eliminate such risks from the workplace or to keep 
them under control.
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Musculoskeletal disorders risk assessment
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ABSTRACT: In contemporary professional industrialization human health is challenged by high 
physical workloads due to materials handling, awkward and sustaining postures, sensory overload and 
repetitive (sometimes high speed) movements. Muscle overloading due to static and dynamic contrac-
tions result in a cumulative poisoning of the vasco-muscular system with serious individual, social, and 
economic consequences. Prevention of MSD requires a precise assessment on risks occurring in man-at-
work systems.

Keywords: muscle load, risk evaluation, checklists KIM, MAC, cumulative aspects, prevention

actions and prevention policies. The scientific 
analysis of MSD cases delivers a long list of pri-
mary and secondary causes, mostly referring to 
imbalances in the “man-at-work” systems.

The registered MSD cases are proof of failures in 
system-design and are concrete FACTS. It is logical 
that in a first approach to prevention, the analysis 
of the recognized injuries and diseases should be a 
prime technique. The injury data base can provide 
statistically processed incidence and prevalence rates 
as well as evidence about the seriousness of injuries. 
Both may be used to support arguments to intensify 
preventive actions. In the author’s view, such case 
evaluation grossly underestimates the MSD-problem 
because analyzing only the reality, i.e. proven inju-
ries, is retrospective and is unable to capture an 
important concept in the definition of risk, namely 
the prospect or the “probability of an injury or loss”. 
Basing analysis on accidents and injuries alone does 
not take into account the information available from 
“almost accidents”, in airline jargon, “near misses”. 
Omitting the “luck or bad luck”-factor is a missed 
opportunity to collect relevant information.

2 METHOD

The analysis of imbalances in “man-at-work” 
systems disclosed two types of risk assessment 
which depend on how the system is approached. 
Either one starts from the impact of “work on 
people”, or conversely the impact of “people on 
work”. Each of these ways uses a different method 
but has the same objective of identifying which 
factors caused the injury.

a. Logically, the first approach is to start from the 
known, registered MSD cases. The evaluation is 

1 BACKGROUND

MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) from occupa-
tional activities have been an increasing problem 
for some decades now. The incidence and severity 
MSD rates are serious concerns for:

− the employees: because the disorders bring direct 
financial losses and, perhaps more importantly, 
put continuing and future employment pros-
pects at risk,

− the enterprises: because absenteeism adversely 
affects, directly and indirectly, production effi-
ciency which causes costs to rise—also a nega-
tive outcome,

− the society in general: because of the socio-
economic consequences on employment and the 
financial compensation payable for both tempo-
rary and, in the longer term, permanent injury.

The nature of musculoskeletal disorders causes 
specific immediate effects and side-effects:

− the long convalescence or resting periods for full 
recovery from MSDs can take weeks or even 
months the efficiency of other rehabilitation 
methods is very low. Resting is as efficient as 
kinesthetic treatments although the latter may 
reduce the pain/discomfort,

− the risk of the injury recurring is very high if  the 
employee returns to the same job,

− for some injuries surgery may bring relief  but it 
incurs a similar risk of a relapse as above,

− finally, there is the obvious potential problem 
arising for future employment opportunities.

The seriousness and large number of MSD 
problems—widely known, although in most cases 
largely underestimated—have led to many strategic 
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then based on the analysis and interpretation of 
the history of preceding facts or events and pre-
vention is focused on the working conditions to 
which the victim was exposed. The objective of 
this method is trying to find the combinations 
in the causal risk-structure, in particular where 
the problems arose, and subsequently, to elimi-
nate the most adverse element(s).

 Statistical processes to assess the validity of 
causes and facts must be scientifically reliable 
and predictive in order to propose well-founded 
risk reduction measures (see 2.1).

 “Fitting the job to the worker” by design as 
re-design is technical-organizational in nature 
and conclusions, recommendations and solu-
tions are common for a group of employees 
performing a similar job.

b. The alternative approach is “fitting people to the 
job” which is based on the individual human 
operator being THE element which integrates 
all work-related components. The individual 
perceives and evaluates the cognitively and sub-
consciously perceived events and conditions—
including risks—and this finally, results in the 
operational behaviour. The balance with the 
workload depends on the personal capacities 
and skills (see 2.2).

Both technical and integrating approaches to 
risk management have their own specific methods. 
The ultimate and rather obvious goal is that the 
most rational prevention strategy should be based 
on the development of a combined methodology. 
This should result in an easy, simple, valid, reliable, 
and acceptable technique to be applied in wide 
range of industrial and professional settings.

2.1 Technical risk assessment: Fitting the job 
to people

The technical risk assessment should include all the 
work-related factors (machinery, equipment and 
materials, environment, organization and tasks), 
and should further include the interactions with 
the exposed workers. In principle, the work-related 
factors must guarantee a secure, safe and healthy 
job performance.

The causal factors, known from the case analysis, 
should, if  possible, be eliminated by adjusting the 
work-system (for example any inappropriate light-
ing can be intensified, vibrations absorbed, noise 
absorbed, heavy loads split into smaller weights, 
confined spaces widened, etc…). Such a design 
can be realized only when taking into account 
the specific human characteristics and capacities 
(body dimensions, reaching distances), the physi-
cal capacities (force, power, energetic potentials), 
the sensorial perception (vision, audition, etc.), the 
cognitive and intellectual skills.

Many of the “external” factors and effects on 
people are known from field studies and labora-
tory tests and have been included in lists serving as 
tools for controlling the risks imposed on people in 
task-processing procedures, job organization and 
environmental conditions.

An almost uncountable number of checklists—
in some cases also called “ergonomic” checklists—
have been developed during the last decennia. 
MSDs, as a hot issue, were initially detected through 
the high prevalence of Low-Back Pain (LBP) in 
materials handling, pushing-pulling and lifting. 
Their understanding evolved together with the 
mechanization and automation of production 
processes to reduce upper limb disorders (Thoracic 
Outlet Syndrome), RSI (Repetitive Strain Injuries), 
tennis/golfers elbows, etc…

A systematic assessment of 19 of the most used 
checklists was recently conducted and published 
with an extended bibliography (Takala et al. 2010). 
It included well known methods such as the AET 
(1979) general workstation analysis, the NIOSH 
equation (1981–1991) relating to materials han-
dling, OWAS (1974, 1996) to assess the body pos-
ture, and OCRA (2002) (this provided the basis for 
ISO 11228-3 on repetitive work).

Some of the checklists served as bases for guide-
lines or standards. More recent methods—developed 
for specific activities or risks—have been included 
by the European Agency for Safety and Health in 
their Risk Assessment Campaign, namely—the 
Key Indicator Method—KIM. (see 2.1.1) and 
the Manual Handling Assessment Charts—MAC 
(2.1.2.), launched in 2002. The main objectives of 
both are reducing MSDs in “material handling”.

2.1.1 KIM—Key Indicator Method manual 
handling operations

The Key Indicator Method for Manual Handling 
Operations is a German method compiled from an 
intensive scientific literature survey (1994) in the 
context of the Committee for Safety Work Hygiene 
and Health protection at Work to advise the Euro-
pean Commission on upper limb disorders and 
RSI (Steinberg et al. 2008).

For manual handling tasks: lifting, holding, 
carrying and for pushing and pulling, KIM 
includes a series of  work-related factors such as 
cycle time, movement frequency, level of  action 
force, mode of  force transfer, type of  grips, work 
organization, working environment, both posture 
and hand-arm position. Working time is a multi-
plier factor.

The load-specific hazards for physical overload 
factors are quantified in individual scales rated 
in a range from minimum/optimal to maximal/
unacceptable load. An example of the table show-
ing postural load-scales is given in Figure 1.
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The final outcome of the KIM assessment is a 
sum of the rating points relevant to the activity 
performed, multiplied by the time rating points 
and adjusted to gender (female = *1.3) . The total 
score is then evaluated by a table indicating the 
risks and recommendations for action (Figure 2).

Example: a) for moving 1 to <4 km (score dura-
tion = 4), b) use of rails, hand carts, fixed rollers 
(score 1.5) and c) speed = fast (score 2), d) posture 
slightly bending forward (score = 2), working con-
ditions restricted (score = 2). Sum (a, b, c, d = 1.5 +
2 + 2 + 2) = 7.4 × 4 = 30.

For example when the total score is 30 re-design 
is recommended (See Figure 2).

2.1.2 Manual handling Assessment Charts 
(MAC)

The British HSE (Health and Safety Executive) 
developed an assessment tool in 2002 to have an 
easy and fast to use tool for detecting high risks in 
material handling (lifting, carrying and team han-
dling) (Monnington et al. 2002) followed in 2007 for 
registering pulling-pushing risks (Ferrera & Smith 
2007). A classic “traffic light” risk indication color 

(green for safe, red for danger) is used to classify 
the risks.

The tasks are split into operations specific for 
lifting, carrying, handling as part of a team and 
pushing-pulling. Minimum and maximum scores 
are defined from an extensive literature survey. 
Each zoning is defined by a specific load value 
(Figure 3).

For example: combinations of weight and lifting 
frequency 0 = safe (good), orange 4 (reasonable), red 
6 (poor, danger), and purple = 10 overexertion.

These values are presented in an eye-catching 
summary sheet, color or load digits for the 
selected type of work and operations, indicating 
the “hot spots” which require priorities for action 
(Figure 4).

2.2 Integrated risk assessment

As the technical checklists are mainly evaluated 
sequentially the mathematical averaging is not a 
correct method for the “integration” of a total load. 
There is only one integration tool which combines 

Figure 3. MAC—Load quoting weight and lifts/hour.

Figure 2. Total KIM score-evaluation.

Figure 1. KIM—Evaluation body posture.

Figure 4. Summarizing table MAC-scores.
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load and capacity, the endo—and exogenous 
factors: the human operator.

The operator evaluates the occupational risks 
via cognitive and subconscious processes—mainly 
steered by subjective experiences such as nuisance, 
annoyance, fatigue and pain—resulting in a final 
outcome of safe or risky behavior.

The strictly individual decision making and 
developed coping strategy depends on learnt com-
plex signals which often precede the evidence of 
imbalances.

Because of the fast advancement in new work-
ing systems in which the human operator faces 
the challenge of coping with new less subtle 
risks—indeed the heavy physical work load may 
be replaced by high-speed repetitive work, adverse 
body postures, mental strain—a quasi-permanent 
adjustment of the behaviour becomes essential.

The operator has to learn to recognize sub-
jective pre-signals indicative of a failing coping 
strategy (e.g. fatigue, annoyance, pain symptoms) 
as they occur during work in order to anticipate 
the critical moment in the evolution towards an 
injury or disease. As the operators are confronted 
with cumulative aspects over longer time such as 
general and local fatigue, they should adjust their 
behavior based on a suspicion that possibly had 
evidence.

At present MSDs caused by “over exertion” 
tend to evolve to a CTDs (Cumulative Trauma 
Disorders) in which muscle strain, due to postural 
static contraction and repetitive work of small 
muscle groups, evolves to a critical acidosis. Via 
this slow cumulative (poisoning) process muscles, 
tendons, joints and bones will be affected, explod-
ing in an sudden occurring injury once a critical 
level is reached. A traditional evolution towards 
an MSD/CTD (Vanwonterghem 2004) is drawn in 
Figure 5 in which 3 cases are represented: 1 most 
of the cases evolve asymptotically to an injury over 
a cumulative periods varying from 9 months to 
6–8 years. (line 1). Some individuals develop their 
own coping strategy and can perform the job over 
many months or years (dotted line 2) whereas oth-
ers evolve in less than one year (3-dot/dash) due to 
overexertion. (Note that in this case many persons 
denied the subjective adverse effects because of an 
inappropriate motivation).

The 4 indicated phases cover i) an adaptation 
phase (few months, in which the body is adapting 
itself  to the muscle requirements), ii) an adapted 
phase (body is able to do the job without problems), 
iii) a cumulative phase (which can vary from a few 
months up to 6–8 years) and iv) a critical phase 
(very short: days, weeks …) when the poisoning 
effect evolves asymptotically to an injury/disease. 
The loss in force/power shows an almost mirror 
image to these graph-fluctuations. The declining 

tendency after starting can be explained by the 
muscle training effect achieved during work.

This evidence-based model emphasizes the 
need for a prevention strategy which anticipates 
the state of the system before the progression has 
become critical. This can be obtained only by a 
method which includes the operators’ expressions 
of complaints and experiences and the assessment 
information contains not only the objective criteria 
(technical risk assessment) but also the “subjective 
criteria” to accommodate and reflect the integrated 
stress-strain level.

The methods available to collect the subjective 
load are almost as plentiful as the technical check-
lists, but are based on questionnaire and interview 
techniques.

The sensorial perception and information 
processing are integrated with specific human 
characteristics such as motivation, social behavior 
etc. of which some are directly linked to workload, 
others more indirectly to the individual. Integrated 
risk-assessment methods should concentrate on the 
outcome at the workplace and should—to increase 
confidence levels—give confirmation of the objec-
tive measurements.

Questionnaires such as SWAT (Subjective Work-
load Assessment Technique) and NASA-TLX 
(Task Loads Index) are focused on “mental work-
load” (pilots) which have only an indirect effect on 
the CTDs where in the Borg CR10 (category ratio), 
“fatigue” is assessed on a 10 point scale (Borg 
1970).

The SWI (Subjective workload Index) also uses 
the 0–10 scale for “no problems” to “unbearable” 
(Vanwonterghem 1985). It is used for fatigue, 
concentration, task complexity, work rhythm and 
problems with responsibility. In addition two fac-
tors which can be estimated as “compensating” 
factors are evaluated as well: interest in the job and 
the degree of autonomy. The SWI-index considers, 
in detail, all aspects of the technical risks (posture, 
movements, environment etc.) and is weighted to 
the tasks’ exposure time and subjective rating.

Both Borg’s CR10 and SWI are more appropri-
ate to assess the MSD/CTD.

Figure 5. MSD evolution.
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3 CONCLUSIONS

The technical risk assessment checklists have 
undoubtedly many merits for those concerned 
with the adjustment of workload to the human 
capacities (design and control) and refining the 
methods should continue as new evidence becomes 
available.

The merits of guidelines lie in designing jobs 
for groups of employees if  build on scientific rules 
of statistical validity and probability as well as on 
good advices and experiences.

However, in MSD there is an aspect which can-
not be predicted from external observations or 
from scientific studies of groups. This is because of 
the inter—and intra-individual differences which 
are inherent in the functioning of an individual 
and these may weaken, or even destroy, statistical 
relevance.

The coping process of individuals (cognitively 
and subconsciously) results in the operational 
behaviour being, to a large extent, determined by 
the individually perceived discomfort and personal 
evaluation of the working conditions.

Finally, an efficient risk assessment should call 
upon both principles: a technical evaluation inte-
grated with subjective experiences. This will deliver 
a new strategy in which the objective screening of 
the critical jobs (tasks, organization and environ-
ment) and the subjective assessments of the exposed 
personnel will be able to re-evaluate each design (or 
in most cases re-design) on better evidence-based 
information.
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ABSTRACT: This study explores the suitability of the OSHA MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) 
checklist for use in the semiconductor manufacturing industry. Six companies were enrolled in the current 
study, and 122 subjects were evaluated through a questionnaire survey and field observation using the 
OSHA MSDs checklist. Experimental results demonstrated that nearly 50% of subjects reported physi-
cal discomfort, with shoulder symptoms (38.5%) being the most common complaint. Additionally, the 
aggregated sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive values for the MSDs checklist in the six com-
panies were 47.3%, 62.4% and 30.0%, respectively. This study concluded that the OSHA MSDs check-
list appeared to contain reliable indicators for capturing musculoskeletal discomfort, and found that the 
OSHA MSDs checklist provided an easily administered, proactive surveillance instrument to assist in 
early identification of musculoskeletal discomfort.

Keywords: ergonomic checklist, musculoskeletal disorders, questionnaire

(Armstrong, et al., 2001; Lu, et al., 1999), the data 
on musculoskeletal discomfort among semicon-
ductor manufacturing workers is limited. There-
fore, semiconductor manufacturers still need to 
know the actual effects of a proposed ergonomic 
checklist to judge the confidence of usefulness. 
This study presents an empirical study examining 
the diagnostic effects of the MSD checklist in the 
semiconductor-related manufacturing industry.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study subjects

Study subjects comprised full-time workers in 
clean rooms of firms in semiconductor and related 
industries in Taiwan. A total of 122 subjects, from 
six different companies, participated voluntarily. 
Subjects in each selected company were respon-
sible for wafer container carrying, transporting, 
loading and unloading tasks among various wafer 
processing tools and storage racks.

2.2 Procedures

The research procedures comprised four steps, 
including (1) ergonomic-based checklist training 
course, (2) MSD questionnaire survey, (3) MSDs 
checklist use, and (4) data analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor manufacturing is a leading high-
tech industry in Taiwan. The workforce in this 
industry has increased significantly during the past 
two decades, and the technological and economic 
benefits associated with the industry have been 
accompanied by growing scientific and public con-
cern for worker health and safety (McCurdy, et al., 
1989). Numerous studies have already reported 
the prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders and 
Cumulative Trauma Disorders (CTD) in semicon-
ductor manufacturing workers (Wu, et al., 2009; 
Chee & Rampal, 2004; Li, et al., 1997). Work-
related risk factors in the semiconductor-related 
manufacturing industry may include awkward 
postures and long working hours, prolonged 
standing and frequent walking, high production 
demands, poor equipment design and repetitive 
wafer-handling activities (Chee & Rampal, 2004; 
Yu, et al., 2003).

In numerous industries or enterprises, ergo-
nomic checklists have been designed to identify 
musculoskeletal injuries resulting from awkward 
posture or highly repetitive motions (Armstrong, 
et al., 2001; Kerserling, et al., 1993; McAtamney & 
Corlett, 1993; OSHA, 1995). Although these check-
lists are useful in identifying actual and potential 
risks of musculoskeletal discomfort in factories 
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2.2.1 The ergonomic-based checklist training 
course

Six trainees (observers), from six different 
companies, were enrolled in this study. All trainees 
were females and their main tasks were handling 
questions related to occupational safety and health 
issues, including health promotion, health care and 
ergonomic interventions. The training course com-
prised six 6-h workshops, conducted over one week 
(36 hours).

The training courses were designed to: (1) iden-
tify the risk factors of MSD, (2) clarify ergonomic 
principles for reducing MSD, and (3) provide prac-
tice in using checklists to evaluate MSD of work-
spaces. The training course began by presenting 
work-related risk factors for the onset of identi-
fied MSDs and ergonomic principles for reducing 
MSD for semiconductor-related manufacturing 
workers. Second, the disciplines of occupational 
biomechanics, work physiology, engineering psy-
chology, applied anthropometry, and work-space 
design were provided. Third, practice was pro-
vided in using the checklist for workspace MSD 
evaluation.

2.2.2 MSD questionnaire survey
A Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire (NMQ) 
survey was employed to obtain information from 
the selected subjects. Furthermore, 122 subjects 
(by observers) from six different companies par-
ticipated voluntarily. Before the survey, all subjects 
were informed of the study objectives and partici-
pated voluntarily.

2.2.3 MusculoSkeletal disorders checklist
Musculoskeletal discomforts were assessed using a 
Chinese version MSDs checklist, revised from the 
MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) checklist by 
the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-
tion (1995). The MSDs checklist comprises three 
parts: Part A checks risk factors associated with 
upper extremity problems; Part B checks risk fac-
tors associated with back pain and lower extrem-
ity disorders; and Part C evaluates risk factors for 
manual material handling tasks. Action is taken if  
five risk score are identified. If  the evaluated risk 
score of Part A equals or exceeds five score, then 
ergonomic interventions should be performed to 
protect workers from upper extremity problems. 
Meanwhile, if  the sum of the risk score of Parts B 
and C equals or exceeds five, then improvements 
must be implemented to protect workers against 
back pain and lower extremity disorders.

2.2.4 Data analysis
All analyses were performed using SPSS Release 
11.5.0 (SPSS Institute, 2002). First, descriptive 
statistics were calculated for all the questionnaire 

responses. Next, based on the results of  the NMQ 
questionnaire survey, this study ascertained the 
ability of  this MSDs checklist to accurately cat-
egorize individuals, and determined the sensitivity, 
specificity, and positive predictive value indexes 
using the formulations of Marley & Kumar 
(1996).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Characteristics of the study population

Table 1 lists the study population characteristics. 
Male (48/122) and female (74/122) workers com-
prised 39.3% and 60.7% of subjects, respectively. 
Nearly two-thirds (61.5%) of subjects were in the 
20–29 years old age group. Moreover, 57.4% of 
subjects had worked for less than 5 years in the 
semiconductor industry, and over 85% of sub-
jects had worked in their present company for less 
than 5 years. As for weekly time spent on physical 
exercise, 20.5% of subjects reported engaging in 
physical exercise ‘often’. Most subjects were non-
smokers (77.0%), and right-handed (90.2%).

3.2 Physical discomfort prevalence

Table 1 also lists the percentage distributions of 
physical symptoms. Overall, nearly 50% of  the 
subjects reported physical discomfort. The preva-
lence of  upper extremity discomfort was 46.7%, 
with shoulder symptoms (38.5%) being most 
common, followed by hand or wrist (36.9%), 
neck (34.4%), and elbow (16.4%). Meanwhile, the 
prevalence of  lower extremity or back discomfort 
(48.4%) was slightly higher than that of  upper 
extremity discomfort, with the most common 
symptoms being lower back or hip pain (36.1%), 
followed by the lower leg (24.6%), knee (12.3%), 
and thigh (11.5%).

3.3 MSDs checklist analysis and sensitivity, 
specificity calculation

The sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive 
value of the checklist were considered based on 
the results of the NMQ questionnaire survey. 
Table 2 lists the sensitivity, specificity, and positive 
predictive value for the MSDs checklist. Initially, 
the aggregated rates of sensitivity, specificity, and 
positive predictive value for the MSDs checklist 
for all companies were calculated. Overall, tak-
ing the results of the NMQ questionnaire as the 
standard, the average sensitivity, specificity, and 
positive predictive values for the MSDs checklist in 
the six companies were 47.3%, 62.4% and 30.0%, 
respectively. Furthermore, to reveal the significant 
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differences in sensitivity, specificity, and positive 
predictive value among individual companies, all 
cases were disaggregated by company. The dis-
aggregated rate of  each variable was calculated 
exactly as the aggregated rate. Table 2 also lists 
the percentage sensitivity, specificity, and positive 
predictive value for the MSDs checklist among 
the six companies. From Table 2, the sensitivity, 
specificity, and positive predictive value for the 

MSDs checklist in the six companies ranged from 
26.5% to 74.2%, 42.2% to 86.4%, and 10.9% to 
46.9%, respectively.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Prevalence of physical discomforts

The proportions of discomfort ratings for various 
body parts were compared with statistics from 
the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(IOSH) of Taiwan (2002) of all industries. The 
prevalences of discomfort in the hand or wrist 
(36.9% in this study versus 26.6% for IOSH), lower 
back or hip (36.1% in this study versus 33.8% for 
IOSH), and lower leg (24.6% in this study versus 
18.2% for IOSH) significantly exceeded the aver-
age prevalence for all industries as reported by 
IOSH. The overall prevalence of upper extrem-
ity discomfort, including that involving the neck, 
shoulder, elbow, and hand/wrist, was 46.7% in this 
study (Table 1). This prevalence supports the find-
ing of Hsu & Wang (2003) regarding upper extrem-
ity discomfort (42%) for semiconductor workers. 
Furthermore, the finding that shoulder symptoms 
(38.5%) were the most frequently reported form of 
physical discomfort in the semiconductor industry 
was consistent with Li et al. (1997).

Although the questionnaire survey results iden-
tified a high prevalence of musculoskeletal discom-
forts in the semiconductor manufacturing industry, 
the findings are limited because they are based on 
personal subjective judgments. As Hsu & Wang 
(2003) reported in an earlier study, the prevalence 
rates based on a questionnaire alone tend to exceed 
those based on questionnaires with physical exam-
inations. Accordingly, the questionnaire survey 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics and prevalence 
of physical discomforts.

Number Percentage (%)

Gender
 Male
 Female

 48
 74

39.3
60.7

Age (years)
 20–29
 30–39
 40–49
 >50

 75
 38
  6
  3

61.5
31.1
 4.9
 2.5

Work experience
 <1 year
 1–5 years
 6–10 years
 11–20 years

 16
 54
 32
 20

13.1
44.3
26.2
16.4

Working experience 
of current job

 <1 year
 1–5 years
 6–10 years
 11–20 years

 35
 69
 15
  3

28.7
56.6
12.3
 2.4

Weekly physical 
exercise time 

 Seldom
 Sometimes
 Often

 33
 63
 25

27.0
51.6
20.5

Smoking
 Seldom
 Sometimes
 Often

 94
  5
 23

77.0
 4.1
18.9

Handedness
Right-hand
Left-hand

110
 12

90.2
 9.8

Physical discomfort
 Neck
 Shoulder
 Elbow
 Hand or wrist
 Lower back or hip
 Thigh
 Knee
 Lower leg

 42
 47
 20
 45
 44
 14
 15
 30

34.4
38.5
16.4
36.9
36.1
11.5
12.3
24.6

Summary
 Upper extremity
 Lower extremity or 

 back

 57
 59

46.7
48.4

Table 2. Sensitivity, specificity and predictive value 
by MSDs checklist and NMQ in six companies.

Company Sensitivity Specificity
Positive
predictive value

A 26.5% 86.4% 37.5%
B 40.7% 65.8% 44.6%
C 60.5% 66.2% 31.1%
D 53.8% 42.2% 10.9%
E 74.2% 56.0% 46.9%
F 44.4% 63.0% 31.8%
Total 47.3% 62.4% 30.0%

Sensitivity = Number of true positives/Number of true 
positives + Number of false negatives.
Specificity = Number of true negatives/Number of true 
negatives + Number of false positives.
Positive predictive value = Number of true positives/ 
Number of true positives + Number of false positives.
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alone is insufficient for determining the prevalence 
rates. The evidence would be more convincing if  
objective measures, including identified risk factor 
ratio and prevalence of MSDs, could support the 
findings of the questionnaire survey.

4.2 The sensitivity, specificity and positive 
predictive value of MSDs checklist

The findings regarding the sensitivity and specifi-
city were 47.3% and 62.4% for the MSDs check-
list in the semiconductor manufacturing industry, 
respectively, slightly less than the finding of Lin 
et al. (1999) regarding the sensitivity (53.7%) and 
specificity (65.4%) for the MSDs checklist in the 
manufacturing industry. Therefore, the MSDs 
checklist appeared to provide a reliable indicator 
for capturing musculoskeletal discomfort. This 
phenomenon indicated that the MSDs checklist 
could be utilized as an easily administered, proac-
tive surveillance instrument to assist in early iden-
tification of musculoskeletal discomfort.

5 CONCLUSION

This study found that work-related musculoskel-
etal discomforts are common in the semiconductor 
manufacturing industry. The prevalence of upper 
extremity, and lower extremity or back discomforts 
were 46.7%, and 48.4%, respectively. Although the 
analytical results also indicated that the MSDs 
checklist is a sensitive and useful tool for identify-
ing musculoskeletal discomfort in semiconductor 
manufacturing workers, the findings are somewhat 
limited because the sensitivity, specificity, and 
positive predictive value measurements are based 
on personal subjective judgments (i.e. question-
naire surveys). Future studies thus measure mus-
culoskeletal discomfort based on medical tests.
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Ergonomic practices for packing tasks in a printing 
ink manufacturing factory
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study was to assess the operational workloads for packing tasks 
in a printing ink manufacturing factory located in northern Taiwan, with an aim to lower the risk of 
MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) among the workers. The packing task operators pack 2000 1-kg ink 
cans per day on average, with sets of 12 ink cans packed into paperboard boxes. The Key Indicator 
Method (KIM) was used to evaluate and identify the MSD risk factors associated with the ink packing 
tasks. The data collected include material weights, work posture, work pace, vertical distances, vertical 
lifting displacement, and lifting frequency. The mean lifting frequency was 4166 lifts/day and the average 
lifting weight was 1.44 kg/lift. The KIM risk score of the packing task was evaluated as 40, indicating a 
risk level of 3. To improve working conditions and reduce health and safety risks for this packing task, 
a 70 cm height worktable was suggested to replace the original 39 cm height worktable. This simple inter-
vention can allow the operators to move the ink cans more smoothly and efficiently without bending their 
backs as they pack the cans. In addition, the estimated operator risk score was reduced to 24, indicating 
a risk level of 2. This suggested change has been adopted by the ink company and implemented for their 
packing tasks.

Keywords: manual lifting tasks, workstation design, ergonomic risk identification

Several ergonomic interventions, such as work-
station redesign, employee training, and working 
condition improvement, have been reported to 
mitigate risk factors causing MSDs. This paper 
presents a case study in which risk factors of 
MSDs in an ink manufacturing company were 
evaluated and identified. In addition, simple inter-
ventions were also recommended and implemented 
to enhance the health, safety, and productivity of 
company employees.

1 INTRODUCTION

According to occupational injury records, 
MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) in Taiwan 
account for 33% of  total work injuries in recent 
years (Taiwan IOSH 2005). Musculoskeletal dis-
order is also the most widespread occupational 
disease in Taiwan (Fig. 1) and the related medical 
loss of  NT$ 2 billion was approximately 0.67% 
of  Taiwan’s GDP for the year 2009 (Taiwan 
IOSH 2010).

The occurrence of MSDs is usually a result of 
factors such as excessive force, repetitive move-
ments, awkward postures, prolonged exposure, 
and exposure to low temperature or vibration 
(Putz-Anderson 1988). The body parts most often 
affected by MSDs are the lower back, neck, and 
upper extremities (shoulder, arm, and wrist). MSDs 
not only endanger worker’s health but also reduce 
their productivity. Therefore, addressing the lower-
ing the risks for developing MSDs of the workers 
is crucial to improving labor health and safety and 
increasing business productivity.

Figure 1. Occupational disease category distribution 
in 2009.
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2 METHOD

2.1 Ergonomic assessment tools

This research used the following two checklists to 
assess the MSDs risks at the worksite of a print-
ing ink manufacturing plant located in northern 
Taiwan.

2.1.1 Baseline Risk Identification of Ergonomic 
Factors (BRIEF)

The BRIEF checklist was designed to quickly 
identify occupational engineering risk factors in 
the workplace (Humantech Inc. 1993). This check-
list can evaluate six body parts: hands and wrists, 
elbows, shoulders (the above three parts, all have 
right and left sides) along with neck, back, and legs. 
The main risk factors evaluated by the BRIEF tool 
are force, posture, repetitiveness, and work dura-
tion. Tasks associated with other risk factors, such 
as exposure to vibration, mechanical pressure, and 
low temperature, should be referred to professional 
personnel for further analyses. According to the 
guidelines of the BRIEF method, if  two or more 
risk factors are identified for a given body part, 
this body part has a strong possibility of develop-
ing MSD.

2.1.2 Key Indicators Method (KIM)
KIM was developed by Germany’s Federal Institute 
for Occupational Safety and Health (BAuA) and 
Committee of the Länder for Occupational Safety 
and Health (LASI). It has been adopted and used 
by several other EU countries for risk assess-
ment of manual load handling (SLIC 2010). This 
method evaluates relevant activity data called key 
indicators. The indicators include duration, fre-
quency and distance with a multiplier for weight, 
posture and working conditions. The method is 
quite suitable for application to industrial practice. 
KIM simplifies the assessment procedure into the 
three following steps:

1. Determine the time rating point: Identify the 
task as a lifting, holding, or carrying task and 
then determine the corresponding time rating 
point from the KIM rating table, according to 
the number of daily lifts, the holding duration, 
or the carrying distance.

2. Determine the rating points for load, posture, 
and working conditions: With the KIM rating 
table, look up the load rating points for male or 
female operators that correspond to the effective 
load (the real action force that is necessary for 
moving the load). Identify the typical working 
posture and load position of the task in order 
to determine the rating points for posture. The 
rating points for working conditions account 
for the presence of environmental hazards such 

as workspace limitation, physical obstacles, 
uneven or unsteady flooring, inadequate light-
ing, or poor gripping conditions, etc.

3. Compute risk score and determine risk level: 
Compute the total risk score of  the task by 
multiplying the time rating point by the sum 
of  the rating points for load, posture, and 
working conditions. Measure the task’s risk 
level by consulting the KIM defined risk score 
range (level 1: risk score <10; level 2: 10≤ risk 
score <25; level 3: 25≤ risk score <50; level 4: 
risk score ≥50).

This classification of the risk scores gives an 
indication of any load bottlenecks.

2.2 Ergonomics investigation process

The ergonomics evaluation process included a 
formal meeting and a tour of the shop floor (onsite 
inspection). In the meeting, the chief  inspec-
tor first introduced the ergonomics investigation 
process and then dialogued with the employers 
and major crewmembers to gather an overview 
of the work and the key problems experienced by 
the inspected company. During the tour, inspec-
tors collected field data of specific tasks by talk-
ing with individual operators, taking photographic 
and video evidence of manual materials handling 
tasks, and measuring task demands and physical 
dimensions of inspected workstations. BRIEF and 
KIM tools that enabled the quantification of data 
were used for explaining problems to management. 
The inspectors drafted and sent the company an 
inspection report with adjustment suggestions, and 
a follow-up meeting was arranged afterward to dis-
cuss the efficacy of the suggested adjustments.

3 ERGONOMIC PRACTICES

3.1 Ink packing tasks

In the factory’s ink packing station, operators 
filled ink into 1-kg cans and packed every 12 of 
those ink cans into a paperboard box. The work-
ing area was about 33 m2, with a mixer barrel, 
a filtering tank (Fig. 2), a capping machine on 
a worktable (Fig. 3), and paperboard boxes on pal-
lets. The filtering tank was fixed on a steel frame 
(120-cm from the floor) of 50-cm height and 50-cm 
diameter. The dimensions of the capping machine 
were 52-, 46-, 60-cm in length, width, and height, 
respectively, and it was situated on a worktable of 
150-, 70-, and 54-cm in length, width, and height, 
respectively. The dimensions of the pallets and 
paperboard boxes used for packing ink cans were 
1.2 m × 1.2 m × 15 cm and 53 cm × 40 cm × 16 cm in 
length, width, and height, respectively. A team of 
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2 to 3 operators, aged from 40 to 50 years, was 
employed to complete the ink packing tasks.

The shop floor tour inspected the ink filter-
ing, can filling and weighting, and paperboard 
box labeling procedures. When the semi-finished 
material in the mixing barrel was pumped into 
the filtering tank, one operator stirred the ink in 
the filtering tank with a stick (Fig. 4) to reduce the 
viscosity of the ink. Then, the second operator sit-
ting in front of the filtering tank filled the ink can 
to 1 kg weight. After filling, the second operator 
moved the can onto the table at her left hand side. 
Then, the third operator cleaned the can body, 
capped the can using the capping machine, pack-
ing the cans into the paperboard box, and piled the 
paperboard box on the pallet.

During the stirring operation, the worker was 
standing with one hand above his shoulder level. 

For the filling and weighing operations, the worker 
was sitting with neck flexed to gaze the weight scale 
and to control the ink filling valve at the bottom 
of the filtering tank. The third operator packed 
the cans into the paperboard boxes with a flexed 
trunk.

3.2 Problems statements

The operator who stirred the ink with an over 
shoulder posture could encounter muscle fatigue 
in his upper limbs from prolonged operation. Nev-
ertheless, this action of reducing ink viscosity was 
not frequent. Therefore, investigators did not sug-
gest any amendment to this task.

The operator conducted the filling task with 
her neck flexed looking at the weight scale. This 
static and non-neutral posture could lead to mus-
cle fatigue of the neck and shoulders. Moreover, 
in order to accurately filling 1-kg of ink into 
each can, the operator repetitively flexed and 
extended her dominant wrist to control the out-
let valve of the ink (Fig. 4). According to BRIEF 
tool analysis, the operator had a risk score of 2 
at her wrist due to a radial deviation and holding 
duration >10 sec; a risk score of 3 at her shoulder 
due to an elevation angle >45°, and maintaining 
an award posture >10 sec and 2 times/min; a risk 
score of 3 at her neck and back due to maintain-
ing a forward bending and twisting posture >10 sec 
and 2 times/min. The operator had regional risk 
score at wrist, shoulder, neck, and back all greater 
than 2, indicating high probability of muscu-
loskeletal disorders and need for working-posture 
adjustment. For the same operator, KIM assess-
ment showed that lifting a 1-kg can for 2000 times/
day with slightly bending and twisting trunk had 
rating points of 10 (time), 1 (load), and 2 (pos-
ture). Due to movement confinement caused by 

Figure 3. Capping machine.

Figure 2. Ink filtering tank.

Figure 4. Work environment and working postures of 
operators performing stirring and filling tasks.
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the workspace arrangement, the rating point of 
the work environment was estimated as 1. Her total 
KIM risk score was computed as 40 (risk level 4), 
indicating a highly increased load situation, with 
physical overload possible for the average persons. 
Hence redesign of the workstation was recom-
mended according to KIM assessment.

The third operator made repetitive lifting 
movements: packing the paperboard boxes with 
cans and laying them on pallets. He handled 2000 
1-kg cans per day, on average, and lifted and laid 
12-kg boxes on pallets over 167 times per day. KIM 
assessment showed that his task risk score was 
24 (risk level 2), indicating a possibility of physi-
cal overload only for a weaker person. Therefore, 
investigators did not suggest any adjustment to 
this task.

3.3 Ergonomics interventions

The inadequate table height (57 cm) caused the 
operators to adopt awkward postures. A new 
workstation (Fig. 5) was thus devised to reduce 
stress on the operators due to inappropriate work-
ing posture. The newly designed workstation was 
L-shaped with 70 cm table height; the base of 
the mixer tank was raised from 70 cm to 140 cm 
accordingly. Two fillisters, one on each end of the 
table, were designed to position the weight scale 
and capping machine, respectively. The sunken 
depth of each fillister was designed to keep the 
surface of the scale and the capping machine at the 
same level of the table surface so that the ink cans 
could be moved easily on the surface level (Fig. 6). 
The capping machine was rotated 90° from it origi-
nal orientation to have its entry aligned with the 
moving path of the cans.

The new worktable design allows operators to 
push cans horizontally to the capping machine 
after filling them, without any lifting and lay-
ing activities (Fig. 7). After workstation adjust-
ment, the weight scale was elevated to a level that 
allows the operator to read its value comfort-
ably. Furthermore, commercially available tilting 
devices, located at both ends of the worktable, 
could be used to raise and tilt a container or 
paperboard box. This arrangement could facilitate 
operators taking out empty cans from the con-
tainer or putting filled cans into the paperboard 
boxes and sealing them (Fig. 8).

3.4 Efficacy of the ergonomics interventions

The proposed workstation redesign can improve 
work postures for the filling, weighing, and packing 
operators. The use of tilting devices can further pre-
vent operators from bending their trunks and pick-
ing up empty cans from floor level. In addition, the 

Figure 5. The new worktable design.

Figure 6. Fillister design for the weight scale and 
capping machine.

Figure 7. Workstation redesign and suggested 
adjustments to packing tasks.

muscle strain in their waists and upper extremities 
can be reduced. According to BRIEF analysis, 
regional risk scores can be reduced from 2 to 1 for 
the wrists, 3 to 1 for the shoulders, 3 to 0 for the 
neck, and 3 to 0 for the back (Fig. 9). Therefore, no 
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awkward operator postures are expected to develop 
after the suggested adjustments are implemented.

For the filling task, KIM analysis shows that the 
rating points for posture can be reduced from 
2 to 1, and the rating points for work environment 
can be lowered to 0 by means of the suggested 
workspace rearrangement. In addition, KIM 
assessment for the filling task after amendment 
falls within risk level 2, indicating physical over-
load is unlikely for healthy adults (Fig. 10).

4 CONCLUSIONS

This study conducted an ergonomic evaluation to 
reduce the identified risk factors associated with 
the developing of MSDs in a printing ink manu-
facturing plant. Based on the results of our ergo-
nomic assessment, the worktable was redesigned 
to improve work postures for the filling, weighing, 
and packing operations. The new design can also 
reduce the repetition of can lifting for the filling 
operator. In addition, the design of the two fil-
listers will allow the operator to check the weight 
of ink in a neutral posture and to push the cans 
easily to the capping machine without extra effort. 
The use of tilting devices can further prevent 
operators from bending their trunks to pick up 
empty cans from floor level. In addition, the mus-
cle strain in their waists and upper extremities can 
be reduced. Implementing these ergonomic inter-
ventions can not only improve work posture and 
increase worker comfort, but also reduce the risk 
of MSDs and potentially increase the productivity 
of this ink manufacturing factory.
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ABSTRACT: In Taiwan, Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSDs) in strenuous works are 
becoming a serious occupational safety and health problem. The strenuous tasks are defined as the work 
which is over-exertion or intense work with risk of WMSDs incidence. The primary reason to WMSDs is 
primarily due to inappropriate workplace design, which enforces the worker to adopt awkward working 
posture, and this in turn causes fatigue and results in musculoskeletal disorders. The purpose of this study 
is to apply ergonomic principle on workplaces improvement for workers to prevent WMSDs. An atlas was 
used to help improvement, and Key Indicators Method (KIM) was used to evaluate the goodness of the 
improvement. In this article, a case of chemical company in field study was studied, and three stations in 
it were improved to show results of the intervention. The results showed that the ratings by KIM of three 
stations were reduced.

Keywords: work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs), ergonomic principle, KIM

both the labor and capital. For the benefit of both 
the labor and capital, WMSDs must be decreased 
or eliminated. To decrease or eliminate WMSDs, 
the factors inducing WMSDs have to be recog-
nized. Five most-common-agreed major factors 
recognized include exertion, repetitiveness, vibra-
tion, temperature, and awkward posture (Lee 1999, 
Sillanpakak et al. 1999, Ulin et al. 2004).

To decrease or eliminate these five factors, 
many institutes or researchers are using ergonomic 
techniques to intervene the workplaces. Easy 
Ergonomics (Easy Ergonomics 1999), Marras 
and Karwowski (Marras & Karwowski 2006), 
Safety GRANT$ Project (Ohio Bureau of Work-
ers’ Compensation-Safety 2008) are for instances. 
European Agency for Safety and Health at Work 
are campaigning for the occupational safety and 
health, and awarded the good practice every 
year (European Agency for Safety and Health at 
Work 2007).

Although the researches or projects tried 
to improve five factors in workplace, most of 
them worked on awkward posture problem. It is 
due to the essential of the task and the cost of 
improvement. It is usually hard to change the 
repetitive wrist twisting in bearing work station, or 

1 INTRODUCTION

Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSDs) 
in strenuous works are becoming a serious occupa-
tional safety and health problem in many countries 
(Liang 2003). The strenuous tasks are defined as 
the work which is over-exertion or intense work 
with risk of WMSDs incidence. In epidemiologic 
survey of occupational injuries of many countries, 
there are high ratios of the WMSDs in occupa-
tional injuries. For example, in U.S., the labor loss 
by WMSDs is about 33.3%, and it costs about 
13–20 millions US$ every year (committee on 
Human Factors 1998). In fact, that is almost about 
1–2% GDP of U.S. (Ahrens & Pigeot 2004). In 
Japan, the ratio of WMSDs to occupational inju-
ries is about 41.2% (Chang et al. 2007), and 38% 
in EU (ERUOGIP 2007). In Taiwan, the ratio of 
WMSDs to occupational injuries is increasing as 
well as the payment for WMSDs in the labor insur-
ance, which is about 80% (BLI 2010). Either in 
Taiwan or in other countries, WMSDs have become 
the most important problems in the labors.

WMSDs increase the fatigue in work and the 
harm in health, and decrease the effectiveness and 
the quality in production, that would be against 
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the standard 20 kg weight of customer package in 
airline.

The purpose of this study is to improve and 
prevent WMSDs with ergonomic intervention in 
workplace. The case study in this paper is a chemi-
cal company, and three work stations in it were 
improved and evaluated by Key Indicators Method 
(KIM) (The KIM Tool 2010).

2 METHOD

2.1 Altas “Collection of Ergonomical Working 
Postures”

An atlas developed by Institute of Occupational 
Safety and Health (IOSH), entitled “Collection of 
Ergonomical Working Postures”, was used to help 
the improvement of the workplace in this study 
(Chang et al. 2007). It was developed as a quick 
reference for the safety engineer or work station 
designer in workplace since 2005. Measurements 
and layout of 100 different workplaces were col-
lected as well as a standard template three dimen-
sional human model with proper working posture 
in it. As in Figure 1, four difference views (front, 
lateral, superior, and perspective) of the same 
workplace design were shown in one page and 
illustrated for the engineer or designer.

2.2 Key Indicators Method (KIM)

Key Indicators Method (KIM) has been devel-
oped by the Federal Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (BAuA) and Committee of 
the Laender for Occupational Safety and Health 
(LASI). Its blueprint was published in 1996, and 
final versions were published in 2001 and 2002 
(The KIM Tool 2010). For KIM manual handling 
tasks, three steps are necessary in the assessment: 
the first step is determination of time rating point, 
that is to determine the rating point by frequency 
(time) and three possible forms of loading han-

dling. The second step is determination of the rating 
points of load, posture and working conditions. 
The third step is evaluation, that is to calculate the 
activity-related risk score by addition of the rat-
ing points of the key indicators and multiplication 
with the time rating point. Base on the risk score, 
some design needs and approaches are suggested. 
This method was used in this study to evaluate 
the before-improvement and after-improvement 
working conditions. These assessment steps are 
designed in a worksheet, which could be easily 
accessed from the internet (The KIM Tool 2010) 
and not be shown in this paper.

2.3 Nordic Musculoskeletal 
Questionnaire(NMQ)

The Nordic Musculoskeletal Questionnaire 
is a screening instrument to quantify muscu-
loskeletal pain and related activity prevention 
(Kaewboonchoo 1998). It quantifies musculoskel-
etal pain and activity prevention in 9 body regions, 
illustrated as Figure 2 above. A revision of NMQ 
was used in this study to evaluate the subjec-
tive rating of the workplace before and after 
improvement.

3 RESULTS

Three work stations were improved and evaluated 
by KIM, the first one is a trimming task work sta-
tion, the second one a plastic cleaning task work 
station, and the third one a razor-assemble task 
work station.

3.1 Trimming task

In the trimming task, as shown in Figure 3(a), an 
operator trimmed the ragged edge of the product 
item on a desk aside a conveyor. The operator bent 

Figure 1. A sample page of the “Collection of Ergo-
nomical Working Postures” atlas: The descriptions in it 
are in Chinese.

Figure 2. An illustration of a revision NMQ used in 
this study, which quantifies musculoskeletal pain and 
activity prevention in 9 body regions.
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forward her upper body to near the product item 
on the desk. She processed each item in 4 minutes, 
that is, 120 items one working day. The product 
item weight less than 1 kilogram.

After improvement, as shown in Figure 3(b)(c), 
the operator bent less her upper body, and could 
decrease the risk of WMSDs. The risk score of 
this task changed from 20 to 12, and the risk range 
stays in level 2, as shown in Table 1.

The subjective rating of the operator shows 
that the neck, the shoulder, and the lower back are 
better after the workplace improvement.

3.2 Plastic cleaning task

In the plastic cleaning task, as shown in Figure 4(a), 
an operator cleaned the residuals of thermosetting 
plastic on a steel cylinder with a hammer weighting 
about 5 kilograms. The operator bent his upper body 
slightly, and waved the hammer about 40∼50 times 
in each cleaning task, and 4 cylinders have to be 
cleaned one day. That is, less than 200 times of 
waving one working day.

After improvement, as shown in Figure 4(b)(c), 
the upper body of the operator could be upright, 
and he could decrease the risk of WMSDs. The 
risk score of this task changed from 12 to 8, and 

the risk range decreased from level 2 to level 1, as 
shown in Table 2.

The subjective rating of the operator shows 
that the neck, the shoulder, and the lower back are 
better after the workplace improvement.

3.3 Razor-assemble task

In the razor-assemble task, as shown in Figure 5(a), 
an operator had to assemble 22 razor blades into 
a cylinder with a squat posture. Each razor blade 
weights less than 1 kilogram, and the operator had 
to assemble and dissemble the blades 7 times in a 
working day, that is, 308 times one working day.

After improvement, as shown in Figure 5(b)(c), 
the operator could use a normal standing posture 
to assemble and dissemble the razor blades, and 
could decrease the risk of WMSDs. The risk score 
of this task changed from 30 to12, and the risk 
range decreased from level 3 to level 2, as shown 
in Table 3.

The subjective rating of the operator shows 
that the neck, the shoulder, the lower back, the 
thigh, and the knee are better after the workplace 
improvement.

Figure 3. Trimming task (a) the workplace before 
improvement (b) a improving reference in “Collection of 
Ergonomical Working Postures” atlas (c) the workplace 
after improvement.

Table 1. The KIM evaluation of trimming task.

Status

Time
rating
point

Load
rating
point

Posture
rating
point

Working
conditions

Risk
score

Risk
range

Before 4 1 2 0 12 2
After 4 1 1 0  8 1

Table 2. The KIM evaluation of the plastic cleaning 
task.

Status

Time
rating
point

Load
rating
point

Posture
rating
point

Working
conditions

Risk
score

Risk
range

Before 4 1 4 0 20 2
After 4 1 2 0 12 2

Figure 4. Plastic cleaning task (a) the workplace before 
improvement (b) a improving reference in “Collection of 
Ergonomical Working Postures” atlas (c) the workplace 
after improvement.
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4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study is to apply ergonomic 
principle on workplaces improvement for workers 
to prevent WMSDs. An atlas, “Collection of 
Ergonomical Working Postures”, was used to 
help improvement, and Key Indicators Method 
(KIM) was used to evaluate the goodness of the 
improvement. Three work stations in a chemical 
company were improved to show results of the 
intervention. The results showed that the KIM risk 
scores of all three stations were reduced.

The rating scores corresponded to the subjective 
rating. Although the rating scores of all three work 
stations are reduced after improvement, only two 
of their risk ranges are leveled down. However, 
the subjective rating of the operators in all three 
work stations showed that they felt better in many 
important body regions. This shows the corre-
spondence between rating scores of KIM and sub-
jective rating.

A sitting posture was evaluated with defini-
tion not illustration reference of KIM worksheet 
in this study. In trimming task (see also Figure 3), 
the KIM method seems not to have proper illustra-
tive postures to be referred for the sitting posture. 
Instead of the direct reference of illustrative pos-
tures in KIM worksheet, the definition of posture 
in KIM worksheet—“Low bending or far bending 
forward”—was used to determine the rating of 
sitting posture before improvement. And for the 
posture after improved, the definition of posture 

in KIM worksheet—“Slightly bending forward or 
twisting the trunk”—was used. However, it is only 
a trial in this study, the correctness of using KIM 
to evaluation the sitting posture with prolonged 
workload should be further studied.
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Table 3. The KIM evaluation of the razor-assemble task.

Status

Time
rating
point

Load
rating
point

Posture
rating
point

Working
conditions

Risk
score

Risk
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ABSTRACT: In Taiwan, the statistics of labor insurance showed that the compensated WMSD cases 
accounted for 68% of all occupational illness in 2008. To address musculoskeletal disorders in the work-
place, we provide assistance to the small and medium business, including the free on-site ergonomic 
consultation and intervention, easy-to-follow intervention guides. To date, the project has counseled 
200 factories, more than 800 workplace cases. Results of on-site workplace improvement is highly recog-
nized. Complains of pain and discomforts of workers drops and work performance increases significantly. 
After intervention, the lumbar compression force reduces about 20%–73%. The cost of each intervention 
for most of the cases were less than 50 thousands NT dollars.

Keywords: musculoskeletal disorder, ergonomic intervention, anthropometry

ergonomics strategy through a combination of 
industrial-specific and task-specific guidelines, 
outreach, enforcement, and research (Figure 1). 
In Taiwan, 97% of the enterprises are small and 
medium business, in which about 76.58% of all 
labors are hired. Employees are less than 200 labors 
in every individual business.(MEA, 2009). On-site 
safety & health stuff  do not have the abilities to 
evaluate the ergonomic risk and to implement ergo-
nomic intervention. Furthermore, the exposure-
disorder relation of MSD is not very clear. Rashly 
setting an ergonomic duty clause would face tough 
challenge. Though, none of the common mus-
culoskeletal disorder is uniquely caused by work 
exposures, MSD is frequently associated with work 
environment. The intervention strategies to reduce 
these risks should be encouraged and extended. 
The proactive strategy has the potential of ben-
efiting not just to improve quality of workers’ life 
but also the productivity of the industry. For that 
majority of smaller employers facing the challeng-
ing of economic recession, government should 
provide more assistance to them, including the free 
on-site ergonomic consultation and intervention, 
easy-to-follow intervention guides.

2 METHOD AND MATERIAL

According to a nation-wide survey, 51.7% of 
labors considered that their work involved with 

1 INTRODUCTION

Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSD), 
often referred to as ergonomic injuries, are inju-
ries or illnesses affecting the connective tissues of 
the body such as muscles, nerves, tendons, joints, 
cartilage, or spinal discs. There is debate concern-
ing sources of risk, and mechanisms of injury. The 
complexity of the problem is further increased 
because the related risk factors interact and vary 
over time. Research is needed to clarify these risk 
factors, but research is complicated by the fact that 
estimates of incidence in the general population, as 
contrasted with the working population, are unre-
liable because the two overlap (NRC, 2001).

Though, the mechanism of injury is elusive and 
further research is needed, WMSD has been rec-
ognized as one of the most prevalent occupational 
ailment affecting health care expenditure and 
work force resources. In USA, WMSD accounted 
for 29 percent of all workplace injuries requiring 
time away from work in 2007, compared to 30 per-
cent of total days-away-from-work cases in 2006.
(DOL, 2008). In Taiwan, the statistics of labor 
insurance showed that the compensated WMSD 
cases accounted for 68% of all occupational illness 
in 2008 (CLA, 2008). Some of WMSD cases do 
return to work after medical treatment, but many 
will face recurrence and worsen health conditions.

To address musculoskeletal disorders in the 
workplace, OSHA developed a four-pronged 
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awkward postures, and 60% with repetitive motions 
(IOSH, 2004). Among thee MSD risk factors, 
such as awkward posture, forceful exertion, repeti-
tive motion, vibration, and extreme temperature, 
awkward posture is much easier to recognized and 
evaluated by workers, e.g. elevation of shoulder, bend 
back. Prolonged work in poor posture is one of the 
leading causes of WMSD, which results in fatigue, 
pain, or disease in the neck, shoulder, wrist, back, or 
other parts of body. To some extent, poor working 
postures are related with unsuitable design of work-
stations, which do not fit the labors’ anthropometry.

To help labors further understand the rela-
tion between poor postures and anthropometry, 
first IOSH (Institute of Occupational Safety and 
Health) and National Tsing Hua University had 
had undergone a series of 1D and 3D anthropo-
metrical database survey, which completed in 2004. 
The evolution of MSD prevention in Taiwan is 
depicted as following (Figure 2).

The above database was used to compile a book-
let “Collection of Ergonomic Working Postures” 
which contains 100 typical workplace designs 
based on the concept of “functional working pos-
ture” in 2005. A functional working posture is one 
that is natural and energy saving for task perform-
ance. The basic idea is to keep the trunk and neck 
upright as much as possible, because bending of 
these two segments will result in excessive stress on 
the lumbar and neck. In addition, keep the hands 
as close to the body as possible to reduce stress.

In 2007, a pilot study on intervention was con-
ducted and a second booklet “Method of Ergonomic 

Workplace Improvement” was compiled to instruct 
on-site S & H stuffs how to utilize the booklet 
“Collection of Ergonomic Working Postures” and 
understanding the concept of “functional working 
posture”. First, through the posture comparison, 
such as standing or sitting, and heavy or light work, 
they can choose an appropriate typical workplace 
design from the booklet. Then adjust the size in the 
typical workplace design to fit the on-site situation 
and workers’ anthropometry.

Based on intervention cases of pilot study, 
we put together these preliminary techniques of 
ergonomic intervention for experts. This prelimi-
nary techniques consist of a standardized chart 
of intervention process and a set of work sheets 
of standard procedure. To widely diffuse the ergo-
nomic intervention, an easy-to-follow interven-
tion guides was made. This rule-based technique, 
checking-typed process chart and diagrammatic 
Standard Operation Procedure (SOP), in reducing 
the dependency on ergonomics and engineering 
knowledge, so any personnel with basic training in 
ergonomics is able to improve workplace by him/
herself  based on this SOP.

With all these booklets served as guiding refer-
ence, we organized a consulting team to promote the 
MSD prevention in 2009. To achieve this objective, 
the following works were devised: (1) world-wide 
literature review on promotion of ergonomic 
hazard prevention, (2) design and print colored 
promotion leaflets on promotion of ergonomic 
hazard prevention, (3) held workshops on pro-
motion of ergonomic hazard prevention, (4) held 

Figure 1. OSHA MSDs prevention program.
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colloquiums on promotion of ergonomic hazard 
prevention (for recruiting participating factories), 
(5) conduct the on-site ergonomic intervention.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To date, the project has counseled 200 factories, 
more than 800 workplace cases. Results of on-site 
workplace improvement is highly recognized. 
Complains of pain and discomforts of workers 
drops and work performance increases significantly 
(Figure 3). The cost of each intervention for most 
of the cases were less than 50 thousands NT dollars 
(Figure 4).

This prevention project primarily focused on 
working posture improvement, through worksta-
tion redesign and use of easy supporting equip-
ment. To reduce repetitive hand/wrist motion, 
it is sometimes involved with the use of machine 
or automation. The cost would be higher than 
that of the posture improvement and this higher 
cost investment may impede employer’s attempt. 
We hope to acquire some more experience on 
improvement of repetitive hand/wrist motion and 
conquer this problem in the future.
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Figure 2. The evolution of WMSD prevention program.

Figure 3. The percentage of reduction of L5/S1 com-
pression force, complaints, and increase of performance 
after intervention.
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Figure 4. The cost distribution of intervention.
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ABSTRACT: Taiwan was once a manufacturing country. Even now there are still many traditional 
factories. Occupational diseases from Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSD) such as low 
back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, are commonly seen in Taiwan because of the lack of concept of ergo-
nomics to prevent. The purpose of Field studies on Interventions of WMSD Prevention for the factories 
of Taiwan is to explore the WMSD on workplace and to improve by redesigning the workplace. The joint 
loads on L4/L5 were used for analysis and assessment with JACK software.
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The aim of this field study was to explore the 
effects of the loads, posture and working type on 
WMSD especially for lumbar spinal disorders on 
Taiwan.

2 METHOD

2.1 Subjects

This study was performed in the Chung Shan 
Medical Hospital, Chung Shan Medical University. 
Ten patients seeking medical care for pain associ-
ated with clinically and radiologically verified 
Herniated Intervertebral Disc (HIVD) or sympto-
matic lumbar disc spondylolisthesis and applying 
for worker’s compensation from 2008 to 2010 were 
surveyed and analyzed. Field study was then done 
in the worksite. They are from meat processing 
worker (Meat), worker in injection molding equip-
ment (Injection), worker in mold factory (Mold), 
four construction workers (Construction), two 
package delivery workers (delivery), and one power 
pole worker (Power). Basic demographic data was 

1 INTRODUCTION

Musculoskeletal disorders are reported to occur in 
certain industries and occupations with rates up 
to three or four times higher than the average rate 
cross all industries (Punnett et al. 2004, Spallek 
et al. 2010). Taiwan was once a manufacturing 
country. Even now there are still many traditional 
factories. Occupational diseases from Work-related 
MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSD) such as low 
back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, are commonly 
seen in Taiwan because of the lack of concept of 
ergonomics to prevent.

A number of intrinsic and extrinsic factors 
have been implicated in the aetiology of WMSDs 
(Punnett et al. 2004, Tinubu et al. 2010). Silverstein 
et al. (Silverstein et al. 2007) reported repetitious 
movement, awkward postures, and high force lev-
els as the three primary risk factors that have been 
associated with WMSDs.

Accurate reporting of work-related conditions 
is necessary to monitor workplace health and 
safety and to identify the interventions that are 
most needed (Hoonakker et al. 2010).
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listed on Table 1. The meat processing worker dealt 
with pig internal organ. The job included the pack-
ing the internal organ and put them to a barrel. 
The job in injection molding machine included lift-
ing the raw materials of the ground to dry machine 
and pour the dried materials to tank of injection 
molding machine. The job in the construction 
included the lifting the steel and wood plate for 
building. The package delivery worker processed 
the packages passing to customs. Their job included 
the lifting and carrying the packages. Power pole 
worker processed the power wire connection. Their 
job included the lifting materials to electrical pole 
and processed the connection of wire.

2.2 Data process

The main lifting tasks were recorded by digit 
camera (fig. 1). There are some parameters cal-
culated. Peak load is the maximum weight of lift-
ing or carrying. Total loads is the total amount of 
load being lifted. Number of bending is the total 
number of bending body forward while lifting the 
weight of objects over 5 Kg. Peak loads in lum-
ber is the vertical force exerted on spine, calculated 
from the Jack software (fig. 2). Average loading 
is the mean of the loads on lumbar spine in the 
period of lifting. Cumulative exposure was sum of 
loading exerted in lumbar in a year of experience 
as follows (Seidler et al. 2010).

Cumulative exposure = work year × sum dose
per year

3 RESULTS

Peak load total loads and number of bending of 
Table 2 is information of the interview with the 

patients on his or her worksite. Peak load in lumber 
and average load is calculated from Jack software 
by the measurement of workplace environment 
and the height of subjects.

3.1 Age

The youngest patient was 28 from package deliv-
ery worker, and the oldest was 60 from meat
processing worker.

Table 1. Basic demographic data of patients.

Age (yrs) Gender
Years of
experience

Loading
hours
per day Injury

Meat 60 M 39 1 SP
Injection 51 F 19 3 HIVD
Mold 41 F 18 5 SP
Construction1 55 F 20 2 HIVD
Construction2 48 F 32 2 HIVD
Construction3 56 F 25 2 HIVD
Construction4 52 F 20 2 HIVD
Delivery1 28 F  5 3 HIVD
Delivery2 51 F 26 3 HIVD
Power 34 F 11 2 HIVD

SP: Spondylolisthesis, HIVD: Herniated Intervertebral Disc.

Figure 1. A typical picture from workplace.

Figure 2. Loading analysis on L4/L5 with JACK 
software.
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3.2 The number of bending

The most number of bending occurred on Deliv-
ery1 to 1300 times per day. On the other hand, the 
least number of bending was Meat to 100 times 
per day.

3.3 Peak load in lumber

The least peak load in lumber was 3400 N at Meat. 
The others in peak load were very close to 4300 N.

4 DISCUSSION

The field studies explored the effects of the 
working posture and the weight of object on lum-
bar force and lumbar spinal disorders. Calculation 
of the total loads, number of bending, peak loads 
in lumbar and average load in lumbar was based 
on self  reported data on the weight of lifted or car-
ried objects, the duration of lifting, and harmful 
working posture. With the on-site interview and 
estimation, the self  reported data could be more 
reasonable.

According worker compensation of occupa-
tional disease in lumbar spine on Taiwan, there 
are three adequate occupational exposures. Firstly, 
workday is over 220 days per year and the maintain-
ing 8 to 10 years. Secondly, cumulative exposure is 
greater than 25*106 Nh. Thirdly, the compressive 
force on lumbar spine is greater than 3400 N. In 
this study, ten patients reached the criteria as the 
occupational disease of lumbar spine. The case 
Delivery1 should pay more attention. The weight 
of objects is less and the getting the occupational 
disease is the faster. The is possible from the larger 
number of bending that leaded the cumulative 
exposure to the limited.

We notice that the heavier loads in lumbar 
spine come from lifting objects from the ground 

especially for the package delivery. It is suggested 
that the height of the object should move to the 
height of the work’s elbow about 75 cm with a 
table, which can reduce the bending and the loads 
on lumbar. This is a easy prevention method on 
WMSD but the stack space would decrease or 
limit the walkway.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The larger number of bending will decrease the 
weight that worker could lift and shorten duration 
of being occupational disease even while work-
places are tending to change towards decreasing 
physical work load overtime.
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Table 2. Loading data on patients.

Peak
loads

Total
loads

Number
of bending

Peak loads
in lumber

Average
loading

Cumulative
exposure

Meat 30 1500  100 3400 2200 55*106

Injection 30 1200  200 4400 2500 61*106

Mold 40 4134  925 4400 3000 36*106

Construction1 60 2300  200 4200 2500 67*106

Construction2 50 7200  510 4408 3120 111*106

Construction3 50 3200  425 4105 3050 85*106

Construction4 50 3200  225 4215 2875 64*106

Delivery1 25 9100 1300 4312 2757 18*106

Delivery2 35 3000  800 4415 2845 101*106

Power 30 3120  110 4240 2750 49*106
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Application of the key indicators method in ergonomic 
interventions
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ABSTRACT: Ergonomic interventions to reduce risk of Work-related Musculoskeletal Disorders 
(WMSDs) typically require tools to help investigators identify ergonomic risk factors. This study evalu-
ates the applicability of Key Indicator Method (KIM) tools to Taiwan industries using ergonomics data 
collected by a project conducted by the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH), Taiwan, 
during 2008–2009. The dataset includes inspection reports and advice for 379 tasks for 102 companies 
conducted by 10 ergonomists. Risk score and risk level of each task before and after suggested ergonomic 
changes were evaluated using the KIM. Statistical results show that 77% of all tasks were associated with 
manual load handling, to which the KIM is applicable. Unfortunately, about two-thirds of these tasks 
were not evaluated by KIM due to missing rating data for “time” (97%), “load” (36%), “posture” (2%), 
and “environment” (1%). Only 98 inspection tasks with complete rating data were assessed. Among these 
tasks, none had an increased risk score after a suggested amendment and 72 cases (74%) had a reduced 
risk level according to ranges of risk scores by the KIM. The overall analytical result suggests a good 
agreement between inspector experience and the KIM scoring system. This study demonstrates that the 
KIM tools are appropriate for Taiwan’s manufacturing industry for onsite screening physical workloads.

Keywords: physical workload, musculoskeletal disorder, ergonomic intervention

– Predictability—the tool should provide a valid 
predictive measure of risk of musculoskeletal 
injury that would occur for a population per-
forming the assessed task.

– Robustness—can be used in any work situation.
– Inexpensiveness—the tool must be available at 

minimal monetary cost.
– Non-invasion—the assessment does not alter 

the way a worker performs a job, nor alter the 
process workflow or work quality.

– Quickness—assessment and analysis can be per-
formed quickly.

– Ease of use—the tool can be used with minimal 
training.

Various assessment tools have been developed 
with these characteristics. For instance, the revised 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) lifting equation (Waters et al. 
1993, NIOSH 1994) and the lifting Threshold 
Limit Value (TLV) of American Conference of 
Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH 2003) were devel-
oped for material handling assessments. The Strain 
Index (Moore & Garg 1995), the ACGIH Hand 

1 BACKGROUND

MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) are the most 
common work-related injury in numerous coun-
tries (Punnett & Wegman 2004). Work-related 
injuries and disability are potentially preventable 
and identifying suitable interventions that reduce 
work-related MSDs (WMSDs) is important. 
A combination of physical, psychological, and 
psychophysical workplace risk factors have been 
documented (Punnett & Wegman 2004). Physical 
risk factors, such as high forces, high repetition, 
working in awkward postures, long-term static 
postures, local contact forces, and vibrations are 
common. However, the complex causes of MSDs 
pose a significant obstacle to their control. Con-
sequently, ergonomic risk assessment methods, 
which consider multiple physical exposures in an 
integrated model of risk prediction, are frequently 
utilized to direct industrial prevention initiatives 
(Jones & Kumar 2007).

Chris Hamrick (2006) proposed that the ideal 
field assessment tool should have the following 
characteristics:
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Activity Level (HAL) TLV (ACGIH 2003), and the 
concise exposure index (OCRA) (Occhipini 1998) 
were developed for upper extremity assessments. 
The Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) 
(McAtamney & Corlett 1993) and Rapid Entire 
Body Assessment (REBA) (Hignett & McAtamney 
2000) were developed for entire body assessments. 
Although these assessment tools were developed 
and validated for identifying potential MSD risk 
factors in particular instances, an assessment tool 
with few limitations in its application to general 
on-site tasks is preferable.

The Key Indicator Method (KIM), developed 
by the Federal Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health, German (Bundesanstalt für Arbeitss-
chutz und Arbeitsmedizin, BAuA) and Commit-
tee of  the Laender for Occupational Safety and 
Health, German (Länderausschuss für Arbeitss-
chutz und Sicherheitstechnik, LASI), was pub-
lished in 2001–2002 and has been adopted by 
several EU countries for risk assessment on the 
screening level for manual load handling (SLIC 
2010, Carlsson 2009). The KIM is intended only 
for identification of  bottlenecks and need for 
action. The KIM contains descriptions of  rel-
evant activity indicators, the so-called key indica-
tors. Indicator selection is primary related to their 
influence on cause-and-effect relationships. The 
indicators are duration, frequency, and distance 
with a multiplier for weight, posture, and working 
conditions. The KIM is a simple diagnostic and/
or assessment tool designed for employers, inspec-
tors, technologists, ergonomists, safety officers, 
company physicians, and even employees.

Although the KIM is easily employed (Carlsson 
2009), no Taiwanese study has used the KIM as 
an assessment tool. The purpose of this prelimi-
nary study is to survey the coverage of the KIM to 
Taiwan industries by reviewing data from previous 
ergonomic inspections.

2 METHOD

2.1 Data resource

The data analyzed were obtained for 379 tasks 
at 102 industrial companies by 10 inspectors 
participating in a project by the Institute of Occu-
pational Safety and Health (IOSH), Taiwan, 
during 2008–2009. The purpose of this IOSH 
project was to apply ergonomic interventions in 
workplaces to eliminate or reduce the incidence 
of WMDs. Ninety percent of inspected compa-
nies were in the manufacturing industry and were 
located in Taiwan’s industrial or science parks. 
The other companies inspected were in the health-
care or social-welfare services industries (4%), 

transportation and storage (2%), mining and 
quarrying (1%), animal husbandry (1%) and other 
services (2%). All inspected companies voluntarily 
participated in this study after attending symposi-
ums held by IOSH. All inspectors in this project 
were university faculty specialized in ergonomics. 
Their average length of experience in workplace 
inspections was 2.5 years (range, 1–10 years).

For each inspected task, the factors that were 
assessed, and information gathered by all inspec-
tors comprised an overview of  a task, key prob-
lems raised by a company, a workplace tour, 
analyses of  specific tasks using such tools as the 
NIOSH lifting equation, photography and videos 
of  operators performing tasks, and interviews 
with individual operators. Photographs, physical 
dimensions of  a workplace and assessment tools 
that enabled quantification of  information (e.g., 
RULA, Ovako Working Posture Analysis System 
(OWAS), HAL TLV, biomechanics estimation, or 
the NIOSH lifting equation) were used to explain 
problems to management. When recommending 
task changes, inspectors usually indicated that 
changes were required, such as modifications 
to equipment, workspace layout and/or work-
ing practices. Diagrams or sketches for tool and 
workspace changes were typically provided in the 
inspection report.

2.2 Analyses procedure

Two investigators in this study reviewed each 
inspection report and recommended task changes. 
All task changes were divided into groups of 
manually handling loads and others. For each 
task involving manual load handling, investigators 
read the inspection report to identify the indicator 
information of handling duration, frequency or 
distance, and handling weight (load), posture, and 
working conditions. Inspected tasks with incom-
plete information were identified and the types 
of missing data were registered. For tasks with 
complete information, risk scores and risk levels 
before and after suggested ergonomic changes 
were evaluated using the KIM. Risk scores and 
risk levels, before and after changes, of  each evalu-
ated task were then compared to assess whether 
adequate improvement can be achieved by the 
recommended change.

A reduction from a risk score of ≥25 to <25 or 
from a risk level of  ≥3 to ≤2 is considered a ben-
eficial change. A change is considered ineffective 
if  it has a risk score of ≥25 or a risk level of  ≥3 
after a change. Relatively, recommended changes 
to a task with an original risk score of <25 or 
with a risk level of  ≤2 is considered inadvisable. 
Descriptive statistics were used when analyzing 
quantitative data.
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3 RESULTS

Evaluation results indicate that 292 (77%) of all 
inspected tasks involved manual load handling. 
Eighty-seven (23%) recommendations not asso-
ciated with manual load handling included con-
cerns and suggestions for vision (13.8%), the 
work environment (16.1%), prolonged static pos-
ture (59.8%), and safety (10.3%). Unfortunately, 
194 tasks involving manual load handling were not 
evaluated by the KIM due to missing key indicator 
data. Among these tasks, missing task information 
for “duration/frequency/distance,” “load,” “pos-
ture,” and “working condition” accounted for 97%, 
36%, 2% and 1% of causes, respectively.

Only 98 tasks with complete information 
were evaluated using the KIM. The percentages 
of these tasks in manufacturing, health-care or 
social-welfare services industries, transportation, 
and storage and other services were 92%, 4%, 1%, 
3%, respectively. Among these tasks, none had an 
increased risk score after implementing recom-
mended changes. Figure 1 and Table 1 show a scat-
ter diagram of risk scores and the count of tasks in 
each risk level, respectively. Eighty-seven (88.8%) 
tasks had a lower risk score after the suggested 
change than before the change. According to risk 
ranges defined by the KIM, 73 tasks (74.5%) had a 
reduced risk level after suggested changes. Forty-six 
tasks (46.9%) originally had a risk level of ≥3 and 
reached a risk level of ≤2 after suggested changes. 
Nevertheless, 24 (24.5%) of 98 evaluated tasks still 
had a risk level ≥3, even though 17 tasks had a 

risk level reduced from 4 to 3, indicating physical 
overload is possible or likely for a normal worker. 
Another 28 (28.6%) evaluated tasks had risk 
levels ≤2 (risk scores <25) before implementing rec-
ommended changes, indicating that physical over-
load is unlikely for a normal worker.

4 DISCUSSION

According to inspection reports from the IOSH 
project, significantly more companies in the manu-
facturing industry than in other industries have a 
pressing need to identify key factors and reduce 
risk of MSDs. Those inspectors focused primarily 
on the physical aspects of tasks. Of all inspected 
tasks, 77% were associated with manual load han-
dling tasks and most of these tasks required reduc-
tions to physical workloads. This demonstrates 
the potential use and coverage of the KIM tool 
for Taiwan’s manufacturing industry. Neverthe-
less, nearly 66% of these inspection reports did 
not have “time-rating” data, the most important 
determinant for assessing physical workload in the 
KIM. Investigators inferred the likely causes when 
time-rating data were missing due to inconsistent 
task durations or large predicted spinal compres-
sion forces exceeding the NIOSH action limit 
(3400 N). However, missing time information also 
suggests that operational parameters, such as fre-
quency, duration, overall loading time, or carrying 
distance, were likely overlooked during ergonomic 
inspections. The use of the KIM can therefore 
prompt inspectors to collect decisive parameters.

According to KIM evaluations, all inspector rec-
ommendations, except for 11, have a positive effect 
on reducing manual handling loads. The overall 
analytical result indicates good agreement between 
inspector experience and the scoring system in the 
KIM. Those 11 tasks without reduced risk scores 
after suggested changes were implemented made 
use of a floor mat (2), protection or anti-vibration 
gloves (5), a high chair (1), and an altered equip-
ment arrangement (1) or increased pause duration 
(2) instead of “key indicators.” Among these tasks, 
8 had low KIM risk levels (≤2), partly explaining 

Figure 1. Risk scores of tasks evaluated using the KIM 
before and after ergonomic changes. Numbers in the plot 
indicate multiple data. The three grey zones at lower-
left, center and upper-right, indicate risk levels of ≤2, 3, 
and 4, respectively.

Table 1. Number of tasks in each KIM risk level before 
and after suggested changes (N = 98).

Risk level 

Before suggested changes

1 2 3 4

After suggested
changes

4 0  0  0  1
3 0  0  6 17
2 0 15 35 11
1 3 10  0  0
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why inspectors suggested changes based on risk 
factors other than the key indicators in the KIM.

About one-fourth of evaluated tasks did not 
reach a low KIM risk level (≤2), indicating a possi-
bility of physical overload, even after implementing 
inspector suggestions. This observation suggests 
that use of the KIM can help inspectors identify 
bottlenecks, tasks requiring action, and predict the 
effectiveness of recommendations. With the KIM, 
if  an inspector determines that a planned change 
cannot reduce risk level of a task to ≤2, additional 
action or alternative changes should be imple-
mented. Conversely, if  a task already has a risk 
level ≤2, actions to lower the key indicator rating 
would be inadvisable to an employer.

To date, the KIM consists of two evaluation 
tools, one for evaluating tasks with lifting, holding, 
or carrying (KIM-LHC) operations, and the other 
for tasks with pushing or pulling (KIM-PP) opera-
tions. Investigators identified over 98% of tasks 
using the KIM-LHC tool. Although the KIM-
LHC tool is not applicable to all tasks, it has good 
coverage and is an effective screening tool for fur-
ther actions. This KIM tool is easily employed and 
can be helpful in dialogue with employers about 
assessing the risk for MSDs in workplaces. The 
KIM tools can be promising for onsite screening 
of physical workloads if  future development fur-
ther covers tasks of repetitive manual processing, 
high action forces, constrained postures and body 
movement without manual load handling.
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ABSTRACT: This study is to develop an ergonomic intervention proposal for the blood testing task in 
a blood donation center. When performing the task, the medical technologist must raise the test tube high 
above the head and visually check the react of blood at the bottom of test tube. The technologists com-
plain about sore neck and shoulder. To develop the intervention, this study conducted a field investigation 
and RULA assessment. It is noted that the working posture involved shoulder elevation and neck exten-
sion and the resulting RULA score is 7, which requires intervention. Based on the findings in the field 
investigation, two proposals are made. One is to use armrest for the support of upper arm and the second 
one use mirror to reflect the image of test tube bottom. The latter prevents technologist from shoulder 
elevation and neck extension. The RULA score is 2, indicating that the intervention is helpful.

Keywords: ergonomic, intervention, WMSD, RULA, blood testing

when performing the task. Some of the commonly 
known factors are posture adopted, force applied, 
frequency and repetition of movement exposed 
and vibration experienced … etc. (Burdorf and 
Sorrock, 1997, Kilbom, 1994, Melhorn, 1999). As 
the factor varies from task to task, it is important 
to develop customized ergonomic intervention base 
on the job characteristic of each task. However, 
not every task units is specialized in ergonomic 
and need consultation from ergonomic experts to 
develop their own intervention plan. Under this 
circumstance, the Institute of Occupational Safety 
and Health (IOSH) in Taiwan launches a multiple 
years filed ergonomic intervention project. The 
project sends out ergonomists to work with organi-
zations that request for consultation to develop the 
ergonomic intervention proposal. The project then 
submits the ergonomic intervention proposal to the 
organization.

Taipei blood donation center, an organization 
that put emphasis on employee’s occupational 
safety and health, filed a request to the IOSH for 

1 INTRODUCTION

Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders  (WMSDs) 
are an important issue in occupational safety and 
a common cause of health problem. (Bernard, 
1997, European Agency for Safety and Health at 
Work, 2007). Many studies have been conducted 
to investigate the casues of WMSDs and the way 
to prevent it (Albert et al., 2005, Colombini & 
Occhipinti, 2006, David et al., 2008, Herbert et al., 
2001, Melhorn, 1999). As the study indicated, the 
causes of WMSDs are very complicated. These 
factors range from workplace related, individual, 
and psychosocial (David et al., 2008, Menzel et al., 
2004). As there are so many factors that could lead 
to WMSDs, it is important to identify the main 
courses for the development of an effective interven-
tion. Among these factors, US occupational safety 
and health administration (OHSA) suggested that 
workplace risk factor along are necessary to pro-
duce WMSDs (US department of Labor, 2000). 
Workplace risk factors are the physical demands 
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ergonomic intervention consultation. The main 
target is on the blood testing task. The blood 
testing task is a key operation in blood donation 
center. It visually screens the donated blood and 
evaluate whether there is any certain effect exit 
preventing the use of donated blood on other 
patient.

To perform the blood testing task, the medi-
cal technologists first drop some chemical reagent 
drops into the test tube and then soon raise the 
test tube high above the head and slightly shake 
for few seconds. Then they visually check the reac-
tion of blood clot at bottom of test tube and make 
the evaluation (Fig. 1). In order to check the result 
clearly, the technologists must raise the test tube 
high above the head and look and the bottom 
with a light from the opposite side of test tube. 
The process is quick, usually finishes within 1 min. 
The average frequency of the test is about 300–400 
times everyday. There are some complains about 
sore neck and shoulders.

The purpose of this study is to propose an ergo-
nomic intervention for this task to prevent the 
suffering of WMSDs. The field investigation and 
RULA evaluation were conducted in order to draw 
an ergonomic intervention proposal.

2 METHODS

Before the development of the ergonomic interven-
tion, a field investigation was conducted to collected 

necessary information such as posture adopted, 
task frequency ... etc. This study also completed the 
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) developed 
by McAtamney & Corlett (1993) to this task. First, 
a field investigate was conducted. The ergonomist 
went to the lab and watched how the test was con-
ducted, record the layout, task frequency and took 
necessary pictures. The study also interviewed the 
technologist to understand some key points of the 
task. The study completed RULA after the inves-
tigation to check the risk score. The second step 
was to develop an ergonomic intervention proposal 
base on the findings of first two steps.

The development of ergonomic intervention 
includes three steps. The first step was to iden-
tify if  there is an alternative for using mechanical 
tool to perform the task. If  there is any alterna-
tive, then evaluate the suitable tool that could be 
recommended to the operator. If  there is no alter-
native, the study then evaluates if  there is any pos-
sibility to change the body parts that technologist 
used to apply force. For example, is it possible to 
use the leg to press the foot pedal instead of using 
hand to press the button, or is it possible to use 
trunk to carry the load instead of using hands to 
carry the load … etc. The ergonomist then review 
the working posture, try to suggest a functional 
posture that allow operators to perform the task 
easily, without bring extra burden onto human 
body. Figure 2 shows the evaluation flow chart that 
helps this study to develop the proposal.

Tool 

applicable

Machine

Support

Hand tool

etc

Functional posture:

Standing

High stand and sit

Sitting

Trunk

Feet

Hands interchange

etc
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No

No
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Start

proposal
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Figure 2. The evaluation flow chart.

Figure 1. Photograph of the blood testing task.
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3 RESULT

3.1 Field investigation

From the field observation, it is noted that some 
of the WMSDs risk factors may exist. Table 1 
listed the risk factors noted from the field investi-
gation. The study noted that the technologists are 
performing the task in an awkward body posture 
that may raise the WMSDs concern. The task is 
performed in the condition described below. The 
task is conducted in a lab and the samples and rea-
gents are placed on the table. The light source is 
mounted on the ceiling. The task is performed in 
a standing posture. As the technologists raise the 
test tube higher than the head and visual check 
it, there are four points worth attention. First, as 
the upper arm is raised above shoulder, it means 
that the shoulder is elevated. The elevation of 
shoulder involves the movement of scapular and 
clavicle bone, which means many muscle are used 
to support the stability of the elevated shoulder. 
This may be the major cause of musculoskeletal 
discomfort. Second, the head titles back ward a 
little bit which imply a constricting neck muscle. 
This could be another source of discomfort. Third, 
the forward arm is also flexed in an upright posi-
tion as technologist needs to bring the test tube I 
align the eyesight for a better visual acuity. This 
could also apply more loads to the arm. Fourth, 
the hand is flexed too to hold the test tube in a tilt 
position. Although the duration of each task is not 
long, only takes about 1 min, it repeats 300–400 
times in a work shift per person. The frequency 
factor could also be another major cause of mus-
culoskeletal discomfort complains.

During the interview, the technologists pointed 
out the important of clear visual acuity. They 
emphasizes that a slight difference in the clotting 
of blood would lead to very different evaluation 
result. Besides, the technologists also mentioned 
the important of testing time as the clotting of 
blood changes in a very short time. Therefore, the 
technologist must raise the test tube up and make 
the evaluation soon after the chemical reagent was 
dropped into the test tube. Therefore, they must be 
very concentrate when performing the test.

The result of RULA assessment further supports 
the study’s concern. The RULA score is 7, which 
means the task in action level 4 (AL 4). This means 
that immediate intervention is needed and must 
be implemented soon. Therefore, this study went 
further to develop the ergonomic intervention pro-
posal based on the intervention flowchart and the 
finding of field evaluation.

3.2 Ergonomic intervention proposal

Following the intervention flowchart, this study 
first checked if  there is an alternative to use 
mechanical tool to perform the test. However, rais-
ing and shaking the test tube is not a load demand-
ing task, therefore, it is not necessary to find any 
tool that replace hand. Second, as the load is not 
demanding, there is no need to replace the hand 
with other body part to hold the test tube and shake 
it. Third, the posture adopted was checked by this 
study. Based on the finding from the field investi-
gation, this study suggests that modifying the pos-
ture used in performing the task is needed. A first 
idea is to provide a support for the upper arm. 
This could help to relieve the load applied on the 
shoulder when raising the upper arm. Although 
this proposal could not solve the problem of con-
stricting neck muscle in the same time, it is easy 
to implement, only need to install an arm support 
on the table (Fig. 3). Besides, it is suggested to fur-
ther install a light source at sitting eye height. This 
helps to provide a better luminance and prevent 
technologist to raise the test tube too high above 
head just because the only light source is installed 
on the ceiling.

However, to propose a functional posture that 
fit the task without causing body load, this study 
reexamines the posture requirement of performing 

Table 1. Summarized WMSDs risk factors noted in the 
task.

Risk factor Description

Posture Shoulder elevation
Posture Neck extension
Posture Forward arm flexion
Posture Hand flexion
Frequency 300–400 per work shift per person

Figure 3. The sketch of armrest proposal.
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the test task. From the interview result, it is clear 
that the key point of  this test is to check the bot-
tom of  the test tube as the clotting of  blood sinks 
near the bottom of  test tube. This is the major 
reason that leads to the elevation of  shoulder 
and extension of  neck. Therefore, the fundamen-
tal issue is to propose a posture that could easily 
check the bottom of  the test tube. To solve the 
problem, a mirror is utilized in the proposal to 
reflect the image of  test tube bottom. By checking 
the image in the mirror, the technologists do not 
need to raise the test tube high above the head. 
This eliminates the need to elevate the shoulder 
and extend the neck.

The proposed ergonomic intervention by intro-
ducing a mirror is summarized into four parts. 
First, the mirror is installed on the table at height 
of  sitting eye height and slanted back little bit. 
The degree of  slant angle and mirror height 
should be adjustable to match each technologist’s 
dimension and preference. Second, a light source 
is installed at bottom and top of  the mirror to 
provide enough luminance for visual check task. 
The technologists sit on the chair and take the 
test tube in front of  the mirror and shake it. The 
technologists then look at the image of  test tube 
in the mirror and make the evaluation. Under this 
circumstance, the technologists perform the task 
in a normal sitting posture with upper arm flex a 
little bit and forward arm flexed to bring the test 
tube in front of  the mirror. The head only needs 
to tilt down a little bit to look at the image in the 
mirror. Figure 4 is a sketch that illustrates the 
idea of  this intervention.

To further assure the effectiveness of this inter-
vention, this study use RULA to assess the pro-
posal. As there is no much elevation and flexion, 
the resulted RULA score is 2 and this indicate 
that the task is in action level 2 (score 1–2). This 
means the task is acceptable, no further interven-
tion is needed.

4 DISCUSSION

The draft of ergonomic intervention was submitted 
to the blood testing lab for their opinion. The 
feedback is positive yet. The medical technolo-
gists accept these two ideas in the first glance. For 
the arm rest proposal, they are sure this provides 
some support to their arms and could relieve the 
workload on the shoulder. However, this still bring 
excessive workload on the neck muscle.

As to the mirror proposal, the technologists 
appreciate the new working posture that eliminates 
the need of shoulder elevation and neck flexion. 
However, the key point is the clearance of the 
image in the mirror. If  it is not clear enough, it will 
force the technologist bend their head down close 
to the mirror for a better image. This will result in 
a sore neck and poor evaluation accuracy. In the 
mean time, the new proposal alters the way tech-
nologist used to perform the evaluation. Resist-
ance of the new proposal from some of them is 
expected. The resistance will be higher when this 
proposal does not bring any benefit in the begin-
ning and even bring adverse effect such as sore 
neck, poor eyesight and bad performance. At the 
end, the technologist will refuse to adopt the new 
proposal and the new proposal will be failed.

Therefore, to make sure the new proposal could 
be implemented successfully, following meas-
ures are needed. First, assure the grade of mirror 
installed is high enough to provide clear images. 
Second, the technologist should develop a SOP for 
the new proposal themselves so that no much con-
flict exists in using the new method. Third, there 
should be a training course for the new working 
procedure to make sure technologists are famil-
iar with the new method and the performance is 
not affected. Fourth, conducts benchmarking to 
the original method to assure technologist that 
the performance will not be affected by the new 
method. It is believed the new proposal could be 
accepted by the medical technologist and reduces 
their musculoskeletal discomfort after these meas-
ures are implemented.

5 CONCLUSION

Two ergonomics intervention are proposed in this 
study. The armrest proposal is easy to implement 
but with limited effectiveness. The mirror pro-
posal substantially changes the working posture 
and shows greater benefit based on RULA result. 
While the cost of mirror proposal is very few, it 
implies some ergonomic intervention could be very 
cost effective and revision of working posture or 
provide some support is worth study. The result 
also support the use of intervention flowchart 

Figure 4. The sketch of ergonomic intervention by 
introducing the use of mirror.
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developed in this study. It helps to derive a useful 
intervention proposal following the logic of this 
flowchart. It is hoped that all these could encour-
age ergonomists to develop more ergonomics inter-
vention in various industries for the prevention of 
WMSDs.
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ABSTRACT: The objective of this paper is to demonstrate an ergonomic intervention technique for 
preventing Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSDs). WMSDs are a serious occupational 
safety and hygiene problem in industrial countries, and generally agreed that the occupational risk factors 
of WMSDs are over-exertion, high repetition, unfavorable temperature, vibration, and awkward working 
posture. A protocol technique is developed and to seek a design improvement to eliminate or reduce these 
risk factors. This technique consists of an ergonomic intervention process chart, and 3 standard opera-
tion work sheets. A driver’s seat final assembly operation is used as an example to shows that ergonomic 
intervention can be done, step by step, by following the chart and work sheets, and the result evaluation 
shows that musculoskeletal stress is reduced, while subjective rating and productivity are increased. Com-
parative studies indicate that this technique is applicable to field studies in Taiwan, and most ergonomic 
intervention cases illustrated in the literature as well.

Keywords: work related musculoskeletal disorders, WMSD, WMSD prevention, ergonomic intervention

for each risk factor, to design a new work method 
and/or workplace that eliminates or lowers the 
severity of these factors, so that the musculoskel-
etal stress of the worker is lowered and WMSD are 
prevented.

2 METHOD

Aiming to eliminate or reduce the risk factors of 
WMSD, we have developed a protocol technique 
for WMSD prevention: an ergonomic intervention 
process chart (see Figure 1 below) and 3 work-
sheets (see Figure 2 below). The process chart 
consists of 5 phases: “work observation,” “risk 
factor diagnosis,” “design improvement,” “result 
evaluation,” and “other intervention”; the 3 work-
sheets are used to assist information recording and 
data analysis for intervention.

“Work observation” is used to record the 
current work situation, such as workplace layout, 
equipment and tools, working parts and materi-
als, worker characteristics, as well as task analysis 
of the work performance. This phase is meant to 
collect background information for “Risk factor 
diagnosis.”

1 INTRODUCTION

Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WMSD) 
are a serious occupational safety and hygiene prob-
lem in industrial countries, affecting not only the 
health of workers but also causing tremendous 
cost to industry due to work absenteeism, medi-
cal expenses, and productivity loss (Liang 2003). 
According to EU, US, and Japanese statistics, 
the percentage of  occupational injury lost work 
days that are attributable to WMSD is consist-
ently high: EU 38% (ERUOGIP 2007), US 32% 
(BSL 2007), and Japan 41.2% (Suka & Yoshida 
2005). The total loss due to WMSD in the EU is 
as high as $216 billion US, and in the US itself  
$168 billion. In Taiwan, the percentage is about 
33%, resulting in a loss of  $2 billion NT each year 
(BLI 2010).

Although the causes of WMSD include diverse 
generic and occupation specific factors, neverthe-
less it is generally agreed that the leading occu-
pational causes of WMSD are over-exertion, 
repetitive motion, vibration, unfavorable tempera-
ture, and awkward working posture (Lee 1999).

To prevent WMSD, the approach of this study 
is to identify key risk factors of WMSD, and then 
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“Risk factor diagnosis” analyzes and identifies 
the key risk factors (e.g. over-exertion, high repeti-
tion, unfavorable temperature, vibration, and awk-
ward posture) that lead to musculoskeletal stress 
during task performance. This is the core process 
in ergonomic intervention.

“Design improvement” is seeking a better work 
method and/or workplace design via “machine 
substitution,” “work method improvement,” or 
“work posture improvement.” This is the idea 
development stage in which factors identified by 
“risk factor diagnosis” are reduced or eliminated.

“Result evaluation” gauges the effectiveness of 
the design improvement, e.g. reduced musculoskel-
etal stress and increased satisfaction rating and 
work efficiency.

If  the result is not entirely effective, then “other 
interventions,” such as “health fitness promotion” 
or “work-rest scheduling” are recommended.

3 SOP worksheets are used in recording informa-
tion and data analysis for intervention (Figure 2). 
The first sheet is used to record and draw informa-
tion about the current work situation, to analyze 
risk factors, and to sketch design improvements. 
The second sheet is used for photo bookkeeping. 
The third sheet is used for risk factor analysis, such 
as KIM or biomechanical analysis of joint stress.

This intervention technique will be demon-
strated using the example of a “driver’s seat final 
assembly” operation in the following Section.

3 RESULTS

The intervention process of this driver’s seat final 
assembly is marked with a red line in Figure 1. The 
logic of the process is described as follows.

3.1 Work observation

Driver’s seat final assembly means fitting the 
inner form onto the seat chassis and covering it 
with external upholstery. Upon completion of 
assembly, the worker unloads the seat and car-
ries it to the oven for temperature setting. This 
final assembly involves 3 workstations: the inner 
form assembly, the final assembly, and the tem-
perature setting oven, as illustrated in Figure 2 on 
SOP work sheet #1 and Figure 3 below. The inner 
form assembly workstation is the last workstation 
of conveyor A; the final assembly workstation is 
likewise the last workstation of conveyor B. These 
2 conveyors are parallel and 120 cm apart. The 
oven is 2 meters away from the end of conveyor 
B. The working surfaces of all 3 of these worksta-
tions are 78 cm high and the working height ranges 
between 78 cm and 110 cm. The size of the inner 
form is about 40 cm × 40 cm × 15 cm, but only 

Figure 2. SOP work sheet #1 for the driver’s seat final 
assembly.

Figure 1. Ergonomic intervention process chart for the 
driver’s seat final assembly.
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weighs 600 g. The external upholstery is the vinyl 
cover of  the inner form, weighing 500 g. The 
final assembly of  the driver’s seat has a size of 
40 cm × 40 cm × 75 cm, and weighs 22 kg. The 
worker is a 27-year-old male of  160 cm height 
and 60 kg weight.

First, the worker grabs the form materials from 
conveyer A, assembles them with glue, and com-
presses them with the power press on conveyor 
A for 5 seconds. Then he takes the form assembly 
and turns to the final assembly workstation of con-
veyer B. He fits the form assembly onto the seat-
pan chassis, and then grabs the external upholstery 
from conveyor B, wraps it over the form assembly, 
and pulls the rim of upholstery beneath the chas-
sis. Then he tilts the seat 90 degrees to reveal the 
button of the chassis, whereupon he fastens the 
upholstery with a stapling gun at 20 sites. After 
completing this final assembly, the worker then 
unloads the seat and carries it 2 meters to the oven 
for temperature setting.

The work cycle is 3 minutes; the worker must 
complete 160 repetitions in an 8-hour work 
shift.

3.2 Risk factor diagnosis

The key risk factor in this work activity is 
over-exertion. The worker has to lift the completed 
driver’s seat, hold it against his chest, and carry it 
2 meters to the oven every 3 minutes. The driver’s 
seat weighs 22 kg. The Key Indicator assessment 
Method reveals a load rating point of 4, a pos-
ture rating point of 4 (because of the bulky load 
and the great horizontal distance), and a working 
condition of 0. Multiplied by a time rating point 
of 4, the total risk score is 32. This score indicates a 
physical overload for the average worker, thus rede-
sign of the workplace is recommended.

The analysis of biomechanical load moment on 
the shoulder is 28 N-m, on the elbow 25 N-m, with 
a compression force on L5/S1 of 1585 N. This com-
pression force is 46.7% of the action limit (3400 N). 
It can be considered a heavy workload since the 
worker must perform 160 repetitions a day.

3.3 Design improvement

To develop a feasible design for reducing 
over-exertion in this work activity, various idea 
alternatives are checked, as depicted on the inter-
vention process chart (see Figure 1). First, “machine 
substitution” is checked, such as machines, force-
saving devices, conveying devices, tools, holders or 
racks, and so on, as listed on the left block diagram 
of the chart. Fortunately, a rotational arm seems 
to be a feasible substitution for the manual force 
of the worker.

The rotational arm consists of a main post of 
10 cm diameter and 90 cm high. On the top of the 
post is a bearing cap. The cap is fabricated with an 
extendable horizontal bar. On the end of the bar 
there is a horizontal plate for holding the driver’s 
seat. (see Figure 4.)

Figure 3. (a) The final assembly of covering the form 
material with external vinyl upholstery. (b) The worker 
carries the final assembly of the driver’s seat to the oven 
for temperature setting.

Figure 4. Idea sketch of rotational arm for carrying the 
driver’s seat to the oven.
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The rotational arm is installed in between the 
final assembly workstation and the oven. The 
worker is now tasked to direct and insert the hori-
zontal plate under the driver’s seat. The rotational 
arm carries the driver’s seat, so the worker need 
only swing it to the oven, and push it inside. By this 
method, the worker’s load is significantly reduced.

Since “machine substitution” is feasible (“Yes” 
on the ergonomic intervention chart), the process 
moves forward to “work posture improvement.” 
However, the working posture in this case is 
standing erect. This is a good working posture, 
as listed in the block, so the design improvement 
is complete.

3.4 Result evaluation

Based on the improved design, worker over-
exertion is significantly reduced, and work effi-
ciency increased. Analysis by Key Indicator Method 
reveals that the load rating point is now 1(less than 
1 kg), the posture rating point is now 1 (erect stand-
ing), and the working condition is 0. Multiplied by 
a time rating point of 1 (as no lifting is required), 
the total risk score has fallen to 2. This indicates 
that physical overload has been almost completely 
reduced.

Biomechanical analysis shows that after the 
improvement, load moment on the shoulder has 
been reduced from 28 N-m to 3 N-m, on the elbow 
from 25 N-m to 2 N-m, and the compression force 
on L5/S1 has been reduced from 1585 N to 392 N, 
which is just 11.5% of the action limit (3400 N).

3.5 Other intervention

Since the workplace and work method are 
improved, and the result evaluation shows that the 
musculoskeletal stress of the work can be effec-
tively reduced, no other intervention is needed.

4 CONCLUSION 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our technique is the result of a long-term evolution. 
To date, we have intervened in some 800 WMSD 
cases, so it gradually developed through trial and 
error. In general, this intervention technique is 
effectively applicable to 97% of cases. Because 

of its general application, it can be used as a 
DIY directive in guiding ergonomists, industrial 
hygienists, and field supervisors to improve work-
places and/or work methods toward the prevention 
of WMSD.

We have also applied this technique to cases that 
appear in the literature, such as Ergonomics in 
Action, Easy Ergonomics, etc. Most of the cases 
can be assessed by KIM and biomechanical 
analysis, as illustrated in the Result Section, and 
almost all improvement methods or tools used in 
those cases, such as working posture improvement, 
conveyors, stackers, lifting tables, tilters, etc. can 
be categorized by either “machine substitution,” 
“work method improvement,” or “work posture 
improvement.” These results show that our proto-
col technique is also applicable for WMSD preven-
tion interventions undertaken in foreign countries.

Nevertheless, this is still a knowledge-based 
technique, as its application requires a high degree 
of ergonomics knowledge and engineering experi-
ence. Based on this groundwork, it appears that the 
technique should go a step further: to evolve into 
a rule-based technique. A checking-typed process 
chart and diagrammatic SOP worksheets with fig-
ures or icons should be developed. The rule-based 
technique is aimed at reducing the dependency on 
ergonomics and engineering knowledge, so any 
personnel with basic training in ergonomics and/
or safety and hygiene engineering would be able to 
improve workplace by DIY.
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Prevalence of cumulative trauma disorders among office workers 
in a semiconductor industry
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ABSTRACT: The health records of the employees in a semiconductor industry showed a drastic increase 
of musculoskeletal disorders for 2007 compared to 2005 and 2006. This may have a significant effect not 
only to the employees but also to the organization. If  these problems remain unsolved, this may lead to 
poor work performance, increase medical leave, lower productivity and increase of health compensation 
claims. A study was conducted to determine the existence of cumulative trauma disorders among the 
office employees, identify level of severity and what are the probable factors that contribute to cumula-
tive trauma disorders. A survey questionnaire, interviews and observation methods were used to identify 
the problems and to provide recommendations to prevent or rapidly response to work related upper limb 
disorders. Based on these probable factors, some suggestions and recommendations were proposed to 
reduce cumulative trauma disorders risks.

Keywords: workers, cumulative trauma disorders, severity level

Kumar, 2000). Studies (Aaras et al., 2001; Cook 
and Burgess-Limerick, 2001, 2002) indicated 
that supporting the arms (forearm and/or wrists) 
during keyboard and mouse use was a preferable 
posture for most computer users. Westgaard and 
Aaras (1985) described that the supporting of 
the arms was effective in reducing muscle activ-
ity; on the other hand, Hedge and Powers (1995) 
reported that these supports did not significantly 
change working posture or reduce neck/shoulder 
muscle activity. Albin (1997) viewed that the wrist 
supports on the work surface might reduce the 
wrist flexion/extension, resulting in more neutral 
wrist postures. Bendix and Jessen (1986) as cited 
in Nag et al., (2009) viewed that the wrist support 
might increase neck and shoulder muscle load.

A study was conducted to identify the risk 
factors of  musculoskeletal diseases in a semicon-
ductor industry that showed an increase trend 
of  shoulder, elbow, arm, wrist, hand, finger and 
muscle disorders reported by the employees. 
The health records showed that there is a drastic 
increase in back pain for 2007 compared to 2005 
and 2006 as shown in Figure 1. This work related 
upper limb disorders may have a significant effect 
not only to the employees but also to the organi-
zation. If  these problems remain unsolved, this 
may lead to poor work performance, increase of 
medical leave, lower productivity and increase of 
health compensation claims.

1 INTRODUCTION

There are many studies that have investigated 
the occurrence of  Cumulative Trauma Disorders 
(CTDs) among office workers. In office work, 
most of  the back pains were caused by prolonged 
sedentary work, rather than the manual handling 
of  heavy materials. Improper workplace design, 
where workers have to exert themselves, perform 
work in awkward positions and repetition have 
led to strains on the various body parts. Work-
place physical factors affecting musculoskel-
etal disorders or CTDs include heavy physical 
work, lifting and forceful movements, awkward 
postures, whole-body vibration, and static work 
postures. Static work postures of  prolonged 
standing, sitting, and sedentary work are isomet-
ric positions where very little movement takes 
place. These postures are typically cramped or 
inactive and cause static loading on the muscles 
(NIOSH, 1997).

Studies have shown that the extensive use of 
computer has a consequent effect on muscu-
loskeletal discomforts and disorders (Punnett and 
Bergqvist, 1997), due to the task demand and non-
neutral work.

Other physical risk factors associated 
with the keyboard usage include the design 
of the keyboard, the  repetitiveness and the 
force applied in keyboarding task (Amell and 
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The prevention of musculoskeletal disorders 
is achieved by interventions, which reduce the 
probability and severity of injuries. It is estimated 
that, through ergonomic design up to one-third 
of compensable low-back pain in industry can be 
reduced (Levy and Bergman, 1995).

2 METHODOLOGY

Data was collected from medical claim records 
history to identify ergonomics problems faced by 
the employees. Since the most reported CTDs were 
from the office workers, a survey was conducted 
among the office employees, based on a ninety-
five percent confidence level. By using random 
sampling, only thirty percent of 284 total office 
employees were surveyed. The study focused on 
computer users in the company. This group of 
employees was using the same type of worksta-
tion, laptop and desktop. The questionnaires were 
distributed according to the sampling size prede-
termined earlier.

The questionnaire was developed to evaluate 
individuals’ exposure to postural, force and muscle 
activities that can contribute to cumulative trauma 
disorders. The questionnaires were adapted from 
Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA), body 
part symptom survey and Occupational Safety 
and Health. A level of severity has been used 
and defined into four: level one is defined as an 
existence of work-related pain without medication; 
level two is defined as pain persists even though 
at home and/or affects the sleep of sufferers; level 
three is defined as pain persists which requires a 
visit and advice from doctors twice or more times 
for work-related pain; level four is defined as the 
pain persists and requires medical leave(s) for rest-
ing and recovering.

Workstation comfort survey was also developed 
to strengthen the outcomes from body symptoms 
survey. Interviews among the sampled workforces 
to get feedback related to personal health, accept-
ance of workplace design, the level of comfort 

experienced during working were also conducted. 
Observation was also performed and photographs 
taken. The photographs were reviewed and 
discussed in order to strengthen the findings from 
the survey. Observations were made on body pos-
ture during sitting and typing and used for REBA 
analysis.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Level of severity

Out of 284 workers surveyed, only 71 or about 
30% of the workers responded to the survey. 
Figures 2–4 showed the occurrence of CTDs for 
various levels of severity with lower back, neck, 
shoulder and upper back affecting more respond-
ents at severity level 1 and 2. The wrist was reported 
as having severity level 1 and 2 by all the respond-
ents. Only severity level 3 affecting the lower back 
was reported by 10% of the respondents and the 
rest of the body parts by less than 10%. However, 
it can be clearly seen that the upper limbs are more 
affected at all three severity level compared to the 
lower limbs. There were six cases of severity level 4 
as shown in Table 1.

The severity of the injury was assessed using 
the Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) score 
sheet (Hignett and Lynn, 2000), for a typical pos-
ture. Based on observations and pictures taken, 
the various scores for the body parts were assessed 
following the procedures in the score sheet. 

Figure 2. Body parts with level 1 severity.

Figure 3. Body parts with level 2 severity.

Figure 1. Reported cases of ctds in the company.
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The posture and score of each of the body parts 
were estimated as follows:

• Trunk is flexed twenty degree (2).
• Neck is extended (2) sitting (1).

The employee has sitting balance, so the load/
force score is zero (<5 kg exerted). The sub-total 
(5) and the load/force score (0) was added to get 
the Score A = 5 for this part.

For Group B, the score is:

• Upper arm flexed between forty-five degree and 
ninety degree (3).

• Lower arm is flexed less than sixty degree (2).
• Wrist is deviated fifteen degree flexion or exten-

sion (2).

The subtotal for this group as given in the score 
sheet is 5 and the coupling score (1) is added to 
get Score B (6). With Score A (5) and Score B 
(6), Score C (7) is obtained from the work sheet 
and the activity score (+1 added) as employ-
ees are doing repeated work with small range of 
action more than four times per minute. The total 
REBA score is 8, indicating high risk of  injuries 
to employees and that action is necessary soon to 
reduce the risk level.

3.2 Effect of age, height and weight

Analysis was done based on age, height and weight 
in order to identify probable factors contributing 

to cumulative trauma disorders. In this study, each 
of the groups has been divided into sub-groups. 
The sub-groups are as follows:

1. Age was divided into two groups: 20 to 39 years, 
and 40 and above.

2. Height: less than 159 cm, and above 159 cm.
3. Weight: less than 59 kg, and above 59 kg and 

above.

For age, the younger group showed more effect 
of CTDs on the body parts compared to the older 
group. There were 25 cases of neck pain, 24 lower 
back, 18 upper back and 16 wrist pain in the lower 
age group for severity level 1 compared to only 5 
neck and lower back pain each and 3 for upper 
back and wrist pain each in the higher age group. 
For severity level 2, the same trend was observed 
but higher reported cases of wrist pain at 51 in the 
younger group compared to only 12 in the higher 
group. For severity level 3, there was one case for 
wrist, 4 lower and 2 upper back pain in the older 
group.

Those with higher heights were more affected 
by CTDs compared to those with lower heights. 
There were 25 cases of lower back, 24 neck, 18 
wrist, 16 upper back and 15 shoulder pain of sever-
ity level 1 for heights above 169 cm. There were 56 
cases of wrist pain out of 68 cases affecting the 
taller group.

CTDs affected those who are heavier more. 
Most of severity level 1 and 2 affected those with 
weight of more than 59 kg. For level one severity, 
there were 25 cases of neck pains, followed by lower 
back (18) and wrist (15) for the heavier group. At 
severity level 2, there were 41 cases of wrist pain 
for the heavier group compared to only 18 for the 
lower weight group.

3.3 Comfort of workstation design

A comfort survey of the workstation design was 
conducted on 16 respondents. The respondents 
were asked regarding their work posture, desk, 
chair, footrest, keyboard and workspace/layout.

For adopted posture relative to the workstation 
design, all 16 respondents indicated discomfort of 
the neck, shoulder and elbow, followed by back 
pain (14) and wrist (12).

The respondents also indicated that the height 
of the chair gives inappropriate elbow height while 
typing (12). The chair is also unable to sufficiently 
close the gap between the chair and the desk or 
cubical to enable the elbow to be perpendicular 
to the shoulder. This can lead to shoulder and 
elbow discomfort. On top of that, the chair has 
insufficient back support to employees. These may 
cause neck and back pain or discomfort especially 
to those who are working for longer hours.

Figure 4. Body parts with level 3 severity.

Table 1. Level 4 severity cases.
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All the respondents expressed discomfort with 
the position and design of the computer keyboard. 
The keyboard for laptop users is not tilted, the 
distance is not adequate for elbow comfort, no 
hand/forearm support and that the width of the 
keyboard is not appropriate. The current hard-
surface arm rest available is not appropriate and 
also transfers heat to the wrist causing hurt to the 
nerve of the wrist.

Though most of the respondents indicated that 
they are able to rest their feet firmly, they also 
doubted that an appropriate footrest is available 
if  needed. All the respondents expressed comfort 
with the space and room layout design and only 
about 3 expressed overall discomfort with the desk/
cubicle design. The chairs, keyboards and laptop-
stand design are inappropriate for longer working 
hours leading to neck, shoulder, elbow, arm and 
back discomfort or pain.

4 DISCUSSION

Based on surveys, interviews and observations, 
it is estimated that about seventy percent of  the 
office employees were practising incorrect body 
posture during typing and sitting. A summary 
of  the affected body parts as given in Table 2 
clearly showed that some interventions are nec-
essary to prevent them being aggravated further. 
The wrist, lower and upperback and the shoul-
der pains reported at severity level 1 and 2 may 
lead to severity level 3 and 4 over time. The office 
workers worked for long hours and repetitively. 
These are the risk factors for CTDs (Fernandez 
J.E, 1995).

For the workers with some awareness of the 
ergonomics risk factors, they had improvised ways 

of making themselves comfortable. As observed in 
the offices, paper files have been used to provide 
for a tiled angle for laptop, a box has been used as 
a footrest and cushions have been used to support 
the back as means of improving their work posture 
and greater comfort.

Though the study showed that there is a ten-
dency for those who are taller and heavier reported 
more instances of CTDs on the various parts of 
the body, workstation design and working duration 
are the main contributing factors to CTDs. Sixty-
three percent of the workers sat for 2 hours or 
more before taking a break, whereas the rest after 
an hour. The REBA score of 8, clearly indicated 
that immediate changes are necessary before the 
situation worsened as can be seen in cases involv-
ing severity level 4. Another cause of concern is 
the reported cases among the younger group. This 
again requires special attention before the pain 
cumulates in later years.

The study also indicated that the chair design 
posed some problems to the workers. Saporta 
(2000) suggested that the headrest, full-size back-
rest, and the seat pan should receive the weight of 
the head, the trunk, and the thighs. If  the depth of 
the seat is beyond the buttock-popliteal length, the 
user will not be able to engage the backrest effec-
tively without unacceptable pressure on the backs 
of the knees. Also, the deeper the seat, the greater 
the problems of standing up and sitting down will 
be (Pheasant, 2001).

5 CONCLUSIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study has shown that cumulative trauma 
disorder is prevalent among the office employees 

Table 2. Summary of number of cases for severity level 1, 2 and 3 for each body 
part.

Body parts

Level 1 number
of employees
affected

Level 2 number
of employees
affected

Level 3 number
of employees
affected

Ankle  5  1 0
Calf  5  3 0
Elbow  6  3 1
Feet 14  7 1
Finger  6  2 1
Hip 10  8 2
Knee  9  4 0
Lower Back 32 19 7
Neck 32 19 6
Shoulder 20 17 3
Upper Back 21 14 4
Wrist 71 71 1
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of  the semiconductor industry. The office 
employees are experiencing cumulative trauma 
disorders starting from severity level one until the 
chronic level which is severity level four. The wrist 
has been shown as the most affected. Therefore, 
more investigations are required to improve the 
posture of  the wrist by looking at the worksta-
tion design and its arrangement. Investigations 
have shown that the arrangement of  the equip-
ment (monitor, keyboard, document holder, etc.) 
not corresponding to the working task could lead 
to unfavorable postures (Benninghoven A, 2002). 
This result supported by the REBA score, which 
is 8 indicating high risk of  injuries to employ-
ees and that action is necessary soon to further 
assess the workstation design to improve the 
work posture.

The contributing factors may lead to poor 
working performance and productivity because 
the higher the discomfort, the higher the risk for 
ergonomics problems to occur. The company has 
to look at these contributing factors and investi-
gate them. Even though the occurrence of CTDs 
is currently at severity level one and two, over time, 
this may lead to more serious injury.

The chairs, keyboards and laptop-stand design 
are inappropriate for longer working hours which 
lead to neck, shoulder, elbow, arm and back dis-
comfort or pain. When work is performed con-
tinuously and repetitively, it leads to cumulative 
discomfort or pain. Thus, it is suggested and rec-
ommended to provide suitable wrist support, back 
support and laptop tilters. Through careful design, 
meeting facilities, computers, storages and stand-
ard desk areas can be all located within one unit. 
VDUs can be mounted above the desk on a sup-
port or adjustable arm, creating an extra working 
area and minimizing unnecessary strain, thereby 
improving efficiency and enhancing the employee’s 
job satisfaction (Brazier, 1993).

As observed, most workers have improvised 
their workstation design to increase their comfort. 
This is an indication to management that steps 
have to be taken to increase ergonomics awareness 
and provide training programmes to the work-
ers. An increased knowledge on the right posture, 
ergonomics risk factors and the consequences can 
help the workers adjust their workstation to fit 
their needs, especially for those taller and heavier 
workers with more complaints of CTDs. Adjust-
able chairs and tables maybe appropriate to cater 
for the variations in the workers size.

Management must take serious heed on the 
occurrence of severity level one and two and 
reported CTDs among the younger age group. 
Epidemiologic studies of upper extremity disorders 
suggest that certain psychosocial factors (including 
intensified workload, monotonous work, and low 

levels of social support) have a positive association 
with these disorders. Lack of control over the job 
and job dissatisfaction also appear to be positively 
associated with upper extremity musculoskeletal 
disorders, although the data are not as supportive 
(Bernard et al., 1997). Whether these factors have 
an effect on the occurrence of CTDs among the 
workers need to be investigated also.

It is also recommended that a wider study to 
include the operators in the production floor and 
those involved in manual lifting be conducted. This 
can help the management evaluate the extent of 
ergonomics risk factors in the company and imple-
ment necessary actions. A comprehensive strategy 
on ergonomics may help the companies to increase 
productivity, reduce compensation claims due to 
illnesses, lost workdays, absenteeism and turno-
ver. But most of all, it create a positive working 
environment where workers are satisfied in the 
knowledge that management cares.
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Musculoskeletal strain in Thai university hospital nurses:
A pilot study
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ABSTRACT: Musculoskeletal problems and work-related back pain are growing common risks among 
registered nurses. In Thailand, Low-Back Pain (LBP) is reported as one of the most frequent complaints 
among Thai nurses. The objective of this study was to assess musculoskeletal strain as pre-indicating risk 
for LBP in registered nurses at a Thai university hospital. The participants were twenty one female nurses. 
Their experienced discomfort was rated by means of the Subjective Workload Index (SWI) and Electro-
MyoGraphy (EMG) recording the workload during patient lifting. As assessment criterion, the measured 
values were compared to the maximal capacity of the selected muscles, M. Trapezius and M. Erector 
Spinae recorded before and immediately after work. It was concluded that the total muscle strain in nurses 
has to be classified under “highly risky jobs” even lifting in a 4 nurse team. The imbalance between left 
and right the M. Erector Spinae is a worrying pre-sign for LBP.

Keywords: MSD in nursing, subjective workload estimation, electromyography

prevalence of 48% low back pain. The three most 
important ranked causes of back pain concern: 
1) supporting patients to get up on bed, 2) lifting 
patient into the bed and 3) handling patient from 
one bed to another.

The objective of this study is to assess mus-
culoskeletal strain in registered nurses at a Thai 
university hospital.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

Twenty one female nurses from a Thai university
hospital aged 27 ± 6 years, with a Body Mass 
Index (BMI) of 20.9 ± 3.9 and 8 years experience 
volunteered to participate in the project. All the 
participants have formally agreed with the written 
and verbal information about the study procedures 
and methods.

2.2 Measurements

2.2.1 Subjective Workload Index
The participants rated their experienced 
discomfort using the Subjective Workload Index 
(SWI) questionnaire on a ‘0’ to ‘10’ scale, from no 
problem to extremely high (Yoopat 2004, Yoopat 

1 INTRODUCTION

Musculoskeletal problems and work-related back 
pain have become increasingly common risks 
among nurses. Various studies proved that the more 
frequent patient handling appears to correlate with 
the higher rates of low-back pain (Taptagaporn 
1999, Hui et al. 2001, Hignett 2008).

Epidemiologic studies in several countries 
such as-England, United States, Denmark and 
Israel provide similar estimates of  high fre-
quent low back pain and diseases (Harber 1990). 
Moreover, a longitudinal study across eight years 
in 269 nurses employed by a large university in 
Switzerland found that over that period, almost 
all nurses indicated a similar degree of  low back 
pain (Maul et al. 2003).

It is not surprising that also in Thailand 
low-back pain, reported as the most frequent 
complaint among Thai nurses (Taptagaporn 1999, 
Wongthanakit 2005), causes a considerable loss of 
valuable and qualified nurses. Wongthanakit (2005) 
studied the behavior to prevent low back pain as it 
is the predisposing factors among nursing person-
nel (231 registered nurses and technical nurses) in 
Governmental Hospitals using a self-administered 
questionnaire. The results revealed that 71% of the 
nurses had back pain within twelve months with a 
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et al. 2006). The 6 stress factors (fatigue, risks for 
discomfort/injuries and diseases, concentration, 
complexity, work rhythm and responsibility) and 
2 stress relieving factors (personal interest in the job 
and degree of autonomy) were averaged. A SWI 
score higher than 2.5 is interpreted as a warning 
level for psychosomatic strain and the higher SWI, 
the more critical the workload. The eventual par-
ticipants’ complaints were also recorded per body 
pain region.

The total SWI was calculated and evaluated as 
follows:

SWI = [(∑ LF) − (∑ CF)] / 8 (1)

where, SWI =  subjective workload index; 
∑ = summation; LF = load factors; CF = compen-
sating factors.

SWI evaluation scale
≤2—Refers to negligible or no problem.
1 ≤ 2—Minor problems, no action required.
2 ≤ 3—Moderate problems: pass to detailed 

analysis and set priorities for specific problems on 
medium to long term.

3 ≤ 4—Serious problems: calls for intervention 
for short term i.e. within one month.

4 ≤ 5—Very serious problems: calls for interven-
tion within one week.

≥5—Work should be interrupted and working 
conditions should be objectively analyzed.

From the level of SWI >2.5, a detailed analysis 
is advised.

2.2.2 Electromyography
Electromyographic measurements (EMG in 
micro-volts) were recorded during patient-lifting 
performed by a team of 4 nurses. Surface elec-
trodes equipped with an amplifying system regis-
tered the electro-potentials of muscle bodies and 
stored data in a memory card (Portable EMG, 
ME 3000P, MEGA Instruments, Finland). The 
selection of studied muscle groups was made 
to the main muscles involved in patient lifting, 
M. Erector Spinae and M. Trapezius for the static 
and postural muscle load of this activity. The 
Maximal Voluntary Contraction (MVC) of both 
muscle groups, both left and right, was recorded 
before and immediately after work, and dur-
ing simulated activities controlled by a neutral 
observer as shown in Figure 1. The duration of 
measurement was 20 min for each participant. The 
20 min-EMG was compared with MVCs and the 
15% MVC threshold (MSD risk on medium term) 
of the respective muscles. Dynamic activities of 
muscle fibres were characterized by alternation 
of contraction (high micro-volts) and relaxations 
(low micro-volts) with a certain amplitude. Static 
contraction of muscle fibres was almost permanent 

and varied around the average within small fluctua-
tions. An eventual decline in muscle power (MVC) 
after work can be estimated as an indicator of 
muscles fatigue (Yoopat et al. 2006). An example 
of the EMG recording during lifting activities of 
the participants was shown in Figure 2.

An expression of the % used to interpret MVC 
has been applied as follows:

0% < MVC < 15%—No particular attention 
required.

15% < MVC < 30%—Analyze activities, reduce 
peaks.

30% < MVC—Represents respectively, the mus-
culoskeletal disorders risks of low, moderate, and 
high.

2.3 Statistical analyses

The data were evaluated with descriptive statistics 
using means, standard deviations and ranges. 
Differences in initial and end of work MVC were 
tested with the Student’s t test for pair observa-
tions and the correlation analysis. The results were 
considered statistically significant when p < 0.05.

Figure 2. An example of the EMG recording during 
lifting activities.

Figure 1. During patient lifting activities of a 4 nurse 
team.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Subjective workload estimation

The SWI scores, as presented in Table 1 showed 
a very high strain (4.4 ± 0.8) with a significant 
positive correlation between the SWI scores for 
fatigue, risks and concentration (P < 0.05). The 
correlation between the SWI score and work 
satisfaction (interest in the job and autonomy) 
were significantly negative (P < 0.05). The com-
plaints of  body pain regions in percentage as 
shown in Figure 3 were found as follows: 33.33% 
(low back / waist), 24.24% (legs /knees / feet), 
18.18% (neck / shoulder / upper back), 15.15% 
(arms / hands / fingers) and 9.09% (other).

3.2 Electromyography

3.2.1 Muscle workloads
Muscle load is expressed in the percentage of 
the measured value in between the absolute rest 

value (zero) and the maximal capacity (MVC) of 
the selected muscles. The MVC was compared to 
the values before and after the effort. The MVC 
of each muscle was presented in Figure 4 and the 
occupational risk (percentage distribution of the 
selected muscles) during patient lifting activities 
was shown in Figure 5.

3.2.2 Changes of maximal voluntary
contraction

A comparison between before and immediately 
after lifting a patient in the right Erector spinae, 

Table 1. Subjective workload index (Means + SD).

Factors

Scores

(0–10)

Fatiguea 8.2 + 1.4
Risksa 8.2 + 1.3
Concentrationa 8.1 + 1.5
Complexity 6.9 + 1.7
Rhythm 6.7 + 1.5
Responsibility 9.3 + 1.0
Interest in the jobb 6.1 + 2.4
Autonomyb 6.0 + 1.6

Subjective workload index 4.4 + 0.8

a A significant positive correlation with the SWI 
(P < 0.05).
b A significant negative correlation with the SWI 
(P < 0.05).

Figure 3. Percentage of complaints body pain regions.
Figure 6. A comparison of MVC between before and at 
the end of work shown in percentage.

Figure 4. The maximal voluntary contraction in 
micro-volts of each muscle before work (Means + SE).

Figure 5. Risks of muscle workloads in percentage.
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MVC showed a loss of 6.35%, whereas the left 
Erector spinae MVC slightly increased (7.08%). 
No loss was observed in the MVC of both the 
right and left Trapezius (+ 45.04% and + 23.49%, 
respectively), as represented in Figure 6.

4 DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Subjective workload estimation

The SWI is a useful tool to obtain qualitative 
data on the initiating feelings of discomfort. It is 
an onset indication of a LBP problem in exposed 
nurses. The SWI results showed high scores for 
fatigue, perceived risks and concentration were 
high. The compensatory factors as interest in the 
job and the degree of autonomy in the jobs were 
rather low. The lack of these motivating factors 
seemed to result in a mental strain.

The total SWI obtained very high (4.4 + 0.8) and 
required improvement measures on short term.

4.2 Muscle workload

The EMG results obtained during patient lifting 
work of the participants showed that there was much 
higher loss of the main muscle power (M. Erector 
Spinae) in the right side than that of the left side. 
This findings were caused from awkward position 
of the participants when lifting a patient or turning 
position of a laying patient on bed.

In general, warning signs for biomechanical 
risks when the decline of MVC was more than 
15%, the right Trapezius workload was closed to 
their limit point. As the results in Figure 5 shows, 
>50% in the Trapezius muscles is an almost non-
acceptable muscle load, and requires improvement 
measures.

The loss in muscle power, as found in Figure 6
indicates a high degree of fatigue for the relative 
short period of observation. This confirms the find-
ing of Hui et al. (2001) studied low back neuromus-
cular fatigue patterns following a daytime work shift 
of 21 female nurses working in geriatric wards and 
found fatigued muscles after work corresponding 
with a significant drop in initial Median Frequency 
(MF) of EMG and increased in negative slope of 
the MF/time plot of the back muscles after work 
suggesting muscles fatigue.

4.3 Recommendations of prevention

MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSD) and low-back 
pain is multi-factorial in origin and reflect an 
unbalance between workload and capacity. There-
fore, strategies to reduce musculoskeletal disorders 
have to include an ergonomics approach, which 
attempt to integrate equipment, tasks, personnel, 

and the work environment in order to create a well 
balanced job. Wongthanakit (2005) showed that 
76 percent of the nurses had a moderate level of 
low-back pain preventive behavior.

The main possibilities can be considered:

a. Technical solutions: adjusting the workplace 
technically: height adjustable beds and/or envi-
ronmental space so that nurses can move freely 
in the rooms. Technical aids such as sliding 
cloths, patient lifts, etc. are techniques which 
can be considered as medium to long term.

b. Human operator: increasing the individual 
capacity: physical, operational capacities, skills. 
A program of regular exercise for nurses, with 
an emphasis of ergonomics can reduce mus-
culoskeletal symptoms (Alexandre et al. 2001). 
Successful intervention programs require 
a major commitment to providing help for 
individual nurses rather than providing “train-
ing” in groups (Harber 1990). This principle 
also takes time and could only solve problems 
temporarily as fatigue will occur in a later 
phase. Among predisposing factors, it was 
found that nurses with more practical skills (lift-
ing techniques), are more accessibility to useful 
techniques which should be promoted.

c. Organization resources & techniques: job 
rotation, alternating muscle load following the 
position of the nurse around the bed, exposure 
time and recovery periods i.e. activities during 
which other muscles are solicited in a different 
way (dynamic contractions) will improve blood 
supply reducing acidosis.

d. Increasing knowledge and awareness about low 
back pain, health information with positive 
attitudes toward its symptoms and preventive 
behavior tended to have a higher level of low 
back pain preventive behavior.

5 CONCLUSIONS

It was concluded that the total muscle strain in 
nurses belongs to highly risky jobs even when lifting 
with a team of 4 nurses and the objective results the 
subjective experienced SWI scores. The imbalance 
in the M. Erector Spinae is a worrying issue.

Measures on short and medium term refer to 
the organization, individual awareness and actions 
as to technical improvements involving all person-
nel, management and authorities.
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Biomechanical risks in Thai construction workers
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ABSTRACT: MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSD) affect the quality of life of employees worldwide due 
to overexertion of the human movement system caused by physical working conditions. The objectives of 
this study was to assess the impact of workload on the biomechanical risks of the human body in construc-
tion jobs that can be partly realized by objective criteria—body postures and movements through muscle 
strain (electromyography) and partly by paying attention to the subjective experiences of the exposed 
workers. In total 50 experienced construction workers, equally spread over both genders participated vol-
untarily in the project. Through EMG measurements which showed a total muscle load exceeding in total 
about 20% above the risk threshold set at 15% MVC and the subjective ratings of SWI >3.0 specific risks 
were recognized for which preventive advice was formulated.

Keywords: musculoskeletal disorders, biomechanical risks, muscle strain, electromyography, experienced 
complaints

They also include accident claims classified 
per accident type during the period 2006–2008 
(WorksafeBC, 2010). Of these, falls accounted 
for 25%, cases of overexertion were about 23%, 
impacta and collisions for 22% and others e.g. 
repetitive motions in the upper limbs, whole body 
postures, etc. counted for a total of about 30%.

Although risks were recognized, it has to be stated 
that—as statistics prove—the strategy of WRULD-
prevention was not very successful because it was 
based on post-factum analysis whereas, an antici-
patory approach could be more profitable.

The objective of this research project was to
assess the problems related to the human move-
ment system (musculoskeletal activity) by means 
of objective measurement of muscle strain in 
combination with subjective perceived WRULD 
problems in male and female construction workers.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Subjects

Fifty subjects equally distributed over both gen-
ders, and all experienced construction workers were 
selected out of a total screening group of 175 subjects. 
The selection criterion was a SWI (Subjective 
Workload Index, see 2.2.1) strain level of between 
2.5 and 5.0. All subjects participated voluntarily in 

1 INTRODUCTION

MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) have a world-
wide effect on the quality of life of employees. 
Neck and upper limb musculoskeletal disorder 
(WRULDs) are a significant problem within the 
EU member states. The cost of WRULDs problems 
in the European Nordic countries was estimated at 
0.5–2.0% of gross national products (Toomingas, 
1998).

In Great Britain, The Health and Safety 
Executive (HSE) estimated the cost related to 
WRULDs was 1.25 billion pounds per year 
(Davies & Teasdale 1999). In the United States, 
MSDs represent 40% of compensated injuries and 
cost between $45 to 54 billion per year (Institute of 
Medicine USA, 2001).

In Thailand, a report related to musculoskeletal 
disorders by the Ministry of Public Health stated 
303 (cases per thousand) in the year 1999, 360 in 
2000, and 723 in 2002 (Ministry of Public Health 
Thailand, 2004).

However, these asymptotic estimates have to 
be reconsidered in the future because the actual 
standard protocol to diagnose MSD cases is still in 
the ratification process.

In 2006, construction work in Bangkok employed 
about 4.7% of the total population and had an 
important impact on the incidence rates in the national 
statistics (National Statistic Thailand, 2010).
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the project and signed consent of agreement for the 
proposed methodology.

The average age was 34 ± 3 and 35 ± 3 years with 
a professional experience of 7.5 ± 5 and 6 ± 4 years 
for male and female workers respectively. The aver-
age Body Mass Index (BMI) was 21.3 ± 2 for male 
and 24.9 ± 6 for female workers.

The hand grip strength for male operators was 
40.7 ± 5.9 kg and 28 ± 5.6 kg for female. Most of 
the employees were right handed and their heart 
rate and blood pressure at rest were within the 
range of normal healthy people.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Subjective Workload Index (SWI)
The SWI is a validated questionnaire devel-
oped to detect work related problems experi enced 
by employees exposed to an occupational load 
(Vanwonterghem, 1986).

The general analysis covers the self-rated work 
factors. Six items represent load aspects (LF): 
problems about fatigue, concentration, risks, 
task complexity, work rhythm and problems with 
responsibility. Two factors (CF) have a compen-
sating function, namely interest in the job and the 
degree of autonomy.

The problems experienced were then quoted 
on an 11-point scale (0 = no problems at all to 
10 = extremely annoying, painful) and the com-
pensating factors vary from 0 = no interest or no 
freedom at all to 10 = very high interest in the job 
and full autonomy.

The SWI is then calculated as follows:

SWI = [ Σ(LF) – Σ (CF)]/8

SWI results of <2 refer to small or no prob-
lems and the higher the SWI, the more critical the 
workload. From the level of SWI >2.5 a detailed 
analysis is advised which should give indication for 
medium term (months) improvement. SWI >3 to 
4 calls for interventions on short term i.e. within 
1 month, >4 to 5 within one week and at SWI >5 
work should be interrupted if  no measures are 
taken immediately.

The detailed analysis includes information of 
tasks (types and duration) with specific indica-
tions of the body (posture and movements), the 
environment (climate, noise, vibrations, lighting, 
air quality, etc.), organization and references to the 
sensorial system.

2.2.2 Muscle strain
Muscle contractions (intensity in μV) characteriz-
ing the postural and movement strain of the body, 
are measured by means of surface electromyography 
(SEMG, equipment MEGA-8000P). The intensity 

(in micro-Volts) was recorded during work and 
stored in a solid state memory. A PC processed the 
absolute EMG values by means of the MEGAWIN 
software which transferred the raw signals into rel-
ative data (% distribution between the rest value 
and the MVC (Maximal Voluntary Contraction). 
The advantage of working with relative data is that 
the results attenuate the inter- and intra-individual 
differences. The relative results are then compared 
to strain thresholds.

The software proposes risk-threshold ranges 
from >0 − <15% MVC, >15% − <30% MVC and 
>30% MVC representing respectively the MSD 
risk of low, moderate and high. In this study the 
15% MVC threshold was used as this level serves as 
a pre-indicator for problematic muscle strain.

The maximal capacity of each individual (MVC: 
Maximal Voluntary Contraction) was determined 
before the start of the work.

2.2.3 Activities and operations
An observer recorded the type and the duration 
of the different work phases. Those appearing in 
an irregular sequence were manually totalized per 
operation in the final processing.

The totaled duration of operations is expressed 
in a percentage to the total time (% time) for male 
and female operators as presented in Table 1.

Informal rest: included resting, waiting for 
materials to finishing previous tasks. Prepara-
tions: included, materials, products, tools, surface-
cleaning as shown in Figure 1 concerning cleaning 
the work area after construction is finished. The 
physical work is characterized by adverse postures, 
upper limb movements and hand grips and lifting 
materials or debris of heavy weight when collected 
in baskets or containers.

Other operations were:

• Walking with or without supplying materials;
• Equipment: hand driven tools and/or mechanical 

equipment (drill machine, pneumatic hammer).
• Specific construction concerned bricklaying, 

carpentering, concrete mixing, metal work.
• Material handling (lifting, pushing, pulling, and 

piling materials). Figure 2 shows a typical han-
dling of 50 kg cement bags, performed by two 
operators.

Table 1. Operations duration in % of total time.

Operations Male Female

Informal rest 24.63 17.25
Preparations 16.87 10.78
Walking/transport  8.18  9.97
Equipment  6.87  8.76
Specific construction 32.32 34.10
Material handling 11.13 19.14
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On average the periods of measurement took 
75 ± 12 min and 82 ± 24 min for male and female 
operators respectively.

2.2.4 Statistical analysis
Data of SWI and EMG were analyzed by descrip-
tive statistics: statistical mean, standard error and 
percentages. The statistical processing of the raw 
EMG signals and the threshold distributions were 
realized by means of the MEGAWIN software but 
tasks and duration were processed manually by the 
observers.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Subjective Workload Index

The SWI scores were respectively 3.1 ± 1.1 and 
3.0 ± 1.0 for male and female workers which reach 
the level of the requirement of a detailed analy-
sis and ‘proposals for improvement’ within one 
month.

For male workers ‘concentration’ (8.2 ± 1.7) and 
‘responsibility’ (8.1 ± 1.9) have the highest score 
and also ‘responsibility’ (7.9 ± 2.3) was important 
for the female workers.

‘Risks’ were important for both genders (6.9 ± 
2.1 and 6.7 ± 1.8 ) and fatigue scored somewhat 
higher for female (6.8 ± 1.6) than for male work-
ers (6.6 ± 1.4). ‘Complexity’ and ‘work rhythm’ 
seemed not to be a problem for female opera-
tors whereas ‘work rhythm’ (6.6 ± 1.6) gave a 
moderate pressure to the male workers. Male 
workers scored higher for all factors (with excep-
tion of  fatigue) and the small difference in the 
overall SWI (± 1.0) can be explained by the fact 
that male operators have higher job satisfaction 
and more freedom (autonomy) than the female 
workers.

The main complaints on medium term 
(months) for male subjects concerned problems/
pain of  lower back (26%), neck and shoulder 
(22%) and upper extremities with negligible prob-
lems in the other parts of  the body. For females 
low back pain scored higher (35%) and an almost 
identical load for the upper extremities, neck and 
upper back

Concerning the environmental factors: two 
major complaints were mentioned, namely heat 
and the presence of dust. The main complaints for 
medium term.

3.2 Muscle load

The 8 muscle groups—which were selected from 
the detailed SWI analysis—concern the shoulder 
muscles (M. Trapezius, left and right, TL and TR), 
because they give the essential stability for the 
arms, the M. Deltoids (LD, RD), and the fore-
arm muscles: the left and right Wrist Flexors and 
Extensors (LF, RF, LE, RE).

The MVC values are normal for male and female 
construction workers (Table 2) and are quite con-
sistent for the individual averages.

The small differences between left and right, 
especially for the forearms are linked to the left/
right handed preference of working.

As an objective value for the total muscle load 
per muscle group it has been decided to use the 
sum of all percentages which exceed the 15% 
MVC threshold of  all participants, and the sum 

Figure 2. Material handling.

Figure 1. Preparing work surface.
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is then expressed as a percentage to the total sum 
>15% MVC. Figure 3 represents the total load 
per muscle group. From this we can observe that 
the forearm muscles perform the highest contrac-
tion intensity, whereas the shoulders have lower 
values.

Obviously the shoulder region offers a more 
static supporting stability to the arms which have to 
handle weights and the specific manual handlings 
in all types of operation. Especially in the female 
forearms there is an important difference with the 
male operators, which suggest a higher WRULD 
risk.

The differences in the Standard Error (SE) 
refer also to dynamic muscle activities in which 
high and low contractions alternate and this can 
be explained by the fact that the nature of work is 
different.

Whereas females perform rather non skilled oper-
ations (preparations, in this case also demolishing 
with pneumatic hammer, concrete preparation, 
etc.) the male operators are more concerned with 
skilled activities (brick laying, iron, carpentering) 
and heavy physical work e.g. handling cement bags 
of 50 kg. These solicit more static contractions 
with only small fluctuations in dynamic work for 
hands (e.g. brick laying, iron binding).

The following figure 5, shows the muscle efforts 
in the different tasks for male and female workers.

As it can be observed from Figure 5, only 
walking (with transporting some materials) male 
operators score higher than female but in all other 
activities the female workers have the most impor-
tant muscle strain.

The most intensive work was drilling with a 
pneumatic hammer when demolishing. Besides 
the weight of the pneumatic tool this also gives 
strong vibrations in the forearms.The low shoulder 
muscle load in male operator refers to static pos-
tural contractions.

4 DISCUSSION-CONCLUSIONS

Prevention of WRULD in the construction 
industry should be oriented to the assessment 
of muscle activity as manual physical tasks are 
dominantly present in the operators’ activities.

Table 2. MVC male and female operators.

Muscles

Male
(N = 25)

Female
(N = 23)

MVC (μV) MVC (μV)

M. Left Trapezius [LT] 610 ± 44 458 ± 41* 
M. Right Trapezius [RT] 610 ± 55 510 ± 49 
M. Left Deltoid [LD] 589 ± 51 500 ± 56 
M. Right Deltoid [RD] 619 ± 54 511 ± 57 
M. Left Wrist ext [LE] 491 ± 40 287 ± 23* 
M. Right Wrist ext [RE] 607 ± 70 341 ± 27* 
M. Left Wrist Flex [LF] 545 ± 61 300 ± 21* 
M. Right Wrist Flex[RF] 553 ± 53 289 ± 19* 

* significant different from male at p < 0.05. Figure 3. Total strain (Σ >15% MVC) for all subjects.

Figure 4. Total strain (Σ >15% MVC) per gender.

Figure 5. Muscle strain (Σ >15% MVC) per operation 
and per gender.
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Postural load as static component for back and 
shoulder muscles must be managed in combination 
with problems of manual work with a dynamic 
character. This can be obtained by using the elec-
tromyography technique to assess biomechanical 
damage risks.

Handling of materials with different sizes, 
shapes, weights etc. has an energetic and a mechan-
ical aspect whether the lifting operation is done 
by a machine or by a human. In both cases the 
operator needs the essential dynamic movements 
and, the ‘capacity’ (power) to realize the task. For 
humans this power is present in the biomechani-
cal structure with its muscle potentials. For a cer-
tain lifting task, the external mechanical power for 
moving bricks (e.g. brick of 1.5 kg) is the same for 
each operator: 1.5 kg is 1.5 kg. Depending on the 
individual capacity the ‘load’ aspect changes as 
the higher the capacity the easier work can be per-
formed, and subsequently represents a lower MSD 
risk.

In order to evaluate the ‘load’ or ‘risks’ the rela-
tive value (the load/capacity ratio) will indicate 
which problems should be handled with priority 
and, as the body will ‘feel’ the shortness in capacity, 
the subjective complaints have to be taken into 
account as well. In this project the detailed SWI 
indicated problems in the shoulder-arm region 
and the detailed analysis (EMG) confirmed the 
high WRULD-risks in the forearms of the female 
operators.

Besides technical proposals such as adjust-
ing working heights, choice of lower weights for 
materials, mechanical aids etc. special attention 
was paid to organizational items such as work-rest 
schemes, task allocation (the ‘demolishing’ should 
not belong to females’ job). A study of product/
materials flow over the working site could avoid a 
series of material handling and transport tasks.

For prevention purposes, the principle of 
anticipating the risks should be intensified and 
implemented in a practical strategy.

This strategy could include a ‘risk’ screening 
based on subjective complaints, followed by a 
detailed analysis by measuring physiological reac-
tions and threshold comparison.
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Correlation between MSD among milking parlour operatives 
and specific work place design

Martina Jakob
Leibniz-Institute for Agricultural Engineering Potsdam-Bornim e.V., Germany

ABSTRACT: The constructive work place dimensions in combination with anthropometrics and 
bovimetrics have a severe impact on comfort and efficiency. A significant rate of work absenteeism among 
milking parlor operatives is the background for an investigation on the impact of the work place design 
regarding the work load. As a result the optimal working height was defined. In practice the working 
height varies from cow to cow and cannot be adjusted. Working above shoulder level increases the inci-
dence of MSD. Therefore on farm measurements were carried out to quantify the individual risk for the 
milking staff  depending on the average distance between the udder and the floor within the herd. Further-
more the correlation between working above shoulder level and the incidence of MSD is checked.

Keywords: MSD, work place design, milking parlor, work absenteeism

slightly differ, but the worker normally stands in a 
pit between 80 and 95 cm below the level of the cows 
to avoid awkward working postures. The animals 
are positioned in different ways, depending on the 
parlour type. The most common parlour types are 
herringbone, side-by-side, tandem and the rotary 
(see Fig. 1). In the tandem system the cows stand 
in a row, and each “box” is entered on demand. The 
milker has full sight of the cow; the cow stands par-
allel to the milking pit. Tandem parlours are usu-
ally found on smaller farms because they are rather 
spacious. In the herringbone system the cows are 
overlapping and positioned in an angle of 33° or 
45° to the edge of the pit. This is the case in a rotary 
parlours, too. In the side-by-side system the milker 
is facing the back of the cow attaching the milking 

1 BACKGROUND

1.1 MSD among dairy farmers

The incidence of  symptoms in the neck, shoulder 
and upper extremities among European work-
ers on dairy farms and especially among parlour 
operatives has increased with mechanisation. 
Although in general the overall workload is 
reduced in parlour milking in comparison to tie 
stall milking, the health status among the workers 
was not improved. Different studies from Sweden, 
Finland and Germany report that. For example 
every third Finnish milk producer working in a 
loose housing barn is affected by symptoms in the 
neck-shoulder region (Tuure & Kartunen 2007). 
A longitudinal study by Pinzke (2003) reported 
an increase of  MSD among 1465 dairy farmers 
in Sweden asked in 1988 and again in 2002. There 
is an incidence that symptoms increase with 
the number of  cows and parlour size (Tuure & 
Alasuutari 2009). Structural changes in the dairy 
industry go along with increased productivity 
allowing less muscular recovery (Stal et al. 2003). 
Pinzke et al. (2001) showed that the most physi-
cally demanding milking tasks were cleaning the 
udder, premilking and attaching the unit.

1.2 Work place design

The general construction of milking parlours is 
very similar all over the world. When cows are 
held in loose housing barns they are brought 
to parlours for milking. Parlour constructions Figure 1. Rotary parlour equipped with MultiLactor.
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unit through the back legs. Some rotary systems 
also have side-by-side positioning. Regarding the 
work place design the different parlour types do 
vary in the horizontal distance between udder and 
the edge of the pit, which influences the necessary 
reach to attach the milking unit. The vertical dis-
tance varies with udder height and body height 
of the worker. A total range of app. 30 cm for 
the udder and in addition to that another 30 cm 
for the worker (5th female percentile—95th male 
percentile) is possible. This should well picture the 
possible diversity within the work place design in 
milking parlours.

The height of the udder significantly influences 
the body posture. Working 15 cm or more above 
shoulder level was proven to increase the upper arm 
elevation and the muscular load of the corresponding 
muscle groups whereas when working below shoul-
der level upper body inclination increases. Smaller 
persons are more affected because they also have 
shorter arms.

1.3 Ergonomic interventions

Based on preliminary studies the workload can be 
reduced, if  the teat ends are at the same level as the 
shoulder of the worker. The use of light milking 
units (1,5 kg or less) also significantly reduces 
the workload. A quarter individual milking 
device (MultiLactor® by Impulsa AG, Germany) 
improved the worker comfort in comparison 
to a conventional light milking unit (see fig. 1) 
(Jakob & Liebers 2010). Adjustable floors can be 
used to reduce the anthropometric influence and 
to adjust the working height. Service arms help to 
reduce the static load while holding the cluster.

2 METHODS

2.1 On farm measurements

Data acquisition is still going on. A number of three 
farms, distributed all over Germany, is selected for 
this presentation. Bovimetrics were assessed as well 
as the shoulder height of each worker. Out of this 
data a personal work load profile is calculated.

Based on the results of the preliminary study 
(Jakob & Liebers 2009) the optimal working height 
is given, when shoulder and teat ends are on the 
same level.

Farm data assessment was done by paper pen-
cil method using a folding rule. There are three 
categories of  data, the farm specifics, the worker 
specifics and the cow specifics. The last was 
measured during a milking period and for the 
complete herd.

Data was evaluated with MS Excel and JMP sta-
tistical software.

The animal specific measures taken were 
the distance between udder and floor (B), the 
horizontal distance between the middle of the 
udder and the edge of the pit (A) and the diagonal 
distance between two teats (C). For a better under-
standing A and B are displayed in Figure 2 shows 
a side-by-side parlour design.

2.2 Assessing the incidence of MSD using 
the standardized Nordic questionnaire

The standardized Nordic questionnaire (Kuorinka 
et al. 1987) was handed out to every milker on each 
farm to analyze the incidence of musculoskeletal 
symptoms. The workers filled in the questionnaire 
themselves, because not all workers were present at 
the time of the visit.

If  a worker reports symptoms, the locations of 
the symptoms are compared with the specific work 
load profile on the farm. The correlation of symp-
toms in the upper extremities with working above 
shoulder level is checked once a larger number of 
farms is included in the investigation.

3 RESULTS

3.1 On farm data

The results presented here are preliminary results 
including three farms and ten milking parlour 
operatives. To be able to statistically validate a cor-
relation between symptoms in the upper extremi-
ties and the workload profile with excessive work 
above shoulder level more farms will be included 
in this survey.

The three presented farms had implemented 
a 33° herringbone parlour. The herd size ranged 
from 44 to 200 cows. Farm 2 has an adjustable 
floor.

Figure 2. Measures taken on farm measurements.
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The results for the defined values A and B, 
explained in figure 2 and C are shown in Table 1. C 
is the diagonal distance between two teats. It displays 
the size of the udder. Depending on the parlour 
type ½ C has to be added to A to know the furthest 
point of the cow’s udder when attaching the teat 
cups. The average distance between udder and floor 
was 57,7 cm for the three farms and a group of 321 
cows. The main breed was Holstein Frisian.

3.2 Incidence of MSD symptoms

Out of the group of the ten milkers two of them 
had to get medical treatments because of arm and 
shoulder problems. Both are female, one of them 
of average size (143 cm shoulder height) the other 
one rather small (134 cm shoulder height). The 
workload profile for her is presented in Figure 3.

3.3 Personal work load profiles

To get an impression of the work load the shoul-
der height of the worker is subtracted by the depth 
of the milking pit. The ideal height is given when 
the result equals the distance between udder and 
floor. For the calculation of the profile all values 
including ±5 cm of the distance between udder and 
floor that equal the described margin were defined 
to be within the optimal range. The rest is rated 
either above or below shoulder level.

Due to the range within the distances between 
udder and bottom of the floor, there are no work 
load profiles that are completely within the optimal 
range.

Figure 3 shows the percentage of the working 
height distribution of one person. The red area 
marks the percentage of work above shoulder 
level. If  the depth of the pit was adjusted accord-
ing to the body height of this worker presented in 

Table 1. Average values for the cow specific on 
farm measures.

A (in cm) B (in cm) C (in cm)

Farm 1 38,5 59 17,7
Farm 2 40,5 55,6 18,5
Farm 3 45,4 57,8 16,5

Figure 3. Example of workload profile.

Table 2. Parlour and worker specific data.

Pit depth 
(in cm)

Shoulder height 
(in cm)

Farm 1 89 134–149
Farm 2 94 148–156
Farm 3 97 143

Figure 3, an optimal working height during 55% of 
the milking time could be achieved.

Table 3 shows six examples of specific workload 
profiles of two farms. Only two workers do find 
the theoretically ideal working height, when the 
distance between udder and floor (B) equals the set 
(individual shoulder height—pit depth). Worker 
A and F were the ones that needed medical treat-
ment. The profiles also clearly show that the vari-
ability of the animals cannot be compensated by 
an adjustable floor. There always remains a group 
of animals that induce the necessity of working 
above or below shoulder level. The percentage of 
inevitable work beyond the optimum ranges from 
32–45%.

Another factor influencing the body posture is 
the arm length. It ranges from 60–79 cm, resulting 
in an effective length between 37 and 44 cm. The 
average horizontal distances ranged from 39 to 
45 cm (see A in table 1). Therefore in many cases 
the full arm length is needed to place the cluster 
underneath the udder. When the worker has to work 
above shoulder level the distance between shoulder 
and udder becomes larger. This is the same when 
working below shoulder level. The horizontal dis-
tance between the middle of the udder and the 
edge of the pit also represents the length of the 
level arm to calculate the force the milking unit is 
putting on the operator.

Table 3. Examples of workload profiles for six workers 
on two farms.

B (cm) Pit depth Set % opt. % bsl % asl

A 58 97 47 16  2 82
B 59 89 58 61 13 26
C 59 89 60 68 19 13
D 59 89 49 16  2 82
E 59 89 52 20  7 73
F 59 89 45 12  0 88

bsl = below shoulder level, asl = above shoulder level.
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Much effort is spent on improving cow comfort, but 
the development for improving the work place milk-
ing parlour has come up with little changes once it 
was invented. Nevertheless task repetitiveness and 
the duration on one job as well as specialization are 
continuously increasing the work load. The milk-
ing operation is still reliant on human input, but 
it is more and more driven by greater efficiency 
and throughput due to the structural changes. The 
number of cows that is milked in one hour was 
drastically increased. The throughput also depends 
very much on the parlour type and size.

The precise analysis of the work place design 
presented here shows that depending on their body 
size some workers may barely find an optimal 
working height when they are milking the cows. 
Constructive limitations and the varying param-
eters such as body height and bovimetrics make it 
impossible to provide optimal working heights at 
all times for the common parlour constructions. 
These facts can result in physical overload.

For smaller persons the percentage of work 
above shoulder level seems to be a major risk factor. 
Regarding the presented results two out of ten work-
ers required medical treatment due to symptoms in 
the upper extremities. The work load profile of one 
of them is shown in Figure 3 clearly indicating a 
need for improvement. A possible load reduction 
could be achieved, if the depth of the pit floor was 
lowered on this farm, but a remainder of 45% of the 
animals out of the optimal range clearly indicates 
the necessity of additional measures, for example 
lighter milking units.

The investigation is still going on to finally 
statistically validate a threshold (percentage of 
work above shoulder level) when workers are more 
likely to develop muscular skeletal disorders.
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Identification of improper state of highway driving
by using EEG
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ABSTRACT: The psycho-physiological responses indicate the psychological state of human based upon 
mental workload that could be a factor increasing the risk of accident. However, the relationship between 
the signals and the risks of accident has not been clearly established. Therefore, the characteristics of the 
electroencephalogram investigated to identify the mental workload patterns. A field experiment was con-
ducted with a test vehicle with data collecting equipment during actual highway driving. Participants drove 
the vehicle under various driving conditions with high, moderate and low mental workloads defined by 
road geometry and accident records. EEG was used and parameterized to describe the psycho-physiological 
state of individual drivers. Parameters were quantified into descriptive statistics and plotted to find the 
stable state of driver. By parameterizing the characteristics of the EEG response, this study has provided 
quantitative information on the EEG signals of drivers experiencing various mental workloads.

Keywords: mental workload, driving, electroencephalogram

defined. We defined the psycho-physiological state 
out of normative range as improper state in this 
study. Lastly, the possibility of practical applica-
tion of the distribution and data was discussed.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participants and apparatus

For actual highway driving experiment, seventy 
volunteers participated in the experiment. Their 
average age was 25.35-year-old (SD = 3.17) 
and average driving experience was 4.58 year 
(SD = 2.47).

A 4 × 4 vehicle with an automatic transmission 
was equipped with measuring devices that included 
seven channels of electroencephalogram (EEG).

2.2 Experimental road conditions

In this study, the road condition was defined 
according to the mental workload expected for safe 
driving. The expected mental workload was termed 
as the mental demand in this study, and this work-
load was determined based on the accident record, 
horizontal alignment and vertical grade of the des-
ignated target area which was approximately 200 m 
in length. We used three levels of mental demand: 
low, moderate and high. Each demand level was 
defined in Table 1.

1 INTRODUCTION

Previously, psycho-physiologists have attempted 
to find the pattern of a driver’s physiological sig-
nals during driving. Moreover, they found that 
the factors such as sleepiness, mental workload, 
and prolonged driving time had an effect on the 
driver’s physiological signals, especially electro-
encephalogram (EEG). Torsvall and Åkerstedt 
(1987) and Kecklund and Åkersted (1993) found 
that the sleepiness made the spectral density of 
α band increase. Brookius and Waard (1993) used 
the (θ + α)/β parameter and demonstrated the 
possibility of using a driver’s EEG response to 
understand their behavior when driving. Sterman 
and Mann (1995) found that cognitive processing 
(in-flight tracking test) caused the suppression of 
α band magnitude. Kim et al. (2002, 2003, 2004) 
found that the β/α parameter increased along with 
mental workload increased.

Previous studies aimed to identify the relation-
ship between the descriptive statistics of EEG data 
and the driving behavior. However, the size of the 
individual variability of the signal made it difficult 
to have a reliable result. Thus, practical application 
to the drivers is yet to be further investigated.

Therefore, this study investigated how the EEG 
signals of driver respond during actual high-
way driving in terms of quantitative parameters. 
Then, the distribution of individual parameter 
was examined and proper range of parameter was 
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2.3 Quantification and selection of parameters

The slope parameter was designed to represent the 
increasing and decreasing trends of the signals in 
order to consider the temporal nature of the sig-
nals. The collected data were quantified in terms 
of the slope parameter as well as the amplitude 
parameter.

Signals were collected during experiment. 
Then the signals were cut by 50-second period 
and averaged every 10 second. The target area was 
determined to be between 30 and 40 seconds. In this 

Table 1. Definition of three road condition: high, 
moderate, low demand.

Accidents

Demand
level Per year Characteristics

High 6 Near an interchange.
Slight curve to the
right with a down-
ward grade
(radius of curva-
ture: 700 m, longi-
tudinal slope: 5%).

High 7 End of a tunnel.
Almost straight
with a downward
grade (radius of
curvature: 1500 m,
longitudinal
slope: 2∼5%).

Moderate None Almost straight with
a slight downward
grade (radius of
cuvature: 1500 m, 
longitudinal
slope: 5%).

Moderate 2 Curved to the left,
with a downward
grade (radius of
curvature: 630 m,
longitudinal
slope: 5%).

Low None Straight, with almost
no vertical align-
ment (radius of 
curvature: 3000 m, 
longitudinal
slope: 1%).

Low None Straight, with almost
no vertical align-
ment (radius of 
curvature: 3000 m, 
longitudinal
slope is 1∼2%).

Figure 1. Procedure of data analysis.

way, the driver’s mental state both 30 seconds prior 
to entering the target area and 10 seconds after 
exiting the target area could be monitored and 
analyzed. Frequency and power spectral analysis 
were carried out using EEG data to compute the 
alpha, beta and theta values. Those EEG values 
collected for 50 seconds were normalized based on 
individual baseline data collected during resting 
and before driving to minimize inter-subject vari-
ability. The data analysis procedure was summa-
rized in Figure 1.

2.4 Procedure

Each participant had driven for 30 minutes to 
familiarize with test vehicle before attaching elec-
trodes. Then, the baseline data were collected for 
normalization before experiment. The experiment 
lasted about 50 minutes on actual highway without 
traffic control. The experiment was performed only 
on sunny or partly cloudy weekdays. Participants 
were instructed to drive safely and not to exceed 
100 km/h. The participants were not allowed to 
talk, listen to music or smoke while driving. A par-
ticipant took part in a single test on a given day 
without repetition. The same participant drove the 
test vehicle under each of the three different men-
tal demands (high, moderate and low) to minimize 
inter-subject variability. The order of demand for 
individual participants was randomized to mini-
mize the carry-over effect.

To collect the data, EEG sensors were placed 
on the following locations using a headcap: F3-F7 
and F4-F8 of the frontal lobe, C3-Cz of the 
central lobe, P3-Pz of  the parietal lobe, O1-O2 of 
the occipital lobe, and T3-T5 and T4-T6 of  the 
temporal lobe. These locations were determined 
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based on the 10–20 method of  the International 
Federation of  Societies for Electroencephalog-
raphy and Clinical Neurophysiology (Cooper, 
1980). The data sampling rate was 256 Hz, and 
high-and low-pass frequencies were 0.5 Hz and 
30 Hz, respectively.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Descriptive statistics

Descriptive statistics of amplitude and slope are 
displayed in Table 2 and Table 3. All parameters 
which indicated mental effort did not show any 
significant difference (α = 0.1) between different 
demand levels in a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) because of large variance.

The amplitude of α, θ and (θ + α)/β from 
the left frontal lobe and θ from the right frontal 
and parietal lobe increased as the demand level 
increased, though there were large variance of 
amplitude (Table 2). The slope of θ and β/α from 
the left frontal lobe also increased as the demand 
level increased (Table 3). Other parameters did not 
show a consistent pattern as demand level varied.

3.2 The distribution of parameters and improper 
state of psycho-physiology of drivers

To identify the unique characteristics and improper 
state of individual psycho-physiology, the fre-
quency distribution function of the amplitude and 
slope parameters was investigated. Then, a nor-
mality test was used to identify the characteristics 
of distribution for each parameter.

As a result of normality test, the amplitude 
parameter of β/α and (θ+α)/β did not have nor-
mal distribution except the central lobe. But, other 
amplitude parameters had normal distribution. 
For slope parameters, α, β, θ, (θ + α)/β and β/α 
from five lobes had normal distribution except β/α 
from parietal lobe. Though 80% of parameters 
showed a normal distribution, many parameters 
did not show a clear difference among mental 
demand levels.

For improper state of driving, the extreme 
data were identified as improper state of 
psycho-physiology of drivers. Extreme values 
were observed at both tails of the normal distribu-
tion. The data that was out of 1.64 σ from aver-
age was classified into improper state in this study. 
Extremely high or low EEG data are usually the 

Table 2. Average and standard deviation of amplitude parameter.

Lobe and parameter

Demand level

Low Moderate High

Left frontal α 22.7 ± 6.9 23.9 ± 6.8 24.2 ± 5.8
β 19.3 ± 7.4 18.1 ± 7.6 17.8 ± 8.1
θ 38.8 ± 11.7 39.2 ± 11.6 39.6 ± 12.4
(θ+α)/β  4.1 ± 3.3  4.3 ± 2.9  4.6 ± 2.7
β/α  9.5 ± 5.2  8.6 ± 6.6  7.5 ± 4.4

Right frontal θ 39.3 ± 10.0 40.7 ± 10.3 41.1 ± 9.8
Central θ 37.4 ± 8.3 37.1 ± 8.5 36.6 ± 8.8
Parietal α 25.8 ± 7.3 23.8 ± 5.4 23.1 ± 7.1

β 18.3 ± 7.0 17.7 ± 5.0 17.0 ± 5.8
θ 33.5 ± 9.4 36.2 ± 12.5 39.2 ± 12.0

Occipital β/α 10.2 ± 10.7  8.9 ± 3.3  7.9 ± 3.4

Table 3. Average and standard deviation of slope parameter.

Lobe and parameter

Demand level

Low Moderate High

Left frontal α  2.4 ± 8.0 −1.0 ± 7.6 −1.8 ± 7.2
θ −2.9 ± 15.7  0.3 ± 12.7  1.0 ± 11.5
(θ+α)/β −0.1 ± 3.5 −0.3 ± 2.9 −0.4 ± 2.6
β/α −0.1 ± 5.9  0.8 ± 7.7  1.3 ± 5.6

Parietal θ  1.5 ± 9.8 −0.3 ± 11.0 −0.3 ± 8.9
Occipital β/α  0.1 ± 5.3  0.0 ± 4.6  0.0 ± 4.5
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result of excessive tension or boredom which is 
an improper state of mental effort associated with 
risky driving.

Likewise, the psycho-physiological response 
within the μ ± 1.64 σ was categorized as a proper 
state of driver’s response. The proper state was cal-
culated for forty parameters, and eight typical exam-
ples were summarized in Table 4 and Table 5. The 
percentage of data out of the proper state for each 
parameter was displayed in Table 4 and Table 5. 
Based on the current analysis, approximately 10% 
of participants experienced the improper level of 
mental or physiological workload while driving. 
The four examples showing proper range were dis-
played in Figures 2–5.

4 DISCUSSION

The main purpose of using the slope param-
eter was to observe the change in drivers’ mental 
efforts over a certain time period, unlike previous 
researchers who observed only the instant state of 
the mental effort. This slope parameter included 
the rate of increase or decrease in physiological 
response during driving for 50 seconds. Using 
this method, we were able to observe continuing 
physiological changes due to different workloads 
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Table 4. The relative percentage of proper/improper 
state of psycho-physiological response using amplitude 
parameters.

Lobe and parameter

Proper state 
of amplitude
parameter Improper

Range %

Left frontal β  5.7∼31.0  5.3
Right frontal θ 24.1∼56.7  8.9
Central θ 23.0∼50.96 10.2
Parietal β  7.8∼27.5  7.2%

Table 5. The relative percentage of proper/improper 
state of psycho-physiological response using slope 
parameters.

Proper state of
slope Parameter Improper

Lobe and parameter Range %

Left frontal α −12.9∼12.5 13.1
Left frontal (θ+α)/β −5.1∼4.6 10.8
Parietal θ −18.2∼18.2  8.3
Occipital β/α −7.7∼7.8 12.0
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Figure 2. Distribution and the proper range of beta 
amplitude from left frontal lobe.
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or mental demands. Such slope parameters were 
used to identify extreme physiological values out 
of the proper state. For example, the extreme EEG 
signals were observed in both tails or just one side 
of the distribution. So we could determine that the 
signals positioned on either side of the tails repre-
sented either a hyper-or hypo-psycho-physiological 
response that could be considered an improper 
level of mental effort related to uncomfortable or 
risky driving. Moreover, the slope values used in 
this study have shown their utility in identifying 
the state of drivers with a particular pattern of 
psycho-physiology.

In this study, the proper state was used to 
identify the driver’s mental state of normal and 
presumably comfortable driving. This approach 
was useful in determining the extreme physiologi-
cal responses of EEG parameters. However, this 
approach is only effective when the parameter has 
a normal distribution.

Some parameters in this study were useful in 
evaluating a driver’s mental workload, although the 
sensitivity of the parameters could be improved. 
The parameterization technique suggested in this 
study can be further used to examine the tempo-
ral characteristics of the signals. Additionally, the 
determination of proper state can be used as an 
alternative approach to defining normal and com-
fortable driving. Field practitioners can use experi-
mental and quantitative approaches to identify the 
states of drivers that may lead to risky driving on 
the highway. Further research can be conducted in 
various fields using a different parameterization 
method or experimental validation.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to identify the 
characteristics of the EEG signals of drivers 
during highway driving. To do so, various driving 

workloads were defined and tested using different 
geometrical road conditions and accident records. 
The psycho-physiological response corresponding 
to various driving workloads were also defined in 
terms of numerical parameters, such as the slope 
and the amplitude of the parameters. The results 
of this study are expected to clarify the risks of 
driving associated with the driver’s mental or phys-
ical strain.
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Skin temperature increase as a fitness indicator for hand-mouse 
interface evaluation—A preliminary infrared camera study

Hui-ju Lin, Yung-hui Lee & Wei-yu Chen
Department of Industrial Management, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, 
Taipei, Taiwan, ROC

ABSTRACT: Computer mouse is the most prevalent input device among VDT users. The “fitness” of 
mouse-hand interface is one of the most important factors to reflect the comfortable status. In this study 
we compared different size of mouse which used by one subject. Infrared thermographic camera was used 
to observe the temperature distribution of skin. The originality of this research is primarily in the use of 
thermography to measure thermal effects in hand-mouse interface. One male right-handed user subject 
took part in this study. He performed two tasks in this study to record the temperature of hand and mouse 
after the activities. The first part of test was static holding of mouse for 3 minutes. The second part of 
test is dynamic using condition included point and dragging tests and freely browse website for 5 minutes. 
Infrared (IR) camera was used to record hand and computer mouse surface temperatures. Contact area 
can show the hand-mouse interface clearly. The skin temperature change is relatively higher at poste-
rior palm side (3.7°C higher), and the temperature change of mouse is higher in the posterior-right side 
(increase 7.8°C) after 15 min website browsing. Infrared thermographic camera is a useful method which 
can quickly investigate the fitness of hand-mouse interface.

Keywords: computer mouse, infrared, skin temperature, human computer interface

and hand interface. This finger lifting behaviours 
could, on the other hand, release the cumulative 
heat. It is the size, the form, and the key location of 
the mouse that determined the operating postures 
of wrist, hand, and fingers in mouse use and the 
amount of heat that was insulated on the surface 
skin of the hand.

1.2 Infrared (IR) camera as a skin temperature 
detector

Thermographic camera was used to observe thermal 
distributions over a surface and obtain thermomet-
ric data (Gulyaev, et al., 1995). Recent development 
in this technology incorporated infrared imaging 
for material evaluations, medical diagnosis, and 
thermal comfort assessments (De Oliveira, et al., 
2007). Taurisano and Vorst (2000) used thermo-
graphic camera to observe thermal distributions 
over the skin surface of the ear regions and found 
the average temperature increase on the ear lobe 
range from 1.0 to 2.4 ± 0.2°C. Examining factors 
that causing complaints about burning sensations 
of the ear region for mobile phone users, Straume, 
et al. (2005) found that the insulation and the elec-
trical power dissipation lead to statistically sig-
nificant rises in skin temperature, while the radio 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Computer mouse interface

Of all the input devices of computer (including 
mice, trackpads, trackballs, joysticks, light pens, 
etc.), computer mouse is the most prevalent among 
VDT users, both in terms of number and daily 
operation time (Jensen et al., 1998). In the past few 
years, impressive developments have taken place 
regarding computer mouse interface. Using mouse 
some people complained about heating sensation 
on the palm and fingers. When the mouse is hold 
against the palm, it functions as a heat insulator. 
Thereby it reduces the heat that is normally lost 
to the air. For mouse designed with a “form fit” 
concept, to achieve a best fit interface between 
the shape of the hand and the surface contour 
of the mouse, may cause additional increase skin 
temperature. Holding a mouse while maintaining 
finger tip pressure on the button and dragging also 
resulted in skin heating sensations, however, users 
may exhibit sustained, static finger lifting behav-
iours to prevent inadvertent activations by avoid 
finger pressure on the buttons (Lee, et al., 2008). 
Our research would like to use a new method of 
infrared (IR) camera to evaluate the the change 
in skin temperature between computer mouse 
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frequency exposure did not. Theoretical methods 
to calculate the skin temperature elevation due to 
various factors can be found in Bernardi et al.’s 
study (2001).

1.3 Purpose of this study

From a design point of  view, we are interest to 
know would skin temperature rise be an effective 
indicator for subjective evaluation of  human sen-
sation while using mouse with different design fea-
tures. The originality of  this research is primarily 
in the use of  thermography to measure thermal 
effects in hand-mouse interface. It was hypoth-
esized that skin temperature dynamics could be 
used to investigate the interaction of  different 
factors involved in comfort rating of  a hand-
mouse system. The distribution and dynamics of 
surface temperature of  the hand-mouse interfac-
ing system in this study were examined different 
duration of  mouse exposures. Other disturbing 
factors such as the environmental temperatures, 
subject’s personality, mood, and psychological 
state were considered as controlled variables in 
the study.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Participant

The same subject (male, 23 years old) was used for 
the whole experiment with hand length (wrist joint 
to 3rd finger tip) 17.6 cm, hand breadth 8.0 cm. 
The subject was restricted to any activities which 
will increase the heart rate and metabolic rate to 
avoid increase the body temperature. And also not 
allowed to eat or drink anything cold or hot during 
and 30 minutes before the sessions. Smoking and 
taking snuff as well as heavy meals was not allowed 
later than 1 h before a session. This subject was 
right handed user and without any past history of 
hand and wrist dysfunctions.

2.2 Experimental design

There were two parts of the experiment. The 
first part of test was static holding of mouse for 
3 minutes. Measurement of skin temperature was 
taken before test and for each following 1 minute. 
The second part of test is dynamic using condi-
tion (freely browsing website use mouse only) 
for 15 minutes. This study use one mouse to test 
(height: 3.9 cm × width: 5.9 cm × depth 11.6 cm; 
weight: 98.3 g; symmetrical design with a scroll in 
the middle side). For all tasks, participants were 
seated at a workstation with an adjustable chair. 

Before the test start, all participant can adjust the 
seat to a comfortable position with both leg can 
touch the ground and arm can rest at the table.

2.3 Infrared (IR) camera settings

Infrared (IR) camera (Therma CAM P25, FLIR 
System Inc.) was used to record skin and compu-
ter mouse surface temperatures. The camera has 
a 24° × 18° field of view and an uncooled micro-
bolometer 320 × 240 pixels. The minimum focus 
distance was 0.3 m and the thermal sensitivity was 
0.08°C at 30°C. Measurement accuracy was ±2°C 
and ±2%.

The IR camera was place on the tripod besides 
the mouse working area and the lens toward to table 
with a height of 60 cm (Fig. 1). The area of work-
ing area and IR picture taking area were separated 
to avoid interfered of background temperature. 
Participant was sitting in front the monitor per-
forming the tasks. In the static task, pictures were 
taken immediately before the task and after 3 min-
utes. In the dynamic using mouse test, pictures were 
taken immediately before the task and after first 
test, second test, and browsing website.

2.4 Data analysis

The temperatures of hand were recorded into five 
areas as following: thumb, index and middle fin-
ger, ring finger and little finger, anterior palm side, 
posterior side (Fig. 2). And the computer mouse 
was divided into four areas: anterior-right side, 
anterior-left side, posterior-right side, posterior-
left side (Fig. 3).

The surface temperatures of skin and computer 
mouse were recorded for descriptive analysis. And 
histogram was analyzed for the centralization and 
distribution shift of the temperature.

Figure 1. The experiment apparatus of IR camera and 
monitor. The distance from the camera lens to the table 
was 60 cm.
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1.9°C of this two area. And the temperature changes 
in computer mouse were shown in Table 2. The IR 
image of 0 minute and 15 minute were shown on 
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Figure 3. Computer mouse was divided into four parts 
to analysis the temperature change.

Table 2. Computer mouse temperature (°C) and tem-
perature change during 3 minutes static holding of com-
puter mouse.

T0 T3 Temperature change

Ant-right 24.7 28.2 3.5
Ant-left 25 27.8 2.8
Post-right 24.8 28.3 3.5
Post-left 25 27.2 2.2

Figure 2. The areas divided into five parts to analysis 
the temperature change of the hand.

3 RESULT

3.1 Temperature during static holding

The temperature changes during 3 minutes static 
holding were shown in Table 1.

Thumb and the anterior palm area were found 
the highest change in the temperature. Both increase 

Table 1. Skin temperature (°C) and temperature change 
during 3 minutes static holding of computer mouse.

Hand area T0 T3 Temperature change

Thumb 31.9 33.8 1.9
Index-middle finger 32.2 33.3 1.1
Ring and little ginger 32.2 33.4 1.2
Anterior palm 31.7 33.6 1.9
Posterior palm 32.3 34 1.7

Figure 4. The IR camera image of hand and compu-
ter mouse before holding the mouse. The color spectrum 
showed the temperature between 21°C to 35°C.

Figure 5. The IR camera image of hand and computer 
mouse after static holding the mouse for three minutes. The 
contact areas of hand and mouse interface were mainly at 
index and third finger area and posterior palm area.
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3.2 Temperature during dynamic using mouse

The temperatures in the beginning and after 
15 minutes dynamic using the mouse were shown 
in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.

Surface skin temperature get higher of 3.7°C 
in the posterior palm side was the most remark-
able area. The IR image of after 15 minute using 
mouse were shown on Fig. 6. The temperature 
rises around the area of posterior part of compu-
ter mouse corresponding to the area of hand.

3.3 Histogram of temperature distribution

The histogram of temperature distribution in 
posterior palm side and the posterior-right side 
of computer mouse during the dynamic mouse 
using task were shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 

Table 3. Surface skin temperature of hand (°C) and 
temperature change during 15 minutes using of computer 
mouse.

T0 T15 Temperature change

Thumb 31.2 33.6 2.4
Index-middle finger 30.6 33.7 3.1
Ring and little ginger 30.5 33.9 3.4
Anterior palm 30.5 33.8 3.3
Posterior palm 30.8 34.5 3.7

Table 4. Computer mouse temperature (°C) and tem-
perature change after 15 minutes using of computer 
mouse.

T0 T15 Temperature change

Ant-right 24 29.3 5.3
Ant-left 24 30 6
Post-right 24.2 32 7.8
Post-left 24.2 31.5 7.3

Figure 6. The IR camera image of hand and computer 
mouse after dynamic web browsing for 15 minutes. The 
contact areas of hand and mouse interface were mainly 
at index and third finger area and posterior palm area.

Figure 7. The histogram of temperature distribution of 
posterior palm side at the beginning and 15 minutes us of 
computer mouse.

Figure 8. The histogram of temperature distribution of 
posterior-right side of computer mouse.

respectively. The frequency means the quantity of 
temperatures pixels detected by the IR camera in 
each temperature. The temperature distribution of 
hand was shifted and centralized to higher degree 
after using mouse for 15 minutes. And the temper-
ature change/of computer mouse was more spread 
after 15 minutes use.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 IR camera as a equipment to evaluate hand-
mouse interface

The first purpose of our study is to use IR thermog-
raphy as a tool to evaluate the hand-mouse inter-
face. Hand-mouse interface variances depending 
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(Olesen 2002). So in our case, most area of  hand 
temperature increase over 3°C, especially in the 
posterior palm side and posterior-right mouse 
area. We analysis those areas in temperature histo-
gram furthermore (Figure 7, Figure 8). The histo-
gram showed hand temperature was increase and 
centralizes after using 15 minutes. And the mouse 
temperature was in crease and spread after use. 
This means in certain areas the insulation effect 
more and the other were not. This message can be 
use further to test different design, size, user how 
they fit and comfort using the mouse.

4.3 Methodological control of IR camera

Measurement of surface skin temperature may have 
many factors to control. Many factors will cause 
temperature change including which like blood 
flow, heat transfer between neighboring regions, 
and water evaporation from the surface. Psycholog-
ical factors may also affect the temperature change 
like emotional change (Gulyaev et al., 1995). To 
avoid the confounding factors may affect the tem-
perature, the subjects should control activity, and 
the environment convention should be controlled 
in the same situation (Straume, et al., 2005). In our 
study, we found that after holding the mouse, the 
temperature of mouse and hand have to cool down 
after at least 5 minutes. And this may be the rec-
ommendation time interval of each test for further 
test.

5 CONCLUSION

IR image is a new method to exam the hand—
mouse interface efficiently. It can reveal the prob-
lem of mouse design in the early stage and save 
cost from inappropriate design. Also, it can dis-
tinct the specific area of the interface. We need fur-
ther examination to see the difference between size, 
and shape of mouse, and also different hand size 
of user. The further completed experiment is need 
for variety of test conditions.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the trends in the frequency and energy for repetitive 
lifting and lowering tasks by means of surface Electromyography (sEMG). A total of fifteen male sub-
jects participated in the experiment, and sEMG signals were recorded from three right-sided muscles of 
the anterior-deltoid, posterior-deltoid, and upper-trapezius. Four independent variables were considered, 
namely, the weight (1, 4, and 7 kg), frequency (2, 6, and 10 cycles/minute), height (30, 60, and 90 cm), and 
motion (lifting and lowering), which affected one-handed handling; a full factorial experimental design 
was employed. This study considered two kinds of dependent variable: (1) the slope of the instantane-
ous mean power frequency (IMNF) and (2) the slope of the Instantaneous Energy (IE). The results were 
analyzed in terms of the main and interaction effects. The significance level was set at 0.05 for all the tests. 
Repetitive dynamic sEMG signals were segmented into three sections (first, middle, and last) and time-
frequency analysis conducted for each segment by Continuous Wavelet Transforms (CWT). Then, using 
linear regression analysis, the trends in the slope for the two parameters were estimated. As a result, the 
average slope of IMNF with regard to the weight, frequency, and height was significantly lower as the 
levels of these factors increased. However, the average slope of IE was significantly higher as the level of 
the frequency factor increased. The trend with regard to the frequency shifts was similar to the results 
of previous studies that analyzed the mean or median frequency values by means of the time-frequency 
transform. Furthermore, the increase in the slope of IE can be described in terms of muscular fatigue that 
is related to the phenomenon of decreasing frequency. This study can suggest a proper method for sEMG 
signal processing for movement that occurs cyclically and under varying force.

Keywords: one-handed handling, risk factors, electromyography, continuous wavelet transform, fatigue

Most of the improvements for industrial 
workers are associated with MMH that causes 
high compensation costs and labor losses (Ciriello 
2005, Murphy & Courtney 1996). MMH consists 
of lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling, carrying, and 
keeping, but especially the lifting task has been 
considered as the main concern in terms of work-
related safety and health issues in industrial fields. 
Typically, the lifting task occurs repeatedly over a 
long time; as a result, the shoulders of workers will 
be accompanied by chronic pain that is caused by 
musculoskeletal disorders. This is confirmed by the 
fact that most workers suffer from a high degree 
of shoulder pain (Brox 2003, Sommerich & Huges 
2006).

The previous studies on MMH have concen-
trated on vertical lifting and lowering and hori-
zontal pushing and pulling motions based on 
the symmetric use of both hands. The preven-
tion of musculoskeletal disorders, as related to 

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, most of  the tasks to be directly 
performed by workers have been replaced by the 
mechanical power of  machinery in industrial 
fields. Accordingly, the ongoing automation of 
production facilities has significantly decreased 
the need for muscular strength on the part of 
workers; working procedures have become simpli-
fied and easy to accomplish. However, there are 
still some areas where a machine cannot take over 
from workers who can do elaborate tasks. Vari-
ous fields of  industry have been adopting auto-
mated and mechanized systems; however, tasks 
still remain that require workers’ strength (e.g., 
simply repetitive tasks, micro-level operation of 
machines, awkward lifting in a confined space, 
etc.). Furthermore, in the future, Manual Mate-
rial Handling (MMH) by industrial workers will 
continue to be required.
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MMH, was proposed by the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the 
US in 1981 for the maximum permissible limits 
under symmetrical, two-handed handling. Zhu & 
Zhang (1990) also reported that the previous studies 
conducted in the US and Europe had a limitation to 
apply to relatively small Chinese people. As a result, 
the maximum acceptable weights and workload 
suggested in the previous studies should be lower 
than the suggestions of the previous studies. Lin 
et al. (2006) evaluated the physical stress of manual 
lifting jobs by using the ratio of joint moment to 
joint capacity based on a nine-link joint model. As 
a result, the proposed method found having a high 
correlation with the NIOSH lifting index. Parakkat 
et al. (2007) analyzed differences in workload under 
asymmetric lifting between novice and experienced 
subjects. The biomechanical lower back loads were 
found to be similar but novice subjects had larger 
discomfort than experienced subjects. It may be 
reported that novice subjects seemed to have a lower 
threshold of discomfort.

The previously reported studies were undertaken 
by using both hands related to MMH. Based on 
surface electromyography (sEMG) and subjective 
discomfort rating, some studies were conducted to 
analyze the fatigue of the shoulder part in relation 
to combined, overhead, one-handed work (Sood 
et al. 2007; Garg et al. 2006). Also, another study 
was designed to investigate the effects of the tem-
perature on the kinematic data and characteristics 
of sEMG signals (EMG gaps) during the repetitive 
handling of light-weight objects in the horizontal 
plane. Besides, only a limited number of studies 
have been undertaken to simply separate static and 
dynamic components of sEMG signals and con-
sider relative Maximum Voluntary Contractions 
(MVC) of some muscles (Strasser & Müller 1999; 
Kothiyal & Kayis 2001).

Most workers perform tasks for a long time with 
regard to repetitive movements in manufacturing 
and production lines in actual industrial fields. In 
this regard, the movements require dynamic mus-
cle contraction instead of steady-state processes 
(Gerdle et al. 2000). During dynamic states, several 
factors, e.g., changes in the fiber length and angle 
of joint through the range of motion, may increase 
the nonstationarity of the sEMG signal (Larsson 
et al. 1999). This is a major reason why other suit-
able signal processing techniques must be used to 
analyze the signals of dynamic muscle contraction. 
Knaflitz and Bonato (1999) analyzed the differ-
ences of frequency shifts related to muscle fatigue 
according to the time-frequency transform tech-
nique. They reported the need for proper sEMG 
signal processing techniques in accordance with 
the characteristics of contraction for obtaining 
reliable data during dynamic muscle contraction.

This study evaluates the workload of the shoulder 
for repetitive lifting and lowering tasks by means 
of sEMG. Localized muscle fatigue and energy 
generation is analyzed by using a dynamic signal 
processing method in order to consider the main 
risk factors of weight, frequency, and height related 
to MMH.

2 METHODS

2.1 Subjects

A total of fifteen male subjects volunteered to 
participate in the experiment. All fifteen subjects 
were right-handed. None of the subjects reported 
any history of musculoskeletal disorders in the pre-
vious year. Also, all subjects had previously com-
pleted a training session.

2.2 Experimental design

The experimental design consisted of four 
within-subjects factors of weight (1, 4, and 7 kg), 
frequency (2, 6, and 10 cycles/minute), height (30, 
60, and 90 cm), and motion (lifting and lowering) 
for the independent variables. Subjects partici-
pated in a total of 27 (33) experimental conditions 
with a full-factorial design (except for the motion). 
All the experimental conditions were randomized. 
This study considered two kinds of dependent var-
iable in three muscles, namely, the slopes of (1) the 
Instantaneous Mean Power Frequency (IMNF) 
and (2) the Instantaneous Energy (IE) from con-
tinuous wavelet transforms and linear regressions.

2.3 Apparatus

For recording physiological signals of repetitive 
muscle contraction, sEMG equipment was used 
(DataLINK DLK 900, Biometric Ltd., The UK). 
The standing workstation height was 90 cm based 
on the floor of our laboratory. Dumbbells were 
used for the load with the grip diameter of 3.04 cm. 
Furthermore, a metronome was used for maintain-
ing the frequencies.

Table 1. Summary of anthropometric data for 
the fifteen male subjects.

Anthropometry Mean SD

Age (year) 25.47 2.1
Height (cm) 175.49 4.0
Weight (kg) 69.41 5.3
Elbow height (cm) 109.81 3.5
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2.4 Procedure

To reduce the electrical impedance, the skin was 
shaved and cleaned with alcohol. Subsequently, 
silver-silver Chloride (Ag/AgCl) bipolar electrodes 
(Biometrics SX-230, Biometric Ltd., The UK) 
with a diameter of 10 mm and an inter-electrode 
distance of 20 mm were attached to each subject. 
All the data were converted from analog to digital 
(13 bits) at a sampling rate of 1 kHz. The CMRR 
of the unit was 96 dB, the gain was set at 1000, and 
the noise was below 5 μV.

The sEMG signals were recorded from three right 
shoulder muscles of the Anterior-Deltoid (AD), 
Posterior-Deltoid (PD), and Upper Trapezius 
(UT). These muscles were selected because they 
are the major muscles related to vertical lifting and 
lowering movements (Hislop and Montgomery, 
2007). The position of electrodes also was in 
accordance with the SENIAM recommendations 
(Hermens et al. 2000). A reference electrode was 
attached over the dorsal surface of the right wrist.

The subjects performed a repetitive one-handed 
handling task during a ten-minute period. The 
experiment progressed until the subject was no 
longer able to conduct the task. Figure 1 shows a 
cycle of a one-handed handling movement.

During the experiment, the subjects were not 
allowed to bend their trunks. A break for about 
10 minutes was provided after each experimental 
condition. During the break, all the electrodes were 
not allowed to touch the subjects.

2.5 Signal processing and statistics

This study used the Continuous Wavelet Transform 
(CWT) that is widely known as one of the appro-
priate signal processing techniques for dynamic 
movement. The CWT technique is able to analyze 
time and frequency domains at the same time and 
is suitable for nonstationary biological signal anal-
ysis (Ismail & Asfour 1998, Karlsson et al. 2001). 
Barcier et al. (2009) and Kellenberg et al. (2009) 
used the CWT technique according to dynamic 
muscle contraction.

The signals of sEMG collected from each exper-
imental condition were segmented into initial, 
middle, and final sections. The signal for each of 

the three segments was repartitioned into lifting 
and lowering sections to consider the independ-
ent variable of motion. The signal segmentation 
followed the method that Neptune et al. (1997) 
used. Each segmented signal was filtered by means 
of a fourth-order Butterworth bandpass filter 
(10–500 Hz). Then, instantaneous mean power 
frequency (IMNF) and Instantaneous Energy (IE) 
were estimated from each segmented signal using a 
CWT with the Morlet basis wavelet function. The 
slopes of IMNF and IE were computed by using 
linear regression analysis applied to the values of 
initial, middle, and final sections in order to obtain 
the slope for the two parameters of MNF and 
energy.

All the data processing and statistical analyses 
were performed using the MATLAB (Ver. 7.0.4, 
Mathworks, The US) and SAS (Ver. 9.1, SAS 
Institute, Inc.) programs. The results were analyzed 
in terms of the main and interaction effects with 
respect to the average and standard deviation by 
means of an analysis of variance and post-hoc test 
(Tukey’s HSD). The significance level was set at 
0.05 for all tests.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Slope of IMNF

The analysis of variance for the slope of IMNF 
indicated that there were the significant main effects 
of weight ( p < 0.0001), frequency ( p < 0.0001), and 
height ( p = 0.0204). Generally, the average slope 
of IMNF for a significant factor decreased as the 
levels of the factors increased.

According to the result of the post-hoc test 
(Tukey’s), no significant difference for the weight 
factor was found between the 4 and 7 kg loads. No 
significant difference for the frequency factor was 
found between 2 and 6 cycle/min. In the case of the 
height factor, all the levels were analyzed as having 
significant differences.

The weight * frequency ( p < 0.0001), weight 
* distance ( p = 0.0177), frequency * distance 
( p = 0.0020), distance * muscle ( p = 0.0117), and 
weight * frequency * distance ( p = 0.0088) inter-
action effects were also significantly different. 
Figure 2 illustrates some interactions.

3.2 Slope of IE

The analysis of variance according to the slope 
of IE indicated that the main effects of frequency 
( p < 0.0001) and motion ( p = 0.0204) were signifi-
cantly affected. Generally, the average slope of IE 
with the frequency was significantly higher as the 
levels of the factors increased.

Figure 1. One cycle of a one-handed handling task: 
1) resting, 2) lifting after grasping the dumbbell, 3) resting 
again, 4) grasping the dumbbell, and 5) lowering.
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According to the result of the post-hoc test 
(Tukey’s), no significant difference was found for 
the frequency factor between 2 and 6 cycle/min. 
Also, the slope of IE recorded was significantly 
higher during the lifting motion than the lowering 
motion.

Additionally, the weight * frequency ( p < 0.0001), 
frequency *muscle ( p = 0.0016), frequency * motion 
( p = 0.0039), motion * muscle ( p = 0.0048), weight 
* frequency * muscle ( p = 0.0118), and weight 
* frequency * motion ( p = 0.0092) interaction 
effects were also revealed significant differences. 
Figure 3 illustrates some interactions.

4 DISCUSSION

The IMNF significantly decreased as the levels 
of the main risk factors of weight, frequency, 
and height increased. The results of the analysis 
were similar to those of the previous studies that 
analyzed the mean or median frequency in terms 
of time-frequency transform technique (Bonato 
et al. 2001; Englehart et al. 1999; Pope et al. 2000). 
In the case of continuous muscle contraction, a 
decreasing frequency represented muscle fatigue 

Figure 2. Average slope of IMNF (average ± SD) in 
relation to interaction effects between the muscles and 
factors. (a) Weight * Frequency. (b) Distance * Muscle.

Figure 3. Average slope of IE (average ± SD) in relation 
to interaction effects between the muscles and factors. 
(a) Weight * Frequency. (b) Frequency * Muscle.

resulted from slower rate of depolarization of 
muscle membranes because of the reduction of 
the Motor Unit (MU) conduction velocity along 
the myofibrils and the depletion of metabolites 
within the cells (Potvin and Bent, 1997). Also, 
Doud & Walsh (1965) reported that a decreasing 
frequency reflected localized muscle fatigue due 
to the increased accumulation of lactic acid owing 
to higher Motor Unit Action Potentials (MUAP). 
Therefore, a negative slope of IMNF means that as 
the levels of the factors increased, the rate muscle 
fatigue increased.

This study analyzed the IE value that was cal-
culated in terms of scale bands by summing up all 
the absolute values of coefficients of CWT, not the 
amplitude and magnitude expressed by the Root 
Mean Square (RMS) or Mean Absolute Value 
(MAV). Figure 3(a) shows that the slopes of IE 
significantly changed to negative to positive; as 
the level of weight increased, the rate of change in 
the slope of IE increased. The increase in the slope 
of IE can be explained with muscle fatigue related 
to the repetitive movements (Merletti et al. 1990). 
Task frequency refers to the workload per minute 
in actual industrial fields. Accordingly, the firing 
rate of MUs has gradually decreased and the early 
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recruitment of MUs during continuous repetitive 
muscle contraction has reduced (Kellenberg & 
Hermens 2008). Due to these effects, it may be 
considered even though the same strength was 
generated, a relatively larger amount of MUs were 
recruited compared with the early phase of the 
lifting and lowering task (Sbriccoli et al. 2003). 
In addition, according to the post-hoc test results 
regarding the slope of IE, the frequency levels of 
2 and 6 cycles/minute had the same slopes. This 
could explain low fatigue resulted from the resting 
period between trials.

5 CONCLUSION

This study has demonstrated the dynamic sEMG 
signal processing method with continuous wavelet 
transforms for prolonged and cyclic dynamic mus-
cle contraction. This study will help to quantita-
tively identify the relationship between energy and 
fatigue in terms of weight, frequency, and height. 
In future, empirical studies is need to recommend 
guidelines to workers who suffer from occupational 
muscular skeletal disorders.
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ABSTRACT: To examine the relationship between the Event-Related Potential (ERP) and the changes 
of EMG in the right hand of observers in manual control, it was measured the physiological responses 
of EEG and EMG when steering a wheel to handle the object through the gate as the task. In the results, 
there are the negative slopes of ERP before steering the wheel. At first, the potentials rise gradually 
negative (N1) and change rapidly (N2) to the peak at the time of steering the wheel. It is suggested that 
N1 is the preparatory activity to steer the wheel and N2 is the activity to exercise the muscle in motor 
preparation from the relationship between the start points of N1, N2, and the responses of EMG, and the 
amount of steering the wheel with the time lag.

Keywords: ERP, motor preparatory activity, manual control, time lag, EMG

2 PURPOSE

The purpose is to evaluate the effect to the activities 
between brain and motor control of the operator 
with the time lag for the manual control system 
using the measurements of physiological responses 
(EEG and EMG) during the task. In particu-
larly, it is examined the relationship between the 
Event-Related Potential (ERP) and the changes of 
EMG for the right hand of observers when steer-
ing a wheel to handle an object through the gate 
in the task.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Measurement of EEG

An electroencephalogram (EEG, a Nihon Kohden 
EEG1100) was recorded with a disk electrode of sil-
ver/silver chloride arrayed at the five points, Fz, Cz, 
Pz, C3, and C4 (see Fig. 1) in accordance with the 
10/20 electrode system and referenced to linked ear-
lobes. The EEG was measured using a high-frequency 
filter with cut-off at 30 Hz, a low-frequency filter with 
cut-off at 0.03 Hz, and a sample rate of 1000 Hz. In 
addition, the electrooculogram (EOG) for the right 

1 INTRODUCTION

There is a system of handling an object with a 
time lag such as steering large-size ships. Although 
such system recently advances to control an object 
with automation instead of manual control, it is 
not possible to apply the automatic control to all 
the scenes, for example, an unusual case such as 
the system does not work properly. It is important 
to investigate the property of the operator when 
manually handling the object with a time lag in the 
fields of human factors and ergonomics. Most of 
the previous studies have been reported to exam-
ine the property of the operator in the perform-
ance of a certain task for the system with a time 
lag (Hayashi (1967), Yukimachi (1973), Hayashi 
(1975)). On the other hand, there are few studies to 
evaluate manual control with the measurement of 
the physiological responses while the operator per-
forms the task in the system with a time lag. In this 
paper, we shed a light to study the activities from 
the brain to motor control system of the operator 
when manually handling the object with a time lag. 
In the measurement of physiological responses, an 
electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram 
(EMG) of right arm of the operator were recorded 
during the task.
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eye was recorded to monitor any artifacts such as 
blinking into the EEG.

3.2 Measurement of EMG

An electromyogram (EMG) was recorded with a 
disk electrode of silver/silver chloride arrayed at 
the three points of the muscles in forearm, arm, 
and shoulder for right hand of the observer. The 
EEG was measured using a high-frequency filter 
with cut-off  at 120 Hz, a low-frequency filter with 
cut-off  at 10 Hz, and a sample rate of 1000 Hz.

3.3 Task

In this experiment, it was used the simulator of the 
system with the time lag in the first order for steer-
ing the wheel. The task was to steer an object to a 
goal through the gate. Observers were instructed to 
guide the object on a CRT screen with a steering 
wheel to the goal through the gate. There is one gate 
to the goal as shown in Fig. 1. The dynamic char-
acteristics were set a first order lag. Each observer 
handled the object with the three conditions of a 
time constant (τ) of zero, three, or six seconds lag 
in the response to the steering wheel input. The 
object went forward to the top of the screen with 
the velocity of 4 mm/s in constant. The angle of 
steering the wheel was recorded by the computer in 
transferring into the amount of voltage.

They were required to repeat this task for 200 
times of each condition. The total was 600 times 
repeated randomly for two days taking rests.

3.4 Observers

Written and informed consent was obtained from 
ten male observers in age with an average of 23.5 
years and an SD of 1.84. Prior to the experiment, 
observers had an enough time to practice for this 
task.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 ERP in steering the wheel

Figure 2 shows the results of ERP at Cz, τ = 3 s 
when steering the wheel to the right to through 
the gate. Each graph corresponds to the results of 
observer C, F, and average based on the waveforms 
of all the observers, respectively. The waveforms 
of observer C and F were obtained by averaging 
the waveform of all the measurements for each 
observer except in the cases of such as blinking the 
eye. The horizontal axis indicates the time (ms) for 
eight seconds and the zero means the point when 
steering the wheel to the right. The vertical axis 
indicates the amplitude (μV) and the mean poten-
tial of 5000 ms to 4000 ms before steering the wheel 
was taken as the baseline.

As shown in this figure, there are the negative 
slopes of the potential before steering the wheel for 

Figure 1. Experimental scene. Top: course of the task. 
Bottom: experimental scene. Right: measurement points.
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Figure 2. ERP of Cz, τ = 3 s for observer C, F, and the 
average result in ten observes. Top: observer C, Middle: 
observer F, Bottom:  average.
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all the graphs. At first, the potentials rise gradually 
negative (N1) and change rapidly (N2) to the peak 
at zero in time. It is considered to be able to divide 
into two stages of N1 and N2 in terms of the 
motor preparatory activity. It is the same tendency 
at the others.

4.2 Relationship between ERP and EMG 
in motor preparatory activity

Figure 3 shows the results of ERP at C4, τ = 3 s for 
observer C, EMG of the muscle in forearm for the 
right hand, and the amount of voltage with steer-
ing the wheel. The top, middle, and bottom graphs 
correspond to the waveforms of ERP, EMG, and 
amount of voltage with steering input, respec-
tively. The horizontal axis is the same as Fig. 2. 
The vertical axis indicate the amplitude (μV or 
mV) depended on each graph.

As shown in this figure, before the potential of 
the steering input rises up in bottom graph, the 
potential of the muscle in forearm changes rap-
idly (M) in middle graph. The start point of N2 
for ERP in top graph is roughly same as M in the 
potential change for the forearm in right hand. It is 

suggested that N2 means the activity to exercise 
the muscle in motor preparation of human body.

4.3 Effect of the time lag for ERP

Figure 4 shows the results of ERP at Cz based on 
the waveforms of all the observers. Each line rep-
resents the results of each time lag condition, zero, 
three, and six seconds, respectively. The horizontal 
and vertical axes are the same as Fig. 2.

As the results of Fig. 4, the start point of N1 and 
the peak of the potentials are different from each 
condition. It seems to rise earlier and increase in 
peak with increasing of the time lag in conditions.

4.4 Underlying mechanism for N1, N2, and peak 
of ERP in motor preparatory activity

To obtain the start points of N1 and N2 and the 
peak in ERP, each stage of N1 and N2 in the wave-
forms was fitted by two straight lines using least 
squares method according to the previous study 
(Kornhuber and Deecke (1965)). Fig. 5 shows the 
results of start points of N1 and N2 (N1 start and 
N2 start) and the peak at Cz based on the results 
of all the observers. Each graph corresponds to 
the results of N1 start, N2 start, and the peak of 
ERP, respectively. Each bar represents each condi-
tion of the time constant in time lag. The vertical 
axis indicates the time (ms) and amplitude (μV), 
respectively.

In Figure 5, the times of N1 and N2 start are 
faster with increasing the time constant. Also, the 
peak of the potential in negative slope increases 
with the time constant as the mention above. It is 
similar tendency in all the measurement points.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of ERP at Cz 
based on the waveforms of all the observers and 
the amount of voltage with the steering input for 
three conditions of the time lag. The top and bot-
tom graphs correspond to the ERP of average 
results and the change of voltage with the steering 
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Figure 3. ERP of C4, τ = 3 s for observer C, EMG of 
the muscle in forearm of right hand, the amount of the 
voltage with the steering input. Top: ERP, Middle: EMG, 
Bottom: steering input.
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input. The horizontal and vertical axes are similar 
to Fig. 3.

As shown in this figure, the amount of the volt-
age with the input increases with the time constant 
in time lag. According to the increasing the amount 
of the voltage with the input in this figure and the 
results in Fig. 5, it seems that the time of N1 start 
is faster and the peak of the negative slope in ERP 
increases. It is suggested that N1 and the peak 
means the preparatory activity to steer the wheel 
and the activity to steering the wheel. In the pre-
vious study of Shibasaki et al. (1980), they meas-
ured the ERP when moving the fingers. The results 
were the similar tendency that there are two stages 
before the movement. In their consideration, one is 
the preparation of motor control such as N1, the 
other is the activity to exercise the muscle in motor 
preparation such as N2.

5 CONCLUSION

To examine the relationship between the Event-
Related Potential (ERP) and the changes of EMG 
in the right hand of observers, it was measured the 
physiological responses when steering a wheel to 
handle the object through the gate as the task. It 
was obtained the phenomenon that the activity 
in brain occurs earlier to exercise the muscle in 
motor control with increasing the time lag of the 
system in this experiment. It is considered to need 
the strong activity in early stage from the relation-
ship between N1 start, the peak of negative slope 
in ERP and the value of time lag in the system. 
From the results of N2 start with the time lag, it 
seems that brain orders to act earlier for exercising 
the muscle in motor control to correspond to the 
time lag of the system.
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Assessment of customers’ perceptions toward attributes 
of bedroom space
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ABSTRACT: Home is a place where people can pursue a carefree way of living. Bedroom aesthetics 
is about allowing customers an enjoyable experience when using the bedroom. Aesthetics is not the only 
thing that interior design is involved with; instead, aesthetics must also build upon functionalism and utili-
tarianism. A design is successful when it gains an insight into customers’ needs and thus can be realized 
and completed. The most important stage in this process is to build a communication platform. Through 
this platform, designers can adequately communicate and reach a consensus with their customers, so that 
they can build a home space satisfying customers’ needs. This study adopts questionnaire survey and 
develops a “bedroom spatial attribute evaluation scale”. This scale selects adjectives used by general cus-
tomers when describing attributes of a bedroom, so that it projects bedroom images in customers’ percep-
tions. After being tested, this scale is proved to meet validity and reliability. Therefore, it can be used as a 
tool to construct bedroom spatial attributes and allow designers to effectively grasp customers’ demands 
for bedroom design. Finally, this study suggests on future research and practical applications.

Keywords: bedroom space, attributes, evaluation, scale development, confirmatory factor analysis

above-mentioned motives, the purposes of this 
study include the following:

1. Explore related theories of bedroom spatial 
attributes

2. Collect attributes of bedroom design
3. Construct an evaluation model for bedroom 

spatial attributes
4. Provide this model as a reference to interior 

designers.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Home life should be an expression of aesthetics. 
The creation of atmosphere and setting of a 
bedroom as the soul of  a home is above all the 
most important. Bedroom is the most relaxing 
and private place for people to sleep. The style 
of  a bedroom varies in accordance with different 
users’ requirements. Since the 1990s, numerous 
domestic and international scholars (Chin, 2001; 
Chang, 2004; Deng, 2002; Scott, 1993; Yang, 

1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
AND OBJECTIVES

People spend a third of their life time in sleep. The 
quality of sleep affects people physically, mentally, 
and emotionally. After a tiring day at work, people 
expect to return home to an environment where 
they can really relax and rest. Bedroom is exactly a 
place for resting and sleeping. Hence, privacy, inde-
pendence, and quality sleep are priorities for a good 
bedroom. Regarding this, bedroom is a space with 
infinite possibilities. With owners’ personalities, 
preferences, and demands as premises, the mak-
ing of a bedroom should strike a balance between 
aesthetics and functions and create an atmos-
phere to fit its functionality. People of different 
personality traits, occupations, genders, and ages 
have their own ideas about bedroom space. With 
the help of different types of bedroom and even 
cognitive psychology, designers can understand 
customers’ expectations and preferences. There-
fore, it is expected that interior design can become 
more academic and professional. Based on the 
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2003; Zhuang, 2008) have started research on the 
evaluation of spatial attributes to assess the con-
nection between spatial aesthetics and people’s 
preferences. Chin (2001) categorized consumers’ 
images, descriptions, and perceptions of space into 
adjectives of young, bright, brand-reflective, fash-
ionable, and clean. The categorization allowed con-
sumers to describe settings and styles of space with 
various adjectives. Deng (2002) used adjectives on 
spatial design of restaurant space. He designed 
restaurants with installations of world’s famous 
landmarks, bridges, streets, or pictures of natural 
landscapes, playgrounds, snow scenes, windmills, 
glacial erosion lakes, etc., These designs inspired 
consumers to describe a space with adjectives 
such as splendid, classical, gracious, interesting, 
exciting, passionate, stony, natural, and restricted. 
These verbal descriptions immerse consumers into 
the space and allow them a different way to per-
ceive the space.

Yang (2003) used the public’s images about the 
forms of sculptures to categorize styles of out-
door sculptures in public space. She also collected 
adjectives suitable for describing sculptures and 
conducted a survey on sculpture images. Chang 
(2004: 19–20) applied the theory of Mehrabian 
and Russel (1974: 233–252) and used the three ele-
ments of pleasure, arouse, and dominance to reflect 
human emotions. His semantic differential scale 
used opposite terms like “pleasant—unpleasant,” 
“excited—bored,” and “relaxed—nervous” to 
evaluate people’s emotional reactions to environ-
ment and explore their preferences in terms of 
environmental aesthetics. Zhuang (2008) explored 
terms used to describe cultural signs and pat-
terns of Taiwanese temples. With patterns which 
were described as “happy,” “safe and well,” and 
“auspicious.” Zhuang (2008) provided inspira-
tions to product design. In addition, he concretely 
presented traditional signs and creative associa-
tions to improve product design and consumers’ 
recognition of the design. The atmosphere of a 
bedroom arises from its functions. If  the design 
of a bedroom is integrated with emotional fac-
tors, a designer can use colors and lights to create 
a variety of styles. Zhang (2007) believed with the 
considerations of users’ perceptions and demands 
for quality, bedroom design should include the 
following features: (1) the integration of outline 
and framework, (2) the preservation of natural 
and original style, and (3) the psychological influ-
ence of shapes like circles, curves, and rectangular 
on users. Regarding this, the dimensions of bed-
room space are vast, its atmosphere is homey, its 
conversation is about humanities, and its spirit is 
being practical. Interior design is not just about 
decorating. Instead, it should interpret every space 
perfectly to allow users to sleep in peace. This is 

the original intention of design, and by doing so, 
a designer can truly present the atmosphere of a 
space.

With regard to the descriptions above, it is 
obvious that bedroom design is like putting 
together stylish outfits, where every person has his 
or her own unique style and taste. A bedroom too 
speaks for its owner’s taste and style. Exploring 
spatial images and preferences with adjectives is a 
suitable method for the studies of interior design. 
Bedroom design involves not only the designer 
but also people living in it, who are the main roles 
to the bedroom. In addition to the presentation 
of a space, discovering consumers’ preferences is 
equally significant. Some related researches adopt 
factor analysis approach to grasp consumers’ psy-
chological perceptions. For further considerations 
of the public’s preference and consumer-oriented 
design, however, there is a lack of a valid and 
reliable scale due to the highly subjectivity and 
short of an evaluation approach (Aaker, 1981). 
Therefore, this study applies confirmatory factor 
analysis approach to establish a valid and reli-
able evaluation. Additionally, it uses a measurable 
scale as the measuring tool, so that designers can 
interpret consumers’ subjective concepts of val-
ues about styles and aesthetics. By doing so, the 
designers can reach a consensus with the consum-
ers and reduce the risk of a cognitive gap and poor 
communication.

3 METHODS

The construction of  the bedroom spatial attribute 
evaluation scale was divided into four stages. In 
the first stage, experts selected representative bed-
room designs whose types and styles were suitable 
to the experiment. These selected designs served 
as stimulants for the projection experiment. In 
the second stage, adjectives suitable for describing 
bedroom space were selected during the interview 
with consumers. This study interviewed non-
professional consumers in an attempt to choose 
general and comprehensible attributive adjectives. 
In the third stage, the bedroom spatial attribute 
evaluation was constructed and its aspects were 
completed. In the last stage, this study carried out 
confirmatory factor analysis to build a reliability 
and validity index for the evaluation scale and to 
examine the theoretical and practical values of 
the studies of  bedroom design.

In the first stage, this study collected exist-
ing literatures, magazines of interior design, and 
published or unpublished works of existing inte-
rior designers in the past decade as representative 
samples for the experiment. By excluding the con-
sideration of levels and costs of these designs, this 
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study sought to find a collection which covered 
preferences of as many consumers as possible. 
Initially, 128 designs were collected. After being 
screened by three experts, the sample size of the 
stimulants was downsized to 14 types of bedroom 
design (Table 1). These descriptions were then 
represented with projected images, which were put 
into the questionnaire survey for the respondents.

In the second stage, through the projection 
experiment, this study selected attributive adjec-
tives used by the respondents in response to the 
stimulants. During the experiment, 10 respondents 
with different educational backgrounds and life 
experiences were asked to contribute 2 to 5 adjec-
tives to each of the 14 design cases in an open-end 
questionnaire. Considering the uneven verbal abili-
ties among the respondents, the questionnaire pro-
vided terms as a reference to the respondents but 
only when they required for it. With the help of 
the stimulants, this study could understand con-
sumers’ subjective judgments and descriptions of 
the attributes of bedroom space. When analyzing 
the results of the questionnaire survey, this study 
selected attributive adjectives which had been used 
for 10 times or more to be the evaluative items for 
this research. These adjectives were (01) romantic, 
(02) steady, (03) simple, (04) refreshing, (05) ele-
gant, (06) passionate, (07) mysterious, (08) bright, 
(09) homey, (10) plain, (11) popular, (12) comfort-
able, (13) retro, (14) benevolent, (15) classical, (16) 
vivid, (17) gentle, (18) natural, (19) dreamy, and 
(20) gorgeous.

In the third stage, a scale ranging from 0 to 
10 marks was assigned to each of the 20 attributive 
adjectives selected in the second stage. Therefore, 
there were a total of 11 marks for each adjec-
tive. The more the marks a respondent gave to 
an adjective, the more agreeable she was to it. 
Conversely, the less agreeable the respondent was 
to the adjective. The scale was put to the test upon 
the completion of its construction. After the test 
results were collected, they were analyzed with 
SPSS for windows 12.0.

In the fourth stage, this study applied AMOS 
17.0 for confirmatory factor analysis. By exam-
ining the significance of  the path coefficients of 
the variables, it could verify its hypothesis. Struc-
tural equation modeling was used to explore the 
causal relations among variables and verify the 
goodness-of-fit of  the observations. By observ-
ing the connections among variables, this study 
corrected the model until the best fitness was 
obtained.

3.1 Research samples

This study adopted sampling approach and 
conducted a questionnaire survey about bedroom 
spatial attributes on general public. A total of 155 
questionnaires were distributed during the survey. 
After incomplete questionnaires were excluded, 140 
valid ones were collected, marking a return rate of 
90%. Among the respondents, there were 30.4% 
(63 persons) males and 37.2% (77 persons) females. 

Figure 06 Figure 07 Figure 08 Figure 09 Figure 10

Figure 11 Figure 12 Figure 13 Figure 14

Figure 01 Figure 03 Figure 04 Figure 05Figure 02

Table 1. 14 types of bedroom design.
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Most of the respondents were 21 to 30 years old, 
which accounted for 32.9% of the valid samples. 
The remaining age groups were 31 to 40 years old 
(23.7%), 41 to 50 years old (6.8%), and 50 years 
old and over (4.3%). 33.3% of the respondents had 
an educational background of college (or junior 
college). 16.9% had an educational background 
of senior high school (vocational school) or below, 
14.5% had a master’s degree, and 2.9% had a doc-
toral degree or were still studying for it. As many 
as 20.3% of the respondents worked in agriculture, 
industry, business, electronic industry, and service 
industry. 17.4% were students majoring in arts or 
designs. 12.1% served in the military, public sec-
tors, or education. 6.3% were housewives. 1.9% 
were students majoring in subjects other than arts 
or designs. 4.3% were unemployed, retired, free-
lancers, or otherwise.

3.2 Item analysis

According to Qiu (2006), item analysis is the 
most critical to scales or questionnaire preset. 
The purpose of  item analysis is to figure out 
item difficulty and discriminability of  a proposed 
scale. This study used SPSS12.0 for item analysis. 
The testing methods were missing value estima-
tion method, descriptive statistics (means, stand-
ard deviation, and coefficient of  skewness), and 
homogeneity test (correlation coefficients and fac-
tor loadings). Items failed to achieve significance 
did not have discriminability, and thus could not 
reflect the responses of  different respondents. 
Regarding this, insignificant items were removed. 
The mean of  this scale was 4.33, and the standard 
deviation was 1.37. When the figure exceeded two 
positive or negative standard deviation, an item 
was deleted (standard deviation larger than 7.07 
or smaller than 3.59 showed low discriminabil-
ity). The means of  the scale ranged from 4.04 to 
5.97, meaning that none of  the means was too 
large or too small. The top 27% was the group 
with high marks, and the bottom 27% was the 
group with low marks. The two groups were used 
for t test to obtain the critical value. According 
to Qiu (2006), CR value larger than 3.0 is consid-
ered acceptable. Based on these criteria, all items 
of  this scale achieved the standard. Addition-
ally, the results of  testing for mean differences all 
achieved significance. Correlation coefficients of 
all items exceeded 0.4, meaning that all items met 
the standard of  discriminability. A more precise 
analysis revealed the results of  respondents’ fac-
tor loadings and internal homogeneity. All items 
in the scale were with factor loadings larger than 
0.3, and the attributions were highly relevant. The 
Cronbach’s α of  the scale as a whole was 0.97, 
which fell within the range of  high reliability.

4 DATA ANALYSIS

4.1 Exploratory factor analysis

This scale used exploratory factor analysis to estab-
lish factors for bedroom space. The communality 
demonstrated the parts of observable variances 
which could be explained. The higher the com-
munality was, the lower the uniqueness. KMO 
sampling adequacy was 0.95, and Bartlett’s Test of 
Sphericity showed that this scale had good sam-
pling adequacy. Principal component analysis and 
promax method in oblique rotation kept items with 
factor loadings greater than 0.3. With the help of 
pattern matrix and structure matrix, four factors 
were established. The following shows the naming 
of the factors, which was based on the values of 
factor loading matrix.

Variances of the exploratory factor analy-
sis showed that the first variance explained was 
22.80%, the second was 20.06%, the third was 
18.30%, and the fourth was 15.59%. The cumula-
tive variances of the four factors were 76.76%. In 
other words, the percentage of these four explora-
tory factors to “bedroom spatial attribute evalua-
tion scale” was 76.76%. According to the reliability 
analysis of the 20 items under the four factors, the 
Cronbach α of  the first factor was 0.921, the Cron-
bach α of  the second was 0.921, the Cronbach α 
of  the third was 0.883, and the Cronbach α of  the 
fourth was 0.876. The Cronbach α of  this scale as 
a whole was 0.966, which fell within the range of 
high reliability. The 20 items of the bedroom spa-
tial attribute evaluation scale were categorized into 
the four factors respectively.

1. The first factor covered items (03) simple, (10) 
plain, (04) refreshing, (02) steady, (17) gentle, 
and (08) bright. Homes with these descriptions 
are simple, plain, refreshing, steady, gentle, and 
bright, and such homes present a feeling of 
purity and simplicity. Therefore, this factor is 
named “pure and plain style.”

2. The second factor covered items (01) roman-
tic, (05) elegant, (09) homey, (19) dreamy, 
(20) gorgeous, and (12) comfortable. Homes 
with these descriptions are romantic, elegant, 
homey, dreamy, gorgeous, and comfortable, 
and such homes present a romantic and warm 
atmosphere. Therefore, this factor is named 
“luxurious and elegant style.”

3. The third factor covered items (16) vivid, (11) 
popular, (18) natural, (14) benevolent, and (06) 
passionate. Homes with these descriptions are 
vivid, popular, natural, benevolent, and passion-
ate. Such homes give a mixed feeling of mod-
ern, natural, passionate and friendly. Therefore, 
this factor is named “fashionable and natural 
style.”
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4. The fourth factor covered (13) retro, (15) 
classical, and (07) mysterious. Homes with these 
descriptions present a classical and mysterious 
atmosphere. Therefore, this structure is named 
“retro and classical style.”

4.2 Confirmatory factor analysis

The major function of Confirmatory Factor 
Analysis (CFA) is to verify factor validity and 
factor correctness of a proposed model. Such an 
analysis approach is suitable for theories waited to 
be verified or empirical research (Byrne, 2001; Qiu, 
2003). In his research of education and psychol-
ogy, Li (2006) proposed that reliability and validity 
of a measuring tool could be verified with the help 
of CFA. When using CFA, a researcher can define 
some constraints based on the theories or hypoth-
eses of his/her model. The researcher can decide 
correlations among some common factors, how 
some observable variances will be affected by other 
common factors, which observable variances are 
unique factors, and which unique factors correlate 
to one another (Cheng, 1993; Doll, Raghunathan, 
Lim & Gupta, 1995).

AMOS 17.0 can test the significance of path 
coefficients in a structural equation model and ver-
ify the causal relation of the model. Generally, it is 
suggested that linear structural relation analysis be 
used for larger sample sizes to obtain better results 
(Qiu, 2003). There were 140 valid samples in this 
study. Therefore, it could use maximum likelihood 
estimation and hypotheses of multivariate normal-
ity to estimate the coefficients and fit of its model 
(Ding, Velicer, & Harlow, 1995).

The 20 items of the bedroom spatial attribute 
evaluation scale were designed into a path model 
for first order confirmatory factor analysis. The 
retrieved index served as a standard to test model 
fit. The result showed that χ2 was 2.7305976, 
RMSEA was 0.112, RMR was 0.123, SRMR was 
0.069, GFI was 0.74, AGFI was 0.67, NFI was 
0.832, RFI was 0.81, IFI was 0.89, NNFI was 0.87, 
CFI was 0.885, PGFI was 0.580, PNFI was 0.718, 
and PCFI was 0.76. In the hypothetic model, the 
values of (χ2/df), RMSEA, GFI, SRMR, AGFI, 
NFI, RFI, IFI, NNFI or TLI, and CFI were not 
ideal.

According to Bagozzi and Yi (1988), when 
MI value exceeds 3.84, there is a need for correc-
tion (Cheng, 2003). Through MI, covariance of 
error, and factor loadings, this study corrected 
parameters and removed items with residual 
values larger than 2 or smaller than negative 2. 
In the end, 6 items were removed. (Figure 1) F1 
eliminated v3—simple, v4—refreshing; F2 elimi-
nated v5—elegant, v20—gorgeous; F3 eliminated 
v16—vivid; F4 eliminated v7—mysterious. Table 2 

demonstrates the model fit after the correction. 
Based on absolute fit index, except for the chi 
square value, the rest of the values of GFI (0.89), 
RMSEA (0.08), RMR (0.069), and SRMR (0.038) 
were all acceptable. GFI and AGFI fell within 
the range between 0.80 and 0.89, which were also 
reasonable. Models with values equal to or exceed 
0.90 are regarded to have better fit (Joreskog and 
Sorbom, 1989). Based on absolute fit measures, 
the model of this study as a whole was acceptable. 
Based on incremental fit measures, NFI (0.921), 
RFI (0.90), IFI (0.96), NNFI (0.95), and CFI 
(0.963) either equaled to or exceed 0.90, meaning 
that the model as a whole was acceptable. Based 
on parsimonious fit measure, PNFI (0.72), PCFI 
(0.75), and PGFI (0.599) all exceed 0.50, show-
ing that they were also acceptable. Generally, the 
model of this study was acceptable.

Composite reliability and AVE were applied to 
explain the four factors. The CR of the first factor 
of “pure and plain style” was 0.86, and AVE was 
0.6; the CR of the second factor of “luxurious and 
elegant style” was 0.9, and the AVE was 0.7; the 
CR of the third factor of “fashionable and natural 
style” was 0.86, and AVE was 0.6; and the CR of 
the fourth factor of “retro and classical style” was 
0.91, and AVE was 0.8.

This study used other model fit indices of 
Amos 17.0 to correct the model. The factor load-
ings of the model all achieved significance and fell 
within the range of an ideal model fit. In terms of 

Figure 1. The best fitting model.

Table 2. Measures of the best structural model fit.

Item Indices fit Criteria

Chi-Square/Chi-Square DF 2.731 <3
(GFI) 0.89 >0.9
(AGFI) 0.83 >0.8
(CFI) 0.963 >0.9
(NFI) 0.92 >0.9
(RMSEA) 0.08 <0.08

Source: This study.
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the internal structure fit of the “bedroom spatial 
attribute evaluation scale,” the reliability of each 
item (similar to R2 of regression coefficients) was 
0.69, 0.74, 0.90, 0.76, 0.78, 0.88, 0.83, 0.83, 0.72, 
0.75, 0.89, 0.74, 0.90, and 0.93 respectively. The 
result of internal quality showed the model and 
information fit of the bedroom spatial attribute 
evaluation scale was acceptable.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
SUGGESTIONS

By referring to domestic and international 
literatures of interior design, this study built the 
“bedroom spatial attribute evaluation scale” with 
14 items, including romantic, steady, passionate, 
bright, homey, plain, popular, comfortable, retro, 
benevolent, classical, gentle, natural, and dreamy. 
Through factor analysis approach, the four fac-
tors of “pure and plain style,” “luxurious and 
elegant style,” “fashionable and natural style,” and 
“retro and classical style” explained the items in 
the bedroom spatial attribute evaluation scale. The 
Cronbach’s α of  the scale was between 0.88 and 
0.92. CFA examined the convergence of each of 
the factor. The result showed that the values of (χ2/
df), RMSEA, GFI, SRMR, AGFI, NFI, RFI, IFI, 
NNFI or TLI, and CFI did not achieve good fit. 
However, when examining MI, covariance of error, 
and factor loading for parameter correction, abso-
lute fit measure showed that RMSEA (0.08) was 
not less than or equal to 0.05, GFI (0.89) was not 
larger than or equal to 0.90, and RMR (0.069) was 
not less than or equal to 0.05. It is suggested that 
Chi square (χ2/df) should be equal to or less than 3 
(Kline, 2005). Additionally, in absolute fit measure, 
it is suggested that RMSEA should be equal to or 
less than 0.08 (Browne & Cudeck, 1993), SRMR 
should be equal to or less than 0.08 (Hu & Bentler, 
1999), and CFI and NNFI should be 0.90 and 0.95 
respectively (Hoyle & Panter, 1995; Hu & Bentler, 
1999). Based on the criteria of model fit pro-
posed by the scholars, the model fit of this study 
was acceptable (χ2 = 126.596, df = 71, p < 0.001, 
RMSEA = 0.08, SRMR = 0.0387, CFI = 0.963, 
NNFI = 0.95).

After modifications, the “bedroom spatial 
attribute evaluation scale” covered four factors. 
Factor one “pure and plain style” included items 
(10) plain, (02) steady, (17) gentle, and (08) bright; 
factor two “luxurious and elegant style” included 
items (01) romantic, (09) homey, (19) dreamy, 
and (12) comfortable; factor three “fashionable 
and natural style” contained items (11) popular, 
(18) natural, (14) benevolent, and (06) passionate; 
and factor four “retro and classical style” included 
items (13) retro and (15) classical. For practical 

applications, the “bedroom spatial attribute evalu-
ation scale” was transferred into an evaluation 
index to measure people’s satisfaction about a bed-
room space. It is expected that this evaluation scale 
can serve as a solution for interior design and a 
reference for future research. It should be notified 
that, however, whether this scale can be used in a 
wide variety of applications depends on different 
situations and requirements. It is suggested that 
future research adjust this evaluation scale to cater 
to different bedroom settings. Given that factors 
of a model are determinants in terms of model fit, 
removal of any of the items in this evaluation scale 
requires thorough consideration. It is a challenge 
for a good scale to cover all essential items. Regard-
ing this, it is suggested that future research carry 
out in-depth studies.
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ABSTRACT: In the process of product development for automotive vehicle, human-machine ergonomics 
assessment is an important factor which has influence on the product development cycle time and cost, 
and it is really an important factor for the user. In order to provide a quick and human-in-loop visibility 
evaluation method for style designer when designing vehicle interior, an ergonomics assessments system 
based on augmented reality technology is proposed for vehicle interior design evaluation in conceptual 
design phase. Some key technologies are discussed, such as, camera & optical tracking mixed registration 
for real and virtual objects. A set of preliminary hardware and software prototype system for ergonom-
ics evaluation is developed, and data is collected to calculate blind zone for A-pillar based on Eye Ellipse 
Method to verify the function of this prototype system. The result shows the prototype system can act as 
an aided tool for vehicle interior ergonomics evaluation.

Keywords: vehicle interior design, ergonomics, visibility evaluation, augmented reality, vision & optical 
hybrid registration

of human body and vehicle, ergonomics evaluation 
can be conducted. Even though a lot of time is used 
to accomplish the realistic expression of this system, 
the virtual human models still fails in fully expres-
sion of real human and the evaluation system cannot 
cover all aspects of a real driving procedure (Geuss 
1998; Ekern et al. 1997).

Augmented Reality (AR), which is a variation 
of Virtual Reality (VR), is a computer applica-
tion and human-machine interaction technology 
(Azuma 1997). It was developed on the basis of 
computer vision and graphics, sensor, network 
and GPS technologies. It is accomplished through 
superimposing virtual objects upon the real world, 
using photoelectric display, interactive and visuali-
zation technology. By sensing and vision registra-
tion method, the virtual object is precisely ‘put’ in 
real environment and the resulting augmented scene 
combined both virtual and real objects is presented 
to users on display (Azuma et al. 2001; Feiner et al. 

1 INTRODUCTION

For nowadays product development, human-
machine efficacy design has become a key factor for 
vehicle customers’ acceptance and a critical part of 
automobile design. It not only helps to reduce acci-
dence caused by drivers’ fatigue, but also improves 
vehicles’ safety, comfort, and convenience of com-
munication system and meets the user’s individual 
needs (Milosevlc 1997).

Traditional analysis of vehicle ergonomics design
is through repeated trial of prototype, until it meets 
with designers’ criteria. However, establishment and 
modification of physical prototype is time-consuming. 
As a result, the cost is high and it cannot catch up 
with the pace of vehicle updating. With the appear-
ance of virtual reality technology, human-machine 
ergonomic evaluation system, based on 3D virtual 
modeling of human body, began to emerge in indus-
try. Through the interactions between virtual models 
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2004). Many AR application systems were devel-
oped with ARToolkit (Kato et al. 1999) library. 
The ARToolkit used vision techniques to obtain 
the position and orientation of a camera relative 
to marker for real-virtual world registration.

Augmented reality technology can achieve pre-
cise and real-time superimposing of virtual vehicle 
model to the real vehicle prototype. Designers can 
see the real scenario after this synthesis and carry 
on the evaluation through interaction with the vir-
tual models. In this way, the development cycle and 
cost can be reduced. Augmented reality technology 
to support the automobile development was also 
mentioned in (Fründ et al. 2004), and the author 
has also developed mobile augmented reality 
testing platform cooperated with Volkswagen.

This paper is focused on visibility analysis based 
on Eye Ellipse Method in a static augmented real-
ity environment. The rest section of this paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 is about principle 
for vehicle interior visibility evaluation based on 
Eye Ellipse Method. Section 3 is about augmented 
reality system structure for ergonomic evaluation 
and key technology. Section 4 is case study about 
head movement data collection and blind zone cal-
culation for a testing operator. Section 5 is conclu-
sion and further research work.

2 METHOD FOR VEHICLE INTERIOR 
VISIBILITY EVALUATION

There are three kinds of field of view visibility 
evaluation; the first one is front view, such as view 
evaluation for front road signs and billboards; the 
second one is indoor view of the vehicle interior 
parts, the third one is rear view through rearview 
mirrors.

This paper focuses mainly on the visibility evalu-
ation of A-pillar’s influences on the front view. The 
influence evaluation of A-pillar is carried on first 
by drawing the eye ellipse, as shown in Figure 1, 
and then calculating its position according to the 
location of car seat, thereby assessing the A-pillar 
by graphing (Yiming et al. 1999).

As shown in Figure 2, the evaluation process for 
vehicle A-pillar through the eyes ellipse drawing is 
as follows:

1. On the front-view of eye ellipse, draw the pro-
jection profile of A-pillar. On the top-view, 
draw the sectional view of A-pillar.

2. On the top-view, find out point B on eye ellipse 
which has the shortest distance to A-pillar. From 
point B, draw a tangent line B’ A1 to A-pillar, 
point A1 is the tangential point. Make point B 
projection to the major-axis of eye ellipse on 
front-view, and obtain point B1.

3. On top view, find out the right eye point C, BC 
represents the IPD, usually its value is 65 mm. 
Through the BC, make the perpendicular 
bisector, away from the center cross point to 
98.6 mm, get the head rotation center, point J.

4. Since the A pillar is located 30° outside of right 
and left eye’ front sight line, it means beyond the 
eye’s turning angle 30°, the driver has to turn 
his head to make his sight line towards A-pillar. 
At the same time, point B and C will turn alone 
with, until the angle between head central-line 
and line B’A1 turns to 30°.

Figure 1. Drawing of eye ellipse.

Figure 2. A-pillar analysis based on eye eclipse.
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5. On top view, from the point C’, draw sight line 
CE, point E is the tangential point. The angle 
between the sight line C’E and sight line B’A1 is 
the A pillar blind zone of the two eyes.

The principle mentioned above is from statistic 
point of view, while for a specific driver, a simpli-
fied method can be used, as shown in Figure 3. In 
the evaluation process of measuring the relative 
position of the mid-point of human eyes P to the 
center point of the cross-section of A-pillar, P1, 
one can establish the equivalent line of the blocked 
area by A-pillar, RS, then measured its length 
in the vehicle virtual model, so as to calculate 
the space vector of line E1R and E2S, the angle 
between these two lines is the blind angle of the 
driver’s two eyes.

3 AUGMENTED REALITY SYSTEM 
FOR ERGONOMICS EVALUTAION

With Augmented Reality technology, a preliminary 
augmented reality system named ARPEAS has 
been developed for the specific application of auto-
motive interior evaluation. The system includes two 
parts; one is a static driving hardware experimental 
environment, and the other is the corresponding 
software system.

3.1 Hardware components

The hardware of ARPEAS system has several 
components including two 1394 cameras for 
vision-based registration, the NDI position track-
ing device for optical tracking, the frame for fix-
ing cameras and NDI device, the semi-physical 
mock-up of car for simulating the driving environ-
ment, as well as one PC for image processing and 
synthesis. All of hardware are organized together, 
is shown in Figure 4.

3.2 Overall scheme and structure

The general scheme of AR-based automotive 
interiors ergonomic evaluation is shown in Figure 5. 
Virtual scene rendering module is responsible for 
rendering the virtual vehicle interiors. Using the 
digital camera, the image of the marker and the 
real environment is captured for the marker-based 
tracking and registration. Through the accurate 
registration between real physical driving mock-up 
and virtual automotive interiors, the evaluator can 
interact with the AR environment to assess the 
ergonomic of the automotive interiors, and the 
motion data of the human body can be collected 
by the motion tracking devices for the further 
analysis.

3.3 Hybrid tracking and registration

The Marker-based AR visual registration is easy to 
realize, but has poor real-time performance and its 
registration accuracy is not high (Richard 1995). 

Figure 4. Hardware components for the ergonomic 
assessment system.

Figure 3. Calculation of the two eyes’ blind angle.

Figure 5. General scheme of AR-based automotive 
interiors ergonomic evaluation.
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Optical position tracking registration has faster 
sampling rate and high tracking accuracy, but the 
optical position tracking hardware is more expen-
sive and the effective tracking range is not large 
(Thad et al. 1997; Wayne et al. 2003). Synthesize 
both advantages and disadvantages, we choose 
hybrid tracking technology for camera pose and 
human body motion tracking.

The hybrid tracking method used in this 
paper combined marker-based visual tracking 
and optical tracking by means of a dedicated 
infrared camera system-NDI Polaris Spectra 
which includes two infrared cameras and several 
NDI tools whose poses can be calculated in real 
time. The implementation of hybrid tracking 
system is shown in Figure 6. WCS is the global 
coordinate system in the real world and its ori-
gin is fixed at the datum mark in the real physical 
model. NT1CS is the NDI tool1 local frame which 
is regarded as the conference coordinate system for 
optical tracking. So the transform matrix of the 
NT1CS with respect to the WCS is the MNT1-W 
which can be measured in the pre-calibration proc-
ess. The optical tracking system collects the posi-
tion and orientation of every tracking tool named 
MNDI1, MNDI2, … MNDIn in the NDI original coordi-
nate system and calculates the relative pose matrix 
of the other tools with respect to the NDI Tool1 
named MNDI2-NDI1, MNDI3-NDI1, … MNDIn-NDI1.

MNDIn-NDI1 = MNDIn × MNDI1
−1. (1)

So the pose matrix of the NDITooln in the 
WCS is

MNDIn-W = MNDIn.NDI1 × MNT1-W. (2)

The camera coordinate system CCS1 represent 
the local frame of camera1 whose pose respect to 
the marker can be calculated by the vision-based 
AR registration method. The transform matrix of 
the camera1 with respect to the marker is MC1, 
also the MC2. So the transform matrix from CCS2 

to CCS1 is MC2*MC1
−1. For the fusing display of 

the virtual scene and the real world, we assign the 
camera1 pose matrix MC1 as the virtual viewpoint 
position and orientation matrix in the virtual envi-
ronment, that is, the virtual world coordinate sys-
tem origin of the coordinate origin placed on the 
Marker. In order to the alignment of the virtual 
model and real physical muck-up, we measured 
the coordinate transformation between the datum 
mark and the AR marker MM-W. The virtual vehi-
cle coordinate point which is relative to the datum 
mark moves the transform matrix MM-W in the vir-
tual environment. The camera1 pose in the WCS 
can be calculated by

MC1-W = MC1 × MM-W. (3)

Then, the virtual vehicle model and the real 
physical mock-up have been integrated in the glo-
bal coordinate system.

Through the above transformation, the virtual 
vehicle model, the real physical mock-up, the NDI 
tracking tools, and the cameras have been unified 
in the global coordinate system WCS; also, the 
vision-based tracking method and the infrared 
optical tracking technology have been integrated in 
the AR system.

3.4 Visual cone drawing

In the scene which combines the virtual objects and 
real world picture, there are two translucent visual 
cones attached to the position of the two human 
eyes, so that the user can see the scope of their visual 
field and the driving blind area caused by the car’s 
A-pillar. The size of the virtual cones can predefine 
by the user. The pose of the virtual cones describing 
the user’s eyes position and direction in the global 
coordinate system can be calculated in real time by 
the coordinate transformation of the data of one 
NDI motion tracking tool which binding in the 

Figure 6. Coordinate systems for the hybrid tracking 
and registration. Figure 7. Virtual visual cones for visibility evaluation.
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user’s head. In the interactive process, the virtual 
cone’s pose changed in accordance with the actual 
user’s head movement in real time for interactive 
evaluation of driving vision field. The virtual cones 
in one certain time can be shown in Figure 7.

4 HARDWARE PRECALIBRALITION
AND DATA ANALYSIS

Based on above technology of AR and registration, 
the hardware system is established and also the 
software system is realized, as shown in Figure 8.

In the system, taking the center point of the real 
car’s steering wheel as the coordinate origin, the 
front direction as Z axis, the right direction as X 
axis and the head direction as Y axis, also making 
the VR coordinate coincides with this coordinate. 
Through calibration with the measurement device, 
MNT1-W = [480, 240, −10, 0, 0, 0], MM-W = [645, 342, 
484, 0, 0, 0]. Then, configuring the system with 
these parameters, the virtual vehicle model can 
be registered in the real vehicle platform and the 
hybrid tracking of infrared optical and vision-
based AR register technology is realized.

During the interactive operation, the driver’s 
head movement data MNDI2-NDI1 is captured by the 
NDI tools, as shown in Table 1, the NDI1 tool is 
fixed on the head of the driver and the NDI2 tool on 
the platform statically, the capturing frequency is 5 
times per second. In the NDI1’s coordinate, the posi-
tion of the driver’s eyes midpoint is MNDI2-NDI1. The 
section of the A-pillar is shown in Figure 9, the red 
profile is A-pillar’s border and the 118.3 mm length 
blue line represents the equivalent blind line, which 
is measure in the virtual vehicle. Through meas-
urement of the virtual vehicle model, in the global 

coordinate, the center of the A-pillar’s position 
MS-W = [−320.2, −301.0, 195.8]. Then the relative 
position between the center of the driver’s eyes 
and the A-pillar can be calculated by the equation: 
ME-S = ME-W × MN-W-1 × MNDI2-NDI1, the calculated 
ME-S result is shown in table 1. Based on the princi-
ple of section 2, and take 68.5 mm as the distance of 
the driver’s two eyes, the blind region angle can be 
computed, as shown in table 1. In the captured data 
domain, the minimum blind region angle is 3.21°.

Through the analysis result above, the virtual 
vehicle can be registered into the real physical 
environment accurately, based on the hardware 
technology, it provides designer with a real AR 
vehicle interior evaluation environment. The cap-
tured data can be taken as the basis for the car 
designer to make decision.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In the vehicle style design stage, the AR technology 
can really provide the designer an effective tool to 

Figure 8. Hardware system for vehicle interior 
ergonomic evaluation.

Figure 9. Section view of A-pillar.

Table 1. Measured data for head movement.

MNDI2-NDI1 ME-S Angle

–477.36 –676.82 405.52 321.34 488.32 648.82 3.232
–483.40 –680.90 405.30 315.30 488.10 652.90 3.239
–487.94 –677.86 406.17 310.76 488.97 649.86 3.257
–491.23 –680.32 405.58 307.47 488.38 652.32 3.261
–488.93 –681.33 405.11 309.77 487.91 653.33 3.253
–485.45 –686.28 403.81 313.25 486.61 658.28 3.235
–482.25 –692.08 402.48 316.45 485.28 664.08 3.215
–481.87 –691.75 402.37 316.83 485.17 663.75 3.215
–484.8 –689.38 403.54 313.9 486.34 661.38 3.226
−484.2 –686.65 404.02 314.5 486.82 658.65 3.230
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evaluate the vehicle interior design from designer’s 
subjective view. In this paper, through the analysis 
of the vehicle visibility assessment based on eye 
ellipse method, a static driving ergonomic assess-
ment prototype system is built based on AR tech-
nology. With this system, the virtual vehicle interior 
can be registered to the real car environment, based 
on the mixed AR registration technology by NDI 
optical tracking system and marker-based vision 
registration technology. Through the analysis of 
captured data for A-pillar blind angle, it shows 
that the AR system can provide vehicle designer 
with visual tool for different vehicle interior design 
assessment.

Taking the AR technology into the vehicle inte-
rior assessment, it involves different kind of knowl-
edge from different disciplines. Works described in 
this paper is still at the first stage, further research 
work is needed and improvement is necessary, 
such as:

1. Improvement of the efficiency of AR image 
processing algorithms, so as to prove the real 
time interaction.

2. Further research on the light and block between 
the real and virtual scene.

3. Development of better auxiliary tool for design-
er’s subjective assessment data analysis.
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A systematic ergonomic approach for the analysis, design 
and evaluation of hand-held tools

Helmut Strasser
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ABSTRACT: Ergonomically designed hand-held tools must satisfy the equation “suitable for the 
human body = suitable for the hand,” i.e., characteristics of the human hand-arm system such as motion 
ranges as well as limits of the various joints, have to be taken into consideration. The paper presents a 
systematic procedure for the ergonomic layout of the hand side of tools with respect to shape, dimensions, 
materials, and surface. The design must be preceded by a thorough analysis that examines what needs to 
be performed with the tool under what conditions and how and where and with which type of grip and 
coupling it needs to be performed. The ergonomic approach must always strive for holistic—rather than 
sectoral—goals and must consider interdependencies between the various design criteria. The systematic 
procedure is also helpful for the appropriate selection of truly ergonomically designed hand tools from an 
assortment of several variants.

Keywords: hand-held tools, ergonomic design, evaluation, systematic approach 

Advertisers today hastily and frivolously some-
times use the term “ergonomic” for a product 
even if  a critical examination would not reach 
such a conclusion since often only selected design 
approaches are realized. “Ergonomically designed” 
means more than a designer-created new shape of 
a product. The guideline for design measures must 
be the principle of compatibility (Strasser 1995). 
Technical design specifications must always be 
based on anatomical-physiological characteristics 
of the human body, e.g., the shape of joints and 
the range of motion of the hand with its dimen-
sions. That is, in meeting the equation “suitable 
for the human body = suitable for the hand,” it must 
be ensured that (response-response) compatible 
opportunities are created for the hand.

2 SYSTEMATICS FOR THE DESIGN 
OF THE HAND SIDE OF TOOLS

In the following, a systematic approach for the anal-
ysis and ergonomic design of hand-held tools will 
be described which has its roots already in the late 
1970th (Bullinger & Solf 1979). It has been updated 
in the 1990th (see Bullinger 1994) and after having 
been applied successfully to lots of hand-tools, it 
has been presented again in an advanced version 
together with real-life examples and combined 
subjective rating and electromyographic assessment 

1  ON THE IMPORTANCE OF HAND-HELD 
TOOLS OVER TIME

Hand-held tools have a long tradition. For centuries, 
their use provided the solid foundation for crafts-
men. During the prime time of craftsmanship, they 
offered an amazingly high level of user-friendliness 
since they were manufactured based on the human 
body’s dimensions. Contrary to today’s practice in 
an industrial setting, such tools were not intended 
for multiple uses and the individual design measures 
were dominated by “popular standards” and “rules 
of thumb.” Extremities were truly determining the 
dimensions as well as the shape of hand-held tools.

Unfortunately, today’s mass production does not 
allow for such individualization, and the shelves of 
hardware and home improvement stores are typi-
cally dominated by standard sizes according to the 
metric system. Poorly shaped tool handles that are 
not customized lead to losses in the transmission of 
power, to an unbalanced pressure distribution in the 
palm and fingers with resulting blister formation, 
and thus to adverse effects on the tactile feedback. 
If hand-held tools are not manufactured according 
to the hand and the hand-arm system with their 
diverse anatomic and physiological characteristics, 
substantial detrimental effects on work efficiency 
and the human body can be expected. Repetitive 
use of poorly designed tools can even lead to work-
related illnesses and occupational diseases.
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methods by Strasser & Bullinger (2007). As shown 
in Fig. 1, the actual design of the hand side of tools 
with respect to the correct shape and suitable dimen-
sions, material, and surface should always be pre-
ceded by both a general and detailed analysis with 
various sub-items in order to scrutinize all con-
straints that can potentially impact on the design.

2.1 General analysis

In the analysis of the “work task,” a crucial ques-
tion concerns what must be accomplished with 
the tool how, where, and under what kind of work 
and environmental conditions (e.g., dry or “oily” 
handle surfaces). A number of criteria such as 
work resistance to be overcome, precision and time 
requirements, visual, auditory or tactile feedback, 
environmental influences and work safety, matter 
in this context that have an important impact on 
the “blocks” in the flow chart of Fig. 1.

The block “Position and posture of the human 
body” stands for body positions and postures that 
are required during work. Unfavorable body pos-
tures such as a twisted upper torso or a bent back 
lead to premature fatigue and cause long-term 
problems which should be avoided via appropriate 
designs. The same applies to constrained postures 
of the hand-arm system or the legs, which are neces-
sitated by ergonomically poorly designed tools or 
difficult accessibility of the work location and tool 
and lead to unfavorable static muscle work. Espe-
cially during two-handed tasks in a closed kin-
ematic chain, the design should allow for preferred 
directions of manual movements during work 
relative to the frontal body plane, e.g., 60° during 
filing with a vise. For repetitive movements of the 
hand-arm systems (as an open kinematic chain) 
in the horizontal plane, an angle of 30° between 
frontal plane and the direction of movement was 
found to be optimal while arm movements in any 
other direction require substantially more effort 

(cp. Strasser & Müller 1999). For the unaided hold-
ing of heavy hand tools, solutions must be found 
that, e.g., permit the optimal force potential of the 
biceps as a strong flexor of the forearm at an elbow 
angle of approximately 100°.

For the analysis of the “Motion range of the hand-
arm system” knowledge of the various joints of the 
hand-arm-shoulder system with their ranges of 
motion is essential. The individual phalanges and the 
bones of the forearm and upper arm are connected 
through many different types of joints with differing 
degrees of freedom. Hinge joints and pivot joints 
each have 1 degree of freedom, saddle joints have 2, 
and ball and socket joints have 3 (rotatory) degrees 
of freedom. If the limits of motion of peripheral 
joints are exceeded, the joints that are one step 
closer to the torso must necessarily become active. 
This can ultimately lead to cumbersome movements 
of large body parts or even the torso itself.

As can be seen from the top middle part of 
Fig. 1, the wrist as the possibly most important 
joint allows substantial translatory dorsal and 
volar movements. Nonetheless, it has been shown 
in the case study on hairdresser scissors (see 
Strasser & Bullinger 2007) that even a range of 
60° can be limiting for some tasks and results in 
constrained postures. The hand’s range of  motion 
that is limited to approximately 30° in ulnar direc-
tion is especially problematic, however. If  the 
hand must be moved finger-dynamically repeti-
tively in such a position, ailments and ultimately 
tendovaginitis can result.

As shown in Fig. 2, consideration should also 
be given in a tool’s design to the advantages and 
disadvantages of  a horizontal versus a vertical 
grip axis. For example, the hand’s limiting hori-
zontal motion range is not a factor with a socket 
wrench (cp. right part of  Fig. 2) or a check lever 
on a lathe with vertical grip axis. Slippage of  the 
grips is not an issue when the breakaway torque 
of  a stuck screw must be overcome because the 
socket wrench is held in a positive coupling. 
Since joints allow straight or rotatory movements 
(which, e.g., are reduced from 180° with an out-
stretched arm to 120° with a bent arm) based on 
their type, attention must be paid to the compat-
ibility of  functional and anatomic joints. That is, 
rotatory movements should be carried out by a 
joint with a rotatory degree of  freedom. The same 
applies to translatory movements with, e.g., hinge 
joints and ellipsoid joints.

Such facts will be discussed in the block “Motion 
alignment of hand tool and hand-arm system.” Rep-
resentative for the various cases, in the upper right 
part of Fig. 1, the misalignment of the saddle joint 
of the thumb relative to the interphalangeal (hinge) 
joints of the fingers in the design of scissors cannot 
be without consequences.

Figure 1. Flow chart for the design of the hand side of 
tools.
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2.2 Detailed analysis

A detailed analysis of the “Type of gripping” must 
take the specific advantages and disadvantages of 
a contact, pinch, or power grip into consideration 
along with the different types of grip that the hand, 
in principle, can realize. While a contact grip allows 
for quick reactions, the fingers are not very resil-
ient. A tool can be led with high precision using a 
pinch grip, but such precision is lost with a power 
grip in exchange for substantially higher forces and 
torques that can be transmitted.

With a power grip in which the distal, middle, 
and proximal phalanges of at least one finger as 
well as the thumb’s distal and proximal phalanges—
possibly together with the entire palm—are in 
contact with the handle, the coupling area is always 
largest and, assuming an ergonomic shape of the 
handle (see below), the pressure distribution in the 
hand is fairly even. Both positive and friction cou-
pling, however, require a suitable dimensioning for 
a favorable bio-mechanical transmission of force 
(also see below).

With pinch grips on plier-like two-handle tools, 
e.g., all fingers are in contact with the two shanks. 
It must be possible for the legs to slide from the 
distal phalanx via the intermediate phalanx to 
the proximal phalanx when the tool is operated. 
The exerted force is, of course, minimal, when due 
to a rather large distance between the two legs only 
the weak distal phalanges couple. An absolutely 
minimum force occurs if  even only the little finger’s 
distal phalanx is involved. The maximum force can 
be achieved when the proximal phalanges are also 
able to reach the handle legs. Conversely, high pre-
cision and sensitivity can be expected when 2 or 3 
distal phalanges couple in the two-finger grip when 
tweezers are used or with a dynamic three-finger 
pinch grip to hold a pen. When only the finger-
tips or the finger pads couple with the surface of, 

e.g., keyboards or a pushbutton switch in a contact 
grip, quick reactions are possible that are time-
phased by the mobility of the various fingers or 
the hand. The thumb as the strongest finger can be 
used for even higher resistance, but it has deficits 
with regard to speed.

The analysis also has to consider whether the 
expected force when making a fist in normal “Hand 
posture” (when hand and forearm are aligned) can 
actually be mobilized or whether the hand’s forced 
dorsal extension or volar flexion results in drastic 
force losses due to “tendon insufficiency.” The con-
traction of the flexor digitorum superficialis dur-
ing volar flexion of the hand and thus the exerted 
muscle force, e.g., has little effect on the phalanges 
since the tendons in their sheaths are too long in 
this position—similar to a bowden cable between 
actuator and actuating element. Dorsal extension 
of the hand is unfavorable as well since it leads to 
input tension of the system of muscles, tendons, and 
phalanges.

An unfavorable posture (ulnar deviation) can 
sometimes be the result of the geometry of a tool’s 
work side, e.g., the triangular shape of mason 
trowel handles, which may have its advantages on 
other criteria. Repetitive finger movements in ulnar 
deviated hands (limited to a mean value of approx-
imately 30°) pose the risk of tendovaginitis since 
the friction-reducing fluid at the deviating points 
in the tendon sheaths is displaced, thus resulting in 
friction when the tendons are moved.

Finally, how the hand’s force is transferred to 
the tool is of crucial importance. The displayed 
hacksaw in Fig. 1’s block on the “Type of coupling” 
exhibits the less favorable friction coupling for the 
right hand. As shown in Fig. 3, the only indirect 
transmission of force of the friction coupling is 
unfavorable for the finger musculature since higher 
forces are required than with positive coupling. 
Furthermore, positive coupling should provide for 
a forward-slanted grip surface similar to a pistol 

Figure 2. Horizontal grip axes of a handle on a hand-
knitting machine and on a socket wrench that result 
in restricted range of motion due to the hand’s limited 
ulnar and radial range (top) and vertical grip axes (bot-
tom) that permit wide-ranging movements in the elbow 
and the shoulder joint using a power grip with positive 
coupling in a normal hand posture.

Figure 3. Friction coupling (top right) and positive 
coupling (top left) with examples of handles (bottom).
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grip. It is also advantageous when the directions of 
force and function are aligned since tilting effects 
can be avoided.

2.3 Design of the hand side of tools

As far as the design of the hand side of tools is 
concerned, all details and characteristics that 
result from the general and detailed analyses must 
be coordinated and considered, which oftentimes 
results in compromises. For each type of grip and 
coupling, a highly distinct “Shape” of the tool’s 
handle can result, while a number of common cri-
teria must be realized. For example, it is advanta-
geous to have shapes for finger or thumb contact 
grips on controls and on keyboards as well as on 
freely movable tools that exhibit concave cavities 
that are suitable for the dimensions of the cou-
pling phalanges (cp. the section on “Dimensions”). 
This eliminates slippage on pushbutton, toggle and 
rocker switches as well as on pivot levers. Also, a 
change in direction of an actuation, e.g., with a 
throttle, does not require a time-consuming re-
grasping (cp. top part of Fig. 4).

With 2-finger pinch grips (e.g., on industrial 
tweezers and keys), the shapes that are illustrated in 
the left and middle bottom part of Fig. 4 are found 
to be advantageous, and fan-like broadenings in 
the longitudinal contour of tweezers facilitate the 
handling. For picking up plane parts off  a work 
surface, a tapering of the tweezers’ hand side from 
the “work side” is helpful and allows for a normal 
hand posture. Writing utensils that are held with a 
3-finger pinch grip should not have the round cross 
section that is tapered towards the tip that is com-
monly found on pens. Round or hexagonal pencils 
are not appropriate, either, and can lead to tension 
in the finger musculature. The only cross section 
that is compatible with a 3-finger pinch grip has 
the rounded triangular shape that is shown in the 
bottom right part of Fig. 4. It provides suitable 

support for the thumb’s distal phalanx, the index 
finger pad, and the inside of the slightly lateral 
positioned middle finger. Rubber sheathing or 
slightly pressure-anthropomorphic (elastic) sur-
faces further help to avoid punctiform pressure. 
Engraving and dental tools oftentimes benefit 
from a triangular design as well.

In the determination of the longitudinal contour 
of pliers’ handles (cp. bottom left of Fig. 1), a 
spherical shape should always be considered since 
it follows the hand shape and ensures that all 
fingers are in contact with the handle in a pinch 
grip. This also applies to a power grip for single-
handle tools. High finger forces can lead to very 
painful outcomes with the cambered handles that 
conform to a standard because it is not possible 
for all fingers to touch the handle surface with-
out deformation of the hand. Additionally, the 
fingers get pressed against each other when force is 
applied. “Standardization does not prevent folly,” 
and strictly following “Technical Rules” (cp. N.N. 
1973) can sometimes lead to versions of tools that 
are questionable from an ergonomics point of view. 
For the cross section of handles on pliers, knives, 
and paring tools that must be held with a 4-finger 
pinch grip with the distal, intermediate, and proxi-
mal phalanges, the length of the middle phalanx 
must determine the thickness. Handles that are too 
thin can lead to contractions while shanks and han-
dles that are too thick do not provide a good “fit.” 
The optimal design for pliers’ handles and diago-
nal cutters has a slightly rounded trapezoid cross 
section (Kluth et al. 2007).

As far as the “Dimensions” are concerned, 
they must be based on the hand with fingers and 
phalanges. Even if  it will not be possible for prac-
tical and economic reasons to have sizes similar 
to clothing, at least three size groupings for large, 
medium-sized, and small hands would be desirable. 
For scissors (see bottom part of Fig. 1), that is actu-
ally absolutely essential since large eyes would lead 
to unacceptably poor coupling conditions for users 
with small thumbs and fingers. If  handles, e.g., in 
pliers, do not have a spherical longitudinal contour 
for the pinch grip or for all tools that must be used 
with a power grip, large areas of the palm cannot 
couple with the tool. As a consequence, losses in 
the transmission of force or unnatural deforma-
tions of the hand occur.

Decades ago, Bullinger & Solf  (1979) already 
recommended practical size gradations for the 
length and the diameter of handles. They referred 
to power grips and were suitable for rotatory as 
well as translatory motions in both frictional and 
direct, positive force transmission (cp. Fig. 5). 
For positive transmission for translatory motions, 
the diameters D1 and D2 could be approximately 
4–6 mm smaller.

Figure 4. Basic shapes of controls and hand-held tools 
that are used with contact grip (top) and pinch grip (bot-
tom), with and without compatible cross-sectional area 
and surface contour.
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Pronation (inward rotation of the hand) with 
frictional force transmission generally, but espe-
cially with larger handle diameters permit sub-
stantially higher torques than supination (outward 
rotation). The reason is that the thenar is part of the 
coupling area during pronation. Studies with vari-
ous models of screwdrivers (Strasser & Wang 1998) 
confirmed that the results clearly depend on the 
direction of the rotation, as visualized in the bot-
tom part of Fig. 5. Additionally, it was shown that 
the differences in maximum torque between inward 
rotation of the dominant (typically the right) hand 
and outward rotation of the sub-dominant (typi-
cally the left) hand are in excess of 50%.

The higher operational output during prona-
tion occurs even at lower levels of muscle strain, 
especially in the grasping musculature. This is 
of practical importance for the sparing use of 
physical force during manual work since even the 
sub-dominant hand during pronation is “stronger” 
than the dominant hand during the typical 
supination when screws are fastened.

The “Material” of choice for handles is nowadays 
plastic rather than wood. Plastic handles are typi-
cally acid-resistant and shatterproof and injection 
molding permits the simple and inexpensive pro-
duction in a large variety of shapes that are suitable 
for the hand. Care must be taken to differentiate 
between greatly differing materials and “Surfaces” 
in the context of the friction coefficient. Since 
the surface and the material determine the fric-
tion coefficients they must be carefully chosen for 
all handles that are used with friction coupling. 
Cellulose acetate is slightly more expensive than 
polypropylene, but has a substantially better fric-
tion coefficient than the latter due to its slightly 
wax-like surface. If  friction coefficients are too 

low, e.g., on brick trowels with lacquered wooden 
handles, slippage may occur during rotatory pivot 
movements. At the same time, friction coefficients 
can be undesirably high. Chiseled handles and 
surfaces with a rough texture carry the risk of high 
surface pressure for the hand and contractions of 
the skin with resulting blistering. Smooth, micro-
textured surfaces result in the biggest coupling 
areas, which is optimal for force transmission. 
Comparative studies (cp. among others, Kluth 
et al. 2004a) have found multi-component surfaces 
to be particularly advantageous. Deviations from 
the ideal alignment of handle and hand, in par-
ticular during fast work, can be compensated via 
elastic, pressure-anthropomorphic surface parts. 
At the same time, the quasi-positive coupling leads 
to an increase in exertable force due to the elastic 
deformation. For areas on a handle with sliding 
coupling, hard micro-textured plastic was found to 
be more suitable. Pronounced malleable nubs, e.g., 
on so-called “power screwdrivers,” are less suitable 
for the hand’s surface, however.

It has been shown in several real-life examples 
(see Kluth et al. 2004b; Strasser et al. 1996; Strasser 
2007) that the various design criteria must be coor-
dinated. Selection of the wrong material can lead to 
worse outcomes even with the ergonomically appro-
priate shape. Especially with a handle that is used 
with friction coupling, pressure-anthropomorphic 
materials with soft, possibly slightly hollowed-out 
surfaces that conform to the hand and the convex 
phalanges are favorable.

3 EVALUATION OF ERGONOMIC 
QUALITY

The above shortly described complex system of 
work tool design can also successfully be used for 
the rating of ergonomic quality and the selection of 
tools. Additionally, tests that measure, e.g., deliver-
able torques or forces under real-life conditions are 
always recommended. Measuring “physiological 
costs,” i.e., what the muscles involved in handling 
the tool must “pay” for the use of the tool is much 
more demandable. For details on the analysis of 
electromyographic time series with filtering, stand-
ardization, and extraction of ergonomically relevant 
parameters such as static and dynamic components 
see Strasser (2006). Such work physiological investi-
gations and subjective assessments of various design 
criteria after standardized work tests by experienced 
users should always be invested in the assessment of 
the ergonomic quality of hand-held tools.

Screwdrivers will be used as an example to show 
that handles that conform to the hand’s character-
istics allow higher forces and torques. Reversely, a 
certain level of work can be accomplished with less 

Figure 5. Dimensions for power grips that are suitable 
for large, medium-sized, and small hands during rotatory 
activities with frictional coupling (top) as well as transfer-
able torque with frictional coupling for supination (left) 
and pronation (right) with wooden and plastic handles of 
different diameters.
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physical effort. Amongst a set of various screwdrivers 
the standard handle (cp. top right part of Fig. 6) was 
the least suitable variant. The maximum torque that 
could be achieved was only half as high as with the 
handle that satisfied ergonomic requirements par-
ticularly well (cp. top left part of Fig. 6).

It is noteworthy that such operational output was 
achieved with almost identical physiological effort, 
i.e., with physiological costs that were measured in 
standardized myoelectric activity (sEA) values of the 
flexor digitorum as grasping muscle and the biceps 
as supinator. With a set point of equal sub-maximal 
demand of 20% or 40% of the individual maximum 
torque for 20 or 10 seconds, the determined elec-
tromyographic data showed that handles without 
ergonomic design require substantially more physi-
ological resources (cp. bottom part of Fig. 6), i.e., 
that substantially more muscle force is required if the 
tool is not designed to match human dimensions.

As can be seen in the left part of Fig. 7, the number 
of test subjects (in %) who, on a specially designed 
questionnaire, indicated any kind of complaint with 
the cupped hand, thumb, and fingers after the com-
pletion of work with the standard model is substan-
tially higher than with an ergonomic model.

The results were similar for the perceived 
strength of an unfavorable distribution of pressure, 
as shown in the right part of Fig. 7. The preventive 
aspect of the ergonomic solution in the sense of 
reducing human effort as well as avoiding pressure 
marks and blisters should be apparent.
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Figure 6. Maximum exertable torque and sEA-values 
of the biceps associated with an ergonomically designed 
screwdriver handle (left) and a standard model (right) at 
constant work (cp. Strasser et al. 1998).

Figure 7. Subjective rating of ailments in various parts 
of the inner hand after work with an ergonomically opti-
mized screwdriver (bottom) and a standard model (top). 
Means of 12 test subjects (see Kluth et al. 2004).
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Photographic ergonomics: Holding a small digital camera
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ABSTRACT: With the increasing reliance on an LCD screen with cameras, some of the strategies of 
holding a camera lose their effectiveness. This study investigated possible measures based on movement 
of the camera while the exposure is taken place. Independent variables included using one or two hands, 
hold the camera near or far, and holding the camera for 3 or 10 seconds before pressing the shutter but-
ton. The measures were based on movement data in the left to right (X) and up and down (Z) direction 
using a Motion Analysis system. The results were that the main effects of handedness and duration were 
significant for males, and handedness for females. The small sample size could be a limiting factor in the 
application of the results.

Keywords: Digital cameras, image stabilization, holding camera

individual and also result in some shaking (Chaffin 
et al. 2006). In order to see if  these basic human 
responses hold true while holding a small camera, it 
would first require a measure that could adequately 
represent the shake while taking a photo.

Therefore, the main objective was to quantify 
the movement of a small “point and shoot” 
camera. Then second objective was determine how 
the number of hands you use to hold a camera, the 
posture while you hold a camera and the duration 
you hold a camera can influence the likelihood of 
blur. Therefore, our hypotheses were as follows: 
that two hands would result in less movement than 
holding the camera with one hand; that holding 
the camera further away from the body would 
result in more movement than holding the camera 
close; and that holding the camera for 10 seconds 
would result in more movement when compared to 
holding the camera for 3 seconds.

2 METHOD

2.1 Subjects

The subjects consisted of 18 students (12 male, 6 
female) from an Industrial Engineering class. Ages 
ranged from 20–26 years of age. The mean weight 
was 89.0 ± 19.5 kg for males and 60.6 ± 11.1 kg for 
females. The mean height was 178.8 ± 5.7 cm for 
males and 163.6 ± 8.6 cm for females. A compari-
son of normative data (Tayyari & Smith, 1997) can 
be seen in Table 1.

1 INTRODUCTION

As the photographic industry has converted from 
a film-based media to an electronic (digital) media, 
cameras have undergone significant changes in 
physical shape as well as in their nature of image 
capture. For film-based cameras, which are typi-
cally larger than their digital counterparts, there 
were several strategies for handholding the camera 
to minimize image blur and obtain sharp images. 
Typical suggestions included keeping the elbows 
tucked in near the body, holding the camera with 
the right hand while supporting the camera/lens 
with the left hand, not breathing during shutter 
release, using a tripod for longer exposures, and 
releasing the shutter with a smooth depression 
force on the shutter release button (Koselj, 2008). 
The obvious question is whether or not these same 
guidelines apply to a smaller, lighter digital cam-
era, especially cameras that have abandoned the 
eye-level viewfinder in favor of lcd screens that 
must be viewed as the camera is held away from 
the body.

Basic knowledge in ergonomics and how the 
body works can help explain the reasons behind the 
recommendations. Holding an item with two hands 
is far more secure than with only a single hand. Bio-
mechanically, holding an item further away from 
the body requires far more muscle force than hold-
ing it close (Chaffin, Andersson, & Martin, 2006). 
If  the muscles are then required to hold a static 
posture for an extended period of time, the muscles 
will become fatigued, causing discomfort for the 
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2.2 Apparatus

The Motion Analysis motion capture camera 
system was used. This consisted of eight Eagle 4 
cameras, and a computer to run the Cortex soft-
ware (version 1.1.4.368). The camera used for 
analysis was a Nikon Coolpix 5900. An image of 
the camera and the markers that were attached to 
it can be seen in Figure 1.

2.3 Experimental design

The independent variables consisted of two hand 
conditions (one versus two hands), two duration 
conditions (holding the camera for three or ten 
seconds), and two postures (near and far). The 
near posture consisted of the subject holding the 
camera where the angle between the upper and 
lower arm was less than 90° and the far posture 
consisted of an angle greater than 90°. An illustra-
tion of the two postures can be seen in Figure 2.

Table 1. Comparison between measured weight (kg) 
and height (cm).

Male Female

Measured weight  89.0 (19.5)*  60.5 (11.1)
Comparison weight  74.9 (12.6)  63.7 (13.8)
Measured height 178.8 (5.7) 163.6 (8.6)
Comparison height 173.2 (6.9) 160.3 (6.6)

*84.3 (11.2) kg excluding one male subject who was over 
99.9 percentile in weight (140.6 kg).

Figure 1. Photo of the camera used and the markers 
attached to the camera.

Figure 2. Illustration of camera postures near and far.

There were also two trials per condition. The 
dependent variables consisted of the movement as 
measured by the motion capture system. The exact 
measures will be explained in the data analysis 
section.

2.4 Procedure

Subjects were divided into groups of 4 and 5. At 
any given moment, one group was being tested, 
and one group helped with the data collection. The 
data collection group had a variety of roles. One 
member was in charge of training the member on 
their next test. Each subject was given two copies of 
a sheet with a list of 16 randomized trial numbers 
(1–16). One sheet was presented to the data collec-
tor, and one was presented to the trainer. Here the 
trainer would reiterate the procedure that needed 
to be followed, and gave the subject a chance to 
practice the posture. After the subject finished at 
the training station they would wait until their 
turn came. The group members cycled through so 
that each member only underwent one test in suc-
cession, giving each member enough rest (at least 
2 minutes). When the subjects approached the 
designated area, they would be told their posture 
again by the data collector. The subject would 
show the data collector the posture and then lower 
the camera. Two fellow students that were part of 
the group helping with data collection group would 
make sure the posture was appropriate. Once the 
posture was approved, the subject would be asked 
to lift up the camera. The data collector would 
then collect the data for the appropriate amount 
of time (3 or 10 seconds). At the end of the 3 or 
10 seconds, the data collector would shine a red 
laser pointer on a white page to indicate that it was 
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time to take a photo, and also uttered the phrase 
“take the shot”. Once the data collector confirmed 
that the photo was taken, the data collection was 
ended for that trial. Subjects were asked to refrain 
from breathing during the 3 second trial and dur-
ing the 10 second trial they were queued when to 
refrain from breathing. The gripping posture can 
be seen below in Figure 3.

If  one hand was used, this posture was imple-
mented by the right hand. If  the two hands were 
used, the same posture was used on both hands.

2.5 Data analysis

As part of the first step in the data analysis, the 
data collector would first make sure that all the 
markers were properly identified for the entire test. 
The data were then smoothed and converted to 
an excel file from a .trc file. The second step was 
to identify where the photo was taken. Using the 
Cortex software for each trial, the data collector 
would move the “time bar” forward and backward 
until he found the frame where the finger marker 
stopped moving by itself  in relation to the other 
markers. A scatter plot of the X and Z movement 
data was plotted around that one point. The data 
collector would then find the data point where the 
scatter plot would abruptly change direction. The 
frame where this takes place would then be used 
as the point where the finger finished depressing 
the shutter button. This step was necessary since 
it was difficult to exactly determine when the fin-

ger finished depressing the shutter button. From 
this frame, 12 frames were counted to account for 
shutter lag (100 ms). An exposure time of 1/30 of 
a second was used to then select the next 4 frames 
as the time at which the exposure took place. One 
frame before and after the exposure frames were 
selected for all the markers and copied to excel for 
data analysis. Only the X and Z data were used since 
the X direction was left to right and the Z direc-
tion was in the up and down direction. The justi-
fication for removing the Y direction was that any 
movement in the front to back direction would be 
accounted for by the depth of field and would not 
result in motion blur. Two measures were calculated 
from the movement data. The first was called virtual 
marker. This marker would represent the movement 
the sensor saw during the exposure time. This was 
accomplished by halving the distance between the 
two middle markers in the X direction to get the X 
coordinates and halving the distance between the 
middle left and bottom marker in the Z direction. 
In both directions, the distance was added to the 
smaller of the markers to get the actual coordinates. 
An illustration of this can be seen in Figure 4.

From these calculations 6 frames would be 
generated for the X direction and 6 frames in the 
Z direction. The resultant movement was calcu-
lated using the X and Z coordinates of the virtual 
marker. This would result in 5 values. The middle 
three were used to represent the time of exposure 
and added up to generate the measure, virtual sum. 
The second measure was calculated by calculating 
the resultant for the four markers attached to the 
camera. For each marker the middle three values 
representing the exposure were added up and the 
average of these values across the four markers 
were classified as camera sum. These values were 
calculated for all of the subjects and for each test. 
A repeated measures ANOVA was used to test for 
significance. Means and standard deviations were 
also calculated.

Figure 3. Illustration of the correct posture (Koselj, 
2008).

Figure 4. Marker setup and illustration of calculations 
of virtual sum measure.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Means and main effects

The means and standard deviations for the virtual and 
camera sum measures can be seen in Tables 2 and 3. 
Main effects for the virtual sum measure was found 
for handedness, F(1,11) = 29.76, p < 0.001, and dura-
tion, F(1,11) = 9.21, p < 0.05, for males and handed-
ness, F(1, 5) = 7.18, p < 0.05, for females. The main 
effects for the camera sum measure was found for 
handedness, F(1,11) = 29.67, p < 0.001, and dura-
tion, F(1,11) = 7.19, p < 0.05, for males and no main 
effects were found for females. Even though no inter-
actions were found, a graph of the Handedness and 
Posture condition was graphed below in Figure 5.

A similar graph was generated for handedness 
and holding time interactions, as can be seen in 
Figure 6.

4 DISCUSSION

Based on the results, virtual sum was able to 
distinguish significant effects where camera sum 
could not (especially for the smaller sample size 
females). The results also proved that holding a 
camera with two hands versus one camera will 
result in significantly less movement. Although 
duration was significant, the 10 second duration 
showed less movement than the 3 second duration. 
This was unexpected. A possible reason for this 
could be because the subjects were queued when to 
refrain from breathing. This could suggest that the 
subject did not care to hold the camera steady until 
after they were queued to hold their breath, reduc-
ing the effects of fatigue while holding the cam-
era. A solution to this could have been either using 
instructions to notify the subjects that they should 
keep the camera steady at all times or refrain from 
breathing the entire 10 seconds of recording.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the female response 
to duration was not the same as the males. No 
significance was found for females other than the 
handedness. This could be due to the small sample 
size of 6 females.
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Figure 5. Graph of handedness and posture condition 
interaction for both males and females.
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Figure  6. Graph of handedness and duration condi-
tion interaction for both males and females.

Table 2. Virtual sum measure means and standard 
deviations. (data in mm).

One Hand
Near
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.323 0.308 0.297 0.271
Male: St.dev 0.222 0.378 0.193 0.121
Female: mean 0.361 0.291 0.309 0.133
Female: St.dev 0.382 0.047 0.174 0.118

Far
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.395 0.435 0.385 0.252
Male: St.dev 0.257 0.179 0.231 0.110
Female: Mean 0.246 0.301 0.245 0.140
Female: St.dev 0.171 0.190 0.195 0.052

Two Hand
Near
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.218 0.161 0.122 0.123
Male: St.dev 0.204 0.050 0.063 0.060
Female: Mean 0.084 0.130 0.151 0.080
Female: St.dev 0.020 0.068 0.135 0.041

Far
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.249 0.259 0.137 0.143
Male: St.dev 0.123 0.097 0.054 0.052
Female: Mean 0.137 0.140 0.187 0.152
Female: St.dev 0.047 0.099 0.122 0.059
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Unfortunately, several limitations exist. The larg-
est limitation was the selection of when the expo-
sure was happening. Even though only one person 
looked through the data to find the exposure time, 
the lack of consistency was still present. A way to 
overcome this could be to only record data when the 
shutter is pressed instead of the entire time the sub-
ject is holding the camera. The second major limita-
tion is the sample size, especially for the females.

5 CONCLUSION

The focus of this study was to create a measure that 
could be used to determine the movement after 

the shutter button was pressed. Main effects were 
found for handedness for both males and females. 
This suggests that holding a camera with one hand 
does in fact result in more camera movement than 
when two hands are used. The small sample sizes 
(especially for the females) and procedure could 
have resulted in the lack of significance for the 
other conditions.

The camera used for the experiment (Nikon 
Coolpix 5900) is typical of small digital cameras 
being sold today. The camera is small and light 
(88 × 60 × 36.5 mm and weighs only 180 g with the 
battery). The small sensor size (7.18 mm × 5.32 mm) 
implies that small camera movements can result 
in blurred images. Camera manufacturer recom-
mendations offer only basic guidelines for hold-
ing camera. For example, Panasonic Lumix DMC 
ZS7 instruction manual states, “Stand with your 
arms close to your body and with your feet apart. 
Make sure that the camera does not move at the 
moment the shutter button is pushed.”

The student subjects in this experiment were 
able to hold the camera reasonably steady (likely 
that image blur would not result in unacceptable 
photos enlarged to 20 × 30 cm or smaller). How-
ever, holding the camera with one hand did result 
in significantly more camera movement than when 
the camera was held with both hands.

Based on the results of the current experiment and 
general guidelines for camera holding, the following 
guidelines are offered for lcd type digital cameras:

Camera holding guidelines

• Keep feet shoulder width apart
• Keep arms as close to the body as possible
• Hold the camera with both hands
• Gently press the shutter release
• Hold shutter release button after depressing to 

allow for shutter lag
• Avoid holding the camera long distances away 

from the body, especially with only one hand
• Refrain from breathing when releasing the 

shutter.
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Table 3. Camera sum measure means and standard 
deviations. (data in mm).

One Hand
Near
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.367 0.405 0.325 0.313
Male: St.dev 0.239 0.454 0.186 0.124
Female: Mean 0.390 0.326 0.345 0.184
Female: St.dev 0.435 0.125 0.149 0.145

 Far
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.410 0.439 0.396 0.274
Male: St.dev 0.241 0.192 0.217 0.111
Female: Mean 0.259 0.316 0.258 0.165
Female: St.dev 0.137 0.193 0.197 0.030

 Two Hand
Near
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.221 0.165 0.135 0.133
Male: St.dev 0.207 0.036 0.050 0.049
Female: Mean 0.108 0.138 0.183 0.100
Female: St.dev 0.030 0.062 0.163 0.028

 Far
3 Sec 10 sec
Trial Trial
1 2 1 2

Male: Mean 0.271 0.253 0.161 0.165
Male: St.dev 0.163 0.080 0.057 0.051
Female: Mean 0.147 0.167 0.179 0.163
Female: St.dev 0.055 0.067 0.113 0.062
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ABSTRACT: This study aims to evaluate a tangible interface for a new collaborative work support 
system at its conceptual design phase. Especially, we focused on how the Customer-Perceived Value (CPV), 
relating to the functionality of tangible interface, can be evaluated from integration of user-centered 
approaches. In this study, we elicited implicit user needs and functional requirements through scenario-
based analysis and Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA). By exploring the state-of-the-art technologies and 
deploying a relevant technology roadmap, we investigated technology alternatives that enable users to 
accomplish the required tasks effectively/efficiently and to satisfy their needs or functional requirements. 
For a quantifiable evaluation measure, CPV (Customer-Perceived Value) attributes were utilized to evalu-
ate the benefits and the costs of current design concept compared to users’ perceived alternatives. To eval-
uate the tangible interface, we developed a design concept evaluation framework consisting of 3 phases. 
In phase 1, users’ functional requirements, considering human capabilities, limitations and characteristics 
were arranged through a series of analyses based on problem scenarios. In phase 2, technology alterna-
tives derived from technology roadmap were correlated with users’ tasks through relationship analysis, 
which made it possible to identify what technology would be appropriate for various users’ tasks. In 
phase 3, design concepts are evaluated in views of whether it can support users’ functional requirements. 
By utilizing the technology roadmap from phase 2, technologies applied to design concepts are also evalu-
ated to tell whether they are appropriate to the trend of technological developments. Evaluation items are 
based on functional requirements and technology alternatives, and evaluation criteria are prepared by 
CPV attributes that were extracted from literature survey about measuring the value of a new product. 
Relative importance of each item and criterion is determined by conducting Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP). Consequently, an evaluation checklist is developed.

Keywords: conceptual design, concept evaluation, scenario of use, technology trends analysis, CPV

This study aims to suggest a systematic framework 
for evaluating design concepts of a new product in 
users’ aspect. Especially, we focused on evaluating 
design concepts based on users’ implicit require-
ments and tasks development trends of relevant 
technologies, and the users’ perceived value related 
to the functionality of design concepts.

In this study, we elicited user needs and functional 
requirements through scenario-based analysis and 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA). By exploring 
the state-of-the-art technologies and deploying a 
relevant technology roadmap, we investigated tech-
nology alternatives that enable users to accomplish 
the required tasks effectively/efficiently and to sat-
isfy their needs or functional requirements. For a 

1 INTRODUCTION

In the conceptual design phase, a design concept 
is developed and evaluated by defining and 
combining the product functional characteristics 
(Al-Salka, 1998). Conceptual design is important in 
a new product development cycle, because it deter-
mines success in the market, and it decreases the 
costs and the need for redesigning (Dhilon, 1996; 
Pugh, 1995; Huang, 2002; Ulrich & Eppinger, 
2005). In the case of a new product, however, 
because the product is intangible, it is difficult to 
identify the users’ requirements and related tasks 
(Suri & Monroe, 2003). It is also difficult to assess 
the value that users might perceive.
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quantifiable evaluation measure, we utilized CPV 
(Customer-Perceived Value) attributes to evaluate 
the benefits and the costs of current design con-
cept compared to users’ perceived alternatives.

2 LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Analyzing users’ requirements

In this paper, we proposed a procedure to identify 
and analyze users’ requirements and their expected 
tasks by utilizing user scenarios and task analysis. 
Scenarios can be regarded as a set of use cases hav-
ing common features that can be occurred in the 
middle of system or product usage (Carroll, 2000). 
The reason why scenario-based approaches are use-
ful when it is necessary to identify users’ require-
ment is that scenarios deals with specific situations 
(Maguire, 2001). Scenarios are also described in 
terms of how users use the system, which enables 
designers to focus on users’ preferences and needs.

Task analysis includes all kinds of methods to 
collect, classify and analyze the data about user 
performances (Diaper & Stanton, 2004). Task 
analysis usually begins with deciding product devel-
opment goals. After that, a task transcript includ-
ing user performance based on the task hierarchy 
is prepared. Based on task transcript, an activity 
list, which shows each task that user performs as 
a list, is described. With that list, it is possible to 
identify correlated tasks, because components that 
the list includes are positioned under the correla-
tion of each task. As a result, detailed analysis is 
iteratively performed to supplement task hierarchy 
and activity list, and thus a confirmed task model 
is obtained.

2.2 Technology trends analysis

There are various methodologies used for 
technology trends analysis (Bray & Garcia, 1997). 
For technology trends analysis in this study, we 
put forward the way of using technology road-
map. Technology roadmap is a method that helps 
selecting the appropriate technology alternatives 
based on nowadays’ technology trends. It could 
be a technology strategy for unclear future, so it 
helps taking core technology earlier than others 
(Bray & Garcia, 1997; Albright & Kappel, 2003). 
Technology trends analysis is proper nowadays, 
where development and decline of technology 
are so rapid. It is a very efficient way to present 
vision and goal for future technology environment, 
and to make a plan to take a core technology for 
mid-to-long term by figuring out the structure and 
time relationship between technological elements 
(Albright & Kappel, 2003).

2.3 CPV approaches in NPD

Most of new product development specialists agree 
that it is important to reflect customers’ needs at 
early stages of development. Understanding cus-
tomers’ intention as they pay for specific things 
improves acceptability and value of new product. 
In this study, we evaluate the value that custom-
ers assume about concept of new product by CPV 
(Customer Perceived Value). Developing new 
product based on CPV makes catch on attributes 
that determine whether customers buy or not 
(Woodruff, 1997).

There are many definitions of CPV in existing 
studies (Woodruff, 1997; Chen & Dubinsky, 2003; 
Monroe, 1990; Zeithaml, 1988; Zeithaml, 2000). 
However, most of them are based on a common 
concept. At first, CPV is inherent and related with 
using product or service. Second, CPV is not a 
routine, but is perceived by customers. Third, CPV 
is trade-off  between paying for the value and cus-
tomers’ benefit by buying. Based on these things, 
CPV is defined in this study as “customers’ cogni-
tive evaluation for customers’ perceived benefit by 
using product or service and cost to take it”. As a 
result, CPV has two attributes, customers’ benefit 
through product or service and cost for it. In this 
study, customers will evaluate the cost and benefit. 
It could help comprehending customers’ accept-
ance of new product design concept and its value.

3 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, we suggest a process of development 
design concepts evaluation framework consisting 
of 3 phases (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Design concepts evaluation framework.
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3.1 Identifying users’ task

Objective of phase 1 is eliciting use cases based on 
situations described scenarios that are available for 
applying the current design concept. First of all, a 
problem to be solved by design is described in sce-
narios. Then various use cases in the scenarios are 
identified, and a claims analysis is done to find the 
effect that use cases could influence to customers’ 
tasks. Namely, the trade-off between positive and 
negative effects that could be made by function of 
new product are analyzed (Nielson, 1991). ‘+ (pros)’ 
describes positive effect of related use cases to 
customers’ behavior, and ‘– (cons)’ describes nega-
tive effect. This way, subjective evaluation can be 
done about elements in scenario. Claims analysis is 
appropriate in developing scenarios in various ways 
based on every use cases in the scenarios, and it can 
be used to make a new idea for a product. Then, 
results of use cases are transformed as users’ tasks, 
and then decomposed into sub-tasks and structured 
through HTA (Hierarchical Task Analysis). HTA 
is a methodology that divides one behavior into 
different tasks and sub-tasks to identify hierarchi-
cal structure of the behavior (Diaper & Stanton, 
2004). These sub-tasks are correlated with various 
human functions through a relationships analysis. 
As a result, it is possible to arrange users’ functional 
requirements considering human capabilities, limi-
tations and characteristics.

3.2 Identifying technology alternatives

In phase 2, a comprehensive survey is conducted 
to investigate technologies relevant to specified 
users’ tasks in a holistic perspective. It involves a 
survey of product or technology that already exists 
in market and also technology that could be devel-
oped in 4∼5 years. Identifying technology trends 
that need more than 10 or 20 years to develop are 
very chancy and difficult for making specific tech-
nology implementation plan. After the technology 
survey, nowadays’ technology developing trends 
are analyzed. Examined technologies are then clas-
sified into several categories based on the similarity 
between functional characteristics of each technol-
ogy. Each of them are then further analyzed to esti-
mate development trends. Based on the results, a 
technology roadmap is deployed by expert panel. 
Commonly, an axis of technology roadmap is mar-
ket, product, technology or R&D, but in this study, 
we focus on technologies that could be developed 
in 4∼5 years. Hence, we make a technology road-
map founded on technological characteristic, not 
market environment.

With help of the technology roadmap, it is 
possible to evaluate whether a technology applied 
to a design concept reflects the prospective trends. 
Conducting relationships analysis between users’ 

tasks and technology alternatives derived from 
the technology roadmap, identification of the 
technology appropriate for various users’ tasks is 
expected.

3.3 Design concept evaluation

In phase 3, functional requirements are identified 
to tell whether it can support users’ functional 
requirements by a relationships analysis between 
users’ task and human function. Then, effective 
technology alternatives to support specific user 
tasks are identified by relationship analysis between 
users’ task and technology alternatives. The result 
of the first relationships analysis is used to evalu-
ate design concept, and the second is used on 
technology alternative to support users’ functional 
requirements. After that, sub-attributes of CPV are 
identified through a literature survey (Bitner, 1997; 
Curran, 2003; Parasuraman, 1998; Suri & Monroe, 
2003). Then a list of them, are made to develop 
evaluation checklist. Criteria of sub-attributes for 
checklist are; 1) Selection criteria: whether it can 
used to evaluate on the stage of conceptual design or 
not, 2) Integration criteria: whether there is a simi-
lar or duplicated concept or not, and 3) Deletion 
criteria: whether it included users’ subjective affec-
tion. According to these criteria, 24 attributes are 
selected, as evaluation criteria. Relative importance 
of each item and criterion is determined by con-
ducting Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Conse-
quently, an evaluation checklist is developed.

4 CASE STUDY: VERIFICATION 
OF THE PROPOSED EVALUATION 
FRAMEWORK

A case study was conducted to evaluate the 
design concepts of  a new CSCW-based tangible 
user interface, which was designed to support 
group decision making activities such as business 
meetings and ideations. The case study was con-
ducted in accordance to each phase of  proposed 
framework.

In phase 1, we developed 3 scenarios based on 
various types of meeting activities which were 
extracted from documents on group decision mak-
ing processes. The 3 scenarios are 1) meeting on 
schedule planning, 2) meeting on proposing new 
ideas, and 3) meeting on deciding the optimal solu-
tion between various alternatives. Use cases implied 
by each scenario were identified, and their pros and 
cons were further analyzed. Users’ tasks and sub-
tasks such as ‘show schedule’, ‘enumerate discus-
sion issues’, and ‘record individual opinions’ were 
then specified and structured by HTA method. As a 
result, 8 tasks and 47 sub-tasks were derived.
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In phase 2, comprehensive document survey was 
conducted on state-of-the art technology develop-
ments in tangible interface technologies to support 
users’ task based on the scenario analysis and task 
analysis. We examined and classified 124 tangible 
interface technologies into control-related technol-
ogy group and display-related technology group, 
which were further organized each group by date 
of development.

Based on the results of classification, we analyzed 
development trends of each group in terms of func-
tionality. For example, ‘screen-based control’ has 
improved its controllability by employing pucks in 
its execution. As a result, we produced a technology 
roadmap showing the prospective trends of tangi-
ble interface technology. Each technology alterna-
tive was listed and correlated with users’ tasks from 
phase 1.

In phase 3, we evaluated the design concept of 
CSCW-based tangible interface using the evalua-
tion checklist. The evaluation items were based on 
functional requirements that were derived from 
relationships analysis. Through a relationships 
analysis, each task was correlated with human 
functions which enabled us to specify users’ func-
tional requirements that are relevant to meeting 
activities.

To set up an evaluation checklist we grasped 
the degree in which the design concept of  new 
product supports functional requirements, then 
selected tasks whose degree of  support is above 
half. In this case, Task Understanding, Meeting 
summary, Explaining meeting main topics, Idea 
brainstormings, and Comparison of  alternatives 
was selected.

A design concept evaluation was performed using 
the evaluation criteria derived from detailed CPV 
attributes. CPV attributes related to each tasks were 
chosen by pair-wise comparison between selected 
tasks and CPV attributes. As a result, 4 benefit 
attributes and 4 cost attributes were included. We 
used the following questionnaire sheet.

To evaluate CPV, 10 participants (8 male, 2 female 
participants) compared 2 types of meeting situa-
tions. Situation A was a typical meeting process 
without the support of the design concept of tan-
gible interface. Situation B was the same situation 

with the support of the design concept. They were 
asked to evaluate each situation and rate CPV 
attributes using a 9-point Likert scale.

Analysis results show that there are consider-
able differences between the detailed factors of 
benefit attributes. Especially, a considerable dif-
ference was frequently found between simplicity 
and other factors, which reveals that users can-
not feel much convenience from the use of  design 
concept. There is also a considerable difference 
between detail factors of  cost attributes. Instruc-
tions tend to have a high score. As high score in 
cost attribute infers that more cost is required, 
this can be perceived as a negative factor of 
design concept. The following table shows the 
average scores of  CPV attributes which includes 
the evaluation of  5 types of  tasks.

We confirmed that the task of ‘comparison 
of alternatives (1.266)’ marked the highest score 
among total grades of CPV.Figure 2. Classification of display technology.

Figure 3. Tangible interface technology roadmap.

Figure 4. Human functions—task relationships analysis.

Figure 5. Evaluation questionnaire sheet.
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5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, we proposed a systematic framework 
for evaluating design concepts of  new product 
based on user task and functional requirement 
through technology analysis. We identified use 
cases by using scenario-based analysis, and then 
classified and structured user tasks using HTA. 
By searching for state-of-the-art technology and 
deploying a technology roadmap, we were able 
to identify technological alternatives and fulfill 
users’ functional requirement and tasks. Also, 
analysis of  the value of  new product design con-
cept was conducted using CPV attributes with 
quantitative measures.

At the conceptual design phase, engineer-
ing specifications are not specified. Therefore, 
monetary cost, which may be crucial to product 
purchase, can not be precisely estimated. In the 
process of  evaluating design concepts, we had 
no choice but to exclude cost attributes such 
as monetary expenditure. These tendencies are 
expected to surface throughout the conceptual 
design of  new products. Therefore, a system of 
value evaluation taking aspects of  evaluating 
market value of  new products is necessary, and 
a continued effort in the future for improvement 
it is necessary. Also, the objective of  our analysis 
of  technological trend was to identify technol-
ogy that will be developed within 3∼5 years as a 
technological alternative. However, a systemati-
cal method of  predicting long-term technological 
alternatives should be complemented within the 
current method of  technological trend analy-
sis in the aspect of  developing of  a genuine new 
product. However, it is still expected that our 
framework would be effective at the phase of 
evaluating design concepts of  a new product from 
the user-centered design perspective.
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Table 1. CPV total score.

Task
Benefit
score

Cost
score

CPV
score

Task understanding 6.070 5.117 1.186
Meeting summary 5.131 5.082 1.010
Explaining meeting main

topics
4.845 4.514 1.073

Idea brainstorming 6.171 5.860 1.053
Comparison of alternatives 6.471 5.113 1.266
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ABSTRACT: As many ubiquitous services have proliferated, the interactions between ubiquitous 
services and users have come to take an important position. Existing researches related to ubiquitous 
service evaluation systems have viewed the services as results of product use assuming ubiquitous services 
as products. Also, they were biased toward only ubiquitous computing technologies. It is necessary to 
develop a new evaluation method that evaluates interactivity with a user-centered perspective. The main 
objective of this study is the development of user-centered interactivity evaluation metrics of ubiquitous 
service attributes. Detailed goals of this study are as follows. First, existing ubiquitous service evaluation 
methodologies are reviewed to define the evaluation attributes for ubiquitous service evaluation. Second, 
user oriented interactive metrics that can overcome the limitations of those service evaluation methodolo-
gies, such as personal service evaluation techniques, usability evaluation techniques and psychometrics 
based evaluation techniques, are developed. As a validation study, suggested evaluation metrics are uti-
lized to evaluate u-home service, and priority of each metrics is derived. The suggested evaluation metrics 
can be used to evaluate interactivity level of ubiquitous services and identify the potential users and their 
requirements at the stage of service development.

Keywords: user-centered design evaluation, ubiquitous service, interactivity, UEM (Usability Evaluation 
Method)

The emergence of ubiquitous services, which 
has been transformed into the arena of state-of-
the-art, is being fingered as a cause adding the 
economic burden to users due to temporary serv-
ices neglecting the choices of users and one-sided 
services at the convenience of service providers. 
Commenced to overcome that vicious circle, the 
approach to large-scaled projects related to diverse 
ubiquitous services initially brought about com-
munications among humans as well as between 
humans and computers. Moreover, the theoreti-
cal and technological advancements of service 
designs became to support collaborations between 
users (Resnick & Bowling, 2001; Takemoto et al. 
2002; Blaine et al. 2005). They activated user 
studies relating to the selections of ubiquitous 
services (service matching/selection method) issues 
for the provision of the services complying with 
implicit needs of users focusing on the human 
factors such as usability, service awareness and 

1 INTRODUCTION

The concepts of ubiquitous computing have 
been expanded to the concept of “Everyware”, 
comprising the characteristics of computer 
hardware and software (Greenfield, 2006). The 
proliferation of ubiquitous computing suggests 
new paradigms of interaction inspired by constant 
access to information and computational capa-
bilities (Abowd & Mynatt, 2000). The services in 
ubiquitous computing environments changed the 
subjects of marketing from developers to users. 
That is, “consumers” as “users” have come to 
emerge as principal actors in creating changes in 
today’s societies along with their great influences. 
Consequently, the interactions between ubiquitous 
services and users have come to take an impor-
tant position in ubiquitous industry. Also, new 
approaches to practical evaluations are required 
due to the emergences of unverified services.
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trust (Lindenberg et al. 2007). On the other hand, 
it brought about visual advancements in complex 
viewpoints such as the performances of diverse 
components for the evaluation of the levels and 
qualities of ubiquitous services that have been pro-
gressing in many places, system usability and inter-
actions between users and systems (Williams, 2004; 
Iqbal et al. 2005). This expansion of ubiquitous 
industry scope resulted in the need for develop-
ment of techniques that will enable the evaluation 
of new and diversified ubiquitous services from the 
users–centered views.

Especially, as an approach to the evaluation of 
the levels and qualities of  ubiquitous services, a 
small number of  researchers attempted to apply 
an evaluation methodology. They used an exten-
sion of  existing service quality evaluation meth-
odology, which is an application of  software 
quality evaluation methodology and usability 
among core concepts of  UCD (User-Centered 
Design). Nevertheless, these approaches revealed 
their limitations by birth of  a partial evaluation 
method that could not reflect the characteristics 
of  ubiquitous services on appropriate places and 
evaluated only certain components of  ubiquitous 
services. That is, excluding the attributes that need 
to be considered in ubiquitous such as experience, 
motivation and engagement, it grafted existing 
service evaluation methodologies to ubiquitous 
environments and thereby had the limitation that 
it could not evaluate the essence of  ubiquitous 
services (Abowd, 1998).

The main objective of  this study is the devel-
opment of  user-centered interactivity evaluation 
metrics reflecting ubiquitous service attribute. 
Detailed goals of  this study are as follows. First, 
existing ubiquitous service evaluation method-
ologies are reviewed to define the evaluation 
attribute for ubiquitous service evaluation. Sec-
ond, user-oriented interactive metrics that can 
overcome the limitations of  those service evalua-
tion methodologies such as personal service eval-
uation techniques, usability evaluation techniques 
and psychometrics-based evaluation techniques, 
are to be developed. As a validation study, sug-
gested evaluation metrics are utilized to evaluate 
u-home service.

2 THE DEVELOPMENT
OF INTERACTIVITY 
EVALUATION METRICS

2.1 Development procedures and methodology

Figure 1 shows the process of the development of 
interactivity metrics in this study. The approach to 
this study was composed in two parts: the develop-
ment of ubiquitous service interactivity attribute 

index and the development of interactivity 
performance measurements.

The models of appropriate reference examples 
were too insufficient to define component of ubiq-
uitous services. Thus this study analyzed the com-
ponents of the services to constitute ubiquitous 
services such as IT services, inter-personal services, 
mobile services and system services.

The indices collected from literature review 
were integrated to define ubiquitous attribute 
indices. Expert group (policy maker, order placer, 
designer, developer, standard researcher) reviews 
were executed to select and structuralize the 
indices. Interactivity measurement definitions 
were made by classifying related indices with an 
analysis on the researches related to usability 
measurements and ubiquitous service evaluation 
methods.

The indices and measurements constituted the 
Evaluation Areas (EA) of ubiquitous service com-
ponents to finalize metrics indices. Large scaled 
user surveys were executed on U-Home services 
for validation and priority weight estimation. The 
final metrics were developed as evaluation systems 
so that they can be readily applied to practices by 
designers to maximize utility.

2.2 Interactivity attributes in ubiquitous service 
environments

The interactivity attributes in ubiquitous serv-
ice environments can be defined as the concept 
of “How easily the tasks for ubiquitous service 

Figure 1. Development procedures of interactivity 
evaluation metrics.
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can be executed and the user can be satisfied with 
results in user environments (Siewiorek, 2002)”. 
The concept of interactivity attributes can be 
explained in the objective aspects related to the works 
executed within the integrated service consisting of 
ubiquitous service environments, relevant services 
and users. The results of the researches related to 
users’ subjective aspects were implemented in the 
areas such as HCI and human factors.

In order to define the interactivity attributes 
of ubiquitous services, extraction of interactivity 
attributes through literature review, selection and 
integration of interactivity attributes and hierar-
chical classification of interactivity attributes were 
executed.

Thirty-one ubiquitous service interactivity 
attribute indices selected and integrated were 
structuralized through expert survey method. 
They were mathematically interpreted through the 
results of  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
and Correspondence analysis. The surveys were 
executed by the same evaluators in order to main-
tain consistency in indices deducing and relation 
analyses. By analyzing the major components, 
4 attribute indices with the explanation ability of 
79.3% were extracted as in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the structure for the proposed 
interactivity evaluation metrics in this study. Each 
sub-construct(Service capability, User experience, 
Ubiquity, Contextualization) consists of detail 
measure metrics, and each measure metric is com-
prised of 10 subjective metrics and 40 objective 
metrics.

2.3 Development of metrics for ubiquitous service 
interactivity

Since interactivity attributes of ubiquitous services 
have been defined, the measurement values that 
can evaluate the interactivity of  ubiquitous serv-
ices are required. Interactivity metrics are the 
measures to determine the levels of  interactivity 
factors comprising the indices indicating what 
measurement values should be used to evaluate 
the extents of  interactivity. Table 2 show an exam-
ple of  interactivity evaluation metrics suggested 
in this study.

The most important consideration in extracting 
the measurement values of interactivity is whether 
the measurement values are suitable to evaluate the 
levels of relevant factors because if  uncorrelated 
measurement values are selected, the evaluations 
of interactivity factors become insignificant. This 
study was executed in the fashion of existing stud-
ied where measurement values were analyzed to 
extract all the lists selectable as measurement val-
ues and their correlations with factors were subse-
quently determined. Table 3 shows the correlations 
between evaluation factors and ubiquitous service 
interactivity attribute.

3 CASE STUDY

The experimental subject consists in the dimension 
of 125.6 m2 and provides 17 ubiquitous service 
items. The items consist of 3 parts, i.e. facial rec-
ognitions for entrance, the door of future, UPIS 
(Ubiquitous Parking Information System), etc., 
media table relating to home network control, 
bidirectional TV relating to multi-media, medical 
camera relating to health, u-Health, intelligence 
healthy menu system, therapy music, light control, 
custom short message relating to living, magic 
mirror, digital frame, product information built-in 
OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diodes), Family 
collaborated learning system relating to education, 
etc. (Fig. 3). One hundred and eighteen partici-
pants (59 males, 49 females) evaluated the service. 
The evaluation was conducted by interactivity 
evaluation metrics for PDA.

Table 1. The attribute indices deduced with Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA).

Attribute Description

Contextua-
lization
support

The level of the interactions considering
 the relations between services
 and users
The level of the provision of customized
 services through status perceptions

Service
capability
support

The level of ubiquitous service user
protection and error prevention

The level of the performance, speed,
security and storage ability of service
systems

Ubiquity
support

The extent of the ubiquity of ubiquitous
services

Ubiquitous connectivity of services and
convenience in carrying devices etc

User-
experience
support

User participation and the degree of
effort for use of ubiquitous services

The communication direction/response
level of ubiquitous service users

Figure 2. Structure for ubiquitous interactivity 
evaluation metrics.
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The process of reasoning influence variable and 
deducing the model for analyzing data gathered 
by interactivity evaluation of ubiquitous service 
is as Figure 4. First, the basic statistic character-
istics of the data are analyzed through descriptive 
statistic analysis. In addition, the characteristics 
of metrics are investigated based on the result of 
objective and subjective evaluation. Second, using 
Cronbach’s alpha value and ANOVA, it is checked 
whether measured data of design value and sub-
jective measured factors gathered for interactivity 
evaluation provide meaningful result or not. Third, 
establishing design variable level by K-mean group-
ing method, it is analyzed whether each group has 
statistically meaningful influence. Fourth, result 
and model of design variable defined by using 
I-type quantification analysis. It is figurable how 

Table 2. An example of interactivity evaluation metrics.

Figure 3. U-Home service evaluation process 
(10 stages).

Table 3. An example for evaluation factors of ubiquitous service interactivity attribute.
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each design variable level influence interactivity by 
analysis, and the size of influence power between 
design variables which affect interactivity as deduc-
ing partial correlation is determined.

Figure 5 is the result of computing the impor-
tance of the factors deduced by the experiment. 
Since the results of the importance of each 
dependent variable are different from each other, 
estimated value of each descriptive variables were 
converted into normalized value. By the result of 
the modeling, the most important variable of the 
ubiquitous service interactivity properties was 
contextualization support attributes. ‘Perception: 
time ratio (correcting time for service procedure)’ 
metrics had the largest importance as a dependent 
variable, and ‘perception: user control level using 

service manipulation’ metrics was a dependent 
variable containing negative effects.

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This study has suggested metrics for ubiquitous 
services that are experienced in real life, and intro-
duced the concept of ubiquitous service interactiv-
ity which consist of contextualization, ubiquity, 
user experience and service capability. For vali-
dation of the developed metrics, we applied the 
proposed metrics to evaluation of the interactiv-
ity of U-home service. Through statistical analysis 
of evaluation data, a subjective satisfaction model 
of interactivity was developed with the various 

Figure 4. Analysis process of this study.

Figure 5. U-home service case study results.
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components of interactivity of ubiquitous service 
using I-type quantification analysis. As a result, the 
22 main components and the relationships between 
each main component and their sub-components 
were identified.

As referred to previously, there have been many 
attempts to develop design guideline, metrics, and 
evaluation techniques for ubiquitous computing, 
but there were no contents for user’s evaluation on 
the service. Most of research methods concerning 
the ubiquitous environment are the same as con-
ventional ones in the IT era. Therefore, they can-
not fully reflect the characteristics of ubiquitous 
services. To select a space-time, that is necessary 
for the realization of ubiquitous services among 
many space-times that users come to confront and 
to provide services appropriate to the character-
istics of each space-time, we need an evaluation 
methodology that comprehends the importance of 
space-time and reflects its characteristics. The con-
ventional user evaluation techniques cannot satisfy 
this condition. It is because the conventional tech-
niques have focused on evaluating the quality of 
specific applications (Bing, 2001).

The suggested model can be used to analyze 
the potential users of the service by evaluating the 
interactive level of ubiquitous service. Its applica-
tion to the stage of service development can be 
helpful in collecting the demands of potential serv-
ice users and apprehending their levels. In a situ-
ation where the boundary between product and 
service is disappearing, we may extend the utility 
evaluation concept of “everyday product” to the 
evaluation concept of interactivity.
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ABSTRACT: The effectiveness of a haptic warning on a steering wheel in an automobile was evaluated 
in terms of Forward Collision Warning (FCW). An effective warning system is critical for safe driving, 
especially when the driver is not paying attention to the road. Haptic feedback warning systems have 
attracted interest because they do not require any extra visual load; warnings are transmitted to the driver 
using tactile sensation and are not interfered by ambient noise around the vehicle. Twenty-four subjects 
participated in the study. Experiment was conducted in a virtual reality environment that simulated col-
lision situations involving FCWs. Performance measures that were evaluated in the FCW experiment 
included the driver’s reaction time to the warning signal. The results show that a haptic FCW on the 
steering wheel can play a supportive role in preventing a collision. We conclude that haptic warning on a 
steering wheel could be useful for FCWs.

Keywords: haptic feedback system, forward collision warning, blind spot warning

respond to intuitively. In addition, the information 
is transmitted only to the driver; the passengers 
remain unaware of the warning.

Recently, the automobile industry has begun 
using haptic feedback in warning systems. Exam-
ples include warning drivers of  a potential forward 
collision, as well as blind spots and lane depar-
ture. In most instances, the haptic feedback is 
transmitted via the steering wheel, seat or pedals. 
Researchers have evaluated the effectiveness of 
haptic warning signals in various situations such 
as FCW, LDW (Lane Departure Warning), and 
BSW (Blind spot warning) (Lerner et al. 1997, 
Lee et al. 2004, Griffiths et al. 2005, Navarro 
et al. 2007). Campbell et al. (2007) summarized 
the results of  existing studies and empirically 
evaluated the effectiveness of  various proposed 
warning systems. However, some combinations 
of  warning location and warning situation have 
not yet been fully examined (Table 1). We do not 
know whether it is effective to provide a signal on 
the steering wheel for FCW and BSW.

1 INTRODUCTION

Constant visual attention on the road is important 
for safe driving. However, a driver’s attention is 
often distracted by audio, navigation, and driver 
information systems. The additional visual load 
incurred while using such systems can increase the 
risk of collision (Ranney et al. 2000).

Issuing a warning signal via a visual display 
can be problematic as this can simply serve as an 
additional visual distraction. Audio is commonly 
used in warning signals; however, warnings issued 
in this way cannot be transferred effectively when 
the driver is surrounded by ambient noise (Ryu 
et al. 2010). Moreover, when audio signals are 
already in use in the vehicle, the meaning of  the 
warning signal can be confusing in an urgent 
situation.

A warning signal that utilizes haptic feedback 
can offer an effective alternative. Via direct con-
tact, haptic feedback can deliver information 
effectively and in a manner that the driver can 
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with an average age of  39.3. The average age of 
the older group was 56.0 (12 male participants).

2.3 Experiment design and scenario for FCW

The independent variables were haptic warning 
and age group. Dependent variables evaluated were 
performance and preference measures.

The performance measures were the rate of 
collision prevented and reaction time. We divided 
the number of  successful decelerations (without 
collision) by the total number of  collision events 
to calculate the rate of  collision prevented. The 
reaction time was defined as the time that elapsed 
between deceleration of  a preceding vehicle 
(with a brake light on) and manipulation of  the 
brake pedal.

The preference measures examined were use-
fulness of the proposed warning signal and over-
all driver satisfaction. The participants were also 
asked to consider the inconvenience of the pro-
posed haptic warning when evaluating overall 
driver satisfaction.

In the experiment, a dual-task paradigm was 
used to distract participants while driving. As 
a primary task, the participants were asked to 
follow a car that maintained a speed of 80 km/sec. 
In the secondary task, they were required to con-
tinuously enter 7 digits that appeared on a touch 
screen (Fig. 1). From pilot test, we found that the 
participants were distracted for about 10 sec while 
completing the secondary task. Whenever a par-
ticipant makes consecutive errors while entering 
digits, we determined that the participant was not 
concentrating and hence excluded the data.

In our study, we assessed haptic feedback on the 
steering wheel in FCW situation.

2 METHODS

2.1 Apparatus

A driving simulator was developed to represent 
events surrounding FCW in a virtual environment. 
A 50-inch monitor and two 23-inch monitors were 
used to ensure a seamless representation of the 
driving environment. A 7-inch touch screen was 
used for a secondary task (Fig. 1).

Six vibration actuators (3 on the left, 3 on the 
right) were embedded in the steering wheel to 
deliver sufficient amplitude of haptic feedback 
(Fig. 2). All 6 vibration actuators were activated 
at the same time (frequency 100 Hz; amplitude, 
0.025 mm; and periodic envelope with 0.4 sec 
on-time and 0.1 sec off-time). Pilot tests were 
conducted to determine the specification of the 
vibration feedback.

Participants wore headphones that played white 
noise to prevent sound cues being generated from 
haptic feedback. The actual size and layout of 
the seat and steering wheel were considered when 
designing the seating buck. The distance between 
the seating buck and steering wheel was adjustable 
to reduce driver discomfort.

2.2 Participants

Briefly, two different age groups, 30–40 yrs and 
50–60 yrs, were assessed in each warning sys-
tem. Since the ability to detect haptic sensations 
reduces with age (Verrillo et al. 2002), we aimed 
to determine the effect of  age on driver effective-
ness in the FCW experiment. For the age group of 
30–40 yrs, the participants consisted of  12 males, 

Table 1. Results of evaluation of haptic feedbacks on 
collision warning systems.

FCW LDW BSW

Seat Good Fair Fair
Steering wheel – Good –

Haptic feedback on pedals was excluded due to the 
potential disturbance that might occur while manipu-
lating the pedals (Campbell et al. 2007). An additional 
problem with haptic feedback on pedals is that the ampli-
tude of the signal can be seriously affected by the thick-
ness and material of  the sole of  the driver’s shoe. By 
evaluating the effectiveness of  a combination of  haptic 
feedbacks in warning situations not previously studied, 
the effectiveness of  warning signals can be compared 
qualitatively.

Figure 1. Example of secondary task device.

Figure 2. Haptic steering wheel (Circles are locations 
of vibration actuators for haptic warning).
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While conducting the secondary task, the 
vehicle in front randomly started to decelerate 
and the participants were instructed to manip-
ulate the brake pedal to avoid possible colli-
sion. Each participant repeated the FCW event 
20 times. The warning signal was transmitted 
4 sec prior to collision. Once the warning signal 
was transmitted, it maintained until TTC (Time 
To Collision) exceeded 4 sec.

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The initial speed of participants’ vehicles and the 
average distance between vehicles did not show a 
significant difference based on independent vari-
ables. Therefore, the forward collision events can 
be assumed to have occurred under similar driving 
conditions.

In the 30–40 yrs age group, the reaction time was 
significantly shorter in the presence of the haptic 
warning. Similar results were observed in the older 
age group (Fig. 3). When the haptic warning was 
present, participants were more quickly able to 
recognize that the car in front was decelerating. 
A shorter reaction time was associated with a 
decrease in the braking distance (7.36 m, 30–40 yrs; 
4.89 m on average, 50–60 yrs).

The number of collisions significantly decreased 
with haptic warning (Fig. 4). However, the effec-
tiveness of the haptic warning was relatively small 
in the older age group. Generally, the absolute 
threshold of haptic sensation increased with age. 
Overall, this resulted in a lower detectability of 
haptic warning in the older age group.

The results of preference evaluation showed 
that participants found the haptic warning useful 
and satisfactory (Fig. 5).

Participants in the younger group favored haptic 
feedback more than the older group (the score of 
preference measures greatly increased when haptic 
warning is given). Some participants commented 
that although they found haptic feedback strange at 
first, they soon became familiar with the stimuli.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluated haptic warnings on 
the steering wheel for FCW, which has been stud-
ied in previous studies. The risk of collision was 
significantly decreased in the presence of the hap-
tic warning, and the effectiveness of the warning 
was consistent across the entire age band evaluated 
in this study. Moreover, participants felt the warn-
ing useful and were satisfied with its performance. 
The performance of the younger group in particu-
lar was better when haptic warnings were given.

Based on our results, we conclude that haptic 
feedback can be effectively used in FCW. The meth-
ods proposed in this study could be used to evalu-
ate other types of warnings for FCW. Further study 
is needed to find a robust specification of haptic 
feedback suitable for older age groups. We plan to 
conduct additional research on the value of haptic 
feedback on BSW. Also, we will consider other driv-
ing situations such as heavy or speeding traffic.
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Evaluation of human factors in the modification of video display 
units in the main control room
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ABSTRACT: This study evaluated the influences of the Video Display Unit (VDU) design change on 
the performance of operator in the Main Control Room (MCR). The VDU in the Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP) provides operators with information supporting situation assessment, monitoring and detection 
of disturbances, response planning, and response implementation. These characteristics of design rep-
resent a trend toward making displays more immediately meaningful to personnel by mapping display 
representations to important aspects of plant processes and to underlying cognitive mechanisms, such 
as perceptual processes and mental models. In general, poor implementation of VDU can lead to human 
performance problems. Some human performance issues associated with display design include the fol-
lowing: information overload; limited display area; lack of overview of plant status, appropriateness of 
display formats and page arrangements to operator tasks; and improper integration and presentation 
of numerical data. To validate the effect of VDUs design change on operating errors in the MCR, this 
present research adopted an experimental design to develop different experimental treatments. According 
to the experimental results, information requirements are identified; that is, display formats are developed 
to communicate the information to the operators. The success of representational aids was discussed as 
being a function of the characteristics of the plant, the operators, and the representation through which 
the operators view and act on the plant. All three are essential parts of the overall system. Some research 
support was found for the representation principles; however, most of the studies could not be generalized 
due to the use of simple systems and tasks. The conclusions of this study could not only be implemented 
by the HSI designers of a MCR in the advanced NPP but also could be generalized to the extent that other 
digital workstation similar to the MCR.

Keywords: video display unit, main control room, nuclear power plant, human system interface, human 
performance

computerization has made it possible to provide an 
interactive Human System Interface (HSI) through 
VDUs to monitor and control most operations 
(Stubler, OˇHara & Kramer, 2000).

With these computerization increasingly taking 
over routine plant control tasks, operator actions 
will be less skill-based and rule-based but more 
knowledge-based. Operator training will require 
less focus on building skills and rules for actions 
but greater focus on general ability to understand 
how systems function and the ability to respond 
flexibly when faced with system problems.

Human operators in a hazardous and com-
plex automated system are required to monitor 

1 INTRODUCTION

This study evaluated the influences on operators’ 
signal-detection performance in the modification 
of Video Display Unit (VDU) monitoring tasks 
within the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) control 
room. The NPP Main Control Room (MCR) 
designs have progressed in the last thirty years. One 
of the most significant changes in MCR designs 
has been the increasing use of computers in plant 
monitoring and control (Chuang & Chou, 2005).

A control room uses computer driven displays 
for information presentation and plant control, as 
opposed to using hardware components. Increased 
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a large number of information sources and to 
reach a decision relevant to achieving a system 
goal efficiently and safely (Parasuraman et al., 
2000; Hollnagel & Bye, 2000). When everything 
works smoothly, human monitors are just spare 
parts, but when there is anything wrong, the sub-
sequent diagnosing and decision tasks impose a 
large amount of mental workload and stress on 
the human operator during abnormal operating 
procedures.

In the last decades, VDUs have become wide-
spread for routine use, in almost all work spaces 
(Aarås, Horgen, Bjørset, Ro & Thoresen, 1998). 
Punnet & Bergquist (1997), in their review of epi-
demiological studies of VDU work, found that 
VDU work indicated higher risk of neck, shoul-
der, arm, wrist and hand musculoskeletal illness 
compared with non-VDU work. Of all the hazards 
associated with VDU work, visual problems are 
the most widespread. During the last twenty years 
in which VDUs have been in general use there have 
been several hundred studies which have confirmed 
the link between VDU work and the visual prob-
lems reported by users (London Hazards Centre, 
1993).

Supervisory control by utilizing VDU is widely 
implemented in many industries. Human operators 
are usually assigned to monitor several information 
sources continuously or periodically to looking 
for signals that require further actions. For each 
information source, there may be different types of 
information associated with a different signal fre-
quency. Supervisory controllers must allocate their 
attention over these sources with appropriate sam-
pling strategies and frequencies followed by state 
identification that will suggest appropriate action 
(Moray, 2003).

Early studies (Ware, Baker & Shelon, 1964; 
Tulga & Sheridan, 1980; Yeh & Wickens, 1988) 
tested the relationship between overload condition 
of workload and task performance. Their results 
showed that subjective perception of mental work-
load increased with amounts of resource invest-
ment and with demands of working memory.

Tullis (1988) found that the number of charac-
ter groups and the number of items influenced the 
controllers’ search time to extract information from 
a static alphanumeric display. As the average size 
of the groups and the number of items increased, 
search time tended to increase. Other studies sug-
gested that there existed an optimal display design 
in which appropriate arrangement of information 
and amount could improve controller’s perform-
ance and reduce workload (Moray, 1979, 1988; 
Tsang & Wilson, 1997; Bujas et al., 1999).

Most of these studies were performed within 
a single display framework. A particular case of 
supervisory control is the building monitoring 

system where the operator is brought to watch 
several displays containing video camera infor-
mation. In this situation, supervisory controllers 
monitor every nook and cranny of the building 
from displays without any auditory or visual cues.

The advancement of technology has made mul-
tiple screens on a single display available to accom-
modate several camera views. It seems that the 
more camera views, the safer the system, assuming 
that the human operator is able to watch as many 
camera views as provided. However, it is antici-
pated that the monitoring performance under these 
situations may degrade, but it is not clear what that 
might entail?

To investigate the influences on operators’ 
signal-detection performance in the modification 
of VDU monitoring tasks within the NPP control 
room, this present research adopted a within sub-
ject experimental design to develop different exper-
imental treatments based on two types of display 
modes included the consistent mode and the mixed 
mode. The next section introduced the experimen-
tal design for reducing human errors by enhancing 
the VDU design strategy.

2 METHOD

2.1 Experimental design

To investigate the influences on operators’ signal-
detection performance in the modification of 
VDU monitoring tasks within the NPP control 
room, an experiment was conducted using a with-
in-participants design with thirteen participants 
participating in the simulated scenario.

All of them participated in two types of display 
modes included consistent mode and mixed mode. 
The display of consistent mode was constituted 
by two the same VDUs which represented normal 
size message (normal size icon and 12 pt font size). 
Moreover, the mixed mode VDUs was constituted 
by two different VDUs, one represented nor-
mal size message, another represented small size 
message (0.6 times of normal size icon and 9 pt 
font size).

2.2 Tasks

During the experiment, participants would exe-
cute the detect-and-hit operation with the VDUs 
to deal with the monitor tasks. The icons on the 
VDUs light in blue or red light represent system 
status. While the icon is lighting red light, meaning 
that an alarm has occurred, the participants must 
hit this icon by mouse.

Moreover, icon lighting in blue means the sys-
tem status is normal; therefore, the participants 
have to detect this icon but do not need to hit it. 
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In each VDU, the icons light in blue and red both 
flash 90 times, that is, the participants should hit 
180 times totally while detecting the icons in red 
during a specific display modes. The icon flash 
three seconds one time, hence the participant 
might miss to hit if  they did not detect the icon 
lighting in red timely.

2.3 Apparatus

The display of VDUs in advanced MCR was simu-
lated using a computer program developed using 
Macromedia Flash Player 8 and Microsoft Office 
Access. Two 19-inches LCD provide a graphical 
interface for monitoring the reactor system sta-
tus. Each subject could execute his hitting actions 
using a mouse. Subject’s Critical Flicker Fusion 
frequency (CFF) was measured with Lafayette 
Flick Fusion Control 12021.

2.4 Dependent variables

There are five dependent variables in the experiment:
Frequency of miss: the frequency of miss when 

monitor the displays as an indicator of objective 
performance accuracy. The frequency of miss 
meant the number of icons lighting in red that the 
participants must hit but they miss.

Reaction time: The start time of the icon lighting 
in red to the end of the participant hitting the icon 
was recorded by the experimental system. There-
fore, the value of the reaction time is between 0 and 
3000 millisecond.

Situation awareness: Situational awareness was 
assessed using the 3-D situational awareness rating 
technique (SART; Taylor, 1990). The 3-D SART 
is an experimentally validated, retrospective meas-
ure which requires participants to rate themselves 
on three dimensions that included attentional 
Demands (D), attentional Supply (S), and Under-
standing (U) immediately following task perform-
ance. The ratings on each of the three dimensions 
are combined into a single SART value accord-
ing to a formula (Selcon et al., 1992): Situation 
Awareness = U− (D−S).

Subjective performance: Subjective performance 
was rated on a scale of 1–10, with 1 being the worst 
performance, and 10 being optimal performance.

Critical flicker fusion: CFF measures the mini-
mal number of  flashes of  light per second at which 
an intermittent light stimulus no longer stimulates 
a continuous sensation. It is an effective measure 
of  visual fatigue (Knulst & Kraaykamp, 1998). 
CFF change was the CFF difference before and 
after the experiment. A drop in CFF reflects a 
drop in the sensory perception function, attrib-
utable to a decrease in alertness (Hashimoto, 
1963).

Subjective visual fatigue: The subjective visual 
fatigue was measured via a visual discomfort ques-
tionnaire. The questionnaire contains nine ques-
tions: (1) I have difficulties in seeing. (2) My eyelids 
are heavy. (3) I feel eye strain. (4) I have burning 
eyes. (5) I have a strange feeling around the eyes. 
(6) I have itching eyes. (7) I feel numb. (8) I feel 
dizzy. (9) I have a headache. Response was rated 
on a 7-point scale, with 1 representing “extremely 
disagree”, and 7 representing “extremely agree”.

2.5 Participants

Thirteen engineering undergraduate and graduate 
students with normal or corrected to 20/20 vis-
ual acuity and full-color vision participated for 
monetary compensation on a voluntary basis. 
Participant age range was 23–25 years. Most par-
ticipants were right-handed. These participants 
were required to have experience using a personal 
computer. The participants have received different 
periods of training for the experimental task and 
necessary operating procedures. To minimize the 
effects of individual differences, participants were 
randomly assigned to one display mode.

2.6 Experimental procedure

The experiment was conducted in a secluded and 
quiet room. The experimental procedure included 
seven steps: (1) A document material used in the 
experiment was given to the participants and observ-
ers explain the experiment content and related 
special note. (2) Let the participants acquaint the 
simulated display of VDUs in NPP and practice 
the operation until skilled.

(3) After practicing, let participants take a break 
until the visual fatigue restoring. (4) To measure 
the CFF of the participant before experiment, and 
then require monitoring the VDUs and starting to 
perform the detecting tasks in the formal experi-
ment. (5) To measure the CFF of the participant 
after experiment and fill out the first SART, sub-
jective performance and visual fatigue question-
naire, then take a break about 30 minutes.

(6) Repeat step (4) and (5) but monitor another 
display mode of VDUs. (7) To finalize the experi-
ment. The participants were required to try their 
best to perform the tasks in the required time 
and avoid any mistakes during the formal experi-
ment. The entire experiment for a subject took 
70–80 minutes.

2.7 Hypotheses

It was hypothesized that participants will have lower 
situation awareness in monitoring mixed mode 
VDUs than in monitoring consistent mode VDUs. 
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Furthermore, subjective and objective visual 
fatigue will significantly increase while monitoring 
with mixed mode VDUs. Corresponding with the 
visual fatigue increasing, it was expected that par-
ticipants’ frequency of miss and reaction time will 
get increases. It was also hypothesized that subjec-
tive performance will decrease while monitoring 
with mixed mode VDUs.

3 RESULTS

The findings indicated significant relationships 
between frequency of miss, reaction time, and 
subjective performance. Frequency of miss was 
positively correlated with reaction time (r = 0.77, 
p < 0.01). Subjective performance was negatively 
correlated with frequency of miss (r = –0.46, 
p < 0.05) and reaction time (r = –0.52, p < 0.01). 
These results demonstrated that there is a signifi-
cant correlation between objective performance 
(frequency of miss and reaction time) and subjec-
tive performance.

To examine the hypothesis, the study conducted 
a one-way ANOVA. The analytic results are shown 
in Table 2 and Table 3. The ANOVA results revealed 
that there were significant group differences. First, 
there was a significantly different frequency of 
miss between the consistent mode VDUs and 
mixed mode VDUs (F1, 12 = 26.67, p < 0.01).

The frequency of miss in operating mixed 
mode VDUs (M = 25.92) was significantly higher 
than that in consistent mode VDUs (M = 15.69). 
Second, there was a significantly different reac-
tion time between the consistent mode VDUs and 
mixed mode VDUs (F1, 12 = 16.52, p < 0.01). The 
reaction time of mixed mode VDUs (M = 1847.72) 
was significantly higher than that of consistent 
mode VDUs (M = 1749.53).

Third, there was a significantly different situa-
tion awareness between the consistent mode VDUs 
and mixed mode VDUs (F1, 12 = 3.42, p < 0.1). The 
situation awareness of consistent mode VDUs 
(M = 5.60) was significantly higher than that of 
mixed mode VDUs (M = 4.69).

Fourth, there was a significantly different sub-
jective performance between the consistent mode 
VDUs and mixed mode VDUs (F1, 12 = 4.00, 
p < 0.1). The subjective performance of consistent 
mode VDUs (M = 6.00) was significantly higher 
than that of mixed mode VDUs (M = 4.69). Finally, 
although display mode did not have a significant 
influence on CFF (F1, 12 = 3.04, p = 0.11), the par-
ticipants who monitor mixed mode VDUs seemed 
to have higher average reduction of CFF than the 
participants who monitor consistent mode VDUs.

Table 3 shows that display modes of VDUs were 
significant on some questions of subjective visual 
fatigue, they are ‘Difficulties in seeing’, ‘Eyelids 
are heavy’, and ‘Eye strain’. The participants who 
monitor mixed mode VDUs have higher subjective 
visual fatigue than the participants who monitor 
consistent mode VDUs.

4 DISCUSSION

From these results, the mixed mode VDUs are 
found significantly negative impacts on dependent 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations.

Variable Mean Std. Miss RT SA

Frequency 
of miss  20.81  10.28
Reaction 
time 1798.62 137.72  0.77***
Situation 
awareness   5.14  1.80  0.14  0.17
Subjective 
performance   5.35  2.15 −0.46** −0.52*** −0.03

Note: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.

Table 2. The ANOVA results of dependent variables.

Dependent variable

Display mode

F-value
Consistent 
mode

Mixed 
mode

Frequency of miss  15.69  25.92 26.67***
Reaction time 1749.53 1847.72 16.52***
Situation awareness   5.60   4.69  3.42*
Subjective performance   6.00   4.69  4.00*
CFF   0.83   1.74  3.04

Note: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.

Table 3. The ANOVA results of subject visual fatigue.

Subjective visual
fatigue

Display mode

F-value
Consistent 
mode

Mixed 
mode

Difficulties in seeing 3.08 3.77 5.86**
Eyelids are heavy 4.08 4.77 6.94**
Eye strain 5.00 5.62 4.52*
Burning eyes 3.00 3.31 0.60
Strange feeling 3.69 3.85 0.10
Itching eyes 3.23 3.39 0.12
Numb 3.62 3.23 2.54
Dizzy 3.00 3.00 0.00
Headache 2.46 2.77 0.45

Note: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01.
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variables while performing a monitoring task. 
First, supervisory controllers will have lower situ-
ation awareness while monitoring the mixed mode 
VDUs than monitoring the consistent mode VDUs. 
There are some differences between this study and 
Huang, Hwang, Yenn, Yu, Hsu & Huang (2006).

In Huang et al. (2006), the simplified VDU 
design will enhance operators’ situation awareness. 
The VDU layout designs in this study are fixed. The 
critical point in the present study is to compare the 
consistency of icon size and font size between two 
modes VDUs. The results provide evidences to VDU 
designers that utilizing consistent VDU designs 
could maintain operators’ situation awareness.

Second, supervisory controllers will have signif-
icantly more frequency of miss and longer reaction 
time while monitoring the mixed mode VDUs than 
monitoring the consistent mode VDUs. No opera-
tion errors are allowable in NPPs.

In the past studies (Lin, Yenn & Yang, 2010a, 
2010b), the reaction time are found getting 
increases in complex design. However, there are 
no significant differences between complex and 
simple designs in these two studies. In this study, 
the reaction time is also found getting increases 
in the mixed modes VDUs. Furthermore, this 
study found that there is significantly more fre-
quency of  miss in the study. The analytic results 
of  subjective performance are found to sup-
port the above results gathered from objective 
performance.

Despite there are no significant differences in 
CFF, there were significant differences on some 
questions of  subjective visual fatigue between 
different display modes of  VDUs, they are 
‘Difficulties in seeing’, ‘Eyelids are heavy’, and 
‘Eye strain’. This implies that the mixed mode 
VDUs could substantially degrade monitoring 
performance.

There is a risk associated with this performance 
decrement if  human operators are put responsible 
for monitoring information on the VDUs, espe-
cially if  such application is to be used in high risk 
and critical environment. Of all the hazards associ-
ated with VDU work, visual problems are the most 
widespread. The results of visual fatigue gathered 
in this study are similar to several hundred studies 
which have confirmed the link between VDU work 
and the visual problems reported by users (London 
Hazards Centre, 1993).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The advanced NPPs adopt the modernized fully 
integrated digital design, the instrumentation 
and control (I&C) systems are digitized, and 
multiplexing network techniques and soft control 

are extensively adopted. Therefore, I&C systems 
have the great potentials for enhancing plant 
safety, reliability, operability, availability, and 
maintainability.

Currently digital I&C system design are usually 
implemented at various vendor facilities. From 
the analytic results in this study, the mixed mode 
VDUs are found significantly negative impacts on 
frequency of miss, reaction time, situation aware-
ness, subjective performance, and subjective visual 
fatigue while performing a monitoring task.

No operation errors are allowable in NPPs, so 
this study strongly suggested that a configuration 
management plan and a vendor integration plan 
are necessary to resolve the complexity and incon-
sistency involved in the I&C system implementa-
tion, such as the consistent icon size and font size. 
A well defined configuration management plan 
and vendor integration plan could be beneficial 
to the safe operation of NPPs. The conclusions of 
this study could not only be implemented by the 
HSI designers of a MCR in the advanced NPP but 
also could be generalized to the extent that other 
digital workstation similar to the MCR.
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ABSTRACT: Persistence in the acquisition of sport skills is one of the essential psychological factors for 
becoming high-level players or athletes. In connection with this theme, many researchers have paid much 
attention to their drive to repetitive and long-term practice, and have tried to find out their psycho-social 
background. However, few studies have dealt innate (inherent) psychological factors or interactions of 
inherent and acquired psycho-social factors. Here, we paid attention to “empathizing and systemizing”, 
which are known as inherent psychological driving forces. The purpose of this study is to examine whether 
the driving forces of “empathizing and systemizing” are linked to persistence in acquiring skills in sports 
or not. We conducted a questionnaire investigation with 166 (114 male and 52 female) Japanese university 
students who belong to competitive sports clubs. The results showed that systemizing is strongly linked to 
persistence in the acquisition of sports skills compared with empathizing.

Keywords: persistence in the acquisition of sports skills, male and female brain, systemizing, 
empathizing

things work) (Dannett, 1987; Baron-Cohen, 1997; 
Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright 1999).

Baron-Cohen (2002) proposed the Empathizing-
Systemizing theory of sex difference in cognition. 
These concepts are derived from folk psychology 
and folk physics. Empathizing is defined as the 
drive to identify emotions and thoughts in others 
and to respond to these appropriately. This pro-
vides understanding another’s intent or mental 
state. Systemizing is defined as the drive to analyze 
and construct systems (Baron-Cohen et al., 2002). 
This provides understanding rules in the systems 
and shows how systems behave.

Baron-Cohen et al. (2003) proposed some types 
of systemizing including sports techniques (motoric 
systems), in which sport skills were regarded as a 
system. If  a player had high systemizing, the player 
would explore the rule or principals in the physical 
motion or structure of motor skills. As an exam-
ple, a tennis player might realize that, if  the player 
changes stroke with the top-spin, the ball bounces 
to the right. This brings the thought: systemizing 
may be a drive to persistence in skill-acquisition.

1 INTRODUCTION

Persistence in the acquisition of  sport skills is one 
of  the essential psychological factors for becom-
ing high-level players or athletes. Many research-
ers have paid much attention to their drive to 
repetitive and long-term practice in terms of 
various perspectives and theories (Duda & Hall, 
2001; Roberts, 2001). However, there are few 
studies considering innate (inherent) psycho-
logical factors or interactions of  inherent and 
acquired psycho-social factors which make ath-
letes to persist acquiring sport skills.

Reviewing previous studies, developmental neu-
ropsychologists insisted that there are two primary 
states of cognition which emerge in infancy: cog-
nitive style of understanding social-psychological 
agency, and that of understanding physical events 
(Cosmides & Tooby, 1994; Wellman & Inagaki, 
1997). These two cognitive styles were named 
based on the corresponding academic field; “folk 
psychology” (an interest in how people work) and 
“folk physics” respectively (an interest in how 
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According to the general population studies, 
there is evidence of  sex differences in drives 
for cognition. Females show superiority in 
empathizing and males show superiority in 
systemizing. Thus, empathizing is one of  the 
characteristics of  so-called “female brain” and sys-
temizing is one of  the characteristics of  so-called 
“male brain”. Moreover, systemizing and empa-
thizing are related to pre-natal testosterone expo-
sure (Auyeung et al., 2006; Champman, E et al., 
2006). Therefore, they are considered inherent 
psychological factors.

This study examined the hypothesis that empa-
thizing and systemizing are linked to persistence in 
acquiring skills in sports.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participants

The participants comprised of  166 Japanese 
university students, including 114 males and 52 
females, who belong to sports clubs of  badminton, 
baseball, basketball, futsal, gymnastics, handball, 
judo, kendo, rugby, soccer, softball, squash, swim-
ming, tennis, track and field, volleyball, and so on. 
The mean age of  the participants in this study was 
20.1 (SD = 0.64, range 19–22), the mean duration 
of  sports events was 8.9 (SD = 3.93, range 1–18). 
The number and distribution of  their competitive 
level of  sports were as follows: municipality level 
(N = 38, 23%), prefectural level (N = 42, 25%), 
district level (N = 43, 26%), national level (N = 46, 
25%), international level (N = 2, 1%).

2.2 Measure

2.2.1 Individual profiles
We examined such participant’s individual profiles 
as sex, chronological age, main sports activities 
and duration of sports events.

2.2.2 Systemizing Quotient (SQ)
We used the Japanese adult version of the 
Systemizing Quotient (SQ) to assess individual trait 
for systemizing (Baron-Cohen, 2002; Wakabayashi 
et al., 2006). Systemizing is defined as the drive 
to analyze and construct systems (Baron-Cohen, 
2002). The SQ was designed to be a self-reporting 
60-item questionnaire with four alternative answers 
for each question. The subjects indicate how 
strongly they agree with each statement indicating 
if  they (a) definitely agree, 4ghtly agree, (c) slightly 
disagree, or (d) definitely disagree. The scoring for 
each item gives a value of +2 to (a), +1 to (b), 0 to 
(c) and (d). A value of +2 indicates that partici-
pants have strong trait for systemizing drive.

2.2.3 Empathizing Quotient (EQ)
We used the Japanese adult version of 
the Empathizing Quotient (EQ) to assess indi-
vidual trait for empathizing (Baron-Cohen, 2002; 
Wakabayashi et al., 2006). Empathizing is defined 
as the drive to identify emotions and thoughts 
in others and to respond to these appropriately 
(Baron-Cohen, 2002). The EQ was designed as 
a self-reporting 60-item questionnaire with four 
alternative answers for each question. The sub-
jects indicate how strongly they agree with each 
statement indicating if  they (a) definitely agree, 
(b) slightly agree, (c) slightly disagree, or (d) defi-
nitely disagree. The scoring for each item gives a 
value of +2 to (a), +1 to (b), 0 to (c) and (d). A value 
of +2 indicates that participants have strong trait 
for empathizing drive.

2.2.4 Persistence in the Acquisition of Skills 
in Sports Questionnaire (PASSQ)

We used the “Persistence in the Acquisition of 
Skills in Sports Questionnaire (PASSQ)” to assess 
individual persistence in sports skills which we made 
in this study using frequently-used psychological 
methods in the development of the questionnaire. 
The PASSQ was designed to be a self-report ques-
tionnaire. The PASSQ is a 10-item questionnaire 
with five alternative answers for each question. The 
subjects indicate how frequently they agree with 
each statement indicating if they (a) always (100%), 
(b) often (75%), (c) sometimes (50%), (d) rarely 
(25%), or (e) never (0%) persist. The scoring for each 
item gives a value of +5, +4, +3, +2, +1 respectively. 
A value of +5 indicates that they frequently persist 
in the acquisition of skills in sports.

2.3 Procedure

We carried out a questionnaire investigation into 
the participants in January 2010 after informed 
consent from the participants and permission of 
the coaches. The participants were voluntarily 
asked to complete the survey in quiet class-
rooms at the university. The questionnaire was 
distributed to the participants and collected by 
authors and trained research assistants at that 
time. The questionnaire took about 30 minutes to 
complete.

All statistical analysis in this study was car-
ried out using the Predictive Analytics Software 
(PASW) 18.0 for Windows.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Development of the PASSQ

Firstly, we conducted a pilot test with an 
open-response question, “What kind of persistence 
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do you have in your sports domain?” to 80 Japanese 
university students who belong to sports clubs 
in order to clarify the existence of persistence in 
the acquisition of skills in sports. As a result, we 
identified various descriptions which are related to 
athletes’ persistence in the acquisition of skills in 
sports.

Next, we made up items which reflected the per-
sistence in the acquisition of skills in sports with 
two sports psychologists, one psychiatrist who was 
well-experienced in counseling for athletes, and 
two graduate students who were majoring in sports 
psychology. Then we asked 166 participants in this 
study to answer the questions.

Then, we analyzed the responses using the 
item-total correlation analysis in order to select 
relevant items. As a result, we confirmed that 
two items were not appropriate in evaluating 
persistence in acquiring sports skills because 
they did not show significant correlation coef-
ficients. Therefore, we excluded them from the 
questionnaire.

Then, we carried out the factor analysis of  the 
selected items in order to evaluate the validity of 
constructive concepts. The results showed that 
there are almost the same two factor structures 
in both methods of  a varimax and a promax 
rotation method. We came to a judgment that 
the varimax rotation method was better in this 
study because there was no significant correla-
tion between elucidated factors. In this study, we 
adopted the following frequently-used common 

criteria: eigenvalues (first solution) is over 0.10, 
factor loading is over 0.40.

Table 1 shows the results of  the factor analysis 
using the principal method with varimax rotation. 
Factor 1 included items which were related to 
behavioral persistence, and the factor 2 included 
items which were related to analytic persistence. 
Thus, we named them “Persistence in action 
(PAC)” and “Persistence in analyzing (PAN)” 
respectively.

Moreover, we evaluated the internal consistency 
of above two factors using the alpha coefficient 
analysis. The results showed a moderate value of 
the alpha coefficient, α = .75 and α = .67 respec-
tively (Table 1).

3.2 Effects of systemizing and empathizing
on persistence in the acquisition of skills
in sport

First, we examined the relationship between EQ, 
SQ and PASSQ using a correlation on analysis 
(Table 2). The results showed that there was signifi-
cant correlation between EQ and PASSQ (r = .21, 
p < .05), and there was significant correlation 
between SQ and PASSQ (r = .28, p < .001).

Next, we examined the relationship between 
EQ, SQ and the subscales of PASSQ. The results 
showed that there was no significant correlation 
between EQ and PAC (r = .15, p < n.s.), while 
there was significant correlation between EQ and 
PAN (r = .21, p < .05). Also, there was significant 

Table 1. Results of the factor analysis of the PASSQ.

Factor loadings

PAC PAN

 4. I practice to acquire a motor skill I pursue on holidays.  0.75  0.15
 2. I forget all about the time when I practice a motor skill.  0.73  0.14
 1. I repeat practicing until I acquire a motor skill.  0.63  0.13
 5. I look out for kinematic structure of a motor skill.  0.52  0.31

10. I focus on whether or not I can do the motor skills.  0.08  0.73
 8.  When I see a motor skill among top athletes or players,

 I want to know their motor structure.
 0.17  0.64

 6.  I realize the difference between my good motor skill and my
 bad motor skill.

 0.20  0.50

 7.  I pay attention to a smaller movements rather than
a larger movements.

 0.10  0.41

Eigen value  3.01  1.45
Cumulative

contribution
ratio

23.11 42.09

Alpha coefficients  0.75  0.67

PASSQ: Persistence in the Acquisition of Skills in Sports Questionnaire.
PAC: Persistence in Action, PAN: Persistence in Analysis.
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correlation between SQ and PAC (r = .29, p < .001), 
while there no was significant correlation between 
SQ and PAN (r = .12, p = n.s.).

4 DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined the hypothesis that 
drives for empathizing and systemizing, which are 
inherent psychological factors, are linked to per-
sistence in acquiring skills in sports.

Firstly, we formed a new way to measure and 
assess persistence in acquiring sports skills using 
frequently-used psychological methods in the 
development of the questionnaire. As the results 
show, we clarified that persistence in acquiring 
skills in sports was structured following at least 
two components: “Persistence in Action (PAC)” 
and “Persistence in Analyzing (PAN)”. This made 
it possible for measuring persistence in acquiring 
skills in sports.

Next, we examined the relationship between sys-
temizing, empathizing and persistence in acquiring 
sports skills using the correlation analysis.

The results indicated that empathizing and sys-
temizing may be linked to persistence in acquir-
ing sports skills. Moreover empathizing was 
related to Persistence in Analyzing (PAN), and 
systemizing was related to Persistence in Action 
(PAC).

According to the value of correlation coeffi-
cients, systemizing may be a stronger predictor 
than empathizing to persistence in acquisition of 
sports skills. Of course, the interpersonal quantita-
tive balance of systemizing and empathizing should 
also be considered in order to understand persist-
ence in acquiring sports skills in details, using five 
brain types framework (Extreme empathizing type, 
Empathizing type, Balance type, Systemizing type 
and Extreme systemizing type) of E-S theory that 
previous study presented (Baron-Cohen et al., 
2005). In addition, empathizing and systemizing 
are one of the characteristics of the male brain 
and is related to pre-natal testosterone exposure 

(Auyeung et al., 2006). Therefore, this is the first 
evidence that some inherent psychological fac-
tors may have an effect on persistence in acquiring 
sports skills.

We focused on only persistence in sports 
skill acquisition in this study and presented 
systemizing as one predictor of persistence in 
sports skill acquisition. However, empathizing 
also plays an important role in the sports domain, 
such as understanding another’s intent and mental 
state which are required, especially in team sports. 
Therefore, the role of empathizing should also be 
considered in relation to various phenomena which 
occur in the sports domain.

5 CONCLUSION

We came to the following two conclusions from the 
results of this study:

1. Persistence in acquiring skills in sports was 
structured at least following two components: 
“Persistence in Action” and “Persistence in 
Analyzing”.

2. Systemizing is strongly linked to persistence 
in acquiring skills in sports, compared with 
empathizing.
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study was to examine the validity of the Multiple Roles Map (MRM) 
program as new methods to intervene in the enhancement of self-understanding among Japanese univer-
sity students. Through this study, three conclusions were confirmed. 1) Japanese university students had 
mainly five kinds of multiple roles and the spillover, compensation, and segmentation were observed in 
the interfaces between these roles; 2) Participants of the MRM program reported mainly eight kinds of 
awareness about their multiple roles; 3) The validity of the MRM program as interventional methods to 
enhance university athletes’ self-understanding was confirmed.

Keywords: multiple roles, university students, MRM, role theory, self-understanding

and conflicts in roles included negative effects 
from role to role through playing multiple roles. 
As an approach to cope with these problems, 
enhancement of awareness toward multiple roles 
and transactions between them will be effective. If  
we get some awareness toward features of multi-
ple roles and their function, more effective mental 
management will be possible through controlling 
them. Therefore, this study developed the Multiple 
Roles Map (MRM) program which enables them 
to understand their self  and condition.

1.3 Multiple Roles Map (MRM) program
for the new interventional methods

The aim of the MRM program is supporting peo-
ple to take aware of their condition. Awareness 
of having multiple roles will be necessary and 
developing the way of analyzing and discussing 
condition will make it possible to deepen peoples’ 
self-understanding around their roles. For the 
accomplishment of this purpose, participants of 
the MRM program were needed to think and draw 
a number, names, contents, interactions, and pri-
ority of their multiple roles. Especially, drawing 
the spillover, compensation, and segmentation 
with detailed episodes is main task in the MRM 
program.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Necessity of the deepening self-understanding 
among university students

Deepening of one’s own understanding is an 
effective approach to cope with stress, to carve a 
career by oneself, and to improve social skills for 
university students. Actually, enhancement of self-
understanding is becoming one of the aims of 
methods and/or programs in the scene of clinical 
counseling, career counseling, and organizational 
development for university students in Japan (e.g. 
Hochi et al., 2009; Yamada et al., 2009). Hence, 
in order to accomplish a more effective approach 
to analyze and discuss in their self-understanding, 
developing new methods were needed.

1.2 Awareness of the multiple roles

As many university student-athletes have an ath-
letic, an academic, and a social roles (Adler & 
Adler, 1991), and as many workers are required 
to perform both roles in work and family (e.g. 
Edwards & Rothbard, 2000; Hanson et al., 2006; 
Staines, 1980; Yamada et al., 2009), people usually 
have some multiple roles in their daily life. Gener-
ally, such people may burden from multiple roles 
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In the multiple role theories, Staines (1980) 
originally proposed three competing mechanisms 
for understanding the relationship between mul-
tiple roles: spillover, compensation, and segmen-
tation. Concretely, spillover is the transfer of 
characteristics of  the affects, values, skills, and 
behaviors from one domain to the other domain 
(Edwards & Rothbard, 2000; Staines, 1980). 
Compensation was what is lacking in one role 
is sought after and obtained in the other role 
(Staines, 1980; Hanson et al., 2006). For example, 
sometimes we feel dissatisfaction through playing 
one role and try to compensate it by participa-
tion in the other role. Segmentation refers to the 
separation of  one role and the other role (Staines, 
1980; Hanson et al., 2006). In this pattern, both 
roles were independent from each other and there 
were no interactions between them. If  we can 
become aware and control them below the level 
of  consciousness through the MRM program, 
more practical self-mental management will be 
possible.

1.4 Guideline of the MRM program

Therefore, this study established the procedure of 
the MRM program as follows experimentally. In 
our MRM program, firstly, the facilitator had to 
get informed consent from all participants. Sec-
ondly, the participants considered their multiple 
roles on the basis of the MRM sheet (Figure 1). In 
this A3 sheet, roles in university (academic role), 
club activity (club role), their part time job (part 
time job role), family (family role), human rela-
tionships (human relationship role), and private 
time (no role) were expressed as faces. If  they don’t 
have some roles, they delete them. If  they have 
other roles, they add faces on the sheet. Thirdly, 
participants described the contents of role in 
detail beside each face. Fourthly, they received 

explanations about the spillover, compensation, 
and segmentation and considered about them. 
Next, they showed a negative spillover by red path 
between roles and write detailed episodes beside 
it. Similarly, they expressed a positive spillover by 
blue path, the compensation by green dot-path, 
and the separation by black double-headed path 
with their episodes. Fifthly, they prioritized these 
roles. Finally, they considered the resulting features 
of MRM sheet by themselves and described their 
awareness in white space.

1.5 Purpose and hypotheses

The purpose of this study was to examine the validity 
of the MRM program as new methods to intervene 
in the enhancement of self-understanding among 
Japanese university students. For this purpose, this 
study established and verified the following three 
hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: It is appropriate for university 
students to deal with five kinds of roles and no role 
in private time in the original MRM sheet.

Hypothesis 2: Every perspective in role inter-
face (spillover, compensation, and segmentation) 
is supported.

Hypothesis 3: Participation in the MRM 
program contributes to enhancement of self-
understanding.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

This study was carried out with 70 (male = 41, 
female = 29) Japanese university students in 
2009. They described their awareness on the 
A4 sheet after the intensive program experience 
of the MRM. The valid data for analysis were 
64 (male = 38, female = 26). The average age of 
respondents was 20.27 (SD = 0.94) years old.

2.2 Procedures of investigation

All the participants of this study agreed to the 
informed consent. This study was carried out in the 
lecture room of the university. Participants were 
required to give information and futures relating 
to their multiple roles in the MRM sheets on the 
basis of above guideline.

2.3 Procedure of analysis

Firstly, in order to examine the hypothesis 1, this 
study counted the number of samples that added 
other roles to the original five roles in the MRM 
sheet. Next, in order to examine the hypothesis 2, 
this study counted the number of the paths of the 

Academic Role

Part Time Job Role

Club Role

Family Role

No Role
(In private time)

Human Relationship Role

Multiple Roles Map

×NSP
Red path

with detailed 
episodes

PSP
Blue path

with detailed 
episodes

Compensation
Green dot-path with
detailed episodes

Segmentation
Black double-
headed path
with detailed

episodes

1. Name of role
2. Contents of role
3. Important priority (e.g. No 1)

Figure 1. Guideline for drawing the MRM sheet.
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positive spillover, negative spillover, compensation, 
and segmentation in the whole sample. Finally, 
in order to examine the hypothesis 3, this study 
analyzed free descriptions about considerations 
toward the MRM sheet and awareness through the 
MRM program.

3 RESULTS

3.1 What kinds of roles do the university 
students have?

In order to examine the hypothesis 1 that it is 
appropriate for university students to deal with 
five kinds of roles and no role in private time 
in the original MRM sheet, this study counted 
the number of samples that adopted other roles. 

According to the making up of the MRM sheets, 
no one adopted other roles. Namely, almost all 
roles surrounding university students could be 
covered by setting an academic, a club, a part-time 
job, a family, a human relationship roles and no 
role in private time. Hence, the hypothesis 1 was 
supported.

3.2 Are the spillover, compensation,
and segmentation confirmed?

In order to examine the hypothesis 2 that every 
perspective in role interface (spillover, com-
pensation, and segmentation) is supported, 
this study counted the number of  samples with 
each perspective. The Table 1 was the spread-
sheet of  MRM data. According to these results, 

Table 1. The number of samples with PSP, NSP, compensation, and segmentation.

Interface between mutiple roles
and dynamic direction

PSP NSP Compensation Segmentation

n % n % n % n %

Academic→Club  9 14.3  5  7.9  3  4.8 10 15.9 
Academic→Family  2  3.2  3  4.8  4  6.3 15 23.8 
Academic→Human relationship  1  1.6  0  0.0  6  9.5  6  9.5 
Academic→No role  5  7.9  8 12.7  9 14.3  7 11.1 
Academic→Part time job 12 19.0  6  9.5  1  1.6 13 20.6 

Club →Academic  6  9.5 12 19.0  2  3.2 10 15.9 
Club →Family  6  9.5 12 19.0  5  7.9 11 17.5 
Club →Human relationship  5  7.9  3  4.8  6  9.5 11 17.5 
Club →No role  5  7.9  6  9.5  7 11.1  0  0.0 
Club →Part time job 11 17.5  8 12.7  1  1.6  8 12.7 

Family→Academic  1  1.6  3  4.8  0  0.0 15 23.8 
Family→Club  1  1.6  1  1.6  0  0.0 11 17.5 
Family→Human relationship  1  1.6  1  1.6  2  3.2 22 34.9 
Family→No role  2  3.2  5  7.9  2  3.2 18 28.6 
Family→Part time job  0  0.0  3  4.8  1  1.6 15 23.8 

Human relationship→Academic  2  3.2  3  4.8  0  0.0  6  9.5 
Human relationship→Club  6  9.5  2  3.2  0  0.0 11 17.5 
Human relationship→Family  4  6.3  1  1.6  3  4.8 22 34.9 
Human relationship→No role  5  7.9  2  3.2  1  1.6 16 25.4 
Human relationship→Part time job  6  9.5  4  6.3  1  1.6 15 23.8 

No role→Academic  7 11.1  4  6.3  1  1.6  7 11.1 
No role→Club  4  6.3  4  6.3  0  0.0  0  0.0 
No role→Family  4  6.3  4  6.3  0  0.0 18 28.6 
No role→Human relationship 11 17.5  5  7.9  3  4.8 16 25.4 
No role→Part time job  6  9.5  9 14.3  0  0.0  3  4.8 

Part time job→Academic  4  6.3 11 17.5  0  0.0 13 20.6 
Part time job→Club  5  7.9  5  7.9  2  3.2  8 12.7 
Part time job→Family 10 15.9  7 11.1  5  7.9 15 23.8 
Part time job→Human relationship 11 17.5  5  7.9  4  6.3 15 23.8 
Part time job→No role 10 15.9 12 19.0 12 19.0  3  4.8 
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three perspectives were confirmed and hypoth-
esis 2 was supported. Moreover, in our data, fre-
quency of  the Academic to Part Time Job PSP 
(19.0%), Club to Academic NSP (19.0%), Club to 
Family NSP (19.0%), Part Time Job to No Role 
NSP (19.0%), Part Time Job to No Role Compen-
sation (19.0%), and segmentation between family 
role and human relationship (34.9%) were espe-
cially high.

3.3 Does the MRM program enhance 
participants’ self-understanding?

In order to examine the hypothesis 3 that partici-
pation in the MRM program contributes to the 
enhancement of self-understanding, this study 

analyzed free descriptions about considerations 
toward the MRM sheet and awareness through 
the MRM program. In this study, collected free 
descriptions were analyzed by a psychiatrist and 
two psychologists belonging to the academic labo-
ratory. As the results, free descriptions were cat-
egorized to eight factors of  awareness relating to 
self-understanding. The names of eight factors 
and some descriptions in each factor were shown 
in the Table 2. Concretely, eight factors were 
named as “awareness of  the existence of multiple 
roles (f1),” “awareness of  the central role (f2),” 
“awareness of  the positive and/or negative roles 
(f3),” “awareness of  the positive and/or negative 
spiral of  performing roles (f4),” “awareness of  the 
positive and/or negative personality features (f5),” 

Table 2. Some of the free descriptions related to self-understanding.

f1: Awareness of the existence of multiple roles
• I surprised that I had so many roles.
• I didn’t know about my roles well.
• I have been spending a lot of times under unconsciousness about my roles.

f2: Awareness of the central role
• All my roles were influenced by the condition in the club role.
• I realized how much I prioritized the club role.
• I realized that playing a role of the part-time job affected other roles.

f3: Awareness of the positive and/or negative roles
• The private and family roles were necessary for me because these roles compensated my negative feeling in other 

roles.
• Playing an academic role may be a source of stress for me.
• Although playing club role produced may negative spillovers to other roles, I like it. So it was precious role for me.

f4: Awareness of the positive and/or negative spiral of performing roles
• I realized the best relationships between my roles.
• My fulfilling daily life could be achieved by not only playing club role but also playing academic role.
• If  I can’t spend refresh time in the private roles, many negative spillovers will cause in the other roles and I can’t 
adjust the society.

f5: Awareness of the positive and/or negative personality features
• I tend to worry about negative spillovers directed to my family role in my home.
• I think I tend to bring my emotion from role to role and it was difficult for me to be pragmatic about everything.
• I realize I am an optimist.
• My personality features tend to switch when changing a role.

f6: Awareness of a suitable role
• I think I can act like oneself  in playing a club role.
• The family role was important for me because I think playing a family role is suitable for me.
• I tend not to reveal myself  easily in human relationship with my friends.

f7: Awareness of the isolated role
• My family role was separated from other roles.
• I concentrated on doing my club role and I couldn’t think about other roles then.

f8: Awareness of the necessity of the role control
• I’d like to have a clearer image about positive spillover and it also better to rediscover my feelings when I face some 

negative situation in one role.
• I’d like to find the positive spillover more frequently in my daily life and to change my negative spillover 

to a positive one.
• Since I think a fulfilling school life is my first priority, I’d like to strike the proper balance between multiple roles.
• I think that I shouldn’t drop out from my club activity now.
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“awareness of  the suitable role (f6),” “awareness 
of  the isolated role (f7),” “awareness of  the neces-
sity of  the role control (f8).” Hence, the hypothesis 
3 was supported.

4 DISCUSSIONS

This study developed the MRM program for 
the enhancement of self-understanding among 
Japanese university students and examined its 
validity. As the results, university students had 
mainly five roles; academic role, club one, part-
time job one, family one, and a human relationship 
one. Hence, adopting these roles in the original 
MRM sheet was appropriate for them. Next, we 
counted the number of samples with the spillover, 
compensation, and segmentation, every perspec-
tive in role interface was supported between these 
roles. Moreover, since some common features of 
them were emerged from the spreadsheet of MRM 
data, more detailed analyses were needed from 
now on. Furthermore, this study clarified that the 
MRM program led eight kinds of awareness relat-
ing to self-understanding.

Taking these results into considerations, it can 
be said that the validity of the MRM program 
was confirmed. Therefore, the MRM program is 
expected to offer an effective approach especially 
in the fields of stress management, career support, 
social skill education from now on. On the other 
hand, it is anticipated that a more sophisticated 
guideline and tool of the MRM in the near future.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Through this study, three conclusions were 
confirmed.

1. Japanese university students had mainly five 
kinds of roles and spillover, compensation, and 
segmentation were observed in the interfaces 
between these roles.

2. Participants of the MRM program reported 
mainly eight kinds of awareness about their 
multiple roles.

3. The validity of the MRM program as the 
interventional methods to enhance university 
athletes’ self-understanding was confirmed.
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Analysis of irradiation effects of font size, font thickness,
and font type

Y.K. Kong, D.M. Kim, C.M. Lim & J.G. Han
I.E. Sungkyunkwan University, Suwon, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea

M.C. Jung
I.I.S.E. Ajou University, Suwon, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea

ABSTRACT: In this study, it was studied to know that contrast of luminance due to irradiation-effect 
affects legibility in various types, sizes and thickness of font. Thirty subjects were recruited from univer-
sity students. Who have over 1.0 eyesight. The tested font type was Gothic, Ming-style, and Saemmul. 
And the font thickness was either normal or bold. We estimated the irradiation-effect of six combinations 
of font type and font thickness over font size 2∼80 pt (1pt = 0.35146 mm). In result, font type (p = 0.02), 
font thickness (p < 0.001), font size (p < 0.001) were factors which have a statically meaningful effect in 
legibility for subjective assessment of font size in p-value 0.05. For all of the six combinations at font size 
22∼24 pt, we could observe that frequency of the white letters on black background (W/B) looked bigger 
than black letters on white background (B/W) was larger than frequency of the W/B looked similar with 
B/W and of the white letters on W/B looked smaller than B/W.

Keywords: irradiation, irradiation-effect, font size, font thickness, font type

studies about contrast of color and legibility, many 
researchers report that contrast of luminance have 
a more effect on legibility than contrast of color 
tone (Bruce and Foster, 1982; Knoblauch et al., 
1988; Legge et al., 1990; Shieh et al., 2000).

Knoblauch et al. (1988) reported that contrast 
of luminance have a great effect on legibility but 
contrast of color tone have a slight effect. Accord-
ingly, Legge et al. (1990) analyzed a research of 
subjects whose eyesight was normal, background 
color was fixed white, divided luminance of font 
color into 8 stages then compare contrast of lumi-
nance with relation of objective reading rates, the 
result was that the higher contrast of luminance, 
the easier to read. So they report that black let-
ters on white background (B/W) is the highest leg-
ibility. Also, Shieh and line (2000)’s study about 
legibility test at 12 combination of color support 
this Legge et al. (1990)’s research work. In other 
words, generally, most guidelines about luminance 
and legibility suggest linear relation that the more 
contrast of luminance between color of letter and 
background increase, the more legibility increase  
(Rivlen et al., 1990; Nielsen, 2000).

Although, many studies about contrast of lumi-
nance were performed, influence of irradiation-
effect (Park, 1980), phenomenon white object or 
shape seems to be spread in black background, 

1 INTRODUCTION

Our society has many written advertisements and 
written signs, and they deliver important informa-
tion. That is, key function of letter is delivering 
information quickly and efficiently (Jung et al., 
1993). Therefore, letter must be considered about 
legibility that precondition of information delivery 
(Choi et al., 1987).

Legibility means degree of how can we read the 
letter easily and various studies which were per-
formed from early stage to VDT (Visual Display 
Terminal) of present have been existed.

The main factors which affect legibility is font 
size, type of font, thickness of font, space between 
fonts, contrast of colors, distance of sight, and 
illumination (Vartabedian, 1971; Hwang et al., 
1997; Bernard et al., 2003). Considering Reading 
activity is practicable by comparing between letter 
color and background color, contrast of letter 
colors have a great effect on legibility (Legge, 1990; 
Knoblauch, 1991). Contrast of color is classified 
into two main factors; contrast of color tone and 
contrast of luminance (Legge et al., 1990). Con-
trast of color tone means because of mixed colors 
it looks different with actual color and contrast of 
luminance means because of difference of bright-
ness it looks different with actual size. Through 
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about subjective measurement variable-one of the 
measure of legibility—is highly insufficient.

The purpose of this research is study the influ-
ence of change of font size, font thickness, and 
font type, to suggest guideline that can be used to 
design notifications or signs in terms of optimiz-
ing legibility in condition of contrast of luminance 
(i.e. W/B, B/W).

2 METHODS

2.1 Subjects

In this research, fifteen males and fifteen females 
were recruited from university students in this 
study. The mean age of all subjects was 22.37 year 
(±1.96).

Subjects had no surgery or disease of eyes which 
affect on their eyesight and were not color-weak or 
color-blind and their eyesight was over 1.0.

Using eyesight-test-chart (3 m), measured the 
eyesight of subjects and if he or she wears glasses 
of contact lens, measure the corrected eyesight 
(Mclean, 1965).

2.2 Equipment

We built darkroom with rebar and dark fabric 
(Figure 1). Inside the darkroom, we made com-
fortable environment by using white fabric not to 
stimulate eye.

Experiment screen was suggested resolution 
of  1280 × 1024 pixel LCD monitor. Distance of 
eye and LCD monitor was maintained at regu-
lar distance by head fixing device with chin rest 
(Figure 1).

To maintain intensity of illumination, we placed 
LED lamp (KDT, Model No. R02TD) that can 
control brightness at ceiling of darkroom.

2.3 Experimental design

In condition of 6 combination of font type  (Gothic, 
Ming-style, Saemmul) and thickness (normal, bold) 

at every font sizes (2∼80 pt, 39ea), the experiment 
was carried out to measure the difference of W/B 
and B/W as a dependent variable (Table 1).

2.4 Procedures

First, we got subjects’ agreement of experiment, 
and provide experiment information—methods, 
purpose of experiment, and procedure—using bro-
chure. Before the experiment, we measured subjects’ 
eyesight by using eyesight-test-chart, experiment 
host suggested 5 numbers and 5 Landholt ring, 
and if subjects make a match more than 3 times, we 
recorded subjects’ eyesight (Mclean, 1965).

After the measurement of  eyesight, to know 
factors which affect on irradiation-effect, we sug-
gested white letter on black background (W/B) 
and black letter in white background (B/W) on 
monitor using MS Power Point 2007 as shown in 
Figure 2.

There were two types of fonts, rectangle shape, 
we determined that are Ming-style type and 
Gothic type. The Ming-style type is used general 
publications, newspaper and magazine. Otherwise, 
the Gothic type is used many kinds of signs, title 
and sentence of publications. Also, we determined 
that are Saemmul type which have non-rectangle 
shape widely used among young people. Font size 
was changed 2∼80 pt (1 pt = 0.35146 mm), font 
thickness was either normal and bold. To carry 

Figure 1. Equipment picture. 
*left: outside of darkroom.
**right: head fixing device.

Table 1. Font thickness and font type.

Gothic
type

Ming-style
type

Saemmul
type

Normal type

Bold type

Figure 2. LCD serene used in the experiment. 
*left: white letter on black background (W/B).
**right: black letter in white background (B/W).
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out experiment in same condition, luminance 
and distance between object and eye were fixed at 
600 ± 10 lux and 50 cm, respectively.

All subjects performed subjective assessment 
selecting bigger letter to between two letters shown 
LCD monitor (Figure 2).

All experiments proceeded randomly and 
after each task, to avoid cumulative fatigue. Sub-
jects were provided about 2 minutes break time. 
After completing 3 tasks among 6 tasks, about 
10 minutes break time was provided, continually 
performed 3 tasks.

2.5 Analysis methods

To evaluate the effect of font size, font thickness, and 
font type in condition of contrast of luminance 
(i.e. W/B, B/W) on legibility, we analyzed differ-
ence of subjective size assessment (i.e. dependent 
variable; difference of W/B and B/W) on independ-
ent variable (i.e. font size, font thickness, font type) 
by using SPSS 12.0 (statistic analysis program). 
Also, through analysis of frequency, examine font 
size-frequency of W/B looked larger than B/W is 
bigger than frequency of B/W looked larger than 
W/B or similar-then, performed cluster analysis. 
Finally, we performed ANOVA about thickness 
and font type.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Analysis of variance

As a result of ANOVA, font thickness (p < 0.001), 
font size (p < 0.001) and font type (p = 0.020) were 
factors which have a statically meaningful effect 
in irradiation-effect. There was no interaction 
between font size and font thickness (p = 0.110).

In result of paired comparison analysis about 
font thickness and font type, in font thickness, bold 
type was statically meaningful in subjective assess-
ment of font size. In font type, except Gothic type, 
Ming-style type and Saemmul type had a statically 
meaningful difference (p = 0.006).

3.2 Frequency analysis

3.2.1 Gothic type
If  font thickness is normal, font size which fre-
quency of W/B looked larger than B/W (Figure 3, 
top, green line) is higher than frequency of W/B 
and B/W looked similar (Figure 3, top, red line) and 
B/W looked larger than W/B (Figure 3, top, blue 
line) is 22∼24 pt. This result is similar to bold type. 
That is, at the approximately 22∼24 pt, frequency 
of W/B looked larger than B/W heighten 
(Figure 3, bottom).

3.2.2 Ming-style type
In Ming-style type like Gothic type—both normal 
type and bold type, font size is 22∼24 pt that fre-
quency which W/B looked larger than B/W (Fig-
ure 4, top/bottom, green line) is larger than both 
frequency which B/W looked larger than W/B 
(Figure 4, top/bottom, blue line) and frequency 
which W/B looked similar to B/W (Figure 4, top/
bottom, red line).

3.2.3 Saemmul type
As before, in Saemmul type—both normal type 
and bold type, font size is 22∼24 pt that frequency 
which W/B looked larger than B/W (Figure 5, top/
bottom, green line) is larger than both frequency 
which B/W looked larger than W/B (Figure 5, top/
bottom, blue line) and frequency which W/B looked 
similar to B/W (Figure 5, top/bottom, red line).

As before, in Saemmul type, in both normal 
type and bold type, font size appeared approxi-
mate 22∼24 pt when frequency of W/B looked 
larger than B/W (Figure 5, top/bottom, green line) 
is bigger than frequency of B/W looked larger than 
W/B (Figure 5, top/bottom, blue line) and fre-
quency of W/B looked similar to B/W (Figure 5, 
top/bottom, red line).

Figure 3. Frequency of subjective size assessment on 
font thickness. 
*Gothic type, normal type (top); bold type (bottom).
**Blue line/diamond: frequency of assessment that B/W 
looks larger.
***Red/rectangle: frequency of assessment that B/W 
looks similar with W/B.
****Green/triangle: frequency of assessment that W/B 
looks larger.
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In conclusion, every font thickness and every 
font type, frequency of W/B looked larger than 
B/W is bigger than frequency of B/W looked larger 
than W/B and frequency of W/B looked similar to 
B/W at the font size 22∼24 pt.

3.3 Cluster analysis

In conclusion of Cluster analysis about font thick-
ness and font type, each W/B looked larger than 
B/W and B/W looked larger than W/B was grouped. 
And font size which divide formed groups were sug-
gested, Table 2. The font sizes which divide the two 
groups were also 22 pt and 24 pt like an analysis of 
frequency (Table 2).

4 DISCUSSION

Recently, we have seen many words or characters 
for delivering some information to as. To deliver 
information, above all, we should read the letters 
easily. In this situation, as a medium of informa-
tion delivery, letters about legibility have been 
studied in ergonomics field. According to Bruce 
et al. (1982), legibility was increasing in condition 
difference between brightness of text and back-
ground was increasing. That is to say, irradiation-
effect generated by difference of brightness has a 
great effect on legibility.

By studying irradiation-effect which is a factor 
that had a influence on legibility, this research was 
to investigate readable font size, font thickness, and 
font type. Through Analysis of variance and clus-
ter analysis, we can confirm in 22∼24 pt font size, 
irradiation-effect is obvious. At the same time, in 
font type, we can confirm rectangle shape (Gothic 
type and Ming-style type) had a greater effect 
on subjective size assessment than non-rectangle 
shape (Saemmul type). Font size was not always 
have a greater effect on subjective size assessment, 
at some point, when the font size is increased, gen-
erally size have an effect obviously. Also, bold type 
has an effect on subjective size assessment greater 
than normal type. In font type, it is appeared that 
rectangle shape font had a greater effect on sub-
jective size assessment than none rectangle shape 
font. In order of Gothic type, Ming-style type, 
Saemmul type, former one influenced the most, 

Figure 5. Frequency of subjective size assessment on 
font thickness. 
*Saemmul type, normal type (top); bold type (bottom).
**Blue line/diamond: frequency of assessment that B/W 
looks larger. 
***Red/rectangle: frequency of assessment that B/W 
looks similar with W/B. 
****Green/triangle: frequency of assessment that W/B 
looks larger.

Table 2. Font thickness and font type.

Gothic
type

Ming-style
type

Saemmul
type

Normal type 24 pt 24 pt 22 pt
Bold type 24 pt 22 pt 24 pt

Figure 4. Frequency of subjective size assessment on 
font thickness.
*Ming-style type, normal type (top); bold type (bottom). 
**Blue line/diamond: frequency of assessment that B/W 
looks larger. 
***Red/rectangle: frequency of assessment that B/W 
looks similar with W/B. 
****Green/triangle: frequency of assessment that W/B 
looks larger.
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last one influenced the least. This finding might be 
explained by familiarity of font type. When the let-
ter getting bigger, frequency of W/B looked larger 
than B/W was higher, but frequency of that in 
Gothic and Saemmul type dropped slightly before 
and after 80 pt because of distance factor (50 cm).

So far, research of irradiation-effect is insuffi-
cient. Through this study, we could know the fac-
tors that have effect on irradiation-effect, and from 
now on, we expect this study will be the important 
foundation of effect research of irradiation-effect 
in various conditions, and factors.
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How exterior form of car influences drivers’ judgment of distance 
between car and anterior as well as posterior objects

Min-Jho Young & Ming-Hsien Hsieh
Da-Yeh University, Changhua, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: Many drivers may feel it difficult to curb park a car quickly because of uncertainty in 
judging the gap between the car and surrounding obstacles. Such uncertainty arises from structurally 
induced blind spot around the car. This research aimed to find how exterior form of passenger car influ-
ences drivers’ distance judgment between the car and anterior as well as posterior objects. Field tests were 
conducted using five passenger cars and twenty subjects participated in the experiment. The results show 
that the car shapes do influence driver’s judgment of safe distance. Appropriate design of car shape can 
provide reference to assist drivers in gap judgment.

Keywords: car, shape, distance, judgment

2 METHOD

2.1 Subject

Twenty subjects participated in the experiment, ten 
males and ten females. All subjects were licensed 
drivers with age ranging from 20 to 30.

2.2 Apparatus

Five passenger cars with different styles were used, 
including Mitsubishi Lancer, Honda Civic, Nissan 
March, Nissan Sentra, Renault Twingo, as shown 
in Figure 1 and Table 1. All five cars were in good 
condition when experiments were conducted.

As for the anterior and the posterior objects, to 
avoid the possibility of damaging testing cars in 
case of subjects’ inappropriate maneuver, a plastic 
column with 20 cm of diameter and 200 cm high, 
as well as a wood wall of 6 cm thick, 210 cm high 
and 250 cm wide, were used. Both column and wall 
were painted in gray.

2.3 Test site

To avoid that any surrounding object may provide 
reference for gap judgment, the experiments were 
conducted in an open asphalt-paved flat ground, 
about 50 meters long and 18 meters wide.

2.4 Procedure

The experiments were conducted in the daytime 
between 9 am and 5 pm. Simulated obstacles, col-
umn and wall, were put in the center of the testing 

1 INTRODUCTION

Many drivers may feel it difficult to curb park a 
car quickly because of uncertainty in judging the 
gap between the car and surrounding obstacles. 
Such uncertainty arises from structurally induced 
blind spot around the car. Although nowadays 
CCD camera and radar have been widely inves-
tigated (Aguilar et al. 1996, Burie et al. 1995, 
Chavand et al. 1997, Handmann et al. 2000, Hicks 
et al. 1999, Kunert 1999, Kuno & Sugiura 1999, 
Miyahara 2005, Miyahara 2007, Miyahara et al. 
2009, Oizumi et al. 2003, Takahashi et al. 2002) 
and used to warn drivers the proximity of the car 
and the obstacles, it would be more beneficial if  
the driver can directly judge the gap between the 
car and the obstacles. This is possible if  the exte-
rior form of a car is well designed to provide some 
references to drivers. People normally cannot have 
correct distance judgment between two objects in 
open space. Sinai’s research (1998) showed that 
without ground as reference people tended to over-
estimate the distance between two objects. Even 
with CCD in car, Young & Chiu (2007) shows that 
only with appropriate installation to have ground 
as background can it provide useful reference for 
judging gap between car and posterior object.

This research hopes to know how exterior forms 
of passenger cars influence driver’s judgment of 
gap between car and anterior as well as posterior 
objects. Five passenger cars with different form 
were tested and safe distances were compared. 
How the form of front end and rear end influence 
gap judgment was also investigated.
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site alternately. The car was initially positioned at 
7 meters away from the simulated object.

Before the experiment, a short briefing regard-
ing testing objectives and procedure was given 
to the subjects. The subjects were also requested 
to take a detailed look at the car to have a clear 
understanding of the forms of front and rear ends. 

After sitting in the car the subject might adjust the 
seat to his or her most comfort position.

It is hypothesized that the more the subject can 
see the far end of hood the better the subject can 
perceive the gap. A virtual line can be drawn from 
subject’s eyes tangent to the hood, as shown in 
Figure 2. The magnitude of “a” is considered as 
an important factor influencing the gap percep-
tion. To measure “a”, an experimenter, standing 
alongside the front end, would move a stick from 
rear end of hood slowly in subject’s eye-view direc-
tion to the car front until subject in driving posi-
tion could not see the portion of hood beyond that 
point. Horizontal distance between that point and 
the forefront of the car was measured, as shown 
in Figure 2.

2.5 Experiment A: Comparison of safe distance 
of five testing cars

After getting familiar with the car operation the 
subject was requested to drive the testing car for-
ward or backward at his or her preferred speed and 
brought the car to a completely stop when he or she 
felt the car was at appropriate safe distance away 
from the objects. The gap between the car and the 
objects was measured. The subject then moved 
the car back to its original position and repeated 
the process. For each experiment every subject 
had nine trials. From the fourth till the sixth trials 
the subject would be informed of the testing result 
of previous trial.

The procedure for moving backward test was 
similar. The subject must turn his or her head to 
observe the rear scene without using the rearview 
mirror.

2.6 Experiment B: How form of car influences 
gap judgment

To investigate how form of front end and rear 
end influences gap judgment, a special experi-
ment was conducted using Mitsubishi Lancer. 
The testing procedure was similar to the previous 
ones except, during the test, a cardboard was put 
at two locations, the lower side of windshield 

Figure 1. Five testing cars.

Table 1. Information of testing cars.

Model
(cm/cm/cm)

Length/Width/
Height (cm) Wheelbase Remark

Mitsubishi 
Global 
Lancer 
(2003)

4500/1695/1430 2600 Sedan

Honda Civic
(1991)

3995/1680/1330 2500 Hatchback

Nissan March
(1995)

4060/1585/1430 2360 Sedan

Nissan Sentra
(1991)

4175/1640/1400 2430 Sedan

Renault 
Twingo 
(1997)

3425/1630/1410 2345 Hatchback

Figure 2. Virtual line from driver’s eyes and tangent to 
hood.
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and the forefront of the car, respectively. While 
at the lower side of windshield, the height of the 
cardboard was adjusted until the subject just could 
not see the hood. While at the forefront of the car, 
the height of the cardboard was adjusted until 
its top coincided with a virtual line drawn from 
subject’s eyes and tangent to the hood, as shown 
in Figure 3. Similar procedure was applied for 
moving backward test.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Learning effect

For each testing car each subject had nine trials. To 
see if  practice made difference, the first three, the 
middle three, and the final three trials were aver-
aged and analyzed using SPSS. Results are shown 
as box plots in Figure 4. For each box plot, the 
top of the box represents the 75th percentile, the 
bottom of the box represents the 25th percentile, 
and the line in the middle represents the 50th per-
centile. The whiskers, lines that extend out the top 
and bottom of the box, represent the highest and 
lowest values that are not outliers or extreme val-
ues. Circles beyond the whiskers represent outliers, 
values that are between 1.5 and 3 times the inter-
quartile range, and extreme values, values that are 
more than 3 times the interquartile range. It indi-
cates that the safe distance associated with the first 
group is larger than the other two. The results of 
second group and the third group are nearly the 
same. It implies that after three time of practic-
ing the subject would have getting used to the 
car. Consequently the average results of the third 
group, the seventh to ninth trials, were used for 
further analysis.

3.2 Experiment A: Comparison of safe distances 
of five testing cars

Figure 5 shows the box plot of  safe distances 
of  five testing cars. The safe distance associated 
with Mitsubishi Lancer and Twingo were larger 
than the other three. Table 2 shows the average of 
parameter “a” as defined in Figure 2. The rela-
tion between safe distances and “a” can be shown 
as scatter plot in Figure 6. A correlation analysis 
shows that Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.445 
(P = 0.01). It shows that the smaller the parameter 
“a” the smaller the safe distance. Although 
Twingo looks smaller than the other four cars, 
it has steeper hood so that subjects cannot well 
perceive the gap between the car and the anterior 
objects.

Safe distance for moving backward tests is 
shown in Figure 7. Safe distances of Mitsubishi 
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Figure 4. Can practice make difference.
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Figure 5. Distribution of safe distance of five testing 
cars in moving forward tests.

Figure 3. Position of cardboard.
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Global Lancer and Nissan March are larger than 
that of the other three. Although both cars have 
trunks, drivers cannot see the trunk through 
back-window. It indicates that the relative height 
of trunk and back-window may bring uncertainty 
to the drivers.

3.3 Experiment B: How form of car influences 
gap judgment

As shown in Figure 8 the results in moving forward 
test indicate that the safe distance associated with 

Table 2. Average of parameter “a” for five testing cars.

Lancer
(cm)

Civic
(cm)

March
(cm)

Sentra
(cm)

Twingo
(cm)

Parameter “a” 61 48 30 25 55

a (cm)
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Figure 6. Relation of safe distance to parameter “a” 
(Correlation coefficient = 0.445, P = 0.01).
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Figure 7. Distribution of safe distance of five testing 
cars in moving backward tests.
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Figure 8. Comparison of safe distances in moving 
forward tests.
Case A: Cardboard at the forefront of the car.
Case B: Cardboard at the lower end of the windshield.
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Figure 9. Comparison of safe distances in moving 
backward tests (Global Lancer). 
Case A: Cardboard at the lower end of the back-window.
Case B: Cardboard at the rear-most of the car.
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the cardboard at the forefront of the car is smaller 
than that associated with the cardboard at the 
lower end of the windscreen, similar for moving 
backward test, as shown in Figure 9.

4 CONCLUSION

By testing five passenger cars in approaching 
to anterior and posterior objects to see how the 
form influences driver’s judgment of safe dis-
tance between car and objects, conclusion can be 
summarized as follows:

1. The safe distance between the car and the object 
varied with the exterior form of the car. A car 
with shorter front end or a car with trunk lid 
doesn’t assure shorter safe distance.

2. Safe distance depends on if  the shape of 
the hood and truck lid can provide as reference 
for drivers’ perception of the gap. The more 
the driver can see the fore-most portion of 
the hood, or the rear-most portion of the trunk 
lid, the smaller the safe distance.

3. It is anticipated that, with appropriate design, 
the forms of hood and trunk lid can be good 
references for drivers to directly well perceive 
the gap between the car and the anterior or 
posterior objects. It will be helpful for parallel 
parking along the roadside.

4. By avoiding the possibility of damaging the 
testing cars a plastic column and a wall made of 
wood-board were used as anterior and posterior 
objects in this experiment, which may not 
resemble the real situation. It is worth further 
investigation if  a real car is used as the anterior 
or posterior objects.
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Research development of a sports specific back bag
with breathable comfort moisture ergonomic features
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Footwear & Recreation Technology Research Institute, True East Enterprise Co., Ltd., Taichung, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The structure of  the sport and leisure use back bag is designed through research 
into general ergonomic requirements, by the use of  polyurethane foam sheet (Polyurethane, PU) and 
polyethylene foam sheets (Expandable Polyurethane, EPE) as an internal filling material, in order to 
achieve comfort for the human back through lightweight, shock absorption, and sweat absorption 
capabilities. Footwear & recreation technology research institute (FRT), industry, academic et al. In 
the material properties of  this polyurethane foam include anti-seismic, thermal insulation, absorp-
tion of  moisture, antistatic, good flexibility, abrasion resistance, light weight and other characteristics 
but are not easily deformed. Up to now, there are no studies about polyurethane foam material and 
polyethylene foam material used in sports, leisure and back bags, which address the consumer use, 
comfort, breathability, moisture absorption and heat and so on in Taiwan. In this study, in addition 
to general commercial materials, a new research and development is applied called AIR permeabil-
ity study (materials provided by the True East Enterprise Co., Ltd.). The purpose is to understand 
whether or not the material properties and structural design will affect the temperature and humidity 
of  the back of  the human body. The case experiment, with five healthy male volunteers with appro-
priate exercise habits for the study, were tested in the campaign. The results show that the 30-minute 
experiments, with back bags filled with polyurethane foam material, the skin temperature rose by an 
average of  2.42 degrees. The AIR permeability test results, showed skin temperature increased by an 
average of  1.25 degrees, and the use of  polyethylene foam material enhanced the average temperature 
by 2.87 degrees. The results showed that the structure of  the sports leisure back bag after use of  the 
AIR breathable air cushion provided greater comfort, dehumidification and ventilation functions, 
whilst the polyurethane foam material and polyethylene foam material is highly insulating, and has 
moisture absorption function.

Keywords: back bag, comfort, moisture, breathable, air cushion

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants and materials

Five healthy male volunteers were selected 
to do the study. In this study, the average age 
was 31 years (range 30–33), the average weight 
was 67 kg (range 60–75), average height was 
169 cm (range 167–172). The participants each 
used commercially available back bag products, 
adopted the same style, with three different 
filling materials respectively, at each stage of  the 
experiment.

1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to determine the 
most effective filling for the back bag in relation to 
the physical properties and structural design, and 
the effect upon the human back in motion, includ-
ing comfort, moisture absorption, ventilation and 
other factors.

The researchers examined the use of a 
commercially available back bag after exercise 
utilizing polyurethane foam material, polyethylene 
foam material, AIR breathable air cushion filler 
and compared the three experiments.
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The change of filler, filling the physical properties 
and dimensions based bags, The industry standard 
implementation process was used for changing the 
filler, and meeting the standardized physical prop-
erties and dimensions of the basic bags. The exper-
imental materials included sports and leisure bag 
(Figure 1), polyurethane foam material foam den-
sity 25 times, the size was 38x long and 25x wide 
and 1 cm thick. The polyethylene foam material 
foam density 25 times, the length was 25x, width 
38x, 1.2 cm thick.

The size of  AIR breathable air filled of  the 
TPR cushion material was 38x long 20x wide and 
1.5 cm thick. After exercise, the back bag struc-
ture was 45x long, 27x wide and 1.6 cm thick, and 
the area fitted to the back of  the human body 38x 
long, 25 cm wide (Figure 2).

In addition, to obtain the standard with the 
test results of the participants body back skin 
temperature, five male volunteers were wearing a 
uniform heat absorption, humidity and ventilation 
of 20 cotton method, the 300 yards thickness of 
100% cotton white T shirt for testing.

2.2 Apparatus

The apparatus supplied by Taishi electronics 
industrial co., ltd., comprised a TES-1307 K/J 
thermometer and memory, combined with a 
K-type thermocouple (Figure 3) in measurement of 
the human dorsal skin surface temperature of the 
participants. The measurement scope of the K-type 
was from (−190°C to 1333°C) (−310°F to 2431°F), 
accuracy (0°C∼1000°C) (+/−0.1% rdg + 0.5°C), 
and the maximum input voltage overload protec-
tion 60VDC/24V rms.

2.3 Procedures

Back bags were fitted to the back of the five 
male volunteers and the A.B.C. three regions 

use of 9 K-type joints were lodged evenly in the 
back skin of the human body (Figure 4), with a 
TES-1307 K/J thermometer to memorize records 
of the skin temperature. In this study, each par-
ticipant was carrying 3.5 kilograms of back bag 
within a constant laboratory temperature of 
26 degrees (+/−1), for a 30 minute walking test at a 
speed of 4 km per hour. Each participant was sub-
jected to a total of three tests in order to ensure the 
accuracy of the experimental data, between each 
test and experiment the researchers waited until the 
back skin temperature of the subjects to normal 
before implementing the next experiment. Thus the 
experiment aimed to understand the experimental 
results of the different control groups.

2.4 Data analysis

Each participant was tested using polyurethane 
foam materials, polyethylene foam material, AIR 
breathable air cushion with the three bags filled Figure 1. The back bag for sports and leisure.

Figure 2. This study used three different proper-
ties of the foam material, from left to right order of: 
A. Polyurethane (PU) B. Expandable Polyurethane 
(EPE) C. Air permeability.

Figure 3. TES-1307 K/J thermometer and memory, 
combined with K-type thermocouple.
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with different materials. The participants carrying 
back bags continued to walk on a treadmill for the 
30 minutes of the experiment, and after stopping 
the exercise the participants back skin tempera-
ture was recorded within 10 minutes the cessation. 
A total of four stages of the recording, with a 
record every 10 minutes through the 9 K-type joints 
of the phenomenon of human skin temperature, 
every stage recorded the temperature change twice: 
the data of the temperature change to take a single 
point K-type the maximum junction temperature 
and minimum temperature record for the stage, 
and the average obtained with the single point of 
data analysis. Participants results were obtained by 
the back nine measuring points of a single point 
average, and the overall average value of back skin 
temperature, and at the same time compared to the 
average value, as a follow-up analysis.

3 RESULTS

Before the test utilizing polyurethane foam mate-
rial (Polyurethane, PU) within the filling of bags, 
the average temperature of the back of the human 
body skin of the five participants was 32.86 degrees; 
after exercise of 10 minutes to enhance skin 
temperature the average temperature increased 
1.75 degrees, after 20 minutes the average tempera-
ture had increased 2.42 degrees, after 30 minutes 
the average temperature had increased 2.61 degrees, 
after 30 minutes exercise, and then stopped for 
10 minutes, it mean after 40 minutes, the average 
temperature has increased 2.42 degrees (Figure 5).

Before the test utilizing polyethylene foam 
sheets (Expandable Polyurethane, EPE) within the 

filling of bags, the average temperature of the back 
of the human body skin of the five participants 
was 33.15 degrees, after exercise of 10 minutes to 
enhance skin temperature the average temperature 
increased 1.49 degrees, after 20 minutes the average 
temperature had increased 2.58 degrees, after 
30 minutes the average temperature had increased 
2.88 degrees, after had exercise stopped for 
10 minutes the average temperature had increased 
2.87 degrees (Figure 6).

Before the utilizing the TPR material of the 
AIR breathable air cushion within the filling of 
bags, the average temperature of the back of the 
human body skin of the five participants was 
32.83 degrees, after exercise of 10 minutes to 
enhance skin temperature, the average temperature 
increased 1.17 degrees, after 20 minutes the aver-
age temperature had increased by 1.8 degrees, after 
30 minutes the average temperature had increased 
1.87 degrees, after exercise stopped for 10 minutes 
the average temperature had increased 1.25 degrees 
(Figure 7).

The five male volunteers experiments after 
exercise 10 minutes, The body back and knap-
sack fit area, the skin of the average tempera-
ture changes. A region on the up back area, five 
volunteers were tested three kind materials and 
the average temperature upgrade 0.69 degrees, 
B region of the middle back area, the average tem-
perature 0.96 degrees to enhance, C region under 
the back area, the average temperature increases 
1 degree. The test results raise the higher tempera-
ture area falls in the middle and under of the back 
(Table 1).

The five male volunteers experiments after exer-
cise 30 minutes, The body back and knapsack fit 
area, the skin of the average temperature changes. 
A region on the up back area, five volunteers were 
tested three kind materials and the average temper-
ature upgrade 1.17 degrees, B region of the middle 
back area, the average temperature 1.61 degrees to 
enhance, C region under the back area, the average 

B Region 

A Region 

C Region 

Back bag fit the back of the male
volunteers.  
The A.B.C. three regions use 
of  9 K-type joints evenly 
and lodge in the back skin of 
the volunteers body.

With TES-1307 K/J 
thermometer to be back 
memories records
of the skin temperature.

Figure 4. The back bag fit the five (participants) 
male volunteers back, use of 9 K-type joints evenly 
and lodge in the back skin of the human body, with 
TES-1307 K/J thermometer to be back memories records 
of the skin temperature.
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Figure 5. Experimental results of the Polyurethane 
(PU) in 40 minute.
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temperature increases 1.67 degree. The test results 
raise the higher temperature area falls in the mid-
dle and under of the back, similar as the experi-
ments after 10 minutes (Table 2).

The five male volunteers experiments after stops 
exercise10 minutes, The body back and knapsack fit 
area, the skin of the average temperature changes. 
A region on the up back area, five volunteers were 
tested three kind materials and the average temper-
ature upgrade 0.99 degrees, B region of the middle 
back area, the average temperature 1.5 degrees to 
enhance, C region under the back area, the average 
temperature increases 1.42 degree. The test results 
raise the higher temperature area falls in the middle 
and under of the back, similar as the experiments 
after 10 minutes.

The other, 40-minute experiment with three 
kind materials, PU material and AIR breath-
able air cushion, the temperature of the body 
back skin, C region near under the body back 
area, the average temperatures were the highest, 
but the experimental results, use EPE material, the 
middle of the body back B region, the temperature 
high than near under body back (Table 3).

4 DISCUSSION

The use of  PU, EPE, Air Cushion as the 
filling within the three bags showed different 
experimental results on the human body as fol-
lows: after 10 minutes the experiment using PU 
material to upgrade the body back skin tem-
perature showed increase temperature averag-
ing 1.75 degrees, after the experiment following 
20 minutes exercise, EPE material increased the 
maximum temperature of  the body back skin 
2.58 degrees, after the experiment had run for 
30 minutes, the EPE materials used still showed 
temperature up 2.88 degrees, after exercise had 
stopped for 10 minutes, the use of  EPE materi-
als of  human back skin temperature remained at 
2.87 degrees. The results indicated that the insula-
tion material results from the three samples tested 
demonstrated that the EPE was the best.
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Figure 6. Experimental results of the Expandable 
Polyurethane, (EPE) in 40 minute.
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Figure 7. Experimental results of the air cushion in 
40 minute.

Table 1. Three kinds of material under test after 
exercise 10 minutes, the average temperature of the three 
regions.

Materials
A
region

B
region

C
region

Polyurethane (PU) 0.71 1.16 1.27
Expandable (EPE) 0.7 1.08 0.94
Air Cushion 0.65 0.64 0.81
Three kinds of

material
0.69 0.96 1

Table 2. Three kinds of material under test after exer-
cise 30 minutes, the average temperature of the three 
regions.

Materials
A
region

B
region

C
region

Polyurethane (PU) 1.11 1.67 1.9
Expandable (EPE) 1.31 2.1 1.75
Air Cushion 1.08 1.07 1.35
Three kinds of

material
1.17 1.61 1.67

Table 3. Three kinds of material under test after exer-
cise 30 minutes, and then stop 10 minutes, the average 
temperature of the three regions in 40 minutes.

Materials
A
region

B
region

C
region

Polyurethane (PU) 0.87 1.65 1.83
Expandable (EPE) 1.49 2.06 1.62
Air Cushion 0.62 0.8 0.8
Three kinds of

material
0.99 1.5 1.42
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However, for the average participant in the 
physical exercise, the body back showed significant 
sweating and temperature upgrade, using the EPE 
material filling for the back bag. Thus the body 
back got more sultry through the temperature and 
humidity increase (Table 4).

4.1 Limitations of this study

Variations in the state of motion, time and envi-
ronment, such as in the actual sports environment 
experiment, can influence the validity. Also good 
observation can reflect the actual impact of the 
movement within different environments.

5 CONCLUSION

PU, EPE, Air Cushion use within three back bags 
show different experimental results on the back 
skin temperature of the human body as follows: 
10 minutes after the experiment using the PU 
material the back of the body skin average tem-
perature was 0.58 degrees higher than the Air 
Cushion, 20 minutes after the test material, the 
back of the body skin using the EPE material, the 
average temperature was 0.78 degrees higher than 
the Air Cushion, 30 minutes after the test mate-
rial on the back of the body skin, the EPE average 
temperature was 1.01 degrees higher than the Air 
Cushion, after stopping exercising for 10 minutes 
the experiment using the EPE material showed the 
back of the body skin of average temperature was 
1.62 degrees higher than the Air Cushion.

In the 30-minute experiment, back bags filled 
with polyurethane foam material, the skin of 
the body temperature average of 2.42 degrees 
increase. For the AIR permeability test results, 
the human back skin temperature had increased 
1.25 degrees on average. Using the polyethylene 
foam, the average temperature of the body back 
skin upgraded 2.87 degrees.

After the actual human body test results, the AIR 
breathable air cushion provided greater comfort, 

dehumidification and ventilation functions for 
use in ventilation products, and, the polyurethane 
foam material, polyethylene foam material with 
a high degree of thermal insulation, moisture 
absorption features are suitable for thermal insula-
tion functionality.

The box and the bags industry, air breathable 
air cushion suitable for use in direct contact with 
the skin back style sports-specific bags, leisure 
bags, computer bags and other products, can 
achieve effective ventilation and heat effect. The 
function of a thermal insulation material poly-
urethane foam, polyethylene foam material is used 
for insulation features hard and soft style fishing 
refrigerator, lunch bags, and with heat insulation 
features shopping cart.

At present, the world’s bags box of manufactur-
ing, In general, the comfort features computer bag 
and back bag, commonly used polyurethane foam 
material, polyethylene foam material. In this study 
after the actual test and analysis, The experimental 
results can be used as a reference for research study 
and can be used as reference for bag manufacturers 
design development.
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The design model study of bicycle’s seat

Chih-Fu Wu, Li-Lun Huang & Shih-Chang Chen
The Graduate Institute in Design, College of Design, Tatung University, Taipei, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: A After a long bike product development, riding on the body size and frame size relative 
to the cushion pressure which is generated by the rider. The bicycle seat can be physical size and frame 
size in relation to the different models in (cf. Chen Shih-Chang & Wu Chih-Fu, 2001). However, in prod-
uct design, if  taking into account all the variables, in addition to increased complexity, the cost would be 
inconsistent with the actual product development. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the design some 
suitable seat design models. In this study, we use canonical correlation to find the correlation among 
the size of variables and pressure variables. Findings, the “weight” and “big rotor wall” are the most 
important factors of physical size and the secondary is the “big rotor height”. The “Five-point cushion,” 
is he most important element factor of frame size, secondary to “cushion handle relatively high” and “seat 
handle relatively long”. Next, the principal component analysis is used to reduce the variables for the 
cushion pressure and for the frame size and physical size. The most important factor of Pressure is “the 
P’max value of hip bone area”. Therefore, the size of the variables on the nine variables and pressure of 
the five variables of the 14 variables, we simplified into two dimensions variable with one variable pressure 
on the three variables. In practice, the product design should take into account the important variables, 
this study is that a bike seat for product design, providing there could be a common design model as a 
reference for other commodities.

Keywords: pressure of seat, principal component analysis, canonical correlation, regression analysis

export value, about 810 factories, There are about 
15000 employee (TBEA, 2009).

Taiwan’s bicycle industry is already a mature 
industry, the commercial quality of the design 
also needed to further explore for manufacturers 
to provide consumers more satisfied product. The 
bicycle saddle of the commodity for the riding 
comfortable is very important. Therefore, this 
study develops some methods in product design 
for establishing a standard design model.

When riding a bike, human’s body and the bike’s 
frame will affect the comfort of sitting. Human’s 
size and bike’s frame size are very important 
reference for consumer to select a more comfort-
able bike. By designing experiments to explore, 
riding different bike due to the different human’s 
size and frame’s size, the resulting pressure on 
the relationship between size and saddle’s pres-
sure. In the study of “A Study on Saddle Design 
for Various Types of Bicycles Based on the Seat 
Pressure of People with Different Anthropomet-
ric Characteristics” (Chih-Fu Wu & Shih-Chang 
Chen), preliminary estimates the initial predicted 
the relationships between the pressure cushion and 
frame size and body size. However, the production 
needs to be more work on the relationship between 

1 INTRODUCTION

The development of Taiwan’s bicycle is more than 
40 years. It was the largest exporter of bicycles in 
the world. For the continued decline in cost com-
petitiveness, bicycle factory began to move to main-
land China. Due to the low-cost competition from 
China, the export value showed negative growth 
during 2001∼2002 consequently, the industry has 
developed high-end bikes gradually since 2003, 
The average unit price of bicycle exports began to 
soar even higher. Till to 2005, the average export 
unit price of bike has been upgraded to $200.

Three major domestic bicycle factories are 
‘Giant’, ‘Merida’, ‘Ideal’. Most of them export to 
Europe and the United States market. The business 
behavior, the ‘Ideal’ emphasized on OEM-based, 
while the ‘Giant’ and ‘Merida’ has also been 
actively launching its own brand, now owned 
accounts for a substantial increase in brand sales, 
‘Merida’ up to 90%, ‘Giant’ is 70%. 2008, domes-
tic sales of 110 million units, the output value of 
800 billion dollars to export about 5.4 million 
units, exports amounted to NT $49 billion, with an 
average unit cost of $9,000. The Production in the 
world’s are third, second respectively in the world 
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variables for further integration of the product 
design. It should take into account the many vari-
ables. The production in the bicycle seat design on 
the rider for the design of different models available 
seat, the Institute produced a more general design 
model, but also other commodities as a basis for 
the design of the design model.

We propose some hypotheses as follows:

a. Hypothesis 1: Were due to differences in human 
size and saddle pressure.

b. Hypothesis 2: Were due to differences in frame 
size and saddle pressure.

c. Hypothesis 3: Were due to differences in saddle 
pressure and human size and frame size.

2 RESEARCH METHODS

In this study, the object of sampling is Tatung 
University, Department of Industrial Design 
students. Range in age from 19 years to 23 years 
of experience with riding a bike scores on the 
male and female students, male subjects were tak-
ing height range from 169 to 180 cm, female sub-
jects were taking height range from 158 to 175 cm. 
“A Study on Saddle Design for Various Types of 
Bicycles Based on the Seat Pressure of People 
with Different Anthropometric Characteristics” 
(Chih-Fu Wu & Shih-Chang Chen).

Use Cannonical Analysis to find the correla-
tion of the variables between the intensity and 
related analysis is the most important procedure. 
Next, we use principal component analysis to do 
the variables reduction of the pressure cushion 
and the frame size, to understand the important 
features of the saddle’s pressure and the physical 
size and the frame size. Finally, we use regression 
analysis to construct the model that can predict 
the saddle’s pressure by size variables. Product 
design should take into account many variables, 
of course, but through the model, the products in 
the bicycle seat design can provide different models 
designed to cushion the rider who can produce a 
more universal design model, and as other product 
design basis for the design of models to study the 
procedure shown on Figure 1.

The structure of this study is shown on 
Figure 2.

3 THE RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS

In a previous study, the definition of the original 
variables of size, including six variables of the 
human’ size and three variables of the frame size, 
are nine original variables (see Figures 3 & 4). The 
original variables of pressure are including five 

(d). Predictthe saddle’s pressure by the human’s variables

       and frame’s variables 

(c). Analysis of two variables X and Y, 

1. Both associated with X and Y 

2. The degree of associationwith X and Y

(b). The variable of the saddle’s pressure
 Y1-Y5

(b’). The new variable of the saddle’s pressure z

(a’). The new variable of human’s size and frame’s size y 

(b’). The new variable of the saddle’s pressure z 

(a’). The new variable of human’s size and frame’s size y  

Principal Analysis

Multivariate Regression Analysis

Cannonical Analysis

YES

Refuse

(a-1). The variable of human’s size
X1-X6

(a-2). The variable of frame’s size
X7-X9

(a-1). The variable of human’s size
           X1-X6

(a-2). The variable of frame’s size
          X7-X9

Figure 1. The procedure of study.

(b). The variable of the saddle’s pressure
       Y1-Y5

(a-1). The variable of human’s size
          X1-X6

(a-2). The variable of frame’s size
          X7-X9

Figure 2. The structure of study.

Greater trochanter

length

Hip circumference

Torso length

Thigh circumference

Figure 3. The variables of human’s size.

Cushion handle 

relatively high

Cushion handle relatively length

Saddle Five-point

Figure 4. The variables of bike’s size.
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Y-axis value of 

hipbone area

X-axis value of 

ischium area

Y-axis value of 

ischium area

Origin of saddle

Figure 5. The variables of saddle’s pressure.

The standardization coefficient of size’s.

Standardization 1 3 4

x1 0.0916 −0.1397 −0.2470
x2 0.0217 0.0236 −0.0213
x3 −0.0179 −0.1808 −0.1207
x4 −0.0331 0.0159 0.0555
x5 0.0595 −0.1803 −0.0768
x6 −0.0142 0.5326 0.3752
x7 −0.1511 0.0226 0.0486
x8 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
x9 −0.9814 0.7940 0.8785

variables (see Figure 5). Based on the structure 
and procedure in this study, according to the 
gender of their Canonical analysis, Principal com-
ponent analysis and Multiple regression analysis. 
The original variables of pressure, Pressure in the 
original variables, “P’max value” for the X-axis 
value and Y-axis value of the square root, are not 
independent variables, so “the P’max value of hip-
bone area” and “the P’max value of ischium area”, 
the two factors in this study should be excluded, 
so the pressure variables in the analysis, the origi-
nal pressure variables selected “the Y-axis value of 
hipbone area”, “the X-axis value of ischium area” 
and “the Y-axis value of the ischium area” to carry 
out the analysis of the three factors.

Based on the framework of this study, to 
determine the size variables and pressure vari-
ables between this two groups is relevant, shows 
the correlation coefficient between two variables. 
Understand the correlation of two structures, the 
subsequent steps of analysis makes sense.

The standardization coefficient of pressure’s.

Standardization 1 3 4

y1 0.9194 −0.2772 0.0013
y3 −0.3644 0.9608 −0.8673
y4 0.1480 −0.0073 0.4977

3.1 Canonical analysis

3.1.1 Canonical analysis of female’s data

The 1st correlation 
coefficient

The 2nd correla-
tion coefficient

The 3rd correla-
tion coefficient

w1 v1 w2 v2 w3 v3

0.0916 0.9194 −0.1397 −0.2772 −0.2470 0.0013

0.0217 −0.3644 0.0236 0.9608 −0.0213 −0.8673

−0.0179 0.1480 −0.1808 −0.0073 −0.1207 0.4977

−0.0331 0.0159 0.0555

0.0595 −0.1803 −0.0768

−0.0142 0.5326 0.3752

−0.1511 0.0226 0.0486

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

−0.9814 0.7940 0.8785
∧

1 = 0.981 CR
∧

2  = 0.795 CR
∧

3  = 0.422

CR1RR2
∧

 = 0.963 CR2RR2
∧

 = 0.632 CR3
2

∧
 = 0.178

Eigenvalues and canonical correlations.

Root
no.

Eigenva-
lue Pct.

Cum.
Pct.

Canon 
Cor. Sq. Cor

1 25.907 93.059  93.059 0.981 0.963
2 1.716 6.164  99.223 0.795 0.632
3 0.216 0.777 100 0.422 0.178

Canonical correlation analysis results, the 
first of  the typical correlation coefficient 0.981, 
indicating a typical variables w1 and v1 is very 
relevant. By the square of  the first canonical 
correlation coefficient (= 0.963) explained the 
representative of  w1, v1, 96.3% of  the errors 
can be reduced, very high values. w1 explain the 
size variation of  the percentage of  variable 14%, 
v1 take pressure variables to explain the percent-
age of  variation was 4.1%. And from the first of 
the typical weights, we see the relevant groups, 
mainly: “Five-point cushion” (weights −0.9239) 
on: “the Y-axis value of  hipbone” (weight is 
0.9194) effects. The second variable in the typical, 
w2 size variables to explain the percentage of 
variation of  47.4%, v2 take pressure variables to 
explain the percentage variation of  30.7%. Value 
of  0.795 indicated that the two groups, and the 
correlation is also quite strong and from = 0.632 to 
explain that in order to take pressure of  variable 
size variables, 63.2% of  the errors can be reduced. 
The two sets of  related variables, mainly: “Five-
point cushion” (weight 0.7940) on: “the X-axis 
value of  ischium area” (the right number is 0.9608) 
effects. The third of  the typical variables, w3 size 
variables to explain the percentage of  variation of 
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58.4%, v3 take pressure variables to explain the 
percentage of  variation of  18.3%. = 0.422 means 
that only by the 17.8% error reduction compared 
with the first canonical correlation strength of  the 
second canonical correlation was weak and mainly 
represents: “Five-point cushion” (weights 0.8785) 
on: “the X-axis value of  ischium area” (the right 
number is −0.8673) effects.

The first of the typical variables:
w1 = “greater trochanter height” * (0.0916) + “torso 
length” * (0.0217) + “greater trochanter circumference”* 
(−0.0179) + “Thigh circumference” * (−0.0331) + “weight” * 
0.0595 + “body fat ratio” * (−0.0142) + “cushion grip 
relative High” * (−0.1511) + “cushion handle relatively 
long” * (0.0000) + “saddle Five-point” * (−0.9814).

v1 = “the Y-axis value of hipbone”* (0.9194) + “the 
X-axis value of ischium area”* (−0.3644) + “the Y-axis 
value of ischium area”* 0.1480.

The second of the typical variables:
w2 = “greater trochanter height”* (−0.1397) + “torso 
length”* (0.0236) + “greater trochanter circumference”* 
(−0.1808) + “Thigh circumference”* (0.0159) + “weight”* 
(−0.1803) + “body fat ratio”* (0.5326) + “cushion handle 
relatively high”* (0.0226) + “cushion handle relatively 
long”* 0.000 + “saddle Five-point”* (0.7940).

v2 = “the Y-axis value of hipbone”* (−0.2772) + “the 
X-axis value of ischium area”* (0.9608) + “the Y-axis 
value of ischium area”* (−0.0073).

The third of the typical variables:
w3 = “greater trochanter height” * (−0.2470) + “torso 
length” * (−0.0213) + “greater trochanter circumference”* 
(−0.1207) + “Thigh circumference” * (0.0555) + “weight”* 
(−0.0768) + “body fat ratio” * 0.3752 + “cushion grip rela-
tively high” * (0.0486) + “cushion handle relatively long” * 
0.000 + “saddle Five-point” * (0.8785).

v3 = ‘the Y-axis value of hipbone” * (−0.6760) + “the 
X-axis value of ischium area” * 0.3791 + “the Y-axis value 
of ischium area” * 0.6319.

By the canonical correlation analysis results, 
identify the variables female size and pressure 
variables are related, and it is quite high.

The first corresponds to the typical variables of 
the canonical correlation coefficient of 0.940, by 

The standardization coefficient of size’s.

Standardization 1 3 4

x1  0.2579 −0.2112  0.1500
x2  0.1686 −0.0292  0.1429
x3 −0.0255  0.1073 −0.1150
x4  0.0298  0.0073  0.1056
x5  0.0879 −0.1170 −0.0107
x6 −0.0538  0.1363  0.0955
x7 −0.1984  0.0363 −0.0393
x8  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
x9 −0.9239  0.9536 −0.9602

Eigenvalues and canonical correlations.

Root
no. Eigenvalue Pct.

Cum.
Pct.

Canon 
Cor. Sq. Cor

1 7.5700 81.1730  81.1730 0.9400 0.8830
2 1.5870 17.0150  98.1880 0.7830 0.6130
3 0.1690  1.8120 100.0000 0.3800 0.1450

The 1st correla-
tion coefficient

The 2nd correla-
tion coefficient

The 3rd correla-
tion coefficient

w1 v1 w2 v2 w3 v3

 0.2579 0.3337 −0.2112  0.2462  0.1500 −0.6760
 0.1686 0.8470 −0.0292 −0.8526  0.1429  0.3791
−0.0255 0.4139  0.1073  0.4610 −0.1150  0.6319
 0.0298  0.0073  0.1056
 0.0879 −0.1170 −0.0107
−0.0538  0.1363  0.0955
−0.1984  0.0363 −0.0393
 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000
−0.9239  0.9536 −0.9602

CR
∧

1  = 0.940 CR
∧

2  = 0.783 CR
∧

3  = 0.380

CR1RR2
∧

 = 0.883 CR2RR2
∧

 = 0.613 CR3RR2
∧

 = 0.145

The standardization coefficient of pressure’s.

Standardization 1 3 4

y1 0.3337  0.2462 −0.6760
y3 0.8470 −0.8526  0.3791
y4 0.4139  0.4610  0.6319

3.1.2 The data analysis of male’s canonical 
analysis is with the same way as females’

the square of the first canonical correlation coeffi-
cient (=0.883) can be understood by the body frame 
size (w1) Block explained pressure (v1) errors can 
be reduced 88.3%. And from the first of the typical 
weights, we see the relevant groups, mainly: “Five-
point cushion” (weights −0.9239) on: “the X-axis 
value of ischium area” (weight is 0.8470) effects. The 
second corresponds to the typical variables on the 
two groups, and the correlation is also quite strong, 
and 0.783, indicating 61.3% of the errors can be 
reduced, and this relationship is the representative: 
“saddle Five-point” (weights 0.9536) on: “the X-axis 
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values of ischium area” (weights −0.8526) effects. 
In the third variable, the relationship between the 
typical weak, and 0.380, only 14.5% of error reduc-
tion, mainly on behalf of their relations: “saddle 
Five-point” (weights 0.9536) on: “the Y-axis value 
of hipbone” (weights −0.8526) effects. The third 
variable related to the typical weak, the third on the 
second than the first pair of variables and in the 
typical variation is much lower.

The first of the typical variables:

w1 = “greater trochanter height”* (0.2579) + 
“torso length”* (0.1686) + “greater trochanter 
circumference”* (−0.0255) + “Thigh circumfer-
ence”* (0.0298) + “weight”* 0.0879 + “body fat 
ratio”* (−0.0538) + “cushion handle relatively 
high”* (−0.1984) + “cushion handle relatively 
long”* (0.0000) + “saddle Five-point”* (0.9239).

v1 = “the Y-axis value of hipbone”* (0.3337) + 
“the X-axis value of ischium area”* 0.8470 + ‘the 
Y-axis value of ischium area”* 0.4139.

The second of the typical variables:

w2 = “greater trochanter height” * 
(−0.2112) + “torso length”* (−0.0292) + “greater 
trochanter circumference”* (0.1073) + “Thigh 
circumference”* (0.0073) + “weight”* (−0.1170) + 
“body fat ratio”* (0.1363) + “cushion handle rela-
tively high”* (0.0363) + ‘cushion handle relatively 
long” * 0.000 + “saddle Five-point”* (0.9536).

v2 = “the Y-axis value of hipbone”* 0.2462 + “the 
X-axis value of ischium”* (−0.8526) + “the Y-axis 
value of ischium”* 0.4610.

The third of the typical variables:

w3 = “greater trochanter height”* 0.1500 + “torso 
length”* 0.1429 + “greater trochanter circum-
ference* (−0.1150) + “Thigh circumference”* 
(−0.1056) + “weight”* (−0.0107) + “body fat 
ratio”* 0.0955 + “cushion handle relatively high”* 
(−0.0393) + “cushion handle relatively long”* 
0.000 + “saddle Five-point” * (−0.9602).

v3 = “the Y-axis value of hipbone”* (−0.6760) + 
“the X-axis value of ischium” * 0.3791 + “the Y-axis 
value of ischium” * 0.6319.

Individual sex canonical correlation analysis, 
determine the size of variables and stress variables 
are relevant and very high. People because of size 
and frame size can be the principal component 
analysis.

3.2 Principal component analysis

The size of variables and pressure variables, two 
components of each call the shots:

Principal
component

Eigen-
value

Differ-
ence

Cumula-
tive

Pro-
por-
tion

Squre
of
Eigen-
value

1 3.39 37.62  37.62 3.39 1.84
2 2.38 26.41  64.03 2.38 1.54
3 2.06 22.93  86.96 2.06 1.44
4 0.43  4.83  91.78 0.43
5 0.39  4.31  96.10 0.39
6 0.18  2.03  98.13 0.18
7 0.14  1.58  99.71 0.14
8 0.03  0.29 100.00 0.03
9 0.00  0.00 100.00 0.00

3.2.1 Principal component analysis of size’s 
variable

Standardization 
of Principal
component matrix 1 2 3

Greater trochanter height  0.469  0.058  0.160
Torso length  0.471  0.084  0.192
Greater trochanter 

circumference
−0.025  0.587  0.056

Thigh circumference −0.249  0.455 −0.047
Weight  0.328  0.441  0.161
Body fat ratio −0.271  0.482 −0.052
Cushion handle relati

vely high
−0.142 −0.058  0.668

Cushion handle relati
vely length

 0.142  0.058 −0.668

Saddle Five-point  0.524  0.059 −0.101

Explain the variance in scale, it shows that the 
fourth principal component eigenvalue <1, so they 
chose the three main components, re-named as the 
new variables y1, y2 and y3, easy to distinguish 
from the research steps.

Equation with a score of principal component:
y1 = “greater trochanter height” * 0.469 + “torso 
length” * 0.471 + “greater trochanter circumference” 
(−0.025) + “Thigh circumference” * (−0.249) + “weight” 
0.328 + “body fat ratio” * (−0.271) + “cushion handle 
relatively high” * (− 0.142) + “cushion grip cushion rela-
tively long” * 0.142 + “saddle five-point” * 0.524.
y2 = “greater trochanter height” * 0.058 + “torso length” 
* 0.084 + “greater trochanter circumference” * 0.587 + 
“Thigh circumference” * 0.455 + “weight” * 0.441 + “body 
fat ratio” * 0.482 + “cushion handle relatively high” * 
(−0.058) + “cushion handle relatively long” * 0.058 + 
“saddle Five-angle” * 0.059.

y3 = “greater trochanter height” * 0.160+ “torso 
length” * 0.192 + “greater trochanter circumference” * 
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Equation with a score of principal component:

z1 = “the Y-axis value of hipbone” * 0.588 + “the 
X-axis value of ischium” * 0.622 + “the Y-axis 
value of ischium” * 0.517.

Presented by the first principal component 
“the X-axis value of  ischium area” the greatest 
impact, followed by close to strength, “the Y-axis 
value of  hipbone area” and “the Y-axis value of 
ischium area.”

As the results of  pressure’s Principal com-
ponent analysis, we can find two points as 
following:

i. The first principal component to explain about 
37.62 percent, the second principal component 
of  about 26.41 percent, the second principal 
component of  about 22.93%, 86.96% total has 
been about.

ii. Showing a size of  the first principal com-
ponent variables by the “saddle Five-point” 
(0.524) the greatest impact, the “greater tro-
chanter height” (0.469) and “torso length” 
(0.471) is second with frame size factor are 
affected by the impact; second the major 
components of  the “greater trochanter cir-
cumference” (0.587) most affected, followed 
by “thigh circumference” (0.455), “weight” 
(0.441) and “body fat ratio” (0.482), belong 
to the people because of  size, the fat or thin 
body with the relevant variables, as for the 
degree of  obesity (fat percentage) the maxi-
mum impact strength; the third principal 
component, was “cushion handle relatively 
high” (0.668) and the “cushion handle rela-
tively length” (−0.668). The two variables 
that affect the hand position, as belonging to 
the highest intensity of  vehicle impact.

0.056 + “Thigh circumference” * (−0.047) + “weight” * 
0.161 + “body fat ratio” * (−0.052) + “cushion handle 
relatively high” * 0.668 + “cushion handle relatively 
long” * (−0.668) + “saddle Five-point” * (−0.101).

As the results of size’s Principal component 
analysis, we can find two points as following:

i. The first principal component explained about 
37.62% for the second principal component of 
about 26.41 percent, the second principal com-
ponent of about 22.93%, 86.96% total has been 
about.

ii. Showing a size of  the first principal component 
variables by the “saddle five-point” (0.524) 
the greatest impact, the “greater trochanter 
height” (0.469) and “torso length” (0.471) the 
second place, are subject to height and frame 
size factor and the impact of; second princi-
pal component is the “greater trochanter cir-
cumference” (0.587) most affected, followed 
by “thigh circumference” (0.455), “weight” 
(0.441) and “body fat ratio” (0.482), belong to 
the people because of  size, the changes related 
with body fat or thin items, as degree of  obesity 
(fat percentage) the maximum impact strength; 
the third principal component, was “cushion 
handle relatively high” (0.668) and the “cush-
ion handle relatively long” (−0.668) of  the two 
variables affecting the hand the position, as 
belonging to the highest intensity of  vehicle 
impact.

Mode R R’ square

Modi-
fied R’
square

Standard 
error of 
estimate

Durbin-
watson
coefficient

1 0.844 0.712 0.691 0.556 1.999

3.3 Regression analysis

i. Forecast variables: (constant), size vehicles with 
REGR factor score 3 for analysis 4, size vehicles 
with REGR factor score 2 for analysis 4, size 
vehicles with REGR factor score 1 for analysis 
4, M: 1; F: 0

ii. Dependent variables: the first principal com-
ponent of pressure is REGR factor score 1 for 
analysis 3.

Standardization of principal
component matrix Composition

The Y-axis value of hipbone 0.588 
The X-axis value of ischium 0.622 
The Y-axis value of ischium 0.517 

Principal-
component

Eigen-
value

Differ-
ence

Cumu-
lative

Pro-
portion

Squre of 
eige-
value

1 1.962 65.408  65.408 1.962 1.401
2 0.665 22.171  87.579 0.665
3 0.373 12.421 100.000 0.373

3.2.2 Principal component analysis of pressure 
variables

Explain the variance in scale, it shows that 
only the first principal component eigenvalue >1, 
so they chose a main component, re-named as 
the new variables z1, easy to distinguish from the 
research steps.
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Pressure variables in the main components, the 
standardization of weights for the three main com-
ponents, the access ratio for the “the X-axis value of 
ischium area”: “the Y-axis value of ischium area”: 
“the Y-axis value of hipbone area”, 10:8:9 may 
be seen in three dimensions cushion ratio, which 
means “the X axis on ischium area”: “the Y axis 
on ischium area”: “the Y axis on hipbone area”: 
10:8:9. This ratio allows manufacturers to obtain 
more moderate shape ratio.

In the regression analysis of the prediction 
model, only bike’s model could predict the saddle 
pressure, that sampling a smaller range. In this 
study, the experimental sample in the north met-
ropolitan area, range in age from 19 to 23-year-old 
boys and girls, young and vigorous activity with 
the students, certainly more difficult in the degree 
of obesity are different, with fewer samples, but 
also will make the size of the principal compo-
nent variables is difficult to predict the pressure 
cushion. In another perspective, that to meet this 
as the space of consumers, is the diversification of 
products for the bicycle seat cushion grip handle 
relatively high and relatively long model changes, 
the same models for the effects of other variables 
can not see. Since this study is to establish the basic 
forecasting model based testing, the sample used to 
quickly obtain a lesser extent, data, forecast model 
is consistent with the results of sampling.
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Mode

Beta esti-
mate
value

Devia-
tion

Beta
distribu-
tion

P 
value

(constant) −0.019 0.156 0.904
Male:1; female:0  0.038 0.277  0.019 0.892
The 1’st component  0.188 0.135  0.188 0.172
The 2’nd component  0.154 0.072  0.154 0.038
The 3’rd component −0.809 0.079 −0.809 0.000

CR1RR2
∧

 = MSE = 0.712, Durbin-Watson Test = 1.999. 
Regression analysis predicted that effective and good, 
assuming a simple binary model becomes a linear equa-
tion. However, only the third principal component in the 
prediction was significant pressure on. In the regression 
analysis to establish the prediction model, but the third 
principal component can predict the pressure of people 
because of the height variables are the second principal 
component and the variables that are part of human 
obesity due to the third degree of the main ingredients, 
but can not predict the pressure should be as close to the 
sample data, the nature of the relationship.

4 CONCLUSION 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Size and pressure groups in the canonical correlation 
analysis of variables in the first two groups of men 
showed typical correlation coefficients are: “sad-
dle Five-point” for: “the X-axis value of ischium 
area” strongest influence. However, women are the 
first group of canonical correlation is: “saddle five-
point” for: “the Y-axis value of hipbone area” the 
strongest impact; second canonical correlation is 
the same with men is: “saddle five-point” for: “the 
X-axis value of ischium area”, the strongest effect. 
Show that the impact of gender differences in stress 
variables in the size variable is some different.

Standardization of principal
component matrix

Composition Ratio

The Y-axis value of hipbone 0.588  9
The X-axis value of ischium 0.622 10
The Y-axis value of ischium 0.517  8

Min. Max. Average Deviation Number

Predictive value -1.172 1.232 0.000 0.844 60

Residuals -1.145 1.823 0.000 0.536 60

Standardization of
Predictive value -1.388 1.459 0.000 

0.000 

1.000 60

Standardization of 
Residuals -2.062 3.281 0.966 60

Residuals Satistics
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Human factors integration in railway vehicle design

Karen Priestley & Plato Chan
Lloyd’s Register Rail (Asia) Limited, Hong-Kong, China

ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the approach to integrate Human Factors (HF) in a railway vehicle 
design project in China. It gives an overview of human factors integration in railway projects and shares 
the experience of applying human factors integration techniques to a rolling stock project in China. The 
use of Human Factors Issue Register (HFIR) was established on the project and proved invaluable as 
a communication and tracking tool between elements of the project team separated by geography and 
language. Three case studies are presented from the project to demonstrate how some of the issues raised 
on the HFIR were addressed and providing evidence of the value of human factors in (1) Uncovering the 
user requirements; (2) Improving the existing design through HF analyses and (3) Evaluating design con-
cepts of a new system feature. This HF integration experience highlights the importance to consider the 
requirement for human factors early in the project so the scope and focus of activities can be determined 
to add value to the project goals.

Keywords: railway vehicles, human factors integration, systems design

that were not as effective as expected or introduced 
additional errors because they failed to consider 
human limitations and behaviour in the design. 
For example, the Automatic Train Warning System 
in the UK gives an audible alarm that the opera-
tor must acknowledge when approaching a yellow 
signal. However, various problems have been iden-
tified with this solution, including the automatic 
response to the alarm by the operators who then 
fail to slow down the train accordingly. These 
types of incidents and disappointing results from 
engineered solutions have led to the recognition of 
the importance of human factors in Europe and 
Australia and the requirements for human factors 
to be given equal consideration in the design to 
any other engineering discipline. Human factors 
processes and techniques are integrated into the 
design process and considered from the earliest 
opportunity.

While the need for human factors is now rec-
ognised on European and Australian rolling stock 
projects, it is not frequently found in Asian projects. 
Consequently the concepts, techniques and poten-
tial value are not widely known to rolling stock 
manufacturers in the region.

The MTR Corporation Limited (MTR) from 
Hong Kong is one Asian client that does spec-
ify requirements for human factors issues to be 
addressed in their rolling stock design and build 
contracts. Lloyds’ Register Rail (LR Rail) is cur-
rently supporting CNR Changchun Railway 

1 INTRODUCTION

Human Factors is an interdisciplinary field of 
study that “discovers and applies information about 
human behavior, abilities, limitations and other 
characteristics to the design of tools, machines, 
systems, tasks, jobs and environments for produc-
tive, safe, comfortable and effective human use” 
(Sanders & McCormick, 1992). Within the rail 
industry, the purpose of applying human factors in 
projects is to minimize opportunities for operators, 
maintainers or passengers to make errors, improve 
efficiency and reduce training requirements for the 
resulting system design. Through the application of 
these techniques there can be benefits to the design 
process itself  through derivation of more informed 
requirements, avoidance of redesign and improved 
acceptance of the system by the end users.

Many high profile rail accidents have raised 
awareness of the need to better understand and 
evaluate the role of people in the design of systems 
and the achievement of the desired system per-
formance. Incidents such as the train derailment 
at Ladbroke Grove, UK, highlight problems with 
signaling systems; Waterfall in Australia revealed 
issues with the design of safety systems in the 
train cab; Daegu in Korea and Kings Cross in the 
UK were examples where the station design did not 
facilitate the effective evacuation of passengers.

Furthermore, there are examples of expensive 
systems introduced to try and prevent human error 
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Vehicles Co. Ltd. (CNR CRC) to meet the MTR 
human factors requirements to provide a fleet of 
10 trains for its existing operation and future line 
extension.

The design of these trains is largely based on 
existing rolling stock within the MTR fleet. Thus 
many issues associated with the physical design and 
control systems were already established. The key 
human factors input to this project was to evalu-
ate potential enhancements to the existing design 
and the introduction of new systems and assess 
the impact of differences to the performance of the 
operators, maintainers and passengers.

2 HUMAN FACTORS INTEGRATION

2.1 Standards

A generic framework for human factors integra-
tion is available in the document ISO 13407:1999—
Human-centred design processes for interactive 
systems. The human factors integration process 
described in this document includes an under-
standing of the end users of the system, the tasks 
to be performed and the context in which they are 
undertaken. This is achieved through involvement 
of stakeholders and the application of available 
data on human requirements and performance. 
This forms the basis of the development of user 
requirements to pass on to the design team. The 
standard requires that an iterative design process 
be adopted such that the user requirements are 
evaluated throughout to ensure that either they can 
be met or that the requirements are amended in the 
light of further understanding about the design 
and context of use. The activities required to inte-
grate this process with the design process should be 
outlined in a Human Factors Integration Plan. An 
overview of the human factors integration process 
is shown in Figure 1.

In railway engineering safety management, 
standards such as EN 50126:1999 requires that 
‘an analysis of human factors, with respect to their 
effect on system RAMS’ (Reliability, Availability, 
Maintainability and Safety). The guidance docu-
ment ‘Engineering Safety Management’ (the Yellow 
Book, Railway Safety and Standards Board, 2007) 
has integrated requirements for human factors 
activities through the lifecycle phases from concept 
and feasibility to decommissioning and disposal, 
into its latest edition.

In the UK, the requirements from all these stand-
ards have been adopted into internal standards for 
the integration of human factors by organizations 
such as Network Rail, London Underground and 
some of the larger contractors. To provide further 
assistance to the rail industry, the Rail Safety and 
Standards Board (2008) released a handbook of 
human factors techniques that could be applied to 
rail projects.

2.2 Human factors requirements on the project

The requirements for human factors activities in this 
rolling stock project were set out in the particular 
specification. This called for specific activities like 
the development of an integration plan, task analy-
sis, the conduct of user trials to evaluate conform-
ance with specific requirements e.g. human physical 
dimensions and sightlines and the identification of 
training requirements to be undertaken etc.

Not all the features of the integration standards 
appeared in the client’s specification. Through the 
integration plan, LR Rail introduced the concept 
of the Human Factors Issue Register (HFIR), 
a fundamental technique for integrating human 
factors within a project described in the ‘Yellow 
Book’.

2.3 The HFIR

The HFIR is an important tool in the management 
of Human Factors Issues on this project. It is essen-
tially a spreadsheet that is used to hold a central 
record of the issues identified and their status on 
the project. A procedure was developed to describe 
how human factors issues are identified, logged, 
addressed, monitored and resolved. It is used to 
co-ordinate and communicate information on 
activities undertaken by three main parties; namely 
CNR CRC the contractor, MTR the client and LR 
Rail the human factors specialist. Clearly, one of 
the advantages of this approach is to enable effi-
cient communication and co-ordination between 
three parties that speak three different languages, 
based in two different geographical locations, 
ensuring that issues are tracked through to closure 
and not lost.

Figure 1. The process of human factors integration 
described in ISO 13407.
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The HFIR served as a record of the issue, the 
issue owner, the progress to resolution, the mech-
anism for evaluation (design drawings, demon-
stration or testing through trials) and the status. 
As the design progressed further trials were con-
ducted on prototypes and mock-ups to test the 
operability and maintainability performance of 
the design according to requirements laid down 
in the particular specification and requirements 
derived from analysis of the issues on the HFIR. 
This provided demonstration that issues had been 
adequately addressed by the design, but in some 
instances revealed additional issues to be recorded 
and mitigated.

Not all issues can be addressed through design 
alone. Where additional measures are required to 
address an issue through operational means, e.g. 
training and procedures, these issues have been 
highlighted for transfer to the respective parties 
developing these elements.

2.4 Identifying human factors issues to go
on the HFIR

As this project was essentially to improve upon an 
existing rolling stock design it was not necessary to 
start from a blank page. Many design parameters 
were already established from existing standards 
within MTR and provided in the client’s specifi-
cation along with requirements for testing. The 
key issue for this project was therefore to identify 
appropriate elements for improvement from the 
existing design and the implications of new systems 
and functionality being introduced to the train.

Initially, issues were identified through consul-
tation with train operators regarding aspects of 
the existing rolling stock that they would like to see 
improved. Subsequently, as the design progressed, 
techniques such as task analysis, error analysis and 
difference analysis were used to identify potential 
problems with the design of specific elements of 
the rolling stock system. These issues were recorded 
on the HFIR. Designers and clients were also free 
to raise concerns onto the HFIR for evaluation by 
the human factors team.

3 CASE STUDIES

The MTR Corporation has an enviable safety 
and reliability record and the performance of the 
rolling stock plays a significant part in this result. 
The use of existing rolling stock as the basis for 
the specification of the design should enable the 
existing record to be matched if  not exceeded. 
With regard to safety, many of the standards 
required and features of the existing design have 
been proven in operation. What remains for 

improvement is the enhancement to performance 
and the reduction of response times to incidents 
that do occur. Compared to other railways in the 
world, the issues described in the following case 
studies may appear relatively minor and have lit-
tle impact on safety performance. However, in the 
context of MTR where delays over two minutes 
are investigated and those over eight minutes are 
reported to Government bodies, the performance 
improvements achieved have real value.

3.1 Case study 1—distinguishing ‘needs’
from ‘nice to haves’

In order to identify potential improvements for 
existing designs and to elicit user requirements 
it is necessary to talk to the operators of exist-
ing systems. This is something that is required by 
human factors integration standards and should 
be embraced rather than feared. There can be a 
lot of resistance to speaking with operators or end 
customers from project teams. This is often rooted 
in concerns that a ‘wish list’ will be generated that 
the project team will be unable to meet. This some-
times arises because operators jump to conclusions 
regarding the solution to the problem that they are 
experiencing rather than describing the problem. 
The role of human factors is to identify the issues 
that impact upon performance and therefore to 
undertake systematic analysis and evaluation of 
user input to define performance problems and 
user requirements to be addressed by the project 
team.

The first case study relates to this kind of situa-
tion. In this project, the initial list of issues identi-
fied for enhancement by the operators included a 
request for a larger screen for the Train Manage-
ment System (a computer control system). This 
led to concerns from the project team with regard 
to cost, physical space to accommodate a larger 
screen and impact on sightlines to signals through 
the windscreen from placing a larger TMS screen 
on the console.

However, after analysing the task and discuss-
ing with the operators we identified that the root 
problem was that one essential piece of  informa-
tion was missing from the display of  one out of 
the eight sub-systems managed through the TMS. 
Finding a way to present this information clearly 
to the operator could lead to a solution that did 
not involve increasing the dimensions of  the 
screen.

The problem for the operators was that in the 
event of  a door failure they are under intense time 
pressure to meet recovery targets. It is imperative 
to convey the information on the faulty door to 
the station staff. Any errors made in identify-
ing the location of  the faulty door would lead 
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to extended delays, which is a key operational 
concern. On the existing system the door num-
bers were not shown and so it was easy to make 
a mistake, particularly as the numbering changes 
direction depending upon the configuration of 
the cars. It is necessary for the operator to remem-
ber the numbering sequence and start to count the 
boxes on a small screen. There are many opportu-
nities to go wrong. To try and help prevent errors, 
operators taped their own door numbering aids 
to the edge of  the monitor. This had led them to 
the assumption that a larger screen was required 
in order to incorporate the door numbers into the 
interface.

The human factors team asked the designers 
how they could present this information within 
the existing screen dimensions. This enabled the 
design team to come up with a solution within the 
physical limits of the existing design, thus saving 
considerable cost, time, design effort and ongoing 
maintenance issues. The solution was acceptable 
to the operators and will reduce the occurrence of 
errors and delays in responding to door faults due 
to misdirection of station staff  to the wrong door. 
The resulting solution is presented in Figure 2 
below.

Although the solution still requires the drivers 
to count, it is greatly simplified by the new design 
and there is no longer a requirement on the opera-
tor to remember the numbering sequence. By fully 
understanding the task and the pressures that the 
operator is under when he needs this information 
it was possible to boil down their need to a par-
ticular piece of information that was missing from 
one display.

3.2 Case study 2—enhancing usability
of existing designs

The second case study demonstrates how the 
existing design can be further improved by human 
factors analyses. A number of issues were raised 
by the operators regarding the Digital Voice 
Announcement System (DVAS), particularly in 
response to passengers pulling the alarm handle in 
the saloon. This required a long sequence of but-
tons to be pressed before the operator could hear 
the passenger. Often by the time the operator had 
finished the sequence the passenger had finished 
talking and may have walked away, leaving the 
operator no wiser regarding the problem. Again 
this situation could increase the time to recover 
from the delay.

Again by obtaining a full understanding of the 
task and the context in which the task is being per-
formed it is easy to see that using the DVAS system 
is stressful for operators in response to a passen-
ger alarm. The operator not only has to use the 
DVAS system, but will need to check any associ-
ated failure indications on the TMS before relay-
ing information to the control centre on the radio 
system. There are many potential distractions and 
the opportunity for errors and associated delays in 
resolving the situation are increased by the existing 
design of the DVAS system.

As each button had to be held down for 0.5 s, 
it was not uncommon for operators rushing under 
time pressure and stress to fail to hold the buttons 
down long enough before pressing the next button 
in the sequence. Thus they could get to the end and 
find they had made a mistake and be unclear at 
what point the mistake was made, leading to longer 
delays as they try to figure out where they went 
wrong.

A couple of user requirements were self-evident 
from this description. Firstly, that there should be 
no requirement to hold the buttons down to oper-
ate the system. Secondly, that an operator should 
be able to hear the passenger immediately the 
alarm handle is operated in the saloon. These were 
recorded on the HFIR and translated into design 
criteria for the design team to develop solutions.

Closer examination of the procedures for using 
the DVAS system and inspection of the existing 
interface revealed that further improvements could 
be made to conform to basic human factors princi-
ples for interface design, namely:

• Frequency and Criticality—those controls that 
are used most frequently or that are critical 
should be within easiest reach of the operator

• Sequence—layout of controls should follow the 
task sequence if  there is one

• Functionality—controls for similar functions 
should be grouped together.

Figure 2. The train door display in the previous train 
(top) and the new train (bottom), with car and door 
number added.
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It was observed from the procedures that for any 
of the modes of operation a similar sequence was 
required as follows:

1. Select the appropriate mode
2. Use the scroll keys to identify the right message
3. Broadcast the selected message
4. Reset the system when message no longer 

needed.

Within the constraints of the space limitations 
and the desire to keep the buttons located around 
the display screen, an alternative proposal for the 
layout of the buttons was proposed that was com-
pliant with the human factors design principles. 
The before and after layouts are shown in Figure 3. 
The ‘link analysis’ technique is used in this diagram 
to evaluate the sequence of control operation for 
each layout.

From Figure 3 it can be seen that the revised 
design follows the task sequence from top to 
bottom. The most frequently used buttons are 
on the right hand side which is closest to the 
operator. Thus, the revised layout is more intuitive 
and efficient than the first. Less time is spent visu-
ally searching for the right button and it will be less 
likely that mistakes are made in the actual selection 

of the buttons because the sequence moves in the 
same direction rather then going back and forth 
repeatedly.

The human factors input to this task has not 
only had a positive impact on the ability of the 
operator to use the interface to respond efficiently 
to passenger alarms, it also facilitated more effective 
communication between customer, contractor and 
sub-contractor in developing the solutions. This in 
turn increases the chance of user acceptance.

3.3 Case study 3—evaluating concepts of new 
proposed systems

The third case study involves the introduction of a 
new in-saloon CCTV system to be controlled by the 
operator in the train cab. It illustrates how human 
factors inputs can be utilized to evaluate concepts 
and help to define user requirements very early in 
the design. This new system will allow the operator 
to select the appropriate camera to see inside the 
saloon of any car through the TMS. It was neces-
sary to consider in advance what the issues might 
be with the operation of the system in the context 
of the operators’ overall tasks.

One of the issues arising from the task and error 
analysis was whether the operator could easily 
identify the correct camera to display the correct 
section of the saloon that they wanted. Similar to 
the previous case study on DVAS, communication 
between the client, contractor and HF consult-
ant was necessary. Also, the subcontractors for 
the TMS and the CCTV system would need to be 
co-ordinated.

For the control interface to be intuitive for the 
operators it must reflect operators’ concept of the 
system. Where the concept of the system designer 
and the user do not match it is generally found 
that the system encourages error. Simple examples 
are number pad layouts, see Figure 4. The one on 
the left is the intuitive design for people who are 

Figure 3. DVAS control panel layout in the previous 
train (top) and new train (bottom). The layout of the 
buttons was rearranged according to the task flow to 
improve usability and efficiency.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

0

1 2 3

4 5 6

0

7 8 9

Figure 4. Numeric keypad with digits running to top-
left to bottom-right (left) were more intuitive than the 
one running from bottom-left to top-right (right), with 
less errors committed by the users.
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trained to read from left to right and from top to 
bottom (e.g. in English) and results in fewer errors 
than that on the right. This is because it matches 
their habitual pattern for searching information 
with the sequence of numbers.

The development of a new system presents an 
opportunity to study and integrate users’ concep-
tual model into the design at early stage of the 
project.

In this case study, to select an in-saloon cam-
era for display on the CCTV monitor the operator 
must:

1. Think of the car for the desired display image
2. Think of the section of the car for the desired 

display image
3. Review TMS interface to select the appropriate 

camera
4. Check the information shown on the CCTV 

monitor to verify that the correct image is 
displayed

5. Review the scene as needed.

The human factors team had concerns that the 
original proposals for the control interface design 
may not reflect the operators’ internal concept of 
the system. This is because the controls in prelimi-
nary designs were laid out in a quadrant that rep-
resented the way the images were displayed on the 
CCTV monitor rather than how the images were 
captured in the saloon. Effectively the images in 
the saloon were captured in a linear fashion start-
ing one end of the cab in four sections to the other 
end, see Figure 5.

To ensure that the operator does not make any 
mistakes in selection it is better to represent this 
linear arrangement than require them to mentally 
translate the linear arrangement into a quadrant.

In order to evaluate these and other human 
factors concerns regarding the interface design a 
series of paper-based tests were conducted to obtain 
insight into the operators’ concepts. This involved 
setting a number of scenarios and presenting the 
operator with blank grids and for each scenario 

asking which control they would expect to use and 
where they would expect the image to be presented. 
The results from this test showed that the linear 
layout in camera selection screen together with the 
use of section number instead of camera number 
were preferred by the operators. Furthermore, the 
operators pictured the cab at the front of the train, 
so that the section numbers counted away from 
the cab whichever journey was being undertaken. 
It was necessary to invert the presentation of the 
numbering on the interface when the train changed 
ends. This finding was turned into a requirement 
and an algorithm developed for the design team.

For other features the new in-saloon CCTV 
control system, participants were asked to perform 
a series of tasks using the paper-based mock-up. 
They indicated by pointing to the picture which 
control they would select and explained why. The 
tester then changed the image based upon the par-
ticipants’ selection. Time to complete the task, the 
number of errors made and feedback from the 
participant on the interface were captured. A com-
parison was made between the original layout 
and the layout incorporating the human factors 
recommendations.

The results indicated that the interface design 
incorporating the human factors recommenda-
tions took less time for the participants to work 
out the correct sequence. This demonstrates that 
the interface is easier to use and has implications 
for time spent on training, time to use and reduced 
potential for error. Fewer errors were made using 
the revised interface and the subjective evaluation 
by the participants was more positive.

The proposed enhancement to the interface 
evaluated in this study were fed forward to the 
design team prior to detailed design. This results in 
cost and development savings, with the knowledge 
that the proposals had already undergone first level 
evaluation and gained approval from operators.

As with case study 2, additional benefits were 
realised within the project team through the ability 
to convey requirements clearly and visually, thus 
demonstrating their benefit to parties in different 
locations using different languages.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Saloon images TMS in-saloon CCTV control
selection layout options

Figure 6. The linear layout of camera images on CCTV 
display (left) and matches with the selection panel on 
TMS (right). The numbers represent sections of the car 
instead of camera numbers. The camera numbers are 
transparent to the operators and a translation matrix was 
developed for the engineers based upon what the opera-
tors wanted to see on the interface.

1 2

3 4

1

2

3

4

TMS CCTV

Figure 5. The original layouts of in-saloon CCTV 
selection panel in TMS (left) as compared to the CCTV 
display screen (right). The numbers in the quadrants indi-
cate the camera numbers. The cameras were not installed 
in sequence following the numbers.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Human factors has a lot to offer to the design and 
development of all railway systems, not only roll-
ing stock projects. Early identification of potential 
problems for operators, maintainers and passen-
gers enables better user requirements to be defined 
and evaluated throughout the design lifecycle. The 
benefits of taking such an approach do not only 
include improved safety and operational perform-
ance enhancements. When applied appropriately, 
it can lead to significant cost and time savings 
for the project team and improvements in com-
munication between different parties in the team. 
To achieve these results it is essential that the need 
for human factors analysis is identified at the start 
of the project and focused on those issues that 
will add value to the project. The requirements 
for integration in the project lifecycle can then be 
determined.
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ABSTRACT: Product form can be sorted into two categories: functional and decorative. The former 
has been thoroughly discussed and implemented through product semantics in industrial design. The lat-
ter has the potential to create 100 times of value for products with identical function performance. Real-
izing the significance of product form and less knowledge in this respect, this study develops a method for 
such purpose. The Gestalt-Context Approach is proposed, which consists of six steps: collecting meaning-
ful data, selecting impressive elements, constructing contexts by association, identifying optimal gestalt 
level and mainstream storyline, defining components for fabrication, and implementation. Based on a 
famous Chinese novel-Dream of Red Chamber, the design method was successfully employed for designs 
of 12 series of accessories on 12 legendary female figures. Accordingly, prototypes were made and pre-
sented to a renowned researcher for validation. Five can be directly identified and six can be recognized 
with some hints, and the remaining one lacks of clear character in the novel. The six designs were submit-
ted for competition and won six design awards. Moreover, the method was introduced to college students 
in product design major. The results were satisfactory and some of the students designs received awards 
from many design competitions. As a conclusion, it can be asserted that the new approach is feasible and 
effective.

Keywords: industrial design, product semantics, product form, Metaphor, topology

users. Generally, product form is divided into 
functional and decorative forms (Luh, 1996). The 
functional form emphasizes on the function and 
rational perception that relate to a system and 
logic of the science and technology; while the dec-
orative form emphasizes on culture and emotions. 
Affective sequences and spiritual ideals are related 
to people with  philosophy and literature knowl-
edge. The current researches on product semantics 
put more focus on the functional forms and are 
fruitful; hence this research aims to focus on the 
product semantics for decorative forms.

Metaphor or analogy is the most common 
product semantic method applied in the product 
design. Analogy can be divided into five, four, or 
two styles. The four styles of analogy are the most 
widely applied in the product design. Explicit sim-
ile, implicit simile, synecdoche, and metonymy—
all of these methods are applied on the icons and 
concepts to interpret or sculpture a new form of 
a product (Krippendorff, 1990). There is a clear 
logical boundary between the body comparison 

1 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

In the 1980s, semantics was a subfield derived from 
the Semiotics and had been introduced to the sci-
ence and technology related industrial design field. 
After the implementation of semantics in this field, 
the product semantics emerged. Taiwan’s design 
had been highly influenced by the Cranbrook 
Academy (United States of America) and hence 
Taiwan’s design researches mostly were based on 
Charles E. Osgood’s Semantic Differential Analysis 
(Lin, 2002). This method uses adjectives and mul-
tiple scale factor analysis to measure the product’s 
forms and images in order to develop the “white 
box” application in the design field.

Product semantics mainly investigates on the 
meaning of a product delivered by its form, mate-
rial and function, as well as how the user can relate, 
comprehend and use the product (Yang, 1998). 
Designers can design a new product by apply-
ing semantic analysis method to achieve a higher 
level of self-expression and interaction with the 
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and the main body (Yang, 2003), which can help to 
understand the homologous model or rational per-
ception of semantics and forms in a simple design 
or multi-layered creations.

Decorative form often involves multi-layered 
form metaphor. The meaning or function of the 
form is determined by the sequence, while the 
sequences can be the cognitive, usable, functional, 
situational or cultural ones. The representation or 
comprehension of the sequence cannot be delib-
erately separated in a single layer to interpret the 
design idea. In fact, it should be in the “Gestalt” 
concept. After implementing the Gestalt Concept 
in the forms and symbols, the emotional cogni-
tion model will build the whole effect and cul-
tural effects in the product. By adopting Rudolf 
Arnhein’s explanation of Gestalt Concept in which 
he took Brague as an example [1], it stated that 
“When lemon and orange are together, they were 
no longer called lemon and orange, they are fruits.” 
When these two are together, the sequential rela-
tion or association will be generated. Lemon and 
orange build different layers of concept. If  the 
way of positioning these two fruits can build an 
association, then it is possible to generate another 
Gestalt layer called “First Love” and hence the 
feeling of “sweet and sour” appears. Gestalt can be 
closed-ended or totally open-ended. McCoy (1990) 
presumed that the open-endedness would stimulate 
the audience to generate their own interpretations 
that will contribute to the contents of the idea.

In the open-ended Gestalt concept, the impor-
tance of sequence and layer lies on the relationship 
between the comparison body and the main body. 
The semantic of the functional form emphasizes 
on rational cognitive regarding functionality and is 
based on the coding to decide whether it is the key 
factor or not; whilst the decorative form empha-
sizes on the culture and emotion and is based on 
the sequence and layer to decide whether it is the 
core value or not. This research focuses on the 
application of semantics on product design, with 
an emphasis on decorative forms.

2 IDEA TREE

Form movement is a means of expression to com-
municate ideas with the second party. For designers, 
adjectives are the most frequently used keywords. 
Hence this research selects some adjectives that relate 
to the form as a fundamental basis to investigate on 
the Gestalt concept, and then using sequences and 
layers as tools to develop a new product semantic 
concept entitled the Idea Tree (Figure 1).

The layers in Idea Tree are derived from the 
design subject and each component should represent 
the information and design idea. This component 

Figure 1. The sequence map of creative concept or 
“Idea Tree”.

is called “idea component.” The adjectives in the 
idea components allow designers to communicate 
their ideas through words or symbols. Hence the 
idea components can be adjectives, allusions, meta-
phors, symbols, icons, and so on. In order to sim-
plify the figure, the alphabets represent various idea 
components, whilst the abstract idea component is 
represented with “ ” or a circle. Generally, the more 
components at the lower layer of the Idea Tree, 
the more layers can be established. This possibility 
depends on designers’ creativity and ability of creat-
ing associations.

The Idea Tree consists of branches with differ-
ent lengths. The bottom layer of idea branch is the 
designated idea component. Hence, idea compo-
nent and branch of the Idea Tree exist based on 
the spatial concept. The Idea Tree can be continu-
ously developed vertically and horizontally with 
infinite possibilities. The Gestalt Layer is posi-
tioned between the edge of idea branch in the idea 
component, e.g.: D is the Gestalt Layer of idea 
component A and B, while D is idea component to 
the upper level of Gestalt Layer F. By connecting 
different layers of idea components, the connected 
lines are called Idea Sequence.

Generally speaking, the idea sequence explains 
different layers of idea components or Gestalt 
Layers. However, it should follow the following 
perception: the lower the layer of an Idea Tree, 
the more concrete the idea component tends to be; 
whilst the higher, the more abstract it is. Hence, the 
Idea Tree can be perceived as a map to develop a 
creative concept that shows concrete to abstract, 
broad to narrow and clear layers and sequences of 
ideas. The designers can use this map as a medium 
of communicating ideas and the creative develop-
ment that defines the creative boundaries and helps 
select the Gestalt Layers to build the design concept 
and semantic sequence of the idea components. 
This allows the designer to achieve design consen-
sus, execution of idea component, work division 
and planning, collaboration and realization.

To make the Idea Tree clear and logical, an exam-
ple based on Brague and “first love” is provided 
as illustrated on Figure 2. Since it is derived form 
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semiotics in literature, language thus plays key role 
in association and the following examples are sen-
sitive to Chinese logic and literature. “Fruits” is the 
root of the other two idea components, “lemon” 
and “orange,” as well as the branch of “Season.” 
The development of Gestalt sequence of “First 
Love” is derived from the “Sweet and sour” and 
“Yellow and Green.” The first idea component 
relates to the taste and the second one associ-
ate with the colors. The characteristics developed 
in this process are from the concrete appearance 
of “fruits” and then gradually develops into an 
abstract feeling of “First Love.” In other words, 
the idea sequence can rationally systematize the 
associations in the Idea Tree.

3 THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDEA TREE

Take “Pearl Tear” which is the first author’s 
creation of the metalwork design, “Dream Weaver 
in the Red Chamber” as the example and expla-
nation. “Dream Weaver in the Red Chamber” is 
the set of accessories, which are the symbols of 
the twelve maidens mentioned in the Chinese clas-
sical literature, The Dream of the Red Chamber. 
“Pearl Tears” centralized on the leading actress 
“Lin Dai-Yue” as the semantic target. There are 
five reasons indicating why she was chosen as the 
example. First, the story, The Dream of the Red 
Chamber is framed generation by generation; 
therefore, each character had distinct personality 
and features. Second, the characters in the book 
had both abstract (fictitious characters) and con-
crete (concrete story) characteristics. Third, the 
personality of Lin Dai-Yue was unique and well-
known, so the creation can diminish redundant 
explanation. Fourth, the design of hair accessory 
mainly focuses on the decorative form; it was not 
affected by the function model. Fifth, metalwork 
was equal to the final outcome. The creative con-
ception would display more reality on the product 
design. The following was the main steps of the 
construction of creative trees:

1. Data collection and comprehension:
 Designers or creators collected the products’ 

information to realize key subject of artistic cre-
ation. The concept of this artistic creation will 
focus on the Dream of the Red Chamber; there-
fore, the appearance, personality, and talent of 
the characters should keep to the original. The 
following citations mainly described the leading 
actress, Lin Dai-Yue in the Dream of the Red 
Chamber:
a. People merely felt sorrow about both Hsue 

Pao-Chai’s virtue and Lin Dai-Yue’s talent. 
Although they are unique, the particularity 
they had still hidden in the forest and buried 
in the snow, they would not obtain the per-
fect ending in their life. —Chapter five, “The 
Dream of the Red Chamber”.

b. A blade of the Chiang Chu (purple pearl) 
grass grew by the side of the San Sheng 
(thrice-born) stone, which is on the bank of 
the Ling (spiritual) river in the west. Shen 
Ying, a fairy of the Ch’ih Hsia Palace day 
by day moistened its roots with sweet dew. 
This purple pearl grass, at the outset, there-
fore tarried for months and years. (At a later 
period imbued with the essence and luxuri-
ance of heaven and earth, and having inces-
santly received the moisture and nurture of 
the sweet dew, the grass divested itself  and 
turned into a human nature, which gradu-
ally became perfected into the person of a 
girl.) “I have been,” Chiang Chu fairy would 
often commune within herself, “the recipi-
ent of the gracious bounty of rain and dew, 
but I do not possess such water to repay it! 
If  the fairy need to descend into the world 
and turned into the form of a human being, 
I will also betake myself  thither, along with 
it; and if  I can make restitution to the fairy, 
with the tears of a whole lifetime, I will feel 
worthy about it” “This resolution evolved the 
descent into the world of so many pleasure-
bound spirits of retribution and the experi-
ence of fantastic destinies; and this crimson 
pearl blade will also be among the number.” 
It is indeed ridiculous,” interposed the Tao-
ist. “I never have before the restitution of the 
tears! —Chapter one, “The Dream of the 
Red Chamber”.

c. Her two arched eyebrows were thick as clus-
tered smoke with a little frowning wrinkle. 
She had a pair of eyes, which possessed both 
cheerful and sad expression, overflowing with 
sentiment. Her face showed some sorrow 
stamped on her two dimpled cheeks. She was 
beautiful, but her whole frame was the prey 
of a hereditary disease. The tears in her eyes 
glistened like small specks. Her balmy breath 

Figure 2. Application of Idea Tree based on “Fruit 
Lemon and Orange”.
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was so gentle. She was as demure as a lovely 
flower reflected in the water. Her gait resem-
bled a frail willow, agitated by the wind. Her 
heart, compared with Pi Kan, had one more 
aperture of intelligence; even her beauty of 
ailment appearance exceeded the ailment of 
Hsi-Tzu who was also the famous four beau-
ties in the Chinese history. —Chapter three, 
“The Dream of the Red Chamber”

d. (Vain knitting of the brows.) The one is a 
spiritual flower of Fairyland; the other is a 
beautiful jade without any blemishes. If  their 
destiny was not remarkable, why he still has 
come to meet her again in this present life? 
If  the destiny that you mentioned, why their 
love affair become a vain dream? The one 
with her loneliness merely sighed all the time; 
and the other yearn and crave hopelessly. The 
one would be like the reflection of the moon 
in water; the other would be like a flower 
reflected in a mirror. Could you image that 
how many drops of tears can there be in the 
eyes? And how could they continue to drop 
from autumn to winter and from spring till 
summer time? —Chapter five, “The Dream 
of the Red Chamber”

2. Extraction of the idea components:
 From the searching information, the author 

selected some key conceptions and adjective 
terms for being the idea components. Accord-
ing to the description from the book, the author 
extracted the significant content about “Lin 
Dai-Yue” as the idea components and listed at 
the bottom of Idea tree in Figure 3.

   For example, “Jade girdle hanging in the 
forest” actually means “Lin”, “Dai”, and 
“Yue”, the leading actress‘s name. “People 
would merely felt sorrow about the talent” 
extracted the “talent” as the creative com-
ponent. “Her beauty of ailment appearance 
exceeded the ailment of Hsi-Tzu” extracted 
out the “beautiful but sickly” and “I can make 
restitution to the fairy, with the tears of a 
whole lifetime” extracted out the meaning of 
“restituted tear”.

3. Stacking Gestalt Layers:
 By applying metaphor and imagination and 

combing the semantic relationships between the 
creative components, the Gestalt Layer would 
be stacked in order. For example, according to 
“Dai (Blue-Black)” and “Yue (Jade)”, people 
can imaged from the words to blue-black jade; 
from “Restituted tear” and “Crybaby” to the 
“Tears”; furthermore, from “Crybaby” and 
“Sentimental” to the “Paranoid” etc. If  con-
fronting the difficulty with stacking layers, the 
designers could follow the suggestion listed on 
the right side to arrange the idea components at 
the bottom. It would be beneficial for the devel-
opment of Gestalt Layer. Or they can change 
the position of idea components at the bottom. 
Besides, shifting and adding components would 
be allowed.

4. Identify the best Gestalt Layer:
 From the top to the bottom, the best innovative 

notion would be selected from the conception 
of Gestalt Layers. Basically, the more creative 
Gestalt Layer should get rid of general-standard 
reaction and comprise more idea components 
at the bottom. For example, “Blue-black jade” 
of the layer three generally represent “Lin Dai-
Yue” at this Gestalt Layer; however, “Blue-black 
jade” merely was translated from her name, it 
could not contain other elements such as her 
talent, personality, and appearance etc. In Layer 
five, “Tears of pearls” could symbolize the fable, 
“Chiang Chu fairy restituted tears” and tender 
appearance, but it lacked for the world of devoted 
love affair and sentimental emotion. On the top 
of Gestalt Layer, “Pearl Tears” was decided as 
the final denomination. The meaning of “Pearl 
Tears” was wider and deeper but it would have 
some excluding part such as “Lin”, “Dai”, and 
“Yue” was the creative branches. The action that 
the author added “Lin Dai Yue”, three words 
in the layer is acceptable. It might create higher 
Gestalt Layer. However, the complication of 
model accomplishment and difficulty of model 
reorganization would be increased after adding 
the words.

Figure 3. The construction of Idea Tree from “Lin 
Dai-Yue”.
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5. Definition of the form components and 
methods:

 According to the selected Gestalt Layers, the 
designers or creators can clarify the imagina-
tion range of creative branch through creative 
sequence; then, defining the modeling methods 
and components was the very step. For exam-
ple, “Weaving shell within tears” indicated the 
weaving methods, “Trapped in the love affairs” 
expressed the density level of weave, and “Heart 
broken by the emotional affairs” implicate that 
pearls would represent tears.

6. Idea realization:
 Following the standard design procedures or 

methods of creation, the final artwork “Pearl 
Tears” (Figure 4) was finished.

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The construction of Idea tree applied on the 
conceptive creation of the twelve Maidens in the 
“Dream Weaver in the Red Chamber”. It would 
successfully obtain the Gestalt Layers of each 
character to develop new accessory designs, which 
are significantly different from the ones that 
ancient woman wore as people known. The pro-
posed design approach possessed feasibility. Per-
forming the creation model mentioned above, the 
designer would easily create a series of artworks 
and invented new weaving technique of metalwork 
design. The creation model would also contain 
usability.

The designer asked for advices about the a 
series of accomplishing works from the expert of 
the Dream of the Red Chamber, Professor Lin 
San-Ching’s who was the former dean of College of 
Liberal Arts. In the twelve artistic creations, Except 
the controversial of Hsue Pao-Chai’s character-
istic, Prof. Lin could directly indicate five pieces 

and highly praised according to the interpreting 
characters, which include “Lin Dai-Yue”, “Shi 
Hsiang-Yun”, “Miao-Yue”, “Wang Hsi-Feng”, 
and “Chin Ke-Ching”. Other works also could be 
recognized and comprehended successfully by the 
brief cues. As the situation expressed, the construc-
tion of Idea tree and the design methods can be 
validated.

Afterwards, the series of artistic creations was 
exhibited publicly for a month. Observing the audi-
ences’ reactions, people who know about the twelve 
maidens in the dream of the red chamber could rec-
ognize the works that corresponded to the subject 
characters without the cues or the brief explanation. 
“Pearl Tears” also was the entry in the handicraft 
works group of “The fifty-seventh Taiwan Province 
Fine Art exhibition”. It was nominated by the initial 
appraising and won the Gold award in the metal-
work category. The entries of handicraft creation 
were total one hundred and twelve pieces. Thirty-
three pieces were nominated. The rate of passing 
the first trial was 29%; furthermore, total entries in 
each artistic category were 2101 pieces and the entire 
nominated rate was 17.4% (Taiwan Art Exhibition, 
2003). The above statistics indirectly support the 
method’s validity. Summarizing the points above, 
the proposed conception and creation model possess 
usability, feasibility and validity with certain levels.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the discussions above, the following 
conclusions can be drawn:

1. In the open-ended Gestalt concept, sequences 
and layers are the crucial parts that establish the 
comparison body and the main body.

2. Idea Tree allows the development of rational 
and systematized structure to assist designers to 
acquire abundant amount of sequential ideas or 
Gestalt Layers which can function as a useful 
design tool.

3. Idea Tree can be implemented as a tool to select 
and communicate design ideas to help designers 
reach a consensus, work division and planning, 
and other related design tasks.

4. The structure and application of the Idea Tree 
are applicable on design procedures or creation 
model, as it can converge design ideas, help 
select the appropriate Gestalt Layer, establish 
design subject, define the form component and 
method, and so on.

5. The creation Model can be applied on the 
Classical Literature. In this case, it is a break-
through on the application of product 
semantics.

Figure 4. Part of the final artworks of “Pearl Tears”.
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6. “The Dreamweaver of the Red Chamber” is a 
series of accessories based on the “The Dream 
of the Red Chamber” and product semantics in 
the industrial design field. The design involves 
technical application of metal weaving. It not 
only possesses creative cultural characteristics 
and research fundamental, but also contributes 
to the interaction between the academics and 
arts and literature.
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The relationship between computer self-efficacy and playfulness 
of mobile phone

Wei-Jen Chen & Li-Chieh Chen
Interaction Design Laboratory, Tatung University, Taipei, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: In this study, there were 57 participants join this survey. First, the Adult Playfulness Scale 
was used for exploratory factor analysis and three factors being generated which were 1. Use mobile phone 
as entertainment device. 2. Use mobile phone to acquire online information. 3. Use mobile phone to build 
social network. The regression analysis between three factors and Computer Self-Efficacy Scale indicated 
that people with stronger computer self-efficacy are more likely to use mobile phone as entertainment 
device such as music, game, eBook and movie. However, people with stronger computer self-efficacy are 
not stand for good interpersonal communication.

Keywords: mobile phone, playfulness, entertainment, computer self-efficacy

Without these particular skills, user might not 
play game, listening music or read eBook. Besides 
these digital contents, the mobile phone developer 
might need to consider what make user like to play 
or what content entertain the users. There is a 
research mentioned: When users are doing mobile 
entertainment, they can be affected by ambient 
noise or light, however these factors are ignored 
by designer (T. Serif, G. Ghinea, 2008). Therefore, 
these design issues need more concern and pay 
attention. Another situation might be interesting is 
that just like PC, mobile phones have more appli-
cations support. Despite many functions/services 
are added into the mobile phone, people are not 
automatically using all of  them (Hannu et al., 
2010). And what makes mobile device playfulness, 
the most important feature is to make it easy to 
use. Mobile phone may not as powerful as desk-
top computer, but it provide great mobility which 
make user love to use. (Gordon & Anand 2005).

Base on the literature review, there are three 
hypotheses to test the relationship between com-
puter self-efficacy and mobile playfulness:

H1a:  The stronger the computer self-efficacy that 
users possess, the more likely they will use 
mobile phone for entertainment.

H1b:  The stronger the computer self-efficacy 
that users possess, the more likely they 
will use mobile phone to acquire online 
information.

H1c:  The stronger the computer self-efficacy that 
users possess, the more likely they will use 
mobile phone to build social network.

1 INTRODUCTION

From game to instant messaging, today’s mobile 
phone entertainment is more and more popular. 
As we can see wild variety functions are added into 
the mobile phone such as GPS, micro-blogging, 
mobile online store … etc., There was a survey, 
Informa Telecoms & Media (2007), indicated that 
mobile game’s global revenue in 2006 was more 
than $2.5 billion, and within five years, there 
will have three times revenue as much as in 2006. 
According to a survey, University students would 
like to spend extra money for important features 
of  the mobile devices. These features includes 
such as 3G service, MP3 players and Bluetooth 
(Anastasios, 2009). This trend brings people 
more familiar with these new technology inven-
tions, because they can play these functions right 
in the pocket. Both genders are positive with new 
mobile technology. Also females are more care 
about the mobile phone’s appearance than males 
do (Anastasios, 2009).

Once mobile phones have more high tech 
features such as news and entertainment being 
installed, users will gradually accept these features 
and try to use them (Ran, 2008). Now, mobile 
phone not only for basic functions, but more 
entertainment contents being created. Besides 
making a phone call, mobile phones are com-
monly used for seeking news, web surfing and 
playing game (Ran, 2008). However, for user to 
download music, video and play game, specific 
skills are necessary such as install software or 
hardware know-how (Monica, Deborah, 2007). 
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2 METHODOLOGY

There were 57 participants (28 female and 29 male) 
join this survey. First, the questionnaire included 
demographic questions such as gender, age, edu-
cation and marital status. The mean age in this 
survey was 29.7 (SD = 8.41) with a range from 21 
to 44 years old. 72% had graduated from college 
and 45.6% were married. All participants have 
online experience in using mobile phone. 32.4% 
had applied 3G telecom service, and 11.7% had 
checked email via their mobile phones everyday. 
Second, we developed a questionnaire with “Adult 
Playfulness” Scale in mobile phone and the items 
included in the scale such as ‘entertainment pur-
poses’, ‘acquire information online’and ‘social 
network activities’. There were ten statements 
based on five-point Likert scale which 1 meant 
“strongly disagree” and 5 meant “strongly agree.”

We also employed “Computer Self-Efficacy” 
Scale in the questionnaire. Participants were asked 
to answer eight statements based on five-point 
Likert scale. The statements included such as ‘I feel 
confident to solve my own computer problem’, 
‘I can easily exchange file between mobile phone 
and computer’ and ‘I treat solving computer prob-
lem as self-educate opportunity. The reliability 
analysis of two scales’ Cronbach α were 0.81 (Adult 
Playfulness) and 0.86 (Computer Self-Efficacy) 
which the internal consistency were approximately 
identical (0.7< α ≤ 0.9).

3 RESULT

In order to simplified the variation and understand 
the factor structure, the “Adult Playfulness” Scale 
was subjected to an exploratory factor analysis. 
Before processing factor analysis, the data was 
subjected to Kaiser-Meyer-Olken (KMO) .71 and 
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity 14.23 (df = 7) to make 
sure the suitability. And the result for KMO and 
Bartlett's achieved statistical significance which 
indicated the data were suitable for processing 
exploratory factor analysis.

The ten statements were analyzed using explor-
atory factor analysis (principal axis factoring, 
PAF) with Varimax rotation. (Table 1) shows the 
3-factor solution result, including the factor struc-
ture, variance explained, and eigenvalue. There 
were 3 components with eigenvalues greater than 1, 
the eigenvalues of  3.67, 2.19 and 1.76, respectively 
and the total variance explained 77.42% (31.64%, 
24.83% and 20.95%, respectively). The result of 
PAF can well represent the original variance. 
According to the “Rotated component matrix” 
of  Varimax rotation, The factor 1 included four 
statements that emphasize “personal” enjoyment 

and playfulness. Therefore, the factor 1 was 
labeled as “Use mobile phone as entertainment 
device”. The factor 2 has three statements that 
were mainly indicating news gathering and to 
help users have instant information response. So, 
the factor 2 was labeled as “Use mobile phone 
to acquire online information.” The third fac-
tor consisted of  interpersonal network, instant 
message and micro-blogging, so we labeled the 
third factor as “Use mobile phone to build social 
network”.

Based on the “Correlation Matrix” (Table 2), 
the above-mentioned three factors were highly cor-
related with each other.

In the regression analysis, we set three factors 
as dependent variable and computer self-efficacy 
as predictors. In the first regression “Use mobile 
phone as entertainment device”, the result indi-
cated that computer self-efficacy = .41, t = 5.38, 
p < .001 (Table 3) was significant predictors and 
supported H1a. This accounted for 47.6% of the 
total variance. The second regression “Use mobile 
phone to acquire online information”, the result 
indicated that computer self-efficacy = .26, t = 3.17, 
p < .001 was significant predictors and supported 
H1b. This accounted for 24.9% of the total vari-
ance. The third regression “Use mobile phone to 
build social network”, the result indicated that 
computer self-efficacy = .07, t = 1.43 was not sig-
nificant predictors, so the H1c is not supported. 
This accounted for 11.6% of the total variance.

Table 1

Factor
analysis
matrix Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Use mobile
phone as …

Entertain-
ment
device

Acquire
online
informa-
tion

Build social
network

Listen music
Play game
Watch movie
Read eBook

 .87
 .82
 .71
 .62

−.09
 .03
 .16
 .39

−.18
 .26
 .35
 .07

Stock
Weather
Email

 .17
−.24
 .29

 .69
 .63
 .57

 .23
−.04
 .28

Instant 
messaing
BBS
Facebook/Twitter

 .21
 .30
 .24

 .26
 .37
 .11

 .83
 .67
 .59

Eigenvalues
Variance

Explained (%)

 3.67
31.64

 2.19
24.83

 1.76
20.95

Note: Higher factor loading appears in boldface.
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4 DISCUSSION

There are three types of mobile playfulness been 
generated in this survey. They were 1. Use mobile 
phone as entertainment device, 2. Use mobile phone 
to acquire online information, 3. Use mobile phone 
to build social network. Based on the regression 
analysis, two hypotheses were support. One is that 
people with stronger computer self-efficacy are 
more likely to use mobile phone as entertainment 
device such as music, game, eBook and movie. The 
other is that people with stronger computer self-
efficacy are more likely to acquire online informa-
tion such as instant stock feedback, weather and 
email. As for the third hypothesis, the stronger the 
computer self-efficacy that users possess, the more 
likely they will use mobile phone to build social net-
work, was not supported. This result can be seen 
that people with good computer skill or knowledge 
are not stand for good interpersonal communica-
tion. For instance, computer geek might proficient 
in solving mobile phone issues, but not interested 
in using mobile Facebook connecting friends or 
building social network.

The H1a and H1b were supported can be 
explained that factor 1 and 2 were more related 
to personal hobby, information or privacy such as 

Table 2. Correlation matrix.

Factor 1 2 3

1. Entertainment device 1.000  .713  .532
2. Acquire online 

information
 .713 1.000  .492

3. Build social network  .532  .492 1.000

Table 3.

Computer self-efficacy R2 β

Factor 1 .476 .41***

Factor 2 .249 .26***

Factor 3 .116 .07

*p < .05
** p < .01
*** p < .001

listen music, play game or check email/stock. These 
activities require certain computer skills to trans-
fer digital date to mobile phone or install certain 
software to activate the function on mobile phone. 
Therefore, with stronger computer skill, users are 
more likely to transfer their computer professional 
ability onto the mobile phone; which also means, 
if  they encounter certain problems, they are more 
likely to have abilities to solve by themselves instead 
of giving up. Overall this study revealed important 
facts of people who use mobile phone for playful-
ness and the fact between computer self-efficacy 
and mobile entertainment.

Further research might consider personal enter-
tainment with mobile cognitive. The individuals 
with different real world hobby or interest might 
have variety of cognitive in mobile entertainment. 
In conclusion, mobile entertainment is growing 
more rapidly than ever before. In order to fulfill 
users’ expectation, researchers in mobile entertain-
ment field need further consideration in users’ psy-
chological interests and cognitive.
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Future architecture and past architecture in virtual reality

Kaihsiang Liang
Graduate Institute of Architecture in National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: Architecture media are the tools for the communication between architectural designers 
and the general public. Compared to the architectural non-digital media, digital media can provide more 
information, such as virtual reality. Virtual reality can make viewers feel being inside virtual architectural 
design rather than only observe it. Therefore, the public can experience the architectural designs which 
they can not experience in the past, including future architecture and past architecture. My problem is 
what the differences between the presentations of two architectural types with virtual reality are. The 
conclusion is because virtual reality itself  can cause the screen to distort. To avoid the picture distortion, 
the lenses inside virtual reality are required careful adjustment. The contribution of this study provides a 
guideline for designers to easier create a future architecture or past architecture in virtual reality.

Keywords: virtual reality, architectural media, past architecture, future architecture

experiment of “spatial details.” The first phase, 
experiment of one whole space in virtual reality, 
is to test how people determine what kind of one 
whole space is future architecture or past architec-
ture. The second phase, experiment of the spatial 
details in virtual reality, is to test how people deter-
mine what kind of spatial details belongs to future 
architecture or past architecture.

2.1 Experimental devices

Experimental devices mainly include a rear projec-
tion screen which can demonstrate virtual reality, 
whose size is 120 inches and one joystick which can 
make users easily move in virtual reality (Fig. 1).

2.2 Experimental material

There are two experimental materials, each of 
which is represented future architecture and past 
architecture. The future architecture is the museum 
of art in National Chiao Tung University, which 
is not yet built (Fig. 2); the past architecture is 
the consul’s residence in Fort San Domingo, built 
in 1981 (Fig. 3). The museum of art in National 
Chiao Tung University is designed by Tadao 
Ando. Because of lacking funding, it will not be 
completed in the recent years. The consul’s resi-
dence in Fort San Domingo belongs to Grade I of 
historic monuments in Taiwan. However, it had 
been rebuilt several times. The experimental mate-
rial is from original design. I have created the 3d 
models by floor plans, elevations, sections, and 
physical models. The 3D models are available for 

1 INTRODUCTION

Architecture media are the tools for the commu-
nication between architectural designers and the 
general public. Compared to the architectural 
non-digital media, digital media can provide more 
information, such as virtual reality (Bertol & Foell 
1997). Virtual reality can make viewers feel being 
inside virtual architectural design (Kalay 2004), 
rather than observe it (Bridges & Charitos 1997; 
Burdea & Coiffet 2003; Wu 2009). Therefore, the 
public can experience the architectural designs 
which they can not experience in the past.

About the so-called “architectural designs which 
people can not experience in the past”, this study 
divided them into three types. The first is future 
architecture which is not yet constructed (Liu 
2007). The second is past architecture whose origi-
nal design has been changed (Mitchell et al. 2007; 
Chang et al. 2007). The third is conceptual archi-
tecture. Because different conceptual architectures 
vary greatly, this research chooses to focus on 
the future architecture and past architecture, and 
discuss the differences between the presentations 
of two architectural media in virtual reality. The 
objective is to discover how people determine what 
kind of architecture is future architecture and past 
architecture, and what affects their judgments?

2 METHODOLOGY AND STEPS

My experiments are divided into two phases: 
the experiment of “one whole space”, and the 
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Figure 1. Experimental devices.

Figure 2. The rendering of the museum of art in 
National Chiao Tung University.

Figure 3. The elevation of the consul’s residence in Fort 
San Domingo.

Figure 4. The floor plan of the museum of art in 
National Chiao Tung University.

Figure 5. The floor plan of the consul’s residence in 
Fort San Domingo.

showing three-dimensional rendering of the low 
numbers of digital surface in real time, including 
render to texture.

2.3 Experimental steps

In the warm-up experiment, subjects freely moved 
in a non-experimental space to make themselves 
understand the mode of operation in virtual real-
ity. In the formal experiment, subjects browsed the 
designated space first. This study chose six rooms 
to be experimental space, three from the museum 
of art in National Chiao Tung University (Fig. 4) 
and three from the consul’s residence in Fort San 
Domingo (Fig. 5). Then, I asked subjects to judge 
that his location is future architecture or past 
architecture by four spacial factors and their sub-
factors. Then I asked the subjects what factors 
affect them to judge. All data which the subjects 
answered are recorded by Likert scale.

3 THE EXPERIMENT OF “ONE WHOLE 
SPACE”

3.1 The spacial factors and sub-factors

There are four spacial factors, which are spacial 
form, spacial scale, spacial circulation, and spacial 
organization. The sub-factors of spacial form are 
shape, edge, surface, and opening (Ching 1996). 
The sub-factors of spacial scale are reference 
object, perspective, distance (Ching 1996), size 
of texture, point of view (Danby 1962). The sub-
factors of spacial circulation are path, stair (Krier 
1988, Ching 1996), ramp (Danby 1962), and square 
(Bloomer & Moore 1977). The sub-factors of spa-
cial organization are spacial property, entrance 
(Ching 1996; Liu 1996), spacial layout (Krier 1988, 
Ching 1996), spacial adjacent (Ching 1996).

The sub-factor, Shape, means the shape of 
the floor plan, where the view locates or look 
at. The sub-factor, Edge, means the edges in the 
space. The sub-factor, Surface, means the skin of 
walls, floors, and ceilings. The sub-factor, Opening, 
means the opening of walls, floors, or ceilings, such 
as windows and skylights.
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The sub-factor, Reference object, means a 
reference scale. If  there is a window inside the 
space, it is easy for people to judge the size of the 
space. The sub-factor, Perspective, means the per-
spective angle of lens. The sub-factor, Distance, 
means viewing distance. If  people stand too far 
away the window, it is more difficult to judge the 
size of the space. The sub-factor, Size of texture, 
means the size of the architectural materials. The 
sub-factor, Point of view, means viewing location 
in the space.

The sub-factor, Path, means the passageway. 
The sub-factor, Stair, means one step of a series for 
ascending or descending to a different level. The 
sub-factor, Ramp, means an inclined plane serving 
as a communication between different interior lev-
els. The sub-factor, Square, means a public square 
with room for pedestrians.

The sub-factor, Spacial property, means the 
property of individual space, such as public space 
and private space. The sub-factor, Entrance, means 
a passage, door, or gate, for entering. The sub-fac-
tor, Spacial layout, means the layout of a whole 
architecture, such as concentration, linear, grid, 
etc. The sub-factor, Spacial adjacent, means the 
connection of space and space.

3.2 The experimental analysis

In terms of spacial form, the subjects generally con-
sidered past architecture has a simple form, and its 
space should be orthogonal; the contrary, subjects 
thought the polygonal floor plans should belong to 

future architecture. In addition, the experimental 
results show that subjects will misjudge the shape 
of floor plans, because virtual reality environment 
would cause a distortion of the presentation. An 
example is that subjects misjudged that an orthog-
onal space becomes a bevel space.

In terms of spatial scale, the main sub-factor 
impacting on subjects is openings. My speculation 
is that subjects can easily observe the openings in 
their daily life. If  the shape of opening is irregular 
shape, the subjects tend to judge the space belongs 
to future architecture.

The contrary is past architecture. In terms of 
both spacial circulation and spacial organization, 
the subjects tend to judge the complex is future 
architecture. On the contrary, the simple is past 
architecture. Although spacial factors can reveal 
some differences between the two, but overall the 
future architecture and past architecture have only 
a few differences.

4 THE EXPERIMENT OF “SPATIAL 
DETAILS”

4.1 The spacial factors and sub-factors

There are four spacial factors, which are mate-
rial effect, texture of  surface, historic effect, and 
architectural element. The sub-factors of  material 
effect are material shape (Danby 1962), material 
color (Franz 2006), material proportion (Legakis 
et al. 2001). The sub-factors of  texture of  sur-
face are material tiling, light and shadow, mate-
rial bump (Kolarevic 2006). The sub-factors of 
historic effect are manufacturing era (Giedion 
1963), manufacturing method (Allen & Agrest 
2000), and architectural style. The sub-factors of 
architectural element are opening, wall, structure 
(Liang 2009).

The sub-factor, Material shape, means the shape 
of one material unit. The sub-factor, Material 
color, means the colors of one material unit. The 
sub-factor, Material proportion, means the pro-
portion one material unit.

The sub-factor, Material tiling, means segmen-
tation line of the surface, such as floors, walls, and 
ceilings. The sub-factor, Light and shadow, means 
the expression of light and shadow. The sub-factor, 
Material bump, means the bump of the surface.

The sub-factor, Manufacturing era, means the 
feeling of old or new. The sub-factor, Manufactur-
ing method, means the method by artificial system 
of mechanical system. The sub-factor, Architec-
tural style, means the mode of expressing thought 
the form of architecture.

The sub-factor, Opening, means a place which is 
open. The sub-factor, Wall, means an architectural 

Table 1. The spacial factors and sub-factors of the 
experiment of one whole space.

Main spacial factors Spacial sub-factors

Spacial form Shape
Edge
Surface
Opening

Spacial scale Reference object
Perspective
Distance
Size of texture
Point of view

Spacial circulation Path
Stair
Ramp
Square

Spacial organization Spacial property
Entrance
Spacial layout
Spacial adjacent
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more, it is easier for the viewers think the archi-
tecture on the screen is the future architecture. To 
avoid the picture distortion, the lenses inside vir-
tual reality are required careful adjustment. When 
judging architecture is future architecture or past 
architecture in virtual reality, people generally 
think a future architecture is polygonal floor plans, 
irregular opening, complex spacial circulation and 
organization, fewer materials, variety of colors, 
simple space, and hidden structure. The Contrary 
is past architecture. The contribution of this study 
provides a guideline for designers to easier create a 
future architecture or past architecture in virtual 
reality. The future research will be adding real-time 
interactive virtual reality features.
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Table 2. The spacial factors and sub-factors of the 
experiment of spatial details.

Main spacial factors Spacial sub-factors

Material effect Material shape
Material color
Material proportion

Texture of surface Material tiling
Light and shadow
Material bump

Historic effect Manufacturing era
Manufacturing method
Architectural style

Architectural element Opening
Wall
Structure

structure, raised to some height, and also, one of the 
upright inclosing parts of the space. The sub-factor, 
Structure, means the manner of one architecture.

4.2 The experimental analysis

In terms of material effect, the subjects think that 
past architecture has a diversity of architectural 
materials, and relatively future architecture has 
fewer materials. In terms of texture of surface, 
the subjects think the architecture making them 
feel strongly is past architecture; the contrary is 
future architecture. About these two findings, the 
study speculated that the subjects are affected by 
their past experience. In the real world because the 
materials become dirty, the colors of materials will 
be mottled. Therefore, if  wanting to design a past 
architecture in virtual reality, this study recom-
mends designers to use a variety of colors.

In terms of historic effect, the space with more 
edges makes subjects feel it is old; the other hand, the 
more simple space is easy for the subjects considered 
to be the future architecture. That is because subjects 
think past architecture has more decorative details. 
However, some spaces in virtual reality have the limi-
tation of mapping, so they are difficult to distinguish 
between past architecture and future architecture.

In terms of architectural elements, the subjects 
think future architecture either hides its structure. 
It is because new technology makes structure light 
and thin. If  an architectural structure is purely func-
tional, the subject will see it as past architecture.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion is because virtual reality itself  can 
cause the screen to distort. If  the distortion is 
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Difference in designers’ ideation process between referring 
to printed stimuli and computerized stimuli

Pei-Jung Cheng
Asia University, Taichung, Taiwan

Li-Hao Chen
Fu Jen Catholic University, Taipei, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: The main purpose of this study is to explore the characters and differences between those 
designers who refer to relevant stimuli from printed reference and from computerized reference on-line. 
For this purpose, the observations with four graphic design practitioners were conducted in this study. 
Finally, two different thinking ways are utilized to individually describe the ideation process of the design-
ers with two different referring behaviors. Besides, the characters and differences are found out from the 
ideation process of the designers who inspired by printed stimuli and inspired by computerized reference 
on-line. And two different idea development methods are also found out from the idea transforming proc-
ess of the designers who inspired by the two different kinds of reference.

Keywords: referring behavior, graphic design, ideation process

the digital environment, we conjunct that the habit 
of referring to some computerized data by keying 
in keywords on-line could change designers’ think-
ing path and idea generating way. In this study, we 
assume that designers refer to the printed reference 
they searched for from books and the computer-
ized reference they retrieved on-line may have dif-
ferent influences on designers’ ideation process. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to explore: 
1) The character that designers refer to relevant 
information through searching for it from printed 
reference; 2) The character that designers refer to 
relevant information through retrieving it on-line; 
3) The difference between the two types of referring 
behaviors in designers’ idea transforming process; 
and 4) The main influence on designers’ ideation 
process by the inspirational reference they searched 
for from books and they retrieved on-line.

2 METHOD

Based on the research hypothesis and purpose of 
this study, we conducted observations with four 
graphic design practitioners in their workspace to 
explore the major characters and differences in the 
ideation process between the two types of refer-
ring behaviors. Among the four participants, two 
designers tend to search for visual stimuli from some 
books and the other two designers tend to seek for 

1 INTRODUCTION

Most researchers argue that visual data can trigger 
designers’ mental image and help them to develop 
appropriate solutions in the design process (Dorst & 
Cross 2001; Suwa et al. 2000; Verstijnem et al.1998; 
McGown et al. 1998; Goldschmidt 1994; Herbert 
1993; Schön & Wiggins 1992). That is to say, visual 
stimuli influence on designers’ performance heav-
ily when they are facing with various design prob-
lems (Goldschmidt & Smolkov 2006; McCoy & 
Evans 2002). The result found in related research 
shows that designers do need to refer to relevant 
information in their ideation and most of design-
ers spend over one-third of their ideation time on 
searching for related reference to come up with the 
design problem (Cheng & Yen 2008). Moreover, 
Petre et al. (2006) found from observing designers 
working process to propose that designers tend to 
select and adapt a given source or incorporate the 
source into their imagination to produce indirect 
or unexpected ideas. Thus, various references abso-
lutely play the significant role in designers’ ideation 
process and should be further considered about.

However, nowadays most designers are getting 
used to retrieving relevant information or visual 
data on-line for finding some inspirational data 
during their ideation process, rather than just 
searching for the relevant information through ref-
erence books. In terms of the important change in 
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some needed reference on-line. The comparison 
and analysis of the characters and differences 
between the two types of referring behaviors are 
made after the observations are carried out.

2.1 Participants and tasks

Every graphic practicing designer in this study 
had at least two-year work experience and was not 
aware of the purpose of the research before taking 
the task. Three of those participants individually 
work for a design firm and another one works in his 
graphic design studio. The four participants’ back-
ground and information are presented in Table 1.

For exploring the characters and differences in 
the two types of referring behavior, the study made 
an arrangement on the group and the task for each 
participant in the observations. We divided the 
four participants into two groups, by which every 
group includes one participant who prefers refer-
ring to printed reference in the ideation process 
but another one prefers referring to computerized 
data on-line. Besides, two participants with differ-
ent referring behavior in one group were assigned 
the same task. For instance, the members in group 
1 includes participant A and B, one is used to 
searching for stimuli from books in his ideation 
but another is used to retrieving relevant data on-
line, and both of them should take the same task to 
‘design a DM for the New Year firework show’.

By making the arrangement, we may observe 
that whether the similar characters could be cap-
tured during the ideation process of the two partic-
ipants, with the same referring behavior in different 
group, even if  they are performing a different task. 
Besides, we may also observe that whether the dif-
ferences could be captured during the ideation 
process of the two participants, who take the same 
task in one group, while they are having different 
referring behavior. For completely showing the 
arrangement about each participant’s group and 
assigned task in this study, Table 2 is set.

Moreover, the study draws two behavioral codes 
from previous studies (Cheng 2010; Cheng & Yen 
2009; Cheng & Yen 2008) to show the two types 
of referring behavior, which are the codes ‘SI’ 
and ‘RI’ (refer to Tab. 2). The code ‘SI’ marked in 
Table 2 shows the participants are used to searching 

Table 1. Four participants’ individual information.

Participant Sex Experience Type of company

A Male 2 years Design firm
B Male 6 years Individual studio
C Female 9 years Design firm
D Female 2 years Design firm

Table 2. Arrangement of four participants’ group and 
task.

Group Participant Code Task

1 A SI To design a 
DM for the 
New Year 
firework 
show

B RI

2 C SI To design a 
logo for a 
traditional
food res-
taurant, 
named 
‘Original
Taste’

D RI

*‘SI’ shows the behavior of searching for information 
from books; ‘RI’ shows the behavior of retrieving infor-
mation on-line.

relevant information from books and only had this 
kind of referring behavior during their ideation 
when taking their task. The code ‘RI’ means that the 
participants are used to retrieving relevant informa-
tion on-line and only had it during their ideation.

2.2 Procedure of the observations

In the observational process of this study, each 
participant was asked to take an assigned task in 
his/her working space. Designers participated in 
the observation were given the greatest freedom 
and unrestricted searching for relevant data to per-
form the task as the situated designing happened in 
their everyday works. Besides, they were given the 
needed time to perform the assigned task in spite 
of the progress rate they achieved. Since designers 
may be reticent or unable to verbalize simultane-
ously whilst generating ideas (Nagai & Noguchi 
2002), we merely monitored and captured their 
nonverbal behaviors by a digital camera and col-
lected the idea sketches they have done during their 
ideation process. The digital camera was placed to 
right-back or left-back side of the designer (see 
Fig. 1). We started recording their ideation proc-
ess after they read a provided task exposition and 
finally stopped it when the participant informed 
us an expected idea has been made to serve as the 
final representation.

2.3 Data analysis

The observational data and designers’ idea 
sketches then were analyzed and examined by 
three researchers who are in design field. The ana-
lytic process includes two sections: firstly, the three 
researchers have to go through each participant’s 
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video of taking the assigned task for noting down 
the characters of the two referring behaviors they 
have found from those data; secondly, they have 
to sort each participant’s idea sketches into dif-
ferent categories. In doing so, we could make the 
comparison of the participants’ ideation process 
in referring to printed reference and referring to 
computerized stimuli. Besides, the two different 
referring behaviors’ influences on designers’ pres-
entation could be figured out as well after examin-
ing the sorted categories of the four participants’ 
idea sketches.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the analytic section, three researchers totally 
went through about 240-minute length videoed 
data, in which the length of participant A’s record 
is about 66 minutes, participant B’s is about 
63 minutes, participant C’s is about 65 minutes and 
participant D’s is about 46 minutes. Moreover, the 
statement should be made before we describing the 
characters and differences in participants’ SI and 
RI behavior. That is, the analytic results show that: 
1) the ideation process of the participants who had 
the same referring behavior (SI: participant A & C; 
and RI: participant B & D) do exist similar char-
acters even though they were assigned a different 
task; and 2) differences in the ideation process 
between the two participants who took the same 
task in a group (participant A & B or participant 
C & D) are found as well. Therefore, the arrange-
ment for those participants’ task and group in the 
observations is absolutely effective for interpreting 
and discussing the results.

3.1 Characters and differences of the two 
referring behaviors

By examining and making a comparison of the 
three researchers’ notes, several characters and 
differences in the two kinds of referring behavior, 

SI and RI, should be noticed and described. We 
then address them individually as follows.

1. Characters and differences in the ideation 
process of the participants who only had SI 
behavior.

There are five main characters captured 
from the videoed data of participant A and C 
by the three researchers of this study. Firstly, 
after the two designers understood their task, 
they started with flipping through the books 
until the inspirational images were found out. 
Secondly, they like to paste memory stickers 
on the targets they found out from the printed 
material or books. Thirdly, their ideation flow 
shows that they were frequently creating new 
idea sketches while searching for relevant infor-
mation from books. That is, their SI referring 
behavior is found that has a strong interac-
tion with their behavior of making new idea 
sketches. Fourth, they tend to extract several 
specific elements from the marked targets in the 
printed material or books and combine them 
together to form a new idea sketch. Lastly, in 
the two participants’ ideation process, there is 
no idea was noted down in written form as the 
participants with RI behavior did.

2. Characters and differences in the ideation 
process of the participants who only had RI 
behavior.

There are four characters captured from 
the videoed data of participant B and D by 
the three researchers. Firstly, they started with 
generating ideas and noted them down in writ-
ten form after they understood the task. Then 
some of the written ideas are the keywords they 
inputted in the search engine later for retriev-
ing some inspirational images or information 
on-line. Secondly, they seem to continually get 
next keyword by referring to some information 
or images they have retrieved. Thirdly, they 
tended to complement their written ideas while 
they were referring to the retrieved data on-line. 
Lastly, they would like to revise previous idea 
sketches or add some other elements on them 
rather than frequently create a new one as the 
participants with SI behavior did. Besides, 
some elements they added on the previous idea 
sketch were inspired by the images they found 
in some web pages.

3.2 Discussions on the differences between the two 
kinds of referring behavior

Based on the results we have described by last 
section, two types of thinking way should be con-
sidered about and further discussed in this section. 

Figure 1. Monitoring method in the observations.
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So that the ‘verbal thinking’ and ‘visual thinking’ 
were brought to individually describe the ideation 
processes of the designers who had SI behavior and 
the designers who had RI behavior. The brief  illus-
trations (see Figs. 2–3) and descriptions of the two 
kinds of ideation procedures are shown as follows:

The brief  ideation procedure of the designers 
with SI behavior could be regarded as the major-
ity of ‘visual thinking’. During these two designers’ 
(participant A & C) ideation process, a great deal 
of new idea sketches was made while they were 
referring to some references in the books or printed 
material. Especially, we could not find out any writ-
ten ideas they had during their ideation process 
but the designers with RI behavior did. Therefore, 
the influence of ‘images’ has on the two designers’ 
ideation process should be taken seriously in this 
study. That is to say, according to the observational 
results, the designers who had SI behaviors in their 
ideation did particularly show a major ‘visual 
thinking’ process. In terms of the above explana-
tion, the study simply illustrates the two designers’ 
ideation process as the top of Figure 2.

Besides, we have mentioned about the charac-
ters in advance that the designers with SI behavior 
tend to mark some possible stimuli in the books for 
referring to later. Those visual stimuli may then be 
thought about or partly be combined together to 
form a new idea. So that we made a figure to inter-
pret the two designers’ idea development process 
shown as the bottom of Figure 2. The figure indi-
cates that the two designers’ ideas (see I.1–I.3) were 
inspired by the images (see S.1–S.6) they referred 

to and developed by combining those different 
stimuli. For instance, the designer may combine 
the stimuli S.1 and S.2 to form the idea sketch I.1, 
as well as to combine the stimuli S.4, S.5 and S.6 
to develop the idea sketch I.3. The designers with 
SI behavior extracted some specific features from 
those printed stimuli they found out to take as the 
elements of  their idea sketches. The interpretation 
also emphasizes the influence of  referring to the 
printed visual stimuli on the idea development 
during these two designers’ ideation process.

However, the brief  ideation procedure of the 
designers with RI behavior involves both ‘visual 
thinking’ and ‘verbal thinking’ processes. The two 
designers with RI behavior (participant B & D) 
started with generating lots of ideas from their 
mind and noted them down in written form in the 
beginning of their ideation process. Then they tried 
to pick up some appropriate verbal concepts to be 
the keywords for inputting in a search engine to 
retrieve the computerized stimuli on-line. During 
the period, we found lots of ideas have been writ-
ten down on the paper before they retrieved infor-
mation on-line. The continual word noting and 
keying actions can be regarded as the external 
presentation of the two designers’ ‘verbal think-
ing’ process. Thus, the heavy influence on the two 
designers’ idea development by ‘words’ during 
the period should be taken seriously. However, 
part of the two designers’ ideation process was 
also influenced by ‘images’. We have found that 
the designers with RI behavior were creating sev-
eral new idea sketches while they were referring 

Figure 2. Ideation process (Top) and idea development (Bottom) of the SI behavior designers.
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to the computerized visual stimuli. Perhaps we 
should say that they seemed to keep adding some 
elements or revising previous idea sketches when 
they inspired by those computerized stimuli on-
line. Therefore, this part of  their ideation process 
should be regarded as a ‘visual thinking’ process. 
In terms of  the above explanation, the study sim-
ply illustrates the two designers’ ideation process 
as the top of  Figure 3.

Besides, we have mentioned about the charac-
ters in advance that the designers with RI behavior 
tend to revise previous idea sketches and add some 
elements after they referred to the computerized 
stimuli. Thus, those visual stimuli may be the 
inspirational images to the designers for adjusting 
previous idea. And they also added some elements 
to the idea sketch they have made after they found 
out some appropriate images from the computer-
ized data. So that we made a figure to interpret the 
two designers’ idea development process shown as 
the bottom of Figure 3. The figure indicates that 
the two designers’ ideas (see I.1–I.4) were inspired 
by the images (see S.1–S.6) they referred to and 
especially developed by revising previous idea. That 
is, the designer may be influenced by the stimuli 
S.1 to draw the idea sketch S.1. Then the designer 
may get the concept by referring to the stimuli 
S.2 and S.3 to revise idea sketch I.1 and add some 
elements on it to developing the idea sketch I.2. 
And the designer may get the final idea sketch I.4 
through continually revising and adding actions 
while referring to the computerized stimuli.

3.3 Categories of designers’ idea sketches with 
the two referring behaviors

This section mainly addresses the result got from 
the sorting task of the three researchers’ data 
analysis. The result shows that more categories of 
idea, as well as more idea sketches, can be found 
in the ideation process of the participants with SI 
referring behavior than the participants with RI 
referring behavior. We list each participant’s idea 
sketches by Table 3 and describe the results as 
follows. Firstly, in terms of the number of sketches, 
participant A has 10 idea sketches in his ideation, 
participant B has 3, participant C has 7 and par-
ticipant D has 4. The result indicates that design-
ers with SI behavior (participant A & C) generated 
more idea sketches than designers with RI behav-
ior (participant B & D), even though they took a 
different task. That is to say, designers could get 
more ideas while they are referring to printed stim-
uli, rather than referring to computerized stimuli.

Secondly, in terms of the category of each par-
ticipant’s idea sketch, participant A’s sketches are 
sorted into 6 categories, participant B’s sketches are 
sorted into 1 categories, participant C’s sketches are 
sorted into 5 categories. The result shows that design-
ers with SI behavior (participant A & C) had more 
different directions of idea during their ideation 
than designers with RI behavior. That is, designers 
could generate more directions of idea while they 
are referring to printed stimuli or books, rather than 
referring to computerized stimuli on-line.

Figure 3. Ideation process (Top) and idea development (Bottom) of the RI behavior designers.
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Besides, we then compare the idea sketches of 
the designers who had SI behavior with the design-
ers who had RI behavior. The result indicates that 
the designers with SI behavior can develop more 
different dimensions of concept when inspired by 
the printed stimuli. We take participant A’s idea 
sketches as example. He did have six different 
dimensions of idea for carrying out his task, such 
as high building, fireworks, the year … and so on. 
And those ideas are more different to each other. 
In another word, the designers with SI behavior 
tend to generate ideas with horizontal develop-
ment during their ideation process.

However, the designers with RI behavior may 
develop more similar ideas when inspired by the 
computerized stimuli on-line. We take participant 
B’s idea sketches as example. He only has one 
dimension of idea to take his task, which is firework 
show. Most time of his ideation process, participant 
B was thinking of and noting down his ideas on the 
paper when referring to the computerized stimuli 
on-line. Thus, he might get a more concrete idea to 
meet the design problem before he started to draw 
idea sketches. So we conjecture that he was trying to 
find out some sort of stimuli on-line for concretiz-
ing his idea in mind. It also does explain the result 
in section 3.2 that the designers with RI behavior 
would like to continually revise previous idea sketch 
until the final work came out. Therefore, the existed 
idea in his mind makes several similar idea sketches 
show up. By this perspective, we think that the 
designers with RI behavior tend to get ideas with 
vertical development during their ideation process.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Three main findings in this study are: first, the 
two different thinking ways, ‘visual thinking’ 
and ‘verbal thinking’, are utilized to individually 

describe the ideation process of  the designers 
who referred to printed stimuli and the design-
ers who referred to computerized stimuli on-
line. Second, the designers who tend to refer 
to printed material could generate more dif-
ferent dimensions of  idea sketches than the 
designers who tend to retrieve computerized 
reference on-line. In other words, the designers 
generate ideas mainly with horizontal develop-
ment when inspiring by printed stimuli. How-
ever, the designers generate ideas with vertical 
development when inspiring by computerized 
stimuli on-line. Third, the ideation process of 
the designers who referred to printed reference 
show a stronger influence on their ideation by 
‘images’, but the ideation process of  the design-
ers who referred to computerized data on-line 
shows a stronger influence on their ideation by 
‘words’.

Besides, the features of the designers who tend 
to refer to computerized reference on-line are worth 
to be further considered about in the future stud-
ies related to the research of design support system. 
However, the number of participants participated in 
the study is not so sufficient to confirm the final con-
clusions. Therefore, more participants should abso-
lutely be concerned about in the related studies.
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ABSTRACT: Prevention through Design (PtD) means to minimize or eliminate risks during early design 
stages of processes and products. This approach is one—and maybe the best—way to prevent injuries, 
illnesses and occupational deaths. Design issues are essential in risk management because these issues play 
an important role in fatal injuries and illness. Design by itself  is a creative and knowledge based process. 
Thus a model where creativity, knowledge and tools for risk assessment are combined in an equilibrated 
way is highly desirable. In this paper is presented a conceptual model that combines effectively creativity, 
knowledge and risk management tools. The model combines the capacities of the Case-Based Reasoning 
(CBR) process, the MAPFRE method and the Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ theory). 
The CBR has the ability to capture, index, store and reuse past experience to face new problems. The 
MAPFRE method is useful for risk evaluation and the TRIZ theory can guide creative effort when facing 
inventive design problems.

Keywords: PtD, TRIZ theory, Case-Based Reasoning, MAPFRE Method

Design issues are rarely considered comprehen-
sively in Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) 
research. The Australian Safety and Compensa-
tion Council (ASCC, 2005) presents a detailed 
consideration of the role of design issues in fatal 
work-related injury in Australia, with emphasis 
on recurrent circumstances and key industries. 
The analysis has shown that: (1) Similar design 
problems are involved in many fatal incidents. 
(2) Design is an important contributor to fatal 
injury in many industries. (3) Solutions already 
exist for most of the identified design problems.

Thus, design issues make an important 
contribution to the occurrence of fatal and serious 
non-fatal work-related injury in Australia. Meas-
urement and monitoring of the extent and nature 
of the contribution of design issues should be able 
to be improved through:

1. The development of an agreed definition or set 
of definition.

2. Improvement of current data sources and/or 
introduction of new data sources.

3. The use of new research approaches.

In this paper is proposed a conceptual model 
that aims to manage risk in the early designs 

1 INTRODUCTION

The global burden of occupational injury, illness, 
and death is still significant. Statistics reveal 
2 million lives are lost every year around the world, 
268 million of non-mortal accidents and 160 million 
professional diseases. Furthermore 4 percent of the 
world-wide gross internal product (1.251.353 million 
USA dollars) is lost by the cost in absences of work, 
treatments of diseases, incapacities, and benefits of 
survivors, originated by injuries, the deaths and the 
diseases (OMS, 2005). To solve this problem, several 
initiatives have been undertaken, but in the present 
context, the most effective way to prevent and con-
trol occupational injuries, illnesses, and fatalities is 
to design for minimizing hazards and risks in the 
early design stages (Howard, 2008).

Very few studies describe the proportions of 
injuries caused by poorly designed or malfunc-
tioning equipment in the workplace. However, 
the main conclusion extracted from the small 
number that had evaluated the impact of design 
in risk materialization reveals that is clear that 
poorly designed machinery, safety measures and/
or workplaces play a significant role in elevating the 
overall risk of occupational injuries (ASCC, 2005).
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phases. This model creates a synergy among 
Case-Based Reasoning process, a modification of 
the MAPFRE methodology and the Theory of 
Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ). Next section 
briefly introduces the Prevention through Design 
(PtD) approach which plays an important role in 
this paper.

2 PTD FOUNDATIONS

The essence of the Prevention through Design 
(PtD) initiative can be defined as: “The practice of 
anticipating and “designing out” potential occupa-
tional safety and health hazards and risks associated 
with new processes, structures, equipment, or tools, 
and organizing work, such that it takes into consid-
eration the construction, maintenance, decommis-
sioning, and disposal/recycling of waste material, 
and recognizing the business and social benefits of 
doing so” (Schulte et al., 2008). A Safety through 
Design definition explain that it is “The integra-
tion of hazard analysis and risk assessment methods 
early in the design and engineering stages, and taking 
the actions necessary so that risks of injury or dam-
age are at an acceptable level” Manuele (2008). PtD 
addresses occupational safety and health needs in 
the design process in order to prevent or minimize 
the work-related hazards and risks associated 
with the construction, manufacture, use, main-
tenance, and disposal of facilities, materials, and 
equipment (Howard, 2008). In this paper the term 
Prevention through Design (PtD) is employed as a 
synonymous of safety through design. According 
to Manuele (2008), the advantages obtained when 
deploying a PtD strategy are:

• Improved productivity
• Decreased operating costs
• Significant risk reduction
• Avoidance of expensive retrofitting.

Once presented the essential definitions and 
basic concepts, it is important to briefly intro-
duce some advanced studies in this field. Preven-
tion through Design (PtD) has been impelled by 
two approaches: PtD in Australia and PtD in 
USA. In 2000, two reports prepared for the Aus-
tralian National Occupational Health and Safety 
Commission (NOHSC) underline the importance 
of PtD. The first one was a review of safe design 
literature. This report identified areas of deficiency 
in the understanding of legal requirements and 
knowledge related to safe design, and was a sig-
nificant influence on the direction of future work 
in this area. The second report was an analysis of 
225 fatality, involving machinery and fixed plant in 
Australia. Among those fatalities 52% were found 
to have at least one design factor contributing to 

the outcome. This report revealed that inadequate 
consideration at the design stage led to unsatisfac-
tory safety outcomes (Creaser, 2008).

A similar report on design-related work injuries 
(NOHSC, 2004) found that:

• 37% of 210 workplace fatalities studied definitely 
or probably had design-related issues involved.

• In another 14%, circumstances suggested design 
issues were involved.

• 90% of the fatalities involving machinery and 
fixed plant appeared to be due in part to design 
issues.

• Design issues appeared to contribute to at least 
30% of injuries.

Resulting from this effort, a national strategy was 
proposed. In this strategy five points were stated as 
a national priority: (1) Reduce high incidence/sever-
ity of risks. (2) Improve the capacity of business 
operators to manage OHS effectively. (3) Prevent 
occupational disease more effectively. (4) Elimi-
nate hazards at the design stage. (5) Strengthen the 
capacity of the government to influence OHS out-
comes. The fourth priority reflects the importance 
that safe design had taken in the policy context in 
Australia, and it has ensured that “safe design” 
maintains a high profile as an OHS policy issue. 
In 2006 the Australian Safety and Compensation 
Council (ASCC) published a model for safe design 
(Figure 1).

This model is a five stages design process that 
starts with the pre-design stage and concludes with 
a validated design or Design completion.

In USA, it was the National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
the organism responsible for the creation of a 
sustainable national strategy for PtD. This national 
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Figure 1. Safe design model (ASCC, 2006).
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initiative was launched in 2007 and its objective 
was “The elimination of occupational hazards and 
risk control to “workers “at the source” or as early 
as possible in the life cycle of items or workplaces”. 
As early means when machinery, operation or 
processes are in its design stage. A framework to 
manage this initiative was established as a national 
strategy to reach this objective (Figure 2).

In both initiatives there are several obstacles to 
surmount. Gambatese (2008) describe what are 
the main barriers to conducting research in the 
PtD field (at organizational and industrial level). 
Among the most relevant in the context of this 
article are:

• The large size, complexity, and fragmentation of 
the industry sectors.

• Difficulties associated with conducting occupa-
tional safety and health research.

• A lack of a standardized PtD research 
methodology.

• Difficulties in analyzing safety and health haz-
ards and identifying the design as a causal 
factor.

• An absence of reliable data for analysis.
• Competing design priorities (e.g., cost, produc-

tivity, quality).
• An incomplete communication network for dis-

seminating PtD knowledge.
• A lack of PtD education and training for 

designers.
• Difficulties in translating research to something 

that industry can understand.
• Another barrier not explored in literature was the 

creative design component of PtD. Frequently 
when managing risk in early design stages the 
process, object or service does not exists. Under 
this condition, risk management becomes an 
inventive activity where failures or risk scenarios 
should be invented (Lopez et al., 2008). In order 
to overcome these barriers a synergy among 
government, researches and industries should be 
proposed. The same strategy has been proposed 
in similar studies (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 

2000). Next section describes a conceptual model 
that assists design at minimal risk.

3 SAFE DESIGN MODEL

The identified opportunities (barriers) detected in 
some PtD approaches are the basis for a concep-
tual model to support PtD activities. This model 
involves different techniques and methodologies 
that could reduce the negative impact of the barri-
ers listed in above section. The main components 
in the model are: (1) Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 
as a knowledge capitalization approach that offers 
an excellent support for collecting, organizing, 
refining and distribution of knowledge. In the 
CBR process, problems are solved by reusing ear-
lier experiences. In this process, a target problem 
is compared with a set of specific solved problems 
encountered in the past (called cases), to establish 
if  one of the earlier experiences can provide a solu-
tion. If  a similar case or set of cases exist, their 
associated solutions must be evaluated and adapted 
to find a new one. This approach has proved its 
utility to support design activities, equipment 
selection and also knowledge management activi-
ties among others (Avramenko et al., 2004). (2) 
Risk Management by incorporating the basic ele-
ments of the MAPFRE method as one of the most 
employed method for evaluating ergonomic issues 
related to workstations and work environment and 
finally, (3) an approach for solving inventive prob-
lems through the Theory of Inventive Problem 
Solving (TRIZ), TRIZ has several advantages over 
traditional methods, particularly when it’s applied 
in the early design stages. The main advantages 
are: a) offers an important collection of knowl-
edge extracted from several domains. This capacity 
produces an environment where knowledge could 
be used in a transversal way. As a consequence, the 
application of TRIZ is not restricted to a single 
technical domain. b) TRIZ is a more equilibrated 
approach that combines, in the same environment, 
a psychological and technical creativity dimension 
(Cortes et al., 2009). The integration of CBR, Risk 
Management and TRIZ theory produces an eight 
stages model. Table 1, Figure 3.

3.1 Safe design model: Phases

3.1.1 Characterization
This step generates a detailed description of the 
functions that must be performed by the system 
under design or redesign. These functions will be 
evaluated in the next step with the goal to identify 
potential risks. López et al. (2008) propose a prelim-
inary inspection of risks through an in situ evalu-
ation. The three steps evaluation takes in account 

Figure 2. Framework of the PtD initiative (Schulte 
et al., 2008).
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process that allows identification to potential 
risks. The hierarchical classification of potential 
risks is the basis for retrieving a case in the case-
memory. The MAPFRE method was adapted to 
match some Mexican safety regulations in order to 
facilitate standardization of cases and to increase 
its capacity to manage a greater number of poten-
tial risks. Finally the identification stage takes in 
account at least next type of potential risks:

1. Equipment Workspace layout
a.  Anthropometric Elements
b.  Other physical elements of the Workstation

2. Physical workload static posture
3. Physical workload Dynamic
4. Repetitiveness
5. Noise
6. Illumination
7. Temperatures
8. Chemicals

3.1.3 Retrieval stage
All the information obtained in the last stage 
is used to compare the present problem (target 
problem) with the cases stored in the memory 
(source problems). The identification of  a 
source problem in the memory depends to the 
structure of  the case-memory. The arbores-
cence used to build the case-memory enables the 
search by using the KNN algorithm (K Nearest 
Neighbor). The structure of  a case utilizes three 
components: (1) Company: division, group and 
fraction. (2) Worker: category, class and type. 
(3) Risk: class and type. A similarity function 
is deployed to classify the cases and to calcu-
late its utility. This means that if  two problems 
have a high level of  similarity, then less effort 
will be needed to adapt the known solution. 
Inversely, high dissimilarity will increase effort 
to propose a new solution. Thus, a condition to 
launch the retrieval process states that this proc-
ess will be launched only and only if  the type of 
risk is imperatively the same. The weight asso-
ciated to the case components was a subjective 
evaluation defined by an expert panel: (1) Char-
acterization of  the company (Division = 3%, 
Group = 3%, Fraction = 4%). (2) Worker (Cate-
gory = 5%, Class = 5% and Type = 10%). (3) Risk 
(Class = 30% and Type = 40%).

Note: The criteria for considering a case needs 
at least 70% of similarity. This means to retrieve 
a case with the same type and class of risk, but 
detected in a different industry or a different type 
of operator. A case with this minimal similarity 
level will be considered as an acceptable one. If  a 
source problem is retrieved, the solver will start the 
adaptation process, otherwise the risk evaluation 
should be launched.

RISK
EVALUATION

MEMORIZATION

REVISION

YES

REVISION

POTENTIAL
SOLUTION

NO

NO

CHARACTERIZATION

DATA BASE
(Danger, Category,

Operator type,
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NO
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IDENTIFICATION
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WAS FOUND?

RISK ELIMINATION
TRIZ (AFD, MRCT)

Figure 3. Shows the subjacent logic of the model.

available information regarding the situation, per-
sonnel, equipment and existing spaces of the sys-
tem. In the first step it is necessary to evaluate the 
chart of process operations, layout distribution and 
other areas such as production, storehouse, among 
others. The goal is to obtain a wide perspective of 
the general situation of the company and its various 
production processes. In second step it is necessary 
to generate a classification of industrial activities. 
Finally in third step is needed to produce a job clas-
sification in order to characterize the risks in the 
productive chain. Thus, the model proposes in the 
characterization stage, an approach based on three 
elements: (1) Characterization of the company (divi-
sion, group and fraction). (2) All needed activities 
to obtain the process output and (3) The category, 
class and type of operators involved in the process. 
These data are standard elements of the Mexican 
Social Security Institute which means that data 
are available and accessible. With this information 
is possible to generate the classification of cases. 
Those cases could be employed in a very transversal 
way decreasing complexity (exposed as a barrier or 
limitation of PtD).

3.1.2 Risk identification
This stage is carried out a via the MAPFRE method 
(Alvarez, 1994). This method offers a systematic 

Table 1. Relations stages-solving approach/tool.

Stage Solving approach/tool

1. Characterization CBR
2. Risk identification MAPFRE
3. Retrieval CBR
4. Reuse/adaptation CBR
5. Revise CBR
6. Memorize CBR
7. Risk Evaluation Risk matrix
8. Risk assessment TRIZ theory
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3.1.4 Reuse or adaptation
Once a source problem is identified, the associ-
ated solution is evaluated to identify its perti-
nence and efficacy (constraint satisfaction) on the 
target problem. At the end of  this stage, there is 
a potential solution for the target problem. Thus 
the minimal elements in a case are: [Target Prob-
lem, (Source Case, Solution (Source))]→ Solution 
(Target).

3.1.5 Revise
The solution generated is verified to check whether 
or not it meets the requirements of the target prob-
lem. If  the test is negative, the solution should be 
modified until requirements are satisfied (Validate 
solution = positive test).

3.1.6 Memorization
Once the solution to the goal problem has been 
validated, the new experience or event can be 
recorded and stored in the case-memory. This proc-
ess is essential to produce coordination between 
available knowledge and the evolution of the case-
memory.

3.1.7 Assessing the risks
An important aspect to consider is that there are 
many techniques for risk management, and each 
sectors of production may be regulated by differ-
ent systems of risk analysis, compliance with the 
basic premises of risk management:

a. It should be one—or a set of—criterion and also 
a well defined structure of analysis to compare 
a risk.

b. To develop control mechanisms for analyzing 
risk according its consequences and probabili-
ties in a well defined context.

c. The analysis should consider the range of poten-
tial consequences and how those consequences 
could happen.

Kulez (2003), define some criterions to classify 
risk based on an event probability and conse-
quence. This information is organized in a square 
matrix and a risk consequence table, useful to 
classify risk (Figure 4 and Table 2). In this evalu-
ation system, the risk probability is defined as 
follows:

And the consequence can be measured in tech-
nical performance, cost, impact (Equipment or 
people) and lesion level. Five levels are proposed 
to accomplish this objective:

A texture code helps people to evaluate the risk 
level. Three elements are employed:

− High—unacceptable. Major disruption likely. 
Different approach required. Priority manage-
ment attention required.

− Moderate—some disruption. Different appro-
ach may be required. Additional management 
attention may be needed.

− Low—Minimum impact. Minimum oversight 
needed to ensure risk remains low

3.1.8 Elimination/reduction of risk
The objective of this stage is to eliminate or reduce 
the risk prioritized in the previous phase to an 
acceptable level. This is a creative stage. It is thus 
a stage where concept generation and evaluation 
becomes critical in order to propose solutions 
that will satisfy constraints and requirements. The 
approach applied to fulfill this stage is the theory 
of inventive problem solving or TRIZ theory. 
According to Manuele (2005), in this stage is very 

a – Remote 
b – Improbable 
c – Probable 
d – Highly Probable 
e – Security 
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Figure 4. Evaluation matrix.

Table 2. Risk consequence levels.

Level Technical performance Cost 
Other equipment
impact / people Lesion level

1. Minimum / 
Not impact at all

Minimum / not
impact at all

Non Not applicable

2. Acceptable some 
with reduction

<5% Some impact Medical treatment

3. Acceptable with 
Significant reduction

5–7% Moderate impact Hospitalization, temporary
disability

4 Acceptable without 
remaining margin

>7–10% Mayor impact Serious health condition, 
permanent disability

5. Unacceptable >10% Unacceptable Death
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important to take in account the control hierarchy 
of risk management:

a. Eliminate hazards and risks through system 
design and redesign

b. Reduced risks by substituting less-hazardous 
methods or materials

c. Incorporated safety devices
d. Provide warning systems
e. Apply administrative controls
f. Provide Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

When a potential solution is available, the revise 
stage should be launched (see 2.1.5). If  the test is 
positive this solution is stored in the case-memory 
(see 2.1.6 memorization process). Otherwise, the 
solution is repaired and tested again until the test 
is positive. Once the solution to the target problem 
has been validated, the new experience or event can 
be recorded and the case-memory is updated final-
izing the knowledge cycle.

3.1.9 Advantages and Limits
The process described above creates a strong 
link between knowledge and crucial problem 
requirements. This link is very important in a 
particular context: when managing risk in order 
to prevent accidents and illnesses in early design 
stages of processes, products or work procedures. 
The capacity to remember past solutions (errors 
and success) to solve new problems is provided 
by the CBR solving process—enabling organiza-
tional learning-. Thus the efficacy of the process is 
related to the content case memory—which needs 
too much time and effort-. This reveals on of the 
most important drawback of the process: what 
if  the target problem has never been faced in the 
past? The element to surmount this condition is 
the TRIZ theory approach that can guide creative 
effort when solving problems never faced in the 
past (inventive problems).

4 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a conceptual model to 
overcome some of the barriers in the PtD field. The 
most relevant in the context of this article are: The 
model could be a standard method for safe design. 
It allows analysis of safety and health hazards and is 
useful to define and solve design problems by com-
bining the CBR and the TRIZ theory approaches. 
The Model is also useful to capitalize knowledge, 
ability that creates a collaborative knowledge net-
work. This model can to translate PtD research in 
something that industry can understand, revealing 
the main advantages of safe design and it is poten-
tial to improve productivity.
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Study of prediction model of seat comfort in seat design

Kuen-Meau Chen, Yi-Hwan Shyr & Hsu Lee
Department of Industrial Design, National United University, Taiwan

ABSTRACT: This research examines the interaction between the parameters of seat size and its effect 
on physical comfort. Forty persons whose BMI values ranged from 18.5 to 24 participated in the experi-
ment. An equal number of participants were males and females. Participants’ heights ranged between 5% 
and 95% of the average heights of Taiwanese males and females. Using adjustable chairs in the experi-
ment, this study asked participants to evaluate the degree of comfort of 27 different sizes of seats with 
three settings each for height, inclination angle of the seat, and height of the lumbar support. This experi-
ment obtained reactions to different seat settings to provide designers with quick and convenient recom-
mendations to revise seat designs. The results of the experiment suggest (1) that increasing the inclination 
angle of the seat back reduces discomfort due to the lack of lumbar support; (2) when the inclination 
angle of the seat back is almost 90 degrees, adding lumbar support significantly improves the degree of 
comfort; (3) when the inclination angle is around 120 degrees, seat surfaces should be lowered to increase 
comfort; (4) no correlation was found between the heights of chair surfaces and the heights of lumbar 
support. We expect to help designers assess the effects of chair size on the comfort experienced by a spe-
cific group based on the results, in addition to their own design preferences, to prevent major flaws and 
increase comfort for users.

Keywords: seat design, degree of comfort, interaction design

will benefit from better lumbar support by avoiding 
possible discomfort and injuries.

Many researchers have studied seat design and 
size recommendations, but there is little information 
about the interaction of various parameters related 
to seat size in the literature. For example, a seat with 
an angle close to 90 degrees between its back and 
surface usually causes strong discomfort to users; 
however, the degree of comfort can be improved if  
lumbar support is added. In addition, a seat that 
tilts back more than 10 degrees is worse for sitting 
in front of a low writing desk because it is difficult 
for users to lift their upper body when writing. This 
research should find other similar dynamic interac-
tions to provide designers with simple guidelines to 
avoid reduced comfort when focusing on appear-
ance. In addition, this study hope to understand the 
extremes of uncomfortable chairs, seat parameters’ 
proportional effects on the degree of comfort, make 
an integrated prediction about comfort assessment, 
and further develop human factor design standards 
for the interaction of seat parameters.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

People now spend long hours in a seat for work 
and leisure that results in musculoskeletal pain 

1 INTRODUCTION

If you have experienced extremely uncomfortable 
cinema seats with lumbar support too low, the 
cushion too soft, the inclination angle of the back 
too great or too small, you know there is room for 
improvement in seat design. Alternatively, restau-
rants seats that are so high your feet cannot touch 
the ground or whose backs are so hard you lose 
your appetite. Yes, there is innovative ability to 
improve seat design. This may result from designers 
focusing solely on appearance, or from specula-
tion based on their own feelings, or from confu-
sion due to others’ recommendations concerning 
size. A user should adjust seat settings based on 
different seating purposes. In addition, designers 
cannot design every seat based on the suggested 
height and angle by the same group of people. If  
they do, their designs may be less comfortable for 
the public or may have major flaws.

While many factors influence the degree of seat 
comfort, few simple and practical tools are available 
for designers to assess seat design. The most important 
consideration when designing a non-adjustable chair 
is the comfort experienced by the targeted group. If  
these recommended guidelines are developed to help 
designers examine comfort in seat design, many users 
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and discomfort (Ebe and Griffin, 2001). To date 
many researchers have studied recommended sizes 
for seat design for uses such as with a Visual Dis-
play Terminal (VDT) (Liao and Drury, 2000). 
However, the fit of seat size to body size does 
not necessarily determine comfort. Other factors 
include individual habits, seat pressure (Gyi and 
Porter, 1999), types of tasks conducted when sit-
ting, the muscles of different body parts, BMI, 
body fat percentage, allocation of body fat (Nick 
et al., 1998), thermal comfort resulting from the 
texture of the seat surface, and even microclimatic 
effects between the seat surface and the individual 
(Diebschlag et al., 1988). Many scholars have pro-
posed various research perspectives (Zhang et al., 
1996; Yamazaki, 1992) and contributed valuable 
data for designers.

Because regular office chairs and car seats are 
concerned with different factors (Andreoni et al., 
2002), car seats require designers to consider more 
limitations and to conduct several operations. 
These limitations can be applied to other non-
vehicle seats, such as seat pressure (Kamijo et al., 
1982; Hertzberg, 1972), inclination angle of the 
seat back and depth of the seat surface. However, 
car seats must meet certain requirements different 
from specifications for general usage chairs, such 
as type of task, possible vibrating environments, 
and narrower spaces.

Anthropometric data determines the design of 
many seats. For example, knee heights determine 
seat height while the length of upper legs when 
seated determines seat depth. However, users 
become used to the height of lumbar support on 
seats they have used for a long period, so that the 
presented data does not correspond to anthropo-
metric measurements (Stevenson, 1991). Accord-
ing to the research of Reed et al. (1994), adjusting 
the height of lumbar support so the peak points of 
lumbar outlines are located approximately 105 to 
150 mm from the H-Point greatly improves lumbar 
comfort. If  a seat is too deep, surface pressure may 
center on the bottom of the upper legs just above 
the knees, causing discomfort (Reed et al., 1994). 
Eklund and Corlett (1987) compared two differ-
ent types of seats and five different tasks. They 
found that seats or tasks that require individuals 
to bend the body-trunk often lead to more discom-
fort. Zhao and Tang (1994) pointed out that better 
matching seat backs to users’ backs and lumbar 
outlines significantly improves comfort.

Relevant studies suggest that comfort and dis-
comfort are two independent indicators for evalua-
tion (Sauter et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 1996). Many 
studies only include subjective measurements of 
discomfort (e.g., Hsu and Wang, 2003; Jung and 
Choe, 1996; LeBlanc et al., 2003; Straker et al., 
1997). Some studies treat comfort and discomfort as 

opposite directions in one dimension (e.g., Genaidy 
et al., 1995; Genaidy and Karwowski, 1993; Kee 
and Karwowski, 2001, 2003 and 2004). De Looze 
et al. (2003) noticed that most researchers do not 
separate the comfort and discomfort but combine 
them when including comfort and discomfort as 
evaluation indicators.

Therefore, this research refers to the results 
of Kyunga and Nussbauma in 2008 and of 
Gyouhyung et al. in 2008. This study believes that 
measuring the concept of comfort, one can iden-
tify differences in comfort more effectively than 
differences in discomfort.

This research focused on the interaction of seat 
parameters and proposed a prediction model for 
degrees of comfort. Why is the interaction between 
parameters so important? Relevant studies point 
out that the contents of tasks rather than the types 
of seats influence muscular tension (Van Dieen 
et al., 2001). This indicates that in addition to seat 
size, guidelines must consider the type of task. 
When carrying out different VDT tasks, the dif-
ferent heights of screens may cause physical dis-
comfort (Seghers et al., 2003). Accordingly, seat 
comfort not only emphasizes physical size, but also 
involves the interaction with task environment and 
content. Consequently, to achieve a more com-
prehensive prediction, researchers should adopt 
a biomechanical model for calculating the lumbar 
pressure caused by certain postures (Kayis & 
Hoang, 1999) and assess the surface pressure of 
seats (Hertzberg, 1972; Kohara and Sugi, 1972; 
Chow and Odell, 1978; Kamijo et al., 1982; Bader 
et al., 1986; Diebschlag et al., 1988).

3 RESEARCH METHOD

3.1 Participants

This experiment used adjustable chairs and asked 
participants to evaluate the degree of comfort of 27 
differently sized seats based on three parameters: 
seat height, inclination angle of seat back, and 
height of lumbar support. By doing this, this 
study intended to discover the most comfortable 
seat and the interaction between parameters. 
During the experiment, 27 combinations were 
randomly selected to prevent user memorization 
and bias toward any particular combination of 
parameters.

Forty persons participated in the experiment 
with an equal numbers of males and females. Table 1 
presents specific requirements for participants.

1. Participants were required to have a BMI value 
between 18.5 and 24.

2. Participants’ heights ranged between 5% and 
95% of the average heights of Taiwanese males 
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and females, with one participant at every 5% 
along the scale. Female participants’ heights 
ranged between 148 cm and 165 cm and male 
participants’ heights ranged between 160 cm 
and 179 cm.

3. Participants had no history of major injuries or 
diseases in the lumbar area.

3.2 Preparation before the experiment

Before the experiment, participants were asked 
to stand for 10 minutes to relieve the impact of 
sitting for a long period. This study measured 
participant knee height and the distance from 
the knees to the back of  the buttocks. Partici-
pants were asked to take off  shoes and remove 
belts and large items from pockets. Participants 
were asked to try out three different combina-
tions of  the parameters to understand the range 
of  seat sizes and to prevent biased feelings during 
the experiment. Participants were told to evalu-
ate different combinations of  seat parameters 
based on preferred posture. Finally, terminology 
and evaluation standards were explained to the 
participants.

3.3 Combinations of the seat parameters

The first phase of the experiment involved three 
parameters discussed the most in the literature. 
The selected sizes for the experiment were:

Factor 1 includes seat height at 33 cm, 39 cm, 
and 45 cm.

Factor 2 includes lumbar support as 15 cm, 
27 cm, and no lumbar support.

Factor 3 includes inclination angle of seat back 
as 90 degrees, 105 degrees, and 120 degrees.

The three factors were combined and resulted 
in 27 different sizes. The 27 combinations were 
presented randomly for participants to evaluate. 
Each evaluation included four aspects of comfort: 
overall feeling, seat height, lumbar support, and 
inclination angle of seat back. Other controlled 
parameters included the cushion of 5 cm, the seat 
surface of 40 cm2, the included angle to the hori-
zon of 3 degrees, the 45 cm height of the seat back 
with a width of 40 cm. The cushion for the back 
was 5 cm thick.

3.4 Questionnaire design

Before the experiment, participants were asked 
about any symptoms of lower back pain and its 
frequency, whether they have had lumbar injuries, 
if  they pay special attention to lumbar posture, and 
about any problems they encounter when seated. 
Previous studies suggest it is better to identify dif-
ferences between seats using the concept of com-
fort rather than discomfort. Thus, this experiment 
adopted the concept of comfort to evaluate the 
interaction between the three parameters. During 
the experiment, participants were required to 
evaluate the combinations of the parameters in 
terms of four aspects of comfort: overall feeling, 
seat height, lumbar support, and inclination angle 
of the seat back. Comfort was measured using a 
7-point Likert scale, that with 1 being the least 
comfortable and 7 the most comfortable.

Whenever a combination was scored lower than 
3 points on overall feeling, the reasons why par-
ticipants considered it less comfortable were docu-
mented for future analysis.

Definitions of each aspect of comfort are 
described as follows:

1. Overall feeling: the overall comfort experienced 
by users when seated.

2. Seat height: the comfort resulting from different 
heights from the floor to the lowest point where 
the ischium is located.

3. Lumbar support: the comfort resulting from 
different heights of the lumbar support and 
from the existence of lumbar support.

4. Inclination angle of seat back: the comfort 
resulting from different angles between seat 
back and seat surface.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 The significance of factor impact 
and the interaction between factors

As presented in Table 2, this multivariate factor 
analysis reveals that the three major factors of 
seat height (F(2,944) = 4.404, P < 0.05), height of 
lumbar support (F(2,944) = 12.130, P < 0.05), and 
inclination angle of seat back (F(2,944) = 47.297, 
P < 0.05) all have significant impact on comfort, 
and that there is significant interaction between 
the inclination angle of seat back and the height 
of lumbar support (F(4,944) = 10.784, P < 0.05). In 
addition, Fig. 1 suggests that, when the inclination 
angle of the seat back is 90 degrees, lumbar support 
of 15 cm significantly increases comfort. When the 
inclination angle is 120 degrees, lumbar support 
should be removed to increase comfort. When 
the inclination angle is 90 degrees, seats without 

Table 1. Basic information about participants.

Average Minimum Maximum

Male height 172.5 (cm) 161 (cm) 180 (cm)
Female height 159 (cm) 150 (cm) 166 (cm)
Age  21.9 yr.  18 yr.  30 yr.
Ave. height 166.8 (cm) 150 (cm) 180 (cm)
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lumbar support have the lowest comfort score. 
Table 2 reveals the significant interaction between 
seat height and the inclination angle of the seat 
back (F(4,944) = 2.764, P < 0.05). Figure 2 shows 
that when the seat height is 33 cm and the incli-
nation angle is 90 degrees, the seat is the least 
comfortable. Making the inclination angle larger 
than 105 degrees significantly improves comfort.

Another important finding is a higher (45 cm) 
seat causes less discomfort than a seat with a 
lower (33 cm) surface, even if  the inclination 
angle is 90 degrees. A higher seat causes the 
least discomfort compared to seats with differ-
ent heights so long as the inclination angle is 
larger (120 degrees). No significant difference 
was found between seat height and the height of 
lumbar support in the multivariate factor analy-
sis (F(4,944) = 1.624, P > 0.05). Figure 3 reveals 
a basic trend that a seat is the most comfortable 
when the seat height is 39 cm and the height of 
lumbar support is 15 cm. No interaction was 
found between other factors.

4.2 Average values of factor levels and variation 
significance

Table 3 compares the average values of the three 
levels of seat height, lumbar support, and incli-
nation angle of the seat back. The result of a 
Bonferroni multiple comparison suggested there is 
no significant difference between a seat height of 
45 cm and 33 cm (P > 0.05) while the difference 

Table 2. Three-way ANOVA analysis.

Variables SS Degree of
freedom

MS F P value

Seat height 11.786 2 5.893 4.404 0.012*
Height of lumbar support 32.459 2 16.230 12.130 0.000*
Inclination angle of the seat back 126.567 2 63.284 47.297 0.000*
Seat height * height of lumbar support 8.690 4 2.172 1.624 0.166
Inclination angle of the seat back * seat

height
14.792 4 3.698 2.764 0.027*

Height of lumbar support * inclination
angle of seat back

57.719 4 14.430 10.784 0.000*

Seat height * height of lumbar support
*inclination angle of the back

5.475 8 .684 .512 0.848

Error 1228.286 918 1.338

Sum 1485.774 944

Figure 3. No interaction between lumbar support and 
seat height.

Figure 2. The interaction between seat height and incli-
nation angle of seat back.

Figure 1. The interaction between lumbar support and 
inclination angle of seat back.
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between a seat height of 33 cm and 39 cm is on the 
edge significance (0.06 > P > 0.05). Table 4 shows 
the differences between other factors are all sig-
nificant. A seat height of 39 cm is the most com-
fortable to users while heights of 33 cm and 45 cm 
are the least comfortable that previous recom-
mended figures still apply in this experiment, as 
Fig. 4 shows.

Lumbar support with a peak height of 15 cm 
is the most comfortable, followed by a height of 
27 cm that garners an average comfort score. Seats 
with no lumbar support are the least comfortable. 
Figure 5 shows the comfort score of such seats is 
about 0.2 points less than the average score. Seats 
with an inclination angle of 90 degrees are the least 
comfortable. The score is approximately 3.6 and is 
0.5 points less than the average of 4.1. Seats with an 
angle of 105 degree have a score of 4.47 that is the 
highest among all factor parameters (see Fig. 6).

This study can conclude from the above data 
that seats that are too high or too low, have no 

lumbar support, and have an inclination angle of 
90 degrees greatly reduce comfort.

5 CONCLUSION

The three factors adopted in this experiment are 
the most common and important parameters 
when designing seats. According to the experimen-
tal data, this study there is a significant interac-
tion between seat height and seat back inclination 
angle. The result of the interaction is obvious when 
there is no lumbar support (Fig. 4). Seats with an 
inclination angle of 90 degrees but have no lum-
bar support receive low comfort scores. The dis-
comfort may result from having to excessively bend 
the body trunk causing pressure on the abdominal 
cavity and the lumbar vertebra cannot retain a 
concave posture. By contrast, when the inclination 
angle is 120 degrees, seats without lumbar sup-
port are more comfortable. A possible explanation 
is that when the upper body remains straight, the 
lumbar outline forms a deeper concave; however, 
when the angle of the back is 120 degrees, the out-
line of the back is changed, and the concave of 
the lumbar vertebra is no longer obvious. Lumbar 
support of the same thickness may cause pres-
sure to some tissues and lead to discomfort. From 
the perspective of lumbar support and seat back 
inclination angle, this study makes two observa-
tions. First, when the inclination angle is close to 
90 degrees, increasing lumbar support can improve 
comfort. Second, when the inclination angle is 
larger than 120 degrees, removing lumbar support 
or reducing the thickness of the lumbar cushion 
relieves pressure on the lumbar area.

The interaction between seat height and seat back 
inclination angle is most apparent when the angle 
is 90 degrees and the height is 33 cm. These settings 

Table 3. Average comfort scores of different factors on 
various levels.

Factors Level Average (SD)

Seat height 33 cm 4.02 (1.20)
39 cm 4.26 (1.22)
45 cm 4.03 (1.32)

Lumbar support 15 cm 4.33 (1.29)
27 cm 4.10 (1.17)
No 3.88 (1.25)

Inclination angle of 
seat back

90 degree 3.60 (1.24)
105 degree 4.47 (1.16)
120 degree 4.24 (1.19)

Average 4.10 (1.25)

Table 4. Significant differences between diffferent fac-
tors on various levels.

Factors Comparison
between levels

P value

Seat height 33 cm–39 cm 0.056
39 cm–45 cm 0.043*
45 cm–33 cm 1.0

Lumbar support 15 cm–27 cm 0.43*
27 cm–no 0.49*
no–15 cm 0.000*

Inclination angle of
seat back

90 deg–105 deg 0.000*
105 deg–120 deg 0.043*
120 deg–90 deg 0.000*

Figure 4. Average comfort scores ith respect to seat 
height.
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significantly reduce comfort, probably because of 
the discomfort caused by bending the body trunk. 
However, when the angle is larger than 120 degrees, 
seats of 45 cm height are less comfortable than 
seats of 33 cm. One can imagine the embarrassing 
situation when shorter individuals sit on seats that 
are too high and the angles too large, that lowers 
the center of body gravity. Consequently, based on 
the interaction between seat height and seat back, 
this study makes two observations. First, when the 
inclination angle must be close to 90 degrees, ele-
vating the seat height reduces the amount of body 
trunk bending and increases comfort. Second, 
when the inclination angle is close to 120 degrees, 
lowering the seat height increases comfort.

6 FUTURE RESEARCH

Many variables must be controlled when designing 
seats, such as the thickness of cushions, the texture 
of seat surfaces, and the types of tasks conducted on 
seats. Unfortunately, researchers have not compre-
hensively explored the proportional impact of these 
factors on comfort and their interactions. In addi-
tion, to control the variables, this study simplified the 
experiment by asking users to evaluate seat comfort 
when not carrying out any tasks. However, most of 
the time when this study are seated, this study need 
to conduct specific tasks, such as using computers, 
drawing, dining, and writing. This study suggest that 
future studies include an evaluation of comfort when 
carrying out tasks, particularly including the param-
eter of desk height because desk height has a great 
impact on the posture of the upper body. Further-
more, other parameters of seats should be taken into 
consideration, such as seat depth and neck support.

The categories of participants’ weight should be 
increased. For example, groups whose BMI values 
are smaller than 18.5 or larger than 24 should be 
recruited to exhaust the effects of comfort research 
on design decisions.
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Applying the Kano model into designing dinnerware for Iranian 
user with the approach of emotional design
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ABSTRACT: Living in the modern and industrial society with the high tech designed products in terms 
of fulfilling the physical properties has led to the satisfaction of psychological need more than ever for 
the happiness of the human beings. Hence, today the designers focus more attention to emotional factors. 
In this study, Kano model has been used in order to identify and study the emotion of the users and 
practicing them in to the designing of dinnerware. The attributes were studied in the two kinds of ques-
tionnaires. The first questioner contained functional and dysfunctional questions of Kano model. In 
the second questionnaire, the subjects were asked from their own points of view to rank these attributes 
within Kano categorization. According to the all finding and results, the attributes of the product were 
categorized based on the requirements of the users and also the amount of their participation in designing 
was determined.

Keywords: Kano model, self-report, emotional design, dinnerware

product for all people. Therefore dinnerware was 
selected as a case study in current research.

1.1 Emotional design

Emotional design, based on the role of human 
emotion as an influential factor, is in a way that 
humans communicate and interact with objects 
and the world around them (Norman, 2004). 
Undoubtedly, emotions are integral part of 
human life and affect their understanding of the 
environment and thus they rule their thoughts 
(Aboulafia & Bannon, 2004). Recent scientific 
progresses have proved the role of human brain’s 
activities in the human behavior to a great extent. 
The effects which include the emotions lead to 
our understanding and assessment of the sur-
rounding world and its facts, a system to judge: 
good, bad, ugly, pretty, etc. (Trappl et al. 2003). 
These effects also include the usage and interac-
tion with the objects. Definitely, convenient usage 
is an important point but today, it is not adequate 
just to design products with high functionality and 
the designers are trying to design products which 
can lead to the satisfaction, joy and happiness 
of the users while the interaction. The products 
which create emotions such as joy and happiness 
in their users can cause an easier interaction and 
more compatible consequences. Objects can create 

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the variety of products which have a high 
ranking regarding the function and aesthetic fac-
tors, today completion is not an easy task in the 
market. In this line, many companies are trying to 
find a specific position for themselves. In recent 
years, the designers focus mainly on two points: 
experience and emotion. In order to improve the 
products, many companies state that they use emo-
tional design (Aune, 1999, Chen et al. 2005). In this 
line, it seems that the functionality and aesthetics 
of the product are not adequate for its success. On 
the other hand, it has been suggested that the prod-
uct quality derives its source from human require-
ments. The authors integrate Kano’s (1982) five 
quality mechanisms, Maslow’s (1954) hierarchy of 
human requirements, and Herzberg’s (Herzberg 
et al. 1959) theory of dual factors to construct a 
quality mechanism questionnaire items thinking 
procedure chart based on the human physiological 
and psychological concept. There are different 
methods to evaluate both two basic requirements 
of the customers. Regarding psychological factors, 
one of these methods is the Kano model (Kano 
et al. 1984). With this in mind, the aim of this study 
is to investigate the Kano classification system 
and the self-report approach to designing a new 
product. Dishes of dinnerware are the most used 
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strong positive emotions in human such as love, 
happiness, joy and attachment (Norman, 2004). 
Meanwhile, the products which succeed in creating 
stronger emotions in the user have powerful and 
influential designs. The joy of usage is a concept 
which has been offered in the field of the interac-
tion of the product and the user. This concept, in 
relation with the design of the functions of the 
product, is in a way that can cause the satisfac-
tion of the user from the product while using it. 
The emotional satisfaction of the user through the 
improvement of the functions of the product has 
been set out in Kano model.

2 METHODOLOGY

In this study, in order to get the opinion of the 
users and the requirements of designing dinner-
ware, Kano model has been used. Kano model 
was first developed by the Japanese professor and 
international adviser Dr. Noriaki Kano.

This model describes the complexities of the 
requirements of the user and their relationship 
with his satisfaction (Kano, 1984). As it can be 
seen in Figure 1, there are three main attribute 
included: threshold, performance, and excitement. 
Threshold or basic attributes are the expected 
attributes or “must” of a product, and do not pro-
vide an opportunity for product differentiation. 
Performance attributes are those for which more 
is generally better, and will improve customer sat-
isfaction. Excitement attributes are unspoken and 
unexpected by customers but can result in high lev-
els of customer’s satisfaction.

On this basis, this model is based on a combina-
tion of functional improvement and the emotional 
satisfaction of the user regarding the product. 

Kano states that the amount of  this functional 
improvement and emotional satisfaction is 
different in the attributes of  a product and the 
designer must consider a proper combination of 
these two items while designing the attributes of 
a product (MacDonald et al. 2006). The amount 
of  functional improvement in the attributes of 
a product is an index to put it in a categoriza-
tion which Kano calls quality elements and we 
call it Kano categorization (Lieberman, 2008). 
Table 1 includes a description of the attribute in 
the product’s user that the designer should take in 
order to create adequate quality for each category 
of  attribute.

2.1 System of kano categorization

In order to categorize the opinions of the user in 
respect of the attributes of the product and catego-
rizing them in the form of Kano model, the first 
step is to present a questionnaire. To receive their 
opinions for each attribute a pair of questions are 
set out. The first is called functional question and 
the second is dysfunctional question which are 
shown in Table 2.

On the other hand, according to the user’s 
answers to the questions, the relevant attributes 
will be categorized based on the assessment table 
in the form of Kano model (Ben-Rejeb et al. 2004). 
A sample of these pairs of questions which is 
related to the case study of this article is presented 
in Table 3.

Figure 1. Kano model. This diagram enables to takes 
three indicated kind of needs (attribute, emotional satis-
faction and functional fulfillment) which make it easier 
to develop a strategy to relations with consumers.

Table 1. Definition of the Kano categorization.

Category Description to user

Attractive This attribute has been designed
for better satisfaction of the user
but dissatisfaction will not be
caused if  the product lacks it.

One-dimensional In the process of designing the 
product, more attention has been 
paid to this attribute in order 
for better satisfaction of the user 
and better functionality of the 
product.

Must-be The lack of this attribute will cause 
the dissatisfaction of the user 
and probably can make the 
product unusable.

Indifferent The lack of this attribute will not 
cause dissatisfaction and its exist-
ence will not cause satisfaction.

Reverse The existence of this attribute will 
cause the dissatisfaction of the 
user and will cause the product 
to be unusable.
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2.2 Research methodology

In this study, the emotions of the Iranian users in 
respect of the attributes of the dinnerware were 
studied by Kano model. Thus, a questionnaire 
was distributed among 37 university students. In 
this questionnaire, 13 attributes of dinnerware had 
been categorized in four groups of function, form, 
color, and pattern. These attributes are shown in 
Table 4. This questionnaire has been executed in 
two sections.

In the first section of the questionnaire, the 
attributes had been questioned through pairs of 
functional and dysfunctional questions in the form 
of Kano model as it was mentioned above.

In the second section, a brief  description of 
Kano categorization and its types including excit-
ing, one-dimensional, indifferent, must-be, and 

reverse was given together with an example for 
each one and then the subjects were asked to cat-
egorize the attributes according to their own opin-
ion in the form of Kano model.

3 RESULTS

The results of the first questionnaire, after being 
prepared and steps of responding will be combined 
in Kano assessment and ultimately the result will 
be extracted (Au et al. 2006). The results of this 
questionnaire were presented in the Table 5. For 
each attribute, initially the percentage of frequency 
was calculated. Due to weakness in making use of 
mode in the findings, other formula and methods 
were used which have been completely explained in 
the part of following discussion. As it can be seen in 
Table 5, and accordingly, five attributes of exciting 

Table 3. Example set of questions used in this study for 
each attribute.

Functional question Dysfunctional question

How would you feel if  the How would you feel if  the

dinnerware has big dinnerware has small

dimensions? dimensions?

Responces: Responces:

I like it that way. I like it that way.

It must be that way. It must be that way.

Makes no difference. Makes no difference.

I can live with it that way. I can live with it that 
way.

I don’t like it that way. I don’t like it that way.

For each attribute, respondents are first asked how they 
would feel the product includes the attribute (referred to 
as the functional question) and then how they feel if  the 
product did not include the attribute (referred to as dys-
functional question).

Table 2. Kano classification table for responses to functional and dysfunctional questions (Kano, 1984).

Response to dysfunctional question

I like it that way
It must be 
that way I am neutral

I can live with 
it that way

I dislike it that 
way

Response to 
Functional 
Question

I like it that way Questionable Delighting Delighting Delighting One-
dimensional

It must be that way Reverse Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Must-be

I am neutral Reverse Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Must-be

I can live with it 
that way

Reverse Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Must-be

I dislike it that way Reverse Reverse Reverse Reverse Questionable

Table 4. Thirteen investigated attributes of dinnerware 
for the first questionnaire in four groups included func-
tion, form, color and pattern.

Specification of 
dinnerware design

Attributes used in the 
design of dinnerware

Function Type of arrangement 
Dimension of dishes 
Having side dishes

Form Flat form 
Free form 
Form inspired from nature 
Harmonious form

Colors Bright color 
Warm color 
Hot color

Pattern Curve pattern 
Patterns in design 
Simple patterns
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requirement, six attributes of reverse requirement, 
and two attributes of one-dimensional attribute 
have been recognized.

The results gained from the second question-
naire were arranged as below after the comple-
tion of  answers. The analysis of  these data (same 
as the first questionnaire) has been calculated 
as a percentage of  frequency which is shown in 
Table 6.

4 DISCUSSION

The results of the first questionnaire were reviewed 
based on the percentage for each question. Thus, 
the attribute of “type of arranging” the dishes and 
also “curve pattern” in the design of dinnerware 
are considered as attractive factors of designing 
which have the most percentages in comparison 
with other requirements. This shows the willing-
ness of Iranian users for the design of the din-
nerware according to their requirements and 
their food diet. Meanwhile, using “hot color” 
and “pattern in the design of dinnerware” have a 
high percentage of reverse attributes which shows 
the Iranian user’s willingness for more simplicity 
and usage of mild colors. Also, “bright color” is 
a must-be requirement with 37.8% in this primary 
analysis. Regarding the “dimensions of dinner-
ware”, we have two close percentages, the exciting 
requirement with 29.7% and the reverse require-
ment with 27%.

Due to this trend, we can say that the dimen-
sions of the dinnerware are a factor variety and 
questionable as it has been described as a factor 
for satisfaction and dissatisfaction with a differ-
ence of 2%. This factor can be dependent on other 
conditions and factors. If  the data gained from the 
table cannot be directly and definitely attributed to 
a certain requirement, the following two rules can 
be used (Sauerwein, 1999, Jacobs, 1999):

1. (M + A + O) > (I + Q + R) Maximum of M or A 
or O

2. (M + A + O) < (I + Q + R) Maximum of I or Q 
or R

where A = attractive; O = one-dimensional; 
M = must-be; I = indifferent; R = reverse; and 
Q = questionable. These rules can be applied for 
determining the requirement of each attribute. 
According to the data presented in Table 5, in 
respect of the “dimensions of dishes” we can say:

(M = 18.9 + A = 29.7 + O = 10.8) > 
(I = 8.1+ Q = 5.46 + R = 27)

As a result in this condition; A = 29.7 is the 
maximum of these data therefore the requirement 
of the product in the attribute of the dimensions 

Table 5. Results of the first questionnaire.

Product Requirement 
(Dishes of dinnerware) A O M I R Q

Type of arrangement 48.6 13.5 10.8 13.5 13.6  0

Dimensions of dishes 29.7 10.8 18.9  8.1 27  5.46

Having side dishes 37.8 13.5 10.8 24.3 10.3  3.26

Flat form 24.3  8.1  0 29.7 21.6 16.2

Free form  8.1  0  0 10.8 76  5.4

Form inspired 
from nature

35.1 10.8  0 10.8 40.5  2.74

Harmonious form 27 13.5  8.1 16.2 21.6 13.6

Bright color 13.5 37.8 13.5  8.1 18.9  8.14

Warm color 21.6 16.2  8.15 27 27  0

Hot color  5.4 10.8  2.7  8.1 70.3  2.74

Curve pattern 40.5 13.5  5.4 13.5 16.2 10.9

Patterns in design 10.8  0  0 21.6 62.2  5.44

Simple patterns 27 43.2 10.8  0 13.5  5.44

For each attribute the percentage of frequency, across all 
the subjects was calculated and presented in this table. 
A: attractive, O: one-dimensional, M: must-be, I: indif-
ferent, R: reverse, and Q: questionable.

Table 6. Results of the second questionnaire.

Product Requirement 
(Dishes of dinnerware) A O M I R

Type of arrangement 48.6 21.6 13.5 16.2  0

Dimension of dishes 37.8 18.9 10.8 13.5 18.9

Having side dishes 48.6  5.4 27 16.2  2.7

Flat forms 37.8 21.6  5.4 35.1  0

Free form 45.9 32.4  0 21.6  0

Form inspired 
from nature

37.8 18.9  2.7 35.1  5.4

Harmonious form 45.9 21.6 24.3  5.4  2.7

Bright color 32.4 24.3 16.2 27  0

Warm color 48.6 16.2  2.7 24.3  8.1

Hot color 13.5  8.1 10.8 27 40.5

Curve patterns 32.4 24.3  8.1 27  8.1

Patterns in design 29.7 27 27 16.2  0

Simple patterns 54.1 24.3 13.5  8.1  0

Modern design 67.6 18.9 10.8  2.7  0

Classic design 16.7 16.7  2.7 47.2 16.7

For each attribute the percentage of frequency, across all 
the subjects was calculated and presented in this table. 
A: attractive, O: one-dimensional, M: must-be, I: indiffer-
ent, and R: reverse.
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is attractive. The factor of lack of meaningful 
difference among the data is more distinctive in the 
factors of warm colors. In this regard, according 
to the data presented in Table 5, we can use the 
following formula:

(M = 8.15 + A = 21.6 + O = 16.2) < 
(I = 27 + Q = 0 + R = 27)

Thus the requirement of the product is reverse. 
As the difference between reverse and indifferent is 
very little, it cannot be attributed to a certain cat-
egory (Sauerwein et al. 1996).

In the results gained from the second question-
naire, the “form inspired from nature” and “clas-
sic design” are considered as reverse requirement 
of designing with a great difference. As it can 
be seen in Table 6, the items such as using “flat 
forms” and “forms inspired from the nature” are 
varied between the two requirements of indifferent 
and exciting. Also, use of pattern has percentages 
very close to each other. Then, we compare these 
percentages with the percentages gained from the 
first questionnaire. As it can be seen in Tables 5 
and 6, the percentages gained from the two ques-
tionnaires are very close. The same also applies to 
other attributes. For instance, regarding the use of 
“pattern in design” of dinnerware and the “sim-
ple patterns”, the results from the second ques-
tionnaire can be used to analyze the results of the 
first questionnaire. As it was discussed earlier, the 
attribute of using “pattern in the design” had been 
in the reverse requirement rank and this shows the 
willingness of Iranian users to use simple dinner-
ware without patterns. But the results of the sec-
ond questionnaire indicate that the users consider 
the pattern in the design as an exciting or must-be 
requirement. But in the data which are for “sim-
ple patterns”, it can be seen that from the point 
of view of the subjects, this attribute is an attrac-
tive requirement of design. We can conclude from 
these two items that Iranian users enjoy the use of 
“simple patterns” in their dinnerware and consider 
it as attractive.

5 CONCLUSION

Designing based on the emotional method will 
lead to the supply of products which create joy 
and happiness in their users. This emotion of joy 
and happiness can be transferred through different 
ways; function of the product, ease of usage, and 
appearance of the product. In this study, the emo-
tions of Iranian users toward different functions 
of dinnerware were received and analyzed by using 
Kano model. This study was conducted in two 
parts. The first part was a questionnaire composed 
of functional and dysfunctional pairs of questions 

of Kano. The second part was the individual 
opinion and report questionnaire which had been 
prepared to complete the data gained from the first 
questionnaire and was influential in the analysis of 
the data.

The results gained from these two parts indi-
cated the fact that Iranian users consider the func-
tions of type of arrangement of the dishes for each 
person and usage of curve and free forms as attra-
tive requirements in the design of the dinnerware. 
Meanwhile, the use of hot colors is considered as 
the reverse requirement. Iranian users are inter-
ested in using simple patterns in the dinnerware 
and believe that more attention must be paid to 
the design of patterns in the dinnerware. In gen-
eral, they are more inclined to use dinnerware with 
modern design and this shows the change in the 
taste of purchase and use of classic dinnerware in 
Iranian users. The use of color is considered as an 
indifferent factor which shows the vast range of 
the opinions of the users for their choice of color 
between warm and cold colors. In this research, the 
emotions of the users toward the dinnerware were 
received and the gained results were analyzed and 
practiced in the design of the dinnerware.
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ABSTRACT: This paper provides general Human Factors Engineering (HFE) design implementation 
guidelines for computerized procedures. Paper-based procedures have issues that impact human reliability: 
(a) Complexity. Procedures often force the operator to think at several levels concurrently; (b) Data acces-
sibility. Procedures usually require collection of plant data from different media around the control room; 
(c) Mental workload. Procedures often require the operator to remember items in parallel with the execu-
tion of a serial action path. Computer-based procedures provided at the workstations integrate process 
and equipment information and alarms with procedure steps, and are integrated with the automation fea-
tures to provide efficient execution of tasks and ready access to information and controls. Text-document 
forms of the procedures are generated automatically and available as a consistent backup to computer-
based procedures. The Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) provides for automation of the inte-
grated operating procedures for plant startup, shutdown and power maneuvers. A Main Control Room 
(MCR) with expanded functionality to allow elimination of local operations and local control rooms. This 
MCR Human Systems Interface (HSI) is based largely on soft video controls, electronic procedures and 
procedure based automation, and paperless records and work order management. This paper investigates 
the HFE design and implementation guidance for computerized procedures and associated automation. 
The contribution of this study could be contributed on considering the design of computerized based 
procedures and levels of procedure-based automation to the HSI designers.

Keywords: human factors engineering, computerized procedures, advanced boiling water reactor, main 
control room, human systems interface

For emergency operations, symptom-based 
procedures were established that enabled operating 
crews to restore and maintain the plant’s safety 
functions without having to diagnose events or the 
specific causes of process disturbances.

Paper-Based Procedures (PBPs) have character-
istics that limit how information can be presented 
to the operators. These limitations include pre-
senting information in sequential form, requiring 
numerous iterations through steps, and cautions or 
warnings that may not be applicable for all system 
states (Wourms & Rankin, 1994; Mampaey et al., 
1988).

PBPs also impose tasks on the operator that 
are not directly related to controlling the plant. 
To make transitions between procedure steps and 
documents, and maintain awareness of the status 

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper provides general Human Factors 
Engineering (HFE) design implementation guide-
lines for Computerized Procedures (CPs). Plant 
procedures are instructions to guide operators in 
monitoring display; generating processing options; 
selecting an ‘optimal’ option, and implementing 
this option in the Main Control Room (MCR). 
(O’Hara, Higgins, Stubler & Kramer, 2000).

Historically, plant procedures have been paper-
based and were not considered part of the Human-
System Interface (HSI). Following the accident at 
Three Mile Island, the nuclear power industry rec-
ognized the importance of having technologically 
sound and easy-to-use procedures to handle major 
plant disturbances.
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of procedures that are in progress, operators must 
handle, arrange, scan, and read PBPs in parallel 
with monitoring and control tasks.

This study covers three different categories of 
CPs that are defined according to the functional-
ity provided (O’Hara, Higgins, Stubler & Kramer, 
2000):

• Electronic Procedures (EPs): CPs presented on 
a computer-driven Video Display Units (VDUs) 
in text or graphical form that are essentially rep-
licas of paper based procedures but may include 
the ability to call up other EPs and/or include 
links to relevant indications or controls.

• Computer-Based Procedures (CBPs): CPs that 
include additional functionality such as: auto-
matic retrieval and display of specific infor-
mation and/or controls to perform a step; 
automatic processing of step logic and display 
of the results; automatic checking of prereq-
uisites or preconditions; cautions or warnings 
based on current plant conditions.

• CBPs with procedure-based automation: CBPs 
that include the ability for the system to auto-
matically carry out multiple procedure steps when 
directed to by the operator. Once a sequence of 
automated steps has been authorized/commanded 
by the operator, the PBA system can make deci-
sions as to whether and when to carry out each 
succeeding step within the sequence based on 
plant conditions that are changing in real time.

Computer Based Procedures are being devel-
oped to support procedure management. CBPs 
have a range of capabilities that may support 
operators in controlling the plant and reduce 
the demands associated with PBPs. In their sim-
plest form, CBPs show the same information via 
computer-driven VDUs. More advanced CBPs 
may include features to support managing proce-
dures (e.g., making transitions between steps and 
documents, and maintaining awareness of proce-
dures in progress), detecting and monitoring the 
plant’s state and parameters, interpreting its status, 
and selecting actions and executing them.

According to O’Hara et al. (2000), CBP systems 
were narrowly defined to encompass computer 
systems that support procedure presentation and 
use. CBPs were characterized along the following 
dimensions: representation of procedure elements, 
procedure functionality, interface management and 
support, CBP hardware, backup systems for proce-
dures, integration of CBP system with the HSI.

Several human performance issues associated 
with CBPs were identified, they are, methodo-
logical and criterion requirements for evaluating 
CBP effects, role of plant personnel in procedure 
management, team performance, situation aware-
ness, response planning, operator error, level of 

automation of procedure functions, key effects 
and use of multiple CBP procedures, CBP failure 
in complex situations, hybrid procedure systems, 
and specific CBP design features.

The human performance research was organized 
into three categories: comparisons of CBP and PBP 
systems, observations of operators’ use of CBPs, 
and comparisons of design characteristics of pro-
cedures. Several conclusions were made from com-
paring CBPs with PBPs: operators perform tasks 
more quickly, operators’ overall cognitive work-
load is reduced, operators may make fewer errors 
in transitioning through procedures, operators may 
accept CBPs readily and find them easier to use. 
However, much of the human performance research 
had insufficient detail to evaluate its generalizabil-
ity. Studies that were sufficiently documented had 
potential methodological weaknesses which limited 
their conclusiveness and generalization.

Lin, Yenn and Yang (2010a) concludes that to 
implement high level of automation design would 
be an efficient way to decrease the operators’ men-
tal demand. However, the high level of automation 
usually causes insufficient operating information. 
To provide sufficient operating information, sys-
tem designers could consider rearranging the func-
tion allocation for human and automation. Then, 
the interfaces design will be enhanced by the results 
of reallocation of functions between human and 
automation.

Many studies (Wiener & Curry, 1980; Billings, 
1991; Endsley and Kiris, 1995; Parasuraman, 
2000) determined that automation does not exist 
as an all-or-none solution but can be based on 
different Types Of Automation (TOAs), each of 
which can be automated using different Levels Of 
Automation (LOAs). Generally, TOA refers to the 
particular human information processing func-
tions that are considered for automation. On the 
other hand, LOAs inform designers of the extent 
to which each function should be automated.

Lin, Yenn and Yang (2010b) evaluated the 
effects of LOAs decisions in advanced control 
rooms of the modernized nuclear power plants. 
Experimental results and the discussion suggest that 
LOAs distributing the roles of option generation 
and generation between humans and/or computer 
servers which impact automated system perform-
ance significantly. Specifically, LOAs that combine 
option generations and planning with computer 
implementation (blended decision-making) pro-
duce higher situation awareness and lower mental 
workload, as compared to low automated control 
(action support and shared control) and to high 
LOA involving computer generation and option 
selection (supervisory control).

Lin, Yenn and Yang (2010c) considered the 
technological change that has occurred in complex 
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systems within the past thirty years. In their study, 
they proposed a systematic framework to help in 
making an appropriate decision towards TOAs and 
LOAs based on a ‘Skill-Rule-Knowledge’ (SRK) 
model. For preventing the occurrences of human 
errors and ensuring the safety in MCR, the pro-
posed framework can be valuable for making deci-
sions in human-automation allocation.

2 COMPUTERIZED PROCEDURES
AND ASSOCIATED AUTOMATION

2.1 Level of automation

Parasuraman (2000) and Parasuraman, Sheridan, 
and Wickens (2000) proposed a model for types 
and levels of human interaction with automated 
systems based on the Human Information Process-
ing (HIP) model. Parasuraman (2000) addressed 
that automation need not be viewed as all-or-none 
but can be distinguished according to different 
types or stages of information processing, each of 
which can be automated at different levels.

Further, Parasuraman et al. (2000) considered 
that the automation can differ in type and com-
plexity, from simply organizing the information 
sources, to integrating them in some summary 
fashion, to suggesting decision options that best 
match the incoming information, or even to carry 
out the necessary action. In Parasuraman’s study 
(2000), types of automation were suggested to be 
decomposed by functional dimensions.

For example, a fault-management system in 
process control might sense the values of several 
critical system variables, integrate them in some 
manner, and provide a predictive display of system 
state to the human operator. This type of auto-
mation is qualified as information automation by 
Parasuraman (2000).

There are four steps in the framework for auto-
mation design. First, their model applied the four 
stages of HIP to classify automation types. Levels 
of automation were then identified based on each 
automation type. Primary evaluative criteria were 
then applied to assess human performance, mental 

workload, and Situation Awareness (SA). Finally, 
secondary evaluative criteria, such as automation 
reliability and costs of action outcomes, were used 
to confirm automation types and levels.

This model can be used as a starting point when 
determining the automation types and levels that 
should be implemented in a particular system 
(Parasuraman et al., 2000). This model also provides 
a framework for evaluating issues relevant to auto-
mation design, including human performance, men-
tal workload, SA, automation reliability and costs.

Lin, Yenn, Jou, Yang and Cheng (2008) devel-
oped another model for automation types and 
levels based on a classification framework for skill, 
rule, and knowledge human behavior (Figure 1). In 
the first phase of this model, human errors associ-
ated with a target system were analyzed by the SRK 
model. Skill-based slips occur when situation under-
standing and intention are correct, but execution of 
an action is erroneous. In these circumstances, the 
so-called ‘implementing automation’ (Table 1) can 
be applied to prevent poor skill execution.

Skill-based lapses are usually due to memory 
failure (i.e., forgetfulness); in these circumstances, 
‘monitoring automation’ (Table 1) can be used to 
assist with perceptual errors. Rule-based mistakes 
occur when actions are in accordance with a plan, 
but the plan is inadequate to achieve a desired out-
come; in other words, the wrong rules were selected 
for an action. In these circumstances, the so-called 
‘selecting automation’ (Table 1) can be applied to 
improve the development of appropriate rules.

Knowledge-based mistakes occur when decision-
making is based on an inadequate understand-
ing of a situation. Such mistakes can result from 
insufficient knowledge (‘perceptual error’) or 
from insufficient expertise in interpreting complex 
information (‘decision-making error’). In these 
circumstances, the so-called ‘planning (or generat-
ing) automation’ (Table 1) can be used to assist or 
replace human decision-making.

In recent years there has been renewal of inter-
est in discussions of LOAs within the context of 
the automation design in variety human-system 
interfaces. Although a large number of studies have 

Figure 1. LOAs decisions framework (adapted from Lin et al. 2008).
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been made on comparing the effects of variety 
LOAs, little is known about the effects of LOAs 
in the main control room of advanced NPPs and 
their impact on human factors in response to recent 
increases in digitalization of control rooms.

2.2 Computerized procedures classified by LOAs

This study is intended as an investigation of design 
and implementation guidance for computerized 
procedures and associated automation. A classi-
fication for the computerized is developed in this 
study.

• Electronic Procedures (EPs): The operator is 
required to: (a) generate a target processing order; 
(b) select one of the control modes and then press 
the withdraw/insert button to handle the selected 
control rods. Finally, the VDU of the Flow-Power 
Map illustrates the percentage power, percentage 
core flow, and relationship between power and 
core flow. In conclusion, the LOA of EPs can be 
assigned to LOA 2: action support.

• Computer-Based Procedures (CBPs): The opera-
tor is required to select one group of the control 
modes in preset and then press the withdraw/
insert button to handle the selected control rods. 
Then, the VDU of the Flow-Power Map illus-
trates the percentage power, percentage core 
flow, and relationship between power and core 
flow. In conclusion, the LOA of CBPs can be 
assigned to LOA 6: blended decision making.

• CBPs with procedure-based automation: This 
mode represents automation of all functions 
via human override capability. The computer: 
(a) generates a processing strategy that considers 
all target variables; (b) selects and handles the 
selected control rods. Finally, the VDU of the 
Flow-Power Map displays the percentage power, 
percentage core flow, and relationship between 
power and core flow. In the automatic mode, 

the system is mostly automated, but the design 
assumes human monitoring and intervention. In 
conclusion, the LOA of CBPs with procedure-
based automation can be assigned to LOA 9: 
supervisory control.

2.3 Empirical evaluations of CPs based
on personnel performance

Plant procedures provide instructions to guide 
operators in monitoring, decision making, and 
controlling the plant. More advanced CPs may 
include features to support managing procedures 
(e.g., making transitions between steps and docu-
ments, and maintaining awareness of procedures 
in progress), detecting and monitoring the plant’s 
state and parameters, interpreting its status, and 
selecting actions and executing them.

The human performance research within com-
puterized procedures was organized into three 
categories: comparisons of CBP and PBP systems, 
observations of operators’ use of CBPs, and com-
parisons of design characteristics of procedures. 
Several conclusions were made from comparing 
CBPs with PBPs: operators perform tasks more 
quickly; operators’ overall cognitive workload 
is reduced; operators may make fewer errors in 
transitioning through procedures; operators may 
accept CBPs readily and find them easier to use.

The operators’ impact on the plant’s functions, 
processes, systems, and components is mediated by 
a causal chain from their physiological and cogni-
tive processes, to task performance, and ultimately, 
to the plant’s performance through the operators’ 
manipulation of the HSI. HSI design, including its 
procedures, affects the plant’s performance through 
personnel tasks that support operations.

Lin, Yenn and Yang (2010a) found that human 
operators using an automatic control mode (LOA 9: 
supervisory control) had significantly lower mental 
demand than those using a semiautomatic mode 

Table 1. LOAs taxonomy (Endsley and Kaber, 1999).

Levels of automation

Roles

Monitoring Generating Selecting Implementing

(1) Manual control Human Human Human Human
(2) Action support Human/Computer Human Human Human/Computer
(3) Batch processing Human/Computer Human Human Computer
(4) Shared control Human/Computer Human/Computer Human Human/Computer
(5) Decision support Human/Computer Human/Computer Human Computer
(6) Blended decision making Human/Computer Human/Computer Human/Computer Computer
(7) Rigid system Human/Computer Computer Human Computer
(8) Automated decision making Human/Computer Human/Computer Computer Computer
(9) Supervisory control Human/Computer Computer Computer Computer
(10) Full automation Computer Computer Computer Computer
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(LOA 2: action support). The measurement results 
for secondary task demonstrate that participants 
were able to respond to red dots on a white board 
more quickly under the automatic mode than when 
under semi-automatic, indicating that the mental 
demand placed on participants under automatic 
mode (LOA 9: supervisory control) was less than 
that under semiautomatic mode (LOA 2: action 
support). They therefore conclude that mental 
demand under a high LOA was less than that 
under a low LOA.

Unlike the studies by Kaber and Endsley, which 
manipulated many LOAs, this study compared only 
two LOAs due to the limitation of the real-world 
simulation platform. However, these experimental 
results show that operator workload was signifi-
cantly decreased by a higher LOA (LOA 9: super-
visory control) than lower LOA (LOA 2: action 
support) within various systems.

Early studies that measured SA with LOAs 
obtained different experimental results. Ends-
ley and Kaber (1999) found that LOA was not a 
significant factor influencing the percentage of 
correct responses to Situation Awareness Global 
Assessment Technique (SAGAT) queries involv-
ing operator awareness of target features (level 1 
SA questions) and operator projections of the near 
future (level 3 SA questions).

Endsley and Kaber (1999) found a high SA 
(level 2: understanding the impacts upon specific 
goals and objectives) in high LOAs (LOA 6, 8, 9, 
10), as compared with the OOTL notion that a high 
degree of automation reduces SA. Kaber, Onal and 
Endsley (2000) found that only level 3 SA was influ-
enced by LOAs; that is, level 3 SA in LOA 2 was 
significantly higher than that in LOAs 9 and 10.

Kaber and Endsley (2004) again identified that 
the LOA had a significant effect on the average 
percentage of correct responses to task comprehen-
sion queries (level 2 SA). Their experimental results 
identified a low SA (level 2 SA: understanding target 
characteristics relative to task goals) in LOAs 3 and 9. 
Based on these studies, a complex association exists 
between LOA and SA. Whether LOA affects SA is 
likely dependent on more factors than expected.

3 DISCUSSION

Experimental results indicate that current automa-
tion design at the NPP was imperfect, and could be 
improved; this finding is similar to that obtained 
by Huang et al. (2006, 2007). They evaluated 
human operator performance using an alarm-reset 
system under automatic and manual modes, which 
is a subsystem in the same platform as PCTRAN 
in the fully digital control room. Although Huang 
et al. (2006, 2007) found that different automation 

modes influence human performance. They did not 
provide detailed analyses using LOA taxonomy. 
They determined that participants perform well in 
manual selection tasks.

The major cause is that automation of alarm 
information is still insufficient for participants to 
understand and operate alarm states. The experi-
mental results acquired by this study about using 
an alarm-reset system under automatic and manual 
mode are consistent with those obtained by Huang 
et al. (2006, 2007).

This study concludes that to implement high level 
of automation design would be an efficient way to 
decrease the operators’ mental demand. However, 
the high level of automation usually causes insuf-
ficient operating information. To provide sufficient 
operating information, system designers could con-
sider rearranging the function allocation for human 
and automation. Then, the interfaces design will be 
enhanced by the results of reallocation of functions 
between human and automation.

4 CONCLUSIONS

As noted above, several human performance issues 
associated with CBPs were identified. They repre-
sent topics for which research is necessary before 
developing guidance. From a regulatory review 
perspective, O’Hara, Higgins, Stubler and Kramer 
(2000) pointed out many of them can be dealt with 
on a case-by-case basis during the design process 
review. Briefly, the issues included the following:

1. Methodological and Criterion Requirements 
for Evaluating CBP Effects: Most of the studies 
reviewed had methodological weaknesses which 
limited their conclusiveness and generalizability. 
This issue addresses the need to evaluate CBPs 
and their effects on crew performance compre-
hensively, to better understand them under a 
wide range of scenarios and complex situations, 
using varied measures of personnel and system 
performance.

2. Role of Plant Personnel in Procedure Manage-
ment: This issue addresses the need to deter-
mine how to design and review CBP systems 
(a) to allow operators to maintain an independ-
ent perspective and to recognize the proce-
dure’s contribution to higher-level safety goals, 
(b) to automate distracting and lower-level 
error-prone tasks, and (c) to monitor the crew’s 
performance, especially when the crew and 
CBPs disagree.

3. Team Performance: This issue addresses the 
requirement to explore the effect of CBPs on 
crew member’s roles, teamwork, and communi-
cation. How CBPs can be designed to effectively 
promote both is considered as well.
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4. Situation Awareness, Response Planning, and 
Operator Error: This issue addresses the need 
to assess the effect of CBPs on situation aware-
ness including: procedure management, such as 
status of procedure steps, how procedures are 
structured, and the current location within a pro-
cedure or between a set of procedures; the appro-
priateness of procedures for achieving high-level 
procedure goals, and the plant’s status.

5. Level of Automation of Procedure Functions: 
This issue addresses the need to evaluate the 
tradeoffs between automating procedure func-
tions, e.g., the analysis of procedure step logic, 
and the operator’s involvement, independence, 
and supervisory control.

6. Keyhole Effects and Use of Multiple CBP Pro-
cedures: This issue concerns the requirement to 
evaluate the significance of the keyhole effect in 
situations where operators are required to be in 
multiple procedures and must access informa-
tion in parallel.

7. CBP Failure in Complex Situations: This issue 
involves the need to evaluate operator’s man-
agement of the transition from CBPs to PBPs 
and back to CBPs under complex conditions, 
e.g., in a situation where operators are deep into 
the procedures, multiple procedures are open, 
many steps are completed, many are continu-
ously applicable, and time and parameter steps 
are being monitored by the CBPs.

8. Hybrid Procedure Systems: This issue addresses 
the need to evaluate any differential effects of 
having all plant procedures presented in a CBP 
system versus a hybrid system, e.g., EOPs pre-
sented using CBPs and all other procedures are 
paper-based.

9. Specific CBP Design Features: This issue 
addresses the need to evaluate the relative 
effects of specific CBP design features on 
performance.

This study put emphasis on the issue (5) and inves-
tigated several present studies to describe findings 
from them. Besides issue (5), all the other issues also 
needs to be deeply investigated in the future study.
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Inventor motivations to go from idea to innovation?
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ABSTRACT: The objective of present paper is to describe the motivations that underlie the choices 
made by inventors in the development of their technologies. These classifications can help managers of 
innovation programs direct sparse resources to inventors with the greatest probability of commercial 
success. The categorisation of motivation to go from idea to innovation and commercialisation of new 
technologies is presented for inventors for the small business in rural area of Sweden. The main results 
showed least eight different inventor motivations.
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many small business entrepreneurs do not want 
their companies to grow at all, and few aspire to 
large-scale expansion (Davidsson 1989). The key 
to understanding these varied attitudes lies in the 
recognition that attitudes towards growth reflect a 
range of motivations, which in turn root in defini-
tions of success, the stars by which the captains of 
small business steer their craft.

What are these critical success factors that are 
so noticeably absent in most businesses’ new prod-
uct projects? Research has uncovered two types 
or classes of  success factors. The first deals with 
doing the right projects; the second with doing 
projects right. The right projects are captured by 
a number of  external or environmental success 
factors, over which the project team has little con-
trol (Montoya-Weiss & Calantone 1994). These 
include characteristics of  the new product’s mar-
ket, technologies, and competitive situation, along 
with the ability to leverage internal competencies. 
While not within the control of  the project team, 
these are nonetheless useful factors to consider 
when selecting and prioritizing projects. These 
success factors emphasize doing projects right, 
and focus on process factors or action items which 
are things the project team does and they are the 
invisible ones. But these actions are controllable 
and discretionary, so they are indeed seen from 
time to time.

This article is a continuation of previous studies 
of the science of innovation processes and success 
factors in a small business (Sandberg & Öhman 
2009). We attempt a focus on what factors moti-
vate inventors to go from idea to innovation in 
small firms in rural areas.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many writings on innovation emphasise the 
importance of flexibility and the need to think 
broadly. The more robust research concerning 
product innovations has centred on success or fail-
ure by absorbed outside the development process 
itself  (Cooper & Kleinschmidt 1990, Maidique & 
Zirger 1984).

Successful revolutionary innovation is rare. In 
any given arena, it happens only a few times per 
decade. The course of diffusion of innovation has 
been well studied, but most radical innovations fail. 
Those that succeed can take decades before they 
are successful. After many studies into new prod-
uct and service performance, almost every product 
and service developer should be able to list off  the 
10 or 15 critical success factors that make the dif-
ference between winning and losing.

Most new-product development is innovative, 
but at a very small growth stage and costs are 
slimmed (Norman 2010).

We make still the same mistakes. The success 
factors are invisible and not found in typical busi-
ness practices. Studies make known that the art 
of product development has not improved all that 
much and many products enter the development 
phase missing clear description (Cooper 1998, 
Cooper 1995, Montoya-Weiss & Calantone 1994). 
We have, for instance, learned that while some 
small businesses may innovate far more effectively 
than large ones, only a fraction of small firms are 
in fact innovative (Livesay et al. Brown 1996).

Similarly, while small business may power the 
engine of job creation and economic growth, 
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In the late twentieth century, innovation, the 
process of transforming an idea into a new product 
or service, appears to be playing a more vital role 
than ever before. Innovation and those who carry 
it out inventors among them has thus become the 
subject of extensive research aimed at achieving 
greater understanding of technical entrepreneur-
ship (Livesay et al. 1996).

Major shifts in industrial processes have typically 
been the result of radical innovations by a small busi-
ness and/or inventor. The inventor and innovator 
who bring inventions to the marketplace are essen-
tial in the development of society. Some research has 
shown that inventive and entrepreneurial activity 
can be integrated, and the inventor plays an impor-
tant role in our economy. To realise a financial gain 
from inventor, the following serious problems are 
typically encountered; a lack of information about 
the innovation process; the difficulty in obtaining 
legitimate, unbiased analysis of the product or idea 
which could assist in a decision to commercialise the 
product; and the financial community’s uncertainty 
to fund inventors. Without outside funding, inven-
tors are often forced to act as entrepreneurs and 
market their products without professional assist-
ance (Bowman-Upton et al. 1989).

The inventors will invent, for that is what 
inventors do. The technology will come first, the 
products second, and then the needs will slowly 
appear, as new applications become luxuries, then 
needs, and finally, essentials. Once a product direc-
tion has been established, research with customers 
can enhance and improve it (Norman 2010).

In practice, a positive attitude will drive an inven-
tor toward the market; a ‘hostile’ attitude will pre-
vent the marketing of the invention by the inventor 
him/herself; and indifference will provide no impe-
tus, nor will it present an insurmountable barrier 
to commercialization.

The dramatic increase in numbers of innovation 
centres, incubators, small business development 
centres, and other government sponsored pro-
grams highlights the awareness of and importance 
of new business enterprise development. Critical to 
the evolution of these programs is an accurate eval-
uation of their efficacy in nurturing innovations. 
Efforts to measure the impact and/or effectiveness 
of innovation centres, incubators, entrepreneur-
ship curricula, and various government programs 
have served a vital role in the fine-tuning of these 
interventions (Bowman-Upton et al. 1989).

2.1 Innovation and digital technology

Consider the cycle. First comes a new technology; 
perhaps it is a new idea, or perhaps an old idea 

that has finally reached a commercially viable state 
where inventors can consider it. Multiple-touch 
interaction with displays took roughly two dec-
ades to move from the research laboratory to its 
appearance in everyday products, and even so, it is 
not yet common outside of a few limited product 
categories.

We would prefer to believe conceptual break-
throughs occur because of a detailed considera-
tion of human needs, especially fundamental but 
unspoken hidden needs so beloved by the design 
research community; the fact is that it simply 
doesn’t happen (Norman 2010). New conceptual 
breakthroughs are invariably driven by the devel-
opment of new technologies. If  we examine the 
business impact of innovation, we find that the 
most frequent gains come from the small, incre-
mental innovations-changes that lower costs, add 
some simple features, and smooth out the rough 
edges of a product. Most innovations are small 
and relatively simple (Norman 2010).

3 INVENTOR MOTIVATIONS

The purpose of this paper is to describe categories 
of human factors that try to explain the technical 
innovation process using data from the small busi-
ness and independent inventors in rural area of 
northern Sweden. We should identify and under-
stand motivation factors behind innovators drivers 
to go from idea to innovation.

The motivational categories derive from 
attempts to formalise understanding of non-
standard approaches to innovation and commer-
cialisation planning and are meant to capture the 
most common motivational problems consultants 
encounter in dealing with inventors involved in the 
commercialization of technology.

3.1 Finding inventor motivations

This part present the qualitative results from 
an interview study of  ten successfully inven-
tors in small business in rural areas to recognize 
their motivations to go from idea to innovation. 
Rather than seeking to capture best practices, we 
seek to set up supposed categories that can serve 
to identify patterns of  failure and predict poor 
innovation performance. It is possible to identify 
following types of  inventor motivations based on 
interview:

• The way of life of the corporate executive as a 
primary motivation for pursuing the commer-
cialisation of technology.

• Lies in the innovation process activity in itself.
• Use the innovation process as an instrument for 

social reform.
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• Public recognition of unique skills and knowledge 
through the innovation process.

• Held within the borders of a business 
relationship.

• Stay away from commitment of personal effort 
and resources to the innovation process.

• Enter the innovation process primarily to keep 
away from an unlikeable option.

• Main reward from the commercialisation of 
technology.

• Create a family business as an ethical extension 
of private life.

3.2 Implications

The analysis of underlying inventor motivations 
presented in this paper has implications both for 
the business and for the larger arena of technology 
transfer.

One of  the primary strengths of  this catego-
risation as a management tool lays in the fact 
that more than one nominal category may quite 
frequently be used to describe a particular inven-
tor. In such cases, the key to innovation and 
commercialisation preparation is found in an 
understanding of  motivations connecting of  the 
motivational categories.

Even when not directly related to inventors, these 
findings help explain the lack of enthusiasm of 
many businesses to interact with inventors, and the 
lack of success meet by many inventors who have 
attempted to initiate a relationship themselves.

Further, as some researchers have specifically 
argued, public policy efforts to make possible tech-
nology transfer and innovation need to take variety 
into account, especially diversity of motivation, 
and then adapt programs to get used to those reali-
ties (Cooper et al. 1989, Dubini 1988).

In addition, evaluation findings, such a typology 
might contribute to a more effective integration of 
small business and independent inventors to create 
new and improved products and services. Micro 
businesses and especially independent inventors 
are in part underutilised, because of common mis-
understanding about their attitudes, values, and 
motivations.

Innovation can be obstructed by such knowl-
edge barriers because it requires the effective inte-
gration of research, development, manufacturing, 
and marketing.

Motivational factors can play a critical role in 
innovation and commercialisation planning and 
ultimately in market success, a point that can be 
made clearly through brief  commentary on moti-
vational factors as they appear in present study of 
inventors in rural area of Sweden.

The value of exploring the particular and personal 
in inventors’ motivations is found in the recognition 

that while there are commonly recognizable 
approaches to technology devel opment and 
the innovation process, there are no universally 
accepted formulas for success, but inventors and 
entrepreneurs must make choices at each step in 
the innovation process: choices of product and 
service definition, technical development, market 
strategy, and organisation.

Application-oriented, descriptive research can 
serve as a bridge between empirical testing and 
the pressing issues confronting today’s manager. 
Hopefully, results such as presented here will entice 
others to overcome our shortcomings and provide 
even more concrete rationale for the theories and 
methods of new product/service development. 
A contribution to increased success comes from 
increased managerial and other employee involve-
ment. While these general findings seem quite 
obvious, they should help put to rest the notion 
that a few specialists, working in isolation, can 
produce significant numbers of successful service 
innovations.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The value of exploring the particular and personal 
in inventors’ motivations is found in the recog-
nition that while there are commonly recogniz-
able approaches to technology development and 
the innovation process, there are no universally 
accepted formulas for success, but inventors and 
entrepreneurs must make choices at each step in 
the innovation process: choices of product and 
service definition, technical development, market 
strategy, and organisation.
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Study of ergonomics improvement on disaster prevention 
for ancient buildings: An example of Wufeng building clusters
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ABSTRACT: This study aims at environmental issues in consideration of ergonomics under survey 
in actual space when encountering impacts on environment and relief  in use and disaster prevention of 
ancient buildings, focusing on all kinds of conditions of hardware inside ancient buildings of cultural 
heritage. Evaluation is made on standards of laws and regulations of facilities inside the buildings in com-
parison with those in Japan. On one hand, we try to understand how hardware facilities of buildings in 
Taiwan are used through site investigation and tests. On the other hand, universal issues of use of ancient 
buildings in Taiwan are proposed in the hope to find possible changes and reasonable modification from 
site investigation to give major suggestions on hardware facilities for the reference of relevant authorities 
in future disaster relief  of ancient buildings on spatial dimensions.

Keywords: traditional, buildings, ergonomics

Other than analysis of current conditions, the 
findings shall help relevant authorities on review-
ing hardware facilities of ancient buildings.

2 STUDY METHODS

2.1 Target

This study aims at ancient building cluster of the 
Lin’s in Wufeng in operative survey with site inves-
tigation for problem analysis and discussion. The 
target is currently the largest designated ancient 
building cluster in Taiwan. Analysis and expla-
nations are given after investigation and research 
results on operation of disaster prevention and 
relief  to understand the work of prevention of dis-
asters of ancient buildings and subsidy of modern 
relief  or prevention of disasters.

2.2 Analysis methods

Analysis of materials after investigation helps 
understand the association of use and dimen-
sions of hardware facilities of ancient buildings 
in current space and further explore differences of 
dimensions of hardware facilities in the buildings. 
Discussions are made on the obstacles on the 

1 FOREWORD AND PURPOSES

In restoration of historic buildings and historic 
spots, emphasis is on the original appearance in 
the purpose of preserving the cultural heritage of a 
country and promotion of preservation of cultural 
historic spots. Number of historic spots and build-
ings requiring restoration in Taiwan is increasing. 
Each year, Council of Culture Affairs proposed 
subsidy on restoration of original appearance of 
buildings from each city/county. The main goal is 
to preserve ancient buildings and keep the values of 
cultural heritage. Nevertheless, current restoration 
of ancient buildings in Taiwan focuses on recovery, 
without consideration of assessment of environ-
ment use. A lot of ancient buildings are not access 
free and make disaster prevention difficult. It is 
indeed unlikely to prevent disasters. In real opera-
tion, and no way to give real protection to the role 
in consideration of disaster prevention, the govern-
ment is required to evaluate ancient buildings relief  
issues and improvement on the environment.

Under preceding considerations, this study aims 
at evaluation of use and necessity of modifica-
tion of hardware facilities of ancient buildings in 
Taiwan in light of ergonomics and exploration of 
people’s satisfaction on use of hardware facilities. 
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ground and explanations are given on areas that 
easily make relief  difficult.

3 DETAILS

In light of ground space of ancient buildings that 
affect relief, the following illustrates the dimensions 
and potential subsidy in the example of Dahua Hall:

3.1 Ground stiles

The general height of stile height in the Lin’s in 
Wufeng is 18 cm. When entering from outside, it 
takes 2–3 stepping on the stiles. Threshold is also 
6 cm tall. This causes great inconvenience when 
carrying stretchers and may even hinder relief. Yet, 
such stiles have been in historic buildings. In resto-
ration, one shall add auxiliary slope plate on stile to 
help relief. This is the first priority in modification.

3.2 Ground height

Regulations on ground height in restoration of 
historic spots are different from those on regular 
buildings. The former are in stacking construc-
tion, which is different from modern construction. 
Modification is required and original appearance 
of ancient buildings in relief.

The biggest problem in disaster relief  of historic 
buildings is the height of threshold. That of most 
traditional buildings is over 45 cm. This causes 
great inconvenience when moving sickbed to 
ambulances. Patients can only be lifted manually, 
resulting in slow relief  and safety concern (in seek-
ing refuge in emergencies).

Table 1. Explanations of internal activities in the space.

Main building
Dahua Hall

Front
courtyard

Display of 
ancient 
objects

Drama
platform

Viewing
planning on
the 2nd floor

Central
courtyard

Sedentary Rest Rest Rest Rest (sitting high,
platform surface 
height)

Meeting Dining

Standing Tour guide
exploration

Explanation
environment

Tour guide
explanation

Explanation
environment

Appreciation Chatting

Visiting ancient
objects

Appreciation Interaction Playing games,
activities

Bending
down

Unloading/
loading goods
(bending down,
arm diameter)

Unloading/
loading goods
(bending down,
arm diameter)

Visiting 

Item Dimension Modification

Height 45 cm Making movable threshold, 
offering slope design for access 
free environment 

3.3 Threshold

Item Dimension Satisfactory dimensions

Sidewalk width 1.8 meters 
max.

Minimizing problems 
of height among 
sidewalks 

Stair brick height
(level height) 

20 cm 17.24 cm* 

Stair brick width 90 cm 132.84 cm* 
Handle height n/a 89.44 cm* 
Number of steps 17 Only few have 

platforms

3.4 Sidewalks, stairs 

a. Sidewalks
Width: under laws and regulations of construction 
in Taiwan, sidewalk width shall be no less than 
1.1 meters. Where there are rooms on two sides, the 
width shall exceed 1.6 meters. For ancient build-
ings, dimensional modification was based on then 
construction space without consideration of width 
issue. Space is insufficient when visitor crisscross. 
There is no sufficient space for normal activities. 
Spatial dimensions of each building under survey 
are different. The widest is around 1.8 meters. It 
is the corridor with larger space and meets regula-
tions on walking.
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Inclination: the best inclination as Architectural 
Society of Japan is 1:12 or 4.76°. Architecture and 
Building Research Institute, Ministry of Interior 
suggests gentle gradient as much as possible. In 
general, sidewalk gradient is recommended at less 
than 7°. Slippery proof is recommended to avoid 
accidents. AIA and DIN suggest gradient below 8° 
for safety concern. Most of historic building clus-
ter has no gradient, which is inconvenient to the 
disabled and makes relief  difficult.

4 OTHER FACILITIES

a. Fire equipment: validity of some fire distin-
guishers already expired; most people do not 
know how to use them. In fires, the function of 
fire distinguishers is in question.

b. Lighting equipment: visited home care centers 
have lighting equipment but the illumination is 
around 10–20 candela. The locations are not in 
uniform. Potential danger is foreseeable.

c. Threshold: the height better under 3 cm in con-
struction regulations. In historic buildings, it 
is over 45 cm, which is bad to relief. Immedi-
ate alternative is required; movable threshold 
is suggested for alternative ways to accomplish 
this difficult.

d. Identification system in the courtyard: the 
senior people have weaker eyesight. They are 
unable to recognize small characters or little 
contrast between background colors and tar-
get characters. Identification shall be in large 
wording and strong contrast; in dark places, 
fluorescent lights are recommended besides 
identification boards. Also, high colorfulness 
tends to cause fatigue; warm colors cause more 
fatigue than cold colors. One shall pay attention 
to this when making identification system in 
colors and fonts. Only signs and protection are 
poor in our surveyed buildings. This may cause 
another problem in future disaster prevention.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Whether prevention of disaster and relief  issues 
shall be taken into consideration in restoration of 
historic buildings still remain to be discussed. Other 
than survey on historic building cluster of the Lin’s 
in Wufeng, further investigation and analysis on 
dimensions of hardware facilities of other historic 
buildings in Taiwan are also made. Comparison is 
made with regulations in Japan. Suggestions are 
given on laws and regulations that are out of date 
and principles on establishment of historic build-
ing under modification. Restoration of original 
appearance of historic buildings is important. In 
disasters and accidents, the authorities shall over-
come the obstacles in the buildings. Under current 
living styles, one shall consider countermeasures in 
disasters. Modification of cultural buildings not 
only covers restoration of original appearance. 
We shall also take safety of the senior people and 
children into consideration.

The main purpose of ergonomics of environ-
ment is to have objects meet the demand of people. 
The nature of ergonomics, simply put, is on how 
to make objects meet the demand of people. We 
see systematic studies in progress but there is rare 

A. Walk together 
B. Walking side by side 
C. Holding hands walking 
D. Hands on shoulders walking 

High threshold

45cm

b. Stairs
Handle: under laws and regulations of construc-
tion in Taiwan, handle height shall exceed 75 cm; 
Architectural Society of Japan suggests 84 to 
88 cm. There is on handle at Dahua Hall that is the 
only one with stairs in the survey in this study.

Ladders: under laws and regulations of con-
struction in Taiwan, width shall exceed 1.2 meters 
and level height is 13–18 cm while level depth (lad-
der depth) shall be over 25 cm. Architectural Soci-
ety of Japan recommends level height at 12–20 cm 
and depth between 20 and 36 cm. Ladder gradient 
is 25° to 35°. Slippery proof shall be added on the 
edges of ladders to avoid accidents. For ladders 
with over stairs, platform is required where senior 
people can take a rest.

Ladders in buildings in this study are wooden, 
which may make people fall down or have unstable 
gravity; steep ladders makes walking on unsafely. 
In light of ergonomics, sidewalks and ladders in 
most buildings are not satisfactory.
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result and goal. It is our hope to build common 
census and establish professional research units to 
meet needs of all people and improve our quality 
of life.
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Seeing is believing: To investigate the traditional building façade 
colors based on human vision
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ABSTRACT: The existing color survey tools, color chips or color measurement instruments, are used to 
collect the partial color on the objects. Therefore, the color information collected is partial, which can not 
represent the whole color reflecting the material differences of the object. In view of this, this study used 
multiple human eyes, standard color chips and the distance to evaluate color as well as to explore the entire 
color composition of the Kinmen Jincheng Ou-Yang family temple. The result shows that it is easy to 
measure the object’s entire color composition from evaluating the whole color in the distance. Moreover, 
under different conditions of distance, it shows different results from color chips. The color of granite 
surface in long distance (Zoom-Out) is lighter and brighter than the one in short distance (Zoom-In). The 
black on the door in the distance shows an opposite result of deeper darkness and a decline in bright-
ness. As a result, the lightness of the whole color detected by human eyes in long distance shows greater 
contrast than the one in short distance. As for the whole, this study adopts the Zoom-In color data as a 
basis to compare the results with the Zoom-Out one. We can evaluate the color composition of a building 
façade and the visual differences phenomenon, and finally complete the color simulation results.

Keywords: color investigation, color chips, visual color, color simulation

In addition to environment color projects, 
E. Tantcheva, V. Cheung & S. Westland (2008) 
et al. applied spectrophotometer and colorimetric 
technology on church dome color painting to make 
Color Collection and Color Chips System Nomina-
tion Research trying to compare color expression 
of different churches by testing color observations 
of relic colors. The comparison observations are 
converted into Munsell Color System to provide 
2-dimensional material vision ad communication 
possibilities. The procedures of such a research can 
be referenced by this research that the correspond-
ing relationship between shapes and architecture 
colors is tried to be collected. Color application 
appearance can be mostly controlled according 
to color information collected from architecture 
colors. The design composed of application of cer-
tain ranges is more controllable.

“Seeing is believing” mentioned in this essay 
refers to discussing possible problems and difficul-
ties in architecture color investigation and submit-
ting one’s own research design and instrument. The 
key points in this essay are research procedures 

1 INSTRUCTIONS

Color investigation has been mostly been applied 
in nature, culture and design. The research for envi-
ronment color projects and investigation methods 
is taken as a case study in which environment color 
investigation discussion is conducted on multiple 
projects, district or design procedures as to submit 
the opinions for color investigation and applica-
tion and development. Such a research uses Color 
Chips as the instrument, adopts Direct Visual 
Evaluation to conduct color investigation. (Ming-
Shih Chen 1995, Jing-Hua Bu et Yue Wang 2005, 
C. Sáenz, B. Hernández, C. Alberdi, S. Alfonso & 
J.M. Diñeiro 2008). Composed of macro views, 
an environment color project collects natural and 
human colors extensively and then collected objec-
tive data are being mused for such demands as 
environment development. The designer provides 
personally-preferred color planning and suggestion 
to form color application and regulation. Overall, 
environment color project is the color project and 
design creation made by subjective notions.
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and instrument design and research observations, 
regardless of interviewees’ cultural problems. In 
the cases of architecture color investigation, Color 
Chips, human-vision comparison and color meas-
urement equipments and spectrophotometers are 
used in Color Investigation. The frequently-seen 
problems of using Color Chips include: compari-
son standard samples’ failure to cover compared 
objects’ colors, comparison difficulties for highly 
reflection on the measured surface of glasses, 
porcelains, comparison observations representing 
partial colors instead of all colors. The frequently-
seen problems of using color photometer: stand-
ardization problems for measured environment, 
deviations from instruments. The timing without 
human-vision investigation and confirmation usu-
ally leads to digital errors which are usually not 
detected until statistics for color testing data and 
color conversions are made.

Therefore it is affirmed in this essay that: color 
investigation shall be effectively and directly color 
to that of human-vision detection. Color pho-
tometer can not make adjustment as precisely as 
human-vision’s adjustment against environment 
colors “Seeing is believing”. Therefore, Color 
Chips Comparison Method is chosen as the major 
research instrument. The frequently-seen prob-
lems of aforesaid shall thus be solved accordingly. 
Therefore, the concrete research purpose for this 
research includes:

1. Using the Color Chips currently available to 
construct architecture overall color investiga-
tion procedures complying with human-vision.

2. Using Color Investigation data to provide pos-
sible overall color simulation observations.

2 DISCUSSIONS ON RELEVANT 
RESEARCHES

2.1 Colors in term of human vision

Human vision detection observations from eyes 
receive various light stimulation radiating from 
reflective light of photo-reception objects or from 
the radiation of light bulbs or TV, etc. (Richard, 
J.D. Tilley, 2000). The optical radiations able to 
stimulate human eyes are visible light of which the 
range is difficult to be decided. Usually, the wave 
length of between 380–780 nm is the visible light 
range (Wei-Chei Hu et al., 2007). Humans can 
detect colors when the energy of visible light wave 
enters into eyes. Color vision observations from 
energy are imbalanced therefore due to energy 
distributions from various wave lengths. There-
fore, the object colors seen by human eyes are the 
physical object reflection color. The color deci-
sion factors before eyes receive color lights include 

environment lights, light-reflective materials and 
environment background colors, etc. The white 
light is the best color identification light source, 
followed by mercury, incandescent lamps. Yellow 
light sources have the highest error rate for color 
identification in average. (Chi-Yun You, 2001).

The aforesaid research indicates that when the 
viewer tries to identify colors, the light sources pro-
vided in space will affect the identification obser-
vation of color identification and cloud possibly 
influence the observation of color perception. 
Therefore, environment light source is an impor-
tant controlling factor for light identification. In 
this research, open space is used as the research 
object. Colorimetric environment depends fully on 
natural lights and human vision color adjustment 
mechanism. When the detected colors are com-
pared with the colors of standard Color Chips, 
the deviation made during rainy or sunny weather 
shall be smaller than that caused by artificial light 
sources. The deviation incurring in rainy or sunny 
weather can represent color perception obser-
vations of various local weather patterns. This 
research thus put emphasis on weather records as 
assistant reference.

2.2 Colorimetric mechanism

Color testing and colorimetric mechanism are 
conducted with planned investigation instrument. 
Color investigation instrument currently includes 
only Color Chips Investigation and Color Pho-
tometer. Being a color standardization instru-
ment, printed or manually-made Color Chips can 
compare the color status of  an object by zoom-in 
color investigation procedure. Color photometer 
can use specific geometric measurement to con-
duct the light-splitting of  reflective flight, diffused 
light or wearing shade as to check the color sta-
tus quickly. The color investigation observations 
of  either one color investigation instrument com-
pletely depend on color environment and color 
surface texture. Especially, due to the demand 
color standards strictly used in laboratory, color 
photometers are not suitable for outdoor field 
color investigation.

However, applying the Color Chips’ investiga-
tion on a sample on any practical object will cre-
ate a deviation (T.R. Lee, 2000). Therefore, when 
Color Chips are used for making an investigation, 
the viewer’s vision detection can’t be fully reflected. 
Color Chips therefore pose potential problems for 
making color investigation. It is assumed in this 
essay that the reason is partial colors can’t consti-
tute the whole colors that the zoom-in colorimetric 
can’t reflect the color appearance in term of long 
distance. The zoom-out colorimetric problems 
shall thus be solved.
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2.3 Color assimilation

Observing how color assimilation stimulates a 
sample detects that mostly color spectrum create 
deviation and mostly diffusion are assimilation 
(Tsao-Huang Wei, 1993). This type of vision per-
ception assimilation indicates that the vision per-
ception of multiple color distribution objects can 
be influenced by neighboring colors and that is 
the observation for color physical and psychologi-
cal perception. The color investigation procedures 
of color testing or colorimetric conduct physical 
analysis with the color testing condition of a single 
color but ignore how the assimilation or vision per-
ception among neighbor color will influence. The 
mental status of influenced by the physiology of 
vision perception shall be investigated objectively 
and amended with proper statistics.

The relevant researches of color investigation 
conclude that those research cases record zoom-in 
colorimetric and color testing observations. How-
ever, when the human-eye observation mechanism 
is factored in, all those statistics can reflect only 
partial colors and still lack comprehensive color 
perception status. Such an issue has been rarely 
discussed: as distance causes deviation on human 
vision’s perception on colors, this research has thus 
factored in how the viewer’s distance to the object 
influences color perception to deduce a research 
observation that can be used as a factor for color 
planning and design.

3 RESEARCH OBJECTS, PROCEDURES 
AND METHODS

3.1 Architecture and façade features in Ou-Yang 
family temple in Kimmen county

Social structure in Kimmen county is constituted 
of caste-family cluster. Kinship developed from 
a single surname makes the family temple and 

ancestral hall the important spiritual venue. As 
such an emphasis is expressed directly by architec-
ture design, the family temple and ancestral hall 
represent traditional social and cultural essence 
and features in this region. Ou-Yang family temple 
in Kimmen county is taken as a case study in this 
research. The façade structure is shown as in the 
Figure 2 and Figure 3 below. The façade is com-
posed mostly of black gate, granite wall, red and 
black brick belt and rarely of yellow, green and 
white.

3.2 Color chips selection

A.G. Werner, the father of mineralogy in Germany, 
edited mineralogy sample instrument with sam-
ples for checking color names and colors in early 
19th century, which has become an objective 
color expression method (Lu, Chin-Fu, 1988). 
The Color Chips have thus bee developed into such 
Color-order systems as Munsell (HVC), Natural 
Color System (NCS), and Ostwald demonstrating 
color specification range and order possibility. For 
better control in color combination and color con-
trol, some effective systems for industrial purposes 
have thus been developed later, such as Pantone 
Matching System (PMS), a standards providing an 
application basis for color sample selection, con-
firmation, paring, controlling reprinted ink colors, 
etc. For being a color investigation basis, Pantone 
Color Chips is chosen in this research. Being able 

Figure 1. Zoom-in colorimetry.

Figure 2. Zoom-out colorimetry.

Figure 3. Color chips group.
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to be pasted repetitively to make colorimetric, this 
back-gummed Color Chips system offers pantone 
palette playground to expedite colorimetric and 
collection.

3.3 Investigation procedures for zoom-in 
and zoom-out architecture façade 
colorimetric and color ratio

3.3.1 Zoom-in colorimetric
Face colors are the major investigation object in 
this research. Block analysis is conducted accord-
ing to architecture feature. The Ou-Yang family 
temple is divided into such 5 areas as wall, door, 
red brick belt, black brick belt decoration and 
ornament colors. Being too small and located in 
the high area, the ornament color areas are thus 
not considered in this research. Color Chips 
colorimetric is thus conducted on the colors in 
other 4 major areas. The matched color chips were 
pasted on pantone palette playground. The color-
imetry observations were also videoed.

When video image is being recorded, playground 
shall be pasted behind the black frame and then 
be pasted on colorimetry architecture block. The 
camera can conduct white balance by using White 
Balance Card and also record with “mini color 
check” simultaneously (as shown in the figure 1). 
According to this standard video image record-
ing procedures, multiple image recordings can be 
made on a single area. The zoom-in colorimetry 
for 4 architecture areas can thus be completely step 
by step. The color chip serial number for the zoom-
in colorimetry for an architecture area can thus 
be recorded. The color chip serial number can be 
used to get the RGB standard colorimetry value 
to help simulate color chip feature in the monitor 
with software and also be the basic data for subse-
quent design.

3.3.2 Zoom-out colorimetric
It has not yet been mentioned in color investiga-
tion researches the human vision’s color perception 
deviation in zoom-out colorimetry. The zoom-in 
colorimetry can only detect partial colors of the 
object but there is still deviation for overall colors. 
Therefore, in this research a peephole 1 × 1 cm2 was 
made on a black card to create tan 45° trigono-
metric function distance for observing color chips 
and making colorimetry again. If  any difference, it 
shall try to find the color chip the most suitable for 
the zoom-out color of the architecture from other 
color chips. It shall record the color chip serial 
number measured in term of long distance for this 
architecture area (as shown in the figure 2).

The peephole can improve the neighboring color 
assimilation. By making distance observation, the 
color values representing various color chips in the 

block can be vision-equalized under the status of 
zoom-out vague focus. Calculating such an equal-
ized color chip value can collect the appearance 
of the architecture surface in term of the human-
vision perception. The reason is that the human-
vision still concentrates on the overall colors and 
the overall colors observed under a certain dis-
tance can better comply with the observer’s expe-
rience. That is the breakthrough tried to be made 
in this research. However, when it is observed with 
a peephole under zoom-out, the measurable archi-
tecture area will become larger and many ornament 
colors will become less identifiable and could even 
be assimilated possibly. The investigation is made 
toward on large area mostly in this procedure.

3.3.3 Human-vision’s perception for color ratios
Human vision can make measurement on overall 
color ratios. Such a mechanism is usually used as 
a method for selecting colors in arts and design. 
After partial colorimetry color chip groups were 
collected, this research team conduct color ratio 
appraisal according to architecture areas. The ratio 
combination made by this research team includes 
partial and overall ratios. In the case of Ou-Yang 
family temple, most of the area is composed of 
granite, among which the color chip values meas-
ured from black door, red brick and black-belt 
ornament are highly similar. It is therefore nec-
essary to gain the collective human vision color 
ratios for the color chip groups of Ou-Yang fam-
ily temple’s granite. After color chip groups were 
checked, this investigation team decided to make 
appraisal by using such 4 groups of color chips as 
LY (light yellow), DY (deep yellow), WG (warm 
grey) and CG (cold grey) (as shown in the fig-
ure 3). 7 team members conducted ratio appraisal 
on granite color compositions in sequence and 
gain the ratio values ad average values as shown in 
the Table 1 below.

It is thus can deduce from the list above that 
the accumulative average value for the LY is close 
to one half  of the average value and the over-
all color sensation of warm tones exceeds 90%. 

Table 1. List for investigation team members’ 
records for granite color compositions.

Chips LY DY WG CG

40.0% 40.0% 10.0% 10.0%
40.0% 40.0% 10.0% 10.0%
50.0% 20.0% 20.0% 10.0%
60.0% 30.0% 20.0% 10.0%
50.0% 20.0% 25.0%  5.0%
45.0% 20.0% 20.0% 15.0%
55.0% 20.0% 20.0%  5.0%

Average 48.6% 27.1% 17.9%  9.3%
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CG is the color orientation for newly-built granite. 
It is thus able to decide the color simulation prior-
ity sequence with the aforesaid reference digits to 
be used by this research for making simulation.

substantially and it means that human vision can 
detect more brightness toward colors under zoom-
out. When the color chips gained from DK-OUT 
zoom-out colorimetry is observed, the brightness 
decreases slightly. It means that human vision 
can sense darker under Zoom-out than under 
Zoom-in.

Before color simulation is conducted, each 
colorimetry composition ratio in this team was 
checked respectively. LY Group color chip value 
is used for partial red bricks and black door color 
chip values of zoom-in colorimetry respectively to 
gain the color combination as shown in Figure 5. 
Due to human vision perception on color simula-
tion, it is recommend by this team that LY Group 
Color Chip Colorimetry shall be selected for mak-
ing simulation and the simulation results and cor-
responding photos are shown as in the Figure 5.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Colorimetry was conducted under zoom-out 
peephole in this research to avoid colorimetry 
objects assimilated by environment colors and 
also to compare the color chip group observa-
tions of  partial colors with color chip observa-
tions of  overall colors and also to gain zoom-in 
and zoom-out architecture color records. How-
ever, the light observed via a peephole can better 
comply with human vision on overall architecture 
appearance.

It is able to find differences exist among colors 
after making zoom-in and zoom-out colorimetry 
observation. If  zoom-in colorimetry observation 
is treated as partial vision color investigation, 
the zoom-out colorimetry observation could be 
treated as overall color investigation. It is able to 
conclude from the observation on Ou-Yang family 
temple granite colors that overall vision colors is 
brighter than partial vision colors because human 
vision gets less light intensity in zoom-in than in 
zoom-out.

Table 2. List for values of CIELab from zoom-in and 
zoom-out colorimetry.

Group Chip no. L* a* b*

LY-IN  12-1-1C 89.15  2.18 25.07
143-1-1C 82.18  5.59 26.36
143-1-2C 75.72  8.11 36.87

LY-OUT  13-2-1C 88.03  5.75 16.74
 13-2-2C 85.09 10.43 25.81

DK-IN 162-1-6C 16.16  1.15 −1.3
162-1-7C 20.44  1.43 −1.07

DK-OUT 164-1-5C 12.92 −0.56 −6.25

Figure 4. Comparison 3D chart for zoom-out and 
zoom-in colors.

Date Time Temp. Humidity Visibility Ground

29th, May 17∼18 21.7°C 91.0% 7 Km Dry

* Data from Kinmen weather station (2010).

3.4 Weather pattern records

4 COLORIMETRY OBSERVATIONS

The zoom-in color chip groups were thus gained. 
The vision appraisal of color chip group of LY 
(light yellow) was estimated by this team to have 
the highest ratio. The RGB values deduced from 
zoom-in and zoom-out colorimetry were thus con-
verted into CIELab for making comparisons. The 
deduced digits are shown in Table 2 below and dot-
ted into a 3-D point chart (as shown in Figure 4).

It is able to see from the figure that among the 
corresponding color chips made under LY-OUT 
zoom-out colorimetry, the brightness of L increases 

Figure 5. Simulation from zoom-in colorimetry and 
zoom-out colorimetry.
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If human vision impression on architecture 
façade is mostly constituted by overall vision 
colors, it would be able to deduce that the zoom-in 
colorimetry observation made in many color inves-
tigations in the past can’t correspond to human 
vision’s overall impression and there is thus a recti-
fication for zoom-in colors and zoom-out colors is 
thus in demand. There thus demands more experi-
ments for proving the rectification quantity. In the 
observation on the black of Ou-Yang family tem-
ple, the zoom-out colors are darker than zoom-in 
colors instead of being brighter. For making recti-
fication, it is not only to adjust the light intensity 
of all zoom-in colors but also to consider practical 
colorimetry observation of different colors.

Such a conclusion doesn’t mean that zoom-in 
colorimetry observation is unimportant because it 
expresses the original color appearance of archi-
tecture and can provide the application possibili-
ties of original colors on architecture maintenance 
or the printed matters of design. The zoom-out 
colors can provide a sensation more complying 
with human vision’s overall perception and is easier 
to conduct color appraisal and is suitable for docu-
ments and simulation design for video data. It is 
highly suggested that the comparative experiments 
for the relationship between those two shall be con-
ducted as to gain standard conversion mechanism 
helping designers making simulation design and 
physical object output conversions.
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Sick Product Syndrome (SPS): A new ergonomic approach 
on product design

Hassan S. Naeini
A Member of Academy, Iran University of Science & Technology (IUST), Tehran, Iran

ABSTRACT: Human demands evaluation and management of customers’ needs are the main problems 
and dilemma for manufacturing companies and product designers. Customer behavior involves ergo-
nomic and safe products; moreover users’ satisfaction has a prominent link to marketing competition. 
Consequently, attention to basic human needs is crucial for marketing. Ergonomics has been making a 
vital role in product design, user center approach, and satisfaction. Notwithstanding importance of ergo-
nomic design, some of the products suffer ergonomic problems which create trouble for users. I selected 
the term of “Sick Product Syndrome-SPS” for the mentioned problems. In this article, SPS is introduced 
as a new approach based on ergonomics considerations in product design. SPS outlines help to designers 
to explore product’s deficiency. For product diagnosis in terms of ergonomics, several sorts of related 
standards and checklists were assessed, and then according to them, I chose a cooker as a home appli-
ance, and modified an ergonomics check point for its assessment. After assessment of sample cooker and 
exploration of ergonomics problems, some recommended for its redesigning was introduced. Then a new 
design was presented according to gathered data. Sick Product Syndrome, as an ergonomic approach, 
seeks to explore products’ pros and cons, also this syndrome shows ergonomics problems of product, and 
under this condition product’s problem will be highlighted for any revision or redesign process.

Keywords: ergonomics, sick product, design, customer, product, safety

observable fact. In this article, SPS is introduced as 
a new approach based on ergonomics considera-
tions in product design.

2 SICK PRODUCT SYNDROME (SPS)

In writer’s opinion, most of products need rear-
rangement or redesigning for changing the prod-
ucts to better condition. In this context, both of 
physical and mental demand should be considered, 
not only for customers but also for employees. Also, 
I chose the term of syndrome to show products’ ill-
ness, because products related problems in terms of 
health, safety, and ergonomics include a mixture of 
the mentioned problems. For instance a TV remote 
control may have a nice shape but unfair dimen-
sion or have some problems in terms of knobs lay-
out; a toy for 3–5 years old kids may have a good 
feature with nice colors, but has a sharp edges; and 
several similar other examples. These samples suf-
fer some degrees of SPS. Undoubtedly, some time 
these problems might be danger and create risky 
conditions for users, as well.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, both of products manufacturer and 
customers face with some dissatisfaction. Produc-
ers have some problems in terms of appropriated 
efficiency in marketing, and costumers suffer some 
awful products which are not fit to human needs. 
Uder this condition products designers roles are 
crucial, as they are make a good linkage between 
users needs and producers expectancies; and in this 
circumstance, ergonomics as an human based art 
and science plays a vital role, as well. Despite of 
well known effects of ergonomics consideration 
in terms of products design according to human 
needs, we are still facing several sorts of prob-
lems with communication with tools and different 
products, as well. Therefore, writer believe that 
products mostly suffer some degrees of illness and 
syndrome; and as diseases treatment need to diag-
nosis, so I believe that Ergonomics might be good 
at diagnosis and treatment of the mentioned prod-
ucts problems.

The writer has already selected the term of 
“Sick Product Syndrome-SPS” for the mentioned 
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3 ERGONOMICS

Ergonomics is a multidisciplinary science which 
has been changed to beyond the work station 
and Industrial sectors environments. Ergonomics 
applications in product design have created a new 
approach in this field, also consumer behavior, 
user center design, and macro-ergonomics have 
been made some new views in ergonomics scope 
(Naeini 2008).

One of the related fields in ergonomics and 
human factors design is product design. Under this 
condition some other disciplines such as industrial 
design are involved. Furthermore, as the most of 
products have a close connection to users, so every 
bad design in terms of ergonomics might be affect 
on users. Ergonomics problems might be tangi-
ble for users more than other products’ problems. 
Ergonomics introduces some practical methods for 
products evaluation, also work stations and envi-
ronmental factors such as lighting and noise can be 
done with some ergonomics methods, i.e. RULA, 
OWAS.

4 METHOD

In this study, as a first step, most of ergonomics 
check points and ergonomics ISO were studied. 
According to the main themes of read question-
naires and checklists, some fields were extracted, 
i.e. display, controls, anthropometric based 
dimension, environmental ergonomics, handling, 
reaches, labeling, coding, and so on. In the second 
phase, some meeting with some experienced 
designers and ergonomics experts as brainstorm-
ing workshop were held in which participants 
were involved the evaluation of ergonomics prod-
ucts characteristics. For categorizing of experts 
opinions and making a fair priority for the main 
ergonomics features of products, the method of 
analytical hierarchy process AHP was used. Con-
sequently, the first ergonomic checklist includes 
weighting scores was introduced as a main result 
of the mentioned brain storming. Then a home 
cooker included 5 flames and an oven was selected 
as a product sample (Figure 1).

In the third phase of study, according to pre-
liminary assessment of the cooker, the first ergo-
nomic checklist included ergonomics, safety, and 
health checkpoints, was re-evaluated. In the ergo-
nomics section some themes were followed by 
related checkpoints i.e. display and controls lay-
out, dimensions, signs, handling, flame controls; in 
the safety sections, the themes were some subjects 
such as, risk condition, gas leakage, and so on. In 
the health section some items were followed, for 
instance, wash ability and cleaning procedure.

Then the cooker was assessed by the final 
checklist and its total scores which shows degree 
of its problems as a sick products, was extracted. 
in addition, the mentioned checklist included three 
parts (ergonomics, safety, and health).

Considering with cooker ergonomic problems, 
some recommendations were introduced. In the 
forth step, another meeting with some industrial 
designers were hold, and the first recommenda-
tion changed to feasible and practical ones. Finally 
a new model was design, according to introduced 
recommendations.

5 RESULTS

This study was ended to an ergonomics checklist 
for evaluation of ergonomics problems of product 
according to related standards. In this checklist 
every box has a weighted score which shows value 
of related item, so summation of scores shows the 
overall score of evaluated product. The maximum 
score of total parts of checklist is 1000, 700 and 
more got score means the sample product has a 
fair condition in terms of ergonomics, and score 
up to 300 shows that the sample score suffers some 
ergonomic problem, as well.
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Figure 1. A general cooker with an oven and gas flames.
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Evaluation of the cognitive ability among aging groups 
using mobile phone
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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study is to evaluate the cognitive ability with aging groups who use mobile 
phone. This study consisted of two parts: development of questionnaire and assessment of cognitive ability. 
Questionnaire included discomfort questions covering four cognitive areas and sixteen cognitive design 
elements. Forty subjects participated and were divided into four age groups: elderly group (65 and above), 
high-middle aged group (55–64), middle aged group (45–54) and young group (20–44). Elderly users’ per-
formance score was lower than young users in comprehension tests. High-middle aged and middle aged 
users showed similar results like elderly users. In vocabulary test, there was no difference in incorrect rate 
among age groups. The perceived level of icon and text size increased as age increased. It is expected that 
the methodology and the result of this study could be used to design future mobile phone for elderly and 
aging population.

Keywords: elderly people, cognitive ability, mobile phone

Therefore, the aim of this study is to evaluate 
the cognitive ability of various aging groups who 
use mobile phone. Such quantitative information 
can be used to design mobile interface for elderly 
groups and various aging groups.

2 METHODS

2.1 Definition of age groups

According to the definition of the United Nations 
(UN), the age of 65 and above can be considered 
elderly people. However, age classification was 
not always so straightforward (Fisk et al. 2004). 
Therefore, it was needed to clearly classify the age 
groups for the study. In this study, we had two age 
groups to be elderly in next two decades. The rest 
of them were defined as young group. Therefore, 
age groups were as followed: elderly group (65 and 
above), high-middle aged group (55–64), middle 
aged group (45–54) and young group (20–44) 
(Lee et al. 2009, Kim et al. 2009).

2.2 Cognitive areas and cognitive 
design elements

In order to define cognitive areas for using mobile 
phone, Mini-Mental State, The 7 Minute Screen 
and Wechsler Adult Intelligent Scale-Revised were 
used, which were developed to clinically examine 

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, there have been many advances in 
Information Technology (IT). Most of all, digital 
convergence is the most significant trend in design-
ing IT products. A mobile phone is the most 
frequently used among IT products, which is inte-
grated with other functions such as camera, music 
playing, navigation, Digital Multimedia Broad-
casting (DMB) and so on.

In Korea, mobile phones have been being preva-
lent in all age groups and genders. According to 
the report of Korea Communications Commission 
(2009), subscribers of mobile phone covered about 
98 percent of Korean population. This means that 
many people have more than one phone. Since 
young users have used the mobile phones from 
childhood, they are familiar with using mobile 
phones. However, elderly users have had the diffi-
culty in learning and using the various functions of 
the mobile phone because they have physical and 
cognitive limitations.

Many mobile phones for elderly users have been 
developed by enlarging the letters to compensate 
the weak eyesight. However, the large font size can-
not compensate the decline of cognitive function 
since elderly users usually have cognitive limita-
tions as well as physical ones. These problems had 
been discussed by many authors (Fisk et al. 2004, 
Scholtz et al. 2001, Kroemer & Grandjean 1997, 
Salthouse et al. 1984).
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the cognitive ability of people (Koh et al. 2000, 
Han et al. 1989, Kwon et al. 1989, Wechsler 
1981, Folstein et al. 1975, Jeon & Seo 1963, 
Wechsler 1955). The cognitive areas which were 
highly related with the use of mobile phone were 
extracted from them. Simultaneously, the cogni-
tive design elements for mobile phone design were 
extracted based on previous researches. Then the 
cognitive areas and the cognitive design elements 
matched each other. Finally, four cognitive areas 
such as language, visuospatial ability, perception 
and memory, and sixteen cognitive design elements 
were selected (see Table 1).

2.3 Major cognitive design elements

It was inefficient to examine all cognitive design 
elements because the discomfort of mobile phone 
was not always affected by all cognitive design ele-
ments. Therefore, it was needed to find the major 
cognitive elements affecting the discomfort.

In order to find the major cognitive design ele-
ments, a preliminary questionnaire with discomfort 
questions covering four cognitive areas and sixteen 
cognitive design elements were made. 240 subjects 
responded to the survey. Subjects were classified 
into four age groups consisted of Young Group 
(YG), Middle aged Group (MG), High-Middle 
aged Group (HMG) and Elderly Group (EG).

In the results, button comprehension, icon size, 
icon comprehension, menu breadth, menu depth, 

menu comprehension, vocabulary and font size were 
found to be the design elements strongly associated 
with the discomfort of using mobile phone among 
aging and aged population in Table 1. Eight major 
cognitive design elements were finally selected.

2.4 Questionnaire development

Six cognitive design elements except for the elements 
of menu breadth and menu depth were used to 
develop the questionnaire for examining the cogni-
tive ability of age groups because the elements of 
menu breadth and menu depth were dependent on 
menu structure. Generally, there was no solution for 
tradeoffs of breadth and depth in the menu structure 
(Fisk et al. 2004). Questionnaire developed in this 
study was composed of 40 questions: 9 questions for 
button comprehension, 8 questions for icon com-
prehension, 10 questions for vocabulary, 8 questions 
for menu comprehension, 3 questions for icon size 
and 2 questions for text size. Table 2 showed the 
questionnaire with 40 questions.

2.5 Assessment of cognitive ability

To assess the cognitive ability among age groups, 
forty subjects participated in the experiment. Sub-
jects with equal number of male and female were 
divided into four age groups: young group, middle 
aged group, high-middle aged group and elderly 
group in Table 3. The subjects were interviewed 
with one-to-one due to passive response to written 
questions, which was very common psycho-social 
attitude among elderly people in Korea.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Button comprehension

The performance time of elderly users was about 
3.2 times longer and the incorrect rate was about 
7.8 times greater than younger users on average in 
Tables 4 and 5. Middle aged and high-middle aged 
users showed similar results each other. The per-
formance time of middle aged and high-middle aged 
users was about 2.2 and 2.5 times longer and the 
incorrect rate was about 4.0 and 4.8 times greater 
than young users.

3.2 Icon comprehension

The results of performance time and the incorrect 
rate were different among age groups in Tables 6 
and 7. The performance time and the incorrect rate 
among age groups were different one after another. 
The performance time of middle aged, high-middle 
aged and elderly users was about 1.8, 2.5 and 
3.3 times longer than young users. The incorrect 

Table 1. The discomfort ratio among age groups.

Design elements

YG MG HM EG

% % % %

Button Compre-
hension

31.7* 30.0* 48.3* 38.3*

Position 26.7* 21.7  5.0  3.3
Icon Size  6.7 16.7 20.0 23.3

Compre-
hension

36.7* 25.0* 38.3* 26.7*

Menu Breadth 25.0* 28.3* 33.3* 26.7*
Depth 25.0* 35.0* 43.3* 31.7*
Compre-

hension
26.7* 30.0* 35.0* 35.0*

Vocabulary 21.7 16.7 11.7 25.0*
Text Font size  8.3 26.7 48.3* 40.0*

Color  8.3  3.3  0.0  8.3
Contrast  6.7  1.7  1.7  3.3

Display Front display 11.7 30.0* 20.0 13.3
Main display 10.0 23.3 21.7 16.7

Sound Volume 41.7* 15.0 20.0 23.3
Types 11.7  5.0  1.7  1.7

Vibration Degree 30.0* 21.7 16.7 18.3

* The discomfort ratio is greater than a fourth.
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Table 2. Questionnaire with 40 questions.

Design elements Question lists

Button comprehension # 1 Power
# 2 Send
# 3 Message
# 4 Phonebook
# 5 Menu
# 6 Navigation
# 7 Cancel
# 8 Etiquette mode
# 9 Lock

Icon comprehension # 1 Send
# 2 Service
# 3 Message
# 4 Alarms
# 5 Vibrate
# 6 Etiquette mode
# 7 Battery
# 8 Lock

Vocabulary comprehension # 1 Send
# 2 Cancel
# 3 OK
# 4 Menu
# 5 Ring/vibrate
# 6 Message
# 7 Speed dial
# 8 Morning call
# 9 Display
# 10 Call list

Menu comprehension # 1 Add new entry
# 2 Ringtone Style
# 3 Alarms
# 4 Display
# 5 Lock
# 6 Search number
# 7 Message
# 8 Font Size

Perceived icon size # 1 Sounds
# 2 Calendar
# 3 Settings

Perceived text size # 1 Text on input button
# 2 Text on display screen

Table 5. The incorrect rate in button comprehension 
test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

% % % %

Power  0  0 10   0
Send  0  0  0   0
Message  0  0 10  50
Phonebook  0 10  0  20
Menu  0 20 20  30
Navigation  0 10  0  30
Cancel 10 40 20  10
Etiquette mode 10 30 50  70
Lock 20 50 80 100

Table 3. The information of subjects.

Age groups

Age Experience

Years Months

Young Group (YG) 29.7 ± 2.8 116.4
Middle aged Group (MG) 51.1 ± 2.5 115.2
High-Middle aged Group 

(HMG)
61.6 ± 1.6 116.4

Elderly Group (EG) 70.5 ± 4.3 113.4

rate of young users was almost zero, whereas the 
incorrect rate of elderly users was about 40% at 
given questions on average.

Table 4. The performance time in button comprehension 
test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

s s s s

Power 1.3 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.5 3.6 ± 2.5
Send 1.2 ± 0.7 2.6 ± 1.2 2.6 ± 1.3 3.8 ± 3.2
Message 1.3 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 1.2 3.0 ± 1.5 5.3 ± 5.6
Phonebook 1.5 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 1.3 4.8 ± 4.9 6.6 ± 6.8
Menu 1.4 ± 0.7 3.4 ± 1.6 3.0 ± 1.4 5.1 ± 2.2
Navigation 1.3 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 1.7 2.3 ± 1.4 3.2 ± 1.8
Cancel 1.9 ± 1.2 3.2 ± 1.5 3.4 ± 2.8 4.7 ± 2.9
Etiquette mode 1.9 ± 0.8 4.4 ± 1.7 4.8 ± 2.6 4.5 ± 2.3
Lock 1.6 ± 0.7 4.0 ± 1.5 7.0 ± 7.6 6.0 ± 2.9

Table 6. The performance time in icon comprehension 
test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

s s s s

Send 1.9 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.4 4.6 ± 1.8  7.7 ± 5.0
Service 2.3 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 0.7 6.3 ± 3.4  7.2 ± 6.4
Message 2.0 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 1.8 5.8 ± 2.8  8.8 ± 6.4
Alarms 2.4 ± 0.9 4.5 ± 1.2 5.3 ± 2.3  5.3 ± 2.6
Vibrate 2.3 ± 1.1 5.2 ± 1.8 6.3 ± 3.0 10.8 ± 12.2
Etiquette 

mode
2.3 ± 0.7 3.7 ± 1.1 6.3 ± 2.4  6.3 ± 3.7

Battery 2.2 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 1.8 4.4 ± 1.5  4.5 ± 2.3
Lock 2.0 ± 1.0 3.9 ± 1.4 5.6 ± 2.6  7.8 ± 5.1

3.3 Menu comprehension

The performance time of middle aged, high-middle 
aged and elderly users was about 2.8, 3.1 and 
4.6 times longer than young users in Table 8. 
Therefore, middle aged and high-middle aged users 
had the similar cognitive ability in performance 
time. However, in the results of the incorrect rate, 
they were different each other in Table 9.
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The elderly users showed high correct rate in 
some vocabulary, however, they did not in unclear 
vocabulary in Table 11.

3.5 Perceived icon size

The perceived icon size for elderly and high-middle 
aged users was about 8.1 mm and 7.7 mm on 
average, whereas about 6.4 mm for middle aged 
users and 5.5 mm for young users in Table 12. The 
mean of the perceived icon size of elderly users 

Table 8. The performance time in menu comprehension 
test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

s s s s

Add new 
entry

3.0 ± 0.8 7.6 ± 2.6 7.5 ± 4.3 12.5 ± 10.6

Ringtone 
type

2.9 ± 0.7 6.2 ± 1.9 8.1 ± 4.8 11.0 ± 7.7

Alarms 2.0 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 1.4 6.2 ± 3.0 11.8 ± 8.9
Display 3.0 ± 1.2 8.3 ± 2.6 9.0 ± 4.4 11.0 ± 6.1
Lock 2.2 ± 1.1 6.0 ± 1.9 8.5 ± 6.4 16.1 ± 13.5
Search 

number
2.3 ± 1.0 6.2 ± 2.6 6.6 ± 4.4 11.9 ± 14.8

Message 2.4 ± 1.0 8.1 ± 4.6 7.9 ± 3.3  9.2 ± 8.7
Font size 2.1 ± 0.9 7.3 ± 3.5 7.9 ± 5.3  7.8 ± 4.7

Table 9. The rate of incorrect answers in menu compre-
hension test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

% % % %

Add new entry  0 30 40 40
Ringtone type 10 20 20 30
Alarms  0  0 10 10
Display 40 80 40 40
Lock  0  0 10 10
Search number  0 10 10 40
Message 20  0 50 40
Font size 30 10  0 30

Table 10. The performance time in vocabulary 
comprehension test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

s s s s

Send  6.0 ± 1.1  8.0 ± 1.8  8.7 ± 2.0 11.3 ± 8.1
Cancel  6.1 ± 1.9  9.1 ± 2.3  8.2 ± 3.4 10.1 ± 3.9
OK  6.4 ± 1.6 11.0 ± 4.1 10.0 ± 3.0 13.4 ± 7.1
Menu  7.8 ± 1.8 12.2 ± 2.5 12.4 ± 4.6 13.9 ± 7.1
Ring vibrate  9.1 ± 2.8  9.7 ± 1.8 11.7 ± 3.1 10.3 ± 4.4
Message  7.3 ± 1.2  9.6 ± 2.2  8.8 ± 3.8 11.6 ± 5.3
Speed dial  7.2 ± 1.3  9.9 ± 5.4 10.1 ± 4.2  8.8 ± 5.9
Morning call  5.2 ± 0.8  9.2 ± 3.1  8.2 ± 3.6 10.0 ± 6.5
Display 10.2 ± 2.4 13.2 ± 5.0 14.1 ± 4.6 10.2 ± 5.6
Call list 15.4 ± 3.6 19.1 ± 7.2 23.6 ± 6.7 24.5 ± 16.9

Table 11. The rate of incorrect answers in vocabulary 
comprehension test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

% % % %

Send  0  0  0 20
Cancel  0 10  0 20
OK  0 30  0 30
Menu  0 20 30 30
Ring vibrate  0  0  0  0
Message  0  0  0  0
Speed dial  0 10 10 40
Morning call  0 30 10 30
Display 20 50 70 70
Call list  0  0  0 50

Table 12. The perceived icon size.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

mm mm mm mm

Sounds 5.4 ± 0.3 6.4 ± 0.6 8.0 ± 1.6 8.4 ± 1.5
Calendar 5.5 ± 0.4 6.0 ± 0.8 7.1 ± 0.8 7.4 ± 1.3
Settings 5.6 ± 0.5 6.7 ± 0.8 8.1 ± 2.1 8.4 ± 1.6

Table 7. The incorrect rate in icon comprehension test.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

% % % %

Send  0 10 20 20
Service  0  0 10 40
Message  0 10 20 50
Alarms  0  0  0 50
Vibrate 10 40 50 80
Etiquette mode  0 50 60 80
Battery  0  0 10 20
Lock  0 20 30 60

3.4 Vocabulary comprehension

There was no difference among middle aged, high-
middle aged and elderly users in the performance 
time. The performance time of them was about 
1.4 times longer than young users in Table 10. 
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was about 1.5 times and the standard deviation 
was about 3.8 times greater than young users.

3.6 Perceived text size

The perceived text size in input button and display 
screen was shown in Table 13. The font size for elderly 
users to well recognize the text on input button and 
display screen was about 1.5 and 1.3 times greater 
than young users. The variability of elderly users was 
about 2.1 and 2.5 times greater than young users.

Figure 1 (a) showed that the performance time 
decreased as the button text size increased. In par-
ticular, the performance time of elderly users varied 
with big changes. The performance time in display 
text size was shown in Figure 1 (b). It showed that 
performance time of middle aged, high-middle aged 
and elderly users similarly decreased as display text 

Table 13. The perceived text size.

Questions

YG MG HMG EG

font font font font

Input button 7.4 ± 0.5 9.1 ± 0.9 10.4 ± 0.8 10.9 ± 1.1
Display screen 8.2 ± 0.4 9.1 ± 0.9 10.5 ± 0.8 11.0 ± 1.1

Figure 1. The changes of the performance time as 
(a) input button text size and (b) display screen text size.

size increased. However, the performance time of 
young users was not changed.

4 DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the difference of the cogni-
tive ability among age groups, the contents of 
questionnaire included the icon, letters and terms 
extracted from the mobile phone. Since the icon, 
letters and terms were different among the mobile 
phone manufacturer, we selected the commonly 
used items and examined them. The icons used 
in this study are mostly compatible with mobile 
phones made by other countries. However, the 
letters and terms are not compatible each other 
because of language difference.

The performance time in button, icon, menu and 
vocabulary test was different among age groups. 
Middle aged and high-middle aged users showed 
the similar results in button and menu comprehen-
sion test. On the other hand, two groups were dif-
ferent in icon comprehension test. In vocabulary 
test, they showed the similar results with elderly 
users. Therefore, middle aged and high-middle 
aged users had their own characteristics unlike 
other age groups.

The incorrect rate was also different among age 
groups. Middle aged and high-middle aged users 
showed the similar results in button comprehen-
sion test but they were different each other in other 
tests. The incorrect rate increased as age increased 
on average. In menu and vocabulary comprehen-
sion test, the incorrect rate except young users was 
high when users were asked to answer to unfamil-
iar or unclear menu and vocabulary. Therefore, 
the more frequently a person used the functions 
of mobile phone, the lower the incorrect rate was 
among groups.

In perceived icon and text size test, the mean 
size of icon and text increased as age increased. At 
the same time, the variability of perceived size also 
increased as age increased. The age group differ-
ence between elderly and young users in icon size 
was shown to be about 1.5 times in terms of mean 
value and 3.8 times in terms of standard deviation. 
In text size, the performance time of elderly users 
was shown to be about 1.4 times greater in terms 
of mean values and 2.3 times greater in terms of 
standard deviation value than young users. It indi-
cated that elderly users had a problem due to a 
personal difference rather than age itself  in visual 
perception. The results showed high-middle aged 
users were similar with elderly users, whereas they 
were different from middle aged users.

This study tried to measure the difference of 
the cognitive ability among age groups in using 
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the mobile phone. Despite of the high penetration 
rate of mobile phones, the common mobile phones 
have not been sufficiently considered the difference 
of the cognitive ability among age groups. There-
fore, it was needed to consider the cognitive ability 
of middle aged and high-middle aged users as well 
as elderly users.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The performance time and incorrect rate increased 
as age increased. Middle aged and high-middle aged 
users have the higher cognitive ability than elderly 
users in some tests. However, in some tests, they have 
the similar cognitive ability with the elderly users.

It is expected that the methodology and the result 
of this study could be used to design future mobile 
phone for elderly and various aging population.
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A study of different age users’ evaluation on museum guide map 
design
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ABSTRACT: Digital technologies trigger the development of digital guiding systems for the museum, 
however, printed guide map, providing the visitor convenience and instant information input during the 
visit, still show its unique in guiding the visitor. This study aims to investigate this issue, through ques-
tionnaire surveying museum visitors’ experience on using guide maps. The results show that different age 
groups perform similarly on rating the contents and portability of current guide maps, but have different 
opinions on the aesthetics and usability, particularly for the aged group. In conclusion, this study dem-
onstrates the effect of age on some attributes of guide map design, and suggests appropriate knowledge 
levels when designing guide maps for different age visitors.

Keywords: guide map, information design, age

it could be confused to understand the floor plan, 
as different types of space presentation are applied, 
such as 2D or 3D drawing. Some users are not 
benefited from the colorful or virtual real looking 
floor plan instruction, due to different user percep-
tion in space transformation, particular for aged 
people. Designers may try to add “all” information 
regarding the place to the users, however, this could 
not be practically useful as users might need only 
“adequate” information to suit their needs. User 
experience should be a key input when such guide 
map is designed. Visitors including children, fami-
lies, elders or professionals behave variously during 
their stay in the museum, which indicates that they 
may have different requirements on the guide map. 
Therefore, considering visitors’ preferences when 
designing guide maps is necessary.

As mentioned, the development of digital tech-
nologies brings various types of guiding systems of 
museum, such as touch screen, portable voice guide, 
or other ongoing developing interactive guiding 
systems. However, the convenience, portability and 
instant information input of printed guide map, 
demonstrates its unique function in guiding the 
visitor, and cannot be replaced. For previous stud-
ies concerning museum guiding system design, many 
focus on web-based digital museum guiding (Lin, 
2002, Kao, 2003, Chung, 2004, Huang, 2005), exhibi-
tion contents (Fan, 1996, Lin, 2003, Lu, 2004, Hong, 
2005, Jesus, Dias, Frias and Correia, 2007), signpost 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Guide map is the first document that the visitor 
obtains, and allows the user to get start with their 
move shortly at the museum (Lo, 2004). In other 
words, museums should provide guide maps with 
necessary information for visitors during their vis-
its to the place. A user-friendly designed guide map 
can not only help visitors find the right directions, 
but also produce satisfactory visiting experience 
of the place. On the contrary, poor designed guide 
could make users get lost and spend additional 
time in finding their way rather than the exhibition 
(Hsieh, 2000). It is no doubt that guide map design 
is crucial to visitors and museums.

Guide map can always be found at the entrance 
of a museum. Normally it comprises of topic and 
details of the exhibition, floor plan, and other 
information relevant to the visit. Visitors not only 
read the instruction at the start, but also refer to 
the guide throughout their visits. This means the 
guide map should be compact in size, but rich in 
content. Additionally, a guide map does not need 
particular maintenance cost in personnel, software 
or hardware. This make it being the most common 
and economical museum guide system, even digital 
technology has been applied for years.

One of the most important functions for guide 
map is wayfinding. However, previous studies found 
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system (Hsieh, 2000, Liu, 2001) or development of 
digital interactive technologies (Yi, 2003, Mantyjarvi, 
Paternò, Salvador and Santoro, 2006). Recently some 
researches are conducted to investigate portable 
guiding system (Ciavarella and Paternò, 2004, Rap-
tis, Tselios and Avouris, 2005, Herrmann, Kawalek 
and Stark, 2005, Damala and Kockelkorn, 2006, 
Kusunoki, Satoh, Mizoguchi and Inagaki, 2007). 
Although Lo (2004) studied the visual communica-
tion of guide map design, he did not address much 
on different users’ perspectives.

1.2 Aim

Given the above reasons, it is clear to see that 
the design of guide map could differ from age in 
drawing, icons, contents ... etc. Users can only be 
benefited when considering their needs. However, 
few works focused on different age users’ feedbacks 
on guide maps. This study aims to investigate 
this issue, through surveying museum visitors’ 
experience on using guide maps, so as to propose 
suggestions on design.

2 METHOD

2.1 Questionnaire

This research uses questionnaire to survey museum 
visitors. Visitors from the most popular places in 
Taiwan, National Palace Museum and Taipei Zoo, 
were selected to participate the survey. The question-
naire comprises three parts: (1) participant’s per-
sonal details; (2) evaluation of current guide maps, 
using 7-point Likert scale to assess design attributes 
on “contents”, “aesthetics”, “usability” and “port-
ability” of guide map, (3) preferred detail design 
information of guide map between different age 
users, using both close—and open-ended questions.

2.2 Sampling

Stratified sampling was adopted to collect partici-
pants from 5 groups (including age groups from 10 
to 19, 20 to 29, 30 to 39, 40 to 49 and over 50 years 
old). Ten volunteers were invited for each museum 
and age group. The results were analyzed using 
descriptive statistics on users’ preference on guide 
map design, and one-way ANOVA on age group 
and design attributes and Scheffe Post Hoc to find 
out the significance. Participants’ subjective opin-
ions on design were also analyzed.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Questionnaires were carefully examined to pick 
out those with incomplete feedback. In total 103 

effective questionnaires were collected (51 from 
National Palace Museum and 52 from Taipei Zoo) 
for analysis.

3.1 Evaluation of current guide map

In this part of questionnaire, 7-point Likert scale 
was used to assess contents, aesthetics, usability 
and portability of current guide maps from Taipei 
Zoo and National Palace Museum. The scoring 
of the questionnaire is “7” for “Agree”, “4” for 
“Undecided” and “1” for “Disagree” (The results 
are shown in Appendix A.3); scoring between 
shows the degree.

3.1.1 Contents
The questions used to assess “contents” of guide 
maps include “location” of the visitor, informa-
tion to prevent from “getting lost” in the museum, 
information for the visitor to find his/her “desti-
nation” and “route”, and the marks of “entrance/
exit” of the museum. The result shows no signifi-
cance between different age groups' opinions on 
guide map contents (see Table 1). Across the age 
visitors agree with the contents of guide maps 
despite minor difference.

3.1.2 Aesthetics
Evaluation of “aesthetics” on guide maps includes 
questions of “typography”, “graphic design”, “color”, 
“layout”, and “attractiveness”. From Table 2, it is 
clear to see the significantly different feedbacks in 
“graphics” and “color”.

Further paired analysis on the questions with 
significance found age group over 50 agree signifi-
cantly more than age group at 20–29, 30–39 and 
40–49 (Table 3), which means elder people in this 

Table 1. Significance on “contents” of guide map.

Question Mean SD P value

Location 5.750 1.453 0.065
Getting lost 4.596 1.933 0.827
Destination 5.712 1.486 0.503
Entrance/exit 5.577 1.808 0.142
Route 5.192 1.837 0.318

Table 2. Significance on “aesthetics” of guide map.

Question Mean SD P value

Typography 5.558 1.320 0.720
Graphics 5.558 1.335 0.027*
Color 5.596 1.332 0.038*
Layout 5.288 1.564 0.251
Attractiveness 5.173 1.465 0.259

* shows significance.
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survey are more satisfied with the “graphics” and 
“color” design of the guide maps than the others.

3.1.3 Usability
The questions applied to evaluate “usability” attribute 
of guide maps are “readability”, “comprehensibil-
ity”, “learnability”, “error” occurred in using, and 
the “helpfulness” of the guide map. The result shows 
significant difference in most questions except for 
“error” between age groups (see Table 4), although 
all groups scored positive accordingly.

Similar phenomenon to the “aesthetics”, further 
paired analysis on the questions with significance 
of “usability” found age group over 50 scored 
higher than the other age groups, while no signifi-
cance were found between each other 10–19, 20–29, 
30–39 and 40–49, particular on “readability” and 
“comprehensibility” (Table 5). Age at 10–19 scored 
close to the elders on “learnability” and “helpful-
ness”, also on the other three questions, which 
could show similar usability requirement of both 
groups.

3.1.4 Portability
Evaluation of “portability” on guide maps includes 
questions of “habit” of asking for guide maps, 
“convenience” of using, “size”, “collection” of 
used guide maps, and “intention” of collecting 
the current guide maps (Taipei Zoo and National 
Palace Museum). The result shows no significance 
between different age groups’ opinions on guide 

map portability (see Table 6). However, lower, but 
not significantly different scores were given on 
the “collection” and “intention” questions, which 
means visitors could get rid of the guide maps after 
their visits.

Overall, different age groups perform similarly 
on rating the contents and portability of current 
guide maps, but have different opinions on the 
aesthetics and usability, particularly for the aged 
group. Younger visitors (age 10–19) also score 
similarly to elderly people in some aspects. This 
means current guide map design should be focused 
more on considering needs from the teenagers and 
elders.

3.2 Preferable design of different age groups

To sum up the information collected from the third 
part of the questionnaire, including subjective sug-
gestions, results of different age groups’ preferable 
guide map design are discussed here.

For contents of guide map, most participants 
(excluding age 30–39) prefer “all-in-one” design, 
which means the guide map should provide not 
only wayfinding, but also detailed information 

Table 3. Paired analysis on significance of aesthetics.

Question Age (I) Age (J) Mean (I)–(J) P value

Graphics >50 10–19 0.812 0.560
20–29 1.078* 0.016*
30–39 1.381* 0.002*
40–49 1.124* 0.009*

Color >50 10–19 0.633 0.139
20–29 1.208* 0.008*
30–39 1.281* 0.004*
40–49 0.924* 0.033*

* shows significance.

Table 4. Significance on “usability” of guide map.

Question Mean SD P value

Readability 5.673 1.396 0.005*
Comprehensibility 5.769 1.308 0.002*
Learnability 5.654 1.558 0.028*
Error 4.692 1.832 0.967
Helpfulness 5.981 1.163 0.005*

* shows significance.

Table 5. Paired analysis on significance of usability.

Question Age (I) Age (J) Mean (I)–(J) P value

Readability >50 10–19 1.185* 0.011*
20–29 1.268* 0.009*
30–39 1.834* 0.000*
40–49 0.922* 0.048*

Comprehensibility >50 10–19 1.011* 0.014*
20–29 1.599* 0.000*
30–39 1.646* 0.000*
40–49 0.937* 0.025*

Learnability >50 10–19 0.748 0.118
20–29 1.324* 0.009*
30–39 1.448* 0.004*
40–49 0.515 0.288

Helpfulness >50 10–19 0.705 0.087
20–29 1.170* 0.007*
30–39 1.633* 0.000*
40–49 1.034* 0.014*

* shows significance.

Table 6. Significance on “portability” of guide map.

Question Mean SD P value

Habit 5.404 1.871 0.338
Convenience 5.692 1.615 0.499
Size 5.173 1.605 0.267
Collection 4.192 2.327 0.615
Intention 4.442 2.043 0.594
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relevant to the introduction of museum exhibition, 
although wayfinding information is still concluded 
as the most important. Referring to the result shows 
in Table 1, in which question “getting lost” is lower 
scored comparing to the others, it is clear that way-
finding information of current guide maps is not 
enough and needs to be improved. Additionally, 
as mentioned, 30–39 year-old users would prefer 
more educational information, e.g. more knowl-
edge about the exhibition should be presented on 
the guide.

Preferable design on aesthetics across the age are 
various. For young visitors (age 10–19 and 20–29), 
exhibits of digital simulated 3D image are attrac-
tive to them, while visitors age over 30 prefer real 
exhibits photos. More participants like simple and 
soft toned color rather than rich and colorful style, 
however, elders hold a contrarily opinion. This 
result matches the finding in the aesthetic evalu-
ation of current guide, age over 50 rates clearly 
higher than the other age groups, particular on 
the “color” and “graphics” questions, as the guide 
maps of Taipei Zoo and National Palace Museum 
are both design in rich color.

Participants accordingly indicate that the floor 
plan should be presented through 3D illustration. 
This will prevent users from confusion when they 
are trying to transform their position to a 2D floor 
plan. Additionally, some participants indicate that 
they may suffer problems when trying to understand 
the meanings of the icons. They suggest that more 
explanation can be added to the icon, accompany-
ing with different colors to distinguish the areas on 
the floor plan. In such way visitors can learn the 
map efficiently and find their way out easily.

Regarding the portability of guide map design, 
visitors have the habit of picking up guide maps at 
the start and referring to information all the way 
through. That is to say, the guide map should be 
portable and it should be folded to a hand carry 
size—better be smaller than A4. However, the 
guide map is still a one-off  document for the visi-
tor. Concerning sustainability issue, more delicate 
or special design which can trigger users to keep it 
after could be considered.

4 CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the effect of age on 
some attributes of guide map design. Different 
age visitors have different requirements on the 
use of guide map. Clear difference can be par-
ticularly found on the usability and aesthetics, for 
age group over 50. Additionally, the results show 
similar scores between teenagers and elders. This 
result agree with previous outcome “the diffi-
culty of guide map information should meet the 

understanding level of junior high school, if  no 
visiting group is focused for a museum” (Tsau & 
Chu, 1991). This will meet most visitors’ require-
ments when using guide maps. Future work can be 
focused on the investigation of the effect of differ-
ent types of museum on guide map design.
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Ergonomics challenges in sheltered workshops

Stephen J. Morrissey
Ergonomic-Human Factors Engineering Consultant, Oregon OSHA Consultative Services, 
Portland, Oregon, USA

ABSTRACT: This paper describes the activities undertaken in developing ergonomics interventions for 
two different sheltered workshops. Although the initial requests for assistance were to help with ergonom-
ics, the projects eventually involved safety, health, industrial engineering, psychology as well as ergonomics. 
These projects reflect on the wide range of issues that need to be addressed in many actual interventions.

Keywords: ergonomics, safety, health, sheltered workshop

2 CENTER ONE

2.1 Description

This center was located in a large warehouse 
that had been converted to work cells that com-
pleted various tasks/orders as local and regional 
industries sub-contracted out work to the center 
rather than do it themselves or export it. There 
could be several different cells and product runs 
in operation at the same time. The center tries to 
keep itself  open and the clients employee as many 
days a year as possible. As a result, clients may 
have to be moved from one project to another, a 
process that may require re-training. A few of  the 
tasks or contract jobs that were studied over a two 
year period and associated organization, train-
ing, safety and ergonomic risk factors identified 
included.

2.2 Making six-packs of small production run 
or specialty beers

This had the clients taking one bottle of beer from 
each of six different cases and then placing each 
bottle into one package (six-pack). The empty 
packs were placed at about knee height or on a 
1 meter high table and the cases of different style 
beers were next to the work station at knee height. 
After a number of six-packs had been created 
they were then put into a case by the supervisor 
or worker and moved to another area where they 
would be palletized, shrink wrapped by hand and 
then moved to a collection/shipping area.

Risk factors identified:
• Highly repetitive work with hands above mid-

chest height and deviated wrists.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Definitions

A sheltered workshop is an organized work 
environment where adults with varying degrees of 
mental handicaps (clients) can perform productive 
work under the supervision and control of trained 
persons. This work activity helps in some forms of 
treatment, provides them with socialization oppor-
tunities and lowers the costs associated with caring 
for the individuals. The work done in these work-
shops often is very tedious, simple and repetitive. 
It is also potentially hazardous from safety, health 
and ergonomic perspectives. A further complica-
tion in these environments is that clients may not 
be able to verbalize or describe pain and discom-
fort they are experiencing from work activities and 
may not understand the importance of following 
specific procedures. In addition, staff  or contract 
agents who get work may not have any understand-
ing of basic safety and health issues in work being 
done much less of potential issues in ergonomics.

While individual clients have potential for expo-
sures to hazards, for the staff  the hazard exposures 
may be greater as they have to work with the cli-
ents, often in very poor postures and often the 
most rudimentary safety/health protection beyond 
safety glasses or hearing protection.

Oregon OSHA’s Consultation group offers free, 
non-regulatory and confidential consultation in the 
areas of safety, health and ergonomics and it was 
contacted by the two different centers to address 
“ergonomics” questions or concerns at each of the 
facilities. The following discussion describes how 
this was approached using an integrated ergo-
nomics as well as safety, health and management 
model.
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• Work with hands below waist level leading to 
bent postures when packing and when picking 
up bottles.

• Poor overall workstation design for work being 
done.

• Significant amounts of work in process trans-
port, hand wrapping by leads or staff.

2.3 Creating variety cases (24-bottles) of wine

This task had the clients taking the required 
number of bottles from different cases usually one 
at a time and inserting them into the final case to 
create cases with two, three or four different types 
of wine. The case was about 33 cm tall and on top 
of a 1 m high table. The flaps of the box were usu-
ally up, creating an addition lift over barrier. Wine 
cases were on a pallet next to the assembly area. 
After the case was full, the same client might seal 
the case and build another or move it to another 
location where the supervisor would double check 
and seal the case. A 14 cm high platform had been 
built in front of the workstation to aid packing.

Risk factors identified:
• Highly repetitive placing of bottle into cases 

using very poor hand postures.
• Hands at or above shoulder height much of the 

time.
• Poor overall workstation design.
• Long reaches to cases on ground.

2.4 Creating conference registration and welcome 
packages

This was done by having the client pick up individ-
ual sheets of paper or gifts or handouts from piles 
or boxes of different flyers placed on card tables 
and placing them into plastic bags for distribution 
at the meeting or conference.

Risk factors identified:
• Potential for stumbling from everyone walking 

around the same tables.

2.5 Labeling wiring harnesses for large trucks 
and wiring dashboards for trucks

These tasks were almost exclusively done on tables 
where clients sat or stood. Some work involved 
manually following wires and installing labels on 
the wires or dashboards, other involved using 
a press to install wire connectors on the ends of 
wires. Finished work was collected, put in boxes 
and taken to be palletized and shrink wrapped.

Risk factors identified:
• Several tables were at a poor height for the work 

done and/or the size of the clients creating poor 
torso and hand postures.

• Work flows often were congested and created 
frustration for the supervising staff  given their 
need to supervise/coach individual workers, 
inspect final work and insure proper transport 
to the next station.

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
AND INTERVENTIONS

3.1 Discussion

Over the course of  several visits with the center 
director, the previously noted work activities 
were observed and discussions were held with 
floor supervisors and work cell supervisors on 
what I was observing, my concerns and imme-
diate recommendations to address these issues. 
In addition to identification of  a variety of  sig-
nificant ergonomic issues in work station design, 
work flow and work postures that were discussed 
at the time of  the visit, these discussions revealed 
there was a (complete) lack of  understanding 
of  ergonomics work principles in the staff  and 
center directors (beyond don’t lift too much) and 
that while very well meaning in their intentions, 
work had often been set up with what was avail-
able (or had been donated), in the most available 
space and many of  the cell supervisors were very 
overworked.

3.2 Recommendations

To address these concerns the following activities/
recommendations were made and undertaken.

1. The center director, leads, and supervisory per-
sonnel were provided with very basic training 
on body mechanics, fundamentals of worksta-
tion design, work flows and “good working 
postures”.
a.  A suggestion was made to have a workshop 

on these issues with all staff  and with those 
involved in looking for work.

2. There must be an on-going process to modify 
workstations based on what is actually being 
done and observed (on the fly ergonomics).
a.  This was being done after about six-months 

with varying degrees of success.
3. An integrated materials handling/work flow study 

needs to be done for any project undertaken.
a.  This has not yet been accomplished due to lack 

of time, however the center was able to acquire 
an automated pallet shrink wrap machine and 
fore and aft conveyors that allowed pallets to 
be pushed through the system rather than be 
handled and wrapped by hand.

4. Basic work methods incorporating proper 
ergonomics methods must be developed and 
validated before clients are trained.
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5. There should be consideration to development 
of a standard set of work layouts to minimize 
difficulties in retraining clients.

6. Staff  working with the clients must have addi-
tional training in recognizing and correcting 
their own poor work postures and habits as 
well as how to recognize external signs of mus-
culoskeletal injury that may be expressed by 
clients.

7. Safety and health awareness must be incorpo-
rated into the training of lead and supervisory 
personnel.

8. The center director must have awareness train-
ing and the center sponsors must have greater 
understanding of both the costs and the ben-
efits of ergonomics and a willingness to both 
support changes based on ergonomics and in 
their marketing of the shelter’s capacities to 
potential contract suppliers, be able to ask criti-
cal questions on how work can be improved in 
the shelter with the sponsor’s assistance.

4 CENTER TWO

4.1 Description of facility

The second workshop to be discussed was a small 
wood products facility that made a variety of 
wooden products for industry including pallets, 
large boxes and some basic table tops. Of these 
product lines, the wooden pallet fabrication line 
had the greatest overall production and was the 
highest concern to the center director and floor 
manager due to the high volume of work and 
“issues” with the clients not following directions 
in work flows, work methods. A parallel process 
where larger wooden containers were constructed 
was also of interest for review by the center’s staff  
for “work flow questions”.

4.1.1 Pallet line
The clients working in this area were adults from 
20 to 50 in age, many of whom had worked in this 
center on the same line for up to 20 years. Equip-
ment used by the clients in the pallet construction 
line included pneumatic nail guns, hammers, metal 
strapping tools and pallet jacks. Work began with 
pre-cut wooden pieces being delivered by pallet to 
the assembly area where the clients took the indi-
vidual pieces from the pallets, arranged them on 
the worksurface then used the pneumatic nail gun 
and hammers to assemble the pallet. The assem-
bled pallet was then placed on a pallet jack next to 
the work station and when the pallet was loaded, 
it was taken to the loading dock where another 
client secured the pallets with metal strapping 
tape and the pallet was then pushed into a truck 
or storage area. The issues of concern expressed 

by the lead personnel were that workers were no 
longer following specific instructions to put fin-
ished work in specific areas, were adopting poor 
working postures when doing this and were creat-
ing congestion and tripping hazards.

In reviewing the operations, there had been con-
siderable effort made to create a “good” workplace 
in terms of work surface heights and work flows. 
The issues identified were that workers were now 
choosing to place finished pallets in an area used 
as a passageway. In discussion with the leads, we 
determined that this behavior began after a bench 
seat had been moved several feet to allow a faster 
resupply of materials.

4.1.2 Solution
Move the bench back to its original position. While 
not an ergonomics issue per se, it does reflect that 
work system design is not a linear or always under-
stood concept.

4.2 Wooden box construction

In this area, standard size and custom size wooden 
shipping containers were made with staff doing 
cutting of materials, the clients assembling them 
and moving them to a shipment point. In review of 
the operations it was observed that work was often 
done on the floor, necessitating long reaches and 
much bending; once boxes were finished they were 
lifted by hand and carried about 3 meters to a stag-
ing area by two clients. Some of the boxes were large 
and quite heavy, about 25 to 35 kg and it was not 
clear that the workers some smaller, young women 
working with larger men understood proper lifting 
or lifting safety. It was also apparent that there was 
definite competition between the men and women 
in how hard they could work. The floor and walk-
way was also congested with air hoses and debris. 
In discussion with the lead for this area it was deter-
mined that they were overworked and were only 
concerned with power saw safety which was what 
they assumed was the hazard in the area.

4.3 Recommendations and interventions

In discussion with the leads, it was determined that 
they did not really understand occupational safety 
issues, that they did not understand the importance 
of proper materials handling and work station 
design, and importantly, they did not understand, 
nor did they recognize, the potentially hazardous 
outcomes of competition in such a work environ-
ment. As such the following recommendations 
were made:

1. A complete revision of the floor plan needed 
to be made to insure safe, linear and clean 
walkways.
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2. Work tables needed to be made to put the work 
at an appropriate height to eliminate bending.

3. There should be no manual handling of large 
boxes or heavy boxes, these must be moved by 
carts with loads slid or team lifted onto the 
cart.

4. There must be some means to try and limit the 
competition between the workers; this was a 
more difficult issue as it was not clear the clients 
even understood what competition was.

5. Leads must have immediate and ongoing train-
ing in occupational health, safety and ergonom-
ics training appropriate for their position.

6. Outside safety consultants must be brought in 
on a regular basis to monitor results. As the 
State of Oregon provides this as a free service, it 
needs only to be requested.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Ergonomics interventions can be very straight 
forward at times, and when these are requested 
the individual making the request may not under-
stand all the issues that may need to be addressed. 
In many environments one must be alert to issues 
in safety, health, industrial engineering and work 
flows and psychology and group interactions.

In the very challenging world of the sheltered 
workshop, highly dedicated people were plac-
ing themselves and their clients at potential risk 
because of a lack of understanding of all of these 
issues. The interventions recommended and the 
changes made on the floor during the visits served 
to address these issues.
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Discussion of emergency notification device for elderly people
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ABSTRACT: As the evolution of an aging society, the number of elderly people who live alone or in a 
family of two is increasing. Each municipality has a lending program of a home-use emergency notifica-
tion device (henceforth abbreviated as “device”) for elderly people to realize a society of safe living by 
reducing anxiety in case of emergency. This is a system to inform of any emergency situations by pressing 
a button on the device to help rapid rescue response. This aims to preserve the security and improvement 
in QOL by reducing anxiety in elderly people. This device ranks high on elderly people requirements in the 
area of telecommunication at a survey of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. It is expected 
that there will be more expansion of demand to the aging society but the diffusion rate is actually low. 
The purpose of this study is to develop an easy-to-use device for elderly people and to improve operation 
procedures by clarifying the device usage at an interview in H-city. As a result, it was clarified that there is 
room for improvement on the operation comprehension and the device shape. In order to utilize the device 
more usefully, it is clarified that a lecture for understanding device operation should be done together with 
an acquaintance and continuously, the shape should be considered portability because there were a lot of 
elderly people with independence in ADL, and the device can be used away from home. In the future, it 
is required to establish overall services to secure elderly people by introducing ubiquitous tools. It is clari-
fied that automated information tools which can detect and report any emergency situations without the 
device holders’ intention. It is suggested that a guideline to allow monitoring with privacy consideration 
should be established and receive social consensus, a system to prevent the detected privacy data from 
being concealed should be developed, and an algorithm to detect emergency situations by checking the 
attitude and behaviour of elderly people should be established.

Keywords: emergency notification device, elderly, interview

elderly people year by year who live alone in case 
of  emergency, each municipality has a lending pro-
gram of the device for elderly people aged 65 and 
over who live alone or only elderly people. This is a 
system to inform a rescue squad of any emergency 
situations via telephone line to help rapid rescue 
activities by lending the device to elderly people 
who live alone or only elderly people. This aims to 
preserve the security and improvement in QOL by 
reducing anxiety in elderly people. After launch-
ing the care insurance system in 2002, the usage 
of  this kind of system increased because nursing 
care managers introduced it when they performed 
a home visiting survey, and aggressively installed 

1 INTRODUCTION

The number of  people aged 65 and over in our 
country became 25.67 million people which are 
more than 20% of the total demographic shifts 
(127.77 million people) in 2005, so Japan became a 
country of  super-aging society. Subsequently, it is 
predicted that it will become 35% of the total demo-
graphic shifts (89.93 million people) in 2055 and at 
the national population census in 2005, the ratio of 
people who live alone or family of  two increased 
consequently due to the rapid lifespan expansion 
and low birthrate. To help the realization of safe 
living society by reducing anxiety of  increasing 
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mainly at the nationwide municipalities. However, 
the actual number of  people who receive the serv-
ice throughout Japan is the low diffusion rate of 
only 6% (approx. 135,000 people) among the high 
priority elderly people who live alone. On the other 
hand, this device ranks high on the elderly people 
requirements in the area of  telecommunication at 
a survey of  the Ministry of  Posts and Telecommu-
nications. It is expected that there will be further 
expansion as the evolution of an aging society.

The population of H-city which is the target 
of this survey was 177,931 people (in September 
2008) including 33,080 people (18.6%) of age 65 
and over. There were 73,536 households including 
6,908 solitary households aged 65 and over, and 
5,779 households of only elderly people. There 
were 515 households (4.1%) who have the device at 
the end of March 2008.

However, there were a lot of cases that the 
device could not be used efficiently in emergency 
situations in spite of lending the device but there 
are few other studies. Therefore, the purpose of 
this study is to offer a basic data to improve func-
tions and usability of the device for elderly people 
by clarifying the actual usage and conditions.

2 METHODS

2.1 Target and method

The research was conducted by interviewing 20 
elderly people living in H-city who borrow the 
device. A pre-survey were conducted for the sur-
vey contents and items, and then reviewed the sur-
vey contents for difficult questions and items. The 
survey was conducted between March and August 
2006.

2.2 Survey contents

2.2.1 Characteristics of target
There were 15 question items of basic attributes 
for survey targets which were: age, gender, family 
cohabitation, current medical treatment condition, 
current disease, eyesight, hearing ability, degree of 
dementia, degree of nursing care, possession of 
physical disability certificate, contents and utiliza-
tion of in-house care service with/without using 
care insurance, and social situation.

2.2.2 Comprehension of device operation
There were 9 question items which were: 
installation time, installation circumstance, who 
lectured, degree of relieving, comprehension 
degree of device operation, comprehension degree 
of mobile pendant operation, situations to use the 
device, cases to think of using the device or not, 
and number of actual usage.

2.2.3 Device shape and communication method
There were 6 question items which were: installa-
tion location of the device, reasons for choosing 
the location, place of situating the mobile pendant, 
hand-carry status of mobile pendant, easiness of 
using device, and degree of power to press the but-
ton of the device.

2.3 Ethical considerations

After explaining purpose of the survey to a district 
welfare officers in an area, they explained to the 
target people. Then the survey was conducted by 
face-to-face interview to people who accept the 
survey. In addition, the following conditions were 
explained: answers are anonymous, data will not 
be used for other purpose than this study, the inter-
viewed people can interrupt anytime when their 
condition become not good, and do not need to 
reply any questions if  they do not want to reply.

2.4 Analysis method

Each item was summarized simply.

3 RESULTS

The results of “Characteristic of targets”, 
“Comprehension condition of the device opera-
tion” and “Shape and communication method of 
the device” are described with variables below.

Total area of the target H-city is 635 sq km. There 
are three different districts which are: academic dis-
trict with one university and two colleges, research 
and agricultural promotion. Since there are a lot of 
student residents, people who relate to university 
and production, the population aging rate is 17.7% 
which is 2.9 points lower than the nationwide aver-
age. This study was conducted at the agricultural 
promotion district where the population aging rate 

Table 1. Characteristics of H-city.

Item Number

Total population (people) 177,245
Population aged 65 and over (people) 31,386
Population aging rate (%) 17,7
National average of population aging 

rate (%)
20,6

Total number of households (household) 74,928
Family of two aged 65 and over 

(household)
6,908

People aged 65 and over who live alone 
(household)

5,779

Number of lending emergency notification 
devices

573
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Table 2. Characteristics of target.

n = 20 people

Item Quantity

Age 81.44 ± SD 8.787
Under 60 (1 person), 60–70 (1 person)
70–80 (4 people), 80–90 (9 people)
Over 90 (3 people), Unclear (2 people)

Gender Female (19 people), Male (1 person)
Cohabitation with families Alone (17 people), Family of 2 (1 person)

Others (2 person)
Dedgree of nursing requirement Independent (12 people), Need nursing (5 people)

Need nursing degree 2 (1 person), Unclear (2 people)
Daily life independence of elderly dementia people Independent (16 people), I (4 people)
Periodical medical check Yes (20 people)
Current disease Affected two diseases in average
Meeting with separated family A couple of times a month (9 people)
Interaction with neighbors Can consult when people have problems (8 people)

Exchange souvenirs (1 person)
Can do small talks (8 people)

Usage of the home servie of nursing insurance Ambulatory rehabilitation (4 people)
Usage of the home service of other than nursing insurance Home-helper (3 people)

is high and intercommunion with neighborhood 
remains.

A majority of the target people was 19 females 
(95%). Regarding communication amount with 
family lived separately, nine people (45%) met each 
other more than once a month and eight people 
(40%) communicated by phone. Regarding com-
munication with neighborhood, 17 people (85%) 
kept in touch just when they have troubles and they 
wanted to chats.

Regarding an explanation at the installation time, 
15 people (50%) got explanation from the installation 
vendor. Two third of the people could understood 
but one third of the people understood incorrectly 
or could not understand completely. Regarding the 
question about cases to think of using the device 
or not, two people (10%) replied “Yes”, 17 people 
(85%) replied “No”, and three people used actually.

Most of the installation place of main device was 
a living room or a bed room. About carrying the 
mobile pendant, 16 people (80%) did not carry at 
all. Regarding ease-of-use, positive answers of “easy 
to use” and “so-so” were from 14 people (70%), and 
negative answer of “neither” was from three people 
(15%). Regarding notification, a half of the people 
replied “easy to use” and “no problem” because it is 
just an operation of pressing a button.

4 CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, current status of the device was 
summarized and described the reason why the 

device is not fully utilized from the results by 
considering aspects of “Target characteristics” 
(Table 2), “Comprehension status of the device” 
(Table 3), and “Shape and Communication 
method” (Table 4), then we mention a suggestion 
at the end.

About current status of the device, there were 
three examples of actual usage as follows: “when 
a person broke a bone by falling down”, “when 
a person who has mental problem felt fears” and 
“False report that a pet pressed a button”.

On the other hand, there are 17 people (85%) 
who did not think of using the device. The rea-
sons are: “There are no experiences of emergency 
situations”, “There was a case but did not use 
it because of annoyance of neighbors when an 
ambulance comes”, and “Relatives and neighbors 
are more convenient than the device”. It was found 
that the major reasons why people do not want to 
use the device are: people are confident of their 
current health and people have a feeling to reject 
d an ambulance which will come after using the 
device. There was an elderly person in this 17 peo-
ple who fainted on the road in front of the house 
and found by a neighbor and then sent to a hos-
pital. We asked the elderly person if  the person 
uses the device when the same things happened to 
the person. The answer is that “the person knows 
own health condition and found it beforehand but 
it could not be realized since it became bad sud-
denly”. So there was no aggressive intention to use 
the device for that person. In this sense, it can be 
seen that people do not carry a mobile pendant.
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To summarize above, the case of using device is 
limited only when a person knows the situation is 
critical like a threat of life. In other words, people 
might not use the device if  they can not realize the 
situation is critical even if  there is a device nearby.

Next, as you can understand from Table 1, 
the daily life independence in ADL and demen-
tia among 16 people (80%) were independent. 
To view the social condition of the target, meet-
ings with family lived separately were more than 
once a month and phone communication was also 
more than once a month. In addition, regarding 
the communication with neighborhood, 17 people 
(85%) keep in touch just when they have troubles 
and just for chatting. They have ability to act and 
communicate because the ADL of the target is 
almost independent, and there have active rela-
tionships with neighbors because the targeted area 
is agricultural district and continued over many 
generations. It was considered that these factors 
improve social conditions.

Regarding the usage status of the nursing care 
insurance, a half  of the certified people of the 
service used ambulatory rehabilitation. In other 
housebound services than the nursing care insur-
ance, it was also found that the home helper service 
is common because elderly people who live alone 
look forward to waiting for a house helper who 
does both works to prepare meals and talk to them. 
According to the “target characteristics” obtained 
from survey, it is noted that the reason why the sur-
vey target did not use the device often is that there 
are few people who encountered emergency situa-
tions because of the high independence degree. The 
reasons for the low usage that people did not use it 
when they should use is considered that: commu-
nications with neighbors give them a confidence to 
live alone and the feeling under appropriate con-
trol of others by using the nursing care insurance 
provides a feeling of safety. It is considered that 
these prevent the mobile pendant from carrying 
and weaken the existence of the device.

Table 3. Comprehension status of emergency notification device.

n = 20 people

Item Category Qty

From whom people get explanation 
 of usage

Municipal employee
Case worker
Care manager
Employee of vendor
Others
Unclear

 1
 0
 0
15
 3
 1

Usage of emergency notification 
 device

Place to push correct
Effect after pressing correct
How to stop announcement after

pressing a button correct

16
14
10

Usage of mobile pendant Correct 14

In what situation people use the 
emergency notification device

Severe pain
No appetite
Feel bad a little
Cannot get up from futon/bed
Too Painful
Run out of kerosene
Feel lonely
At a fire
Cannot move due to falling down
When carring a heavy things

 7
 1
 2
 4
13
 1
 1
11
11
 1

Are there any cases to try to use the  
emergency notification device?

Yes
None
Unclear

 2
17
 1

Number of actually used the emergency 
notification device

1 time
2 times
More than 3 times
None

 1
 1
 1
17
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About device operation comprehension, a half  
of the people could understand but four people 
(80%) could not understand entirely where they 
should press. About the question after pressing 
a button, 14 people (70%) could understand but 
six people who understood incorrectly or could 
not understand entirely are the problem and these 
six people hardly recognized the installation of 
device. About the explanation at the installation 
time, 15 people (75%) got it from an employee 
of the installation vendor. To consider about a 
characteristics of elderly people, they have weaken 
ability to adopt new things. So, it is necessary to 
give additional explanations and attendance of 
a person familiar to them like care managers for 
the explanation of unaccustomed devices, and it is 
considered that this way will be easier for them to 
understand and ask questions.

About a question “at what specific situation 
do you use the device” to the survey target, the 
answers are: “When it is too hard”, “When they 
cannot stand up after falling down” and “When 
it is too painful”. So, it is found that people only 
think to use the device when they become severe 
conditions and put up with to some extent because 
they do not want to bother others. To this endur-

able and thoughtful thinking, it is necessary to 
give explanations to understand: consideration of 
carrying method which does not bother neighbors 
as much as possible, the mindset that hesitation 
to press a button will cause a delay of treatments 
and bother their family and neighbors, and what 
kind of people will support after notifying by the 
device.

Thus, it is a good thing that chances of using 
device is a little during the daily life of elderly peo-
ple but it is found that the acknowledgement of 
device is lowering and fading from consciousness of 
elderly people due to the low usage. When visiting 
to the elderly people’s house, it was considered that 
continuation of mindset is necessary that emergency 
status can be occurred at anytime and efficient use 
of the device is necessary as well as reconfirmation 
of the device operation. Furthermore, about the 
thinking of that “I know my body condition very 
well” by an elderly person who fainted on a road 
without using the device and saved life by neigh-
bor’s report, it is required to understand that there 
is a possibility of sudden changes in body condi-
tion which differ from that of their young age even 
if they know their body condition for a long time. 
It is necessary to think about the characteristic of 

Table 4. Shape and communication method.

n = 20 people

Item Category Qty

Installation location Living room  5
Bed room  3
Entrance  4
Others  4
Unclear  4

Reason of choosing the 
installation location

Where people stay every time
Where the installation person 

recommended
Others

13
 3

 4

Usage status of a mobile pendant Carry every time  0
Relaxed in a room  0
During in a toilet  0
While bathing  0
While shopping  0
Go out for a friend’s house near by  1
While sleeping  1
Never Carried 16
No answer  2

Easiness to use the emergency
notification device

Easy
So-so easy
Nether
Not so easy
Difficult
No answer

10
 4
 3
 0
 0
 3
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elderly people from the “problems of education and 
comprehension”, and it was considered to be able to 
establish conditions to utilize the device securely by 
adjusting these problems.

Also other than the educational approach, it is 
suggested that an automated notification device 
which reports without elderly people’s intension is 
required.

Since there are various installation places of the 
device, most of the people chose “a place where 
they always stay”. Next, there is an answer that 
“They were told that it is the best place for wir-
ing by an installation vendor”. There will be a case 
that the installation place is limited for wiring for 
old houses in rural areas but due to the deteriora-
tion in hearing, it was considered that it should be 
installed to a room where they spend most of the 
time by improving the device. Regarding the posses-
sion status of the pendant, 16 people (80%) replied 
they do not carry it at anytime and there were some 
cases that they could not cope with their bad body 
condition, falling down and broken bones around 
outside of their houses. The reasons gotten at the 
interview survey for not carrying the pendant were 
considered that: “They know their own body con-
dition” as previously mentioned and problems of 
device itself. There were following device problems: 
“It is difficult for working”, “Hanging from the 
neck is dangerous”, “Anxious if  it misreports even 
when the button is touched softly”. There were 
a lot of targets who were independent in ADL 
and a lot of elderly people who went out to visit 
neighbors or engaged in gardening and field works 
outside. Thus, the pendant type is not suitable for 
elderly people who are independent in ADL and 
work especially by using hands very much, so it 
was considered to incur danger due to blocking 
and hooking. Therefore, it is found that more than 
two third of people did not carry it. Recently, there 
is a watch type notification switch but no one had 
this in the survey targets. However, the way of noti-
fication is just an action of pressing a button, so it 
is considered easy and there are no problems.

In addition, since the communication method 
between the pendant and the main part is weak 
radio wave method, the available working areas are 
just inside of the house or around 50 m from house 
without any obstructions. So, it was considered 
insecure because all areas usually elderly people act 
are not fully covered. For “the shape and commu-
nication method of the device”, it was requested 
to develop a shape to use easily for elderly people 
who is independent in ADL and a system which 
can notify anytime anywhere when they encounter 
bad health conditions.

There are a lot of elderly people who feel anxi-
ety about their health condition as the deteriora-
tion of body function according to the aging. 

Furthermore if  family members are not close to 
them, it is difficult to act rapidly or to confirm 
the safety at emergency situations like illness or 
injuries from falling down. Therefore, the need to 
develop a system to support elderly people at emer-
gency situations is high. The emergency notifica-
tion device in this study is based on reporting by 
elderly people by themselves but a system to detect 
and notify emergency situations without awareness 
of elderly people is becoming a practical use stage 
from a researching stage recently. For example, 
about a method to confirm safety from daily rou-
tine works of elderly people, there is the i-pot of 
Zojirushi Corporation which became popular to 
monitor the daily life of elderly people. The usage 
of a pot for boiling water can confirm the safety 
of elderly people. A communication function built 
into a pot for boiling water send the information to 
their family in a distant place. Furthermore, there 
is a system to sense in-house activities of elderly 
people who live alone and detect any movement to 
any rooms. In the past, these systems can just offer 
activity data to a family to find a chance to notify 
abnormal conditions. Recently, an automated 
emergency notification system is studying, which 
compares non-response times of censors and mov-
ing status with normal status data by using the DP 
matching method or the clustering method and 
notifies when it judges them different.

Furthermore, there is a system to get health 
conditions of  elderly people directly. It detects 
health conditions in real time by attaching censors 
to get vital sign information. However, measur-
ing of  data is limited. In case of  a device attach-
ing to a body, daily activates are limited by the 
device. Therefore, it has not become widespread 
yet. Besides, there are some ingenious attempts of 
shapes which are a watch type and a roll type on 
the chest. Furthermore, the movement limitation 
can be decreased by using a wireless transmis-
sion of  zigbee or cell phone functions. So there 
is a possibility that it will be widespread hereafter 
at once.

The example so far is a limited service basically 
in the house or areas close to the house. Despite 
elderly people, a lot of people go out away from 
their home. Moreover, there are quite a lot of cases 
that elderly people who tend to hang around or go 
to places where the family member cannot expect.

A service focused to this, there is also a current 
location notification service by using a cell phone. 
Recently, this put into practical use rapidly mainly 
for the children monitoring system. However other 
services than using mobile communication ter-
minals or RFID can not clearly identify targets 
or can detect only a small part of activities. This 
relates deeply to a background that the problem 
of privacy violation could not be resolved for a 
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system like monitoring independent person using a 
camera. This problem is arguing even when setting 
up a monitoring camera for children. Basically, a 
monitoring including privacy information should 
be used by limited individuals and allowed accord-
ing to a guideline reached consensuses socially, but 
actually various systems are trying without any 
guidelines now.

Next, follow-on topics are described to think of 
these statuses as follows:

5 FOLLOW-ON TOPICS

The following measures are necessary to promote 
usage of the emergency notification device and 
make it a more useful system.

5.1 Education and support by understanding 
characteristics of elderly people

Education should be done contiguously with 
measures like accompanying an acquaintance. 
So supporting organizations by communities and 
whole society like neighbors and a residents’ asso-
ciation are important. Moreover, it is necessary to 
establish an atmosphere to press the emergency 
button freely and do not think about bothering 
neighbors at emergency situations.

5.2 Device shape and communication method 
suitable for elderly people

Since there are a lot of elderly people who are 
independent in ADL, it is necessary that the 
shape should not be a burden to carry and it can 
communicate away from home.

In the future, it is required that overall services 
to secure safety for elderly people should be estab-
lished by combining a ubiquitous system which is 
developed rapidly. An automated system to judge 
and inform of emergency statuses without per-
son’s intension anytime, anywhere is mandatory. 
A function to judge “emergency status” objectively 
is also needed and it is required to get vital sign 
data for elderly people themselves in addition to 
a function to catch surrounded circumstances of 
elderly people. However since the collected data 
contains sensitive personal information, a social 
consensus is needed for the data collection and 
data processing. Therefore, the following three 
points are proposed:

1. Establish a guideline to allow monitoring includ-
ing privacy data and get social consensus.

2. Develop a system to conceal detected data 
related to privacy.

3. Establish an algorism to judge emergency status 
from poses and moving patterns.
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Cognitive aging and determine of an instructional media type
on procedural task learning for elderly people
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ABSTRACT: It is well-known that cognitive factors decline with age which due to older people tends 
to have more difficulty learning compliable. Although some researchers indicated that Cognitive Load 
Theory (CLT)-based training formats meet the cognitive abilities of elderly learners particularly well, 
the mapping of instructional design principle and their combination of procedural instruction for elder 
learner is still not clear. Therefore, the aim of this article is to review the literature on how properly design 
principle and what type of instruction can be better support elderly people in completing procedural task. 
To conclude, our literature review shows that the key to optimal procedural learning in the elderly might 
be determined as combination of dynamic and static visualizations by using the cognitive related theory 
to supporting skill acquisition.

Keywords: cognitive aging, cognitive load, procedural learning, instructional design, multimedia

However, from the age point of view have less 
attention in this context. It is well-known that 
physical, sensory, and cognitive factors decline 
with age (Craik & Salthouse, 2000; Scialfa, et al., 
2004). These declines precipitate after individuals 
reach their mid-forties which due to older people 
tends to have more difficulty learning compli-
able (Kang & Yoon, 2008) and procedural tasks 
(Vakil & Agmon-Ashkenazi, 1997). It is because 
these tasks are concerned with cognitive learning 
and retention and be affected by cognitive aging. 
Thereby, some researchers started to connect cog-
nitive aging and CLT. For instance, van Gerven, 
et al. (2002) claimed that CLT-based training for-
mats meet the cognitive abilities of elderly learners 
particularly well. That is, cognitive aging brings 
about several declines of working memory, which 
impede the acquisition of complex cognitive skills. 
By making an optimal use of the ‘remaining’ cog-
nitive resources, learning can be enhanced. They 
also indicated that existing principles of general 
instructional and multimedia design can be evalu-
ated and used to accommodate the needs of elderly 
learners (van Gerven, et al., 2006).

Nevertheless, the mapping of specific media 
type and their combination of procedural instruc-
tion for elder learner is still not clear. Therefore, 
the aim of this article is to review the literature 
on how properly design principle and what type 
of instruction can support elderly people in 
completing procedural task.

1 INTRODUCTION

Different modalities of information such as 
pictures, drawings or dynamic videos are often 
designed to facilitate learning and instruction 
and have been found to have a positive effect. It’s 
because these instructions were designed by cogni-
tive based theory such as Cognitive Load Theory 
(CLT) (Sweller, 1988) and cognitive multimedia 
theory (CTML) (Mayer, et al., 2001), CLT and 
CTML based on a cognitive architecture that con-
sists of a limited working memory, can provide 
guidelines to assist in the presentation of informa-
tion in a manner that encourages learner activities 
that optimize intellectual performance. (Kirschner, 
2002; Paas, et al., 2004; van Gerven, et al., 2006; 
Wilson & Wolf, 2009; Wong, et al., 2009).

Many studies also have explored the effective-
ness of presenting procedural learning information 
through comparing different media and their com-
binations (Arguel & Jamet, 2009; Brunye, et al., 
2006; Höffler & Leutner, 2007; Wong, et al., 2009). 
The topic which comparing the effectiveness of 
static versus dynamic visualizations has been more 
concerned (Ayres & van Gog, 2009), but contin-
ues to result in seemingly contradictory findings 
unless under certain conditions. In particular, the 
effect was greater when the animation was repre-
sentational, when it was highly realistic, and when 
procedural-motor knowledge was to be acquired 
(Höffler & Leutner, 2007).
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2 COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE

2.1 Cognitive aging

Cognitive aging usually refer to a decline of proc-
esses that contribute to the efficiency of infor-
mation processing. van Gerven, et al. (2006) 
mentioned that there are two main phenomena of 
cognitive aging included reduction of general cog-
nitive speed and cognitive control. The cognitive 
speed affects every cognitive function at every level 
of processing. In the most speed cognitive tasks, 
the reaction time of the elderly is dramatically slow 
down than young. It’s the most central mechanism 
of cognitive aging (Salthouse, 1996).

A second general decline is cognitive control 
that entails a whole group of  mechanisms aimed 
at manipulating information in working memory 
and behavior. One of  the most prevalent views 
of  cognitive aging was that it primarily involves 
a reduction of  the storage capacity of  working 
memory (Hasher & Zacks, 1988). Mechanisms 
such as task switching, updating, searching, inte-
gration, coordination, and selection have been 
identified as separate cognitive control processes, 
most of  which are affected by cognitive aging 
(Fisk & Sharp, 2004).

However, Design changes that provide environ-
mental support for declining cognitive, perceptual, 
and psychomotor abilities can serve as a powerful 
intervention for maintaining and improving older 
adult performance. Training is also can improve 
performance at both the basic ability level and the 
level of task performance (Charness, 2008). By 
some cognitive theory can improve quality of life 
for an aging population.

2.2 Cognitive Load Theory

During the past two decades, CLT has become 
an influential theory in the fields of educa-
tional psychology and instructional design (Paas, 
et al., 2004; Sweller, 1988; Sweller, et al., 1998; 
van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005).

CLT is aimed at developing training material 
that efficiently makes use of the available cognitive 
processing capacity and stimulates the learner’s 
ability to use acquired knowledge and skills in new 
situations.

CLT provides a theoretical foundation for 
designing instructional materials to best enhance 
learning. The basic premise of this theory is that 
learning will be hindered if  the instructional mate-
rials overwhelm a learner’s cognitive resources. 
Research has indicated that several features 
of human cognitive architecture are especially 
important in instructional design. Specifically, 
cognitive load theory is based on a cognitive archi-
tecture consisting of a limited working memory 

that interacts with an unlimited long-term memory 
(Chandler & Sweller, 1992; Sweller, 1988). The 
constrains of working memory highline the impor-
tance of reducing unnecessary cognitive demands 
on individuals learning.

The central idea of CLT is that working memory 
plays a highly significant role in learning. However, 
because WM is very limited in both capacity and 
duration, learning can be seriously inhibited if  
instructional designers fail to take account of these 
limitations.

According to Sweller’s CLT identifies three cat-
egories of cognitive load: extraneous, intrinsic and 
germane. Intrinsic cognitive load is considered as 
determined largely by element interactivity. On 
the other hand, extraneous cognitive load is deter-
mined by how the information is presented when 
intrinsic load is high, a high level of extraneous 
cognitive load can be a critical factor for successful 
learning (Carlson, et al., 2003). Thus, the instruc-
tional format (e.g., animations or static pictures) 
might influence the learning efficacy of a learning 
environment. By reducing extraneous cognitive 
load and increasing germane cognitive load the 
third type of cognitive load, referring to the effort 
involved in the processing, construction and auto-
mation of schemas more efficient learning may be 
possible.

2.3 Working memory and procedural task

Working memory is the resource through which 
people manipulate and actively keep information 
available for on-line processing. Working memory 
is activated in nearly all complex cognitive tasks, 
particularly those that require holding information 
in the face of distraction, or conducting simultane-
ous activities. However, procedural tasks are one 
of typically activity which need working memory. 
Procedural learning involves learning to carry out 
a series of acts or operations in the proper order. 
Whether rebuilding a car engine, folding a paper 
airplane, assembling a stereo surround sound sys-
tem, or following a recipe, the overall goal is simi-
lar: to follow a series of steps through to a final 
product. Thus, an important issue in the study of 
procedural learning involves determining effec-
tive methods for helping individuals build strong, 
manipulate representations of task steps that will 
lead to reproducible, reliable outcomes especially 
in the future aging life.

3 PROCEDURAL INSTRUCTION DESIGN

3.1 The general instructional design theory

There are two general instruction design theory. 
CLT developed by John Sweller and colleagues 
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(Sweller, et al., 1998; van Merriënboer & Sweller, 
2005). The second is Richard Mayer’s (2001) 
CTML. The combination of the two theories 
yields a powerful tool for supporting skill acquisi-
tion in the elderly. Both CLT and CTML are based 
on a cognitive architecture in which a capacity-
limited working memory is connected to an unlim-
ited long-term store. Whereas CLT emphasizes the 
use of multimedia as a means to control cognitive 
load, CTML is more concerned with attention 
aspects of learning.

In 1998, CLT had been used almost exclusively 
to study instruction intended to decrease extrane-
ous cognitive load. Some of the major effects that 
yield better schema construction and higher trans-
fer performance and that may be attributed to a 
decrease in extraneous cognitive load are briefly 
summarized in Table 1 (Sweller, et al., 1998).

van Merrienboer & Sweller (2005) outlined the 
possible implications of CLT and CTML for eld-
erly learners in multimedia-based learning environ-
ments. According to these authors, it is important 
to map systematically age-related cognitive declines 

on the potentially compensatory strategies offered 
by existing instructional theories. For that purpose, 
they formulated four groups of age-related cogni-
tive declines: (a) Reduced processing capacity of 
working memory, (b) reduced cognitive speed, 
(c) reduced inhibition of irrelevant information, 
and (d) reduced coordination and integration of 
different information sources. Subsequently, they 
surveyed those CLT- or CTML-based instruc-
tional design principles that might compensate for 
each of these declines. An extended overview of 
this “mapping” approach is organized in Table 2 
(van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005).

3.2 The property of different kinds of instructions

Wileman (1993) categorized static visual infor-
mation into three major ways to present objects, 
progressing from concrete to abstract, as pictorial 
symbols (photograph, illustrations or drawings), 
graphic symbols (pictogram, signs and icons) and 
verbal symbol (text). And the choice of which 

Table 1. Some effects studied by Cognitive Load 
Theory.

Effect Description 

Goal-free 
effect 

Replace conventional problem
with goal-free problems that
provide learners with an
a-specific goal 

Worked 
example effect 

Replace conventional problems
with worked examples that
must be carefully studied 

Completion 
problem effect 

Replace conventional problems
with completion problems, 
providing a partial solution
that must be completed by
the learners 

Split attention 
effect 

Replace multiple sources of
information (frequently pictures
and accompanying text) with
a single, integrated source of
information 

Modality 
effect 

Replace a written explanatory text 
and another source of visual
information such as a diagram
(unimodal) with a spoken
explanatory text and a
visual source of information
(multimodal) 

Redundancy 
effect 

Replace multiple sources of
information that are self-
contained (i.e., they can be
understood on their own)
with one source of information 

Table 2. Age-related cognitive declines on the 
potentially design principle.

Age-related
cognitive decline

Compensatory multimedia
strategy

Reduced processing 
capacity

Bimodal (audiovisual)
presentation

Worked examples instead of
conventional practice 
problems

Goal-free instead of goal- 
specific practice problems

Presenting instruction in a 
parts-whole sequence

Omitting redundant 
information

Reduced cognitive
speed

Bimodal (audiovisual)
presentation

Enhanced timing
Omitting redundant 

information
Presenting instruction in

learner-controlled segments

Reduced inhibition Omitting redundant
information

Attention support

Reduced coordination 
and integration

Bimodal (audiovisual)
presentation

Enhanced timing temporal
Enhanced layout
Omitting redundant

information
Presenting instruction in a 

parts-whole sequence
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of these symbols to use is directly related to the 
major objective of communication and the specific 
information that is suitable to the specific situation. 
For instance, the more abstract symbols, pictograms, 
are often used in situations where the meaning of a 
message needs to be comprehended quickly, since 
well-designed pictograms are intended to convey 
meanings perceptively (Yamazaki, et al., 2008). 
Yamazaki et al. (2008) examined the effectiveness 
of pictograms representing actions in lathe proce-
dures and for steps in manufacturing procedures. 
The results showed that the pictograms developed 
for lathe instructions conveyed intended meanings 
as effectively as common public signs.

Furthermore, being well planned and designed 
for the visual content and detail is very important. 
Well-displayed designs are very important for mul-
timedia learning. Michas & Berry (2000) demon-
strated that enhanced line-drawings which use 
symbols, such as arrows and highlights, can help 
to make temporal and spatial relationships within 
graphical representations clearer and to better con-
vey information about how to get from one step of 
the procedure to the next.

In the learning and instruction domain, the 
visual instructions often are distinguished into 
dynamic and static. Several studies compared the 
learning effectiveness between dynamic and static 
instruction. Static information has benefit for the 
learning efficacy, and its effectiveness can pos-
sibly be increased by using certain key pictures 
that illustrate very specific moments of the proc-
ess or the procedure to be learned. In the study by 
Boucheix & Schneider (2009), one of their experi-
ments indicated that animated as well as integrated 
sequential static frames enhanced comprehension 
in learning dynamic mechanical systems.

Most studies noted that dynamic visual 
information was superior to the static visual infor-
mation, especially in specific areas, under specific 
circumstances. For instance, the results of the meta-
analysis conducted by Höffler & Leutner (2007) 
reveal the greater benefits of animations when 
procedural-motor knowledge rather than problem-
solving knowledge or declarative knowledge is 
being taught. Wong et al. (2009) also mentioned 
that animated instructions are superior to static 
graphics for cognitively based tasks that involve 
human movement. On the other hand, a recent 
study indicated that a combination of instructional 
animation with static pictures was more efficient in 
promoting learning than visualizations composed 
only of videos (Ayres & van Gog, 2009).

From the above literature the property of differ-
ent kinds of visual information can be discussed 
from three points of view in the future. Firstly, the 
most discussed issue is dynamic and static pres-
entation, the second is planning and reorganizing 
the visual information presentation style, and the 

third is comparison of the concrete and abstract 
content.

3.3 The mapping effective procedural 
instructional design principle and media types 
on the cognitive constraints of older learners

The procedures are characterized by the existence 
of a beginning and an end, and between these 
two extreme points, there are a succession of steps 
describing each action or some steps of the proce-
dure. The order of these steps is very important. 
Therefore, using multimedia presentations instead 
of paper-based documents could potentially pro-
vide an alternative way for helping the learning of 
procedural contents. Arguel & Jamet (2009) com-
bination of dynamic and static visualizations, was 
more effective than either format alone. The finding 
was that the best strategy to present the statics one 
at-a-time (dynamically) in synchronization with the 
animation content. This kind of format (See Fig. 1) 
is especially fit for procedural content learning.

In Table 2, there are eight compensatory multi-
media strategies for the four age-related cognitive 
declines which mean that the elderly took more 
advantage of the instructional strategy than their 
younger counterparts. In the following, the implica-
tions of the instructional design principles given in 
Table 1 would be detail discussed on the determin-
ing procedural learning instruction by (Arguel & 
Jamet, 2009).

First, bimodal presentation of instructional 
material stimulates a more efficient use of work-
ing memory capacity by using two instead of one 
modality-specific slave systems (Mayer, et al., 
2001). In the case of the instruction, animations 
are accompanied by both spoken text and static 
pictures. In this way, the depiction of micro-steps 
from the procedure and its natural development 
are maintained. Moreover, the static pictures are 
visible throughout the animation and act to limit 
the transience of the animation. Relieving the 
visual system is especially beneficial for the elderly 
because of age-related capacity limits.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the learning 
material (Arguel & Jamet, 2009).
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A second strategy to compensate for reduced 
processing capacity is the use of worked examples 
instead of conventional practice problems. Worked 
examples reduce extraneous activity in working 
memory which again is especially beneficial for 
older learners (van Gerven, et al., 2002; van Gog, 
et al., 2004). The video plus static picture format 
in this case which induces a capacity demanding 
means-ends strategy, whereas the key steps pictures 
draw attention to problem states and operations to 
progress toward a solution.

Third, goal-free instead of  goal-specific prac-
tice problems doesn’t be applied. The fourth is 
presenting instruction in a parts-whole sequence. 
In the case of  video plus static picture instruc-
tion, the static pictures are the simple part mini-
mizes working memory load in the earlier stages 
of  learning and then see the whole process of 
video can maximizes the chance of  correctly 
combining these parts at a later stage. And if  it is 
also organizing the learning material into a parts-
whole sequence helps elderly learners integrate 
the different parts of  the learning material in an 
effective step-by-step way.

Fifth is the omitting redundant information or 
so called split attention effect. The negative impact 
of the split attention effect (Ayres & Sweller, 2005; 
Sweller & Chandler, 1994) between static pictures 
and animation can be avoided by using pictures that 
are exact copies of frames from the video, so there is 
no need to integrate this identical information. Sixth 
is the presenting instruction in learner-controlled 
segments which also not emphasis on this exam-
ples. Seventh is the enhanced timing, Integration 
of these information sources can be optimized by 
enhanced timing, the case of video plus static pic-
ture format taken more learning time by watch the 
video and understand the static pictures.

The last is enhanced layout, the spatial layout 
of the material might support information inte-
gration by grouping related elements and sepa-
rating unrelated elements. The case of video plus 
static picture format fit in with this principle. As 
Arguel & Jamet (2009) the act of presenting static 
pictures near videos could be beneficial because 
the pictures highlight to learners the crucial steps 
of an unknown procedure, rather than maintain-
ing transient information.

4 DISCUSSION AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH

Procedural learning involves learning to carry out 
a series of acts or operations in the proper order 
and to follow a series of steps through to a final 
result. It’s closely related to the capacity of working 
memory which people manipulate and actively 
keep information available for on-line processing. 

Furthermore, learning procedural task is very 
important for the elderly in daily life which would 
like have an independent aging life. Therefore, 
using the cognitive related theory to supporting 
skill acquisition and learning complex procedural 
task in the elderly should be more concerned. 
According to the theory of CLT and CTML, the 
instruction media types are complementary for the 
elderly people learning with cognitive declining. 
By the classical view of the CLT, learning materials 
should keep the learners’ extraneous cognitive load 
at a minimum and germane load at a maximum 
during the learning process. The form of instruc-
tion material play very important role.

The limited capacity of working memory high-
lights the need for effective design that minimizes 
the extraneous cognitive demands placed on 
patients and frees their mental resources to better 
process important information. When applying 
a cognitive factors approach to the development 
and refinement of procedural instruction, it is also 
important to note the circumstance in which the 
material will likely be presented. Even when design-
ers use optimal strategies to promote effective 
learning, a message’s modality can affect cognitive 
load and subsequent elderly people understanding 
and recall of material.

Table 3. The key to optimal procedural learning in the 
elderly by mapping effective procedural instructional 
design principle and media types.

Potentially design
principle

The strategy of the
determined instruction
media type

Bimodal (audiovisual) 
presentation

Animations are
accompanied by both
spoken text and static
pictures

Worked examples instead
of conventional 
practice problems

Key steps pictures draw
attention to problem
states and operations 
to progress toward a
solution

Presenting instruction
in a parts-whole 
sequence

Integrate the different parts
of the learning material 
in an effective step-by-
step way

Omitting redundant
information

Animation can be avoided
by using pictures that are
exact copies of frames 
from the video

Enhanced timing More learning time by
watch the video and
understand the static 
pictures

Enhanced layout Presenting static pictures
near videos
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To conclude, our literature review shows that the 
key to optimal procedural learning for the elderly might 
be determined the instruction media type as combina-
tion of dynamic and static visualizations which based 
the age-related cognitive declines on the potentially 
design principle, the mapping as the Table 3.

Much of the research in the field have compared 
static pictures with animations only, and have not 
combined the two formats. However, combining 
them together under certain conditions such as pro-
cedural learning and specific population such as eld-
erly people seems to have produced the best learning 
outcomes than either format presented individually. 
Consequently future research should be conducted to 
test the effectiveness by the truly empirically studies.
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Physical load reduction at the waist of a care worker
with wearable robot
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ABSTRACT: To examine the physical load at the waist of a care worker when shifting the position of a 
patient in with and without a wearable robot (Muscle Suit), we measured observer’s caring posture during 
the task. Using Muscle Suit may reduce risk of backache. In the result, it is suggested that there is a pos-
sibility to reduce the risk of low back pain for care worker in daily task.

Keywords: care worker, backache, wearable robot, body mechanics, motion analysis

to the wearer. The wearable robot; Muscle Suit is 
developed at the Kobayashi lab, Tokyo University 
of Science [Aida et al. (2009)]. By shrinking the 
McKibben tube of the Muscle Suit, it can sup-
port muscle of wearer. In the work of nursing care, 
wearing Muscle Suit has possibilities to reduce the 
risk of backache because of supporting the muscle 
of the care worker. Figure 1 shows the Muscle Suit. 
A previous study examined the physical load at the 
neck and waist with or without Muscle Suit when 
making a bed and it is suggested that Muscle Suit 
is effective in reducing the physical load at the waist 
of wearer [Nakanishi and Yamamoto (2009)].

1.3 Evaluation of Muscle Suit and body 
mechanics

In the evaluation of Muscle Suit, it is discussed 
how much reduce the muscular load with Muscle 
Suit compared without it mostly. In general a care 
worker often postures a highly bending at the waist 
during the task of nursing care. As previously men-
tioned, the highly bending posture may cause the 
care worker backache. In this paper, it takes into 
account to reform the posture in the work of nurs-
ing care with Muscle Suit.

Also, there is body mechanics in the skill of nurs-
ing care. Body mechanics is the skill to reduce an 
imposition of a care worker [Gassett et al. (1996), 
Karahan et al. (2009)]. Using body mechanics in 
personal care task leads to precaution of back-
ache. For example body mechanics, approach 
patient’s body, use muscle in every part of the body 
and lowered center of gravity. If  this paper think 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aged societies and care work

It is well-known that elderly people are increasing 
with year and year. According to world population 
prospects from the United Nations Population 
Division database revised in 2008, the world popu-
lation over the age of 65 will reach about 523 mil-
lion, 7.6% of the total world population in 2010. 
In Japan, over the age of 65 people reach 22.6% of 
the total already in 2010 [United Nation Popula-
tion Division (2008)]. As the functions of human 
body decline with aging and elderly people need 
nursing care, the role of care workers becomes 
more and more important.

However, recently, there is a problem that the 
work of nursing care imposes a care worker on 
physical damage [National Institute for Occupa-
tional Safety and Health (1997)]. Especially, when 
the care worker supports patient’s body, the damage 
to waist is bigger. Actually in Japan, 47.4% of the 
total in care workers is backache [Ryo Minematsu 
(2005)]. One of the reasons is a posture of highly 
bending in care worker when nursing care for the 
patient. The highly bending posture during the 
work nursing care work has a high risk to cause 
backache.

1.2 Applying a wearable robot to nursing
care scene

To solve the above problem, this paper proposes to 
introduce a wearable robot to care workers when 
nursing care. The wearable robot supports muscles 
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introduction of Muscle Suit to caring scene, this 
paper need to examine an effect to body mechanics 
in wearing the Muscle Suit.

2 PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to reveal the effect of the 
wearable robot when carrying out the work of nurs-
ing care. In addition, when a care worker carries out 
the work of nursing care with the wearable robot, 
this paper earns the wearable robot (This paper uses 
Muscle Suit.) rating from care workers and then sug-
gests an important to development team.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Task

The task is to turn a patient on their back and to 
the right on a bed. This task called “Changing body 
position”. Changing body position does 4 to 7 times 
toward one patient in a day. Figure 2 shows each 
scene of task in this experiment. By Figure 2, it is 
obvious that a care worker postures that damages his 
waist. One of the load of waist is long hours of deep 
bending posture. The observers were asked to hold 
a left arm of a patient with their left hand and a left 
side of back or left leg of a patient with their right 
hand in this task. It was used a model of human 
body (Sakura, KYOTOKAGAKU) as a patient.

3.2 Conditions

The condition was with and without Muscle Suit. 
Each observer performed this task five times for 
both conditions of with and without a Muscle Suit, 
respectively. The interval task to task was 15 sec. 
Thinking order effect in two conditions, observers 
were divided into two groups, one doing the task 
with Muscle Suit at first and the other doing the 
task without it at first. The inter-condition interval 
had enough time to refresh from the physical load 

in each condition. To learn how to use Muscle Suit, 
each observer had an adequate practice with it.

3.3 Apparatus

Measurement records a posture and movement of 
observers in task. For record, this paper uses three 
camcorders. Figure 3 shows an arrangement of 
apparatus.

Muscle Suit (3.5 kg), Compressor “JUN-AIR” 
(Kuroda International): Compressor send air to 
the McKibben tube, and support muscle to wearer, 
Camcorder (HDR-S12, SONY), Dummy “Sakura 
M75” (21 kg, KYOTOKAGAKU), Bed (Height 
48 cm), Tripod (SILK).

3.4 Measurement

In a task such as changing body position in this 
experiment, one of the body mechanics is a low 
center of gravity for care worker. A low center of 
gravity recommended with bending at the knees 
and ankles when performing the task. According 
to this, the waist of a care worker goes down, and 
it is not necessary to maintain the highly bending 
posture that compares not to use body mechan-
ics. As we evaluation a posture of patient in task, 
we use an image in camcorder 1. To evaluate the 
relationship between the uses of Muscle Suit and 
body mechanics, the knee and ankle angle of each 
observer was measured with and without Muscle 
Suit in the task. Figure 4 shows a measurement 
part. Knee angle and ankle angle defined Figure 4. 
From image of camcorder 1, the knee angle is the 
angle between the right thigh and leg with the right 
knee in the vertex, the ankle angle is the angle 
between the right leg and vertical axis with the 
right ankle in the vertex.

3.5 Observer

Observers were a care worker in nursing facilities 
(Ginnofune Yokohama, Yokohama) to should be 
able to get care worker’s view and do according to 
the procedure to which the work of the experiment 
task is done on the scene of nursing care. Ten people 
took part in this experiment. Table 1 is observer’s 
profile. It experimented after it explained the con-
tent of the experiment enough to each observers 
and the observer’s agreement was obtained.

Figure 1. Muscle Suit.

Figure 2. Task of this paper.
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3.6 Subjective evaluation in care worker

When people evaluate Muscle Suit, people often 
concentrate in muscular power assistance. But the 
evaluation of Muscle Suit seen from wearer’s posi-
tion is not done. We think that it is necessary to 
take wearer’s opinion into consideration. In this 
paper, as think introduction of Muscle Suit to car-
ing scene, we decided a care worker’s opinion to be 
obtained. As a method, after the experiment, each 
observer was asked to fill out the questionnaire 

regarding to the movement when wearing Muscle 
Suit, the capability in nursing facilities and more. 
This is an important evaluation from the point of 
view of a care worker.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Knee and ankle angles

Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the results of the knee 
and ankle angles for each observer based on the 
average of five repetitions. The horizontal axis of 
these figs shows angle without Muscle Suit, respec-
tively. The vertical axis of these figs shows angle 
with Muscle Suit, respectively.

4.1.1 Knee ankle
In Figure 5, the right-bottom region refers to the 
use of body mechanics when wearing the Muscle 
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Figure 3. Experiment surrounding.

Table 1. Observer’s profile.

People

Three males, seven females

Average S.D.

Age 39.1 age 11.4 age
Care term 3.5 years  0.78 years
Height 161 cm  6.37 cm

Backache Yes 7 people, No 3 people

Figure 4. Knee angle and ankle angle.
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Suit compared of the results without it since 
decreasing the knee angle of the observer lowers 
their center of gravity. We think that seven observ-
ers of ten use body mechanics to do changing body 
position in wearing Muscle Suit.

4.1.2 Ankle angle
In Figure 6, the left-top region refers to the use 
of body mechanics when wearing the Muscle Suit 
compared to the results without it since increas-
ing the ankle angle of the observer lowers their 
center of gravity as well. As knee angle, we think 
that seven observers of ten use body mechanics 
to do changing body position in wearing Muscle 
Suit. These seven observers are same person to use 
body mechanics in knee angle. We said that seven 
observers work to bend their knees and work to 
bend the ankle at the same time.

4.1.3 Discussions to use of body mechanics
This is thought that the influence by the mecha-
nism of the Muscle Suit is large. Figure 7 shows 
the one that the mechanism and the effect of the 
muscle suit were described. When making power, 
the wearer deeply bends its knee to use the power 
of the Muscle Suit to its maximum. That is to say, 
wearing the Muscle Suit improves posture, and it 
leads to the prevention of backache. It can be said 
that wearing the Muscle Suit will make the wearer 
use body mechanics above. But there are a lot of 
kinds of body mechanics, and it is understood that 
it is not enough only by this experiment [National 
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
(1994)].

4.2 Subjective evaluation in care worker

Figure 8 shows the results of the question-
naire regarding the effect at the waist and the 
ease of movement with the Muscle Suit based 
on ten observers responses. In Figure 8, 70% of 
all the observers indicated an effect at the waist 
with the Muscle Suit. On the other hand, the 30% 

of the females (three) did not feel it. The mean 
height of these females is 152 cm, much lower than 
that of the average of 10 observers. Therefore, it is 
considered that the Muscle Suit used in this experi-
ment does not work well for lower height observ-
ers because of the size. The size adjustment of the 
Muscle Suit used this time was two stages, and it 
was not possible to match it to the physique of a 
lower woman. Therefore, it is necessary to make 
the Muscle Suit with abundant size kinds.

As shown in Figure 8, most of  observers feel 
a limitation in the movement of  the upper body 
with the Muscle Suit. The Muscle Suit used in 
this experiment is strapped to the shoulder by the 
observer in Figure 1; consequently it is not easy 
to move their upper body. From the capability 
point of  view in nursing facilities, the variable size 
of  the Muscle Suit and the free movement of  the 
upper body when wearing the Muscle Suit will be 
future work.

5 CONCLUSION

The Muscle Suit makes the wearer use the body 
mechanics when working about the work of nurs-
ing care changing body position. The Muscle Suit 
has been understood also though is effective of the 
posture improvement in addition to muscle sup-
port. But, because the body mechanics has a lot of 
things, it is necessary to examine other one. From 
the subjective evaluation of a care worker, most of 
observers feel the effect at the waist of observer 
with the Muscle Suit indicating the possibility for 
use of the Muscle Suit in nursing facilities.
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Using a muscle suit in nursing care to prevent caregivers’ backache

Miwa Nakanishi
Keio University, Yokohama, Japan

Masato Sakurai & Sakae Yamamoto
Tokyo University of Science, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT: In recent years, patients and caregivers at nursing homes have expected the development 
of wearable robots that assist the muscles of their wearer hoping that such devices would address the 
physical difficulties experienced by caregivers and the psychological problems experienced by patients as a 
result of them. In this study, we use the muscle suit that is under development to experimentally examine 
its application not only to work that requires temporary use of large muscles (i.e., transfer assistance), but 
also to work that requires repetitive use of comparatively small muscles. Specifically, we focus on changing 
sheets, which is one of the tasks that often gives rise to complaints from workers of heavy physical loads, 
and we evaluate the capacity of the muscle suit to mitigate the difficulty of the task by ElectroMyoGraphy 
(EMG).

Keywords: muscle suit, wearable robots, nursing care, backache, EMG

2007). However, the application of wearable 
robots that assist the user’s muscles are now 
focused on the nursing-home issues (T. Tanaka 
et al., 2008; K. Yamamoto et al., 2002, Y. Sankai, 
2006; H. Kobayashi and T. Tsuji, 2007), because 
it is expected that as new welfare machinery, they 
can improve the working conditions and health 
of caregivers and improve the living conditions of 
patients by enabling care gives to deliver humane, 
hands-on care.

In previous studies (M. Nakanishi and 
S. Yamamoto, 2009), we applied one of the most 
promising wearable robots, the “muscle suit,” to the 
task of assisting the transfer of a patient from a bed 
to a wheelchair and to get in and out of a bathtub, 
and we confirmed that the muscle load experienced 
by caregivers wearing the muscle suit was reduced.

Because nursing care covers all aspects of the life 
of elderly people, there are many tasks other than 
those just mentioned that subject the caregiver to 
significant physical loads, but the most serious occu-
pational hazard that results is backache. Because 
the muscle suit can be easily attached and removed, 
is sufficiently safe, and is waterproof, it is said to 
be an appropriate wearable robot for nursing-home 
care. Thus, in the present study, we expand the field 
of application of the muscle suit from work requir-
ing temporary use of large muscles (i.e., patient-
transfer assistance) to work involving repetitive use 

1 INTRODUCTION

The percentage of senior population is rapidly 
increasing in many countries, including Japan, and 
the nursing-care load has become a pressing health 
issue that needs to be addressed immediately. The 
current problems in nursing care can be divided 
into two categories: those that affect the caregiv-
ers and those that affect the patients. A significant 
problem for caregivers is the physical damage that 
they suffer as a result of their nursing-care activi-
ties (M. Billinghurst et al., 1997; G. Bjorn and 
D. House, 2003; R. Kishi et al., 2002; B. Cameron, 
1967; J.T. Best, 2002; Z. Roupa, 2008). In particu-
lar, they cannot avoid suffering large muscle loads 
in the waist area when they hold or carry a patient. 
and these loads cause backaches which may leave 
them in chronic pain. As a result, recent years have 
seen the development of welfare machinery such 
as lifts or automatic beds. A significant patient 
problem is mental discomfort (R. Campbell, 1984; 
P.M. Peter et al., 1997; M. Guha, 2007). Many eld-
erly patients experience fear, confusion, and loneli-
ness when handled by mechanical devices instead 
of by human caregivers and, with the spread of 
welfare machinery, the problem could grow.

Originally, it was assumed that wearable robots 
would be applied to the fields of construction or 
civil engineering (H. Kobayashi and H. Nozaki, 
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of comparatively small muscles, and we examine 
the possibility of making nursing care more com-
fortable and more satisfying. In particular, we focus 
on changing sheets, which is one of the tasks that 
results in the most complaints from caregivers for 
heavy physical loads, and we experimentally inves-
tigate the question of whether the muscle suit can 
mitigate the painfulness of this task.

2 MUSCLE SUIT

Several types of wearable robots that assist the 
users’ muscles are currently under development. 
In the present study, we examine the applicability 
of the muscle suit (H. Suzuki and H. Kobayashi, 
2004; H. Kobayash et al., 2006; H. Kobayashi 
et al., 2004), which was designed and implemented 
by Kobayashi Laboratory of the Tokyo University 
of Science, from the viewpoint of ergonomics. The 
main part of the muscle suit is the tube-type actua-
tor, which is called a McKibben tube (B. Tondu 
and P. Lopez, 1997; S. Eskiizmirliler, 2002; 
C.P. Chou and B. Hannaford, 1996; F. Daerden 
and D. Lefeber, 2001). The McKibben tube, which 
is contracted and relaxed by compressed air, func-
tions as an artificial muscle to increase the user’s 
physical strength. Fig. 1 shows the overall Muscle-
Suit system. The muscle suit is composed of 
McKibben-type artificial muscles, an air compres-
sor, a pressure regulator, and a commercial PC. The 
McKibben-type artificial muscles can be installed 
into the parts of the muscle suit that correspond 
to the human muscles that to be assisted. For the 
present study, which aims to reduce the load on the 
waist, two McKibben-type artificial muscles were 
installed to assist the user’s lower back muscles. In 
this configuration, the muscle suit has a total mass 
of approximatley 3.5 kg, and can deliver a maxi-
mum force of about 90 N at the waist.

3 METHOD

3.1 Subjects

The subjects were 17 female nursing students 
who were skilled in nursing care. Their average 
age was 24.5 years old (SD 7.12), their average 
height was 160.0 cm (SD 6.7), and their 
average weight was 54.9 kg (SD 10.74).

3.2 Experimental task

The subjects’ task in this experiment was to 
change sheets. They removed a sheet from a bed 
and replaced it with a different sheet, tucking in 
each corner of the new sheet under the mattress 
in the order shown in Fig. 2. They were required 

to complete the task as illustrated in Fig. 3, which 
shows the procedure they learned for tucking in 
a sheet at a mattress corner that is illustrated in a 
textbook (M. Okazaki, 1998). The bed frame occu-
pied a space of 190 × 91.5 × 45 cm3, and the mat-
tress was 6 cm thick. The sheet dimensions were 
294 × 84 cm2.

3.3 Control of muscle suit

To ensure that the experimental conditions were 
the same for all the subjects, the muscle suit was 
controlled by software on a commercial PC. High-
pressure air (2 atm = 101,235 PA) was pumped into 
the McKibben artificial muscles so that the subject’s 
bent-forward posture was maintained as shown in 
Fig. 4. The subjects commanded a control pro-

1

2

3

4

Head side

Foot side

Folded Sheet

Subject
(Start position)

Bed

Mat

Figure 2. Experimental environment.

Figure 1. Overall system of muscle suit.

Figure 3. Process of setting a sheet at a corner (quoted 
from the reference [23]).
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gram to contract and relax the McKibben artificial 
muscles, and the delay between their command 
and the completion of the actual contraction or 
relaxation was approximately 1 s.

In this experiment, a JUN-AIR (KURODA 
International Inc.) and an electro-pneumatic regu-
lator (Hitachi Medical Corporation) were used 
as air compressor and pressure regulator, and 
ThinkPad T41 (made by IBM) was used as a PC.

3.4 Experimental conditions

The experiment was explained to the subjects, 
who had agreed to participate in advance. Each 
subject performed the given task ten times with 
and ten times without the muscle suit, which was 
done before any data were recorded. They were 
divided into two groups to eliminate the order 
effect. Thus, while one group of  9 subjects per-
formed the task ten times with the muscle suit, 
the other group of  8 subjects performed it with-
out the muscle group, and then the group of 
9 subjects performed the task ten times without 
the muscle suit, while the other group performed 
it ten times with it. Every subject rested 60 min-
utes between the sets of  10 tasks to recover from 
muscle fatigue.

3.5 Measurements

To evaluate their muscle load in the waist and in the 
shoulders during the task, ElectroMyoGraphies 
(EMGs) were recorded specifically on the lum-
bar erector spinae muscle, which was expected 
to be supported by the muscle suit, and the 
upper trapezius muscle, which was expected 
to suffer from the weight of the muscle suit 
(C.W. Thompson and R.T. Floyd, 1998). Sur-
face electrodes were placed on the points shown 
in Figs. 5a and 5b. To record the EMG signals, a 
WEB5500 (Nihon Kohden) multi-telemeter system 
was used. The sampling rate was set at 2 kHz, the 

time constant at 0.01 s, and the high-cutoff filter 
at 500 Hz.

3.6 EMG reference data set

The EMG reference data on the lumbar erector 
spinae and on the upper trapezius muscles were 
recorded before the task, both with and without 
the muscle suit. Data with the muscle suit were 
recorded for 30 s, while the subjects remained 
standing and holding a 5-kg weight, as shown in 
Fig. 6a. Data without the muscle suit were recorded 
for 30 s, while the subjects held their arms up at 
90 degrees, as shown in Fig. 6b. 

3.7 Analysis

Because the subjects tended to bend forward more 
to tuck in the sheet at the third and forth corners, 
we analyzed the EMG data recorded during these 
sections. For the analysis, we used the Integrated 
EMG (IEMG), which is defined as the area under 
the curve of  the rectified EMG signal or, in other 
words, the integral of  the absolute value of  the 
raw EMG signal. We calculated the IEMG per 

Figure 4. Subjects’ posture when high-pressured air 
was infused to McKibben artificial muscles.

Figure 5a. Points of 
surface electrodes to 
record EMG of lum-
bar erector spinae 
(quoted from the 
reference by Thomp-
son, C.W. and Floyd, 
R.T., 1998).

Figure 5b. Points of surface 
electrodes to record EMG 
of upper trapezius muscle 
(quoted from the reference by 
Thompson, C.W. and Floyd, 
R.T., 1998).

Figure      6a. Subjects’ pos-
ture when reference EMG 
of lumber erector spinae 
was recorded.

Figure 6b. Subjects’ pos-
ture when reference EMG of 
upper trapezius muscle was 
recorded.
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second from data recorded for each subject from 
the waist and the shoulder during one ten-task 
session and from reference data recorded before 
the task and calculated the ratio of  the former to 
the latter. We defined the average ratio defined 
over 10 trials by each subject in each condition 
(with and without the muscle suit) as the muscle-
load index on the waist and the shoulder. Using 
the t-test, we tested for statistically significant dif-
ferences between the tests with and without the 
muscle suit.

4 RESULTS

Figure 7 compares the muscle load on the right 
shoulder for tests with and without the muscle 
suit. In this figure, the x axis of  each plot corre-
sponds to the average ratio of  the IEMG during 
the task to the reference data for each subject’s 
right shoulder when they did not use the mus-
cle suit, and the y axis shows the same ratio for 
test in which the subjects did use the muscle suit. 
Fig. 8 also compares the muscle load on the left 
shoulder between the same two conditions. These 
data show that the muscle load in the shoulders 
was reduced or did not significantly increase for 
16 out of  17 subjects. From this result, we see 
that muscle suit adds little load to the shoulders 
in this task. Furthermore, to examine why the 
muscle load on the shoulders was reduced for 
some of  the subjects with the muscle suit (even 
though it assists the waist and not the shoulder), 
we recorded their task on video and analyzed 
their motions during the task. We find that the 
subjects whose muscle load on the shoulders was 
reduced by the muscle suit tended not to move 
their arms more than necessary when they wore 

it. This strategy apparently leads to the mitigation 
of  the load on the shoulders.

Fig. 9 compares the muscle load on the right 
side of the waist for tests with and without mus-
cle suit. In this figure, the x axis of  each plot 
corresponds to the average ratio of the IEMG dur-
ing the task to the reference data for each subject’s 
right-side waist area when they did not use the 
muscle suit, and the y axis shows the same ratio 
for test in which the subjects did use the muscle 
suit. Furthermore, Fig. 10 compares the muscle 
load on the left-side waist area between those two 
conditions. The data indicate that the muscle load 
on one or both sides of  the waist was significantly 
reduced for 14 out of  17 subjects. When the sub-
jects tuck in a sheet at a corner of  a bed without the 
muscle suit, they are obliged to bend forward and 
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Figure 7. Comparison of muscle load on the right 
shoulder between the conditions with and without 
muscle suit.
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Figure 8. Comparison of muscle load on the left 
shoulder between the conditions with and without 
muscle suit.
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Figure 9. Comparison of muscle load on the right side 
of the waist between the conditions with and without 
muscle suit.
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hold their own upper body weight with the waist, 
so that excessive load is placed on the waist mus-
cles. However, when using the muscle suit, part of 
their upper body weight is held by the muscle suit, 
and the muscle load on the waist is mitigated.

5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we explored the possibility of expand-
ing the field of application for wearable robots 
that assist their users’ muscles. One such device is 
the muscle suit, which assists in tasks that requires 
a fair amount of muscle load repeatedly as well as 
tasks where significant muscle load is temporally 
required. In particular, we apply the muscle suit to 
the task of changing sheets, which is a necessary 
and frequent task that occurs in daily nursing-care 
situations, and we evaluate the muscle load on the 
shoulders and waist through an experiment in which 
we use EMG to record the muscle load. The results 
demonstrate that wearing the muscle suit can reduce 
caregivers’ muscle load on the waist without increas-
ing the load on the shoulders. Furthermore, we find 
that it helps caregivers naturally stabilize their posi-
tion so that the weight is evenly distributed on each 
side of the waist. Thus, we believe that the muscle 
suit could effectively prevent backaches, which are 
caused by repeatedly assuming an unnatural body 
position such as bending forward or twisting.
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Thermal stimulation presenting method to develop a deaf-blind 
communication device

Yasunori Iwasaki, Hiroshi Horio & Chikamune Wada
Kyushu Institute of Technology, Wakamatsu-ku, Kitakyushu, Japan

ABSTRACT: In order to develop a communication device which the deaf-blind person can use to 
handwrite characters on their palm, we have been studying apparent movement induced by cold stimulus 
on the palm. The results of our previous study showed that apparent movement was not induced on some 
areas of the palm. We considered that the reason for this was that the characteristics of cold tactile sensa-
tion differed over the palm area. In this paper, we therefore proposed and investigated a new cold stimu-
lation presenting method based on the cold tactile characteristics of the palm. In the first experiment, 
we measured response time as a cold characteristic; that is, the time taken by subjects to feel coldness after 
a cold sensation was presented. Next, we compared our two (former and new) methods. From the results, 
it was found that the frequency of apparent movement increased when using the new method.

Keywords: deaf-blind, apparent movement, cold tactile characteristic, stimulus duration, palm

According to our previous study, apparent 
movement by cold stimulus was not induced in 
some areas of the palm. We considered that the 
reason for this was that the characteristics of cold 
tactile sensation differed over the palm area (Horio 
et al. 2007). Because our previous tactile stimula-
tion presenting method (defined as the “former 
method”) did not consider the characteristics of 
the cold threshold which varied over the area of 
the palm, the frequency of induced apparent move-
ment varied over the area of the palm.

In this paper, we propose a new tactile stimu-
lation presenting method (defined as the “new 
method”), which calibrates the stimulus condition 
with the area of the palm.

First, we measured the characteristics of cold 
tactile sensation on the palm. Next, we compared 
the frequency of induced apparent movement of 
the former method with that of the new method. 
From these results, we were able to ascertain the 
efficacy of our new method.

2 MEASUREMENT 
OF CHARACTERISTICS OF COLD 
SENSATION

We measured the characteristics of cold sensation 
on the palm. In this study, we measured the time 
duration (defined as “response time”) before sub-
jects started to feel coldness after a cold stimulus 
was presented to the palm surface. We considered 
this response time as the cold threshold.

1 INTRODUCTION

The deaf-blind suffer from both visual and audi-
tory impairment. The communication methods 
they use vary according to the nature of each per-
son’s disability and there are several methods avail-
able, such as handwriting or finger braille, sign 
language, and so on. In order to further facilitate 
effective communication between the deaf-blind 
and the non-disabled, we would like to develop a 
communication support device which can hand-
write kana (Japanese syllabic characters) on a 
human palm.

When we write a character on the palm, the fin-
ger moves continuously to write the character on 
the palm. If  the tactile stimulus were able to move 
continuously on the palm, handwriting on the palm 
would be realized. Incidentally, if  a mechanism 
such as an X-Y plotter were used, then handwrit-
ing would be realized easily. However, we thought 
it would be difficult to make a device which was 
small and lightweight. To solve this drawback, 
we proposed and investigated the use of apparent 
movement of cold stimulus induced by Peltier ele-
ment because 1) the Peltier element is both small 
and light, 2) apparent movement can make con-
tinuous movement virtually, and 3) the density of 
the cold spot is higher than that of the warm spot. 
If  virtual continuous movement for cold sensation 
could be realized, it could cause tactile sensation 
in the areas where Peltier elements do not exist. 
Therefore, the number of elements required would 
decrease and the device would be lighter.
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2.1 Experimental set-up

The measurement system is shown in Figure 1 
and the cold sensation stimulator is shown in 
Figure 2. The Peltier element was controlled by a 
signal from the computer through a D/A converter 
and amplifier. One thermocouple was attached 
to the Peltier element (8 mm × 8 mm) to measure 
temperature of the Peltier element’s surface (left 
in Figure 2). A second thermocouple was placed 
on the palm surface to measure the temperature of 
the palm surface (right in Figure 2). This second 
thermocouple was set 5 mm apart from the Peltier 
element, in order to prevent the Peltier element 
from influencing the results. The voltage of two 
thermocouples was converted to temperature text 
data by the I-7018 (ICP DAS Co.). The sampling 
rate was 10 Hz. When the Peltier element did not 
present a cold stimulus, the temperature of the Pel-
tier element was controlled to make it equal to the 
temperature of the palm surface.

While measuring response time, the cold sensa-
tion stimulator was pressed upon the palm moder-
ately without pain.

2.2 Experimental method

Five subjects (all males, average age 23.6 years) 
took part in this experiment. All subjects gave 
their informed consent to participate in this 
experiment.

The measurement area used to calculate 
response time is shown in Figure 3. The cold 
stimulus was presented to the right palm of  all 
subjects. First, a line was drawn between the met-
acarpophalangeal joints of  the second metacarpal 
bone and the fifth metacarpal bone (handbreadth 
line). Next, a line was drawn to pass vertically 
through the midpoint of  the handbreadth line. 
These two lines were used as basis lines. Then, 
a grid (8 mm × 8 mm) was made based on the 
basis lines. This grid was used as the measurement 
area in our calculations of  response time. The 
number of  measurement areas was 72 (9 rows and 
8 columns, for four subjects) or 63 (9 rows and 7 
columns, for one subject).

The applied voltage used to control the tem-
perature of the Peltier element was constant so the 
temperature decreased at a constant rate. In this 
experiment, the voltage was −3V and the tempera-
ture decreased at a rate of −5 degrees Celsius per 
second when the Peltier element was not attached 
to the palm. This condition was the same as that in 
our previous study.

During this experiment, each subject was asked 
to turn their palm upwards and the cold sensation 
stimulator was placed on one area of the grid. 
Before the experiment, each subject was asked to 
wait until the temperature of the Peltier element 
became equal to that of the palm surface. After 
the temperature was equal to that of the palm tem-
perature, the experiment started with a start signal 
being given by the subject When the subject felt 
coldness, the subject was asked to press a key on 
the computer keyboard as soon as possible. The 
time duration (response time) was measured when 
subjects felt coldness after the cold stimulus was 
presented to the palm surface. This procedure was 
executed on all areas of the palm and 10 trials were 
done for each area.

Figure 1. Measurement system used to calculate 
response time to cold sensation.

Figure 2. Cold sensation stimulator. Figure 3. Measurement area.
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2.3 Results

The response times for each subject are shown in 
Figure 4. The vertical axis shows the lengthwise 
direction (1st–9th row) of  the palm; the 1st row 
is on the wrist side. The horizontal axis shows the 
crosswise direction (1st–8th column or 1st–7th 
column) of  the palm; the 1st column is on the 
fifth finger side. The legend shows a shading scale 
which corresponds to the average response time in 
the second of  10 trials on each area of  the palm. 
When the mean time became shorter, the stand-
ard deviation of  average response time became 
shorter. Whereas, when the mean time became 
longer, the standard deviation became longer. 
From this figure it can be seen that the response 
time was different among areas and among sub-
jects. For each subject, the shortest response time 
was under 1 second and longest response time 
was over 2 seconds.

3 COMPARISON BETWEEN FORMER 
METHOD AND NEW METHOD

We proposed a new stimulation presenting 
method based on the results of this experiment. 

We investigated the efficacy of the new method by 
comparing it with our former method.

3.1 Tactile stimulation presenting method 
for apparent movement

In our former stimulation presenting method which 
was used our previous study, two Peltier elements 
were placed on the palm with a certain distance 
between them (see Figure 7). The details of this 
former presenting method are shown in Figure 5, 
in which “1” and the solid line denotes the tem-
perature change of the first Peltier element and “2” 
and the dotted line denotes the temperature change 
of the second Peltier element. In addition, “a” 
denotes Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (SOA), which 
is the time interval between the time when the first 
Peltier element started presenting the cold stimu-
lus and the time when the second Peltier element 
started presenting the cold stimulus; “b” denotes 
stimulus duration, which is time duration used to 
present the cold stimulus. Thus, in this experiment, 
the first Peltier element presented the cold stimu-
lus for “b” seconds and the second Peltier element 
began to present the cold stimulus for “b” seconds 
after “a” seconds had passed from the first Peltier 
element presenting the cold stimulus, then, appar-
ent movement was induced. In this experiment, 
“b” was set to 3 seconds.

From the results of chapter 2, we found that 
when the same time duration was presented to all 
areas, the magnitude of perceived stimulus dif-
fered with each area. In former method of our pre-
vious study, the time durations for all areas were 
the same. Therefore, because the magnitude of 
perceived stimulus differed, we thought apparent 
movement was not induced in some areas in our 
previous study using former method. We therefore 
proposed a new method based on response time 
(shown in Figure 6).

As stated above, in the former method, “b” was 
fixed to 3 seconds for all areas. However, in the new 
method, the response time for each area (c1, c2) 
was added to “b” and “c1” and “c2” which were 
recorded (see Figure 4). Figure 6 shows that the 

Figure 4. Results of response times to cold sensation.

Figure 5. Former stimulus presenting method.
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first Peltier element’s time duration was “b + c1” 
and that the second Peltier element’s time duration 
was “b + c2”. Therefore, we hypothesized that the 
subject could feel the cold stimulus for 3 seconds 
in all areas.

3.2 Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up which was used in former 
method and new method is shown in Figure 7. The 
method used to control the temperature of the Pel-
tier element was essentially the same as that used for 
the experiment described in chapter 2. However, a 
thermocouple was set on the base of the third fin-
ger to prevent the Peltier elements from influencing 
the results. The other temperature control method 
was the same as that described in chapter 2. In this 
experiment the SOA was varied from 0.4 second to 
6.0 seconds every 0.4 second.

3.3 Subjects

The five subjects were the same as those described 
in chapter 2.

3.4 Stimulation patterns of cold stimulus

To investigate the difference between the former 
method and the new method, we prepared four 
stimulation patterns of cold stimulus based on 
the results of chapter 2. One of these results is 
shown in Figure 8. This is the result for subject A. 
The vertical axis and horizontal axis are the same 
as in Figures 3 and 4. The average response time 
was calculated from all data shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 7. Experimental set-up for apparent movement.

Figure 6. New stimulus presenting method.

In the case of subject A, the average response time 
was 1.43 seconds. Data shorter than 1.43 seconds 
is hatched, whereas data longer than 1.43 seconds 
is non-hatched. Four stimulation patterns were 
prepared as follows:

1. Two response times (“c1” and “c2” in Figure 6) 
for two Peltier elements were selected from 
hatched data;

2. Two response times (“c1” and “c2” in Figure 6) 
for two Peltier elements were selected from non-
hatched data;

3. First response time “c1” was selected from 
hatched data and second response time “c2” 
was selected from non-hatched data; and

4. Response time “c1” was selected from non-
hatched data and “c2” was selected from 
hatched data.

These four stimulation patterns are summarized 
in Table 1.

Figure 8. Response time for cold sensation of 
subject A.

Table 1. Stimulation patterns and examples.

First stimulus
Second
stimulus An example

Below average Below average 9th row (7th 
column 
and 4th 
column)

Above average Above average 8th row (5th 
column 
and 2th 
column)

Below average Above average 6th row (6th 
column 
and 3th 
column)

Above average Below average 3th row (7th 
column 
and 4th 
column)
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3.5 Estimation of induced apparent movement

Each subject was asked to estimate induced 
apparent movement according to the follow-
ing procedure: when the subject felt strong/weak 
apparent movement, he was asked to answer “2 
points”/“1 point”, respectively. If  he did not feel 
apparent movement, he was asked to answer 
“0 points”.

3.6 Experimental results in the case 
of the former method

Subjects were split into two groups (A and B) 
according to the results. In the case of group A, 
apparent movement was not induced when SOA 
became 0 seconds, but apparent movement was 
induced strongly when SOA ranged from 1.6 to 
2.4 seconds. Four subjects were in group A. In the 
case of group B, apparent movement was induced 
strongly when SOA ranged from 0 to 1.6 seconds. 
One subject was in group B.

The average score, i.e., frequency of  induced 
apparent movement was calculated. The average 
score is shown in Figures 9 and 10 for groups A 
and B, respectively. In both figures, the vertical 
axis shows the average score and the horizontal 
axis shows the SOA. From these graphs, it can 
be seen that the percentile frequency rate when 
the subject’s answer was “2 points” was obtained 
when the graph had its peak. The percentile fre-
quency rate was defined as “induced rate” and the 
SOA when the graph had its peak was defined as 
“Scorepeak”. In the case of  stimulation pattern 
(1) for group A, the Scorepeak was 1.7 points 
when the SOA was 1.6 seconds (see Figure 9). The 
induced rate was 71%, whereas the frequency rate 
for both “1 point” and “0 points” was 29%. When 
the induced frequency of  apparent movement was 
over 60%, apparent movement was thought to 
be induced completely, because the induced fre-
quency of  apparent movement for tactile stimulus 
with optimum conditions is 60% (Hulin 1927).

In the case of group A, for pattern (1), the 
Scorepeak was 1.7 points and the induced rate was 
71%. It was therefore assumed that apparent move-
ment was induced completely. On the other hand, 
the Scorepeak was 1.3 points and rate was 23% for 
pattern (2), the Scorepeak was 1.3 points and the 
rate was 28% for pattern (3), and the Scorepeak 
was 1.4 points and the rate was 43% for pattern 
(4). From these results, we concluded that appar-
ent movement was hardly induced for patterns (2), 
(3) and (4).

In the case of group B, for pattern (1), the Score-
peak was 1.6 points and the induced rate was 60%, 
and apparent movement was therefore assumed to 
have been induced completely. On the other hand, 

the Scorepeak was 1.1 points and the rate was 25% 
for pattern (2), the Scorepeak was 1.2 points and 
the rate was 30% for pattern (3), and the Scorepeak 
was 1.4 points and rate was 40% for pattern (4). 
We concluded that apparent movement was hardly 
induced for these patterns.

From these results it can be seen that, when 
using the former method, apparent movement 
was induced completely for pattern (1). However, 
apparent movement was hardly induced for the 
other patterns. We therefore investigated whether 
the induced rate increased or not when the new 
method was used for stimulation patterns (2), (3) 
and (4). Our findings are presented in the next 
section.

3.7 Experimental results in the case
of new method

We adopted the new method for stimulation pat-
terns (2), (3) and (4) and investigated the induced 
rates. The results for groups A and B are shown in 
Figures 11 and 12, respectively. In both figures, the 
vertical axis shows the average score and the hori-
zontal axis shows the SOA. The solid line shows 
the results obtained by using the former method 
and the dotted line shows the results obtained by 

Figure 10. Experimental results of induced apparent 
movement with former method for Group B.

Figure 9. Experimental results of induced apparent 
movement with former method for Group A.
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using the new method. These graphs show the 
induced frequency rate calculated for each stimula-
tion pattern and each group.

In the case of group A, for pattern (2), the Score 
peak increased to 1.5 points and the induced rate 
increased to 36%, but apparent movement was not 
thought to be induced completely. Moreover, the 
Scorepeak was 1.3 points and the rate was 28% for 
pattern (3), and the Scorepeak was 1.4 points and 
the rate was 43% for pattern (4). These induced 
rates were almost the same as those achieved when 
using the former method.

In the case of group B, the Scorepeak increased 
to 1.5 points and the induced frequency rate 
increased to 57% for pattern (2), the Scorepeak 
increased to 1.6 points and the rate increased to 
47% for pattern (3), and the Scorepeak increased 
to 1.5 points and the rate increased to 55% for 
pattern (4). Thus, the induced rate became larger 
than when the former method was used. How-
ever, apparent movement was not considered to be 
induced completely.

From these results, we concluded that appar-
ent movement was induced effectively by using the 
new method only when stimulation pattern (2) was 
used in the case of group A. However, apparent 
movement was not induced completely because 

the induced frequency rate was under 60%. As for 
the other patterns in group A, the induced rate did 
not vary according to method used. In the case 
of group B, the induced frequency rate increased 
when using the new method for all patterns.

3.8 Considerations

3.8.1 The influence of masking
a. Temporal masking
We hypothesized that the difference in graphs 
between groups A and B was due to the influence 
of masking. The time interval was short between 
two stimulations when SOA was short. Therefore, 
we concluded that group A did not exhibit induced 
apparent movement at SOA ranged from 0 to 
1.6 seconds because of the effect of masking. On 
the other hand, the induced apparent movement 
for group B at SOA ranged from 0 to 1.6 seconds 
may not have been affected by masking.

b. Masking due to differences of sensation intensity
For patterns (3) and (4), the induced frequency 
rate did not vary between the new method and 
the former method. A possible explanation may 
be that the results were affected by masking due 
to differences of  sensation intensity. In the exper-
iment, subjects reported that “stimulus is strong 
in the area where response time is short, and that 
stimulus is weak in the area where response time 
is long”. So, we considered that sensation inten-
sity differed according to palm area despite the 
thermal stimulus being the same intensity. Thus, 
sensation intensity differed between two cold 
stimulations for patterns (3) and (4), and the stim-
ulus which was presented to areas where response 
time was short may have become masked. As a 
result, for patterns (3) and (4), the new method 
was minor benefit.

3.8.2 Possibility of adapting experimental results 
to elderly people

In general, the elderly have a high thermal 
threshold. The cold thresholds on the palms 
of  elderly people have been measured (Uchida 
et al. 2007). They measured the thermal thresh-
old of  body parts of  subjects aged in their 20 s, 
60 s, 70 s and 80 s. The results show that sub-
jects in their 20 s perceived a −1 degree Celsius 
change in skin temperature, whereas subjects in 
their 60 s, 70 s and 80 s perceive a −1.5 degrees 
Celsius change in skin temperature. We consider 
that our new method could be used for the eld-
erly people, because our new method presented 
cold stimulus over 3 seconds with a cooling rate 
of  −4 degrees Celsius per second, and provided a 
cold stimulus which changed skin temperature by 
over −10 degrees Celsius.

Figure 12. Experimental results of induced apparent 
movement with new method for Group A.

Figure 11. Experimental results of induced apparent 
movement with new method for Group A.
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4 CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated a stimulation present-
ing method to induce apparent movement by cold 
stimulus in order to develop a communication sup-
port device which could enable the deaf-blind to 
handwrite kana on their palm.

In the first experiment, we measured a cold 
tactile characteristic, namely the time taken by 
subjects to feel coldness after a cold sensation was 
presented to about 70 areas on the palm. From the 
results, it was found that response time varied with 
palm areas and subjects.

In the second experiment, we proposed a new 
stimulation presenting method that considered 
response time, and compared the induced rate of 
apparent movement of the former method with 
that of the new method. From the results, it was 
found that the frequency of apparent movement 
increased under certain experimental conditions 
when using the new method.

In order to realize the development of a new 
communication device for the deaf-blind, we will 
study the influence of sensation intensity and 
masking on cold stimulus, and propose a more 
effective stimulation presenting method in the next 
experiment in order to increase the induced rate of 
apparent movement.
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ABSTRACT: “Welfare Equipment” is generally recognised as being tools used for disabled persons 
and elderly persons. However, if  we were to widely view the concept to see welfare equipment as tools to 
support daily life, this concept could be adapted to include tools used for self-sustaining infants as well as 
disabled persons and elderly persons. The purpose of this paper is to understand the awareness amongst 
students studying nursing and childcare regarding welfare equipment and utilise this research for educa-
tion in their study area.

The survey was conducted with 300 students who study at nursing and childcare universities and 
vocational schools in the Kinki area. The collection rate was 70%. Oral explanation of the purpose of this 
survey and methodology was implemented. Answer sheets were collected only from students who agreed 
with this purpose. 13 welfare equipment (diaper, etc.) used for both elderly persons and infants as, well as 
7 (activities singing etc.) used for rehabilitation were selected for this research. Questions addressing these 
activities could be seen as welfare and rehabilitation factors, were asked in this survey with 5 scales. This 
research was conducted in September and October 2008. Mann-Whitney-U test was used to analyse each 
piece of equipment and activity. Significance level was set under 5%.

A trend indicating that these items are for elderly persons amongst students studying nursing in uni-
versities and studying childcare in vocational schools is recognised. As for students studying at childcare 
college, they recognise some of these and items to be used not only for elderly persons also for infants.

It is impossible to widely disseminate welfare equipment without recognition and knowledge of these 
equipments, even though we have the political policy to develop and use this equipment. It is necessary to 
consider creating a curriculum to make nursing and childcare students understand clearly the purpose of 
welfare equipment in their education.

Keywords: technical aids, nursing, childcare, education

1 INTRODUCTION

The law on development and spread for the 
promotion of technical aids in Japan is set as “Tech-
nical aids shall be aids to accommodate elderly 
persons whose physical and mental functions have 
decreased and who have difficulty in their daily 
lives (“elderly person”) or people with disabilities 
or aids or adaptive equipment for their functional 
trainings”. We recognize that technical aids are 
used for persons with disabilities or the elderly. 
When we recognize that technical aids are a help-
ful thing to support daily life, we could understand 
that this would apply even to children who are on 

the way to being self-reliant, as well as persons with 
disabilities and the elderly. We surveyed items on 
technical aids and rehabilitation in order to under-
stand what recognition students who are studying 
nursing and childcare have on technical aids and 
to use the surveyed results for education in nursing 
and childcare.

2 SUBJECTS AND METHODS

The subjects consist of 80 third-grade students 
at a nursing university in Kinki area, 110 stu-
dents who study childcare at a vocational school 
(“childcare vocational school students”) and 
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110 students who study childcare at a junior college 
(“childcare junior college students”).

The purpose and methods of  the survey were 
explained orally and the survey form was col-
lected from only students who gave consent on 
the same day.

We selected common items in the elderly and 
children, from the ones which are well known as 
technical aids, and for rehabilitation (“rehabilita-
tion”, and gain-of-function for children).

The items are 13: disposable diapers, portable 
toilets (“portable toilets”, a “potty” for children), 
auxiliary toilet seats, feeding cups with a holder 
(“feeding cups with a holder”), chopsticks 
designed to be easily (correctly) held (“designed 
chopsticks”), chairs with a table (“chairs with a 
table”), dishes designed so that food can be eas-
ily scooped (“designed dishes”), spoons designed 
so that food can be easily scooped (“designed 
spoons”), chairs for bath (“bath chairs”), aprons 
during meals (“aprons”), thickened meals or 
meals that foods are cut into small pieces meals, 
and baby food for children (“designed meals”), 
clothing that is not separated into tops and bot-
toms (“boiler suits”), wheelchairs, and stroll-
ers for children (“wheelchair”). The following 
7 items are for rehabilitation: articles made out 
of  paper by hand, mainly Origami, and Ori-
gami for children (article made out of  paper by 
hand), playing mainly writing and drawing, and 
drawing for children (“writing and drawing”), 
playing with hands (fingers), playing with songs 
(“playing with songs”), playing with play equip-
ment (“playing with play equipment”), walk and 
physical contact. Abbreviations used for Tables 
are presented in the brackets. We asked students 
whether they think these 13 items and 7 items can 
be used as technical aids or be elements of  reha-
bilitation when the items are used for the elderly 
and children. The reply to the question was set 
to 5-stage scale: 1: Disagree, 2: Slightly disagree, 
3: I neither agree nor disagree, 3: Strongly agree, 
and 5: Agree. The survey period was September 
and October in 2008.

The collection ratio was 95% of nursing 
university students, 48% of childcare vocational 
school students and 69% of childcare junior 
college students.

We used (1) SPSS as a discussion method and 
employed the Mann-Whitney-U test as to replies 
to the elderly and children from each subject 
group. Items where differences were observed were 
extracted. The significance level was set to less 
than 5%.

A factor analysis was conducted to observe struc-
tures of recognition of the elderly and children to 
(2) technical aids. After an analysis was conducted 

using a principle factor method, varimax rotation 
was applied.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Items in each group where significant differences 
were found are exhibited. Items where signifi-
cant differences were observed in nursing uni-
versity students are: disposable diapers, potable 
toilets, auxiliary toilet seats, feeding cups with 
a holder, designed chopsticks, designed dishes, 
designed spoons, bath chairs, designed meals 
and wheelchairs. The students recognized many 
surveyed items as elements of technical aids and 
for rehabilitation to the elderly. Items where sig-
nificant differences were observed in childcare 
vocational college students are: disposable dia-
pers, auxiliary toilet seats, holder feeding cups, 
designed dishes, designed spoons, bath chairs, 
designed meals and wheelchairs. As in the 
results of the nursing university students, these 
students also recognized the surveyed items as 
elements of technical aids or rehabilitation for 
the elderly. Items where significant differences 
were found in childcare junior college students 
are: auxiliary toilet seats, chairs with a table, 
bath chairs, boiler suits, wheelchairs, playing 
with fingers, playing with songs and playing 
with play equipment. Compared to the replies 
from nursing university students and childcare 
vocational school students indicating that more 
surveyed items are elements of technical aids 
or rehabilitation for the elderly, replies from 
childcare junior college students divided items 
into the ones with elements of technical aids or 
rehabilitation for the elderly and the ones with 
elements of technical aids or rehabilitation for 
children. An auxiliary toilet seats, bath chairs 
and wheelchairs can be elements of technical 
aids or rehabilitation for the elderly and chairs 
with a table, aprons, boiler suits, playing with 
fingers, playing with songs and playing with 
play equipment would be elements of technical 
aids or rehabilitation for children (Table 1).

2. Results of the factor analysis extracted 2 factors 
with the eigenvalue of 1 or higher in the recogni-
tion to technical aids for children. Table 2 shows 
items with factor loading of 0.5 or more to each 
factor. On the other hand, the recognition to 
technical aids for adults extracted 4 factors with 
the eigenvalue of 1 or higher. Table 3 shows 
items with factor loading of 0.5 or more to each 
factor.

“Interpretation of factors” (1) The first factor 
of structures of recognition to technical aids for 
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and drawing”, “article made out of paper by 
hand” and “playing with play equipment” and we 
named the items together as “playing”. The second 
factor makes up 14% and the items with factor 
loading of 0.5 or more are “designed spoons”, 
“designed dishes”, “chairs with a table”, “designed 
chopsticks”, and “feeding cups with a holder”. 
We named the items together as “meal supportive 
aids” The contribution ratio of each third factor 
and fourth factor was 7% and 6% respectively and 
we determined to omit their results.

The results of this survey present similar ten-
dency in nursing university students and childcare 
vocational school students on recognizing items 

Table 2. Factor matrix after application of 
varimax rotation (children).

Items

Extracted 
factors n = 300

1 2 Communality

Playing with songs  .906  .330 .931
Playing with play 

equipment
 .900  .283 .891

Playing with fingers  .881  .315 .876
Physical contact  .879  .287 .855
Drawing  .863  .321 .848
Walk  .857  .372 .873

Designed spoons  .264  .773 .666
Bath chairs  .118  .627 .408
Aprons  .445  .598 .555
Baby food  .546  .553 .604
Strollers  .417  .529 .453

Contribution ratio (%) 57.713 10.013
Cumulative contribution 

ratio (%)
57.713 67.726

Table 3. Factor matrix after application of varimax 
rotation (adults).

Items

Extracted factors n = 300

1 2 3 4
Com-
munality

Playing with 
songs

.818  .140  .119  .266 .774

Playing with 
fingers

.789  .162  .169  .146 .699

Writing and 
drawing 

.770  .171  .109  .224 .684

Article made 
out of paper 
by hand

.728  .229  .007  .234 .637

Playing with 
play 
equipment

.696  .189  .144  .014 .541

Designed 
spoons

.083  .895  .164  .194 .873

Designed dishes .141  .881  .155  .189 .855
Chairs with 

a table
.244  .632  .128  −.159 .501

Designed 
chopsticks

.173  .584  .308  −.158 .491

Feeding cups 
with a holder 

.166  .533  .369  −.033 .449

Wheelchair .121  .110  .668  .153 .496
Disposable

 diapers
−.045  .079  .579  −.047 .346

Portable toilets .134  .224  .555  −.017 .377
Designed food .254  .334  .525  .101 .461

Walk .506  .049  .104  .781 .880
Physical contact .505  .046  .096  .657 .699

Contribution 
ratio (%)

35.576 14.088  7.529  5.741

Cumulative 
contribution 
ratio (%)

35.576 49.664 57.193 62.934

children makes up 58%. Items with factor loading 
of 0.5 or more are “playing with songs”, “playing 
with play equipment”, “playing with fingers”, 
“physical contact”, “drawing” and “walk” and we 
named the items together as “playing and physi-
cal contact”. The second factor makes up 10%. 
Items with factor loading of 0.5 or more are 
“designed spoons”, “bath chairs”, “aprons during 
meals”, “baby food”, and “strollers”. We named 
the items together as “childcare aids”.

(2) The first factor of structures of recognition 
to technical aids for adults makes up 36%. The 
items with factor loading of 0.5 or more are “play-
ing with songs”, “playing with fingers”, “writing 

Subject group

Items 
level of

significance

Group where
sum total of

orders of
replies is

large

level of
significance

Group where
sum total of

orders of
replies is

large

level of
significance

Group where
sum total of

orders of
replies is

large
Disposable diapers ** Elderly ** Elderly

Portable toilets * Elderly
Potty seat ** Elderly ** Elderly ** Elderly

Feeding cups with a holder * Elderly ** Elderly
Designed chopsticks ** Elderly

Chairs with a table * Children
Designed dishes ** Elderly ** Elderly

Designed spoons ** Elderly * Elderly
Bath chairs ** Elderly ** Elderly ** Elderly

Aprons 
Designed food ** Elderly * Elderly

Overalls ** Children
Wheelchair ** Elderly ** Elderly ** Elderly

Article made out of paper by hand
Writing and drawing 
Playing with fingers ** Children
Playing with songs * Children

Playing with play equipment ** Children
Walk

Physical contact 

Nursing university students
Childcare students 
Vocational school Junior college

Childcare students 

** p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

Table 1. Technical aids and rehabilitation where sig-
nificant differences were observed by subject groups. 
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as technical aids or rehabilitation for the elderly. 
Although significant differences are observed in 
replies from childcare junior college students, they 
recognized some items as elements of technical 
aids or rehabilitation for children as well as for the 
elderly. We did not obtain structures or details of 
the curriculum provided to the subject students. 
As recognition by childcare junior college stu-
dents are found in items for the elderly and chil-
dren, these differences in recognition by subjects 
seemed to be affected by the education, including 
the curriculum.

According to the results of the factor analy-
sis, “playing” appears to be an important factor 
for recognition to technical aids for children and 
adults.

4 CONCLUSION

Although development or use of technical aids 
is specified in a policy measure, it is impossible 
to recommend the aids without recognition or 
knowledge of the aids. The results of this paper are 
obtained from the survey targeting students who 
study nursing or childcare, and indicate that items 
of technical aids and rehabilitation vary depending 
on education styles.
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Relationship between depersonalization and experience of filling 
out incident report
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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this study is to investigate the possible relationship between 
depersonalization and medical errors. Participants were 721 female nurses (mean age: 28.65 ± 6.69) 
from two general hospitals. Participants completed questionnaires which included the Cambridge 
Depersonalization Scale (CDS), questions regarding experience of filling out incident/accident report 
and socio-demographic data. The investigation was performed in 2009. In this study, the prevalence of 
possible depersonalization disorder, estimated by the CDS, was 4.6%. Scores of global CDS, “anomalous 
body experience (CDS subscale)”, “emotional numbing (CDS subscale)” and “alienation from surround-
ings (CDS subscale)” in the nurses who have experience of filling out incident/accident report were higher 
than those of the nurses who have no experience filling out the report (p < 0.01) but there was no signifi-
cant difference among two groups regarding “anomalous subjective recall (CDS subscale)”. These results 
suggested that depersonalization is possibly one of the factors related to medical error.

Keywords: depersonalization, medical error, incident report

the depersonalization experience (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000). Common symp-
toms of depersonalization can be categorized into 
aspects of  visual depersonalization, altered body 
experience, emotional numbing, loss of  agency 
feeling, and changes in subjective experiencing of 
time (Sierra & Berrios, 2001).

It is well known that depersonalization accompa-
nies most mental diseases, emotional stress, somatic 
diseases, and exhaustion (Nuller, 1982). Considering 
the fact that the nursing profession is both cognitively 
taxing and stressful, it may be an occupation which 
contains the risk of experiencing depersonalization. 
Some of them may develop symptoms of clinical 
depersonalization disorder (Hirosawa et al., 2009).

1 INSTRUCTIONS

Medical errors made by medical staff  members not 
only have a negative influence on their professional 
and personal status, confidence, and function, but 
also bring to patients serious risks and increase 
healthcare costs (Kohn et al., 2000, West et al., 
2006).

Depersonalization is characterised by per-
sistent or recurrent episodes of ‘detachment 
or estrangement from one’s self.’ Although the 
individual may feel like an automaton or there 
may be sensation of being an outside observer 
of one’s own mental process, patients have 
enough ability to recognize the real world during 
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In a previous study (Hirosawa et al., 2009), we 
had opportunities to treat 10 nurses who were 
advised to consult a psychiatrist by their supervisor 
due to frequent incidents and/or accidents. In the 
clinical interview, they mentioned that their errors 
occurred under depersonalization experience. In 
those cases, depersonalization was considered 
one of the critical factors which had an influence 
on their errors. Moreover, if  their experience of 
medical accidents resulted in severe conditions for 
patients, it may have been so stressful for them that 
they developed a higher likelihood of experiencing 
more severe depersonalization. However, until now, 
there has been no empirical study which has veri-
fied the relationship between depersonalization and 
medical errors. The purpose of this study was to 
investigate the relationship between depersonaliza-
tion and experience of filling out incident/accident 
report among nurses working in general hospitals.

Regarding the term “depersonalization,” it is also 
used as one of the domains of burnout syndrome. 
According to the Maslach Burnout Inventory 
(MBI) (Maslach et al., 1996). which is widely used 
to estimated burnout syndrome, depersonalization 
is characterized by negative, cynical attitudes and 
feelings about one’s recipients and it is composed 
of items such as; “I feel I treat some recipients as 
if  they were impersonal object”. The term deper-
sonalization, which is used in identifying burnout 
syndrome, seems to represent misanthropic atti-
tudes (Ebihara et al., 1979) and so it is different 
from the clinical term of depersonalization which 
relates to depersonalization disorder (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2000, World health Organ-
ization, 1992) In the present study, we use the term 
depersonalization, only as it is described in deper-
sonalization disorder in DSM-IV-TR.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants

Participants were 1379 female nurses from 
two university hospitals; located in the Tokyo 
metropolitan area and in the suburbs of Tokyo. 
The study was approved by the ethics committee 
of Juntendo University Hospital. Nurses partici-
pated in this investigation after informed consent 
was obtained. The investigation was performed 
from 2008 to 2009. 721 nurses completed in this 
study. The mean age was 28.65 years (SD = 6.69).

2.2 Measures

2.2.1 The Cambridge Depersonalization Scale 
(CDS) (Sierra & Berrios, 2000)

The CDS comprehensive instrument contains 
29 items addressing the complaints associated 

with depersonalization disorder based on 
a comprehensive study of the phenomenology of 
this condition. Each item was rated on two Lik-
ert scales for frequency and duration of experi-
ence, and the sum of these two scores generated an 
index of item intensity (range, 0–10). The global 
score of the scale was the arithmetical sum of all 
items (range, 0–290). It had a high internal con-
sistency (Cronbach α and split half  reliability of 
0.89 and 0.92) (Sierra & Berrios, 2000). In addi-
tion, the CDS has four subscales; anomalous body 
experience, emotional numbing, anomalous sub-
jective recall, and alienation from surroundings 
(Sierra et al., 2005). The original study aimed to 
distinguish inpatients with depersonalization from 
inpatients with panic disorder, generalized anxiety 
disorder and temporal lobe epilepsy and recom-
mended a cut-off  point of 70. In this study, we 
used a cut-off  point of 60, which is more effective 
to distinguish depersonalization disorder from the 
general population under non-clinical conditions 
(Sugiura et al., 2009). The cut-off  point of 60 was 
shown to yield a sensitivity of 100% and a specifi-
city of 96% by distinguishing depersonalization 
disorder from healthy controls.

2.2.2 Socio-demographic variables
We asked participants about socio-demographic 
variables; age, years of nursing experience, work 
place (outpatient clinic or word) and job position 
(staff  member or administrator). Administrators 
included chief  nurses and head nurses.

2.2.3 Experience of filling out incident/accident 
report

In order to assess the experience of medical errors, 
we asked participants about whether or not they had 
experience of filling out an incident/accident report 
about error in the past 6 months. Here we adopted 
the length of 6 months in consideration of the length 
of depersonalization required in the CDS.

2.3 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis in this study was carried out 
with SPSS, version 18.0. Firstly, in order to obtain 
fundamental information about depersonaliza-
tion among nurses, we examined the prevalence 
of possible depersonalization disorder among 
nurses by using the recommended cut-off  point of 
60. Secondly, in order to reveal associated factors 
with experience of filling out incident/accident 
report, we carried out the t-test, Mann-Whitney 
U test, Chi-square test and logistic regression 
analysis for score of global CDS, its subscale, 
socio-demographic variables. All tests were two-
tailed. The significance level was considered to be 
p < 0.05.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Possible depersonalization
and socio-demographic factors

Among all participants, the prevalence of those 
who got more than 60 points in the CDS was 
4.58%. A number of 402 (55.76%) had no expe-
rience and 319 (44.24%) had experience of filling 
out an incident/accident report about error in the 
past 6 months.

3.2 Association of experience of filling 
out incident/accident report with 
depersonalization and socio-demographic 
factors

Regarding depersonalization, Chi-square test 
showed that 1.99% of  nurses who had no expe-
rience of  filling out the incident/accident report 
(non-report group) and 7.84% of  nurses who had 
experience of  filling out the report (report group) 
had possible depersonalization disorder and there 
was significant association between experience 
of  filling out the incident/accident report and 
possible depersonalization disorder (χ2 = 13.92, 
P<0.001). Additionally, Mann-Whitney U test 
showed that the report group scored significantly 
higher than the non-report group in the score of 
total CDS and “anomalous body experience,” 
“emotional numbing” and “alienation from sur-
roundings” (P<0.01), but there was no significant 
difference between these two groups in the score 
of  “anomalous subjective recall.”

Regarding socio-demographic variables, there 
were significant differences between these two 
groups in regard to work place and job position 

(P<0.001), but no significant difference between 
these two groups in regard to age and years of 
nursing experience.

As shown in Table1, logistic regression analy-
sis showed that experience of filling the report 
was associated with possible depersonalization 
disorder and working in ward after adjusting for 
other factors (OR = 4.00, 95% CI = 1.69–8.99, 
P<0.001; OR = 2.15, 95% CI = 1.37–3.38, P<0.001, 
respectively).

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Prevalence of depersonalization disorder 
and its recognition

In this study, the prevalence of possible deper-
sonalization disorder was 4.58%, according to 
the recommended CDS cut-off  point. The pre-
cise prevalence of depersonalization disorder 
among the general population is unknown, but it 
has been estimated at 1.7–2.4% by using diagnos-
tic interviews (bebbington et al., 1997), and at 2.7% 
among Japanese university students (Sugiura et al., 
2008) by using the CDS. Possible prevalence in this 
study is somewhat higher than among the general 
population and Japanese university studies.

The CDS was established by using diagnos-
tic interview and the reliability and validity of its 
cut-off  point is sufficient to distinguish deperson-
alization disorder from that among healthy people 
(Sierra & Berrios, 2000, Sugiura et al., 2009). Of 
course, there is a possibility that symptoms of some 
nurses who were evaluated as having depersonali-
zation disorder according the CDS do not meet 
complete diagnostic criteria of depersonalization 
disorder but this implies that there is a consider-
able percent of nurses who have depersonalization 
disorders which need to be treated psychiatrically. 
Therefore, we have to consider depersonalization 
disorder as one of the notable mental problems 
which appear among nurses.

4.2 Relationship between socio-demographic 
factors and medical experience of filling 
out an incident/accident report

Working in a ward related to experience of filling 
out the report after adjusting for influence from 
other factors (Table 1).

Some studies have demonstrated that extended-
duration work shifts among health care providers 
significantly increase fatigue and impair perform-
ance and safety (Lockley et al., 2007). In this study, 
the ward had a night duty and rotating shift, but 
the outpatient department, except for the emer-
gency section, did not have a night duty and its 

Table 1. Factors related experience of filling out 
incident/accident report.

B
Odds 
rate (95% CI)

age –0.03 0.97 (0.93–1.01) P = n.s.
years of nursing

experience
–0.01 0.99 (0.94-1.04) P = n.s.

work place
outpatient
clinic
ward 0.77 2.15 (1.37–3.38) P<.001

Job position
staff  member
administrator –0.50 0.61 (0.31–3.38) P  = n.s

CDS Score
<60
≥60 1.36 3.90 (1.69–9.00) P<.01

Hoser and Lemeshow test, χ 2 = 9.74, df = 8, P = 0.28
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office hours were approximately constant. Also, 
the condition of patients in wards is more severe 
than in the outpatient clinic. Therefore, these work-
ing conditions in wards may lead to medical errors 
more frequently than in the outpatient clinic.

4.3 Relationship between depersonalization 
and experience of filling out an incident/
accident report

Possible depersonalization disorder was related 
to experience of filling out an incident/accident 
report after adjusting influence from other factors 
(Table 1).

It has been reported that complaints of occu-
pational impairment are very common during 
depersonalization experiences (Simon, 2004). 
Some neuropsychological studies (Guralnik et al., 
2000; Guralnik et al., 2007) have indicated that 
in depersonalization disorder, slower processing 
speed, poorer perceptual organization, vulnerabil-
ity to distraction, and problems with immediate 
recall can be found. These subjective distresses and 
deficits in cognitive functioning seem to prevent 
nurses from accomplishing their day-to-day busi-
ness and sometimes may lead to medical errors.

Additionally, it has been pointed out that, 
psychologically, depersonalization disorder should 
be exclusively experienced as a “subjective expe-
rience”, and that we cannot identify it without 
individuals’ own expressions (Yasunaga, 1987). 
Considering the fact that these “subjective experi-
ences” are very difficult to express in plain language 
(Hirosawa, 2005), depersonalization disorder is also 
very difficult to recognize and identify, not only by 
suffering nurses but also by their colleagues, if  they 
are not well informed about this condition. Moreo-
ver, it has been pointed out that daily behaviors of 
individuals with depersonalization may not neces-
sarily appear strange (Yasunaga, 1987). Some of 
those individuals showed a high capacity at work 
(Matumoto, 1998) and their overall intelligence 
remained normal (Guralnik et al., 2007). Accord-
ingly, some nurses with depersonalization disorder 
were considered by others to be performing their 
daily nursing work adequately. These findings indi-
cate that colleague nurses will often regard those 
nurses who have depersonalization disorder as 
being healthy enough to achieve their daily work 
(Hirosawa et al., 2009). For this reason, support 
systems from co-workers and supervisors regard-
ing medical error may not function adequately.

On the other hand, experience of filling out an 
incident/accident report gives a great shock to the 
nurses concerned and it is considered to be one 
of the major causes of stress for nurses. Regard-
ing the repeatedly described characteristics of 

depersonalization that are often accompanied by 
psychological stress (Nuller, 1982) some deper-
sonalization disorder may result from stress after 
an error has occurred. Therefore, when an error 
occurs, we need to pay particular attention to the 
appearance of depersonalization disorder and 
depersonalization-like experience among nurses 
and to help prevent them from making further 
errors.

Regarding the symptoms of depersonalization 
disorder in the CDS, scores of “anomalous body 
experience,” “emotional numbing” and “alienation 
from surroundings” were significantly higher in the 
report group than in the non- report group.

The “anomalous body experience” assessment 
was composed of items regarding the feeling 
of out of body experiences, loss of agency feel-
ing, and automatic and mechanical body feeling 
(Sierra et al., 2005). Persons experiencing these 
symptoms may feel as if  their own body is moving 
automatically and they are not able to control their 
own behaviour. This may lead error associated 
with experience of automaton and having uncon-
trollable movement.

The “emotional numbing” assessment was com-
posed of items regarding numbing of affection 
accompanied with own behaviour, affection for close 
person and sensation of taste and smell (Sierra et al., 
2005). Loss of familiar affection toward patients 
may lead to the loss of prudent attitude toward 
action. Numbing of affection may make it difficult 
for them to notice emergency signs and to react 
immediately and adequately to these signs.

The “alienation from surroundings” experience 
assessment was composed of items regarding feel-
ings of not being real, being cut off  from the world, 
and having a veil between oneself  and the outside 
world (Sierra et al., 2005). In cases of “alienation 
from surrounding” experience, it is also difficult 
for them to notice emergency signs and react to 
them. Additionally, even if  colleagues were able to 
notice some troubles in the nurse’s mind and gave 
her some useful advice, their words of advice did 
not reach her mind.

It is not clear why “anomalous subjective recall” 
is not related to medical error. However, many 
nurses are careful not to depend on memory only 
but also take written notes. These coping behav-
iours for anomalous subjective recall may help to 
prevent making errors.

In conclusion, the factors closely related to 
experience of filling out an incident/accident 
report were possible depersonalization disorder, 
working in a ward. Under depersonalized condi-
tions, preventing errors may be very difficult not 
only for the nurses themselves but also when they 
receive the help of colleagues. Therefore, we need 
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to detect depersonalization in nurses as early as 
possible, and to help prevent nurses from suffering 
from depersonalization disorder.

4.4 Limitations

A limitation of this study is that we used a self-
rating scale in order to estimate depersonalization. 
Although we consider the CDS to be the most 
useful measure to investigate depersonalization 
at present and that using a self-rating scale is the 
best way to estimate mental problems of working 
nurses, the CDS cannot detect depersonalization 
disorder completely. Additionally, in the present 
study, the number of nurses whose CDS scores 
were higher than the cut-off  points was too small 
to permit us to discuss their characteristics. In 
future studies it will be necessary to increase sam-
ples or to use diagnostic interviews. Moreover, this 
study was a cross-sectional study, so we could not 
reveal causality. In future studies we need to carry 
out longitudinal study.
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ABSTRACT: According to historical records, tattoo, which originates from punishment, and leaves a 
negative impression on common people. However, as time passes and social formation changes, tattoo has 
gradually combined with popular culture and become the token of adolescents’ expressing individuality, 
acting cool and controlling over their bodies. This kind of alternative sub-culture-and-art makes the body 
become a canvas for imprinting ego.

This study aimed to find out that whether different lifestyle groups’ acceptance of tattoo culture varies. 
It used questionnaire survey as the research tool and took questionnaire statistics by SPSS 17.0. To achieve 
the study purposes, this paper adopted research methods including independent samples test, One-way 
ANOVA and frequency distribution. A total of 389 usable responses were received, representing a 96.5% 
response rate. With a confidence level of 95%, the sampling error was ±4.97%. Overall reliability α value 
was 0.724 and validity KMO value was 0.86. The main study results were summarized as follows:

1. The highest proportion of tattoo acceptance was 39.2% and mainly located on tip-end sites such as 
ankle.

2. 25.5% of testees liked abstract totem and this percentage was the highest. Then comes totem or written 
word with special meanings, which accounted for 20.3%.

3. 50.9% of testees believed that tattoo was a kind of artistic expression and 40.3% though that celebrity 
or stars could push forward tattoo prevalence.

4. Testees having tattoos on their bodies felt that tattoo was positive (with a mean value of 3.69) while 
those with no tattoos didn’t think so (with a mean value of 2.91). There was significant difference 
between the two.

5. Testees with tattoos approved of their families or boyfriends/girlfriends’ tattoo (with a mean value 
of 3.69) and those with no tattoos (with a mean value of 2.61) had contrary opinion. The two sides’ 
opinions were significantly different.

Study suggestions: The results show that people with tattoos and without tattoos have different 
acceptance of tattoo culture to some extent. Tattoo advocates and enthusiasts should emphasize on how 
to convert people’s negative impression of tattoo into positive attitude.

Keywords: tattoo culture, lifestyle, alternative sub-culture

tattoo as subculture in teenagers (Tsai, 2006) 
conducts a qualitative research and focuses on 
three sections: the construction of self-identity; 
interpersonal relationship and groups identities; 
and the representation of tattoos and bodies based 
on the filed of tattoos. Her research results indi-
cate tattoo has the following important meanings: 
the individualized style is represented; the emo-
tion leads off; increases the friend; and the health 
acts on one’s own. This study aims to analyze and 
generalize the historical development of tattoo 
through literature collection, and use quantitative 
research to analyze differences in acceptance of 
tattoo culture with different population variables 

1 INSTRUCTIONS

1.1 Research motivation and purpose

Tattoo culture has a long history. Tattoo endows 
people with social marginalizing imagery, is 
an indelible punitive mark given to criminals. 
Tattoo develops from the status symbol of tribal 
society into the symbolic sign of middle classes, 
lower classes, underworld gangs and specific 
industries in Taiwan, representing not only a 
token of self-physical control but also a symbol 
of love and popularity. Iconolatry and the media 
exert deep effect on tattooing. In a study on 
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and different life style groups. Then, it further 
discusses tattooed and untattooed people’s views 
of tattoo culture, so as to know the evolving condi-
tion and trend analysis of tattoo culture.

2 LITERATURE DISCUSSION

2.1 What is tattoo?

Tattoo derives from the word of “Tatau” in 
Polynesian. It is written as tattooing in English, 
Tatowierung in German and tatouage in French. In 
Japan and Korea, tattoo is also called “emblazonry”, 
“needle”, “piercing”, etc.

Webster’s Dictionary (1993) defines “tattoo” as: 
a character, symbol, pattern or sign that is perma-
nently marked on people’s skin or body using a 
needle and pigment (Huang, 1987) classifies tattoo-
ing into four kinds: primitive cutting and piercing, 
branding, needle sewing, and needle piercing. Mod-
ern tattooing is developed from the fourth method.

Piercing has many variant forms, e.g. teeth 
destroying, lip punching, teeth engraving, scar 
branding, etc., all for making scars on the body 
just as tattooing.

2.2 Cultural history of tattoo

Getti Tattoo has an origin lost in the mists of 
antiquity. Among the mummies 3000 to 4000 
years old, patterns of horses appeared on the 
textiles or skins as if  they had been staying by 
their masters during lifetime (Schildkrout, 2004) 
Some data discover that, in Southeast Asia, doc-
tors and Buddhist monks make tattoo on believers, 
so that super-natural power can protect them and 
others who approach them can keep kind-hearted 
(Tannenbaum, 1987). Tattoo is also used as a reli-
gious mark by early Christendom. Moreover, some 
medial astrologers tattoo cosmology symbols on 
their bodies, hoping that astrology can change their 
fates. Greeks, Roman and Celts use tattoo as a sign 
of criminals or properties (Schildkrout, 2004). In 
China, pre-Zhou-dynasty historical data recorded 
that primitive Wu nationality, living south of the 
Yangtze River, tattooed colorful emblazonry to 
scare piranhas. However, this kind of art was lost 
gradually. Until the thirteenth century, tattoo was 
just used as a mark of criminals.

Tattoo is common in ancient civilization and 
aborigines’ culture, regardless of the West or East 
and Brazil, Africa or Japan. Tattoo is usually a 
decoration, ritual or a kind of identity. People’s 
tattoo, a mark just like their name, represents 
people themselves and often adopts geometrical 
shapes, dots and lines (Bell, 1999).

Before 1880, tattoos were mostly made on crimi-
nals, sailors and the laboring class. In the late 1880s, 

tattoo suddenly became popular with the upper 
class of Britain and America, and this trend lasted 
one or two decades since then. The development 
of electronic tattooing machine was one of the 
reasons. The invention of this machine accelerated 
the speed of tattooing, alleviated the pains, made 
the colors and shadows more refined, and brought 
about better-quality paintings and coloring. Besides, 
O’Reilly and his partners began to design and sell 
tattoo design and stenciling, which made tattooing 
more and more standardized without a demand 
on masterful tattooing skills. At the same time, he 
introduced Japanese design from America. These 
three kinds of pioneering work made pains of tat-
tooing reduced, and design diversified and more 
delicate, and thus, tattoo became welcome among 
the upper class in late 19th century (Fisher, 2002).

Tattoo is called “character piercing” in Taiwan 
and has a long history there. The earliest charac-
ter tattooing records of Taiwan aborigines suggest 
that they have a long-history custom of making 
tattoos on skin. At the beginning, aborigines tat-
tooed patterns representing “brave man and virtu-
ous woman”. In early times, affected by Japanese 
bushido culture, some people imitated samurais’ 
tattoos so as to show their own “bravery”. This 
group was mainly constituted of “underworld 
brothers” who formed subculture in early prisons 
and made the society think that tattooed people 
are not good (Du, 2003). In 1990s, because of 
open social mood and frequent contact with the 
West, Taiwan people lapped up European and 
American fashion. With propagation of the media, 
tattoo was combined with new ideas of “popular-
ity”, “vogue”, etc, and tattoo shops sprang up like 
mushrooms. Nowadays, many underworld guys 
or local ruffian still tattoo traditional figures like 
dragon and phoenix as the group symbol. Tat-
toos are separated or excluded by different groups 
(Chuang, 2006).

2.3 Definition of life style

The basic concept and theory of “life style” was 
firstly proposed by psychologists Alder in 1927, 
and he believed that life style was constructed in 
terms of people’s central goal (Hall, 1957). After-
wards, many scholars discussed this topic from dif-
ferent views and established abundant theoretical 
basis. The concept of “life style” originates from 
psychology and sociology. After 1960, (Lazer, 1963) 
introduced an idea of “life style” into marketing 
field. He followed above theoretical basis and inte-
grated this with consumers’ behavior at the same 
time. Scholars of marketing agree that lifestyle var-
iables can better predict and understand customers’ 
behavior and preference than demographic varia-
bles, and life style can reflect consumers’ judgment 
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and acceptance of everything. (Wind, 1974) classify 
the descriptions and measuring methods of indi-
vidual life style into five measuring standards:

1. Measure the products consumed by individual 
and after-sale service.

2. Measure individual activity, interest and opinion: 
aiming at the initiative or passivity of activity, 
generation process and purposes of interest, 
as well as emotional cognition and opinion of 
attitude, i.e. A.I.O variables.

3. Measure consumers’ values system.
4. Measure consumers’ personality characteristics 

and self  conceptions.
5. Measure individual attitudes towards different 

products and brands as well as the benefits they 
pursue.

2.3.1 A.I.O framework
(Plummer, 1974) proposed AIO (Activities, Interest, 
Opinion) variables scale and he thought that demo-
graphic variables should be added to the three 
items of AIO, constituting four perspectives.

Among the four perspectives, AIO is the most 
common measuring variable. (Engel, 1978) defined 
AIO as:

1. Activities: a concrete action, such as media 
watching, shopping, etc.

2. Interest: the degree of being excited at some 
thing, object or topic, and being continuous to 
pay special attention to it.

3. Opinion: individual oral or written response to 
an exciting situation, i.e. people’s explanation, 
expectation and evaluation of things.

2.4 Formation of life style groups

Different people live under different environment. 
Individuals with similar living environments 
always have close personality and generate similar 
behavior response, and this is called formation of 
“group” (Tu, 2004). Under complicated environ-
mental factors, the conditions used for separating 
groups include (Mahon, 2003):

1. Age: People growing up contemporarily can 
naturally form particular, similar personality 
tendency.

2. Gender: usually causes differences in physiol-
ogy, psychology and social role. Though men 
and women have equal rights, inborn differ-
ences indeed exist.

3. Geography: Difference also results from 
different-geographical conditions of living envi-
ronment, such as different nationalities, towns 
as well as eating and consuming habits of tropi-
cal and glacial zones.

4.  Economic capability: The quality and quantity of 
consuming is affected by differences in economic 
situation, and thus generates different life quality.

5.  Race: Racial cultural concepts and traditions 
result in differences, such as differences between

6.  Educational status: Different educational back-
grounds cause different cognitive ideas.

7.  Occupational difference: Different occupations 
result in different habits and customs. For example, 
teachers and merchants have differences in working 
and resting schedule as well as consuming habits.

8.  Interests and hobbies: People with different 
interests and hobbies purchase different prod-
ucts, and difference is formed.

9.  Personal character: Every one has his own char-
acter, which causes differences.

10.  Other universal factors: People can be clas-
sified into various sub groups according to 
diversified factors such as their different back-
grounds chances, growing backgrounds, etc.

3 RESEARCH METHODS

This study carries out research through 
questionnaire survey. The questionnaire is 
designed in accordance with Likert five-point 
scale, and each question has five degrees including 
strong disagreement, disagreement, no opinion, 
agree and strong agreement. Answerers check the 
answers most appropriate for them. Questionnaires 
are sent to answerers in their face and are chosen 
through snowball sampling. Questionnaire statis-
tics is analyzed through SPSS 17.0.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This study makes generalization according to 
research purposes and literature discussion, 
investigates the quantitative parts through 
questionnaires, integrates the results for achieving 
research goals, and finally proposes original ideas 
as well as suggestions for successive researches in 
terms of the conclusions.

4.1 Framework of questionnaire research

Questionnaire of this study is divided into three 
parts:

1. Demographic variables: demographic variables 
are set in accordance with research purposes, 
so as to know the differences in different peo-
ple’s acceptance of tattoo culture. The variables 
include: gender, marriage, occupation, educa-
tional qualification, residence, professional 
background, age, income and bedtime.
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2. Life style: contains various life styles such as 
individual special interest and taste, habits and 
customs, as well as preferences for tattoo culture.

3. Acceptance of tattoo culture: includes questions 
like identifying with tattoo, cultural meaning of 
tattoo or social cognition.

4.2 Questionnaire callback and statistics

This study conducts questionnaire investigation 
through snowball sampling. Among the 403 
questionnaires send out, 389 ones are usable with 
an effective response rate of 96.5%. Under the con-
fidence level of 95%, confidence interval is ±4.97%.

4.3 Validity and reliability test

Reliability: Devellis (1991) believes that α value 
between 0.6 and 0.7 is the acceptable minimum 
value, and α value between 0.7 and 0.8 is fairly 
good. The Cronbach’s Alpha value of question-
naire items is 0.724 in this study, representing a 
good consistency between the question items.

Validity: This study carries out factor analy-
sis through Reduction Factor. Two factors are 
extracted, each corresponding to more than 
three questions. KMO value is 0.865. Total 
Variance Explained of the two factors is 56. 87%, 
which is greater than 50% and indicates the two 
factors are representative (Table 1).

5 RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS

This study investigates different life style groups’ 
different acceptances of tattoo culture by means of 
questionnaire survey. Some main conclusions are 
summarized as follows:

1. The highest proportion of tattoo acceptance 
was 39.2% and mainly located on tip-end sites 
such as ankle.

2. 25.5% of testees liked abstract totem and this 
percentage was the highest. Then comes totem 
or written word with special meanings, which 
accounted for 20.3%.

3. 50.9% of testees believed that tattoo was a kind of 
artistic expression and 40.3% though that celebrity 
or stars could push forward tattoo prevalence.

4. People have no tattoos consider that tattoo has 
underworld image (with a mean value of 2.61), 
and tattooed people think the underworld image 
of tattoo is low (with mean of 1.77). The mean 
of untattooed people is significantly higher 
than that of the tattooed.

5. Tattooed and untattooed people both agree that 
tattoo is an expression of art. Those with tattoos 
are highly in favor of a viewpoint that tattoo is 
a kind of art (with a mean of 4.31), and their 
identification degree is remarkably different 
from people without tattoos.

6. Testees having tattoos on their bodies felt that 
tattoo was positive (with a mean value of 3.69) 
while those with no tattoos didn’t think so (with 
a mean value of 2.91). There was significant dif-
ference between the two.

7. About the prospect and market of tattoo indus-
try, tattooed people think highly of it (with a 
mean value of 3.85) and people without tattoo 
remain hesitant (with a mean of 2.95).
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Table 1. “Validity and reliability” analysis scale.

Reliability Validity

Overall perspec-
tive reliability 
(α)

Aspect relia-
bility (α)

KMO value   0.865

0.724 Tattoo culture 
identity 
0.866

Bartlett 
Sphericity 
test

4720.09

Social image 
of tattoo
 0.69

Significance   0.000
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in Taiwan under the trend of postmodern art: A case study 
of the design activity for the students in the formal 
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ABSTRACT: The 21st century is a commercialization era of art and design, in which artists and 
designers compete in the same area, and the educational theory is also influenced by postmodernism. 
However, in Taiwan, the current instruction of elementary school in visual art still stays in the traditional 
teaching and learning of art and crafts, and the instruction activities relevant to design are seldom. The 
writer is an instructor as well as a researcher of art education in an elementary school. Therefore, action 
research was employed in this investigation. Except carrying out in person an instruction activity of 
designing T-shirt pattern, she also studied the senior students of their representation of design and aes-
thetic capability in the elementary school, understood deeply the design concepts of the little designers 
and their gains from and feelings of the learning activity by means of case interview.

Keywords: postmodern art, design education in elementary school, activity of design, visual art

research to carry out one of teaching activities is 
called “T-shirt design” personally. After reading 
the analysis of the aesthetic feelings and expression 
abilities of students’ pattern design and taking 
individual interviews, the writer was able to under-
stand students’ concepts, experiences and feelings 
gained from the learning activity. She wishes this 
research could enrich contents of design education 
in Taiwan and enhance the students adapt to the 
capacity of post-modern art trend (Figs. 1–2).

1 INTRODUCTION

21st century is a commercial era for art and design 
full influenced by the post modern art trend. 
Designers and artists are competition on the same 
stage. The trend is also taking effect in school edu-
cation. Multiple values take place of single value in 
the past. Teaching is focusing on the students must 
understand environment context, cultural commu-
nication and interpretation, deconstruction and 
construction of meaning. Art education is more 
concerned about social effect and combination 
of art and daily life. New Grade 1–9 Curriculum 
was introduced to elementary and middle schools 
in Taiwan in 2001. Traditional visual art educa-
tion is put into Arts and Humanities Area. The 
curriculum of design education of elementary and 
middle schools in Taiwan is not very often match 
activities of school routine or traditional festival 
and not fits in post modern art education which 
requires adaptation to local conditions, individ-
ual differences and compromises. The writer is a 
researcher for design education of elementary 
school as well as a teacher. She employed an action 

Figure 1. The pattern was designed 
by the student whose number is 2.

Figure 2.  The photo 
of T-shirt.
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aestheticism and analytical “form structure” was 
part of modern art structures. People get the abil-
ity of aesthetic judgment from creation and enjoy-
ment the form of art works. Post modern art trend 
has been developing since 1970s. The art works 
have been going to the trends of anti-form, anti-
aesthetic, deconstruction and more frequently 
using multimedia, diverse and inclusive forms of 
artistic expressions when post modern art trend 
introduced. The performances of post modern art 
shows more social activities and arts are required 
integration in the people life. Sometimes viewers 
are able to take part in the art shows. The multime-
dia, forms and contents showed in post modern art 
are not only broken the rigid form and boundary 
of art but also totally denied the specific existence 
of art. It makes art turn into a kind of concept 
(Chang, 1996). The trend of post modern art is 
remaining in 21st century. It makes changes and 
complexities of art and design even more different 
than the past. Hence, the author states the con-
sequences and influences of the 20th century art 
trend and wishes people have basic knowledge or 
understanding of the rising of the trend of post 
modern art after reading this article.

3.1.2 Continuation of post modern art trend
In 1919 Dadaism artist Duchamp (1887–1968) 
added beard on the duplicate of Mona Lisa in 
his works “L.H.O.O.Q.” (1919). When the work 
showed in an art exhibition the world was embrac-
ing a new meaning of art: destroy the delicate and 
original art’ principals people pursued, change the 
conception of art and subvert the modernist to 
analyze art works in the way of theoretical system. 
At that time art could be an incident or experience 
and creation art had become a game. Behaviors of 
daily life were also an art and artists were no longer 
masters but creators embraced by ordinary people. 
Viewers could explain the meaning of works from 
their own views. Post modernism art was founded 
by the rising of Dadaism and Surrealism in the 
early 20th century. Post modernism art allows 
people to find beauty, enjoy beauty and concern 
the environment through art when Pop, Graffiti, 
Conceptual and Installation art appeared and mul-
timedia and interactive art moved into art gallery 
and museum after 1960s. Post modern art liberates 
the imaginations and creativities and amazingly 
becomes popular in the world not only now but 
also in the future (Li, 2007).

3.2 Development of modern art education 
in Taiwan

In the early 20th century, globe major trends of art 
education are in following stages: children-centered 
art theory in 1940s, discipline-based art education 
theory in 1960s, community-based art education 

2 RESEARCH METHOD, STAGE 
AND GLOSSARY

2.1 Research method and stages

This research uses literature research method to 
analyze trends of post modern art, documents and 
related information of Taiwan art education. It states 
a brief history of Taiwan art education and stages 
of globe trend of post modern art. A school-based 
teaching activity of design education is introduced to 
students with action research. Individual interviews 
are also taken for understanding design concepts of 
young designers. The aim of this research is to make 
flexible use of knowledge for design education and 
intend to build a design education theory.

2.2 Glossary

2.2.1 Postmodern art
Michael Woods has defined the post modern art 
that postmodernism rejects modernism’s grand 
narratives of artistic direction, eradicating the 
boundaries between high and low forms of art, 
and disrupting genre’s conventions with collision, 
collage, and fragmentation (Woods, 1989). Post-
modern art holds that all stances are unstable and 
insincere, and therefore irony, parody, and humor 
are the only positions that cannot be overturned by 
critique or revision. “Pluralism and diversity” are 
other defining features (Sandler, 1996).

2.2.2 Formal operational stage
The formal operational period is the fourth and 
final of the periods of cognitive development in 
Piaget’s theory with long term observation. This 
stage commences at around 11 years old (puberty) 
and continues into adulthood. In this stage, young-
sters begin to think abstractly, solve problem in 
accordance with the hypothetical experiments, as 
well as apply formal logic rules to problem think-
ing (Borich & Tombari 1997).

2.2.3 Activity of design
The word ‘design’ means different things to different 
people. “Design” consists of “de” and “sign”.“De” 
stands for destroy and “sign” stands for marking. 
Therefore the English word “design” is to destroy 
existing objecting and to create, to invent or to 
reconstruct new objecting (Esslinger, 1990). Activ-
ity of design is defined of taking practical action 
of using design concept and making positive or 
right direction to human life.

3 DOCUMENTS DISCUSSION 
AND RESEARCH

3.1 Brief of post modern art trend

“Modern art” in early 20th century, “art” was 
creators’ the expressions of self  centered and 
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in 1980s and post modern art education theory 
in 1990s (Chen & Huang, 1995). The development 
of world art education theory has enriched the 
content of Taiwan art education. The trend of post 
modern art education influences the art and design 
education in Taiwan in 21st century too. This essay 
divides four stages of art education of elementary 
and briefly describes art education theories and 
courses in Taiwan. At the end of description is the 
existing circumstance of art education of Taiwan 
elementary under the trend of post modern art.

3.2.1 Development of modern art education 
of elementary in Taiwan

In 1895 Taiwan was a Japanese colony and its art 
education theory or formal art education course 
were all copied from Japan. Taiwan started estab-
lishing own art education curriculum after 1945. 
Therefore this essay is using successively revised art 
education curriculum standards and its reforms in 
Taiwan after 1945 as main references besides art 
education theories in the world. Stages are divided 
into the following: the implementation of nine-year 
national education (1968), the lifting of martial law 
(1987), establishment of education reform commit-
tee (1994) and the implementation of Grade 1–9 
Curriculum (2001). These stages are Taiwan brief  
history for elementary art education.

(1) 1945–1968
Lowenfeld (1947) from US and Read (1958) from 
UK proposed child-centered art education theory 
to the world. They believed that people had crea-
tive powers and learning abilities by nature. Children 
contact outside environment via sensory organs and 
learning. They can get more learning opportunities 
if teachers notice individual differences and give 
proper guides by way of art. Children’s paintings can 
reflect the stage of cognitive development of children 
and also be easy to distinguish the various stages 
works of children (Lowenfe & Brittain, 1982). This 
theory was introduced to Taiwan in 1960s and influ-
enced Taiwanese visual art education for thirty years 
(Chen & Huang, 1999). The theory emphasizes the 
teaching role in art creativity too much and ignores 
the children aesthetic abilities, attitudes, developing 
art interests and acknowledge of traditional cul-
ture. Art education becomes a tool just for children 
natural growth of creativities and loses its unique 
functions (Kuo & Liu, 1991). In 1948 the education 
department of Taiwan enacted curriculum same as 
the one used in mainland China, transferred Draw-
ing course into Art which included appreciation 
lessons, publish and researches, combined Art and 
Labor courses as Work course for young children. In 
1962 the targets and hours of Art, Labor and Work 
curriculum remained unchanging but other curricu-
lum were amended because of the time of domestic 

and international situation and education thoughts 
(Wang, 2008).

(2) 1968–1987
In 1968 the national compulsory education was 
extended from six years to nine years. The first 
six-year was elementary school education. The 
next three-year was middle school education. In 
1975 Art and Labor courses merged into one course 
called Art and Labor, and reduced course hours 
from 120 to 80 minutes for low grade students and 
150 to 120 minutes for middle and high grade stu-
dents. After merger the courses, Art and Labor 
course added more hours for design and consisted 
of six parts of drawing, sculpture, design, craft, 
gardening and housework (Wang, 2008). In 1960s 
Eisner et al. stated that children- centered was the 
cause of teacher becoming useless, criticized the low 
teaching qualities and wanted return of Discipline-
Based Art Education (DBAE) (Clark et al. 1987). 
The educational content of DBAE included four 
sections of aesthetics, arts criticism, art history and 
artistic creation. The learning materials are chosen 
from ancient to modern, west to east and practical 
art to pure art. Adult art works are the key part of 
teaching materials management and united four 
parts of the educational content. DBAE was rigor-
ous curriculum center oriented, believed that teach-
ers should plan the teaching program and stay in 
the program, and encouraged teachers to connect 
or merge art from other subjects (Chen & Huang, 
1999). Taiwan art education was still based on 
children-centered although new theory of art edu-
cation of world was established at that time.

(3) 1987–1994
In the late of 1980s DBAE was full of opinions 
of feminism, multi-culture, social Deconstruction 
etc., and fit into courses of folk custom and public 
art besides fine art (Delacruz et al. 1996). Through 
continuing development of DBAE Hamblen called 
the post modern trend of DBAE as Neo-DBAE 
(Hamblen, 1993). In 1993 and 1994 elementary 
and middle school curriculum of art education 
emphasized the combination of teaching and real 
life practices in appreciation, performance, and 
aesthetic judgment and so on. The whole course 
plan broke away the line drawing, color painting 
and material performance planed for the core of 
whole curriculum. These changes were influenced 
by Neo-DBAE (Wang, 2008).

(4)1994-now
McFee (1970) recommended community-based 
art education because of the DBAE disconnection 
concept of society and community. She considered 
art education was the process of discovery, cognition 
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and appreciation for community value. Art educa-
tion was able to push students to be participating 
citizens in democratic society. This theory of visual 
art education paid more attention to community 
which consisted of people, geographic environment, 
artificiality and living beings. Teaching in environ-
ment and life wastes was in order to improve com-
munity environment and allow students to recognize 
localized visual symbols. In 1994 Education Reform 
Committee of Taiwan started whole national wide 
education reformation. Since 2001 it has been imple-
mented Grade 1–9 Curriculum that Learning Areas 
are main learning contents in Taiwan. All Learning 
Areas must be designed according to students’ inter-
ests, needs from communities and special needs for 
school developments. The curriculums of all Learn-
ing Areas also are offered flexible elective courses 
ready for students to choose and applied principles 
of Curriculum Integration and Team Teaching 
(Chen, 1999). The implementation of Life Curricu-
lum is merged art education content for low grade 
students, Arts and Humanities Learning Areas is 
merged art education content for grade three to 
nine students (Wang, 2008). Unknown future of 
21st century forces students having more skills, 
therefore, the curriculum should be designed prac-
tically, adaptation to local conditions, flexible and 
diversification. The curriculum should be designed 
easy to students to cognize or understand the living 
environment and encourage themselves be able to 
change their living environment. It is very important 
to the art education. The development of Taiwan 
art education synchronizes with the world now.

3.2.2 Taiwan art education under post 
modern art trend

In 1996 Efland et al. indicated that art is the 
product from culture in the article of “Postmodern 
art education: An approach to curriculum”. It says 
culture is no good or bad difference. When people 
are interested in origins and comprehensive abilities 
of culture can improve the depth of art understand-
ing. Art should be connected daily life and tended 
to describe the inside of people’s life artistically. 
The education value in this article is art of mutual 
respect and diversification and emphasizes to appre-
ciate art from different nations in globe view (Liu, 
2002). The thought of post modern art education 
is becoming popular in the world. Taiwan art edu-
cation is no longer only focused in training tastes 
of delicate art or teaching in traditional drawing 
skills but researches and accepts multiculture. Post 
modern art education in Taiwan is focus on under-
standing of culture environment, engaging in com-
munication and interpretation of different cultures, 
deconstruction and construction of art meaning, 
valuing sociality of art and combining art with 
daily life. Finally it is united visual, auditory s and 

performance art as one of Learning Areas and 
teaches cross-subjects (Lu, 1999).

4 RESEARCH OF TEACHING ACTIVITIES 
OF DESIGNING FOR STUDENTS 
IN FORMAL OPERATIONAL STAGES

Lin (2001) stated that art would spread to all living 
sections in future Taiwan society. The behavior of 
art is not only exists for art works but naturally 
infiltrates into the various aspects of human life. 
Post modern art education should be adjusted for 
the changes of multi-culture society. The prac-
tical teaching of design education should be a 
useful tool to cut schools and communities’ dis-
tances. The writer conducted a teaching activity of 
T-shirt design for elementary school students and 
researched aesthetic abilities and numbers of dif-
ferent motive categories designed from high grade 
students. She also took some individual interviews 
to comprehend design concepts from students in 
formal operational stage, experiences and feels 
which students gained from this learning activ-
ity. Finally, the writer wishes this research could 
enrich the content of elementary design education 
in Taiwan.

4.1 Teaching activities of design with 
school-based curriculum

Teaching of design education in visual art is 
concerted with auditory and performance art today 
and also enriches contents of Arts and Humanities 
Learning Areas. But the curriculum of design edu-
cation of elementary school does not match routine 
activities such as Sports competition, graduation 
ceremony or traditional festivals like the Dragon 
Boat Festival, Mother’s day or Christmas. It is not 
school-based and even not matches diversification 
and practical features of post modern art trend. 
For example, the high grade students have the 
tradition of wearing uniform to take part in any 
school activities in the elementary school where the 
writer teaching. The uniforms were designed by 
design studios outside school formerly. The writer 
used action research to plan a school-based teach-
ing activity of design. The research process and 
content were finally amended by observation of 
how students learned and analysis of the research 
results. The teaching and research contents are 
listed as following.

4.1.1 Research content and target
The research took place in an elementary school in 
Taichung city, Taiwan. 68 students were involved in 
this research. The writer designed the whole course, 
used natural observation to watch the teaching 
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process in the classroom and also analyzed and 
researched in T-shirt pattern designed by students. 
The results were concluded from aspects such as 
design abilities and ideas of pupils, their experiences 
and feeling from the activity via interviews. The 
results was verified and analyzed by the effects and 
the outcomes gained from pupils design activity.

4.1.2 Questions and participants
A. Research and Questions interested:

1. How many different motive categories of T-shirt 
pattern were designed? Why students did choose 
these motives? Did they copy or misappropriate 
the sample motives?

2. Which color did students like most? Is the color 
in cool tone or warm tone? Do they use one 
color or colors assorted by them? Did the colors 
match the patterns?

3. Did students design patterns independently? 
Did the pattern express their fully opinions?

4. Did the texts match or enhance the design 
effects? Did the texts really state what the 
students wanted to say? Did the whole picture 
of students’ designs particularly reflecting them 
in formal operational stage?

5. What levels did students keep focus on or involved 
in the design activity and art produce process?

B. Research participants:
Examples in this research were from an 

elementary school in Taichung City of  Tai-
wan, 68 students from two classes (females 
34, males 34). They were in age of 12 years old 
(41 students) and 13 years old (27 students). They 
were all in formal operational stage in Piaget’s 
theory. Teacher guide and teaching model should 
be suit to c hildren’s psychological requirements. 
The teaching activity designs were differed accord-
ing to those requirements.

4.2 Outcomes and difficulties

Using natural observation watched and interviewed 
students during classes. The writer made assess-
ments of abilities of aesthetic and design at the end 
of teaching activities through finished copies of 
students and made further interviews if  required. 
This research essay recorded not only the out-
comes but also the difficulties or unexpected situa-
tions met in the research process as below:

4.2.1 Research outcomes
1. Motive Categories: Most of motives were from 

cartoons or comics in their daily life such as Songe-
Bob SquarePants, Snoopy, and Miffy etc. Students 
were able to make some necessary changes from 
imitating original of cartoons or comics.

2. Colors: Most of students used pure color or 
warm colors because children liked vivid color. 
But their color schemes were not applied well 
enough so that teacher will take more time to 
teach them how to match colors for a remedial 
teaching. (Figure 3).

3. Composition Showing: Most students were 
paid lots attention to their designs and com-
pleted by themselves. They also were mastered 
of aesthetic principles of simple, elegant and 
theme clear. Their patterns clearly delivered 
information what they wanted to express. How-
ever, they still need help from teachers when they 
added more or complex patterns in one picture. 
Their behaviors matched the formal operational 
stage during learning. They were able to think 
with abstract thinking, follow formal logic disci-
plines and solve problems in order.

4. Text Delivery: Texts can match patterns and 
clearly deliver their opinions and feels. This 
research also found that: teaching plan must be 
based on students former learning experiences 
so that the results can be reached much positive. 
During the observation of teaching activity of 
design, the course with daily life experience or the 
practice would raise students’ learning interests 
and stimulate their creative passion. Using easy 
or simple materials and techniques can decrease 
the chance of learning frustration. When the 
whole work of design was presented confidences 
of students would get increased as well.

4.2.2 Difficulties
Because the writer was not students’ home room 
teacher, she had to spend more time to maintain 
disciplines in the class. When students finished 
their design unexpected situation occurred 
afterwards. For example, finished products can 
not be compared with original designs because 
one home room teacher made changing images 

Figure 3. The most of students used pure color or 
warm colors because children liked vivid color.
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and the others lost the original copy. Furthermore, 
the writer hadn’t enough time to do a remedial 
teaching because of other scheduled courses. 
Therefore this research gets to use other examples 
for amendment research which will increase the 
varieties of research results. This is the drawbacks 
of non-laboratory studies, but also reveals the true 
state of action research.

5 CONCLUSION

At the beginning of 20th century, Dadaism 
revealed the performance of traditional and mod-
ern art and the rising of Pop art broke the bound-
ary of fine art and commercial design. In the 
21st century artists and designers compete at the 
same stage and post modern art trend influences 
education theories. There are lots of achievements 
of art education since the recovery of Taiwan 
from Japanese but still lots questions may take our 
attentions and make progresses. Especially under 
the post modern art trend, art education should 
response to the era changing which is very neces-
sary. Post modern design education should be a 
useful tool to cut distances between schools and 
communities. The writer wishes results of this 
research can be shared or communicate to other 
teachers in the same school but also enrich the con-
tent of design education of Taiwan primary and 
increase students’ abilities of complying with trend 
of d post modern art.
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ABSTRACT: The survey period was from May to December in the year of 2007, and the survey was 
based on relative factor searches. We sent the questionnaires to 2,000 middle-aged females in employment 
with ages ranging from 30s to 60s, who were residents of City A or worked for the municipal government 
or its affiliated organizations of City A in Prefecture A. According to the preference of the respondents, 
we divided them into four groups: the home-made food group, the pre-made food group, the eating out 
group, and mixed group, and examined the correlations of health habits, BMIs, subjective health condi-
tions, ages, and lunch break time.
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1.2 Operational definitions of the terms

Pre-made food: A style of doing take-outs of cooked 
food as it is and eating it for a meal at home.

Home-made food: A style of cooking food at 
home and eating it for a meal.

Eating out: A style of having a meal outside 
home.

2 STUDY METHOD

2.1 Survey method

The survey period was from May to December in 
the year of 2007, and the survey was based on rela-
tive factor searches. We sent the questionnaires to 
2,000 middle-aged females in employment with ages 
ranging from 30s to 60s, who were residents of City 
A or worked for the municipal government or its 
affiliated organizations of City A in Prefecture A. 
Their consent to accept the study was gained on 
collecting the questionnaires.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Eating habits and health are closely related to our 
lifestyles or life activities. Middle-aged women 
play a major role to maintain their family’s health 
by providing meals. On the other hand, we are 
facing a phenomenon of reduced cooking time 
partly because the food service industry has been 
developed and a lot of people “eat out” and partly 
because the so-called “pre-made food” eating style 
has appeared, in which people will do take-outs of 
cooked food as it is and eat it at home. The increase 
of people who “eat out” or “eat pre-made food” in 
number has brought up health issues due to over 
consumption of cooked food. Therefore, this study 
is intended to identify the usage of eating pre-made 
food and eating out among the middle-aged work-
ing women as well as to define the relationships 
between the patterns of such eating habits and the 
health conditions/activities.
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2.2 Analysis method

According to the preference of the respondents, 
we divided them into four groups: the home-made 
food group, the pre-made food group, the eating 
out group, and mixed group, and examined the 
correlations of health habits, BMIs, subjective 
health conditions, ages, and lunch break time.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Collection of questionnaires

Questionnaires with any missing entries and illeg-
ible questionnaires due to roughly written answers 
were deemed to be invalid answers. The final valid 
answers were obtained from 841 respondents. The 
valid response rate was 79.4%.

3.2 Proportion of four groups: Home-made food, 
pre-made food, eating out, and mixed

The result was as follows: the home-made food 
group = 11.2% (94 respondents), the pre-made 
food group = 20.3% (171 respondents), the eating 
out group = 5.1% (43 respondents), and the mixed 
group = 63.4% (533 respondents). Thus, the mixed 
group was the majority among the respondents 
(Table 1).

3.3 Comparison of health habits, BMIs 
and subjective health conditions among 
the four groups

Significant differences were observed about subjective 
health conditions while there were no significant dif-
ferences of health habits or BMIs (Tables 2, 3, 4).

3.4 Comparison of working hours, lunch break 
time and commuting time among the four 
groups

Significant differences were observed about lunch 
break time while there were no significant differ-
ences of working hours or commuting time. It was 
also found that more than 70% respondents in the 
eating out group have lunch break time more than 
60 minutes (Table 5).

4 DISCUSSION

Respondents to be included in the pre-made food 
group were mostly found among the 40s and 50s. 
Unlike a bachelor or family of only a husband and 

Table 1. Proportion of four groups: Home-made food, 
pre-made food, eating out, and mixed.

n %

Home-cooking group  94 11.2
Pre-made food group 171 20.3
Eat-out group  43  5.1
Mixed group 533 63.4

Total 841 100

Table 2. Comparison of health habits among the four 
groups.

Health habits 
medium or 
better Poor P

Home-cooking 
group

n 62 32
% 66.0 3.4.0

Pre-made food 
group

n 60 111
% 35.1 64.9

Eat-out group n 14 29
% 32.6 67.4

Mixed group n 261 272
% 49.0 51.0 0.0001***

+ p <0.10, *p <0.05, **p <0.01, ***p <0.0001.

Table 3. Comparison of BMIs among the four groups.

BMI 
<24 >25

Home-cooking group n 89 5
% 84.7 5.3

Pre-made food group n 138 33
% 80.7 19.3

Eat-out group n 36 7
% 83.7 16.3

Mixed group n 423 110
% 79.4 20.6 0.0019*

+ p <0.10, * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.0001.

Table 4. Comparison of health conditions among the 
four groups.

Health conditions relatively

Fine Poor

Home-cooking 
group

n 73 21
% 77.7 22.3

Pre-made food 
group

n 121 50
% 70.8 29.2

Eat-out group n 28 15
% 34.9 65.1

Mixed group n 423 110
% 79.4 20.6 0.0033*

+ p <0.10, * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.0001.
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wife, many people in their 40s and 50s would have 
a family with children, which inevitably results 
in the increased number of family members. If  
the number of family members is increased, eat-
ing out will cause more financial burden. On the 
other hand, pre-made food allows all of the family 
members to eat together and enjoy a happy fam-
ily atmosphere without causing so much financial 
burden. In addition, housewives can have more 
space of time in their daily lives by making use of 
pre-made food and allocate it to their own fresh-
ener, rest, or time to spend with their family. It 
can be assumed that the use of pre-made food is 
essential for people at this age who have established 
socially responsible positions.

Respondents to be included in the eating out 
group were mostly found among the 30 s in employ-
ment. There can be diverse purposes and reasons, 
such as to spend time with friends or colleagues or 
enjoy a happy family atmosphere, for the fact that 
the eating out style consists of one factor, however, 
it can be assumed that they do not really care about 
what their food is made of or how it is cooked. As 
for the nutrition labels, a higher percentage of 
who “do not care at all” about country of origin 
or additives were found among the 30s. It can be 
assumed that this way of thinking also relates and 
contributes to the fact that many of the 30 s are 
included in the eating out group. Respondents to 
be included in the mixed group were a majority of 
people from 30s to 60s.

Significant differences were observed about 
subjective health conditions and lunch break time. 
Although there were no significant differences of 
health habits or BMIs, some relations might be 
revealed if  we continue the survey. In addition, 
more than 70% respondents in the eating out group 
have lunch break time more than 60 minutes. This 
was probably because many of the eating out group 
are sales representatives and tended to take lengthy 
lunch time break.

5 CONCLUSION

People in employment may have no cooking time 
due to a compelling reason, such as working over-
time or bringing their work home; therefore, it can 
be assumed that they are leading their daily lives 
balancing their careers and home, while success-
fully combining home-made food, pre-made food, 
and eating out. A follow-up survey will probably 
clarify the relationship with health activities.
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Lunch break time

30 to 
<45 
mins

45 to 
<60 
mins >60 mins P

Home-cooking 
group

n 10 24 60
% 10.6 25.5 63.8

Pre-made food 
group

n 20 39 112
% 11.7 22.8 65.5

Eat-out group n 8 4 31
% 18.6 9.3 72.1

Mixed group n 93 84 356
% 17.4 15.8 66.8 0.0037*

+ p <0.10, * p <0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.0001.
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ABSTRACT: This study investigates and models the performance of target acquisition hand move-
ments in a free-hand, touchless 3D environment. The targets in this study had different positions, sizes, 
and distances. Both performance time and moving trajectories were recorded as performance measure-
ments. Total performance time was divided into “primary submovement time” and “secondary submove-
ment time.” These differences in performance time can be explained by the psychomotor ability of the 
postures used, visual cues, and control/display ratio settings. Model primary submovement time was sat-
isfactorily explained by Fitts’ model (without depth R2 = 0.96; with depth R2 = 0.85), but this was not the 
case for secondary submovement time (without depth R2 = 0.46; with depth R2 = 0.38). Different models 
were then developed for the primary submovement time, secondary submovement time and the total 
movement time. The R2 values were improved from 0.38 to 0.977.

Keywords: target acquisition hand movement, three-dimension, depth perception, Fitt’s law

the formulation used in the calculation of a task’s 
index of difficulty play a critical role in the accu-
racy of the model (Accot & Zhai, 2003). Devel-
oping and evaluating appropriate theoretical 
performance models using modified versions of 
Fitt’s law can also be found in 3D environments 
(Murata & Iwase, 2001; Grossman & Balakrishnan, 
2004; and Liao & Walter, 2004). Most 3D studies 
examined target acquisition with a device in hand, 
our reviewed of literatures failed to find perform-
ance and modeling of remote target acquisition 
with free hand movements.

Total performance time was subdivided into 
“primary submovement time” and “secondary 
submovement time” followed the definitions of 
Walker et al. (1993), so as to realize among of time 
of fine adjustment for target acquisition, especially 
for the depth dimension. In this paper, we study 
and model performance of 3D target acquisition 
hand movements in a hand-free, no-touch inter-
action, 3D environment. We proposed models, 
followed Fitt’s law, that appropriately characterize 
these 3D target acquisition behaviors.

1 INTRODUCTION

As an alternative to traditional input devices 
(mouse, trackball, joysticks, and etc.) “3D target 
acquisition hand movement” was explored as an 
input function to various appliances that require 
hand-free and no–touch interaction with computer. 
It is a movement of the hand/arm towards a spe-
cific direction, position, and/or an object. This 
activity enable user performs pointing, selecting, 
and manipulating objects. In comparing with 
wearable input devices, hand movement seem to be 
a more natural alternative, can be considered as a 
part of the environment, and be operates remotely 
(Nakamura, et al., 2008).

Factors of “target width,” “target height,” 
and “target distance” were used to study and 
model user performance in human computer 
interaction tasks. Task performance in 2D 
human-computer interface has been success-
fully characterized and be modeled by Fiit’s law 
(Fitt’s, 1954, MacKenzie & Buxton, 1992; Accot & 
Zhai, 2003). Among all factors, target width and 
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2 METHOD

2.1 Subjects

Ten volunteers (six male and four female), aged 
22–26 years (23.4 ± 1.5 years old), self-declared 
right-handed, participated in this study. They were 
paid voluntary for the study.

2.2 The 3D control

A 3D computer vision based systems was used 
to track free hand, on-touch, control movement 
in real time. Figure 1 illustrated the hand/head 
position tracking and the target acquisition hand 
movement.

The system is capable of recognizing gestures at 
a speed of 20 Hz. It was then the velocity and the 
accelerations of the hand movements were calcu-
lated. More details and results of system valida-
tions can be found in Lee & Ko, (2009).

2.3 The 3D perspective display

Targets, cursor, and the visual database were com-
puter generated and were presented on a 42-inch 
LCD screen (BENQ S-Series). The resolution of 
the display is 1920 x1080 pixels. The computer used 
is a Inter (R) Core (TM), a 2 Duo CPU E8300 
with 2.83 GHz, 2.00 GB RAM, and running with 
Microsoft Windows XP. Since targets were pre-
sented in a 2D perspective display, shadow of the 
target on the mesh with linear perspective and a 
forward-looking schematic was used to provide 
enhance visual information of target position in 
3D (followed Jan & Arjen, 2002).

2.4 Tasks

There are a total of 17 targets on this refer-
ence framework (17 positions). Eight out of the 
17 targets are located in the middle frame (with 
z = 0, without depth). They are in the X-axis, Y-axis, 
and XY plan, that is a 2D plan. Acquiring “targets 

without depth” are common practice while using 
traditional input device (e.g., mouse, joystick … ). 
Other 9 out of 17 targets were located, with depths, 
in the z-axis. Eight out of the 17 targets were 
located in the middle frame (with z = 0, without 
depth) [eight targets: 0 (“Right”), 45 (“Upper 
Right”), 90 (“Upper”), 135 (“Upper Left”), 180 
(“Left”), 225 (“Lower Left”), 270 (“Lower”) and 
315 (“Lower Right”) degree]. Acquiring “targets 
without depth” is a common practice when using 
traditional input devices (e.g. mouse, joystick … ). 
The other 9 of the 17 targets were located with 
depths [nine targets: 0 (‘Forward Right”), 45 
(“Forward Upper Right”), 90 (“Forward Upper”), 
135 (“Forward Upper Left”), 180 (“Forward 
Left”), 225 (“Forward Lower Left”), 270 (“For-
ward Lower”) and 315 (“Forward Lower Right”) 
degree and (“Forward”). Please see Figure 2 for 
illustration.

In addition to different positions, spherical 
targets are one of three sizes (1.8, 2.8 and 3.8 cm in 
radius) and are located on the framework in one of 
the three distances (8, 12, and 16 cm).

2.5 Performance measurements

Both moving trajectories and performance time 
were recorded as performance measurements. 
Moving trajectory was recorded as a time dis-
placement records of  the cursor (free hand) 
movements. Total performance time included 
the duration between the point at which move-
ment velocity exceeding 7% of  the peak velocity 
(the disappearance of  the home target) and the 
point at which the acquired target disappeared 
(end of  target acquisition). Total movement time 
consisted of  a “primary submovement time” 
and a “secondary submovement time,” follow-
ing Jagacinski, et al. (1980), Walker, et al. (1993) 
Liao, et al. (1997) and Thompson, et al. (2007). 
Hand movement velocity determined the end of 
the primary submovement time, following the 
study of  Thompson, et al. (2007).

Figure 1. Two cameras tracked hand/head positions 
and target acquisition hand movements. Subjects sat 
3 meters in front of a display screen.

Figure 2. Targets and reference framework in the 3D 
spaces.
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Performance data were interpreted in terms of Fitts’ 
law. The movement time (MT) was expressed as:

MT = a + b ID,

where: MT is Movement Iime (total movement 
time, primary submovement time, and secondary 
submovement time), a and b are the empirically 
determined constants; ID is the index of the 
difficulty of the task.

2.6 Experimental procedure

To avoid mixing the change of target sizes with the 
change of target sizes as they recede in distance 
from an observer in 3D spaces, a split plot design 
was adopted, where the target size was selected as a 
whole plot. Target acquisition tasks were repeated 
in three different days for each subject. The experi-
ment involved 3 days of experiment for each 
subject, each day consisted of three sessions and 
a total of 153 (3 sizes × 3 distances × 17 positions) 
targets were acquired.

2.7 Data analysis

A split-plot design was used for the data analysis, 
with target size as a whole plot effect. Factors of tar-
get distance and position were randomized within 
the plot. The means and standard deviations for all 
test measurements were calculated using standard 
statistical methods. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was used to determine the effect of inter-subject 
variability, target size, target distance, target posi-
tions (excluding the “Forward” position, the 
remaining 16 positions represented 8 locations, 
with and without depth) and possible interactions. 
Tukey Test was used for post hoc comparison. An 
alpha level of 0.05 was selected as the minimum 
level of significance.

3 RESULT

3.1 Primary submovement time

ANOVA results show that “target size” had a sig-
nificant effect on the primary submovement time 
(F(2, 18) = 184.44, p < 0.01). Post hoc analysis indi-
cates that the time for a 3.8 cm target (1.55 ± 0.78 s) 
was significantly shorter than that for 2.8 cm 
(1.69 ± 0.84 s), followed by 1.8 cm (2.28 ± 1.31 s) 
(Tukey HSD critical value = 3.32, p = 0.05). “Dis-
tance” significantly affected mean primary sub-
movement time (F(2, 18) = 221.77, p<0.01). The 
time for a distance of 8 cm was 1.43 ± 0.82 s, 
which was significantly shorter than that for 12 cm 
(1.81 ± 0.91 s), followed by 16 cm (2.28 ± 1.22 s) 
(Tukey HSD = 3.32, p = 0.05). Figure 3 illustrate 

the primary submovement time on size and 
distance (no depth and depth).

“Position” also significantly affected the mean 
primary submovement time (F(7, 63) = 8.19, 
p<0.01). The middle frame contained 8 targets 
(without depth, z = 0), while 8 other targets had 
depths. ANOVA results indicate that the “depth” 
of the targets affected the primary submovement 
time (F(1, 9) = 23.95, p<0.01). The primary sub-
movement time for targets without depth was 
1.76 ± 1.08 s, which was significantly shorter than 
that for targets with depth (1.92 ± 1.03 s) (Tukey 
HSD = 2.77, p = 0.05).

In addition, ANOVA results reveal a significant 
two-way interaction effect between “depth” and 
“distance” (F(2, 18) = 7.56, p<0.01). This interac-
tion suggests that targets with and without depth 
have significantly different primary submovement 
times when they were located at different “reach 
distances,”.

There was also a significant two-way interaction 
effect between “depth” and “position” 
(F(7, 63) = 13.09, p< 0.01). This interaction sug-
gests that the “primary submovement time” for 
targets without depth and in the lower part of the 
spherical frame was shorter than that for targets 
with depth. However, the time for targets with 
depth and in the upper part of the spherical frame 
was shorter than that for targets without depth.

3.2 Secondary submovement time

“Target size” significantly affected secondary 
submovement time (F(2, 18) = 211.56, p< 0.01). Post 

Figure 3. The primary submovement time on size and 
distance (up: no depth, down: depth).
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hoc analysis indicates that the mean time for a 3.8 cm 
target (0.71 ± 1.42 s) was significantly shorter than 
that for a target of 2.8 cm (1.00 ± 1.71 s), followed 
by that for 1.8 cm (2.46 ± 2.72 s) (Tukey HSD criti-
cal value = 3.32, p = 0.05). Figure 4 illustrate the 
secondary submovement time on size and distance 
(no depth and depth).

3.3 Total movement time

“Target size” significantly affected total movement 
time (F(2, 18) = 376.17, p< 0.01). Post hoc analysis 
indicates that the mean time for a 3.8 cm target 
(2.25 ± 1.60 s) was significantly shorter than that 
for a 2.8 cm target (2.69 ± 1.88 s), followed by 
that of 1.8 cm (4.74 ± 2.95 s) (Tukey HSD critical 
value = 3.32, p = 0.05).

“Distance” had a significant main effect on total 
movement time (F(2, 18) = 30.83, p< 0.01). The mean 
time for a distance of 8 cm (2.90 ± 2.41 s) was sig-
nificantly shorter than that for a distance of 12 cm 
(3.13 ± 2.46 s), followed by that of 16 cm (3.65 ± 2.49 s) 
(Tukey HSD critical value = 3.32, p = 0.05). However, 
the target acquisition times at distances of 12 cm 
and 8 cm were not significantly different. Figure 5 
illustrate the total movement time on size and dis-
tance (no depth and depth).

ANOVA results show a significant two-way 
interaction effect between “depth” and “position” 
F(7, 63) = 10.67, p<0.01. This interaction suggests 
that the “total movement time” for targets without 
depth in the lower part of the spherical frame was 

shorter than that for targets with depth. However, 
the time for targets with depth in the upper part of 
spherical frame was shorter than that for targets 
without depth.

3.4 Fitting conventional Fitts’ law

We deduce Fitt’s regression models based on 
moving Distances (D) and target Sizes (S). The 
calculation of the task difficulty index (ID = log2 2D/S) 
showed that they were ranged from 2.07 to 4.15. 
The regression models were listed followed:

Primary Submovement Time (PST):
without depth PST = −0.48 + 0.754 ID, R2 = 0.96

with depth PST = −0.459 + 0.814 ID, R2 = 0.85

Secondary Submovement Time (SST):
without depth SST = −1.942 + 1.299 ID, R2 = 0.44

with depth SST = −2.391 + 1.377 ID, R2 = 0.38

Total movement time (TMT):
without depth TMT = −2.422 + 2.052 ID, R2 = 0.72

with depth TMT = −2.85 + 2.191 ID, R2 = 0.72

Based on the result of R2, it seems that on 
“primary submovement time” was explained well 
by the calculation of task difficulty index since 
it was significantly affected by factors of “target 
size” and “target distance.” However, the calcula-
tion of ID did not explain well of the secondary 
submovement time as much as that of the primary 
submovement time. Based on different hand 
movements for primary submovement time and for 

Figure 4. The secondary submovement time on size 
and distance (up: no depth, down: depth).

Figure 5. The total movement time on size and distance 
(up: no depth, down: depth).
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fine secondary submovement time. a further effort 
was done to develop models for primary submove-
ment time, secondary submovement time, and the 
total time, independently. The results are presented 
in Table 1.

4 DISCUSSION

The amplitude of Fitts’s index of difficulty was 
originally directly related to the amplitude of the 
arm/hand movement (target distance) and visual 
input (target size). Our modeling results of the 
combined data successfully describe movement 
duration by using only these two variables. How-
ever, models for secondary submovement time, and 
total time were developed independently and the 
R-squared values are improved from 0.38 to 0.72. 
Basically, target acquisition movement consisted 
of two phases: an initial impulse toward the tar-
get (primary submovement time) and a decelera-
tion phase under current control to home in on the 
target (secondary submovement time). The adjust-
ment of cursor position requires hand-eye control 
and a back-forth closed-loop cycle to arrive a fine 
adjustment of cursor position. As a result, mod-
eling of primary submovement time, secondary 
submovement time, and the total movement time 
should be different. The best model for the 3D, 
remote, free hand, target acquisition models are:

The ANOVA result could found that “target 
size”, “target distance” and “target position” had 
a significant effect on Primary Submovment Time 
(PST) and Total Movement Time (TMT). Results 
also indicate that the PST and TMT for targets in 
the upper part of the spherical framework were 
shorter than targets in the lower part with depth. 
The targets in the lower part of the spherical 
framework were shorter than targets in the upper 

part without depth. Therefore, we judged that the 
movement direction to the eight target positions 
could be taken into account by incorporating θ into 
the ID in Eq. (1) and (2). Based on the discussion, 
the ID was revised using the following formula:

PST = MST a + b(1/S) + c(D) + d(sin θ) (1)

PST = MST a + b(1/S) + c(D) + d(cos θ) (2)

The Secondary Submovement Time (SST) only 
had a significant effect on “target size”. Therefore,θ 
was not calculated due to the lack of a significant 
position, size x position or distance x position 
interaction as discussed earlier. The study suggest 
a Eq. (3) for secondary submovement time. A fur-
ther effort was done to develop models for primary 
submovement time, secondary submovement time, 
and the total movement time, independently. The 
results are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

SST = a + b(1/S) (3)

From Table 1 and Table 2 could detect R2 of 
Eq. (1) was higher than Eq. (2). Therefore, the 
study support Eq. (2) for Primary Submovment 
Time (PST) and Total Movement Time (TMT).

PST = MST = a+b(1/S) + c(D) + d(cosθ) (2)

The amplitude of Fitts’s index of difficulty was 
originally directly related to the amplitude of 
the arm/hand movement (target distance) and 
visual input (target size). Our modeling results 
of the combined data successfully describe move-
ment duration by using target size, distance and 
position. However, models for secondary sub-
movement time, and total movement time were 
developed independently and the R-squared values 
are improved from 0.38 to 0.977. Basically, target 

Table 1. Summary of without depth model fitting results.

Model without 
depth

Parameter estimates

a (2D/S) D 1/S sinθ cosθ R2

PST-2D/S 0.787 1.318 0.96
PST-(1) −0.364 2.674 0.088  0.002 0.849
PST-(2) −0.364 2.674 0.088 0.002 0.849
SST-2D/S 2.301 0.561 0.46
SST-(3) −0.895 5.949 0.977
TMT-2D/S 1.621 0.456 0.72
TMT-(1) −1.261 8.804 0.081 −0.008 0.89
TMT-(2) −1.261 8.804 0.088 0.081 0.894

Note: PST-Primary Submovement Time; SST-Secondary Submovement Time; TMT-Total Movement Time.
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Table 2. Summary of with depth model fitting results.

Model-with depth

Parameter estimates 

a (2D/S) D 1/S sinθ cosθ R2

PST-2D/S 1.05 1.057 0.85
PST-(1) −0.508 2.338 0.127  0.173 0.843
PST-(2) −0.497 2.398 0.117 0.126 0.878
SST-2D/S 2.506 0.431 0.38
SST-(3) −1.273 6.808 0.923
TMT-2D/S 1.687 0.426 0.72
TMT-(1) −1.591 9.151 0.108 −0.229 0.853
TMT-(2) −1.399 8.881 −1.181 0.101 0.869

Note: PST-Primary Submovement Time; SST-Secondary Submovement Time; 
TMT-Total Movement Time.

acquisition movement consisted of two phases: an 
initial impulse toward the target (primary submove-
ment time) and a deceleration phase under current 
control to home in on the target (secondary sub-
movement time). The adjustment of cursor posi-
tion requires hand-eye control and a back-forth 
closed-loop cycle to arrive a fine adjustment of 
cursor position. As a result, modeling of primary 
submovement time, secondary submovement time, 
and the total movement time should be different. 
The best model for the 3D, remote, free hand, tar-
get acquisition models are.

PST = MST = a + b(1/S) + c(D) + d(cosθ) (2)
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ABSTRACT: The model proposed in Lin, Drury, Karwan, & Paquet (2009) was only tested against 
published data, limiting model validation. The purpose of the current pilot study was to validate the 
application of the general model for modeling Fitts’ law in three designed experiments. Four graduate stu-
dents participated in the experiments to measure their (1) ballistic movement time and variability, (2) the 
relationship between movement time and index of difficulty, and (3) the relationship between the number 
of ballistic movements and index of difficulty. The motor properties measured in the first experiment 
were utilized by our proposed general model to predict the individuals’ relationships measured in the last 
two experiments. The comparisons of the experimental and the predicted relationships showed that the 
designed experiments were a feasible basis for further model validation. Some experimental modifications 
will be required for future research.

Keywords: Fitts’ law, intermittent correction servo, aiming movement, goal-directed movement

behaves as an intermittent correction servo that 
completes a movement by intermittently generating 
several sub-movements. The concept of intermit-
tent correction servo was further applied in several 
studies to explain the rationale of Fitts’ law.

The studies of  Crossman & Goodeve, 
(1963/1983) and Keele, (1968) together have been 
accepted as viable accounts of Fitts’ law. Their 
deterministic iterative-corrections model states 
that movements are made in rapid succession. 
Each sub-movement is assumed to travel a con-
stant proportion of the distance and to the target 
in a fixed period of time (i.e., corrective reaction 
time denoted as tr). With these assumptions, their 
model demonstrates that the total MT is a result 
of the product of tr and the number of sub-move-
ments required for completing an aiming move-
ment. The model was further enhanced by Keele, 
(1968) who used an experimentally measured tr of  
200 ms and the assumed fixed proportion value of 
1/7. Although the deterministic iterative-correc-
tions model were developed with several doubtful 
assumptions (e.g., invariability of sub-movements 
and the fixed proportion value), the model shows 
the potential of applying control theory concepts 
in modeling Fitts’ law.

Another explanation of Fitts’ law was made 
by Meyer and his colleagues (Meyer, Abrams, 
Kornblum, Wright & Smith 1988, Meyer, Smith, 

1 INTRODUCTION

Using “Fitts’ law” as keywords, one can easily get 
more than 13,600 relevant research papers using 
Google Scholar. The popularity of Fitts’ law 
(1954) is mainly due to its promised results for 
many different types of movements, manipula-
tions, environments, and participant populations 
[see (Lin, 2009) for review].

Fitts’ law, as shown (Eq. 1), describes the speed-
accuracy tradeoff relationship while performing 
self-paced aiming movements in which a human 
controls an object to reach a target by moving a 
certain distance according to his/her own deter-
mined speed.

MT a b
A

W
= a × log2

2  (1)

where MT is movement time; a and b are experi-
mentally determined constants; the logarithmic 
term is called “Index of Difficulty (ID)” where A is 
movement amplitude and W is target width.

Although Fitts’ (1954) law was originally developed 
based on information theory concepts, some 
researchers consider that the feedback concepts 
of control theory might explain Fitts’ law better. 
According to Craik, (1947, 1948) and Vince, (1947, 
1948), while performing movements the human 
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Kornblum, Abrams & Wright 1990) who proposed 
stochastic optimized sub-movements models. Meyer 
and his colleagues also agreed on the intermittent 
feature and stated that an aiming movement was 
made with two or more sub-movements. However, 
they disagreed about the deterministic feature stated 
by Crossman & Goodeve (1963/1983) and suggested 
the existence of motor variability. To account for 
motor variability, they assumed that the endpoints of 
a sub-movement formed a normal distribution and 
could be predicted by the impulse-variability model 
(Meyer, Smith & Wright 1982, Schmidt, Zelaznik, 
Hawkins, Frank & Quinn, 1979). By conceptualiz-
ing individuals’ strategy for coping with the motor 
variability of sub-movements to Minimize the Total 
MT, their multiple-sub-movement model (Meyer 
et al. 1990) predicts well the speed-accuracy tradeoffs 
relationships predicted by Fitts’ law as the number of 
sub-movements increases towards infinity. Although 
Meyer and his colleagues’ studies didn’t explain how 
the corrective reaction time plays a role in our motor 
control system, their studies made contributions by 
involving motor variability while modeling Fitts’ law.

More recently, Lin, Drury, Karwan & Paquet, 
(2009) proposed a general model that enhanced the 
concepts of the intermittent correction servo with 
four specified motor properties: corrective reaction 
time (tr), ballistic movement time, ballistic move-
ment variability, and moving behavior and strategy. 
In the general model, the sub-movement mentioned 
above was defined as the “ballistic movement” that 
is executed by a single movement impulse. Once it 
is executed, it cannot be autonomously modified 
until it is completed or the next ballistic movement 
is ready for executing. Similar to the concepts used 
by Crossman & Goodeve (1963/1983), the length 
of tr would affect the execution of ballistic move-
ment. However, the time required for performing a 
ballistic movement, called the “ballistic movement 
time (tballistic)”, does not equal the length of tr. Lin 
et al. (2009) hypothesized that Gan & Hoffmann’s 
(1988) model, shown as Equation 2, could be utilized 
to predict tballistic.

t a b dballistit c ua b dd+aa  (2)

where a and b are experimentally determined 
constants.

In line with Meyer and his colleagues’ motor 
variability concept, Lin et al. (2009) stated that the 
total MT is affected by ballistic movement vari-
ability. However, instead of the impulse-variability 
model, Lin et al. (2009) hypothesized that Howarth, 
Beggs & Bowden’s, (1971) model, shown as 
Equation 3, could predict ballistic movement 
variability.

σ 2 = a + b × du
2 (3)

where σ is the standard deviation of the endpoint 
distribution measured in the movement direction; 
a and b are experimentally determined constants.

The last motor property is called the “moving 
behavior and strategy” that describes how a move-
ment is composed of ballistic movements. While 
performing a self-paced aiming movement (i.e., 
Fitts’-type movement), the moving behavior and 
strategy can be explained by Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1a, the aiming movement 
begins with the first ballistic movement that was 
assumed to move with du equal to the movement 
amplitude. Endpoints of the first ballistic move-
ment as well as the others were determined by the 
ballistic movement variability model (i.e., Eq. 3). 
If  the first ballistic movement’s endpoints are inside 
the target [Region 1 in Fig. 1a], the movement ends 
with the first ballistic movement. If  the endpoints 
are in Region 2 [Fig. 1b], two ballistic movements 

Region 1

Start Point
Aimed Target Width

1st End Point Distribution 

1st Ballistic Movement 

(a)

Region 2

2nd

1st Ballistic Movement 

(b)

Region 3

3rd

1st Ballistic Movement 

2nd

2nd

(c)

Figure 1. Moving behavior and strategy of the self-
paced aiming movements (Lin et al. 2009).
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are required to finish the movement. Note that the 
Region 2 is defined such that all the ballistic move-
ments that start from this region can end inside the 
target region. And if  the endpoints are in Region 3 
[Fig. 1c], the movement needs either two or three 
ballistic movements to finish. Based on this sim-
plified concept, we know that the endpoint distri-
bution magnitudes and the target width together 
would determine the number of ballistic move-
ments (nballistic) required for completing the aiming 
movement; the expected nballistic can be obtained by 
multiplying every possible combination of ballis-
tic movements for finishing the aiming movement 
with their associated probabilities. Furthermore, 
the expected total MT can be obtained by taking 
tballistic and tr into account. Lin et al. (2009) assumed 
that tballistic could be predicted by Equation 2 and tr 
has a reasonable range from 190 to 290 ms. They 
also postulated that if  a ballistic movement is not 
the last one to finish the aiming movement and its 
tballistic is shorter than tr, there is a “compensatory 
delay” of tr–tballistic added to that ballistic movement, 
resulting in the same tr as Crossman & Goodeve 
(1963/1983) proposed. Contrary to Crossman & 
Goodeve’s (1963/1983) concept, however, tballistic 
can be longer than tr, which occurs mainly for the 
first ballistic movements. Furthermore, Lin et al. 
(2009) asked one research question: whether or not 
there is a “reaction delay” of tr/2 between the first 
and the second ballistic movements, indicating the 
average time required to wait for the next available 
ballistic movement.

The general model with the moving behavior 
and strategy introduced above, called the “the self-
paced aiming movement model”, was only tested 
against published data in Lin et al. (2009). Due 
to data limitations, Lin et al. (2009) only demon-
strated that the general model can predict the linear 
speed-accuracy tradeoffs relationship described by 
Fitts’ law.

To further validate this general model, three 
experiments were designed and tested in this study, 
comprising (1) the experiment of ballistic move-
ment time and variability, (2) the experiment of 
normal aiming movement, and (3) the experiment 
of ballistic aiming movement. The first experiment 
was designed to measure each individuals’ ballistic 
movement time and variability and to further vali-
date the applications of Gan & Hoffmann’s (1988) 
model and Howarth, et al.’s (1971) model. Due to 
space limitations, the details of the first experi-
ment will be discussed elsewhere. In this article, the 
two measured motor properties and the reasonable 
range of tr from 190 to 290 ms were treated as inputs 
of the simulated model programmed based on our 
self-paced aiming movement model. The outputs 
of the simulated model were used to predict of the 
individual participants’ actual performance while 

conducting the two types of aiming movements 
measured in the last two experiments.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participants and apparatus

Two male and two female graduate students, aged 
from 25–30 years, participated in this pilot study. 
All the participants were right-handed with nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision.

A Personal Computer (PC) with a 17” (432 mm) 
LCD monitor of 1280 × 1024 pixels resolution and 
an Intous3 305 × 483 mm drawing tablet was used. 
The PC ran Visual Basic (VB) using three experi-
mental programs that displayed experimental tasks 
and measured task performance. The drawing tab-
let was utilized as the input device through all the 
three experiments. The movement distance ratio 
between the tablet and the screen was set as 1:1, 
ensuring equal visual and physical movement dis-
tances on the screen and the tablet.

2.2 Experimental setup and procedures

While conducting the three experiments the 
participants sat alongside a dual surface adjustable 
table on which the monitor and the tablet 
were placed on the rear and the front surfaces, 
respectively. To eliminate undesired sources of 
movement variation other than motor system 
noise, three strategies were applied. Firstly, while 
performing movements, the participants wore a 
nylon half-finger glove and lightly rested their 
hands on the tablet surface to keep the friction 
between moving hand and the tablet surface small 
and constant. Secondly, they were asked to move 
the stylus tip by moving their whole forearm and 
by avoiding extending/contracting fingers or wrists 
to make sure that the measured motor variability 
was generated from the same sources. Finally, a 
cardboard screen was placed between their eyes 
and the tablet to hide the visual feedback from 
their moving hands so that the only feedback was 
from the monitor screen.

After informed consent procedures, the par-
ticipants conducted the three experiments in the 
following order: (1) the experiment of ballistic 
movement time and variability, (2) the experiment 
of ballistic aiming movement, and (3) the experi-
ment of normal aiming movement. Each experi-
ment started with a one-hour practice followed by 
one formal measurement lasting from 20 to 60 min-
utes. The participants individually completed all 
the experiments across three or four appointments 
within three days. The measured data of ballistic 
movement time and variability and the two valida-
tion experiments are presented in turn.
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2.3 Experiment of ballistic movement time 
and variability

This experiment was designed to measure the 
participants’ two motor properties: ballistic move-
ment time and ballistic movement variability. As 
mentioned above, only the results are presented 
here. Table 1 shows the participants’ ballistic move-
ment time and Table 2 shows ballistic movement 
variability. Note that instead of Equation 3, it 
was found that Equation 4, which utilizes ballistic 
movement distance (du) as the predictor, can better 
predict the ballistic movement variability measured 
in the movement direction.

σ 2 = a + b × du (4)

2.4  Experiment of normal aiming movement

The purpose of this experiment was to measure 
the participants’ speed-accuracy tradeoffs relation-
ships while performing Fitts-type movements. The 
measured results were treated as “ground truth” 
for validating the self-paced aiming movement 
model. As shown in Figure 2 below, this experiment 
required the participants to draw lines horizontally 
from a start point to end within a target line. The 
independent variables were six IDs (2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 
and 4.5 bits) and four start point locations, used 
to diminish the learning of kinesthetic feedback. 
Each ID value included four combinations of target 
width (W ) and movement amplitude (A). The four 
values of W were 8, 16, 24, and 32 pixels (1 pixel ≅ 
0.266 mm), while the values of A were determined 
by Fitts’ law. All experimental combinations were 
replicated 12 times, resulting in a total of 288 trials.

2.5 Experiment of ballistic aiming movement

This experiment was designed to measure nballistic for 
completing aiming movements according to differ-
ent ID values. Since the self-paced aiming movement 
model predicts the total MT based on the nballistic, the 
measured nballistic could be utilized to validate the 
moving behavior and strategy shown in Figure 1. 
The Fitts-type movements in this experiment were 

designed to be performed ballistically; an aiming 
movement was completed by performing sequential 
ballistic movements. The task started by pressing 
down on the pen cursor on the start point. Once the 
cursor was moved away from the start point toward 
the target, the visual information disappeared 
and only reappeared when the ballistic movement 
stopped. If the endpoint of the ballistic movement 
was outside the target line, the participants continu-
ously performed ballistic movements from the previ-
ous endpoints until the target region was reached. 
Except for the ballistic movement feature, all the 
other experimental details were as the same as those 
in the experiment of normal aiming movement.

3 RESULTS

3.1 The experiment of normal aiming movement

The means of MT were regressed on to ID to give 
the slopes and intercepts shown in Table 3. Fitts’ 
law predicted both the overall and individual par-
ticipants’ MT data very well; it accounted for 98.6% 
variance of the overall participants’ data and at 
least 95.1% variance of the individual participants’ 
data.

Table 1. The measured ballistic movement times 
represented with Gan & Hoffmann’s (1988) model.

Participant
Intercept 
(ms)

Slope 
(ms pixel2) r2

All 58.32 17.38 0.981
1 27.27 23.16 0.992
2 73.58 16.34 0.952
3 60.99 15.87 0.966
4 71.44 14.15 0.962

Table 2. The measured ballistic movement variability 
represented with equation 4.

Participant
Intercept 
(pixel2)

Slope 
(pixel) r2

All  −59.44 2.981 0.985
1 −113.3 3.649 0.899
2  15.22 1.684 0.819
3 −106.7 2.546 0.902
4  −79.28 4.022 0.918

W

A

Start Point

Target Line

Figure 2. The movement tasks in the experiment of 
normal aiming movement shown on a monitor screen.
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3.2 The experiment of ballistic aiming movement

The means of nballistic were regressed on to ID 
to give the slopes and intercepts. As shown in 
Table 4, Fitts’ law also predicted both the overall 
and individual participants’ nballistic data very well; 
it accounted for 97.8% variance of the overall par-
ticipants’ data and at least 87.2% variance of the 
individual participants’ data.

3.3 Model testing

To test the self-paced aiming movement model, 
the measured motor properties shown in Tables 1 
and 2, the tr values of 190 and 290 ms, and the 
reaction delay of 0 and tr /2 were treated as inputs 
of the simulated model. The outputs of the simula-
tion were the predicted MT and nballistic correspond-
ing to the ID values measured in the two aiming 
movement experiments. The simulated model pre-
dicted well the linear relationships between nballistic 
and ID as well as the linear relationships between 
nballistic and ID. Fitts’ law accounted for more than 
98.5% and 97.4% variance of the simulated MT 
data and nballistic data, respectively. Because both the 
relationships between MT and ID and the relation-
ships between nballistic and ID can be well accounted 
for by Fitts’ law no matter whether the data were 
predicted or measured, the validation of the self-
paced aiming movement model could be tested by 
statistically comparing the predicted and the meas-
ured linear regression lines.

Tables 5 and 6 show the comparison results of 
MT regression lines when the reaction delay was 
set as 0 and tr /2, respectively. The highlighted val-
ues in the tables indicate no significant difference 
(p  > 0.05) between the model predictions and the 
experimental measurements. No matter whether 
the reaction delay was set as 0 or tr /2, only two out 
of 10 comparisons shows no significant difference. 
However, it seems that when the reaction delay 
was set as tr /2 the model could predict better, since 
there are more highlighted values in Table 6.

Graphic representations of the comparisons 
made for all participants’ data are shown in 
Figure 3 below. As shown in the figure, no matter 

Table 3. Regressions of MT on to ID.

Participant
Intercept 
(ms)

Slope 
(ms/bit) r2

All  −71.39 111.1 0.986
1 −181.1 156.6 0.988
2  −66.68  97.96 0.955
3   0.81  90.68 0.951
4  −38.62  99.15 0.974

Table 4. Regressions of nballistic on to ID.

Participant
Intercept 
(time)

Slope 
(time/bit) r2

All 0.7247 0.2063 0.978
1 0.5369 0.2643 0.917
2 0.7198 0.2155 0.977
3 0.8125 0.1667 0.872
4 0.8294 0.1786 0.907

Table 5. Comparisons of predicted and experimental 
regression lines of MT data when reaction delay = 0.

Participant (ms)

Intercept Slope

t p t p

All 190  4.71 <0.001 −4.49 < 0.001
290  6.19 <0.001 −4.23 < 0.001

1 190  3.39 0.0008 −3.97 0.0001
290  3.63 0.0003 −3.80 0.0002

2 190  4.42 <0.001 −2.23 0.0267
290  5.62 <0.001 −2.32 0.0209

3 190 −1.36 0.1753 −0.16 0.8712
290 −1.81 0.0719  0.89 0.3726

4 190  2.18 0.0297 −2.06 0.0405
290  3.01 0.0028 −1.53 0.1273

Table 6. Comparisons of predicted and experimental 
regression lines of MT data when reaction delay = tr/2.

Participant (ms)

Intercept Slope

t p t p

All 190 2.34 0.0195 1.04 0.2979
290 1.04 0.2967 4.17 <0.001

1 190 2.07 0.0395 −1.38 0.1675
290 1.32 0.1868 0.05 0.9606

2 190 3.29 0.0011 0.91 0.3637
290 2.67 0.0079 2.68 0.0077

3 190 −3.61 0.0004 3.42 0.0007
290 −4.79 <0.001 5.30 <0.001

4 190 1.08 0.2830 0.86 0.3891
290 0.41 0.6815 2.68 0.0078

what settings of tr and the reaction delay, the model 
predict longer MTs than experimental ones.

Table 7 shows the comparison results of 
nballistic regression lines. The model predict nballistic 
better than MT. The only significant difference of 
regression lines was found in Participant 3’s data. 
Graphic representation of comparisons made for 
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Figure 3. Comparisons of MT regression lines made 
for all participants’ data.
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Figure 4. Comparisons of nballistic regression lines made 
for all participants’ data.

Table 7. Regressions of nballistic on to ID.

Participant

Intercept Slope

t p t p

All −0.7407 0.4591  1.9147 0.0558
1 −0.1665 0.8679  0.4214 0.6737
2  0.4009 0.6888 −0.3021 0.7628
3 −3.5524 0.0004  3.2658 0.0012
4 −0.7007 0.4841  1.6139 0.1076

proposed by Lin et al. (2009). Although detailed 
contents of the experiment of ballistic movement 
time and variability are not presented in this article, 
the experiment successfully captured the partici-
pants’ two motor properties and demonstrated that 
they can be described by Gan & Hoffmann’s model 
(1988) model and Equation 4, a modification of 
Howarth, et al.’s (1971) model. The experiment of 
normal aiming movement also captured the speed-
accuracy tradeoffs relationship described by Fitts’ 
law, which again shows the robustness of Fitts’ law. 
Further, the experiment of ballistic aiming move-
ment successfully measured the number of ballistic 
movements (nballistic) required for completing the 
Fitts-type movements. Surprisingly, nballistic was also 
linearly related to ID. Based on strong linear rela-
tionships, the self-paced aiming movement model 
could be tested by statistical comparisons of the 
model predictions and the experimental measure-
ments. Although the model did not precisely pre-
dict the relationships of MT and nballistic, the results 
showed the feasible application of the designed 
experiments. The comparisons of MT and nballistic 
relationships showed that the model predicted 
longer MT and more nballistic. The reason could due 
to any residual learning effect—the MT and nbal-

listic were measured after the two motor properties. 
Hence, more practice or multiple measurements of 
the two motor properties before/after the two types 
of aiming movement experiments are suggested 
for future research. Of course, more participants 
should be recruited.

5 CONCLUSION

This pilot study used three experiments for 
validating the Lin et al. (2009) self-paced aiming 
movement model developed to model Fitts’ law. 
The motor properties of ballistic movement time 
and ballistic movement variability measured in 
the first experiment were utilized as inputs of the 
model. The statistical comparisons of the model 
outputs and the experimental measurements 
obtained in the last two experiments showed that 
the designed experiments were feasible for further 
testing. Some modifications of the experiments 
were suggested for future research.
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a new optimization method is proposed to minimize the evacuation time 
of passenger in an aircraft accident. In order to minimize the total evacuation time of the passenger, 
an optimization technique is examined as a multi-agent problem using effective evacuation guidance by 
cabin attendant or the urgent safety system in an aircraft accident. The urgent evacuation behavior is 
formulated as an Autonomous Agent and Multi-Agent System (AAMAS) model evolving over a two-
dimensional grid cell that represents the aircraft cabin and passenger. The effect of the proposed method 
was illustrated with some numerical simulations.

Keywords: safety engineering, AAMAS model, optimization, aircraft evacuation

reasons, a dynamic model for aircraft evacuation 
system by Ceruti and Manzini (Ceruti, 2003) is 
proposed as a visual interactive simulation tool in 
order to develop and evaluate the several evacua-
tion techniques. In general, it is too difficult to solve 
the optimization problems for minimum evacua-
tion time exactly since these problems are not only 
able to formulate analytically but also to solve the 
problem under chaotic uncertainty of incomplete 
or dynamic stages of urgent evacuation.

In this paper, it is tried to provide a new optimi-
zation method for the flight crews and the cabin 
attendant how to minimize the evacuation time of 
passenger using AAMAS simulation and recur-
sive procedure in an aircraft accident. The main 
idea of optimization dues to use and update the 
quasi-solution of optimization problem obtained 
sequential AAMAS simulation and search the sat-
isfactory solution among them by a recursive algo-
rithm. Therefore the quasi-solution obtained by the 
proposed procedure can make the passengers pos-
sible to select the best route to emergency exit in an 
aircraft accident. In order to investigate the opti-
mum way for guiding route to emergency exit from 
aircraft cabin, it is assumed that the agent moves to 
the emergency exit under the constraint of previ-
ously specified local rules. The individual behavior 
of an agent controlled by the local rules makes a 

1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the development of effective 
evacuation system is the primary task for aircraft 
safety, while it is so critical for aircraft safety in case 
of emergency accident that the skill of flight crews 
and cabin internal arrangement must concentrate 
to save human lives. From these points of view, 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) makes its 
attention on these issues, therefore the new aircraft 
must satisfy several rules as Federal Aviation Regu-
lation (FAR) Part 25.803 (FAA, 1990) where one 
of them is called “90 seconds rule.” This rule means 
that the maximum seating capacity including the 
number of crewmembers can be evacuated from 
the airplane to the ground under simulated emer-
gency conditions within 90 seconds. However, it is 
very difficult because the egress time necessary for 
evacuation is concerned with so many factors such 
as airframe (number, size and location of emer-
gency exit, seat and aisle arrangement), passengers 
(age, health, sex, interrelationship and degree of 
panic) and flight crew (skill and training level).

The practical and traditional approach for 
evacuation experiments with participants are exe-
cuted by airplane manufacturers (Movtevalli, et al. 
2008). However, these experiments are dangerous 
and expensive and not easily repeatable. For these 
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macro behavior of group as an evacuation flow in 
an aircraft cabin automatically synchronized to 
the results of the movement of an agent. From the 
viewpoints of the above, it is recommended in this 
paper that the passengers have not only the infor-
mation of avoiding the traffic jam of evacuation 
but also the information of the degree of length 
of waiting queue in order to find the effective and 
satisfactory evacuation guide. Some comparative 
studies with and without using the proposed opti-
mization are also illustrated for the verification of 
the optimization.

2 SIMULATION MODEL BY AAMAS

2.1 Model as analogies of passengers 
and equipments

In this paper an Autonomous And Multi-Agents 
System (AAMAS) model is applied to construct 
the simulation model where a two-dimensional 
grid cell model shown in Figure 1(b) is introduced 
to represent the passenger flow of the emergency 
evacuation in the aircraft. Figure 1(a) also rep-
resents a layout and allocation of equipments in 
cabin of the aircraft DC-10-30, where it is seen 
that there are the three passenger cabins, zone1, 
zone2 and zone3. There are 24, 98 and 155 pas-
senger seats in each zone, respectively. The grid cell 
model in the Figure 1(b) is used as an analogy of 
the seat of economy class in the cabin whose size 
is approximately 0.43 m square. The equipments 
such as exit doors, exit signs, lavatories, galleries, 
counters, aisles and seats are also identified as 

approximately analogies in two-dimension model 
so as the location and dimension of an aircraft. 
Passengers are represented as multi-agents that are 
initially placed in seat squares and move around the 
grid by one’s objectives whose behavior is control-
led by the autonomous algorithm based on local 
rules previously specified. The generic passenger’s 
run speeds in evacuation were investigated by 
Galea (Galea, 2007), and the computerized evacu-
ation simulations were performed using these evac-
uation speeds by Ceruti (Ceruti, 2003). The time 
step of computer simulation are determined based 
on the average 1.14 (m/s) of the evacuation speed, 
i.e., simulation step interval is set to 0.37 sec/step. 
A time variable, T, is set to 0, and incremented by 
1 every 0.43 s. It is assumed in the previously speci-
fied rules that the multi-agents move to the exit 
each other in order to evacuate from an aircraft. 
It is noted that though the individual behaviors of 
multi-agents are controlled by the local and auton-
omous algorithm, the final results of the movement 
of individuals by the autonomous and multi-agents 
will be seemed to yield a macro behavior control-
led by group dynamics as an evacuation flow in an 
aircraft cabin.

2.2 Algorithm for an autonomous movement 
of multi-agent

The flow of passengers towards the exits is 
determined through four steps. Each agent is then 
instructed to move towards the nearest exit. They 
gather the information on the location of emer-
gency exits or exits signs at the first step. At the 
second step, they memorize the nearest direction 
into emergency exits or exits signs as an own action 
object if  they could recognize the emergency exits 
or exit signs, otherwise they forecast the direction 
to the nearest exit route as a candidate object. In 
this step the direction is determined among the 
16 directions as shown in Figure 2. At the third 
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Figure 1. Cabin interior and cell model.
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Figure 2. Field of view of agent and movement rule.
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step, they determine the adjacent cell to move by 
considering both the memorized direction and cur-
rent location itself, which is detected as a critical 
path so as to take the shorter time to go for exit 
subject to the physical limitation such as seats and 
equipments allocation. Adjacency is defined by the 
Moore neighborhood (i.e., the eight surrounding 
patches). At the forth step, confirming whether the 
cell to move is occupied or not, they moved to the 
cell if  it is not occupied, otherwise they must wait 
until the cell is empty. When a lot of passengers 
would go for the same exit over the capacity of 
exits, the queuing of passengers happened.

3 OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

3.1 Efficient guidance system

The goal of the evacuation simulation is to 
understand and recognize the property of urgent 
evacuation in the aircraft so as to consider the sev-
eral conditions such as allocation of passengers, 
efficiency of exits, a method to instruct passengers 
and so on. In this paper the goal of urgent evacu-
ation simulation analysis is to consider the safety 
evacuation plan satisfying “90 seconds rule” by 
FAR Part 25.803 (FAA, 1990). The evacuation 
guidance to passengers by crewmembers is neces-
sary to achieve this goal. Therefore the instruction 
for the guidance must be planed to minimize the 

total egress time of all passengers and crewmembers 
from the cabin to ground on the air port. Subject 
to the agent moving rule, the queue of passen-
gers to some exits happen since all the passengers 
tend to go out through the nearest emergency 
exit and the concentrate to a specific some exits 
memorized as an own action object. Based on the 
above consideration it is set up as a optimization 
discipline that the allocation of passenger to the 
emergency exits will be determined so as that the 
number of passengers who would go out through 
each emergency exits should be shared in order to 
balance the equally-divided number of passengers 
into the each emergency exits.

If  the sizes of seat capacities in cabins are differ-
ent with each others, the numbers of passengers to 
the emergency exits are unbalanced for the other 
emergency exit. Figure 3 shows the numbers of 
passengers to the emergency exits with and with-
out optimization. It is seen from the figures that 
a larger number of passengers would go out the 
exit equipped near the larger cabin (zone 3). In 
Figure 3(a) the ellipses illustrate the area in which 
the passenger would go to the corresponding exit, 
and the number of passengers who would chose 
each exit is also represented in the figure with-
out optimization when the passenger could see 
wide area in aircraft with long view length. The 
waiting queues of passenger to the emergency 
exit3 and exit7 happen and it was also estimated 
that the complete egress time would be longer. 

Zone1 24 p.g.

12 p.g.

97 p.g.

155 p.g.

12 p.g.

48 p.g.

48 p.g.

77 p.g.

77 p.g.

Zone2

Zone3

Exit Exit

Exit Exit

Exit Exit

Exit Exit

Zone1

70 p.g.

70 p.g.

70 p.g.

70 p.g.

Zone2

Zone3

Exit1

Exit3

Exit4

Exit5

Exit2 Exit6

Exit7

Exit8

                  *p.g. = passenger 
(a) Condition 1: nearest exit   b) Condition 2: guided exit

Figure 3. The number of passengers out of exits.
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Figure 3(a) shows 125 passengers concentrated to 
the emergency exit3 and exit7, and a lot of queu-
ing passengers would happen if  the passengers to 
each exit can be share to balance the queuing pas-
sengers to the specified emergency exit, the total 
egress time would be reduced. In order to induce 
the optimum solution, it is attempted that the opti-
mum allocation of passengers to each exits are 
determined considering the moving length to the 
exit, but it is difficult to evaluate the length previ-
ously because of the complex allocation of cabin 
equipments. Thus, it is noted that it is impossible 
to obtain the optimum allocation of passengers to 
the emergency exits previously analytically. Instead 
of analytical optimization, it is tried as a quasi-
optimization to obtain the solution of satisfac-
tory allocation of passengers from the viewpoint 
of reducing the moving distance considering the 
running speed of the passenger and the queuing 
length of passengers the emergency exit.

3.2 Initial allocation of passenger to the exits

The number of passengers who would go out 
through the exit should be determined equally 
corresponding to the evacuation efficiency of the 
exit in order to minimize the complete evacuation 
time. If  the exit is large and the more passengers 
could go through it in unit time, more passengers 
should be induced to evacuate through it, i.e., 
cabin attendants or crews should instruct their 
aim is set to the exit. Figure 3(b) shows the initial 
setting of the passenger’s aim when the efficiency 
of all exits is same level with each other, in which 
exit1 and exit5, exit2 and exit6, exit3 and exit7, 
exit4 and exit8 are set to 70 passengers equally 
with each other. If  the passengers whose aims are 
set the same exit are located separately, the pas-
senger’s evacuation flow to the exit is crossed and 
the jams of passenger flow are raised and delay the 
complete evacuation time. In order to avoid the 
separate allocation of passengers whose aims are 
set to the same exit, the passengers’ aims are set in 
order at location of them sequentially. The aims 
of passengers in front of the aircraft are set to the 
first exit or the fifth exit up to the predetermined 
limitation. After that the aims of passengers are 
determined continuously.

The number of passengers in the aircraft is 
denoted by N, and the ID of passenger is set from 
the passenger allocated in front seat sequentially. 
The number of exits is denoted by D and the ID 
of left exits are set to 1, 2, 3, 4 and the ID of right 
ones to 5, 6, 7, 8. The efficiency of the i th exit is 
denoted by the ei, where the efficiency of exit mean 
the rate of the number of out-going passengers per 
unit time. The number of passengers whose aims 
are set to the i th exit, pi, is determined by

p N
e

ei
i

i
N

∑
( ,i =i , , )2, 8  (1)

If  the exit is closed by something reasons, such 
as the fire or some trouble, ei are set to 0. Then, 
in the configuration where the 4 exits are closed 
and the efficiency of the 4 exits is equal with each 
other, the number of passengers to each exit is set 
to N/4.

Next, the aim of passenger whose ID is smaller 
are set to first or fifth exit up to p1 + p5. After the 
first exit and fifth exit are allocated to passengers, 
the aims of passengers are set to the second or 
sixth exit. According the above mentioned pro-
cedure, the aims of all passengers are set to exits, 
i.e., they are induced to evacuate the setting exit. 
Figure 4 shows the initial setting of some numeri-
cal examples, in which the numbers rounded with 
square denote the exit number which the passen-
gers of the area would be set to.

3.3 Optimization by recursive procedure

The initial allocations of the aim of passengers to the 
exits are determined according to the exit efficiency, 
however, the evacuation time would not necessarily be 
minimized because the moving time is not considered. 
It is difficult to formula and solves the optimization 
problem to minimize the complete evacuation time. 
Therefore, the optimization is calculated by the 
recursive procedure using multi-agent evacuation 

Figure 4. Initial allocation of passengers to emergent 
exists.
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simulation. The latest time that an agent went out are 
recorded for each exit. A small number of passengers 
are allocated to the exit whose latest time is small. In 
other words, the when the difference between maxi-
mum and minimum of latest time of all exits are 
large, the passengers allocation to the exit are unbal-
anced, and consequently the egress time became 
long. Considering the difference between maximum 
and minimum of latest time, the initial allocation of 
passengers are determined by heuristics. In the heu-
ristics the number of passengers to the exit whose lat-
est time is minimum is added with c1 and one whose 
latest time is maximum is reduced with c2. c1 and c2 is 
the determined by the try and error.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS FOR AIRCRAFT 
EVACUATION

4.1 Comparison in the configuration 
with load factor

In this paper the evacuation simulation for the 
DC-10-30 aircraft were performed. The DC-10-30 
has 8 exits. The third and seventh exits are narrower 
than other exits actually. The capacity of them 
is half  of the one of the others. Therefore, even 
though the numbers of passenger allocations to 
each exit were equal, the queue of passengers allo-
cated to the third or seventh exits would happen, 
and then the latest time of complete evacuation at 
them would become large. The allocation of pas-
sengers to exits should be determined with consid-
ering the capacity of the exit.

The several evacuation simulations with some 
experimental conditions are performed to com-
pare between the results by the agent moving 
independently and by the proposed optimiza-
tion method. In this section the recursive algo-
rithm will not be applied in order to discuss 
the effect of  the initial setting of  the aim of 
passenger.

Load factor, which is the rate of passenger for 
the seats in an aircraft, are set to100%, 75% and 

50%, and the passenger’s initial locations are set 
randomly, and the passenger could see over all with 
the long visual length. In the simulator, the visual 
length is set to 20 cells. The initial locations of pas-
sengers in three conditions are shown in Figure 5, 
in which the passengers are marked with  
Figure 6 shows the comparison with the rate of 
remaining passengers in the results simulated by 
the proposed method and by the agent moving 
rule. The evacuating flows are shown at the 20 steps 
before the evacuation have been completed. The 
evacuation complete time became shorter in the 
results simulated by the proposed method than 
the one by only agent local rule in all condition 
with load factors. The passengers concentrated to 
the eixt3 or exit7 in evacuation by the only agent 
local rule, on the other hand, the passengers went 
for some exits by the proposed initial setting in all 
cases. These results show that the proper alloca-
tion of passenger to the exit has been performed 

Figure 5. Initial allocation of passengers in each condition.
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Figure 6. Simulation results in case that all exits are open.
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so as to balance the number of passengers to the 
exits and the allocation could minimize the total 
evacuation time.

4.2 Evacuation simulation by optimization 
using recursive procedure

In this paper the objective exits of passengers are 
determined based on the efficiencies of exits and 
location of passengers firstly. Considering the 
result of evacuation simulator with the initial con-
dition, the condition, e.g., the number of passen-
gers who should be guided to the exit is determined 
in next iteration. These procedures are repeated 
iteratively. Table 1 shows the iterative procedure 
for the simulation, in which the load factor is 50% 
(passenger 138) and 8 exits are opened. Firstly, 
the numbers of the passengers allocated to the 
emergency exits are determined by equation (1), 
which are shown at the first table in Table 1. The 
exits which each passenger should go out from are 
determined in order from the front side so as not 
to exceed the predetermined number of passen-
gers and the evacuation simulation is performed. 

The latest time of passenger’s evacuation complete 
were measured as the simulation result, which are 
shown in the second table in Table 1. The evacu-
ation simulations would be repeated while the 
evacuation complete time is reduced. When the 
complete time is increased, the recursive procedure 
is finished and the exits which the passengers are 
guided to are determined as the optimization solu-
tion. The change of initial allocation of passengers 
by the proposed optimizaion method is illustrated 
in Figure 7.

4.3 Discussion

The passengers go for the near exit based on the 
collecting information about the exit and interior 
equipments if  they were not guided in aircraft. 
Since the exits are not necessarily designed evenly in 
the aircraft, the queue of passenger to exits would 
happen, especially the queue to the exits located in 
center of aircraft would tend to become longer. In 
DC-10-30 the above situation is remarkable since 
efficiency of the third exit and the seventh exit is 
half  of one of the other exits. The proposed guid-
ance system is a powerful method to avoid/reduce 
the queue of passengers to exit by making the 
number of passengers for the exits equal. In order 
to improve the performance of evacuation, the 
exit which each passenger would be guided to is 
changed with iterative procedure base on the simu-
lation result.

Figure 6 represents the residual rate of  pas-
senger evacuation. The performance of  evacua-
tion in the latter half  was lower than one in the 
first half  since the passengers concentrate the 
third and seventh exits. Thus, the performance 
of  evacuation is evaluated by the rate of  residual 
passenger in the aircraft. In our proposed opti-
mization method the exit which each passenger 
should be guided to is determined by the pre-
vious simulation result. In order to guide the 
passenger corresponding to the situation in the 
aircraft accidents, not only the previous simula-
tion results but also the performance of  the pas-
senger evacuation shown in Figure 6 should be 
used necessarily.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In the proper guidance the exit which the passenger 
should go for is informed to the passenger, which 
is determined by the proposed iterative procedure 
using the evacuation simulation system. The effect 
of the proposed method was illustrated with 
some numerical simulations. The future work is to 
improve the proposed method to change the guid-
ance to passenger according to the situation.Table 1. Quai-optimization using recursive procedure.
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Research on the script language as a fundamental coordination 
mechanism for agents of spatial objects
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ABSTRACT: The agent theory and technology is currently an important research issue in artificial 
intelligence. The agent-oriented design is a new generation method of programming design that mainly 
uses the script language as a basis for development and that is suitable for the design of multi-agent 
application system. In the urban design environment, suppose design objects such as pavements, lamps 
and plazas can look after themselves, where would a design object acquire the knowledge that allows it 
to interact intelligently? This paper investigates the question through the notion of objects as agents in 
design. In order to explore the relationships between the design pattern and the agent model, this research 
has developed an interactive agent model with the design pattern as an orientation to express the interac-
tion of each individual with the multiagent-based model. The preliminary research adopts the way of the 
script language to describe the agent behavior, converting a design atlas into an interactive agent pattern; 
that is, to construct the mechanism and behavior of heterogeneous agents.

Keywords: script, coordination, multi-agent, behavior, pattern

which is pedestrian-based only is still insufficient 
for the environmental design. The activities in a 
spatial environment and the design planning of 
substantial objects also require a mechanism to 
determine heterogeneous agent behaviors.

“A Pattern Language” is written by Christopher 
Alexander in 1977. The implied key thought is to 
presume that certain structured features will not 
change with time during the construction process 
in an artificial environment. And these features 
will dominate mankind’s living behavior along 
with the generative ways of a spatial environment. 
In other words, the internal mechanism which can 
be systemized by humans’ thoughts and the pattern 
which can be offered for general operation are hid-
den behind these structured features. Similar design 
questions can be solved in similar ways. A pattern, 
whose content consists of the description of prob-
lems and solutions as well as the relevant situations 
or contextualized information, is used to record a 
general solution corresponding to a problem. On 
the other hand, due to the agent theory is suitable 
to obtain and analyze the planning requirements of 
interactive coordination, an agent behavior which 
is basically the same as the operational pattern of 
human society is autonomous. The agent system 
will divide the jobs which are to be carried out 
into numerous sub-jobs according to the complex-
ity of problems, and then will allow these program 
modules to take responsibility and complete the 

1 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

In recent years, the applied theory of agent-based 
modeling has been rich in researches on economy, 
ecology, environmental planning, population pre-
diction, etc. In the aspect of studying pedestrians 
in the field of spatial movement, the agent-based 
model is an important research method. The big-
gest advantage of using the agent-based model to 
simulate the pedestrians is that when the problem 
about aggregates is considered, the way of thinking 
which is constructed from down to up corresponds 
to the real phenomenon of pedestrian movement. 
The agent-based model regards each individual as 
an actor who will generate perception and behav-
ioral reaction toward the surroundings. It is con-
structed by means of the interactions among these 
actors as well as the reactions toward the charac-
teristics of the surroundings. This way, the pedes-
trians’ movement condition which is closer to the 
real situation can be more reflected and the future 
change can be further predicted. With different 
application needs, there are also obvious differ-
ences in its agent program and framework. The 
construction mechanism of the agent design sys-
tem and the agent program related with the field of 
design explore mostly the problems such as how to 
own the design information, how to present knowl-
edge, how to process automatically and how to 
solve communication. However, the agent model 
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jobs individually. Sub-jobs can also be divided into 
smaller sub-jobs and let the granulized modules 
inside the modules to complete the job by means 
of cooperation. Consequently, the whole system 
becomes a multi-agent environment formed by 
various agents who base on functions along with 
missions and who follow certain specific subordi-
nate, parallel or independent relationships. In order 
to explore the relationships between the design pat-
tern and the agent model, this research has devel-
oped an interactive agent model with the “design 
pattern” as an orientation to express the interac-
tion of each individual with the multiagent-based 
model. The preliminary research adopts the way of 
the script language to describe the agent behavior, 
converting a design atlas into an interactive agent 
pattern; that is, to construct the mechanism and 
behavior of heterogeneous agents.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Based on the goal required in this research, all the 
important literature collected at this moment will 
be further illustrated according to different issues. 
The comments and descriptions are summarized 
as follows.

2.1 Design patterns for parametric modeling

The knowledge database of parametric design pat-
tern is developed and constructed from the organiza-
tion of the parametric model assiduously promoted 
by Canadian Design Research Network (CDRN) and 
Smart Geometry Group (Woodbury, 2007) both of 
which have co-hosted plenty of seminars and work-
shops. CDRN even further pass on the developed 
knowledge, accumulate the results, disclose them on 
website platforms for sharing and extend more con-
tents of the knowledge database of design pattern.

The research on this model emphasizes to 
explore the influences that the fluctuation of 
design development procedure has on the design 
result. For instance, a grammar-based design sys-
tem can understand the designer’s behavior, derive 
design, explore the patterns of specific areas, or 
explore the composition and the expression of 
form, etc. In this research, it is considered that 
the knowledge must be organized and recorded 
so that it is favorable for re-utilization. The con-
tent of knowledge based on the parametric design 
must contain the operational process which is used 
to solve the design problems. And the concept of 
Christopher Alexander’s design pattern must be 
adopted as a way to record knowledge. Besides, 
the sharing record of the pattern is divided into six 
parts to be recorded: Example, How, Use When, 
Why, Intent & Related patterns, and Sample. 

The establishment of shared website platforms for 
the knowledge database of pattern along with the 
experience of CDRN and the ways they do are all 
the references for this research.

2.2 Interactive script mechanism

In recent years, many scholars have proposed the 
interactive script mechanisms to control agent behav-
iors. “Q-Language”, an interactive script mechanism 
proposed by Professor Toru Ishida, Department 
of Social Informatics, Kyoto University, Japan, in 
2003, is similar to the humans’ natural language 
pattern. Its purpose is to target the web-based 
agent system whose internal agent behavior can 
interact with users by means of the files driven 
by the script description, and further to assist the 
application of simulation of crowd movement 
management in disasters in the urban public space 
of the real world.

In the Q-Language, three major elements are 
required; they are Cue and Action, Guarded Com-
mands, and Scenarios. A script file written with 
the Q-Language can propel the agent behavior 
after it is equipped with the above three elements. 
However, these elements and the definitions 
of signs are not easy to understand. Therefore, 
for the convenience of users to write the script 
file, the Q-Language designs an editing interface 
in the tabulated form. All the designers have to do 
is simply to fill the content in the table, and then 
the content in the table can be converted to the 
standard Q-Language description file by means of 
the implemented compiler. Therefore, through the 
interaction mechanism inside the script, pedestri-
ans will respond and trigger specific event behav-
iors at the most of the time when they detect 
other objects or collisions in an environment. The 
motivation to trigger the behavior can be roughly 
divided into two: the event-driven random behav-
ior and the scripted behavior. To let the pedestrians 
show different kinds of decision-making power in 
the crowd simulation, users can only have the par-
tial control right although they can manipulate the 
pedestrians’ activities. The pedestrians will main-
tain part of rule-based behavioral autonomy. Even 
the degree of behavioral intensity and feebleness 
can be shown with a parameterizable behavioral 
model. Varied behavioral patterns are adjusted in 
terms of different targets. And the generation of 
random numbers or the direct modification in a 
simulated status is also included.

3 RESEARCH PROCESS

Jan Gehl, an urban design scholar, indicated in his 
book “Life between buildings: Using public space” 
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that the urban life can be divided into two categories: 
one is the public urban life, social and interrelated, 
which includes streets, squares, parks, and active 
commercial areas where the activities are intense. 
These lives mostly appear in the open space of a 
city. People gather here and participate in diversi-
fied urban activities; that is, the so-called “social 
life”, in which the open-air cafes along the sidewalks 
and watching plays at night as well as the perform-
ances at the squares and so on are included. Such 
a life is busy and vivid. The other is the private 
and individual urban life. It is a self-oriented life, 
in which one can find the sense of belonging and 
the needed privacy. Such a personal activity requires 
another form of space, and to stay away from the 
jam-packed crowds for peace. Consequently, the 
city should be able to reflect simultaneously these 
two kinds of needs and activities. The observation 
in this research is based on the first category which 
is the social open space in a city.

3.1 Exploration of patterns

The analysis on behaviors in the urban space is 
important for urban designs and urban researches. 
Pedestrian-only shopping streets are characteristic 
of unique street designs. In this research, by observ-
ing a series of processes in which the pedestrians 
experience in the space of pedestrian-only shop-
ping streets, pedestrian behaviors and the interac-
tions of environmental information are recorded 
and analyzed. Useful and interesting issues are 
extracted from activities and converted into a gen-
eral pattern content for reference so that they can 
be a basis for the examination of the case where the 
walking space of a street is studied. Then, through 
the deduction of the case implementation, a crea-
tional pattern of good quality regarding the space 
of pedestrian-only shopping streets is established. 
As shown in Figure 1, the preliminary exploration 
into famous pedestrian-only shopping streets in 
Taiwan is made in this research. It is found that 
the space of streets generates the cluster points 
of activities because of the accumulation of the 
crowds. Hence, the novelty of elements, the way the 
objects present in a space, and the relative relation-
ships which foreground in the environments such 
as a substantial environment, are all the significant 
constitutional elements.

Figure 1 The good place on the street was taken 
as examples here. Their similarity is the business 
behaviors and performances which often take 
place on the sidewalks in front of the shops, and 
this generates crowds. Therefore, interesting street 
performances which attract pedestrians’ attention 
could possibly increase the attraction of the loca-
tions where performances are made. It is easier 
for shops with outdoor coffee tables and seats to 

attract pedestrians and form a stationary point. 
In addition to the original functions of the streets, 
diversified advertisement signs and different types 
of products displayed in arcades can easily build 
direct conversational relationships with pedestri-
ans, who tend to pay attention to novel furniture; 
as a result, colorful, bright, large furniture with 
effects such as unique shapes, textures, surrounding 
environments and dynamic presentations can eas-
ily attract people’s attention and generate crowds.

3.2 Record of objects on the street

Objects are the facility elements used when 
pedestrians generate the events and activities in 
an environment of streets. They record with which 
of the objects the pedestrians generate the events 
and activities in an environment of streets. These 
objects are the furniture on the street, windows of 
the shops, plants, railings, etc. They are recorded in 
the forms of photographs, drawings, video record-
ing, and description of the written language. The 
qualities and categories of the objects are catego-
rized. And the locations of these environmental 
objects are recorded. What the original functions 
of environmental objects are, and how the func-
tions generated by environmental objects in the 
generation of events and activities are used, are 
also recorded.

3.3 Induction of patterns

By observing real cases, a representative design 
pattern is extracted and analyzed. Then the format 
of the pattern is set. After the organization and 

Figure 1. The good place on the street.
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compilation, a universal and fundamental content 
of urban space design is indicated. This research 
quotes Christopher Alexander’s concept of Design 
Pattern as a way to record knowledge. A pattern 
typically comprises a name, a problem descrip-
tion, an abstract solution and a discussion of con-
sequences (Alexander, 1977). Take the observed 
case in Figure 1 as an example. The patterns used 
include: the bag-shaped venue, the location of 
open-air cafes, soft paving, street lamps in warm 
colors, and the areas equipped with lighting. By 
taking them as an example, we can put the patterns 
into a linear sequence according to the require-
ment order of patterns. This sequence can clearly 
express the subordinate relationships among the 
patterns. Analyze the ways in which the objects 
present in a space: (1) Bag-shaped venue, (2) Loca-
tion of open-air cafes, (3) Soft pavement, (4) Street 
lamps in warm colors and (5) Areas equipped with 
lighting.

3.4 A design pattern converted into an agent 
of spatial objects

Accordingly, Multi Agent Based Simulation is 
based on the idea that it is possible to represent 
the global behaviour of a dynamic system as the 
result of interactions occurring among an assem-
bly of agents with their own operational autonomy 
(Wooldridge, 2002). Each of the spatial objects con-
tained in the design pattern is endowed with features 
and behavioral properties to establish the depend-
ent relationships of one-to-multiple, one-to-one, 
and multiple-to-multiple spatial objects. This way, 
once the status of a spatial object changes, other 
dependent objects will be automatically notified in 
order to make the corresponding updates. Then, 
the relationships among the categories of objects 
are converted to the agent concepts. The contents 
that each agent of the object must define contain 
six items: Agent Type, Goal, Environment, Percept, 
Knowledge, and Action as shown in Figure 2. Take 
the pattern of “Take a rest” as an example. In an 

urban open space, compile and design an outdoor 
venue which can afford at least 5 people to take a 
rest after they take a stroll and do the shopping. 
The goal is to form an area which is equipped with 
lighting and which allows pedestrians to stop and 
take a rest in an urban space at night.

4 DISCUSSIONS

After the above research process, we propose 
several important suggestions regarding the prin-
ciples. The discussions are as follows.

4.1 A design pattern can be regarded 
as a similar concept of script function

The idea of “patterns” reflects the perceived 
regularities in an environment. Alexander’s 
patterns for architectural features are at different 
levels of  abstraction. Each pattern expresses a 
relation between a certain context and system 
of  factor which occurs repeatedly in that con-
text and a solution which allows these factors to 
resolve themselves. Therefore, design scenarios 
can be derived from empirical studies, such as to 
have greenery space and decorated pavement sur-
round a coffee shop in a street corner where peo-
ple can sit outside because it creates a pleasant 
“atmosphere”. To define agents and their roles 
in play, we develop scenarios, suppose design 
objects such as pavements and lamps can look 
after themselves. A scenario consists of  some 
scenes. A scene is used for describing state transi-
tions. Scenarios include agents and actors. Every 
scenario involves at least one agent and one 
goal; they include sequences of  actions, events 
and characteristic elements. Each scenario is 
described as state transitions, and states semantic 
is depending on cues and actions.

For example, the Lamp-Agent and Pavement-
Agent: agent’s action is defined by state and based 
on the distance and location plot, the Lamp-
Agent can communicate with the Pavement-
Agent or another agent. The “(Dxi,Dyj)” is 
referring to Pavement-Agent’s Direction; the 
“(Hi, Hj)” is referring to Lamp-Agent’s Loca-
tion, the “T” is referring to Lamp-Agent’s Type, 
the “C & M” is referring to one Lamp-Agent and 
another’s distance. The Coordination-Agent’s State 
and Action-Script, as shown in Figure 3.

Symbol: “A” is refer to Agent,
“PA” is refer to Pavement-Agent,
“LA” is refer to Lamp-Agent,
“SA” is refer to Sub-Agents and the
“Ri” is refer to applied rule.

Function: if  (PA) cue (LA)
then (A) action (SA)Figure 2. Interactive patterns among the agents.
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An example of cue and action is as follows:
Scene_1- if  (PA) ask (LA)
Scene_2- then (A)
request [SA: Sub-Agents ]
goto
Scene_3-1 [SA: Sub-Agents received R1.]
else
Scene_3-2 [SA: Sub-Agents received R2.]
else
Scene_3-n [SA: Sub-Agents received Rn.]
else
goto next Scene

4.2 Coordinative agents

When a script function is carried out, it means 
a goal to be completed. Therefore, the action 
dependency of each agent of the object with one 
another needs to increase coordinative agents to 
take responsibility for the behavioral function of 
coordination if  a good coordination is desired to 
be generated. Coordinative agents responsible for 
coordinative function of behavior, such as ask, 
receive, request, tell, and inform, need to be added 
if  excellent coordination is required for action 
dependencies among the agents when a script 
function is executed; that is, to complete a goal. In 
the operational mechanism of coordinative agents 
in this research, each individual agent which is 
equipped with only one major function; that is, the 
independent variable and rule, is adopted, in order 
to respond to the missions among the groups. And, 
each of the spatial objects contained in the design 
pattern is endowed with features and behavioral 
properties to establish the dependent relationships 
of one-to-multiple, one-to-one, and multiple-to-
multiple spatial objects. This way, once the status 
of a spatial object changes, other dependent objects 
will be automatically notified in order to make the 
corresponding updates. Then, the relationships 
among the categories of objects are converted to 
the agent concepts.

5 CONCLUSION AND SUBSEQUENT 
STUDY

Currently, this study aims to discuss the interactions 
between the “good place” of city streets and pedes-
trians. Rather than pedestrian flows, elements 
which easily catch pedestrians’ attention are the 
most essential in street environments. Such ele-
ments, which clearly indicate or imply different 
activity behaviors that an environment is able to 
support and increase the time pedestrians halt and 
the diversities of the area, make that particular 
environment a good place in city life. This research 
has developed an interactive agent model with the 
“design pattern” as an orientation to express the 
interaction of each individual with the multiagent-
based model. Agents can presume all the different 
individuals, such as the space element, furniture 
on the street, plants, and lamps, to be regarded as 
single individual of behavior. How these different 
agent individuals interact with one another is the 
research point in this research. This model will be 
able to assist experts to express the knowledge of 
spatial configuration in the future, and to provide 
students or beginners to conduct the exploration 
of spatial configuration. In the subsequent study, 
the completed pattern script will be input into the 
platform system for use. It can be a knowledge 
database of net groups for design agents to con-
tinue its growth. What’s more, in order to keep the 
openness of the platform, the open source and the 
free software will be adopted in the operational 
system and the server.
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ABSTRACT: This study analyzed the characteristics of virtual teams based on work system subsystem 
model, and focused on the personnel factors and their relationships with structure design factors; also, 
this study surveyed the impact of personnel factors on team effectiveness. The research was conducted 
within the staffs of the member libraries of Nationwide Document Delivery Service (NDDS) and Con-
sortium on Core Electronic Resources in Taiwan (CONCERT). Using canonical correlation analysis, 
positive relationships between one personnel subsystem factor (professionalism) and two organizational 
subsystem factors (formalization and decentralization) were found. Furthermore, the professionalism was 
positively related to team effectiveness. The range of findings do support the general statement that per-
sonnel subsystem is an important construct to consider in studying virtual teams. It is not sufficient for 
managers to simply develop some structural characteristics of a virtual team while ignoring personnel 
factors. According to the findings, the library consortia in Taiwan have lots of employees with high pro-
fessionalism, and these institutes might aim to lower the formalization.

Keywords: virtual team, work system subsystem model, team effectiveness, library consortia

2007; Kleiner, 2002, 2004; Kleiner & Shewchuk, 
2001; Wilson, 2000). The principle of STSs theory 
is that any work system requires technological and 
personnel factors links with each other, however, 
using virtual teams tend to be driven by techni-
cal considerations (Cramton & Webber, 2005). 
Complex sociotechnical systems, like virtual 
teams, require a true macroergonomics approach 
to design work system (Lee, 2005). Work system 
subsystem model which grounds on sociotechnical 
system involves technological subsystem, person-
nel subsystem, external environment, and a further 
defined organizational subsystem. STSs theory 
conveys that understanding each subsystem is 
important. Immediately, work system subsystem 
model indicates that the more important thing is 
we should design the system according to these sub-
systems. Hendrick (2007) described that the char-
acteristics of the personnel subsystem are more 
important than those of the technological subsys-
tem. Further, the subject of this research is about 
virtual team, which should be paid more attention 
to related non-technical issues as discussed ear-
lier, so this study aims at the relationship between 
personnel subsystem and the organizational sub-
system. Hendrick (2007) also argued that all the 
factors among personnel subsystem impact the 

1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual team is important by degrees in organi-
zations, but we have not caught on it deeply all 
along the line, especially about personnel factors. 
Thus, this study concentrates on the concerning 
of  personnel factors with structural design fac-
tors and team effectiveness in virtual teams to 
get a more complete understanding about it.

1.1 Research background and motivations

Virtual teams are becoming accustomed in 
organizations and critical for companies to sur-
vive. But these teams also increase the complex-
ity of a work system. The success of virtual teams 
relies not merely on the introduction and adoption 
of Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICTs), but also on the underlying social and organ-
izational aspects. However, little is known about 
the management of virtual teams and the human 
resources within these teams. Dani, Burns, Back-
house and Kochhar (2006) also considered that we 
need extensive researches to understand the design 
characteristics of successful virtual teams.

SocioTechnical Systems (STSs) theory is the 
foundation of macroergonomics (Hendrick, 2000, 
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effectiveness of a work system, thus, this study also 
wants to know how these factors affect the effec-
tiveness of a work system.

Library consortia are a comparatively new phe-
nomenon in Taiwan, but in the times of rapid soci-
etal change, technological change, and economic 
constraints, participation in a library consortium 
is essential for an individual library to provide a 
better and greater variety of information services 
(Ching, Poon, & Huang, 2003). There are lots of 
contributions of library consortia such as stimu-
lating the need for electronic communication, such 
as e-mail, e-mail discussion lists, and Web sites, 
the facilitation of the use of common library sys-
tems, resource sharing, e.g., through the Ariel sys-
tem, and improving access especially to electronic 
resources (Thomas & Fourie, 2006). Judging from 
the above, regarding library consortia as virtual 
teams is rational.

1.2 Team effectiveness

During the past 15 to 20 years, organizations 
have increasingly used work teams, that is, groups 
of individuals with mutual accountability work-
ing interdependently to solve problems or work 
(Kirkman & Mathieu, 2005). Organizations have 
experimented with team-based structure to become 
more flexible (Jackson & Ruderman, 1995). Teams 
have become hot topics. Organizations have come 
to dependent on teams to improve quality, produc-
tivity, problem solving, customer service and the 
experience at work for their members (Lira, Ripoll, 
Peiró, & González, 2007). The increasing use of 
teams in organizations (Mohrman, Cohen, & 
Mohrman, 1995) has motivated researchers to sur-
vey the factors determining team effectiveness.

The term effectiveness refers to how well a team 
accomplishes its purpose or mission (Lira et al., 
2007). Commonly, team effectiveness is analyzed 
in terms of work outcomes (González, Burke, 
Santuzzi, & Bradley, 2003). However, effective-
ness also includes other effects helping perpetuate 
work outcomes over time. For example, the extent 
to which the team experience enhance the capabil-
ity of the members to work together in the future, 
and the extent to which team members’ experience 
on the team is satisfying (Lira et al., 2007). Lurey 
and Raisinghani (2001) explored the effectiveness 
within virtual teams, and in an effort to determine 
the factors that contribute to or inhibit the success 
of a virtual team. Beyond the traditional strategies 
used to enhance a team’s effectiveness, they try to 
determine which practices led to the success of 
the participating virtual teams and two separate 
measures of team effectiveness are established in 
this survey. The first scale relates to the teams’ abil-
ities to perform their work tasks and the second 

focus on the team members’ levels of satisfaction 
while working with their virtual teams. Doolen, 
Hacker and Van Aken (2003) explored the rela-
tionships between nine organizational context var-
iables, team processes and three measures of team 
effectiveness, and highlighted the need to include 
multiple types of effectiveness measures. Besides, 
this study notices that teams in the workplace are 
often formed according to the technical knowledge 
of its members. Little is known, however, regard-
ing the nontechnical factors that determine team 
effectiveness (Varvel et al., 2004).

1.3 Virtual team

Virtual team, a new business model, is empowered 
by latest advancement in ICTs and becoming a key 
ingredient for organizations to success (Rezgui, 
2007). Virtual teams are capable of combing posi-
tive aspects of conventional teamwork with ICTs, 
accomplish works with much greater independence 
from time or space constraints, and make expert 
knowledge from remote sites to be integrated (Hertel, 
Konradt, & Orlikowski, 2004). In such teams, mem-
bers have to work across differences in assumptions, 
motivations, knowledge bases, and working styles 
(Shapiro, Furst, Spreitzer, & Von Glinow, 2002), 
thus, increasing the complexity of a organization.

Hertel et al. (2005) indicated that as a minimal 
consensus, virtual teams consist of (a) two or more 
persons who (b) collaborate to achieve common 
goals, while (c) at least one of the team members 
works at a different location, organization, or at a 
different time so that (d) communication and coor-
dination is mainly depending on electronic com-
munication media.

Researchers should investigate this new type 
of  organization from all aspects to better make 
use of  it. Rezgui (2007) pointed out that we 
must continue to explore how to make virtual 
teams work effectively. There are some researches 
focus on the virtual team and its effectiveness 
(e.g., Lurey & Raisinghani, 2001; Rezgui, 2007). 
To sum up, the term ‘virtual team’ is used to 
cover a wide range of  activities and forms of 
technology-supported working, inevitable, lots of 
researches focus on the technology-related issues 
(e.g. Anderson, McEwan, Bal, & Carletta, 2007; 
Huang, Wei, Watson, & Tan, 2002; Wiesenfeld, 
Raghuram, & Garud, 1999; Zammuto, Griffith, 
Majchrzak, Dougherty, & Faraj, 2007), and pay 
less intention on the staffs using these ICTs, the 
personnel factors.

For reasons of simplicity, and this study follows 
the definition of Hertel et al. (2005) about virtual 
team. Virtual teams consist of two or more persons 
who collaborate to achieve common goals, while at 
least one of the team members works at a different 
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location, organization, or at a different time so that 
communication and coordination is mainly depend-
ing on electronic communication media. That is, 
this study uses “virtual team” throughout the text 
as a label of teams with high degrees of virtuality.

1.4 Work system subsystem model

Work system subsystem model is building on the 
sociotechnical theoretical foundation (Kleiner & 
Drury, 1999). The term “sociotechnical system” 
was first coined by Emery and Trist to better 
convey the nature of complex human–machine 
systems, and STSs theory is the foundation of 
macroergonomics. There are various models that 
defined elements of sociotechnical system at the 
present day, these models present different ways 
of going to sociotechnical systems, either verti-
cally, functionally, or by domain, and work system 
subsystem model is one of them (Carayon, 2006). 
According to work system subsystem model, the 
design of a work system involves consideration 
of the key elements of three major sociotechni-
cal system components. Each of these three major 
sociotechnical system components has been stud-
ied in relation to its effect on the fourth compo-
nent, organizational subsystem which focuses on 
structure designs (Hendrick, 2007). One of the 
most consistent findings in related researches is 
that these basic sociotechnical system elements 
are mutually interdependent (Hendrick & Kleiner, 
2002). But in this study, we focus on the relation-
ship between personnel subsystem and organiza-
tional subsystem, thus we only introduce these two 
subsystems in the following:
• Personnel subsystem
The most important factor in personnel subsystem 
is the degree of professionalism of the work force, 
refers to the education and training requirements 
of a given job (Hendrick, 2007). Increasing cul-
tural diversity in the workforce also poses one of 
the most challenging human resource and organi-
zational issues of this times (Richard, 2000).

Hall (1968) identified five attitudinal attributes 
that define professionalism as follows, using 
the professional organization as a major refer-
ent, belief  in public service, belief  in self-regula-
tion, sense of calling to the field, and autonomy. 
Professional organization can reinforce the values, 
beliefs, and identity of the profession, and can be 
both formal and informal. Once the practitioner 
acquires such consciousness, he/she is thought to 
be strongly influenced by the standards of his/
her profession. Belief  in public service means that 
a practitioner believes his/her profession is both 
indispensible and beneficial to society. Developing 
this kind of belief  is slow, since the general public 
has difficulty believing in the indispensibility of 

services performed by some occupations. A belief  
in self-regulation represents a profession’s endorse-
ment of the notion of colleague control. Individu-
als with belief  in self-regulation argue that given 
the state of specialized knowledge required in their 
occupation, only colleagues, not “outsiders,” are 
qualified to judge their work. Sense of calling to the 
field conveys that a professional is totally devoted 
to his/her work, and has the belief  that the devel-
opment and exercise of expertise is worthy of the 
devotion of a lifetime and carries its own reward. 
In one word, he/she performs his/her services pri-
marily for the psychic satisfactions and secondarily 
for the monetary compensation. Autonomy, as a 
professional attitude, consists of the practitioner’s 
desire to be free to make decisions about his/her 
work. These decisions should be made without the 
threat of external pressures, such as pressures at 
the organizational level.

Cultural diversity means the representation, in 
one social system, of people with different group 
affiliations of cultural significance (Richard, 2000). 
Watson, BarNir and Pavur (2005) defined a cul-
tural model by individuals’ gender, age, ethnicity, 
tendency to help others, and tendency to work 
as an individual to extend typical definitions of 
cultural diversity and investigated the effects on 
desired team process outcomes.

• Organizational subsystem
Organizational subsystem is focused upon the 
design of three core dimensions: complexity, formal-
ization, and centralization. Understanding of these 
sociotechnical characteristics of a given work system 
will guide us to optimize the work system’s organiza-
tional structure (Hendrick & Kleiner, 2002).

Complexity refers to the degree of differen-
tiation and integration exiting in an organization. 
Differentiation is focused on the segmentation of 
the organization. Three major kinds of differen-
tiation are found in an organization’s structure: 
vertical, horizontal, and spatial dispersion. Verti-
cal differentiation is operationally defined as the 
number of hierarchical levels separating the chief  
executive’s position from the jobs directly involved 
with the systems output. Horizontal differentia-
tion refers to the degree of departmentalization 
and job specialization that are designed into the 
organization. Division of labor creates groups of 
specialists. The optimal degree of specialization to 
design into the system depends upon various soci-
otechnical system factors. Spatial dispersion may 
be defined operationally as the degree to which 
an organization’s facilities and personnel are dis-
persed geographically from the main headquarters. 
Increasing any one of the dimensions described 
above increases a work system’s complexity. Inte-
gration is focused on linking the segments together 
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with coordinating mechanisms. Some of the more 
common integrating mechanisms are formal rules 
and procedures, liaison positions, committees, task 
teams, system integration offices, and information 
and decision support systems.

Formalization is defined in terms of the degree 
of standardization. Organizations with low formal-
ization allow employees more freedom to exercise 
discretion. Employee behavior is relatively unpro-
grammed, and workers are able to make greater 
use of their mental capacities.

Centralization is concerned with decision-making 
and the extent to which authority is concentrated 
within a few individuals. In general, when a com-
prehensive perspective is required, such as in strate-
gic decision making, or when operating in a highly 
stable and predictive environment, centralization is 
desirable.

Hacker and Kleiner (1996) highlighted that the 
current understanding of team effectiveness will not 
greatly enhance our understanding of virtual teams. 
They also commented that researchers can better 
study the virtual teams based on STSs theory.

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

First, this study hypothesizes that personnel sub-
system and organizational subsystem would have 
correlative relationship. Secondly, this study also 
hypothesizes that personnel subsystem would posi-
tively influence the team effectiveness.

Given the main objectives of this research, the 
instrument was developed to measure the charac-
teristics in the personnel subsystem, organizational 
subsystem, team effectiveness, and team members’ 
demographics. The instruments were measured on 
5-point Likert scales except the demographical data.

• Personnel subsystem
There were two characteristics in personnel subsys-
tem in this study, professionalism and cultural diver-
sity. Professionalism was measured with a 25-item 
instrument (Snizek, 1972). Cultural diversity was 
measured by four factors: gender, age, tendency to 
work as an individual, and tendency to help others 
(Watson et al., 2005). Gender and age data were 
gathered on the demographic form. Type-A per-
sonality estimated the tendency to work as an indi-
vidual and was measured by 12 items (Wang, 1994). 
Communal orientation scale estimated the ten-
dency to help others and was measured by 14 items 
(Clark, Powell, Ouellette, & Milberg, 1987).

• Organizational subsystem
The organizational subsystem had three dimen-
sions in this study: complexity, formalization, and 
decentralization. Complexity, that was vertical 
differentiation in this study, was measured with a 

3-item instrument (Koufteros, Nahm, Cheng, & 
Lai, 2007). Formalization was measured with a 
4-item instrument (Koufteros et al., 2007). Decen-
tralization was measured with a 6-item instrument 
(Olson, Slater, & Hult, 2005).

• Team effectiveness
Team effectiveness was measured by 9 items 
which were developed by Lurey and Raisinghani 
(2001).

• Sample selection
Kirkman and Mathieu (2005) encouraged research-
ers to study virtual teams with differing degrees of 
virtuality and explore the influences of such dif-
ferences. Therefore, this study chose some virtual 
teams in Taiwan with similar degrees of virtual-
ity to verify the conceptual framework, and the 
staffs of member libraries of Consortium on Core 
Electronic Resources in Taiwan (CONCERT) and 
Nationwide Document Delivery Service (NDDS) 
were the subjects.

This study needed at least 150 efficient responses 
with a margin of error of 8% at a 95% confidence, 
thus we used convenience sampling and sent out 
200 questionnaires with response rate of 75%.

3 RESULTS

The analysis results, including pilot test and 
questionnaire retrieval, descriptive statistics anal-
ysis, reliability analysis, structural equation mod-
eling, canonical correlation analysis, and multiple 
regression analysis were done. For the propose of 
limiting the length of this article. Results of canon-
ical correlation analysis, multiple repression analy-
sis, are presented.

3.1 Correlation analysis

A canonical correlation analysis was conducted, 
and two canonical functions were produced. These 
functions captured all the correlations between the 
two groups of variables. The Wilks’ lamd revealed 
that only the significance of the first canonical 
function exceeds the critical value of 0.05, and the 
canonical correlation of the first canonical func-
tion was 0.401. The criteria for determining the 
significance of canonical loadings are the same 
as with factor loadings in factor analysis, that is, 
variables with canonical loadings of 0.5 or greater 
should be included in the interpretation (Hair, 
Tatham, Anderson, & Black, 1998). The function 
indicated that professionalism was significantly and 
positively correlated with formalization and decen-
tralization. The canonical correlation results also 
suggested that cultural diversity and complexity 
did not significantly contribute to the relationship 
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between personnel subsystem and organizational 
subsystem.

3.2 Multiple regression analysis

To test hypothesis 2, multiple regression analysis 
was conducted. The multiple regression analysis 
showed that team effectiveness was positive related 
to professionalism, and professionalism explained 
approximately 20% of the variance in team effec-
tiveness. As a practical matter, for typical data 
found in the social sciences, values of R2 as low 
as 0.25 are often considered useful; for data in the 
physical and life sciences, R2 values of 0.6 or greater 
are often found; in business applications, R2 values 
vary greatly, depending on the unique character-
istics of each application (Anderson, Sweeney, & 
Williams, 2002). In general, correlation coefficient 
ranging from 0.4 to 0.6, that is, R2 ranging from 
0.16 to 0.36, is considered as some relationship, 
thus R2 value of 0.216 and adjusted R2 value of 
0.205 in this study were considered acceptable.

4 DISCUSSION

This research indicates that certain personnel sub-
system factors do positively affect certain organi-
zational subsystem factors. It also supports that 
certain personnel subsystem factors do enhance 
the team effectiveness. Before explaining the analy-
sis results, there are some points should be notice.

• Personnel subsystem
Although there are five attributes defining profes-
sionalism, only three of them are remained after reli-
ability test in the pilot test. That is, belief in public 
service, belief in self-regulation, and autonomy. 

Extant research indicates professions share a number 
of attributes; professionalism is the attitudinal com-
ponent, or behavioral dimension, that conditions 
how individuals think about, believe in and behave 
toward their occupation or profession. On the other 
hand, structural attributes lead to the creation of 
the professional and include entrance requirements, 
formal education, mandatory skill development and 
licensing or certification (Hampton & Hampton, 
2004). According to the descriptive statistics data, 
more than 90% respondents’ education levels are 
above college/university, which also show profes-
sional in structural attributes.

This study adapts the cultural model of Watson 
et al. (2005). There are two important attributes 
in this model, tendency to work as individual and 
tendency to help others, which are considered suit-
able for this study. That is to say, tendency to work 
as individual and tendency to help others tend to 
relate to organization structural design factors, 
and affect team effectiveness. But after the analyz-
ing, cultural diversity didn’t show any significant 
relationship with other factors. It might due to the 
proposed cultural model itself. This cultural model 
might not have enough explanatory power or not 
proper for this study.

• Organizational subsystem
Complexity is a complex concept, but only vertical 
differentiation is concluded in this study. This may 
help account for the results that complexity didn’t 
show any significant relationship with other factors.

Formalization implies an internal environment 
with rules and procedures that encourage creative, 
autonomous work and learning; formalization does 
not mean an environment absent of written poli-
cies and procedures, but rather policies and pro-
cedures that enable the firm to capture, organize, 
and share knowledge (Nahm, Vonderembse, & 
Koufteros, 2003). Although Robbins (1983) noted 
that formalization can take place either on the job 
or through the process of professionalization that is 
there is a trade-off between formalization and pro-
fessionalization of the job. The analysis showed that 
professionalism and formalization have significant 
positive relationship. This may due to the sample 
organizations are school libraries and regional 

Table 1. Multivariate test of significance for canonical 
correlation analysis.

Canonical
function

Canonical
correlation

Wilks’
lamda Chi-square df Sig.

1 0.401 0.835 23.989 6 0.001
2 0.068 0.995  0.617 2 0.735

Figure 1. Canonical function 1.
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libraries. These educational institutes and official 
associations tend to have high formalization. Pro-
fessionals may do more quality improvement or 
experiment their jobs, at the mean time, they have 
to follow the rules or procedures. Thus there are 
reasons of thinking that professionalism and for-
malization have positive relationship in this study.

According to Hendrick and Kleiner (2002), in 
highly decentralized work system, decisions are 
authorized to the lowest level having the necessary 
expertise, thus highly decentralized work systems 
require lower-level employees to have a relatively 
higher level of professionalism. Accordingly, it is 
for this reason that professionalism and decentrali-
zation have significant relationship.

• Team effectiveness
The analysis shows that professionalism has posi-
tive influence on team effectiveness. And it makes 
sense to see a trained workforce with belief  and 
autonomy having better effectiveness.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The increasing complexity of sociotechnical 
systems poses unique challenges; further inte-
grating the different dimensions and elements of 
sociotechnical systems is necessary to anticipate 
the implications of working across organizational, 
geographical, cultural and temporal boundaries 
(Carayon, 2006). Rezgui (2007) also indicated that 
the migration path to successful virtual team work-
ing is grounded in human and cultural elements. 
The purpose of this study is to deepen insight into 
the relationship between personnel subsystem and 
organizational subsystem, personnel subsystem 
and team effectiveness. In this study, personnel sub-
system includes professionalism and cultural diver-
sity, and organizational subsystem includes three 
structure design factors, complexity, formalization, 
and decentralization. The results demonstrate that 
professionalism and formalization, professional-
ism and decentralization have positive relationship; 
also, professionalism has positive influence on team 
effectiveness. The range of findings do support 
the general statement that personnel subsystem 
is an important construct to consider in studying 

virtual teams. It is not sufficient for managers to 
simply develop some structural characteristics of 
a virtual team while ignoring personnel factors. 
According to the findings, the library consortia in 
Taiwan have lots of employees with high profes-
sionalism, and these institutes might aim to lower 
the formalization.

Although Lurey and Raisinghani (2001) indi-
cated that many of the issues that affect virtual 
teams are similar in nature to those that affect 
co-located teams, Zigures (2003) emphasized that 
virtual team members cannot rely on simple trans-
ferring their behavior in traditional teams and expect 
to be successful in virtual environments. Given cur-
rent limitations of virtual team research, the paper 
contributes to existing knowledge by (a) inquiring 
personnel subsystem to designing organizational 
subsystem, (b) specifying personnel subsystem to 
support team working effectively; and (c) research-
ing into factors that facilitate virtual team adoption 
and use in the library consortia in Taiwan.

There are a number of issues that have come to 
light as a result of this research. Additional studies 
of various types of virtual teams will help confirm 
the distinctness of personnel subsystem as well as 
the proposed structure.

In the second place, the different level of vir-
tuality may influence on the relationship between 
personnel subsystem, organizational subsystem, 
and team effectiveness. Future studies including 
some explicit measures of team virtuality may give 
a deeper understanding of these interrelationships 
and may make comparisons between different 
types of teams.

Furthermore, this study focused on professional-
ism and cultural diversity in personnel subsystem. 
The relationships between these factors and organ-
izational subsystem, and team effectiveness were 
explored. It is clear that additional studies with 
further fine-tuning items used to assess the various 
aspects of personnel subsystem would provide 
additional insight into the set of relationships.
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Table 2. Regression analysis results.

Dependent
variable

Significance
of regression
model (p) R2

Adjusted
R2

Independent
variable

Standard regression
coefficient

Significance 
of coefficient (p)

Team
effectiveness

<0.001 0.216 0.205 Professionalism 0.448 <0.001
Cultural diversity 0.050  0.532
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Exploring factors of team workload for the advanced main 
control room
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ABSTRACT: An operating team of advanced main control room is comprised of three operators. Some 
study pointed out that optimizing the allocation of workload to operators could reduce human errors, 
improve systems safety, and increase productivity and operator satisfaction. Oppositely, both excessive 
and low mental workloads could degrade operators’ performance. Therefore, to evaluate the workload 
of team operators in the advanced MCR would be one valuable issues of human factor engineering 
research. This study first describes not only the operating environment but also the tasks and interaction 
of the operators in the advanced MCR. Then, the literature about teamwork and workload would be 
reviewed and explored. Finally, this study concludes the potential factors of team workload which includ-
ing “coordination”, “communication”, “supporting and leadership”, and “time sharing” according to the 
literature review, and suggests the method to measure and calculate the team workload.

Keywords: advanced main control room, teamwork, workload

between task demands and capacity provision 
by an individual (O’Donnell & Eggemeier, 1986; 
Sanders & McCormick, 1993; Veltman & Gaillard, 
1996; Xie & Salvendy, 2000). It is one of the major 
concerns within complex systems (O’Donnell & 
Eggemeier, 1986; Xie & Salvendy, 2000), such as the 
Main Control Room (MCR) of ANPP (O’Hara & 
Hall, 1992; Sebok, 2000; Ha et al., 2007), because 
of its effect on human error and performance.

Some study pointed out that optimizing the 
allocation of workload to operators could reduce 
human errors, improve systems safety, and increase 
productivity and operator satisfaction (Moray, 
1988; Sebok, 2000). Oppositely, both excessive 
and low mental workloads could degrade opera-
tors’ performance (Nachreiner et al., 2006; Xie & 
Salvendy, 2000; Mo, Lee & Seong, 2007). There-
fore, demand for more precisely evaluated and pre-
dictive workload of operators is valued.

Various mental workload measurements have 
been proposed, and these measurements could be 
divided into three categories: performance meas-
ures, physiological measures and subjective meas-
ures (Rubio et al., 2004; Hwang et al., 2008). Their 
pros and cons have been extensive discussions in 
many studies (Veltman & Gaillard, 1996; Charlton, 
2002; Farmer & Brownson, 2003). The subjec-
tive measures can be defined as subject’s direct 

1 INTRODUCTION

There is a developing consciousness among the 
international nuclear power community regard-
ing the importance of considering human fac-
tors. This consciousness has been heightened by a 
realization that incidents are seldom the result of 
merely technical failures. Rather, incidents arise 
from the interaction between the human and the 
technical elements of a system (Chuang & Chou, 
2006). Therefore, in the last decade there has been 
a tremendous wave of interest in the relationship 
between computer system and human capability 
such as the computerization, digitization, alarm 
system of interface design (e.g. Carvalho et al., 
2008; Hwang et al., 2008; Jou et al., 2008), and 
workload, situation awareness, performance of 
personnel (Hwang et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2006; 
Mumaw et al., 2000; Park et al., 2004) in the 
Advanced Nuclear Power Plant (ANPP).

One of the most widely studied areas of 
human capability has been concerned with the 
performance effects of operator workload (Bowers, 
Braun & Morgan, 1997). For example, it has been 
reported that more than 500 workload papers 
have been written since the early 1960s (Hancock 
et al., 1988). The mental workload has been gener-
ally defined as the amount of resource difference 
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estimate or comparative judgment of the mental or 
cognitive workload experienced at a given moment 
(Ameersing & Ravindra, 2001). They do not dis-
rupt primary-task performance, and derive more 
easily. Moreover, their costs relate to the uncer-
tainty with which an operator’s verbal statement 
diagnostically reflects the investment of or demand 
for processing resources and is not influenced by 
other biases (Wickens & Hollands, 2002).

The most famous measurement tool is the 
NASA task load index (NASA-TLX), developed 
by Hart and Staveland in 1988, is a conventional 
subjective measures for assessing workload, 
because it is applicable when detailed and diagnos-
tic data are needed (Hill et al., 1992) and it can be 
used to support the general prediction model for 
experienced workload (Nygren, 1991).

Increased technology of computer hardware 
and software has contributed to the complexity of 
many tasks performed in the workplace, and tasks 
are usually accomplished by teamwork because 
they are too difficult for a single operator, especially 
during emergency operating procedures (Urban 
et al., 1996; Sebok; 2000; Mathieu et al., 2000; 
Huang & Hwang, 2009), so teams have become 
an increasingly important unit of performance in 
the workplace (Cannon-Bowers, Oser & Flanagan, 
1992). Hence, the focus of human machine interac-
tion has shift from an emphasis on the evaluation 
of individual performance to attention to evalua-
tion of team performance.

A team can be defined as a distinguishable set of 
two or more individuals who interact dynamically, 
interdependently, and adaptively toward a com-
mon, specified, shared, and valued goal/objective/
mission. The individual team members are each 
assigned specific roles or functions to perform 
(Morgen et al., 1986; Salas et al., 1992). Team 
workload can be characterized as the relation-
ship between the finite performance capacities of 
a team and the demands placed on the team by its 
performance environment (Norman & Bobrow, 
1975).

In some respects, team performance environ-
ments can be viewed as being similar to that of a 
dual-task paradigm that was dealt by individual 
(Bowers, Braun & Morgan, 1997). As deduced 
from the above, the characteristics of teamwork are 
not entirely different from personal work. Hence, 
some studies evaluated the workload of the team 
was assessed through the NASA-TLX, with indi-
vidual scores combined into a team workload score 
(Thornton et al., 1992; Bowers et al., 1992; Urban 
et al., 1995; Sebok, 2000; MacMillan, Entin & 
Serfaty, 2004). However, it should be noted, some 
studies revealed the there was no significant effect 
of team workload measured with NASA-TLX on 
team performance. In other words, the sensitivity 

of assessing team workload with NASA-TLX 
seems to be verified or reconfirmed. This may sug-
gest some characteristics of teamwork have been 
not considered by NASA-TLX.

In order to compensate for this defect, this study 
attempted to review the literature about teamwork 
to explore the potential factors of team workload, 
and then to suggest the method to measure and 
calculate the team workload.

2 TEAMWORK IN THE MCR OF ANPPS

The MCR of ANPP can use graphical interfaces 
of human-machine systems that display the oper-
ating rules of the reactor system and the relation-
ship between the sub-systems and offer operators 
with direct control (Vicente, Mumaw & Roth, 1997). 
The human-machine systems of the nuclear power 
plant are numerous and the interdependence 
among these systems is complicated (Jones et al., 
2007).

Nevertheless, the information presented by 
advanced interfaces does not often support team 
performance (O’Hara & Hall, 1992; Sebok, 2000). 
When designing for a team is considered, a number 
of studies have noted that teamwork assistance 
systems can provide efficient communication strat-
egies, reduce human error, support higher team 
performance and situation awareness, and organ-
ize the operator crew (Plott et al., 1995; Hallbert 
et al., 1997; Furuta et al., 1999; Huang & Hwang, 
2009).

According to NUREG/CR-6838 (2004) and 
NUREG-0711 (2004), operating teams of ANPP 
MCRs are comprised of one Reactor Operator 
(RO), one Assistant Reactor Operator (ARO), 
and one Shift Supervisor (SS). The safety-related 
system is taken care of by the RO, while the ARO 
is responsible for operations aside from the safety-
related system. The SS deals with conditions of 
the nuclear power plant, gives commands, and 
coordinates operations in the entire control room. 
Furthermore, the operators are required to moni-
tor system information from nearly 1000 monitors 
on 45 Video Display Units (VDUs) in the opera-
tion environment of the MCR, and the operators 
can touch the screen to select the ones they want to 
see, use the information on the Wide Display Panel 
(WDP), and thus determine system conditions and 
the necessary operational steps (Chuang & Chou, 
2006).

Under normal operational conditions, opera-
tors only need to follow general operation proce-
dures to maintain normal operations of the MCR. 
However, when incidents and accidents occur, not 
only would the system make alarm sounds, but also 
the wide display panel shows warning information. 
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In such instances, the RO and ARO must first 
verify the alarm information, and closely monitor 
the relevant VDUs for information about the reac-
tor system. They must then report abnormal con-
ditions to the SS. Following this, the SS watches 
information on the VDUs to select the Emergency 
Operating Procedures (EOPs) to be consulted, and 
finally follows the steps in the EOPs to guide the 
RO and ARO to activate backup or rescue systems 
to stabilize the reactor system and avoid worsening 
of the situation. Then the SS contacts departments 
outside the control room for assistance in restoring 
normal reactor functions (Lin et al., 2009). To sum 
up, the interaction of operators in advanced MCR 
is shown in Figure 1.

3 THE FACTORS OF TEAM WORKLOAD

Team performance requires team members to 
engage concurrently in two broad categories of 
activities; namely, taskwork and teamwork 
activities (Glickman et al., 1987; Morgan, 
Salas & Glickman, 1994). Taskwork refers to a 
team’s interaction with tasks, tools, machines, 
and systems, such as the RO and ARO control the 
reactor system in the MCR. Teamwork refers to 
the interpersonal interactions among individu-
als that are necessary for exchanging informa-
tion, developing and maintaining communication 

patterns, coordinating actions, maintaining social 
order, such as the RO reply the information of 
shared display panel to the SS. Effective teamwork 
has been further defined in terms of behaviors that 
contribute to “error identification and resolution, 
coordinated information exchange, and inter-
member reinforcement” (Oser et al., 1989).

Team members must time-share the require-
ments for interaction and coordination with the 
demands imposed by performing their specifically 
assigned tasks (Bowers, Braun & Morgan, 1997). 
Teamwork skills are needed for effective interac-
tions among team members (Johnston, Smith-
Jentsch & Cannon-Bowers, 1997) and are largely 
dependent of the task to be performed. Such skills 
assist team members in their development of a 
shared mental model and help develop team leader-
ship skills (Glickman et al., 1987; Cannon-Bowers 
et al., 1995; Ford & Schmidt, 2000). According to 
literature review, the factors may interact with one 
another and potentially affect team performance 
were as follows.

3.1 Coordination

Coordination is one of the broad categories of 
team behaviors in the absence of widely accepted 
team taxonomies (Bowers, Braun & Morgan, 
1997). Coordination that is the act of performing 
organized operations to fulfill common criteria 
(Suchman, 1987; Hoc, 1988) lies at the heart of effec-
tive team performance (Kleinman & Serfaty, 1989; 
Orasanu & Salas, 1993). Some studies highlighted 
there was a significant effect of coordination on 
the team performance (Morgan et al., 1986; Glick-
man et al., 1987; Dickinson & McIntyre, 1997; 
Chiocchio, 2007). The coordinative demands of 
a team task require greater use of team members’ 
cognitive resources (Kontogiannis & Kossiavelou, 
1999; Ford & Schmidt, 2000; Kidd, 1961). The 
nature of coordinated behavior is the distinc-
tion between implicit and explicit coordination 
(Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Stout et al., 1999). Explicit 
coordination requires that team members commu-
nicate to articulate their plans, actions, and respon-
sibilities, whereas implicit coordination describes 
the ability of team members to act in concert with-
out the need for overt communication. For implicit 
coordination to be successful, team members must 
have a shared understanding of the situation and 
an accurate understanding of each other’s tasks 
and responsibilities.

3.2 Communication

Communication and team operation are inseparable 
(Bowers, Braun & Morgan, 1997). The focus of 
the communication dimension is on how that 

Figure 1. The framework of the teamwork system 
(adapted from Huang & Hwang, 2009).
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information is exchanged. Communication bet-
ween team members is critical for the successful 
completion of team tasks (Scholtes, 1988; Pinto & 
Pinto, 1991; Weil, 2004). Communication frequency 
can be seen as an indicator of the information 
processing activities of team members (Roth, 1995; 
Reich & Benbasat, 2000). High-communication 
frequency can result in more information being 
exchanged between team members with the greater 
exchange requiring more information processing. At 
some point, such exchanges may overload the capa-
bilities of team members and inhibit their perform-
ance (Goodman, Ravlin & Argote, 1986). Similarly, 
low-communication frequencies may not supply 
enough information to team members and may not 
facilitate the innovative combination of informa-
tion and expertise, required for high performance 
(Denison, Hart & Kahn, 1996). Thus, communica-
tion “efficiency” seems to be more meaningful to 
discuss. The efficiency of communication has been 
shown to be positively related to team perform-
ance (MacMillan, Entin & Serfaty, 2004; Entin & 
Serfaty, 1999; Serfaty, Entin & Volpe, 1993). To per-
form effectively, all team members must understand 
how their actions affect and are affected by each of 
the other team members (Ford & Schmidt, 2000).

3.3 Leadership and supporting

Leadership is defined as providing needed guidance 
to other team members, helping team members 
focus their activities appropriately, anticipating 
tasks that should be performed, and providing 
instruction to other team members to enable them 
to perform or complete their tasks (Smith-Jentsch, 
1995; Johnston et al., 1997). Some studies indicated 
that Leadership is crucial to effective and safe team 
performance (Mearns et al., 2001; O’Dea & Flin, 
2001), and the qualities of leadership influence the 
performance of all teams, whether they are exhibited 
by formally appointed leaders, or by non-appointed 
emerging leaders (Klimoski & Jones 1995). Another 
similar helping behavior between team members is 
supporting that could be defined as monitoring the 
activities of other team members, taking action to 
correct errors, giving and receiving feedback in a 
non defensive manner, and providing and seeking 
assistance or backup when needed (Smith-Jentsch, 
1995; Johnston et al., 1997; Weil et al., 2004). In 
brief, both leadership and supporting would involve 
assisting the performance of other team members, 
so this study would integrate them to one aspect.

3.4 Time sharing

As suggested by the findings of Gopher and Braune 
(1984), the workload imposed by combinations of 
teamwork and taskwork requirements should also 
be expected to exceed the workload associated with 

teamwork or taskwork alone. In turn, this could 
lead to diminished performance in complex team 
performance situations, an expectation consistent 
with Steiner’s (1966, 1972) concept of “process 
loss” and Navon and Gopher’s (1979) notion of 
“concurrence cost.” This latter point is particu-
larly important because teams are almost always 
required to engage in teamwork and taskwork con-
currently. In most team performance situations, 
team members must time-share the requirements 
for interaction and coordination (i.e., teamwork) 
with the demands imposed by performing their 
specifically assigned task (taskwork). Therefore, 
it is reasonable to conclude that team workload 
consists of workload demands associated with 
teamwork, taskwork, and the requirements to 
time-share task performance with team interac-
tions (Bowers, Braun & Morgan, 1997).

4 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the teamwork is enhancement 
of the performance of the operators who deal with 
the complex tasks in the digital environment such 
as the MCR of ANPP. However, the measurement 
of the team performance criteria still seems to need 
to be developed. One of these reasons is due to 
NASA-TLX would be unsuitable to evaluate the 
team workload. Thus, this study reviewed the lit-
erature about teamwork to explore the potential 
factors of team workload. The potential factors 
includes “coordination”, “communication”, “lead-
ership and supporting”, and “time sharing” that be 
evolved from theoretical base outlined in the pub-
lished literature concerned with the characteristics 
of teamwork.

This study suggests developing a preliminary 
questionnaire of those factors containing some 
items to measure the teamwork demand. Those 
items are classified according to “coordination”, 
“communication”, “leadership and supporting”, 
and “time sharing” with effects on team perform-
ance and rated on a scale of 0–10. Furthermore, an 
experiment design might be suggested to conduct 
to collect the data for validating the suitability of 
the questionnaire. Then, the validity and reliability 
could be examined by Confirmatory Factor Anal-
ysis and Cronbach’s α coefficient, respectively. 
Finally, the scores of the questionnaire could be 
compared with the NASA-TLX to examine the 
sensitivity.
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Eye-tracking analysis for the information reception of breast
self-examination with text and graphical image format
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ABSTRACT: Healthcare participation requires considerable health literacy, which entails understanding 
the diagnosis and treatment, as well as communication and decision-making skills. The aim of this study 
is to evaluate how people perceive and comprehensive breast self-examination processes information in 
text and graphical format. Experiment method was applied to observe the participants’ visual perception, 
include scan paths, fixations by using eye-tracking system, through objective observation of empirical 
research to explore the procedures and evaluation of questionnaire after experiment, for understanding 
the situation how people contrast with healthcare information of the message reception.

In expectation of healthcare education content applied as reference in healthcare education content 
performance, and valuable for improved interface design, as well as for more accurate interpretations of 
implicit feedback for learning. The results were as follows:

1. Participants’ generally believe that by measuring the form of graphic and text can easily achieve to help 
understand information content.

2. Graphical images help users to remember firmly the content of healthcare education information.
3. Both of time on message reading and a point of view of time to stay in the message are influenced on 

the level of message receiving and understanding.
4. Participants stay for the main title time shortly, spent longer with the text browser and graphic image 

contrast.
5. Participants’ stay in graph message longer than stay in the text message.
6. Healthcare information content of the graphic image with the directional signs that will be assisted 

understanding, reading and memory on action.

Keywords: eye-tracking analysis, breast self-examination, healthcare education information

conditions with their physicians more effectively 
(Eysenbach G, 2003). The effective health infor-
mation not only can help promote health informa-
tion but also is closely related to health concepts 
and health-seeking behavior, which can be used to 
achieve the health concept of  “prevention is better 
than cure.”

Based on the Breast Self-Examination (BSE) 
presented by health information, the study used 
eye-tracking method to record the scan-path of 
people when watching visual stimuli to understand 
people’s ocular response when receiving the online 
graphical-text combination information. The pur-
poses of this study are:

1. To combine objective psychological analysis 
with sentimental one: the eye-tracker was used 
as the experimental method for measuring eye 
movement. The objective result obtained was 
used to compensate for the error caused by 

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motives and purposes

Providing health information is a major task in 
health care since it impacts on health behavior, 
treatment and decision-making (Kreps, 1988). 
According to the Department of Health’s “Report 
of  Registered Cancer Cases” (Department of 
Health, 2007), cancer was the first cause of death 
in Taiwan, and breast cancer ranked the number 
one of female cancer. Thus, in order to reduce 
mortality, promoting breast examination is an 
important strategy for national health and disease 
prevention. Breast cancer can be detected early 
when treatment is available. Therefore, the real-
time control, conveyance, and application of health 
information are ignorable infrastructures. Internet 
has become an important source of breast cancer 
information, and allows patients to discuss their 
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sentimental judgment to increase the reliability 
of the results and the value as reference.

2. To provide the content of health information 
with more accurate design basis: correspond to 
human factor of visual design concern were used 
as the samples the connection between visual 
attention and information reception could be 
understood through this study, and the results 
obtained could serve as reference to the design 
of the content of online health information.

1.2 Research scope and limitations

Because the age of onset of breast cancer in 
women in Taiwan has gradually declined year by 
year, both domestic and foreign medical institu-
tions have been promoting relevant information 
on breast cancer prevention for young women in 
recent years to further put the health concept of 
“prevention is better than cure” into practice. The 
scope and limitation of the study are as follows:

1. The participants are women age of 30–39, and 
all had the experience of using internet.

2. There is a lot of breast cancer-related health 
information; however, only the health education 
promotion of BSE for prevention was used as 
test content.

3. The common form presented by online health 
information content, graphical-text combina-
tions were used as experimental samples. The 
variable of color was eliminated and health 
information was exhibited in an achromatic 
manner.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Eye movement and information receiving 
forms

Atkinson and Shiffrin suggested that the memory 
system of people is to receive the information from 
external environment, convert it, store it, and uti-
lize it, suggesting that information is conveyed 
from external environment to the sensory register 
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971). Visual communica-
tion relies on the two-way communication plat-
form between the information producer and the 
information receiver and is generate by the inter-
action between visual sense and visual perception, 
which is the reaction equilibrium between ration-
ality and intuition. When visual organ receives 
external stimulus, it will further induce sensorium 
to change whereas visual perception is generated 
after visual sense. When sensorium is stimulated, 
it will make a meaningful interpretation to the 
stimulus. As for visual communication, after the 

visual sense is stimulated, visual communication 
will make it to make a meaningful interpretation to 
the stimulus. Psychologists (Hochberg & Brooks, 
1962; Messaris, 1994; Rieber, 1995) also suggested 
that people’s sense of image stimulation is an 
innate instinct. However, the comprehension of 
text information is the result of acquired learning. 
Many studies also indicated that people’s memory 
of images is stronger than that of texts (Mandler & 
Ritchey, 1977; Anderson, 1990).

Human visual system has to keep the image 
of an object located at the fovea of the retina to 
obtain clear visual image. Therefore, both eyes 
have to focus on the object observed. The behavior 
of focusing the eyes on the object is called “fixa-
tion.” The movement of eyeballs of the visual sys-
tem to fulfill the fixation among different objects 
is called “saccade (Rayner, 1998).” The repeated 
process contributes to the ocular movement. Eye 
movement is the most important source of sen-
sory information in cognitive process because 
more than 80% of information is obtained from 
the visual cognitive process during human infor-
mation processing (Sanders & McCormick, 1992), 
Eye tracking has also recently been applied to 
help answer questions such as how exactly differ-
ent learning goals (Sweller & Levine, 1982), and it 
will affect visual attention and the learning of the 
processing of image (Brunye’ & Taylor, 2009).

2.2 The human factors of online health 
education information

Rapid development of  Internet technology has 
significantly influenced health care globally. The 
communication of health information changes 
from passive report in the past to active monitor-
ing and multi-interaction online, so that the lat-
est evidence can be reported quickly (National 
Health Insurance Bureau, 2007). Therefore, in 
addition to the functions of  communication and 
education, another major function of health edu-
cation information is to arouse the awareness and 
raise the alarm of the public on their own health 
care issues, and the effective and comprehensible 
health information content can help people mem-
orize and learn more. At present, the online health 
information forms of breast self-examination 
process, is mainly presented through graphical-
text combinations (Figure 1). Three human factor 
criterions of  visual design visibility are legibility 
and readability. Eastman Kodak Company (1983) 
mentions front to use on interface design will be 
divided into comprehensibility, legibility and read-
ability. Comprehensibility is the meaningfulness 
of  text information to receptor, and also relevant 
to user background, knowledge and language abil-
ity. The rapid growth and advancement of  modem 
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desktop publishing, Web-based publishing, and 
multimedia presentation continue to compound 
the confusion with increasing font and layout 
capabilities, display and print options, and the 
need to effectively integrate with other media. The 
guidelines including size, typeface, contrast, text 
blocks, spacing are address common issues regard-
ing text legibility (William et al., 2003). Readabil-
ity addresses the question of whether something 
is easy to read. The term applies both to how text 
and graphics are laid out on a page, and the style 
and structure of  writing (Kathy Haramundanis, 
2001). The related research indicated the viewing 
distance and Font size are depended on differ-
ent from circumstances (Table 1), such common 
expression forms used in this study as the refer-
ence for designing the samples of  stimulus materi-
als in the experiment to understand participants’ 
extent of  visual attention and information recep-
tion for graphical-text combinations to propose 
the suggestions on the principle for online health 
education information.

3 METHOD

3.1 Participants, experimental environment 
and instruments

Six female participants aged of 30–39 and the 
average age was 33.5 years old. The eyesight of 
the participants had to be normal after vision 
correction. All the participants had normal color 

discrimination ability, and neither did they have a 
visual disability nor an eye-related disease.

The study was conducted in the laboratory of 
eye-tracker in the Graduate School of Industrial 
Design of National Yunlin University of Science 
and Technology in Taiwan.

1. Environmental design: the lamplight in the 
laboratory was the 6500 K white light. Before 
the formal experiment was initiated, the par-
ticipants were requested to sit at approximately 
120 cm in front of a 40 inch LCD screen where 
a straight line would be formed between the 
center of the screen and the subjects (Figure 2).

2. Experimental Equipments: the participants 
were requested to take the seat and the wear 
the modulated Eye Link 1000 eye-tracker which 
could detect the pupils and retina of the par-
ticipants. The frequency was set at 250 Hz for 
recording the scan path of their right eyes.

3. Experimental calibration: before using the eye-
tracker for collecting data, nine calibration 
points were used for calibration.

3.2 Stimulus design and experimental 
procedures

In this study, the eye tracker was used to conduct 
the eye-tracking experiment. The participants 
were requested to wear the eye-tracker to watch 
the testing pictures on the screen. Meanwhile, their 
eye movement behaviors were recorded, including 
“fixation,” “saccade,” and “scan path.” Afterwards, 
the questionnaires were distributed to the partici-
pants to investigate their extent of understanding 
and preference to understand their visual attention 
and information reception of health education 
information content.

The research procedures are as follows:

1. The information content of the seven procedures 
of BSE, including three visual examination pro-
cedures and four palpation procedures. The 
graphical-text information form corresponds to 

Table 1. 

Literature

Front size Visual distant

mm m

Kodak (1983) 2∼5
3∼7

0.7
0.9

Sato (1992) 2
4
10

0.3
0.6
1.5

Figure 1. Online health education information (Source: 
http://www.breastcancer.org/symptoms/testing/types/
self_exam/bse_steps.jsp’ 2009/01). Figure 2. Eye-tracking environmental setting.
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human factor of visual design concern was used 
as the samples (Figure 3).

2. The watching duration was not regulated in the 
operational model of the experiment. Partici-
pant proceeded viewing and clicking into online 
information as the custom model. Therefore, 
the participants could press the space bar on 
the keyboard to continue browsing next testing 
sample after they watched each procedure.

3. After completing the measurement of the 
experiment, a questionnaire survey would be 
performed on each participant. The question-
naire was divided into three parts: Part one, 
the basic information of the participant; Part 
two, survey on the comprehension of BSE 
information content; Part three, the feeling of 
the participant after watching the information 
content. Each participant will be inquired to 
provide their opinion after filling out question-
naire. It took approximately 30 minutes to com-
plete the entire experiment.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Analysis and discussion on the results 
of fixation duration and visual attention

The focus of the observation was to understand 
the participants’ information receiving circum-
stances of the expression forms of graphical 
images and texts. The eye-tracker was used to 
record the participants’ fixation positions when 
watching experimental materials. The six partici-
pants were encoded as A, B, C, D, E, and F. The 
center of the screen, 960 pixel (X) × 540 pixel (Y), 
was used as the baseline to divide the fixation posi-
tion of the participants to the left (text) and the 
right (graphical). The time the participants spent 
on gazing at the images and texts was further inves-
tigated. In terms of the fixation time for reading 
the left texts, participant E spent the longest time 
(approximately 115 seconds) whereas participant D 

spent the shortest time (approximately 87 seconds) 
likewise. However, as for the time spent on read-
ing texts, participant E spend 69% of the total 
fixation duration on reading texts whereas subject 
D spent nearly 90% of time on it. As for the time 
spent on watching the right graph, participant E 
still spent the longest time (approximately 51 sec-
onds) whereas participant F spent the shortest time 
(approximately 11 seconds). In addition, among all 
the participants, participant E also spent the long-
est time on watching graph. On average, the par-
ticipants spent 77% of time gazing at the left text 
content.

The research result indicated that it indeed took 
more time to receive text information. Besides, 
because the stimulus materials of the testing graphs 
were the graphs that the general public familiar 
with, while the testing texts were the Medical terms 
and explanations that the general public seldom 
read, which might lead to the difference in the fixa-
tion time for graphs and that for texts.

As for the average fixation time of the partici-
pants spent on each fixation point, which was the 
time that the viewpoint staying at the graph and 
text area, as shown in Table 3. In general, the time 
that participants’ viewpoint staying at texts was 
shorter than that at the image. Such a phenomenon 
conformed to the relevant research results above. 
The fixation time of the participants for graphs 
and texts was further investigated and it was found 
that the reading model of participant D was oppo-
site to that of participant E. The fixation duration 
of participant D was the shortest whereas that of 
participant E was the longest. However, as for the 
time that the viewpoint stayed at the graph or text, 
that of D was longer than E. It’s indicated that the 
reading model of participant D helped understand 
the overall information. However, it did not help 
memorize information. The circumstance of partic-
ipant E was opposite. Such a phenomenon seemed 
to reflect that the time for receiving overall infor-
mation and the time staying at the information had 
difference influences on the extent of information 
content received. It could also be inferred that the 
expression form of testing materials, the graphs and 

Figure 3. Stimulus design.

Table 2. Total (TFD), and Left text (LTFD), Right 
graph (RGFD) fixation duration and ratio.

Sub TFD Sequence LTFD Ratio RGFD Ratio

A 157124 2 114392 73% 42732 27%
B 132548 4 102644 77% 29904 23%
C 141024 3 102296 73% 38728 27%
D 100332 6  86844 87% 13488 13%
E 166004 1 114524 69% 51480 31%
F 101428 5  90496 89% 10932 11%
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texts, had an influence on the information received 
and understood by an individual.

According to the scan path of the participants 
(Figure 4), when reading text information, the eye-
balls will move up and down or from the left to the 
right along the texts line by line and fixation and 
saccade will be used in turn. When reading texts, 
the range of eye movement and average fixation 
time was smaller and shorter than watching graph. 
Besides, the movement of eyes was in a regular pat-
tern, which was from the left to the right or from the 
top to the bottom. The direction of visual attention 
was from the title on the top left to the graph on 
the right, and the participants would scan the graph 
and text repeatedly. However, when the fixation fig-
ure (Figure 5) of the participants was investigated, 
it was found that once the figure was marked with a 
specific symbol or detection area, the participants’ 
attention to the specific area would increase. There-
fore, the scan paths of the six participants recorded 
during the experiment were further converted into 
visual attention map and overlapped. In addition, 
the map was further divided into nine visual atten-
tion areas (A1∼C3) to understand the participants’ 
visual attentions expression area when reading 
health education information content. It was found 
that when the participants read the first page of the 
health education information content, visual exami-
nation (Figure 6), most of their visual attention 
was located at A2 area, followed by B2 area, while 
the line of sight would temporarily stay at A1 and 
C2 areas. When the participants watched the fifth 
page—palpation (Figure 7), the visual attention 
was significantly located at C2 areas, followed by 
A3 and B3 areas. It could be concluded that the 
health education information content graph with 
directional symbol could arouse the attention, and 
people would stay at the graphical information sig-
nificantly for a longer time than text information.

4.2 The result of analysis on the information 
reception and learning effectiveness

After completing the eye-tracker experiment, all the 
participants had to fill out a questionnaire relevant 
to the experimental content to investigate whether 

time had an influence on the correct receiving of 
information (e.g. whether the participants who 
spent more time had a higher accuracy rate in fill-
ing out the questionnaire).

In general, the participants all accurately 
understood the information content of the seven 
procedures of BSE. The accuracy rate of four par-
ticipants’ answers to the five questions was 80%, 
while that of other two participants was 67%. 
All the participants answered correctly the ques-
tion the seven procedures. However, only one 

Table 3. Total (TFP), and Left text (LTFP), Right graph (RGFP) 
fixation point and Sequence.

Sub TFP Sequence LTFP Sequence RGFP Sequence

A 253 3 255 1 247 5
B 260 1 239 3 379 1
C 244 4 224 5 317 2
D 257 2 254 2 281 3
E 241 5 227 4 277 4
F 226 6 224 5 243 6

Figure 4. Scan-path figure.

Figure 5. Fixation figure.

Figure 6. Visual exam. Figure 7. Palpation.
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participant answered correctly that there are two 
BSE methods, suggesting that most of the partici-
pants would skip reading the title and focused on 
the content and graphs. As for the graphs, 6 par-
ticipants correctly drew the direction of palpation. 
Among them, participants B, D, E, and F could 
fill out two directions of palpation while C could 
fill out three directions of palpation. Participants 
C and D further wrote supplementary description 
about the information content. As for the question 
of circling the major examination area for palpa-
tion, only participant D did not answer the ques-
tion whereas participants A, B, C, E, and F could 
correctly circle the scope of palpation examination. 
Between them, participants C and F could draw 
the dashed line as the presented in the information 
content, suggesting that the graphical-text infor-
mation presentation step by step would help par-
ticipants understand and memorize the content.

4.3 The result of analysis on extent 
of preference

Based on the participants’ reading and watching 
of the health education information content, the 
experience of BSE procedures, the extent informa-
tion received was rated to present the sentimental 
psychological analysis according to the extent of 
approval. It was found that the six participants 
extremely approved that the presence of image in 
the health education information content would 
help grasp the focus of the content (M = 8.33). 
They all approved that the presence of graphs in 
the health education information content could 
attract the browsing more (M = 7.67). They all 
approved that the health education information 
content was clear for blowing (M = 7.17). How-
ever, the participants disagreed that the title of the 
BSE could be easily distinguished from the texts 
in the information content (M = 3.17). Among the 
six participants, 2 of them disagreed whereas four 
of them slightly approved it. It could be inferred 
from the accuracy rate of Part two questionnaire 

that the title of the information content and the 
texts failed to be easily distinguished from one 
another and failed to be effectively memorized. 
The participants disagreed with the idea that only 
texts are provided can the information content be 
easily understood (M = 2.67). 4 participants disa-
greed that only graphs are provide can the infor-
mation content be easily understood (M = 3.50), 
suggesting that in general, the participants sug-
gested that the graphical-text combinations could 
more help understand Health education informa-
tion content.

Finally, the participants filled completely 
out questionnaires and they provide fitly opin-
ions of experiment contents and samplings 

Table 4. Part two questionnaire correct answer rate.

Items A B C D E F

2-1 BSE Procedures O O O O O O
2-2 BSE Method X X X O X X
2-3 The content visual

exam can’t check out
O X X O O O

2-4 Draw the direction
of palpation

O O O O O O

2-5 Circling the major
palpation area

O O O X O O

Correct answer rate 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.80 0.80 0.80

Table 5. The recording of interviews.

Sub The point of opinions

A 1. Text edition will influence reading.
2.  Guidance appearing in the graphical can

assist to read.
3. It can recall the contents through watching

graphs when fills out the questionnaire.

B The participants once took screening of breast,
but they didn’t pay attention to the relevant
information, however they could recall the 
contents through this testing.

C 1. Participants could remember clearly
contents and could write down the
key point.

2. To suggest the sign of arrow enlargeable.

D 1. There were difficult medical terms in the
pre-three pictures. Participants would make 
clearer about the contents, if  provided 
graphs comparing with.

2. It will be batter, if  can click online.

E Participants can learn definitely relevant BSE
through this research.

F Participants can learn definitely relevant BSE
through this research.
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after brief  interviewing (Table 5). The layout of 
graphical-text combinations and symbols was sug-
gested by A&C, D pointed out the medical and 
nursing-related terms that would influence text 
comprehensive, however entire participants agreed 
graphical-text form to assist health education 
information content understanding, reading, and 
memorizing.

5 CONCLUSION

As regards the eye-tracker experiment and the 
questionnaire survey, the following results are 
found:

1. Both the time spent on reading information and 
the time the view point staying at the informa-
tion had an influence on people’s information 
receiving and extent of understanding.

2. In general, the Participants suggested that 
the graphical-text combinations could assist 
to understand the information content more 
whereas graphs could help users memorize 
health education information content more. The 
information received understood by people may 
vary with the difference in an individual himself  
and graphical-text expression of information.

3. People spend longer time on graphical infor-
mation than text information. The presence 
of directional symbols in the graph of health 
education information content can help under-
standing, reading, and memorizing the actions.

4. The testing items of health education informa-
tion content, medical and nursing-related terms, 
and relevant descriptive the symptoms on BSE 
terms were incomprehensible to the general 
public. Therefore, the graphs had to be com-
pared with the texts.

According to the interviews with the partici-
pants after the questionnaire survey, the following 
opinions were proposed as future study directions:

1. The grey-scale graphs were presented in the 
health education information content. Thus, it is 
suggested to use color pictures and operational 
factors in future studies to reduce the learning 
effects and conduct relevant differential study 
on the extent of information received.

2. This study correspond to human factor of vis-
ual design concern are used as the samples only, 
the further interaction form of click online will 
be discussed on the issues of usability in future 
studies.
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The study to trimming and harvest performance by ergonomic 
grape scissors
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ABSTRACT: The study is aimed at discussion over the tool and performance of grape industry in 
Changhua County, Taiwan. In the preliminary investigation to the tool used, agricultural performers 
are used to apply dedicated grape scissor. In case there is no suitable tool for carrying out the perform-
ance, they are inclined to use other tools such as general scissors or blade for substitution, or even direct 
hand-pick.

On the other hand, for performance, it can be divided into two categories as trimming and harvest 
work. Trimming is to remove the inferior grapes or prune them to clusters of shape and cut off  the leaves; 
the other purpose of trimming is to enable sweetening and juicing of the fruits, nevertheless, it is necessary 
to notice not to harm the grape and sarcocarp. And the harvest work is to cut the stalk of grape and take 
the mature fruit while the other hand carefully holding it up in purpose of preventing it from dropping to 
loose and unstrung. For the sake, it is clear to see that the tool they are to use is almost from the beginning 
to the end as the two works said above are seasonal dense task that the post of arms and wrists acting for 
competition of these works likely incur Repetitive Motion Injury (RMI) and Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
(CTS). After interview, investigation over the workers on site, most of them appear the foresaid two situ-
ations, and the pain areas are shoulder, arm and hand.

In the case, the way the study is to explore the tool and performance survey pre-improvement and 
makes five different modeling of grape scissors (G1∼G5) by bettering angle of scissor opening and hold-
ing currently applied. There are two test missions to do, one is trimming task (T1) and the other is harvest 
task (T2) for testing grape cut performance and investigation of application while the test is undertaken 
by 30 people as subjects that are organized by new worker and experienced worker half  and half. The 
outcome is found out that no matter new or experienced worker, they perform quite more excellent than 
the original one when they use the tool with shearing mouth bend G2 (30°); In respect to tool familiarity, 
experienced worker performs greater as for he/she is influenced by habit of usage, but in terms of inves-
tigation over application condition, he/she expresses no better performance. In the use of new tool, new 
worker seems showing the higher acceptance degree and performance than experienced worker. Therefore, 
the study result can provide significant references to exploration of improvement, habit of usage, mental 
relationship and performance of tool, as well as give important information to industry as for continuous 
research and development of ergonomic tool in future.

Keywords: Grape Scissors, Ergonomic tool, Trimming task, harvest task, neutral position, performance

in Taiwan. The major plant districts are Chang-
hua, Taichung, Nangtou and Miaoli; the regular 
production reveals two harvest seasons a year 
(summer and winter). The often-seen cultivation 
species in Taiwan are Kyoho (Kyoho)’ Italy (ltalia)’ 
Jin-xiang (Golden Muscat) and Honey red, etc.

As being the instance, Taiwan owns a great 
deal of grape farmers but reserves very few of 
vocational injury data of the industry. In view of 
the fact, the study is executed to research grape 
trimming and harvest, applied tool as well as the 

1 INTRODUCTION

Taiwan’s grape agriculture record began from 
Qing dynasty emperor Kangxi Year 12 (1684), it 
was advanced by test trial of grape wine in 1955 
and gradually enlarged the measures for encour-
agement of production. Until around 1960, 
Taiwan initially implemented new species like 
Gu-Feng from Japan, the way it finally appeared 
small scope of economic planting. As it reaches the 
amazing annual output as high as NT $2.5 billions, 
thus it gradually became the vital, economic fruit 
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influence on physical parts as wrist, elbow and 
arm, etc; the study is carried out by observation, 
record and interview of the grape garden to probe 
into the issues related to farm worker’s body and 
mind, as well as the tool he/she uses in order to 
conclude the goal of improving grape scissors to 
the one fitting to ergonomic tool.

Trimming and harvest are the two major 
motions that grape worker regularly acts; the two 
tasks requires a heavy amount of motions by wrist, 
elbow, arm and shoulder to complete trimming 
and collection of grape. “Trimming work”: A lot 
of motions like wrist bend and long-term arm and 
should raise high are involved. For the reason, for 
years, the conditions tend to come to accumulate 
pain, ache and injury of their bodies.

Ergonomics is also known for the role it plays in 
reducing inefficiencies by systematically searching 
for the solutions to reduce error. Ignoring continu-
ous error and/or physical stress will cause trauma 
disorders such as Repetitive Motion Injuries 
(RMI). A common-seen RMI symptom reported 
today is Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS). CTS also 
has been labeled as occupational overuse syndrome 
or repetitive strain (Konz & Johnson 2000). CTS is 
caused by compression of the median nerve, which 
passes through the carpal tunnel in the wrists 
(Jacksonet et al. 1995). Symptoms include pain, 
numbness, tingling, clumsiness and lack of sweat-
ing in the parts of hand innervated by the median 
nerve. These symptoms may be occasional rather 
than constant, with a majority of severe symptoms 
occurred during the night (Storti 1990).

Storti (1990) reported that bending the wrist 
forward 90° (acute volar flexion) resulted in a sig-
nificant increase of pressure in the median nerve 
in the wrist. The evidence’s strength supports the 
recommendations for workers to keep their wrists 
straight (neutral position) while rotating the fore-
arm and hand. This led Konz & Mital (1990) to 
suggest guidelines as preventing and alleviating the 
symptoms associated with CTS in the design of 
hand tools. According to the literature mentioned 
in the post-injury, followed by tools that explore the 
design principles: four broad categories were listed 
as follows: frequency (reduce the number of cycles 
for a specific wrist), joint angle (keep the wrist in 
the neutral position), force (reduce the amount 
of force and its duration) and non-ergonomic 
(medical).

The intent of the prototype was to adhere to the 
basic guidelines for hand tool design. The following 
guidelines receive a special attention: #1: ‘use of 
special-purposed tools’, #2: ‘design tools to be used 
by either hand’, and #7: ‘consider the angles of the 
forearm, grip and tool’. In other words put the ‘‘bend 
in the tool and not in the wrist’’ Konz & Johnson 
(2000). Principle of hand tool design: #1: maintain 

a straight wrist, #2: avoid stress on tissue, #3: avoid 
repetitive finger action, #4: design for safe operation, 
#5: remember women and left-Handed. Sanders & 
McCormick (1993).

2 METHOD

The study applies the methods of observation 
and record to tape the actual operation of trim-
ming and collection work (Fig. 1), and further 
note down and analyze the relationship of Radial, 
Ulnar deviation and Palmer, dorsa flexion of hand 
and wrist during performance (Fig. 2), the test 
time remains 1 minute; statistic data of bend angle, 
direction and number of time is per Table 1.

2.1 Workstation and operating environment

Location of the experimental site in this study for 
observation is Xi-Hu town, Changhua County. 

Figure 1. Using micro software media player to play 
the video and capture the pictures.

Figure 2. Using the 3D program, google sketch Up 7.0, 
to measure the angle of wrist and arm postures.
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The height of the shack is 175~180 cm, the height 
of performance in the experimental site upon fruit 
maturity is about 165~170 cm while the distance 
between grape trees is about 1 meter. The grapes 
trimmed or collected are piled up in the plastic bas-
ket on the wagon (Fig. 3).

2.2 Applied tools

From the observation and interview, it is to see that 
the tools applied currently are roughly separated 
into two types as A and B; their common charac-
ter is the pointed tip and long blade of scissors, 
and the hold handle can be divided into no spring 
flake (spring) and ring hold (handle). Through 
interview and investigation, if  the users can select 
tool, a majority of them would choose type A; 
after exploration and inquiry, the reason for they 
choosing that is type A has a spring flake (spring) 
to prop up that tends to make user feel comfortable 

and easy in comparison with type B when they 
wear gloves in work. And type A is easy to slip as it 
does not have ring hold (handle).

2.3 Grape scissor hand tool design

The study implements the idea of Type A and 
Type B (Figs. 4–5) to make the minimum amend-
ment and adopt to the most usual tool pattern, as 
well as refer to ergonomic hair cut literature (Jason 
L. Boylesa et al. 2003) and put a basis on hand 
tool design principle: Konz & Mital (1990), M. 
Sanders & E. McCormick (1993), Konz & Johnson 
(2000) to process tool alteration; utilize Morpho-
logical Analysis Zwicky (1940) to dismember each 
part to design and derive different grape scissors 
(Fig. 8). G1 is the original modeling style of Type A, 
it means Type A, and G2 is 30° bend off the original 
pattern while G3 is 45° bend off; G4 is single handle 
grape scissors and G5 is the original modeling style 
of Type B, it means Type B. The study make a fur-
ther trial and test over the five grape scissors.

2.4 Subjects

Subjects under test of the study are totally 30 persons, 
half man half woman. All the participators must 
undergo a questionnaire survey, the contents are, 

Table 1. Posture observation and recording.

Setting Angles Radial ulnar Palmer dorsa

TotalTask Degree Deviation Flexion

Trimming  0∼30 6 6  8 8 60
31∼60 6 6 12 8
61∼90 0 0  0 0

Harvest  0∼30 0 0 27 0 39
31∼60 0 0 12 0
61∼90 0 0  0 0

Figure 3. Operational tool and work environment.

Figure 4. Scissors type A.

Figure 5. Scissors type B.

Figure 6. Scissors type A and B.
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for example: gender, age, relative experience, hand 
injury, muscle/skeleton disease or surgery and 
handedness, etc., as well as the consent to join in 
the study. (see Table 2)

2.5 Experimental design

Design of the experiment is to have the testee use 
the five grape scissors to cut and complete the 
foresaid two missions that mean the tasks of (T1) 
“Trimming” and (T2) “harvest”.

The first mission (T1) is trimming task. 
(Table 3)

Step 1. Select scissors to trim grape.
Step 2.  Trim the full cluster of grapes; when fin-

ishing, trim the next string.
Step 3. Calculate the amount of trimming.
Step 4. Questionnaire and evaluation.
The second mission (T2) is harvest task (Table 3).
Step 1. Select scissors to trim grape.
Step 2. Cut the full cluster of grapes.
Step 3. Calculate the amount of harvest.
Step 4. Questionnaire and evaluation.
The above-mentioned two missions are carried 

out by random trimming and harvest. Test time of 
the above two missions are 1 minute respectively 
(Fig. 8).

3 EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Experiment and statistical analysis

In regard of experimental analysis in the study, it 
is performed by SPSS data analysis. The ANOVA 
result shows that T1 reveals outstanding domi-
nance (Tables 4–5).

Table 4 displays that the average work of  tool 
G1-G5 is under the standard. In T1 mission, 
the work with G1 tool acquires 30 pellets while 
the work with G2 gains 37.8 pellets, with G3 
obtains 26.2 pellets, and G4 gains 26.4 pellets, 
G5 acquires 25.4 pellets. In T2 mission, the work 
with G1 tool harvests 39.7 strings while the work 
with G2 collects 39.4 strings, with G3 obtains 
34.9 strings, and G4 harvests 37.7 strings, G5 
collects 40 strings.

Table 5 show ANOVA and F distributed results 
for (T1) and (T2) tasks. The indicate (T1) acts obvi-
ously excellent performance than (T2). The conclu-
sion of contrast between different tools and tasks 
by Multiple Comparisons Analysis shows that in 
(T1) task, G2, G3, G4 and G5 have an evident dif-
ference of α < 0.05, while in (T2) task, there is no 
any noticeable diversity. In Figure 9, the Average 
Line Chart and Error Bar clearly display that in 
(T1) task, G2 is better than G1, G5, G3 and G4. 
And in (T2) task, it is learnt from data that G1 is 
better than G2, G5, G4 and G3.

Apply ANOVA method to analyze performance: 
(T1) Trimming work appears with obvious differ-
ences 0.000 < α, the way it is not to set up null 
hypotheses; and in (T1) trimming task, G2 tool 
acts with much higher performance.

Figure 8. Trimming work task procedure and harvest 
work task procedure.

Table 2. Characteristics of subjects (n = 30).

Characteristics

Gen-
der

Experi-
ence

Age 
(year)

Weight
(year)

Height
(cm)

F M Yes No M Range MeanRange Mean Range
15 15 13 17 40 29–57 57 46–78 164 156–174

Table 3. Processes of trimming and harvest task.

Trimming task Harvest task

Step 1 Select scissors to trim 
grape

Select scissors to 
trim grape.

Step 2 Trim the full cluster of 
grapes; when finishing, 
trim the next string

Cut the full cluster 
of grapes.

Step 3 Calculate the amount 
of trimming.

Calculate the amount 
of harvest.

Step 4 Questionnaire and 
evaluation

Questionnaire and 
evaluation

Figure 7. G1 is the original style, G2 is original style 
with 30° bend off  and G3 with 45° bend off, G4 is the 
single handle Scissor and G5 is the original type B.
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3.2 Subjective ranking

Post-experimental test, participant is asked to 
assess and list ranking of the tools based on the 
performance; in the subjective rank, we can see the 
ranking order in (T1) trimming task: G1 > G2> G4, 
G5 > G3, while the ranking order in (T2) harvest 
task: G1 > G2, G4 > G5 > G3. They indicate that 

perhaps these tools∼G1, G2, G4 and G5 are friendly 
use, and only G3 is hard to use (Tables 6–7).

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

In tests of five tools for two missions, the study is 
aimed to probe into the relationship of performance 

Table 4. G1-G5 tool performances and means standard deviations.

Performance Tool Mean
Std. 
deviation Std.error

95% Confi-
dence Inter-
val for mean

Minimum MaximumLower bound Upper bound

(T1) Trimming task G1 30.00  3.97  3.97 27.15 32.84 22.00 35.00
G2 37.80  4.66  4.66 33.46 40.13 28.00 44.00
G3 26.20  3.79  3.79 23.48 28.91 19.00 32.00
G4 25.40  5.94  5.94 22.14 30.65 20.00 41.00
G5 28.96  5.03  5.03 21.79 29.00 17.00 34.00

(T2) Harvest task G1 39.70 39.70 10.60 32.11 47.28 24.00 55.00
G2 39.40 39.40  7.82 33.80 44.99 32.00 57.00
G3 34.90 34.90 12.73 25.79 44.00 19.00 55.00
G4 37.70 37.70 10.19 30.40 47.53 24.00 53.00
G5 38.34 38.34 10.53 32.46 41.24 23.00 56.00

Table 5. The ANOVA for T1 and T2 tasks.

Sum of 
squares df M.Square F Sig.

Statis-
tica df1 df2 Sig.

(T1)
Trimming 
task

Between groups
Within groups

 893.92
1014.00

 4
45

223.48
 22.53 9.918 0.000***

Welch
Brown-

Forsythe
9.428
9.918

4
4

22.36
40.45

0.000***
0.000***

Total 1907.92 49
(T2) 

Harvest 
task

Between groups
Within groups

 179.72
4955.50

 4
45

 44.93
110.12 0.408 0.802

Welch
Brown-

Forsythe
0.300
0.408

4
4

22.34
41.48

0.875
0.802

Total 5135.22 49

Notes: (T1) Trimming task **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; Asymptotically F distributed, **p<0.01: *** p<0.001.

Figure 9. T1 and T2 tasks of means plots and error bar.
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between new worker and experienced worker, and 
conclusively finds out the following results:

1. Tool performance apparently shows that in (T1) 
trimming task, performance of G2 tool is much 
higher than the other tools; and in (T2) harvest 
work, there is no evident difference for all the 
five tools.

2. In (T1) trimming task: There is an interesting 
phenomenon found in the (T1) operation and 
subjective evaluation, that is, for experienced 
worker, high performance tool does not mean 
that it certainly has a relatively high appraisal. In 
execution of actual performance, new worker’s 
achievements in use of new tool are not inferior 
to experienced worker. In (T2) harvest task: The 
figure of Error Bar shows G3 tool results in a 
comparatively larger difference that indicates 
only some workers get with the tool but most 
of workers are unable to adapt to it. The tool 
with appropriate angle of bend will benefit the 
performance of a certain type of operation.

3. Mentally, new worker and experienced worker 
have different feeling in use of new tool; for 
experienced worker, he/she seems psychically 
exclude the new tool as he/she has been used to 
the original tool for a long time, in the case, even 
though the proof shows new tool reaches a much 
higher performance of experienced worker, he/
she still subjectively evaluates and deems the 
original tool is the best. Nevertheless, for new 
worker, as any tool to him/her is a brand-new 
trial, the way he/she performs even a better 
result than experienced worker in use of some 
new tools.

The study explore the relationship between tool, 
performance and worker; in the following study, it will 
progressively broaden the scope to discuss the relation-
ship between human—machinery—environment that 
tenders a profound investigation and research over 
each of variables such as every tool, operational 
link, etc; or it could be a research over mental 
measurement test of target tool, tool modeling 
design and detailed interpretation of usage and 
environment, or even the review, renew, R&D and 
design of the existing tool.
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Table 6. Subjective rating.

Task (T1) Trimming work (T2) Harvest work

Tools G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5
frequency 30 21 3 15 15 27 21 6 21 15
Ranking  1 2 4  3  3  1  2 4 2  3
Group A B D C C A B D B C

Rank     

Best  

Worst 

G1  
G2

G4
G5

G3

G1  
G2
G4

G5
G3

(T2) Harvest work(T1) Trimming work

Table 7. Subjective rating group.
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Relationship between performance-based and self-reported 
assessment of hand function in design of manageable 
packages

Karl W. Sandberg & Lena Lorentzen
Mid Sweden University, Sundsvall, Sweden

ABSTRACT: In the design of manageable packages for customers with hand function problems, we 
were faced with the problem of deciding which assessment tool to use. No studies have been done to show 
the relationship between performance-based and self-reported assessment of hand function to manage-
ment of packaging. The purpose of the current study is to examine the relation between a self-reported 
hand function measure and performance-based measurements. The participants consisted of 40 adults 
who have impaired hand function. The Grip Ability Test (GAT) and Grippit test and self-reported assess-
ment questioner were administrated. The findings of this study showed a slightly correlation between 
performance-based and self-reported assessment of hand function, therefore, further research is needed 
in this area.

Keywords: performance-based, self-report assessment, hand function, manageable packages

They concluded, however, that if  a questionnaire 
is well designed and validated, the information 
collected from users through this method is also 
reliable (Michener & Leggin 2001).

2 OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE 
ASSESSMENTS

Several studies show the importance of either stand-
ardized assessments (Pap et al. 2003, Desrosiers 
et al. 1995) or self-report assessments (Amadio 
2001, Barbier et al. 2001, Pap et al. 2003, Schuind 
et al. 2003).

However, only one study correlated the findings 
between the two objective measures; Sollerman 
Hand Function Test (Sollerman & Ejeskar 1995) 
and Sequential Occupational Dexterity Assess-
ment (van Lankveld et al. 1996) with two subjec-
tive measures (Visual Analogy Scales for Pain and 
the Upper Limb Health Assessment Questionnaire 
(Bruce & Fries 2005) for individuals with rheuma-
toid arthritis.

Fitzgerald et al. (2000) make a distinction bet-
ween the conception of self-assessment as an 
interindividual process or as an intraindividual 
process. The study of self-assessment according to 
the common methodological paradigm is an inter-
individual process. The subject asks, ‘How easily 
can I open a package?’ and generates a self-rating 
based on her assessment of her ability relative to 
others or to some ideal standard.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of standardized tests has been well 
recognized in evaluating customers with upper-
extremity or hand impairments because stand-
ardized tests provide accurate and objective 
information that can be used for treatment plan-
ning and determining treatment effectiveness 
(Rudman & Hannah 1998). The most common 
methodology used to evaluate self-assessment 
involves correlation analyses. A self-assessment 
score and a score based on some external meas-
ure or direct comparison of the absolute values 
of self-ratings and some external standard. Com-
mon standardized assessments do not consider the 
function of the hand in daily life (e. g. management 
packs), but instead the effect of artificial setting in 
which the testing occurs.

Questionnaires are a part of the evaluation of 
hand conditions and allow us to better understand 
what individual’s experience (Sichuan et al. 2003, 
Michener & Legging 2001). Questionnaires are 
also easier to administer than physical measure-
ments, for the reason that they require no special 
equipment, are less time consuming, and can be 
self-administered. To measure anatomic or physi-
ologic impairments, many authors are of the view 
that physical measurements are the best (Amado 
2001). There is a belief  among practitioners that 
information gathered through self-report is subjec-
tive, less reliable, and less accurate than informa-
tion obtained through standardized assessments. 
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The purpose of the current study is to examine 
the relation between a self-reported hand function 
measure and performance-based measurements. 
We try to find new ways to assess and develop 
methods associated with design of manageable 
packages.

2.1 Research design

The research questions are: Does a relationship 
exist between objective assessment of hand func-
tion and subjective assessment of hand function 
to management packaging? We have developed an 
analysis model to compare performance-based and 
self-reported assessment of hand function of the 
participants’ ability to manage packaging.

2.2 Method

Participants. The participants consisted of 40 adults 
who have impaired hand function. The partici-
pants were members of The Swedish Rheumatism 
Association, a non-profit organisation for people 
with rheumatic diseases.

Instruments. We used the Grip Ability Test 
(GAT) and Grippit test and self-reported assess-
ment questioner. The Grip Ability Test (GAT) 
and Grippit are two tests used to determine 
hand functionality and strength in individu-
als with impaired hand skills. GAT consists of 
three tests designed to simulate daily activities: 
to pour a glass of  water from a jug, putting on 
a glove and put a paperclip on a piece of  paper. 
This is carried out on time, as a measure of  the 
functionality of  hands. Grippit test is used to 
measure the strength of  the hands of  one person. 
It is a machine with a power meter that sits in a 
handle. The result is given in N (Newton). For 
men tend to be on average approximately 400 N 
for women and about 200 N. A questionnaire was 

used to measure how participants perceive their 
disabilities in the hands, how they perceive their 
ability to use different hand and finger grip, and 
how they perceive to manage a reference pack. 
A 4-point and 9-point rating system are used for 
the participants to indicate how easy or difficulty 
for her to perform (Unicum 2008).

Procedure. First, the GAT and Grippit were 
administered to each participant, second, par-
ticipant assess the degree of hand impairments in 
both hands, in a 4 point rating (from normal to 
severe impairments); third, participants asses their 
ability to use different grips, in a 9 point rating 
(from impossible to very easy); finally, how easy 
or difficult it was to manage packaging, in 9-point 
rating (from very difficult to very easy).

2.3 Data analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated to determine 
the characteristics of the participants. Next, Spear-
man correlations were conducted to examine the 
relationships between the GAT, Grippit and sub-
jective assessment ratings of the hand function to 
management packages.

2.4 Results

Thirty five women and five men (n = 40) partici-
pated in the study. Table 2 summaries the age of 
participants’, age group, where the half  of the par-
ticipants falls in the 60–69 years old.

The participant’s diagnosis is presented in 
Table 3, which half  are diagnosed as Rheumatoid 
Arthritis.

No significant effects of left and right hand, age 
and diagnoses were obtained.

2.5 Intercorrelation matrix

The intercorrelation matrix for the research varia-
bles are shown in Table 4. The correlation analyses 
shown in Table 4, revealed that; A-hand is signifi-
cant positively correlated with GAT (p < 0.01), 
A-grip are significant positively correlated with 
Grippit (p < 0.05) and A-manage (p < 0.01), A-grip 
are negatively correlated with GAT and A-hand 

Table 2. Participants’ age.

Age (years) Number

25–39  4
40–49  2
50–59  6
60–69 20
>70  8

Table 1 . Characteristics of performance-based and self-
reported assessment instrument.

Instrument Measures Outcome type

Grippit Strength Objective in 
strength

Grip Ability Test 
(GAT)

Functionality Objective time

Assessment of hand 
function (A-hand)

Experience Subjective rating

Assessment using 
the grip (A-grip)

Experience Subjective rating

Assessment in the 
management of 
packaging 
(A-manage)

Experience Subjective rating
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(p < 0.05). The results confirm earlier findings that 
there are few correlation studies that find a cor-
relation between the performance-based and self-
reported assessment.

3 CONCLUSION

The findings of this study showed a moderate cor-
relation between a participants self-report assess-
ment and performance-based measurement of 
hand function.

Results from present study give no promising 
assessment tool that designers can use as a valid 
measure to quickly and adequately evaluate a cus-
tomer’s hand function to design manageable pack-
ages. This tool may be helpful to many designers to 
better manage the time spent with their customers. 
Self-report questionnaires need to be short enough 
for easy completion and review and must contain 
items that will evaluate a client’s functional limita-
tions (Michener & Leggin 2001).

A limitation of  the current study is that the 
severity of  the participants’ hand impairment was 
not categorised. Additional data from a larger 
sample size is needed to clarify whether a stronger 
correlation exists between the hand function 
assessments.

The information gained from the performance-
based and self-reported assessment measurement 

is valuable. Both measures offer information on 
a participation’s ability to function and complete 
tasks.

At the same time, the two assessments offer 
important as well as different additional information 
about the participation. The self-report provides 
insight into the participation’s perception of her 
ability to function, whereas the performance-based 
measurement provides information on the speed 
and strength of performance.

Despite the theoretical value of  self-assessment, 
the traditional measures could lead to the conclu-
sion that self-assessment ability is poor. However, 
problems inherent in the traditional approaches 
for measuring self-assessment call into question 
this verdict on self-assessment. We have offered 
one alternative framework for research in this 
domain that conceptualizes self-assessment as an 
intraindividual as opposed to interindividual proc-
ess. This new framework faces its own limitations, 
but it exemplifies the potential that exists to take 
the study of  self-assessment in new directions.
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Distraction affects the robot-assisted surgical performance 
depending on task difficulty
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ABSTRACT: This study investigated the impact of distractions on robotic surgical performance with 
different task difficulties. We hypothesized that distractions would negatively affect robot-assisted surgi-
cal performance in comparison to no distraction. In addition, the performance on distractions would be 
affected by the level of task difficulty. Sixteen subjects performed three inanimate surgical tasks: Biman-
ual Carrying (BC), Needle Passing (NP), and Suture Tying (ST) with three distraction groups (passive, 
active, combined distraction), and a control group with no distraction. Dependent variables were objec-
tive measurements (time, distance, speed, and smoothness). A two-way ANOVA was applied to examine 
the effect of distractions and tasks. Distractive environment significantly decreased performance (time to 
task completion (p < 0.005) and distance traveled (p < 0.005)), and the effect of distraction was significant 
on difficult tasks (NP and ST).

Keywords: active distraction, passive distraction, task difficulty, robot-assisted surgery

and coordination of hand movement, and its 
complexity is further increased by distractions (Siu 
et al. 2010, Suh et al. 2009). Distraction in operat-
ing rooms not only can affect surgeon’s perform-
ance, but also could be considered as one of the 
most important contributing for 40% to 50% factor 
of surgical errors (Sarker & Vincent 2005). Stud-
ies reported that many distractions were related 
to equipment, work environment, and procedural 
events (Healey et al. 2006). However, the effect of 
distractions on robot-assisted surgical perform-
ance with different levels of task difficulty has not 
been largely explored.

The purpose of this study was to investigate 
how distractions affect performance of fundamen-
tal surgical tasks. Also, we investigated the effect of 
distraction on different levels of task difficulty. We 
hypothesized that distraction would have a nega-
tive impact on robotic surgical performance, and 
the effect of distraction on surgical task perform-
ance could be driven by the nature of the task.

2 METHODS

We examined on surgical performance with 
the da Vinci™ Surgical System (dVSS; Intuitive 

1 INSTRUCTIONS

1.1 Distractions

Distractions are known as a significant factor 
affecting human performance in the safety critical 
domain. Being distracted while performing a com-
plex skill increases the complexity of a task and 
leads to performance impairment (Beyea 2007, 
Healey et al. 2006). However, it may not be just the 
presence or absence of a distraction that affects 
the performance. Instead, the characteristics of 
the distraction may play a critical role in affecting 
human performance (Szafranski et al. 2009).

1.2 Distractive environment

The operating room is a nosy and distractive envi-
ronment. Many sources including patient monitors, 
suction machines, conversation during surgery, 
contribute to the distractive environment in the 
operating room. It is believed that such distrac-
tive environment could have a negative effect on 
surgical performance during delicate procedures 
such as laparoscopy (Goodell et al. 2006, Hsu 
et al. 2008). In addition, robot-assisted surgery is 
a complex task requiring a high level of precision 
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Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA), which is 
commonly used for robot-assisted laparoscopic 
surgery.

2.1 Subjects

Sixteen medical students (22–24 years of age) were 
recruited to participate in this study. Novice users 
had no prior experience using the dVSS. All sub-
jects had only basic surgical knowledge with no 
prior experience in robotic surgery and were right-
handed. Informed consent was obtained from each 
subject before his or her participation in accord-
ance with the Institution Review Board of the 
University of Nebraska Medical Center.

2.2 Distractive conditions

An active distraction (interactive distraction), a 
passive distraction (non-interactive distraction) 
and combined distraction (active and passive dis-
traction) were used in this experiment. The active 
distraction group was required to respond to the 
distraction with decision making,  and the distrac-
tion was composed of general science questions 
chosen from the Medical College Admission Test 
(MCAT) problem bank. A recorded series of gen-
eral science questions was posed to subjects to 
solve and all answers were reported verbally. A set 
of pre-recorded noises (passive distraction) from 
an actual operating room (between 50 to 90 dB), 
no response required to the distraction, was used 
to mimic the noisy environment in the operat-
ing room during experiment. This recorded noise 
included patient monitors, suction machines, drill 
machines and conversations between surgeons and 
residents. Overall condition of the environment 
was the same for all subjects; no unusual amount 
of noise or other distractions.

2.3 Tasks

The following three inanimate robotic surgical 
tasks were performed in this study:

A. Bimanual Carrying (BC), a “pick and place” 
task: picking up five 15 × 2-mm rubber pieces 
from a 30-mm metal cap with the right and left 
instruments, respectively, and carrying them to 
the opposite caps simultaneously (Fig. 1a).

B. Needle Passing (NP), a “translational” task: 
passing a 26-mm surgical needle through six 
pairs of holes made on the surface of a latex 
tube (Fig. 1b).

C. Suture Tying (ST ), a “precision navigation” 
task: passing a 150 × 0.5-mm surgical suture 
through a pair of holes made on the surface of 
a latex tube and making three knots using intra-
corporeal knot-ting (Fig. 1c).

All three tasks were designed to mimic real 
robotic surgical tasks, and to require consistent 
repetition of the same movements with bimanual 
coordination for quality performance. The partici-
pants were required to complete five BC, six NP, 
and one ST tasks for each trial.

2.4 Procedures

All participants were provided a 10 minute tour 
with a descriptive briefing of the dVSS, and per-
formed ten practical trials for preventing learning 
within trials. Our previous studies have already 
established that ten trials are sufficient to learn a 
robotic surgical task (Judkins et al. 2009, Narazaki 
et al. 2006). A control group performing tasks 
without any distraction was included as a baseline. 
The order of tasks on inanimate material using 
the dVSS was fully randomized in each types of 
distraction.

2.5 Objective measures

The objective performance measures were Time to 
Task Completion (TTC), total Distance traveled 
(D), Speed (S), and Curvature (κ). Time to task com-
pletion was the time required to complete a given 
surgical task. Start and end times were identified as 
the time when the instrument tips were within 1 cm 
of the starting positions. Total distance traveled was 
the sum of Euclidean distances between each time 
sample. Speed was calculated as the magnitude of 
the velocity. Curvature measured the straightness 
of the path and was calculated at each point on the 
path by the following equation (Gray 1997):

κ =
×� ��
�

r r×
r3

where �r _is the velocity of a point r on the three-
dimensional path, and ��r  is the acceleration of 
point r. The median (κmed) was computed for each 
trial. Values of κmed close to zero indicate relatively 
smooth and straight movements, whereas larger 
values indicate curved and jerky movements. They 
were acquired using the dVSS Application Pro-
grammer’s Interface provided by Intuitive Surgi-
cal, Inc (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). A custom program 
using LabView (National Instruments Corp., 
Austin, TX, USA) was written to interface to the 
dVSS via an Ethernet connection. Kinematic data 
was streamed at 100 Hz.

2.6 Data analysis

All data were post-processed by using MATLAB 
(MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). A two-
way ANOVA was performed to detect the effect 
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of the distractive conditions (passive, active, and 
no distraction) and the tasks (BC, NP, and ST). 
The post-hoc pair-wise comparison with Tukey’s 
multiple comparison tests was performed when 
factors were significant. The significance level was 
set at α = 0.05. The dependent variables were time 
to task completion, total distance traveled, speed, 
and curvature.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Distraction effects

Significant distraction effects were found for tem-
poral and kinematic dependent variables: Time to 
Task Completion (TTC) (p < 0.005), total Distance 
traveled (D) (p < 0.005) and average speed (S) 
(p < 0.005) (Fig. 2B). For the TTC, the follow-up 
pairwise comparisons indicated that the Bimanual 
Carrying (BC) task had no significant effect from all 
type of distractions. However, the Needle Passing 
(NP) task with the combined distraction showed 
significant increment of the completion time when 
compared with no distraction condition (p < 0.005). 
Also, the combined distraction on the NP signifi-
cantly increased the time compared with the passive 
distraction. In terms of the Suture Tying (ST) task, 
the combined distraction condition showed signifi-
cantly higher TTC compared to the no distraction 
(p < 0.5), the passive (p < 0.005), and the active dis-
traction (p < 0.005). For the total distance traveled 
of the surgical instrument tips, only the ST task had 
significant effect with distractions. The active and 
combined distraction significantly increased the dis-
tance compared with the control group (p < 0.005). 
There were also significant differences between the 
passive and the active, between the passive and the 
combined, and between the active and the com-
bined distractions (p < 0.005). However, there were 
no significant distractive effects on each task for the 
average speed and the curvature.

3.2 Task analysis

There were significant task effects to the different 
types of distraction for all kinematic depend-
ent variables: TTC (p < 0.005), D (p < 0.005), 
S (p < 0.005), and curvature (κ) (Fig. 2A). The ST 
task showed significant higher time to task com-
pletion compared with the BC and the NP tasks 
(p < 0.005). The distance traveled was significantly 
different on all three tasks (p < 0.005) and the ST 
task required the longest distance. The speed of the 
BC task was significantly faster than other two tasks 
(p < 0.005), while there was no difference between 
the NP and the ST tasks. For the curvature, all three 
tasks had significant differences among each 
together. Especially, the BC task showed significant 
lower curvature. In other words, the motion of BC 
task had the most straightness and smoothness 
among the three tasks. Through these results, we 
confirmed that the suture tying task was the most 
difficult task with the greatest time to task comple-
tion, the longest distance traveled, and significantly 
lower speed and higher curvature (low motion 
smoothness) when compared with other tasks. The 
NP task was the second difficulty among three 
tasks with significantly lower speed and higher cur-
vature compared to the control.

4 DISCUSSION

This study objectively demonstrated that the dis-
tractive environment has negative effects on per-
formance. Our results supported our hypothesis, 
since we found that distractive environment affects 
performance during fundamental surgical tasks: a 
bimanual carrying, needle passing, and suture tying. 
In addition, the effect of distraction was different 
depending on the level of task difficulty. Active dis-
traction (such as decision making) showed greater 
impact on performance as time to task comple-
tion and total traveled distance. These negative 

Figure 1. The tasks performed in the study using the da Vinci Surgical System (dVSS). (A) Bimanual carrying, 
(B) Needle passing, (C) Suture tying.
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distraction effects are also supported by other 
studies, which showed that a distraction caused an 
attention shift and led to increased errors in per-
formance of both cognitive (Pool 2003) and motor 
(Weerdesteyn 2003) tasks. Also, working memory 
comprises functional components of cognition that 
allow humans to comprehend to retain information 

and to solve problems (Baddeley 1996). It is noted 
that both active (decision making) and combined 
(active and passive) distractions showed more det-
rimental distraction effect than passive (auditory) 
distraction. These results suggested that the cog-
nitive distraction was competing with the robotic 
surgical task for cognitive resources.

Figure 2. (A) It shows the task effect on temporal and kinematic dependent variables: TTC: Total time to complete 
the task, Distance (D): total distance traveled of the surgical instrument tips, Speed (S): average movement velocity, 
Curvature (k): motion smoothness (lower value means more straight and smooth motion). (B) It shows the type of 
distraction effect and the result of pairwise comparison between the task and the distractions. (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, 
and *** p < 0.001).
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In terms of  the nature of  tasks, the bimanual 
carrying task, which was defined as the low-
est difficulty task in the task analysis had no 
impact from all distractive condition, while the 
suture tying task determined as the most difficult 
task had negative effects on temporal perform-
ance and movement distance from all kinds of 
distraction. The needle passing task having the 
medium level of  difficulty showed a degraded 
temporal performance only when distractions 
were present. Therefore, performing high level 
of  difficulty task could be apt to have a negative 
impact from distractive environments. On the 
other hands, distractive effect could be ignored in 
performing low level of  difficulty task. Therefore, 
more challenging tasks or complex tasks, such as 
suture tying, would have a larger negative effect 
of  distraction on surgical performance. Future 
studies are required to investigate how surgical 
performance can be enhanced in the presence of 
distractions.

5 CONCLUSION

Results of this study represent one of the few 
efforts to investigate the distractive effect of sur-
gical performance in a robot-assisted surgery. 
A positive attribute of this study was the ability 
to quantify both distraction effect and the level 
of task difficulty during performing fundamental 
surgical tasks. In addition, this study investigated 
and demonstrated the interaction between distrac-
tions and different task difficulties. One weakness 
was that the metrics used in the study was not 
sufficient to fully prove the effect of distractions 
and tasks, since the speed and the curvature were 
not able to show differences, although the result 
did show significance on the temporal perform-
ance and the movement distance. Thus, we need 
to develop more sensitive metrics, such as muscle 
activity from electromyography and error rate, for 
measuring human performance.

In conclusion, the study provided several insights 
that should be considered by an operator as part 
of a surgeon working in a distractive environment. 
It was found that the distractive effect degrading 
performance may vary among tasks having differ-
ent levels of difficulty and complexity. Based on 
these findings, additional investigations are needed 
to find out diverse methods to reduce the negative 
impact from distractions, such as augment feed-
back information to assist an operator’s decision 
making and cognition. Finally, the relationship 
between the distraction and the task difficulty 
should be considered when evaluating the work 
environment and safety for preventing human 
errors.
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Development of a knowledge-based system based 
on Collaborative-Filtering recommendation 
for training knowledge sharing

Shu-Ling Wang & Wei-Ham Hung
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ABSTRACT: Knowledge sharing has been an important issue to the outcomes of knowledge 
management. However, traditional knowledge management systems only focus on seeking how to store 
the knowledge, as documents, which has been retained by enterprises while ignoring the core advantages 
of knowledge sharing such knowledge as the experiences, technical capabilities and organization culture 
among employees. Therefore, how to support employees retrieve what knowledge they require for 
improving their work efficiency is an important issue. This study aims to developing a knowledge-based 
system for training knowledge sharing and management. Firstly, we apply Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 
approach to support enterprises in obtaining and managing case knowledge, and promote knowledge 
sharing and accumulation by developing personal services and interactive functions based on Web 2.0. 
Especially, the system allows the knowledge to be more effectively communicated, shared and exchanged 
among users by integrating the Collaborative-Filtering recommender, which automatically produces and 
recommends knowledge-based on users’ preferences and requirements.

Keywords: case-based reasoning (CBR), knowledge management (KM), knowledge sharing, Collaborative-
Filtering recommendation, Web 2.0

This study aims to develop a “collaborative 
knowledge-based system” for knowledge sharing 
and management; this requires a knowledge man-
agement system that integrates the Particle Swarm 
Optimization, K-mans algorithm and Case-Based 
Reasoning to support enterprises in obtaining and 
managing case knowledge, and promotes knowledge 
sharing and accumulation by developing personal 
services and interactive functions based on Web 
2.0. The knowledge scattered across departments or 
enterprises is effectively integrated by the platform, 
making the users of an enterprise able to obtain 
knowledge related to their tasks. The platform allows 
the knowledge to be more effectively communicated, 
shared and exchanged in the enterprise by integrat-
ing the Collaborative-Filtering recommender, which 
automatically produces and recommends knowl-
edge-based on users’ preferences and requirements.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Collaborative-Filtering recommendation

The concept of the Collaborative-Filtering Rec-
ommender is mainly based on the hypothesis that a 
user group with identical interests may be found by 

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the essential aspects of virtual enterprising 
is determining how to integrate the processes, 
resources and knowledge from different local 
branches and enterprises through enterprise alli-
ances, in order to quickly respond to customer 
requirements (Zhen, L. et al. 2010). However, 
traditional knowledge management systems only 
focus on seeking how to store the knowledge, as 
documents, which has been retained by enterprises 
while ignoring the core advantages of knowledge 
sharing such knowledge as the experiences, tech-
nical capabilities and organization culture among 
employees. Therefore, how to support employees 
retrieve what knowledge they require for improv-
ing their work efficiency is a important issue.

Although such tacit knowledge is usually accu-
mulated by employees themselves cannot be easily 
reproduced and transferred, it is a major challenge 
for enterprises to enhance their core competitive-
ness while trying to circumvent the loss of this 
knowledge base through personnel resignation and 
transfer. Therefore, if  knowledge can be obtained 
and organized by effective means, it can become 
the driving force for improving enterprise competi-
tiveness and increasing value (Nonaka, I. 1994).
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means, and items that might interest such users can 
be further recommended by analyzing the prefer-
ences of such a group (Breese, J.S. et al. 1998). Items 
are recommended to target users for use from the 
group’s perspective, and the similarity of user pref-
erences is calculated by historical records of past 
users, to find the nearest neighbors whose prefer-
ences are most similar; information is also given to 
target users for reference through the opinions of 
the nearest neighbors. The Collaborative-Filtering 
recommender has been successful applied in vari-
ous fields; a few examples are provided below. For 
instance: TAPESTRY is an experimental mail sys-
tem developed at the Xerox PARC for solving the 
increased use of electronic mail. Users’ preferences 
determine the type of email filtering of the system 
(Goldberg, D. et al. 1992). Usenet News is a rec-
ommender system for new for users interested in 
content that provides rating, and then calculates 
the rating data to generate recommendation lists 
(Konstan, J.A. et al. 1997). Other similar recom-
mender systems include movies, music (Li, Q. et al. 
2007) and e-learning (Bobadilla, J. et al. 2009)
(Hsu, M.H. 2008). Applying the recommender 
system to enterprises allows members to interact 
for knowledge sharing and management (Zhen, L. 
et al. 2010).

While studies have reported that Collaborative-
Filtering may be the most successful recommen-
dation technology up to now, it still harbors two 
limitations, as follows (Burke, R. et al. 2002) (Cho, 
Y.H. et al. 2004).

2.1.1 Sparsity problem
The number of items that need to be assessed is so 
great that the matrix of the assessment materials is 
too sparse to produce a proper recommendation 
item to the user through similarity calculation.

2.1.2 Scalability problem
Because the recommendation system calculates 
the similarity between users by the Nearest Neigh-
bors algorithm, which will, in time, become ever 
more complicated as a square of equal ratio to 
the historical use records of users and the number 
of items to be assessed, and when users and the 
recommended items gradually increase in number, 
system scalability will become problem affecting 
the efficiency of the recommendation system.

In order to improve the problem of sparsity and 
scalability, scholars have proposed different tech-
nological solutions, such as Hybrid Recommender 
System (Burke, R. 2002) and Clustering technol-
ogy (Rashid, A.M. et al. 2006) (Sarwar, B.M. et al. 
2002). Other researchers have pointed out that 
using clustering techniques can indeed lead to good 
recommendations. The applications of clustering 
techniques reduce the sparsity and improve the 

scalability (Rashid, A.M. et al. 2006). Therefore, 
this study adopts the method that K-means algo-
rithm. First of all, large amounts of data will be 
clustered in advance and user clusters of identical 
preference will be defined once clusters are created 
that reduce the sparsity and improve scalability of 
recommender system.

2.2 Knowledge-based system

The primary purpose of knowledge-based systems 
is to collect knowledge from experts and then 
systematically present or modularize the knowl-
edge. Having systematic representations and 
modules allows computers to perform inferences 
and problem solving on various fields. If  the steps 
in a problem solving process or the logics and 
reasoning under an inference can be formalized, 
then knowledge-based systems can be brought to 
resolve complicated problems that otherwise must 
be solved by human experts.

According to the Computer user High-tech 
Dictionary, knowledge-based system is a com-
puter system that is programmed to imitate 
human problem-solving by means of artifi-
cial intelligence and reference to a database of 
knowledge on a particular subject (Huang, H.C. 
2009). Knowledge-based systems typically con-
tain four core components: 1. knowledge base, 
2. inference mechanism, 3. knowledge engineering 
tools, 4. users interface (Liao, S.H. 2005).

Knowledge base is constructed through explicit 
knowledge representation method supplied and 
built by domain experts. As knowledge-based sys-
tems extensively refer to knowledge and experiences 
of domain experts when they are searching for solu-
tions, knowledge-based systems are very suitable to 
applications of unstructured and uncertain knowl-
edge. Example applications of knowledge-based 
systems are as follows: KBDSS is used to assist doc-
tors in analyzing factors presented in the working 
environment that cause musculoskeletal disorder, 
especially common causes that lead to shoulder 
and neck pain (Padma, T. et al. 2009). BSCKBS 
analyzes business data and assist users to make deci-
sions through knowledge-based system. It also helps 
construct specific business strategy and marketing 
plan by deploying BSC (Gasparetti, F. et al. 2009).
Business letter generator deploys both web-based 
training and self-directed learning. It assists new 
employees to write business and provides trainings 
on business writing (Huang, H.C. et al. 2009).

As discussed previously, a complete knowledge-
based system will contain four core components. Every 
component can affect the system’s performance. 
Hence, this study utilizes CBR and collaborative 
recommendation algorithm to develop a smart 
knowledge-based system and smart user interface. 
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Use enterprises that provide knowledge base services 
as an example. The purpose is to build a knowledge-
based system that assists users to effectively search 
and use their company’s training knowledge. The 
methods and algorithms for developing the system 
are explained in the following chapter.

3 THE METHOD OF SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT

3.1 System framework

This study integrates Case-Based Reasoning, 
Knowledge Management method and Particle 
Swarm Optimization to obtain and integrate the 
current knowledge resources of virtual enter-
prises, based on the concept of spiral of knowl-
edge (Nonaka, I. 1994), to analyze the functional 
structures that might be needed in the four proc-
esses: socializing, externalizing, combining and 
internalizing tacit and explicit knowledge. In order 
to improve the knowledge sharing and processes 
within an enterprise, information technology is 
applied to develop intelligent knowledge sharing 
and management platform architecture and further 
formulate a personalization system for knowledge 
recommendation by employing a Collaborative-
Filtering recommender. The architecture of an 
intelligent knowledge sharing and management 
platform proposed in the study includes: (1) the 
case knowledge of representation and digitaliz-
ing. (2) A case knowledge sharing platform based 
on Web 2.0. (3) Personal knowledge manage-
ment portal. (4) Knowledge Q & A community. 
The relevant descriptions are as follows:

3.1.1 Case-based knowledge of representation 
and digitalizing

In this study, enterprise knowledge is represented as 
cases, such as engineering knowledge, R&D docu-
ments, training textbooks, etc. A case knowledge 

base is intended to be built by interviewing experts 
and acquiring virtual enterprise knowledge.

3.1.2 Case-based knowledge-sharing platform 
based on Web 2.0

Users can share their experiences, review case 
knowledge and retrieve case knowledge on the 
platform, which further recommends knowledge 
to workers through its recommendation function, 
to enable the knowledge to flow in the organiza-
tion and achieve interactive, sharing and exchange 
effects.

3.1.3 Personal knowledge management portal
The information needed by individual workers 
is managed by a single portal. Users can choose 
the knowledge they need according to their pref-
erence or task goals, facilitating users to quickly 
acquire the internal knowledge resources and 
improve the work efficiency via the personal 
knowledge management portal.

3.1.4 Knowledge Q & A community
With many experts in various fields participating in 
the community, users can interact by finding experts 
or colleague in relevant fields, asking questions and 
discussing, thus promoting communication of tacit 
knowledge and further sharing knowledge.

3.2 System function

This study aims to build a framework for users to 
first retrieve case knowledge through combined 
Case-Based Reasoning, Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion and K-means algorithm, thereby obtaining 
the relevant knowledge they need; the structure 
is also capable (based on users’ preferences on the 
case knowledge and further integrated with the 
Collaborative-Filtering recommender) of produc-
ing a list of relevant recommended knowledge 
elements that users might prefer if  they had never 
been previously retrieved. The modules of the plat-
form are described in detail as follows:

3.2.1 Case-based knowledge module
This module contains the users’ database and case 
knowledge database, which respectively record the 
personal data of users and the digitalized documents 
as stated in the above “Case knowledge of represen-
tation and digitalizing” section, which serve as the 
data recommended to be input into the module.

3.2.2 Case-based knowledge recommendation 
module

This section integrates case knowledge sharing, 
management and the Collaborative-Filtering recom-
mender, to construct the knowledge recommendation 
module. A personal recommendation system is 

Figure 1. The architecture of intelligent system platform 
for training knowledge sharing and management.
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provided by applying the Collaborative-Filtering 
recommender and the opinions of uses that retrieve 
similar cases found by CBR to retrieve information 
which was not previously read by such readers but 
which might possibly match their preferences.

3.2.3 User interface module
Users can quickly obtain and master the knowl-
edge they need by their preferences or task goals 
via the single interface. A knowledge Q & A com-
munity is the system by which users can interact 
by asking questions, discussing and finding experts 
in relevant fields for advice, and strengthening the 
value and practices of knowledge exchanges by 
topic discussion.

4 SYSTEM METHOD

The aim is to solve the sparse and scalability 
problems (Cho, Y.H. et al. 2004) to enhance 
the efficiency and prediction accuracy of 
the Collaborative-Filtering recommender. This 
study proposes combining Particle Swarm 
Optimization, K-means algorithm and the 
Collaborative-Filtering recommender; the former 
is used for clustering, according to user preference, 
with the specific cluster center as index. When 
sparse problems occur, the prediction accuracy 
of the traditional Collaborative-Filtering recom-
mender is improved by the clustering method. The 
results of clustering in advance can also solve the 

system scalability problem (Roh, T.H. et al. 2003) 
(Sarwar, B. et al. 2001) (Sarwar, B.M. 2001) (Ungar, 
L.H. et al. 1998) caused by too large a data load. 
The procedure of this method can be summarized 
as follows:

4.1.1 Build M × N rating matrix table
This is used for recording the past transaction 
records of users and locating other users whose 
behaviors are similar, who will be taken as the 
nearest cluster. The preference of the nearest 
cluster is also analyzed and used as the basis for 
recommendation.

4.1.2 Clustering based on user preference
The users’ preference is clustered using PSO com-
bined with K-means algorithm (Shelokar, P.S. et al. 
2007); and large amounts of data will be clustered 
in advance and user clusters of identical preference 
will be defined.

4.1.3 Calculate the similar clustering
Use the K-NN algorithm (Roh, T.H. et al. 2003) 
to find user preferences and interests in the most 
similar clusters.

4.1.4 Generating recommendation lists
The similarity between the target user and 
nearest user is calculated using Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient (Rashid, A.M. et al. 2006) as 
the weight for predicting recommendations. In 
the clusters obtained by assessing target users 
and using the K-NN algorithms, similarity 
is calculated by taking preference value between 
two cases into the similarity equation (Rashid, 
A.M. et al. 2006).

Figure 2. The architecture of system function.

Figure 3. A simple architecture of the method that com-
bine cluster and Collaborative-Filtering recommender.
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5 INTELLIGENT USER INTERFACE

5.1 CBR retrieval interface

The smart user interface of knowledge base con-
structed provides case search and retrieval inter-
face. The system performs inference based on 
case’s related attributes. Users can search and 
retrieve knowledge of related cases by providing 
different case attributes. With the help of knowl-
edge retrieval, the process of obtaining knowledge 
teaching materials becomes more efficient. The 
functionalities of this system include: 1. Gener-
ate the best recommendation by calculating simi-
larities among attributes of cases that were initially 
input by users. 2. Present results in the user inter-
face. 3. Users can redefine case attributes in order 
to obtain different retrieval result.

5.2 Personal recommendation interface

Traditional CBR is done by finding solutions to 
similar cases that happened previously. However, 
when users are facing new problems, this method 
cannot completely satisfy the required informa-
tion. Since there is a lot more knowledge hidden 
in various filed knowledge cases, the system must 
actively recommend it to users and provide users 
with more opportunities to discover hidden knowl-
edge. Therefore, this study further integrates CBS 
with Collaborative-Filtering recommendation 
mechanism. The system finds knowledge of similar 
cases through case-based reasoning and assesses 

Figure 4–1. According to the case attributes to reason-
ing the similarity case.

the result by receiving feedbacks given by users 
after they have finished reading the result. The 
system keeps cumulative such data and analyzes 
user’s preferences for active recommendation. 
Overall, the system achieves personal knowledge 
recommendation and facilitates the flow, sharing 
and transmission of  knowledge.

6 CONCLUSION

This study uses CBS as the foundation and inte-
grates Collaborative-Filtering recommendation 

Figure 4–2. The similarity case content.

Figure 5. Personal recommender interface.
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with Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to develop 
knowledge sharing and smart personal knowledge 
recommendation interface. First, this study applies 
knowledge spiral framework to effectively perform 
systematic data organizing and classification. This 
study then constructs case knowledge base. By 
going through case-based reasoning retrieval inter-
face and by using case attributes provided by users, 
the retrieved result will be more accurate. The per-
sonal recommendation interface enables the system 
to possess smart learning mechanism. The system 
actively recommends according to users’ prefer-
ences. The system facilitates the flow, sharing and 
transmission of knowledge and increase the per-
formance of knowledge management.
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Managing the telematics use during drive: What does driver wants? 
A cross countries study

Fang Chen
Interaction Design, Department of Applied IT, Chalmers University of Technology, 
Gothenburg, Sweden

ABSTRACT: It is a well-known knowledge that telematics use during drive can cause driver distraction 
and hence cause the accidents. Researchers and automotive manufactures developed a concept called 
“workload manager”. It is intended to alert or control the use of telematics equipment during drive. But 
there is no general agreement and acceptance of how to do the control. The present study was focused 
on “what the driver wants” when regarding the tread-off balance between telematic use and drive safety, 
and specially focused on culture differences. It based on interview studies of the drivers from China and 
Sweden. The result showed very big culture differences. Further research work is needed in this area.
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the telemtics devices are short (about 6 months), 
people often bring in new devices and use them 
during drive. In the opposite, the vehicle’s life cycle 
is much longer (at least 4 years). It is not easy for 
the automotive industrial to keep updating and 
take effective control of the telematic use during 
drive. The telematics devices are still not specially 
design for using during drive, and people brought 
in new devices and used during drive more and 
more often.

To solve this conflict, researchers and auto-
motive manufactures developed a concept called 
“workload manager”. According to Green (Green 
2004), “a workload manager is a device that 
attempts to determine if  a driver is overloaded or 
distracted, and if  they are, alters the availability of 
telematics and the operation of warning systems”.

Green (Green 2004) further on, categorizes 
workload managers into four broad categories 
depending on what they measure: 1) driver state, 
2) driver input, 3) vehicle performance and 
response, and 4) the driving situation. The col-
lection of  data for triggering the workload man-
agement system is done by various sensors that 
measure a variety of  human, automotive and 
driving parameters such as steering wheel angle, 
speed throttle angle, brake pressure, acceleration, 
lane position, headway, etc. The control is taking 
place by limiting access to functionality or warn-
ing against device use accordingly. For instance, 
incoming telephone calls can be diverted if  the 
system deems the driving situation critical (i.e. if  it 
assesses that it would be dangerous for the driver 
to answer the call at the time).

1 INTRODUCTION

Driver distraction has been identified as one of 
the major contribution factors to the car accident 
(Dingus and Jermeland 2005). The distraction can 
also be considered as the driver being overloaded 
by different tasks and information on the road. 
Driver workloads are contributed by:

– Road the traffic conditions
– Secondary task performance
– Roadside presentations
– Different in-car presentations.

The telematics equipments use, such as mobile 
phones, GPD devices, mp3 players, etc., is the typi-
cal secondary task performance during drive. It is 
now a well-known knowledge that telematics use 
during drive can cause driver distraction and hence 
cause the accidents. Many research works have 
been published in this area (Lee, L. Ries et al. 2000; 
Hancock 2003; Green 2004; Anttila and Luoma 
2005; Liu and Lee 2005).

Green summarizes the three major key points 
made in crash literature regarding telematics 
(Green 2004): 1) that there are crashes in which the 
use of telematics has been a contributing factor, 
2) in the crashes where telematics use has contrib-
uted, the driver has become so involved in the in-
vehicle task that they fail to give the necessary level 
of attention to the driving task, and 3) the crashes 
due to telematics use are more likely to occur dur-
ing benign driving conditions.

But the impact from these studies to the real 
drive situation is very little. As the life cycle of 
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Chen (2008) proposed the zonal adaptive 
workload management system. In this sys-
tem, the drive workload was evaluated according 
to the external road and traffic condition, rather 
than the driver’s performance.

A key issue associated with workload manage-
ment is how, at any given moment, to evaluate the 
level of access that drivers should have to the range 
of functionality available.

There are three possible ways to “alter the 
availability of  telematics”. One is totally block-
ing the availability of  the devices (total control 
system). Another one is to give advices to the 
driver of  the potential danger; it is up to the 
driver to decide if  they shall use the devices or 
not (advice system). The third solution is some-
thing in between. What is the best way to do? 
There is not a common agreement among users 
and automotive industry.

There are some studies about how culture dif-
ferences can affect the human interface design 
and human interaction. Marcus (Marcus 2003) 
has argued that many different aspects needs to 
be considered, such as culture dimension and 
cognitive difference, metaphor, mental model, 
navigation, interaction, appearance and pres-
entation. There are some studies regarding the 
culture issue in drive and interaction design (Xie 
and Parker 2002; Zhang 2006; Chen 2009; Chen 
2009; Jordan 2009). All of  these studies have 
implied that the interaction design for in-vehicle 
systems that fits one country may not be suit-
able to another country, especially, the design 
results from Western studies are not suitable for 
Asian. There are very limited reports that can be 
found about drive distraction and telematics use 
in China and there is no report about how the 
workload management system shall be designed 
for Chinese drivers.

The purpose of  present study was focused 
on “what the driver wants” when regarding the 
tread-off  balance between telematic use and 
drive safety. More specific, the comparison 
between Swedish driver and Chinese driver was 
investigated.

2 METHOD

The study is carried out in both China and 
Sweden.

There are 18 Swedish and 42 Chinese driv-
ers participated into the study. All of them have 
over 5 years drive experiences and used different 
telematics devices during drive.

The study was based on structured interview. In 
the beginning of the interview, the basic knowledge 

of telematics devices use and drive distraction was 
explained to the subjects, and made sure that they 
understood it perfectly. Then we explain to the sub-
ject that there are three possible control solutions 
to reduce the possible risk of using these devices 
during drive.

Alternative I: A total control system (on-off): By 
this system, it is totally forbidden of using telemat-
ics devices during drive.

Alternative II: Drive behaviour system: Accord-
ing to the drive performance. This system is 
attempting to determine if  a driver is overloaded 
or distracted through different drive parameters. 
If  so, alter the availability of telematics and the 
operation of warning systems.

Alternative III: Advices system: This system is 
essentially location-based system which try to take 
into account the road and driving conditions. This 
system adjusts and limits the performance of sec-
ondary task based on the needs and complexity of 
secondary task performance. The system will only 
provide some advices to the driver of the potential 
danger of using telematics devices during driving. 
It is up to the driver, if  he would follow the advice 
or not.

After the introduction, the subject was asked if  
he or she understood it perfectly? Then we asked 
them to select one system that they prefer the best 
and can consider implementing it in his (her) car. 
We even asked then to describe the advantages 
and disadvantages of each system to make sure 
that they understand the differences of the three 
systems.

After a general question, we went on with a lot 
of  specific traffic and drive situations and asked 
the drive during that moment, which system they 
prefer. There are three independent variables in 
this special interview: The complexity of  the 
tasks that the driver may perform during driv-
ing, different types of  roads and different traffic 
situations.

We selected 17 tasks that most drivers may per-
form during drive.

The combination of road type and traffic condi-
tions can be found in Table 1. We categorized the 
road condition into three levels. In each level, the 
difficulties in drive are similar. The numbers in 
Table 1 indicated the levels in this category.

Level 1: It is easy to drive.
Level 2: It is relatively easy to drive, but some 

extra attention is needed compare to level 1.
Level 3: It is not easy to drive, therefore, most of 

the driver’s attention shall be on driving.

Under each road and traffic situation, the sub-
jects is asked to select what kind of system they 
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In total, there were over 3900 combinations of 
questions that the subjects were asked to select the 
answers.

3 RESULTS

The results from selecting one preferable sys-
tem before discussing the detail of drive show in 
Table 3.

There are significant differences among 
Swedish drivers and Chinese drivers when it 
comes to the preferences of control system for the 
telematics use.

Then, when it comes to the detail drive situa-
tion, it shows very different figure. The results 
from Swedish driver showed in Table 4.

If  we disregard the traffic condition and task 
complexity, in average, 40% select Alt. I, 32,8% 
select Alt. II and 27,2% with Alt. III. It showed 
very different figures from Table 3.

Among the 42 Chinese drivers, there were 4 of 
them did not complete the interviews, therefore, 
during data analysis, we took off  their data. So the 
results in Table 5 came from 38 subjects.

Table 1. The road type and traffic conditions.

Road type Traffics

Highway Busy traffic (2);
Difficult areas (2);
Easy traffic (1)

City traffic Busy traffic on big road (no 
 pedestrians) (3);
Not busy traffic in big road (2);
Busy  traffic and smaller roads (3);
No busy traffic with smaller roads (3)

Country road Busy traffic on big road (no 
 pedestrians) (2);
Not busy traffic in big road (1);
Busy traffic and smaller roads (many 
 pedestrians) (3);
No busy traffic with smaller roads (3); 
Passing small villages (3)

Table 2. Shows the detail tasks that are included in each 
level.

Task level Tasks included

1 Looking for traffic information;
Weather forecast;
Special scheduler;
Special information; 
Listen to radio only;
Listen to music but do not do anything;

2 Change TV channel;
Recording voice communication;
Change channels of radio;
Modulate the radio;
Remind the impartment date and time.

3 Dial number (searching numbers the 
installed in phone book);
Receive a call;
SMS—send and receive;
Check personal routine schedule;
Looking for a special song in a long list;
Watch car TV

prefer to have (Alternative I, II, or III) when they 
perform each of the 17 tasks.

Among the 17 tasks, we also divided it into three 
levels (See Table 2) according to how difficult it can 
be to perform:

Level 1: Easy to perform, which probably only 
need one or two button to push. It does not demand 
long time visual attention to the task.

Level 2: Relatively easy to perform, but slightly 
more complicated than level 1.

Level 3: difficult to perform, which has to press 
a few more buttons and requires long time visual 
attention on the task.

Table 3. The preference of the control for telematics 
use during drive.

Control 
alternatives

Swedish 
driver (total 18)

Chinese
driver (total 42)

I 0 2%
II 39% 9,5%
III 61% 83%

Table 4. The preferences of Swedish driver.

Traffic L 1 2 3 Average

Task L 1
Alt. I
Alt. II
Alt. III

44.5%
31.6%
23.8%

50.2%
25.4%
24.4%

50.6%
22.3%
27.2%

48.5%
26.5%
25.1%

Total 240 480 714
Task L 2
Alt. I
Alt. II
Alt. III

25.0%
40.5%
34.5%

28.5%
42.3%
29.3%

29.4%
39.0%
31.6%

27.6%
40.6%
31.8%

Total 200 400 595
Task L 3
Alt. I
Alt. II
Alt. III

32.9%
36.7%
30.4%

53.3%
25.7%
20.9%

45.5%
31.1%
23.3%

43.9%
31.2%
24.9%

Total 240 540 714
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If we disregard the traffic condition and task 
complexity, in average, 35,9% select Alt. I, 4,5% 
select Alt. II and 59,1% with Alt. III. It showed 
very different figures from Table 3.

4 DISCUSSION

The comparison studies between Swedish driver 
and Chinese driver have been carried out earlier 
(Lindgren 2006; Lindgren 2007; Lindgren 2008; 
Lindgren 2008; Chen 2009; Jordan 2009). All of 
these studies pointed out that there is a culture 
differences regarding interactive design for driver 
safety. In present study, again, indicated that there 
is a difference when considering the attitude of 
using telematic devices while drive.

Among the three different alternative way 
of control the use of telematic devices, Alt. II is 
the drive behavior system, which is the principle 
of how the most workload management system 
works. Our results showed that there are 32% of 
Swedish drivers appreciated such a system. But 
only 4,5% of Chinese driver would select such a 
system to their car. The reason behind the results 
can be very complicated, and it is not the intention 
of present study to find out why.

Through the personal experience, I would 
assume that the reason behind this was that 
Chinese driver were not sure how the workload 
management system worked in practice while 
Swedish driver probably already seen or heard 
about the system.

The highest preference of the control system 
among Swedish driver is actually the on-off system 
(40%). This means the Swedish driver prefer the 

vehicle can broke certain functions on the telematic 
devices during drive. For Chinese driver, most of 
them prefer the advice system (59,1%). The rea-
son is probably that in Sweden, drivers were edu-
cated, through many different channels and media, 
that there is a potential danger of using telemat-
ics devices during drive. Some Countries have 
even set up the laws about forbidden using mobile 
phone while drive. In China, the public education, 
about how the why it is dangerous to use telematic 
devices while drive, was very limited. The driv-
ers consider of accessible and freedom of using 
telematic devices are more important. They may 
over-estimate their capacity of handling secondary 
task performance during drive.

Off course, the number of interviewees in this 
study is very limited. It is not possible to extend the 
result with general meaning, rather consider it as a 
pilot study to indicate that some further investiga-
tion is needed in this area.

Another interesting issue in this study is that 
when we ask the general question about which 
control system they prefer, without close connec-
tion to tasks and traffic, very few drivers would 
consider using the total control system. The results 
showed the same for Chinese driver and Swedish 
driver. All of them said that they would like to take 
the control of the car, not the car take over the 
control of them, especially regarding the control 
of telematic devices (see the results in table 3). But 
when we combine the situation of traffic situation 
and detail task performance, the outcome became 
very different. This implies that research method-
ology is an important issue.

A result from subjective study can be very dif-
ferent from the study of real drive. Still, the study 
indicated that the culture factor cannot be ignored. 
More research work is needed.

5 CONCLUSION

The fact that telematics use during drive can cause 
driver distraction and potential accidents. There-
fore, automotive industry is interested in work-
load management system. One unsolved problem 
appeared: how shall the vehicle “control” driver’s 
access of telematic devices.

Present study is based on structured interview 
with drivers from China and Sweden. Three inde-
pendent factors are considered: the task complex-
ity when regarding using the devices; the traffic 
condition and road conditions. Three alternative 
controls are evaluated.

The results indicate a strong culture impact 
when regarding what the driver’s attitude towards 
the control of accessibility of telematic devices. 
Further investigation is strongly needed.

Table 5. The preferences of Chinese driver.

Traffic L 1 2 3 Average

Task L 1

Alt. I
Alt. II
Alt. III

20,5%
 3,8%
72,0%

29,7%
 5,2%
65,1%

30,3%
 4,2%
65,5%

26,8%
 4,4%
67,5%

Total 468 936 1404
Task L 2

Alt. I
Alt. II
Alt. III

31,5%
 4,1%
64,4%

39,5%
 6,4%
54,1%

41,6%
 4,5%
53,8%

37,5%
 5,0%
57,4%

Total 390 780 1170
Task L 3
Alt. I
Alt. II
Alt. III

33,3%
 3,6%
63,1%

47,9%
 5,4%
46,7%

49,1%
 3,4%
47,4%

43,4%
 4,2%
52,4%

Total 468 936 1404
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